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-I.—BASKETRY DESIGNS OF THE INDIANS OF 
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA. 

By Roranp B. Dixon. 

Puates I-XXXVII. 

One of the earliest-noted and prime characteristics of 
the Indians of California is the great development among 
them of the art of basket-making. Not only did they excel 
in technique, in producing water-tight baskets of both the 
coiled and twined varieties, but also in the extent to which 

they developed the purely artistic side of basket-making in 
the elaboration of designs and methods of ornamentation. 
Carving and painting were, as far as we know, not numbered 
among the arts of this portion of the Pacific coast; pottery 
was unknown; and decoration in dress was, if we except the 

feather ornaments used at dances, as a rule, of the simplest 
sort in comparison with the elaborate and often profuse dec- 
oration found among many of the Indians of the plains. The 
California Indians were, therefore, practically confined, for the 

expression of their artistic sense, to basketry alone; and possi- 

bly this concentration of effort will afford a partial explanation, 
at least, of the great perfection to which the art was carried. 

But, while we find that basket-making and basketry design 
and ornamentation are characteristic of the California Indians 
as a whole, these arts were not developed to the same extent, 

or along the same lines, in all parts of the region. We can, 

[ anuary, 1902.] [1] 1 
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in consequence, distinguish several more or less clearly defined 

areas, each of which has a somewhat characteristic type of 

basketry and design. There is, of course, much intergrading, 
much that is difficult to classify; but on the whole the type 

areas are quite clearly distinguishable. Leaving the more 
detailed discussion of these type areas till later, it will be 

sufficient to outline briefly the different areas proposed. Be- 
ginning at the north, we .have what might be called the 
Northwestern Type, which includes the area occupied by the 
Hupa (Athapascan), Karok (Quoratean), Yurok (Weitspekan), 

and perhaps the Shasta (Sastean). The Northeastern Type 
would comprise the Modoc and Klamath (Lutuamian), Shasta 
(?), Pit Rivers (Palainihan), Yana (?), Wintun (Copehan), 

and Maidu (Pujunan). The Pomo Type is confined appar- 
ently to this stock (Kulanapan). The relations of the Yuki 

(Yukian) and Costanoan are still doubtful. This division 
must be regarded as only provisional, and further study and 
material may serve to alter it here and there.’ 

Each type area includes, as a rule, several distinct groups 
of tribes, each group possessing, as will be seen, its own dis- 
tinctive type of design. In discussing the designs, therefore, 
each group will be considered separately, beginning with the 
Maidu, in regard to which the information is most complete. 

DESIGNS OF THE NORTHEASTERN AREA. 

Maipu.— The Indians of this stock occupied the region 
which may be described roughly as lying east of the Sacra- 
mento River, extending as far as the Nevada line, and stretch- 

ing north and south from the southern line of Lassen and 
Tehama Counties to the Cosumnes River. A brief description 
of a number of designs from this stock has already been given 
elsewhere.’ Further collections from all parts of the Maidu 
territory have afforded a large amount of new material; and, 

aT The majority of the. baskets the designs of which are here discussed belong to =e 
second or Northeastern T ype. and were collected during the years 1899 and 1900. 
few baskets are included from the theastern Type for comparison, althow h te 
meaning of the d 8 was not obtained. The Pomo baskets are from a collection 
purchased by the Museum, and the meanings of the designs are those given by the 
collector, Mr. Carl pudy: 

*R, Dixon Basketry Designs of the Maidu Indians of California (American 
Anthropologist, N.S,, Vol. II, pp. 266~276). 
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though it is probable that there are other designs in use by 
these Indians, the present enumeration may be regarded as 
fairly complete. Following the plan adopted in the prelimi- 
nary description, the designs found on the baskets may be 
divided into three groups, according to the object said to be 
represented: (1) Animal designs, (2) Plant designs, and (3) 

Designs representing various natural or artificial objects. 
1. Animal Designs.— One of the commonest designs on bas- 

kets from all parts of the area occupied by the Maidu is that 
of the quail, or more properly the quail-tip. The characteristic 

feature of the bird (the head-plume) is represented by a verti- 
cal line, the end of which is bent at right angles, and somewhat 

enlarged. On Plate I, Fig. 1 (Butte County), a very charac- 

teristic form of the design is shown, and a more elaborate 
form, apparently only found in the southern portion of Maidu 
territory, is shown in Figs. 2, 3 (Placer County). This design 
seems to be confined exclusively to baskets of the coiled 
type. 

Quite rare, and very local in its distribution, is the design 
known as “duck’s wing”’ (Plate I, Fig. 4, Plumas County). 

The basket here shown is of considerable age, and is the only 

example seen of this design, which is said to typify the patch 
of white seen on either side of the bird. Of equal rarity, and 
occurring within the same limited area, is what is called an 
“eye” (Plate I, Fig. 5, Plumas County). There is here some 
resemblance to be noted to the design known as “longko”’ 
or ‘‘ diamond” (Plate XIII, Fig. 2); but, at least in this re- 

gion, the two forms are regarded as distinct. 
All membets of the Maidu appear to use a design represent- 

ing an earthworm or caterpillar. One of the simplest and 
commonest forms, a series of single parallelograms of solid 
color linked together by the corners, is shown on Plate II, 
Fig. 1 (El Dorado County). A slight variation in the design 
as applied to the flatter plaque-baskets is shown in Fig. 2 
(Butte County). Still another treatment is that in Fig. 3 
(El Dorado County). In this case it was said that the banded 
parallelograms signified the striped caterpillar. With these 
is classed, because of similarity, a design of rather uncertain 
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significance (Fig. 4, Butte County). The only explanation 

which could be obtained for this was “‘big tongues.” . 
The design known as “‘gray squirrel’s foot” (Plate II, Fig. 

5, Butte County), is similar to two others of different signifi- 

cance occurring farther to the north. The design has but a 
small range, and seems restricted to the Northern Maidu ex- 

clusively. Confined apparently to the Maidu of the Sacra- 
mento Valley about Chico is the fish-teeth design (Plate III, 
Fig. 4, Butte County). The intent here is to show the wide- 
open mouth of the fish, and, viewed from below, the resem- 

blance is quite striking. 
Designs representing snakes seem to be restricted entirely 

to the Southern Maidu, particularly to those in Placer and 
El Dorado Counties. On Plate III, Fig. 1, we have the rattle- 

snake, a design which occurs again in Fig. 3, the diamond- 
shaped figures here being hollow, and combined with the 
arrow-point design, further examples of which will be given 
later. The diamonds in these designs seem to be an imitation 
of the spots on the common rattlesnake of the region, Crotalus 
lucifer. Beside the rattlesnake, we find also the water-snake. 

This is shown, as applied to a plaque, in Fig. 2, and on large 
soup-baskets on Plate IV, Figs. 4,5. It is probable that the 
design on the two unfinished baskets shown on Plate XVII, 

Figs. 1, 2, is the same. 
On Plate IV, Fig. 1 (El Dorado County), we have a design not 

common, but evidently widely spread. This is the milleped 
or thousand-legged worm, the many small triangular appen- 
dages to the zigzag line being the many feet of the creature. 
Plate IV, Fig. 2 (Butte County), shows the same design on a 

basket of much better workmanship, and Fig. 3 (Placer 
County) shows what is apparently the same design, which 
here, however, is explained as the fly. 

The butterfly pattern (Plate V, Fig. 1, Butte County) is 
said to represent the wing pattern of a species of large yellow 
butterfly. A smaller butterfly is said to have its wing pattern 
shown on the basket figured on Plate V, Fig. 2 (Butte County); 
it is, however, strongly suggestive of the rattlesnake design 
on Plate III, Fig. 1. In the same group with the butterfly 
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should be mentioned the moth-miller (Plate V, Fig. 5, Placer 

County). The spread wings of the moth are said to be 
represented in this design, which is apparently confined to 
the Southern Maidu. Its resemblance to the black-oak on 
Plate IX, Fig. 3, to the spool pattern of the Wintun (Plate 
XXIV, Fig. 1), and to the pine-cone (Plate XX, Fig. 1) of the 
Pit Rivers, may be noted. 

- Among those designs having a very limited range is that of 
the raccoon (Plate V, Fig. 3, Butte County). This is the only 

specimen of the design seen, and is explained as representing 
either the stripes on the animal or the os penis. The real origin 
of the basket shown in Fig. 4 is not certain. Although in the 
possession of the Indians of the Maidu stock in Big Meadows, 
Plumas County, and claimed by them to have been made there 
by Indians of that stock, there are reasons for supposing that 
it may be a Pit River basket, although possibly only a good 

. instance of the adaptation of Pit River designs slightly modi- 
fied. The design on the body of the basket is said to be flying 
geese, the triangles and rhomboids in their arrangement typi- 
fying the flight of the bird. The design around the edge is 
said to represent mountains (compare Plate XXII, Fig. 5). 

Three of the designs shown on Plate VI, representing the 

grasshopper leg or foot, are more widely variant than any 
others seen. In all three cases the meaning of the design was 
given confidently. The type prevailing among the Southern 
Maidu is that in Figs. 1, 2 (Nevada and El Dorado Counties). 
Among the Northern Maidu in the high Sierra, the form shown 
in Fig. 3 (Plumas County) is the one in use, but it is a design 
which, so far as observation shows, is seldom used. In the 

Sacramento Valley villages of the Northern Maidu, however, 
still another form is customary (Fig. 4, Butte County). Here 
it was pointed out that the lines bent at an angle denoted 
the bent leg of the grasshopper. It seems not impossible 
that the form shown in Fig. 3 may be genetically related to 
that in Figs. 1, 2; and further search may show intermediate 
stages in this development. All three of these, however, seem 
to differ considerably in intent from Fig. 4. 

2. Plant Designs. — One of the noteworthy features of Maidu 
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decorative art is the unusually large number of designs which 
are said to represent plants of some sort. On Plate VII, Fig. 
1 (Butte County), we have what is called simply a “plant,” 
no more specific description being obtainable. The basket 
itself is a very old one, certainly fifty years old, if not more. 

What is described as a vine is shown in Fig. 2 (Plumas County) 
and again on Plate VIII, Fig. 1 (Butte County), here, however, 

with slight variations. The spiral character of this design is 
“supposed to represent the twining of the vine about a pole, 
the points being the individual leaves protruding on each 
side. As far as known, this design is confined exclusively to 
the Northern Maidu. The common brake (Pteris aquilina) is 

shown on Plate VIII, Fig. 2 (Butte County). The points are 
here said to represent the pinne of the fern; the significance 
of the striped central bar is, in spite of further inquiries, still 
unknown. This design also seems to be restricted to the 
Northern Maidu. 

Two other northern designs are those shown in Figs. 3, 4 
(Butte County). The former was declared to be a tree, but 
of what species was not known, although it was suggested 
that it was most probably the sugar-pine. This would seem 
reasonable, inasmuch as the pendants from the ends of the 

horizontal arms in the design might very well stand for 
the beautiful drooping cones of this most attractive tree. The 
so-called “‘flower’’ design occurs in Fig. 4, and is of quite 

frequent occurrence on baskets from the Konkau and other 
Maidu of the northern Sacramento Valley. The design here 
is somewhat irregular, but represents the overlapping petals 
of a flower, the resemblance being most striking, as in the 

case of the fish-teeth, when the basket is viewed from below. 

Local again in distribution, at least with this meaning, is 
the yellow-pine (Plate IX, Fig.1, El Dorado County). The por- 
tion of the tree selected for representation is not known. The 
very close similarity of this design to that shown on Plate 
XIV, Fig. 3,there explained as animal tracks,is worthy of note. 

With the large pack-basket shown on Plate IX, Fig. 2 (Plumas 
County), we return again to a northern design. This is known 
as the “ pine-cone,”’ and is one of the most effective designs 
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of the series. In this the sharp, horizontally directed points 
represent the strong spines of the large pine-cone of the 
region. The design about the upper edge seems to be the 
main design but half carried out, and is said to represent 
mountains. If, however, we compare these designs with the 
lizard and owl’s claw on Pit River baskets (Plate XIX; 

Plate XXII, Fig. 5), the very strong similarity is at once 
apparent, and we are led to the conclusion that in this basket 

we have either a Pit River basket, or a remarkably good 
case of borrowing a Pit River design. It would not be im- 
possible for the basket to be really from the Pit River In- 
dians, for it was obtained in Big Meadows, on the very bor- 

ders of Palainihan territory. 

On Plate IX, Figs. 3, 4 (El Dorado County), are two plant 
designs explained respectively as the black-oak (Quercus Kel- 
loggit) and white-oak (Quercus lobata). These designs are 

confined to the southern part of the Maidu region, and what 
portion of the trees in question are represented is not known. 
The similarity of these designs to others within the stock is 
noticeable. Fig. 5 (Plumas County) is explained as bushes 
or brush, and Fig. 6 (Plumas County) as either bushes or 
flowers; but in regard to this latter the identification was 
very uncertain. The similarity of the former to the gray 
squirrel’s foot, etc., should be noted. 

3. Designs representing Natural or Artificial Objects. — The 

third group of designs is that which includes all representations 
of natural or artificial objects, or the phenomena of nature. 
One of the commonest, not only of this group, but of all the 
designs met with, is that known as the ‘“‘feather,’’ or some- 

times ‘‘arrow-feather.’’ On Plate X are shown three examples 

of a simple type of this design: Fig. 1 (El Dorado County), as 
it occurs in the south, and Figs. 2, 3 (Butte County), the pre- 

vailing forms in the Sacramento Valley villages of the Northern 
Maidu. The intent in all cases is to depict the feathers used 
on the war arrows, which were thus notched with great regu- 
larity. More complicated forms of this design, the details of 

which are not yet clear, are shown on Plate XI. Only a 

_ Single example was seen of the type of Fig. 1 (Butte County), 
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the H-like figures in the central stripe being quite unusual and 
unexplained. Another variant is that in Figs. 2, 5 (Plumas 
County), here associated with the quail-tip design, which 
forms the triangular figure in the centre about the rim. The 
pack-basket, Fig. 3 (Plumas County), shows a simple form of 
the design more like those on Plate X; and Fig. 4 (Plumas 
County) presents still a fifth type of the design, with an 
irregular figure of unknown significance inside the “point.” — 

Without doubt the most frequently used of all designs is 
the arrow-point or flint. Throughout the whole Maidu area 
this design seems to predominate, and while varying in a 

number of ways, yet it is almost always easy to recognize. 
A rather common form of the design in the south is that on 
Plate XII, Fig. 1 (Placer County). Another type occurs in 
Fig. 2 (Plumas County). Here in this Northern Type the 
arrow-points are doubled, being placed base to base. In Fig. 
3 (El Dorado County) is another and simpler treatment, and 

in Fig. 4 (Butte County) a rather striking arrangement in 
spirals. In all these cases the design seems to be differen- 
tiated from the simpler forms of the feather by the fact that 
the triangles are typically isosceles and have their bases or 
shortest sides horizontal, whereas the triangles in the feather 

design are rarely isosceles, and have their bases or shortest 
sides vertical or oblique. A simple form recalling Plate XII, 
Pig. 2, is that on Plate XIII, Fig. 1 (Plumas County). Here 

the points are placed base to base as in the other design, but 
actually in contact, and are linked as before by narrow lines. 
Plate XIII, Fig. 2 (El Dorado County), shows a very pleasing 
symmetrical arrangement of these double points standing 
singly, and is also remarkable as being one of the two ex- 
amples, out of many hundreds of baskets seen, in which the 
groundwork of the design is dark; all others, without excep- 
tion, having dark designs on a light background. Another 
symmetrical treatment occurs again in Fig. 3 (Butte County), 
and serves apparently as a transitional form to the simple 
zigzag in Fig. 4 (El Dorado County), which is one of the 
common forms of the arrow-point in this region. A very odd 
design occurs on the plaque-basket in Fig. 5 (Plumas County), 
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and was identified positively with the arrow-point by the 
woman from whom the basket was obtained. No other 
examples of this design were seen anywhere, and its very con- 
siderable divergence from the rather coherent body of arrow- 
point designs as a whole, is quite marked. An example 
apparently of the arrow-point design is that on Plate XIV, 
Fig. 1 (Plumas County). Here the design about the edge is 
the simple zigzag, and is unquestionably the arrow-point. 
Beneath this is another design in which the zigzags vary 

greatly in length. This design is not a Maidu design, and is 
not understood by them, but is distinctly stated to be copied 
from the baskets of people living to the southward, in all 
probability the Washoe. It is interesting to note, that, in 
this case of a clearly borrowed design, no attempt seems to 

be made to invent a meaning. 
For the design shown in Fig. 2 (Butte County) no other 

explanation could be obtained than that it represented an 
oblong or diamond, the same word (‘‘longko”’) being used to 
describe any other diamond-shaped figure, as, for example, 
the diamonds in a pack of cards. In Fig. 3 (Butte County) 
the design is that known as ‘‘animal tracks,” the particular 
animal being very uncertain. The branching of the pattern 
from the apices of the ‘‘points” is said to mean that the 
“‘track runs both ways.’’ The design is of moderate fre- 
quency among the Northern Maidu. 

Of rare occurrence, and very local in distribution, is the 

design called “‘mountains and clouds,’”’ shown in Fig. 4 
(Plumas County). Here the superposed triangles represent 
a mountain-range seen end on, in perspective, the short verti- 
cal lines being trees. The clouds are represented by the 
zigzag about the edge of the basket; but this is practically 
identical with the zigzag explained as arrow-points in other 
cases. A rather asymmetrical and curious design is that in 
Fig. 5 (Butte County), said to be ‘‘something turning round.”’ 
This is combined with arrow-points also. 
Wood in sticks or billets is shown on Plate XV, Fig. 1 

(Placer County), and again in Fig. 2 (El Dorado County). The 
latter, especially, strongly recalls the big-tongue on Plate II, 
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Fig. 4, and also the earthworm. A pair of tongs is said to 

be represented in Fig. 3 (Butte County), the allusion being 

to the split sticks used for removing heated stones from the 
fire in order to put them in the acorn-soup, for the purpose 
of cooking it. In Fig. 4 (El Dorado County) we have a repre- 
sentation of beads, while the somewhat similar design on a 

basket of much coarser make (Fig. 5, El Dorado County) is 
said to be a trail or path. 

This completes the list of designs known with any certainty ; 
but the following designs, although for the most part unex- 
plained, are given, in order to have as large a collection as 
possible for comparison. 

On Plate XVI are one or two, the meaning of which is still 

amystery. Fig. 1 (El Dorado County) may be either a hornet 
or a tree. Fig. 2 (Nevada County) is completely unknown. 
Fig. 3 (Butte County) is identical with the fern of Plate VIII, 

Fig. 2, with the addition of the small triangles. Fig. 4 (Plu- 
mas County) is probably feather and arrow-point, although, 
in the absence of definite statement to that effect, this identifi- 

cation must be regarded as only provisional. Plate XVII 
also shows a number of designs the meaning of which is 
unknown or uncertain. Figs. 1, 2 (El Dorado County), are 

probably partly finished water-snakes, while Fig. 3 (El Dorado 
County) is apparently the feather (?), but very roughly 
made. The significance of Figs. 4 (Placer County), 5 (Plumas 
County), 6 (El Dorado County), is completely unknown, the 
last strongly suggesting a more southern origin, perhaps, 
with Fig. 3, in the Moquelumnian area. The curious and 

intricate design appearing in Fig. 7 (Butte County) seems to 
have arrow-points about the rim; but the main design is 

entirely unexplained, inquiries failing to elicit any information 
in regard to it. Fig. 8 (Plumas County) is of interest, for, 

although unexplained, it seems to show the deer-gut design 
so common among the Pit Rivers, and to be another case of 
borrowing or copying a design from some other stock. 

Having now described and considered in some detail the 
various designs in use among the Maidu stock, there remain 
several more general considerations suggested by the study 
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of the designs as a whole. In the first place, it is quite clear 
that the designs are not rigidly fixed, but are subject to con- 
siderable variation. In some cases, as in the quail-tip (Plate 
I), the feather (Plates X, XI), and the arrow-point (Plates 

XII, XIID), the variation is effected chiefly by a different 
arrangement of the characteristic features of the design, — 
features which seem to remain quite constant throughout 
the entire stock, and to be more or less easily recognizable in 
all their modifications. In other cases, as, for example, the 

grasshopper-foot (Plate VI), we have apparently two types: 
Figs. 1, 2, 3, forming one, and Fig. 4 the other. The first of 
these types varies considerably, it is true, but may, I believe, 

be regarded as substantially the same in intent. In cases of 
this sort, where two or more differenttypes for the same 
design occur, we never find both types in use in the same 
region apparently, either one or the other being consistently 
used all through a given area, 

As regards variation in design depending on differences in 
weave, little can be said, since the very great majority of 
baskets now made by the Maidu are of the coiled variety 
alone. Only the pack-baskets are of the twined or woven 
variety, and of these but few arenow made. The grasshopper- 
leg design on the pack-basket shown on Plate VI, Fig. 4, does 
not occur, so far as known, on baskets of the coiled variety, 

and this constitutes the only satisfactory case of woven- 
basket designs. In the other instances of woven baskets 
(Plate V, Fig. 4; Plate VII, Fig. 2; Plate XI, Fig. 3) there 

is some question whether they are genuine Maidu baskets; 
but, granting that they are all undoubtedly Maidu in their 
origin, we have only the feather common to both coiled and 

woven varieties, and this does not appear to differ to any 
extent. From these few and rather unsatisfactory instances, 
then, it would seem that the design was essentially the same, 
whether on coiled or woven baskets. 

To some slight extent there is evidence of a restriction of 

certain designs to certain types of baskets; the quail, fish- 
teeth, moth-miller, vine, and fern not occurring, so far as 

known, on plaque-baskets or trays, but being restricted to 
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soup-baskets only. On the other hand, the earthworm, 
water-snake, milleped, feather, and arrow-point seem to be 

used indiscriminately on baskets of both types. 

In the arrangement and grouping of designs there is a 
strongly marked preference for the spiral and zigzag line, 

the designs running either in equidistant spirals from top to 

bottom of the soup-baskets and in whorls on the plaques, or 

in a series of ‘‘points”’ placed symmetrically about the centre 
of the basket, forming astar. These differ as to the number 
of points; but three or four, more generally the former, is 
the rule. The arrangement of the design in a series of hori- 
zontal parallel bands is quite unusual, although it does occur 
in a few examples. 

The distribution of the designs within the area occupied by 
the stock discloses one or two points of interest. Apparently - 
of universal distribution and also of most frequent use are the 
quail-tip, feather, and arrow-point. One can hardly find a 
family anywhere among whose baskets one of these designs is 
not represented, or, perhaps, all. Less frequently used, but 
also known to all the stock, are the earthworm (and the sim- 

ilar wood or big-tongue designs), milleped, grasshopper-leg, 
etc. Of more local character, but still with a fairly wide dis- 
tribution, are such designs as the rattlesnake and water-snake, 

confined apparently to the Southern Maidu; or the vine, in 
use only by the northern sections. Still more local are many 
of the other designs, such.as the duck’s wing, squirrel’s foot, 
fish-teeth, moth-miller, tree, flower, etc., which are, so far as 

known, confined to single valleys or even villages. Of course, 
one can never be certain that a design is of local occurrence 
only; for many designs have died out locally, in all probability, 
or, even if still in use, the baskets on which they occur may 
have been overlooked. Except so far as the first cause of error 
is concerned, the distribution as here given is probably fairly 
accurate, as a record was kept of all baskets which could be 
found in every village and house visited, the whole number of 
baskets seen amounting to several hundred. Owing to the 
much smaller number of Indians in the southern part of the 
Maidu region, it is not quite fair to compare the number of de- 
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signs in use in the northern area with those in the southern; 
still, allowing for the scant population and the probability that 
as a consequence several designs have here become locally ex- 
tinct, there seems to be a difference between the two areas. 

The total number of designs found north of the Yuba River 
is twenty-two (or twenty-four, including the two doubtful 
instances); of these, ten are representations of animals, five 
of plants, and seven of natural or artificial objects. South of 
the Yuba, only sixteen designs were found, of which eight 
represent animals; three, plants; and five, natural or artificial 
objects. These figures would seem to show a slightly greater 
paucity of designs in the southern section, with about the 
same relative proportion of the different types of design. The 

total number of designs in use by the stock as a whole amounts 
to something over forty. 

. Taken asa whole, the designs of this stock would seem to be 
characterized by a considerable conventionalization. In most 
cases the intent of the design is not clear from mere inspection, 

but must be explained before it can be understood. There are 
one or two designs, however, which, in so far as the nature of 
the material and the art will allow, are almost as realistic 
representations of the objects as one could expect. Such, 
for example, are the quail-tip, fish-teeth, milleped, feather, 
etc. Here, however, the object is, as a rule, so extremely 
simple, that, even although the design is a moderately good 
representation, it might pass equally well as the representa- 
tion of something else. This “‘obscure realism,” as it might 
be rather contradictorily termed, seems to be of moderate 
frequency in the designs. 

In several instances, as, for example, in the linked parallelo- 
grams, what is virtually the same design receives different 

explanations among different members of the stock. Such 
designs are usually the most simple ones, and might be classed 
with the obscurely realistic designs just referred to. The 
bearing of these cases on the general problems of design will 
be referred to again later. 

One of the most striking characteristics of the Maidu, as 
compared with other stocks, is the very strong tendency to 
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put but one design on a basket. There are four or five cases, 
in the seventy or more baskets here shown, in which more 

than one design is used. This proportion is certainly too 
large, the number of cases in which more than one design 
occurs on a basket averaging more nearly three out of a 

hundred. The distinctiveness of this characteristic will be 
apparent as the designs of the other stocks are taken up. 

To sum up, then, the characteristic features of Maidu 

basketry-designs may be said to be the very large variety and 
number, the frequency of animal designs and the unusual 
predominance of plant designs, the considerable number of 

designs in which there is a more or less obscure realism, the 
strong tendency shown toward an arrangement in spiral or 
zigzag lines, and the well-nigh universal practice of putting 
but a single design on a basket. 

Pit River. — The Indians commonly known by this name, 
and belonging to the Palainihan linguistic stock, occupy the 
greater part of the valley and drainage basin of the Pit River 
in northeastern California, and are the immediate northern 
neighbors of the Maidu. The designs here given form but 
a portion of the whole body of design known to the stock, 
collections from this region not being as complete as from the 
Maidu area to the south. It will be noticed, that, whereas 

the Maidu make baskets of both the coiled and woven varieties 
(although principally of the former), the Pit River baskets are 
all, so far as known, of the woven type. Dividing the designs 
into groups as far as possible, we may again begin with — 

- 1. Animal and Plant Designs. — Among the many peculiar 
and unique designs in use by these Indians is that known 
as “‘mussel’s tongue” (the fresh-water mussel), shown on 
Plate XVIII, Figs. 1, 2, 3. One of the commonest forms is. 

that in Fig. 1; which has combined with it, as a rim around 

the edge of the basket, the arrow-point. Fig. 2 shows another 
form of the design, combined here with the stripe. In Fig. 
3 the design appears again, here subordinated to the pine- 
cone, represented by the hour-glass figures, which predomi- 
nate in the ornamentation. 

The design in Fig. 4 is knownas “‘skunk,’’ perhaps com- 
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bined with arrow-point. Whether this is the track of the 
animal, or refers to some part of it, or a marking, could not be 
discovered. Strongly resembling some of the Maidu designs 
is that known as ‘‘fish-tail,’’ shown in Fig. 5, the larger 
terminal triangle being apparently the characteristic feature. 
The sharp zigzags in Fig. 6 represent a bent knee. Of much 
greater frequency, it seems, is the design shown on Plate XIX, 

Figs. 1-4. Of these, Figs. 1, 2, are declared to be the lizard, 

or lizard-foot, in Fig. 2 in combination with the diamond. 
The characteristic motive of this design appears again in Fig. 
3, here, however, explained as the eye. It seems probable, 

however, that the central portion only of the figure is the eye, 
and that the border is again the lizard. In Fig. 4 the design 

(the same as that in Fig. 1) is declared to be the quail. About 

the rim of this basket we have the hill, or, as otherwise ex- 
plained, the bear’s foot. This alternates with the mussel’s 

tongue, seen here to the extreme right. Below the lizard or 
quail design is another, in a series of points, about the very 
bottom, this being known as the ‘‘meadow-lark’s neck,’’ 

being a representation of the collar, or V-shaped mark, on 

the throat of the bird in question. 
Suggesting somewhat the similarly named Maidu design 

is the flying-geese pattern shown in Figs. 5,6. The design is 
simpler than the Maidu form, but, at least in Fig. 5, suggests 

fairly well the appearance of geese in flight. Plate XX, Fig. 
1,is also, probably, the same design, to which has been added 
the pine-cone. The design in Fig. 2 is one of the few which are 
representative of plants, this being said to be bushes or brush 
of any kind. The only other plant design is the pine-cone 

already alluded to, shown in Fig. 1 and on Plate XVIII, Fig. 3. 
2. Designs representing Natural or Artificial Objects. — On 

Plate XX, Figs. 3, 4, 6, we have what is called ‘‘mtestines,”’ 

or more specifically given sometimes as ‘‘deer-gut.’’ There 
seem to be two slightly different forms of this design, although 

' the continuous bent line seems to be the fundamental feature. 
Figs. 3, 6, are said to be combinations of the deer-gut with 

the arrow-point. Somewhat similar, superficially, is the deer- 

rib shown in Fig. 5, here said to be combined with the arrow- 
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point, as in the case of the deer-gut. Both deer-rib and deer- 
gut are very common designs, and may occur without the 

accompaniment of the arrow-point. Without doubt, the gob- 
let-shaped form of Fig. 5 is not native, but is merely a copy 
of similarly shaped objects seen in, the possession of the whites. 

Another design of very frequent occurrence, and susceptible 

of several modifications, is that known as “‘deer-excrement,”’ 

shown on Plate XXI, Figs. 1, 2, 3, in the last instance to- 

gether with the so-called ‘‘rough”’ or “‘crooked”’ design. This 
is rather strikingly suggestive of the simpler forms of the 

Maidu feather, and is shown in Fig. 4 in combination with the 
familiar arrow-point, which occurs again in Fig. 5. 

Plate X XII shows several designs the meaning of which is 
more or lessin doubt. Fig. 1is completely unknown. Fig. 2 
is possibly the arrow-point, or perhaps flying geese (?). In Fig. 
3 the design is, without doubt, the skunk-nose; while Fig. 4 
is the arrow-point again. The design in Fig. 5 is explained 
variously as lizard (compare Plate XIX, Figs. 1-4) and as 
owl’s claw. Fig. 6 is said to be flying geese, but the deter- 
mination is very doubtful. 

In so far as may be judged from the material at hand, the 
designs of this stock are subject to considerable variation in 
the mode of arrangement, shown here especially in the case 
of the deer-excrement and mussel’s tongue. Variation de- 
pending on difference in make is here negligible, as no baskets 
of the coiled type are made. So far as noted, there is 
no restriction of certain patterns to certain types of basket. 
In the arrangement and grouping of designs, there is, as in the 
case of the Maidu, a very strong tendency toward spiral and 
zigzag lines, with the addition of the use of vertical or radial 

lines, as on Plate XVIII, Fig. 4; Plate XXI, Fig. 1; Plate 

XXII, Figs. 2, 5. Horizontal bands are rare, as in the case 

of the Maidu. The question of the distribution of the designs. 
must wait for fuller material; but their relative frequency 
within the small area visited shows that the most common are 
the deer-rib, deer-gut, lizard, and owl’s claw, followed closely 

by the eye, deer-excrement, flying geese, and crooked or 

zigzag lines 
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Even in the limited area so far studied, it is noticeable that 

in one or two cases, if not more, the same design receives a 

different explanation from different individuals, which is con- 
trary to the rather remarkable uniformity of explanation 
among the Maidu, over considerable areas. In the nature 

of the designs there seems to be, perhaps, a slightly greater 
tendency toward conventionalization than is to be seen 

among the Maidu, and, as compared with these in the matter 
of the number of designs on the basket, there is a marked in- 
crease in the tendency to use several designs instead of one. 

From the foregoing, it would seem that, as a group, the 
designs in use by this stock are characterized by a considerable 
variety and number (falling considerably short of the Maidu, 
however, in this regard), by the marked frequency of animal 
designs (absence of snake designs) and the equally marked 
infrequency of plant designs, by the considerable variation of 
some designs within small areas, by a greater tendency toward 
grouping several designs on a single basket, and, while prefer- 
ring the spiral or zigzag arrangement, varying this with that 
in vertical and radial lines. 

Wintun. — The Copehan stock, to which these Indians be- 

long, occupies that portion of the Sacramento Valley lying 
‘west of the river, from the mouth to the neighborhood of 

Redding, north of which it spreads considerably to the east, 
occupying all the head-waters of the river, and extending 
westward into the region of the Upper Trinity. The stock 
thus covers a large area, and is the western neighbor of both 
‘Maidu and Pit River peoples. As in the case of the latter, 
the art of making coiled basketry seems not to be practised 
by the Indians of the Copehan stock, at least not by the Wintun 

branch. The designs here shown ' are probably but a portion 

of those in existence. Grouping them as far as possible into 
classes, we have, — 

1. Animal Designs.—On Plate XXIII, Fig. 1, we have for 
the body of the design the bent elbow, and about the base 
arrow-points. It is probable that the points on the bent 

_ > The baskets here d were obtained in the vicinity of the Sacramento River, 
in the region above Red Bluff. 

[ Fanuary, 1902] 2 
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elbow are also arrow-points. The sucker’s tail is shown in 
Fig. 2. Almost identical with the design known to the Pit 
River Indians as ‘“‘deer-gut’”’ is that shown in Fig. 3, here 
explained as a water-snake ; while the rattlesnake’s head is 
represented in Fig. 4.. The wolf’s eye is shown in Fig. 5. An 
obscure and rather complicated design, apparently, is that 
known as “flying geese”’ (Fig. 6), which occurs in a somewhat 
different form in Fig. 7. Here the body of the design is the 
flying-geese pattern, while about the edge is a row of arrow- 
points, and below, about the base, a row of rattlesnakes’ 

heads (?). Fig.8 seems to have an upper row of artrow-points, 

with the bear’s foot below. 
2. Designs representing Natural or Artificial Objects. — What 

is called simply the ‘“‘empty spool” is shown on Plate XXIV, 
Fig. 1. This explanation is far from satisfactory, but at 

present no other can be given. Fig. 2 is given the same 
explanation. The design on the basket in Fig. 3 is declared to 
be ‘“‘ leaves strung along,”’ and suggests at once the Maidu vine. 
The deer-excrement occurs in Fig. 4, in a somewhat different 
arrangement from that of either the Maidu or Pit River 
Indians. The diagonal stripes of Fig. 5 are stated to be 
“pulled around,” alluding, apparently, to their spiral ar- 
rangement. Figs. 6, 7, are each explained as ‘‘striped;” 
while Fig. 8 is known as “‘crossways.’ 

From the limited amount of material here presented, but . 
few reliable conclusions can be drawn. We may note, how- 
ever, that, in the matter of the arrangement of designs, while 
spiral and zigzag lines are common and horizontal bands 
are also quite frequent, vertical lines as used by the Pit 
River Indians, although sometimes met with, are rare. Of 

the thirteen designs here shown, more than half are animal 
designs, and but one is regarded as the representation of a 
plant. Although, as a rule, but one design is placed on a 
basket, yet we find instances where two or three are thus used. 

The general characteristics of the stock would seem to be 
much the same as those of the Pit River or Palainihan; the 

chief difference being in the relative frequency here of snake 
designs, in the tendency to extremes in the grouping of the 
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designs (the rule being either one or many), and in the dis- 
tinctly greater tendency toward arrangement in horizontal 
bands. 

Yana. — Indians of this stock are now so few in number, 

that it is difficult to secure any material of which one can be 
certain that it is native to the stock. In former times this 
stock occupied the region between Little Cow Creek and Mill 
Creek in Shasta and Tehama Counties, being surrounded by 
the Maidu, Wintun, and Pit River Indians. At present, but 
a handful of these interesting people survive, and they are 
much mixed with the Pit Rivers. On Plate XXV, Figs. 1, 2, 

are two baskets, of which only the second can be regarded as 
showing with any certainty a native design. In Fig. 1 we 
have the wolf’s eye, recalling somewhat the similarly named 
design among the Wintun. The design in Fig. 2 is said to be 
a house. Inasmuch as the basket itself is of a different shape 
and type from those seen among the Pit River or Wintun, it 
seems more probable that we have here a real Yana design. 
Both were, however, declared, by the half Yana, half Pit 

River Indian from whom they were obtained, to be real native 
designs. 

DESIGNS OF THE SOUTHEASTERN AREA. 

The following baskets, obtained in Amador and Calaveras 
Counties, from Indians belonging to the Moquelumnian stock, 
are introduced here only for comparison of the designs as 
such, inasmuch as the meaning of the designs was unfortu- 
nately not obtained. 

On Plate XXV, Fig. 3, we have a very simple design, sug- 
gesting the Maidu earthworm and the Pit River and Wintun 
deer-excrement. Fig. 4 would seem to connect itself with the 
water-snake and rattlesnake designs of the Southern Maidu. 
On Plate XXVI, Fig. 1, is a design comparable, perhaps, with 
the eye and diamond; while in Fig. 2 the quail-tip is exactly 
reproduced. Fig. 3, again, is comparable to several of the 
designs given in the previous pages. Of a quite different type, 
however, is the design in Fig. 4,—a design seemingly rather 
closely related to designs in use by Indians of the Mariposan 
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stock farther to the south. In Fig. 5, also, we have a highly 
characteristic use of the simple zigzag, — a design which, in this 
shape, seems also to be more southern than northern in its 

affinities. 

DESIGNS OF THE Pomo GROUP. 

The Indians of this stock occupied a considerable area to 
the west of the Wintun tribes of the Sacramento Valley, 
spreading over most of the Russian River region, and between 
it and the coast. Like the Maidu, the Pomo or Kulanapan 
tribes make both coiled and woven basketry, and their baskets 
have, as has been shown by Mason,’ a remarkable number of 

forms. The Maidu were accustomed to decorate their baskets, 
to some extent, with interwoven feathers, and pendent and 

fixed bits of shell and beads, but never, apparently, reached 

anything like the perfection of the art to which the Pomo at- 
tained. Owing to the great extent to which several designs 
are combined on baskets from this stock, it is not possible to 
separate the baskets into classes as before; but to some slight 
extent we may preserve the same order of treatment. 

Apparently quite common among the Pomo, is the quail or 
quail-tip design shown on Plate XXVII, Fig. 1. The design 
is here combined with the red mountains, these being the 
triangular figures; while the quail-tip is shown in the inter- 
vening space. A different treatment of the quail-tip is that 
in Fig. 2, the design here forming a fringe along the edge of 
the red mountains, and again slightly different in Fig. 3. In 
Fig. 6 the quail-tip occurs only on one side of the mountain 
design. The red mountains occur again in Fig. 4, in com- 

bination with the quail-tip and also with the spots on a fawn, 
represented by the linked parallelograms. Similar, except 
that the red mountains are in a double row, is the design in 
Fig. 5; and here, again, the quail-tip appears about the base, 
although in this form suspiciously similar to the zigzag on 
some of the pack-baskets. Fig. 7 contains the red mountains 
and also the buckeye (compare quail-tip). Red mountains 

* O.T. Mason, The Technique of Aboriginal Basketry (American Anthropologist, 
N.S. Vol. ILL, pp. too=rao). 
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occur again in Fig. 8, with the addition of the grasshopper- 
shoulder, and with the ‘‘ meshes of a fishnet” about the ex- 

treme edge. Still another form of mountain is shown in 
Fig. 9, in combination with leaves about the base. 

The familiar quail-tip appears again on Plate XXVIII, Fig. 
1, here in combination with crossing trails; the same design 
apparently occurring again in Fig. 6. In Fig. 2 the crossing 
trails occur once more, combined with what is called ‘“ zig- 

zag.’ The remaining designs in this group are not explained. 
Fig. 4 is strikingly suggestive of the Maidu flower design, and 
is here executed with great symmetry. Figs. 5, 7, are appar- 
ently to be regarded as local variations of the red mountains. 

Associated, apparently, with the zigzag, we have the quail- 
tip again on Plate XXIX, Fig. 1, the quail-tip here occurring 
as a row about the edge. Fig. 2 surely, and Fig. 3 probably, 
is the zigzag alone; the latter being an especially effective 
treatment. A very good example of the arrow-point is that 
shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5 the crossing trails again make 
their appearance. 

The large woven baskets of the pack-basket and storage 
types show a profusion of ornament; a very considerable num- 
ber of designs, or repetitions of the same design, occurring 
on a single basket. On Plate XXX, Fig. 1, for example, the 
upper row, immediately about the edge, is meshes in a fishnet, 
and consists of a succession of parallelograms or squares. This 
is succeeded, in passing toward the base, successively by zig- 
zag, red mountains, half arrow-points, red mountains and 
zigzag combined, zigzag, red mountains, and zigzag. In Fig: 
2 the design is not explained; but in Fig. 3 we have again a 
long series, beginning at the top with meshes in a fishnet, zig- 
zag, red mountains and zigzag, red mountains and zigzag, red 
mountains, zigzag. A simpler ornamentation is that on Plate 
XXXI, Fig. 1, in which the red mountains are arranged in a 

spiral, and the meshes in a fishnet again occur in a row about 
therim. Fig. 2 shows again a combination of designs, beginning 
as usual with the meshes in a fishnet, and followed by zigzag, 
meshes in a fishnet, zigzag, zigzag, and lastly, apparently, the 
meshes in a fishnet again, although this is not certain. The 
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designs on the two baskets on Plate XXXII are not explained, 
but seem to be combinations of red mountains and zigzags, 
with the usual meshes in a fishnet about the rim. 

The large baskets used for storage, etc., show essentially 
the same designs. On Plate XXXIII, Fig. 1, we have the 

familiar red mountains and zigzag designs arranged in spirals. 
These occur again in Fig. 2, with the addition, probably, 
of arrow-points. The red mountains are also the dominant 
motive in Figs. 3, 4; the latter having again the zigzag, and 
presumably the arrow-point. All four of these baskets seem 
to have the meshes in a fishnet about the rim. Several 
designs, arranged in horizontal bands instead of spirals, 
are shown on Plate XXXIV, Figs. 1,2. Fig. 1 has about the 
rim the meshes in a fishnet, and then, in succession, buckeye- 

trees, zigzag, red mountains, red mountains, crow’s tracks. 

In Fig. 2, a very large basket, the designs are much the same, 
and occur in about the same order; viz., meshes in a fishnet, 

an unknown pattern, buckeye-tree, zigzag, red mountains, red 
mountains. Returning again to the spiral arrangement in 
Fig. 3, we find crossing tracks, zigzag, and red mountains, 
with the usual rim design. The meaning of the interlacing 
diamond figures is not given. 
Two other large baskets of this same type are figured on 

Plate XXXV. Fig. 1 has the usual rim design followed by 
zigzag, red mountains, crow’s tracks, and meshes in a fishnet. 

In Fig. 2 we have a striking treatment of the zigzag; the 
break in the design, known as the ‘‘dau,”’ being filled with an- 

other figure. The plaque-baskets again present the same 
designs. On Plate XXXVI, Fig. 1, we see the arrow-point. 
In Fig. 2 we have, perhaps, the crossing tracks, strongly sug- 
gestive, however, of the empty spool among the Wintun, and 
the pine-cone among the Pit Rivers. Several varieties of the 
zigzag are shown in Fig. 4, apparently; and in Fig. 3 we find 
a simple treatment of the quail-tip once more. 

From the preceding description of some of the designs in 
use among Indians of this stock, several general conclusions 
seem warranted. Variation in the designs is more or less 
noticeable, the zigzag having apparently the greatest number 
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of divergent forms. Variations in design, due to differences in 
weave, may perhaps be noted in one or two cases; as, for 
example, the strongly rectangular form of the zigzag in the 
two coiled baskets shown on Plate X XIX, Figs. 1, 3, a form 

which seems to be wanting in baskets of the woven variety, 
where the angles are more acute. There is, apparently, a 
restriction of certain designs to certain weaves, inasmuch as 
the quail-tip, leaf, the particular form of crossing trails shown 

on Plate XXIX, Fig. 5, etc., are not seen on any of the baskets 
of the woven variety, except in the case of the quail-tip on 
Plate XXXVI, Fig. 3. The zigzag, also, seems very much 

more common on baskets of the woven than on those of the 
coiled variety. 

In the arrangement of designs, the very frequent use of 
horizontal or concentric bands on all baskets of the woven 
type is the most noticeable, this form of arrangement occur- 
ring on half of the baskets here shown. In the case of coiled 
baskets, the arrangement in spirals, or vertical lines, seems to 

prevail. If we compare the number and character of the 
designs found on the forty or more Pomo baskets here shown, 
with those found on baskets of the other stocks here described, 
we are at once struck by the comparative paucity of designs; 
only eleven being here shown. In another series of thirty- 
five Pomo baskets, about six additional designs were 

found, giving a total of seventeen designs (from seventy- 
five baskets), as compared with thirteen in the case of the 

Wintun (from sixteen baskets), sixteen from the Pit Rivers 

(from thirty baskets), and more than forty from the Maidu 

(from seventy-nine baskets). Not only is this paucity of 
designs as a whole very noticeable, but the extraordinarily 

small number of animal designs is remarkable, only three of 
the designs here shown being traced to animal motives; while, 
on the other hand, more than half of the whole number of 

designs relate to natural or artificial objects. In all the other 
stocks here described, the preponderance of animal motives 
was very marked. In the Pomo, then, we have a people 
who had developed the art of feather decoration to a very 
high degree, but who were at the same time far behind the 
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other stocks in the number and variety of the designs used. 
Perhaps the energy devoted to the elaboration of feather 
ornament drew the attention away from the development of 
new designs. But, be that as it may, the greatest manual 
dexterity and technical skill were here combined with the 
greatest artistic poverty. 

A feature which differentiates the designs of this stock from 
all the others spoken of, is the existence in many cases — more 

particularly on baskets of the woven type, with spiral designs 
—of a gap in the design, filled by a design of a different sort. 
This break in the design, which is known as ‘“‘dau,”’ is said to 

be for the purpose of ‘‘letting the soul escape.’”’ The same 
break is found, if one may judge from a very few specimens 
only, also on the baskets of the Yuki, living immediately 
north of the Pomo, and in both cases suggests at once com- 
parison with the similar openings left in designs on basketry 
and pottery in the Southwestern States. There are so few 
designs representing animals, that one can draw no very satis- 
factory conclusions as to the extent to which conventionaliza- 
tion has here progressed. It would seem, from what little 
material we have, however, that it had reached about the same 

stage as among the Maidu. As compared with the almost 
universal practice of the Maidu, of placing but one design on a 
basket, we find here exactly the opposite tendency; several 
designs, or repetitions of the same design, being the almost 
universal rule, the preference being for a considerable number, 
such as four or five. 

The designs used by Indians of this stock, then, would seem 

to be characterized, as a whole, by their small number, by 

the great infrequency of animal designs, by the tendency to 
arrange the designs in a series of horizontal or concentric 
bands and to place a large number of designs on the same 
basket, and last, but not least in importance, by the occur- 
rence of the ‘“‘dau,’’ or gap in the design, in many cases, and 
by the great development of feather decoration, which art was 
here carried to its greatest perfection. 

Having described and attempted to characterize separately 
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the designs of these several stocks, there remain certain 
generalizations which may be made from the material as 
a whole. It will be apparent, even from the most casual 
observation of the designs here shown, that there are a num- 
ber of instances in which members of two or more different 
stocks have used the same design, or designs but very slightly 
differing from one another, sometimes with the same, some- 

times with different meanings. Questions, therefore, very 
naturally arise as to the extent to which this goes, whether 

it is due to borrowing or to independent origin, and, if to 
borrowing, between which tribes the borrowing has been 

most extensive. 
If the different designs here shown be tabulated without 

reference to the meanings offered for them, we find that there 
are really surprisingly few exact coincidences between tribe 

and tribe. Overlooking minor variations in form and arrange- 
ment, it is only the so-called ‘‘ arrow-point,”’ the linked paral- 
lelograms (variously explained as earthworm, wood, excrement; 

etc.), the crossing trails, and perhaps the hour-glass figure 
(known variously as pine-cone, moth, spool, etc.), which can 

be said to be found among all or most of the stocks here dis- 
eussed. The quail-tip may, perhaps, be added to these, and 
probably the feather; but beyond these there are none which 

are of very wide distribution. It is noticeable, also, that it 
is only in the case of the quail-tip and arrow-point that the 
meaning of these more or less common designs is the same in 
different stocks. Except forthe cases just noted, the chief ex- 
amples of identity or similarity occur, as would be expected, 
between contiguous stocks. Thus the Southern Maidu show 

some points of similarity with the Moquelumnian - stock, 
which, in its turn, seems allied to the Mariposan’ stock 
bordering it to the south. On the north, the Pit Rivers and 
Maidu seem to have some designs in common, especially if 
we admit as Maidu the two or three baskets of somewhat 
doubtful provenience, to which reference has already been 
made. The Pit Rivers, in their turn, show unmistakable 

relations with the Klamath Indians farther north. The 
Wintun, at least as far as at present studied, seem to be more 
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closely affiliated to the Pit Rivers than to the Maidu, or other 

stocks with which they come in contact. The Pomo show 
one or two curious similarities with the Maidu (quail-tip, buck- 
eye-tree, squirrel’s foot), with whom, however, they were not 

in contact. 
If we attempt to trace individual designs, we find that the 

lines of affiliation become much confused, and lead now here, 

now there. With material from the other stocks as full as 
that from the Maidu, it may be possible to trace in more detail 

the distribution and wanderings of some designs; but at 

present such an attempt would be premature. It was stated 
‘ at the outset of this paper, that several fairly well-marked 
types or type areas might be distinguished, within which 
the designs were more or less coherent in their character. 
The time has not yet come for any detailed discussion of 
these, or for the final marking-out of the limits and bound- 
aries of such regions. Yet I believe that we may, with some 
degree of ‘certainty, regard the Maidu, Pit Rivers, Kla- 
math, Yana (?), and Wintun, at least, as forming a group 
characterized by great variety and number of designs, pre- 
dominance of animal and plant motives, etc., differentiating 

this group from the Pomo on the one hand (which exhibit 
such a paucity of designs and lack of animal motives) and the 
Southeastern Group on the other hand, which, simply from 
the designs as such, seems more related to the types of South- 
ern California. Material in regard to the Northwestern Type 
or Group is not yet at hand; but, from a considerable number 

of baskets seen, it is clear that its affinities are with the 

Northeastern Group, and especially with the Wintun and Pit 
Rivers. Yet, in spite of rather close affinities to these, the 

Northwestern Group seems to have sufficient character to 
stand alone. All definitive conclusions as to type areas and 
relationships must wait, however, for fuller material. 

To return to the matter of the separate stocks whose designs 
have been here discussed, we find that, as a whole, it is clear 

that each stock is in possession of a body of designs the 
greater portion of which seem to be peculiar to the stock and 
characteristic of it; so much so, that the occurrence of any 
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one of these designs on a basket is almost sufficient evidence 
as to the stock, and even, in some cases, the part of the 

stock, whence it came. In addition to this body of strictly 
characteristic designs, there are some, generally only a few, 

however, which the stock in question shares with some other 

stock or stocks, usually those with which it isin contact. That 
in such cases the fact of the common possession of designs is 
to be explained as due to borrowing or copying of the designs 
of one stock by basket-makers of the other, is most probable, 

and any other explanation seems unnecessary. In the case 
of tribes which may show other evidences of close relation- 

ship, such instances may be due to inheritance from a common 
ancestor; but, until good evidence of this close relationship is 
forthcoming, such community of design can easiest be ex- 
plained by borrowing. That the Indians themselves recognize 
the existence of such borrowing is shown by cases similar to 
the design on Plate XIV, Fig. 1, where it was expressly stated 
that the design had been taken from a type of basket common 

to the south. In this case, no attempt seems to have been 

made to explain the design, or invent a meaning for it. 
As a rule, borrowed designs do not spread far, and are often 

confined to that part of the borrowing stock which lies directly 
along the line of contact. There are a few designs, however, 
which are of wider distribution, common not only to adja- 

cent stocks or portions of stocks, but occurring here and 
there from Southern California to Washington and British 
Columbia. A design of this sort would be the arrow-point, for 
instance. Must we, in such cases, regard the wide distribu- 

tion of the design as due to dissemination or to borrowing? As 
a rule, designs thus widely spread are extremely simple, and, 

owing to this, receive different explanations in different places, 
although sometimes, as in the case of the arrow-point, the 
same explanation is given at points widely separated. In 
view of the very simple nature, as a rule, of these widely 
spread designs, it would seem more probable that they have 
been invented locally and independently, and that in such 
cases we have no need to call in the hypothesis of contact or 
dissemination. That widely separated members of the same 
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race should independently develop similar designs, even under 
different environment, is, a priori, more probable than that 

members of two totally distinct races living on different con- 
tinents should do so. Yet a most remarkable example of 

this has been noted recently. Several of the negro tribes of 
East Africa, living to the south of Lake Victoria Nyanza, 
are most expert makers of coiled basketry. A considerable 
collection of these baskets is to be found in the rich collections 
of the Kénigliche Museum fir Vélkerkunde in Berlin; and, 

having been struck by the remarkable similarity of the designs 
to those of the Maidu, permission was very kindly given 

to have several of the baskets photographed for the purpose 
of comparison here. On Plate XX XVII, seven of these East 

African baskets are shown; and the designs, the meaning of 

which is unfortunately unknown, may be compared with 
several Maidu designs already described. With the feather 
(Plate X, Fig. 3; Plate XI, Fig. 3), Fig. 1 may be compared. 
The similarity of Figs. 2, 3, to the vine (Plate VIII, Fig. 2, 
etc.), is so close as to be very striking; while the practical 
identity of Fig. 4 with the water-snake on Plate IV, Figs. 4, 5, 
is even more startling. The earthworm or deer-excrement 
design finds its counterpart in Fig. 7; whereas Figs. 5, 6, 
especially the latter, show close similarity to the Maidu flower 
as shown on Plate VIII, Fig. 4. The great similarity, not to 
say identity, of these designs, is most striking, and, as in this 
case we have no possible suggestion of borrowing or contact, 
we are forced to regard the instance as a remarkable example 
of the independent origin of similar designs by peoples not only 
antipodal in their location, but of entirely distinct races. 
Since, therefore, even in such extreme cases, simple designs 

may be independently devised, it is quite possible that such 
widely distributed designs as the arrow-point may here be 
explained in the same way, and we may not need to look to 
dissemination or borrowing to explain them. 

While the facts here presented have some value and interest 
in and for themselves, they have also a significance in the light 
which they may throw on the general theories of art and the 
development of design in general. That the geometric designs 
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in use, for purposes of decoration and ornament, by savage 
tribes in all parts of the world, have a significance and a well- 
recognized meaning, has within the last few years been abun- 
dantly proved. The fact that such rigid and geometrical 
figures were thus in reality significant, and were representa- 
tions of animals, plants, and other objects and phenomena, 
led at once to discussions as to whether the designs in question 
were in their origin realistic or decorative; whether, to quote 
from a recent admirable presentation of the whole question,’ 

“original pictures were conventionalized into decorative sym- 
bolism,’”’ or whether ‘original ornament was expanded into 
symbolic decoration.” In the paper here referred to, Kroeber 
concludes, starting from a study of Arapaho design, that we 
are not justified in regarding these designs as the outcome of 
either of these tendencies alone, but rather as a fusion of both. 

It is contended, that, in the mind of primitive man, realism 

and decoration are not differentiated, and that it is only with 
increased cultural development that a gradual differentiation 
of these two tendencies is brought about, until, in the end, 
they may become almost if not quite distinct. In the case of 
savages, moreover, the pictographic element may also come 
in, and this, with other tendencies, serves to complicate 

a situation already by no means simple. All of this, then, 
leads us to the conclusion that any such phenomenon as art 
is not to be ascribed in its origin to any single cause, but 
rather to the interaction of a multiplicity of causes; the 
relative importance of each as a factor varying in different 
cases and with different peoples. 

We should, then, expect to find instances in which the 
balance between the two opposing tendencies of ‘realistic 
symbolism” and “decorative conventionalism”’ would not be 
as perfect as in the case of the Arapaho, and examples 
where the tendency either toward realism or decoration 
would preponderate. While, in most cases, the basketry 

designs from Washington and British Columbia, described by 
Farrand,’ are distinctly geometric, and conventionalized to 

ber, Decorative Symbolism of the Arapaho (American Anthropologist, 1 A. L. Kroe 

ee in p 308-337). Sea 
th Am 

of Natural History, ave I, pp. eee sh Indians (Memoirs American Museum 
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such an extent that one must needs be told their significance 
before he can form any idea as to the object intended to be 
represented, yet one or two designs occur within this area, 

in which the figures of men, of horses, dogs, etc., are repre- 

sented with sufficient realism to be recognized almost at a 
glance. Others, on the other hand, as for example the flying 
birds (particularly the form shown in Fig. 318),’ are conven- 
tionalized so slightly, that one notices the accuracy of repre- 
sentation when once the meaning and intent of the design is 
explained. In such case it would seem that the realistic ten- 
dency is greater than in Arapaho art; the purely decorative 
factor being less conspicuous, although by no means absent. 

The designs here shown, I am tempted to regard as occupy- 
ing a place about midway between the balance of Arapaho 
art and the somewhat preponderant realism of the Salish 
designs. We do not find here any such realistic figures as 
those of the men, dogs, and horses found farther north; but 

I believe we may class a few of the California designs with the 
flying-bird type, where, once the intent is known, the accuracy 
of representation (always bearing in mind the limitations 
of material) is quite striking. Thus, in the case of the 
Maidu, the quail-tip, fish-teeth, milleped, flower, and feather 
have been so little conventionalized, that, although each and 

all are repeated and joined to form a pattern clearly decorative 
in character, once the significance of the design is given, one 
cannot but observe the all but realistic manner in which the . 
object is portrayed. Many of the other designs, are to some 
extent of a similar character; while others, of course, are so 

thoroughly conventionalized that any resemblance they may 
once have had to the object they are declared to represent 
has completely disappeared. 

This tendency to what might be called a “hidden” or 
‘obscure realism” seems more characteristic of the Maidu than 
of the other stocks here discussed, all of which, it would seem, 

show a greater conventionalization. It is possible that the 
fact of the Maidu having so astonishingly large a number of 
designs, and so large a proportion of animal and plant motives, 

* * Basketry Designs of the Salish Indians, p. 304, Figs. 317, 318. 
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may have some bearing on the question. That so large a 
number of designs, referred in such overwhelming proportion 
to animals or plants, should not owe their origin and devel- 
opment more to the realistic than to the purely decorative 
tendency, seems unlikely; and while we have not here, as in 

the case of the Salish flying birds, any variants which are 
distinctly more realistic, it would seem not unreasonable to 
expect that they had existed. Here, however, we enter on 
the domain of pure speculation, which in such matters is 
exceedingly unsafe. On the whole, then, taking all the cir- 
cumstances into consideration, the designs here discussed may 

be regarded as occupying a plane about midway between the 
designs of the Salish and the Arapaho. 

It would be of considerable interest in this connection to 
know the meaning of the designs on the African baskets 
previously spoken of. In the absence of any information, 
we cannot say a design identical with the Maidu form is in 
this case the result of a similar relative importance of the two 
chief factors in primitive art. From the extremely simple 
character of these and all other designs on baskets from these 
African tribes, it seems possible that we have here, not a 

slight preponderance of realism, as in the Maidu and still more 
in the Salish, but rather an equilibrium, or even a preponder- 
ance on the other side; realism being subordinated somewhat 
to the purely decorative tendency. 

From the material here presented, then, as a whole, we may 

conclude, that,in so far as it has a bearing on the theories of the 

origin and development of art in general, it tends to confirm 
the belief, that in the mind of primitive man no design is 
either purely realistic or decorative, that all designs are to be 
ascribed in their origin to the interaction of both factors; now 
one, now the other, being in ascendancy. The great number 
and variety of designs in use by the stocks as a whole would 
seem to be the effect, partly, of a concentration of artistic 
effort upon a single type of art. On the other hand, the 
paucity of designs among the Pomo shows, again, the effect of 
such concentration; feather ornamentation here being exalted 

to first place, thus turning the attention away from the 
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development of new designs. And lastly, just as we find, in the 
case of mythology, that myths may be borrowed and trans- 
mitted from tribe to tribe, so designs may be copied, and 
disseminated from one tribe to another, perhaps for con- 
siderable distances. Just as, in the case of myths, we can be 
sure of such dissemination only when we have to deal with a 

moderately complex tale whose component parts must recur 

in the same form and order, so can we be sure of dissemination 

of designs, only when we have a design which is not too simple. 
Should we find instances, as I believe we may, where in 
different regions the same moderately complex design occurs, 
then we should be justified in regarding the coincidence of 
design as due to transmission: on the other hand, where the 
design is of a simple character, there seems good reason to 
believe it possible that it has originated independently. 
Although, from the data at present available, we can only 
surmise development and migration of designs in a few cases, 
it seems probable, that, with increased material from all the 

tribes in the Pacific coast region, we may be able to show, 
that, in a number of instances, designs extending over a con- 
siderable area, or even quite widely separated, have in reality 
a <q origin. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE I. 

MAIDU BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket with quail-tip design. Butte County. Height, 11 

* cm. Cat. No. tes: 

Fic. 2.—Basket with quail-tip design. Placer County. Height, 18 

cm. Cat. No. r§f,. 

Fic. 3.—Basket with quail-tip design. Placer County. Height, 17 

cm. Cat. No. +§5. 

Fic. 4.—Basket with duck’s-wing design. Plumas County. Diameter, 

43cm. Cat. No. yy. 

Fic. 5.—Basket with ‘‘eye”’ design. Plumas County. Diameter, 47.5 

cm. Cat, No. gy. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE II. 

MAIDU BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket with earthworm design. El Dorado County. Height, 
6.5cm. Cat. No. 7§%. 

Fic. 2.—Basket with earthworm design. Butte County. Diameter, 

41.5cm. Cat. No, $4. 

Fic. 3.—Basket with earthworm design. El Dorado County. Height, 

2zocm. Cat. No. y§8. 

Fic. 4.—Basket with ‘ big-tongues” design. Butte County. Height, 
22.5 cm. Cat. No. #%. 

Fic. 5.—Basket with gray-squirrel’s-foot design. Butte County, 

Height, 20.5 cm. Cat. No. +§%y. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE III. 

MAIDU BASKETS. 

1.—Basket with rattlesnake design. El Dorado County. Height, 

27.5 cm. Cat. No. ;§@,. 

2.—Basket with water-snake design. El Dorado County. Di- 

ameter, 36.5 cm. Cat. No. <§%y. 

3.—Basket with rattlesnake design. Placer County. Height, 

36.5 cm. Cat. No. +§$,. . 

4.—Basket with fish-teeth design. Butte County. Height, 26 

cm. Cat. No. jy. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV. 

MAIDU BASKETS. 

1.—Basket with milleped design. El Dorado County. Height, 

15cm. Cat. No. ~§#s. 

2.—Basket with milleped.design. Butte County. Height, 10.5 

em. Cat. No. $5. 

3.—Basket with fly design. Placer County. Diameter, 35.5 cm. 

Cat. No. <8». 

4.—Basket with water-snake design. El Dorado County. Height 

33-5 cm. Cat. No. rB$p. 

. 5.—Basket with water-snake design. El Dorado County. Height, 

50.5 cm. Cat. No. z$,. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE V. 

MAIDU BASKETS. 

1.—Basket with butterfly design. 

15 cm. Cat. No. 7$§s-. 

cm. Cat. No. 5%. 

Butte County. 

. 3-—Basket with raccoon design. Butte County. 

cm. Cat. No. 35%. 

\ 

Diameter, 

2.—Basket with butterfly design. Butte County. Height, 26.5 

Height, 10.5 

4.—Basket with design of flying geese below; on the rim, moun- 

tains. Plumas County. Height, 47 cm. Cat. No. 3%. 

. 5.—Basket with moth-miller design. Placer County. Height, 

48.5 cm. Cat. No. re$1 P 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE VI. 

MAIDU BASKETS. 

1.—Basket with grasshopper-leg design. Nevada County. 

Height, 26.5 cm. Cat. No. $2. 

2.—Basket with grasshopper-leg design. El Dorado County. 

Height, 41 cm. Cat. No. +$%5. 

3-—Basket with grasshopper-leg design. Plumas County. 

Height, 7.5 cm. Cat. No. 4%. 

4.—Basket with grasshopper-leg design. Butte County. Height, 

60cm. Cat. No. y§fs. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE VII. 

MAIDU BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket with plant design. Butte County. Height, 32.5 cm. 

Cat. No. $,. 

Fic. 2.—Basket with vine design. Plumas County. Height, 54 cm. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE VIII. 

MAIDU BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket with vine design. Butte County. Height, 23 cm. 

Cat. No. 53. 

Fic. 2.—Basket with brake design. Butte County. Height, 25.75 
em. Cat. No. 3%. 

Fic. 3.—Basket with design of a sugar-pine (probably). Butte 

County. Diameter, 31 cm. Cat. No. $87. 

Fic. 4.—Basket with flower design. Butte County. Height, 22.5 cm. 

Cat. No. %. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE IX. 

MAIDU BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket with yellow-pine design. El Dorado County. Height, 
10.5 cm. Cat. No. y§@¢. 

Fic. 2.—Basket with design below of pine-cones; on the rim, of moun- 

tains. Plumas County. Height, 48cm. Cat. No. 8%. 

Fic. 3.—Basket with black-oak design. El Dorado County. Height, 

18 cm. Cat. No. its. 

Fic. 4.—Basket with white-oak design. El Dorado County. Height, 
20.25 cm. Cat. No. $s. 

Fic. 5.—Basket with design of bushes. Plumas County. Height, 13.5 

em. Cat. No. i. 

Fic. 6.—Basket with design of bushes or flowers. Plumas County. 

Height, 12 cm. Cat. No. 9%. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE X. 

MAIDU BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket with arrow-feather design. El Dorado County. 

Height, 8.25 cm. Cat. No. y§?5. 

Fic. 2.—Basket with arrow-feather design. Butte County. Height, 

23 cm. Cat. No. fase ‘ 

Fic. 3.—Basket with arrow-feather design. Butte Reanty: Diameter, 

44.5 cm. Cat. No. 5%. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XI. 

MAIDU BASKETS. 

1.—Basket with arrow-feather design. Butte County. 

12cm. Cat. No. 3%. 

2.—Basket with arrow-feather and quail-tip design. 

County. Height, 12.5 cm. Cat. No. s%. 

3.—Basket with arrow-feather design. Plumas County. 

44cm, Cat. No. sy. . 

4.—Basket with arrow-feather design. Plumas County. 

24 cm. Cat. No. Bs: 

5.—Basket with arrow-feather. and quail-tip design. 

County. Height, 16cm. Cat. No. $$. 

Height, 

Plumas 

Height, 

Height, 

Plumas 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XII. 

MAIDU BASKETS, 

' 

1.—Basket with arrow-point design. Placer County. Diameter, 

15cm. Cat. No. $f. 

2.—Basket with arrow-point design. Plumas County. Diameter, 

36cm. Cat. No. #&. 

3.—Basket with arrow-point design. El Dorado County. Height, 

gem. Cat. No. $8. 

4.—Basket with arrow-point design. Butte County. Diameter, 

46.5 cm. Cat. No. r$§x- 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIII. 

MAIDU BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket with arrow-point design. Plumas County. Height, 

Fic. 

Fic. 

Fic. 

Fic. 

11.5 cm. Cat. No. 4%. 

2.—Basket with arrow-point design. El Dorado County. 

eter, 31 cm. Cat, No. z§8y. 

Diam- 

3.—Basket with arrow-point design. Butte County. Diameter, 

45.5 cm. Cat. No. +§$,. 

4.—Basket with arrow-point design. El Dorado County. Height, 

rTCm: Cat. No. rita: 

5.—Basket with arrow-point design. Plumas County. 

eter, 44.5 cm. Cat. No. hy. 
Diam- 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIV. 

MAIDU BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket with design, on the rim, of arrow-point; below, a pat- 
tern of unknown significance. Plumas County. Height, 

19cm. Cat. No. §%. 

Fic. 2.—Basket with diamond design. Butte County. Height, 21.5 

cm. Cat. No. +$8,. 

Fic. 3.—Basket with design of animal tracks. Butte County. Height, 

22.5 cm. Cat. No. 5%. 

Fic. 4.—Basket with mountain-and-cloud design. Plumas County. 

Height, 11.5 cm. Cat. No. 2%. 

Fic. 5.—Basket with design of ‘“‘something turning round”’ and 

arrow-points. Butte County. Height, 16 cm. Cat. No. 

retry: 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XV. 

MAIDU BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket with design of wood in billets. Placer County. 

Height, 13.5 cm. Cat. No. 7§$,. 

Fic. 2.—Basket with design of wood in billets. El Dorado County. 

Height, 20cm. Cat. No. 7$$,. 

Fic. 3.—Basket with design of a pair of tongs. Butte County. Height, 

27cm. Cat. No. +#?y. 

Fic. 4.—Basket with bead design. El Dorado County. Height, 13.5 

cm. Cat. No. z$$s. 

Fic. 5.—Basket with bead design. El Dorado County. Height, 11.5 

cm. Cat. No. +§9y. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVI. 

MAIDU BASKETS. 

1.—Basket with design representing either a hornet or a tree. 

El Dorado County. Height, 19 cm. Cat. No. $45. 

2.—Basket with design of unknown significance. Nevada County. 

Height, 29.5 cm. Cat. No. $25. 

. 3.—Basket with design of unknown significance. Butte County. 

Height, 17 cm. Cat. No. Tro: 

4.—Basket with feather and arrow-point design (probably). 

Plumas County. Diameter, 33.5 cm. Cat. No. . 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVII. 

MAIDU BASKETS. j 

1.—Basket with water-snake (?) design. El Dorado County. 

Height, rr cm. Cat. No. ,§$?. 

2.—Basket with water-snake (7) design. El Dorado County. 

Height, rocm. Cat. No. 78%. 

. 3.—Basket with feather (?) design. El Dorado County. Height, 

11.5 cm, Cat. No. 7§%5. 

4.—Basket with design of unknown significance. Placer County. 

Height, 4.25 cm. Cat. No. 7§§>. 

. 5.-—Basket with design of unknown significance. Plumas County. 

Diameter, 25 cm. Cat. No. 5%. 

. 6.—Basket with design of unknown significance. El Dorado 

County. Height, rocm. Cat. No. y§#,. 

. 7.—Basket with design of unknown significance. Butte County. 
Height, 10.5 cm. Cat. No. rBfy. 

. 8.—Basket with design of unknown significance. Plumas County. 

(Compare Plate XX, Figs. 3, 4, 6.) Height, 14.5 cm. 
Cat. No. $85. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVIII. 

PIT RIVER BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket with design of mussel’s tongue. Height, 13 cm. 

Cat. No. 785. 

Fic. 2.—Basket with design of mussel’s tongue. Height, 8.5 cm. 

Cat. No. 8%. 

Fic. 3.—Basket with design of mussel’s tongue. Height, 22cm. Cat. 

No. $5. 

Fic. 4.—Basket with skunk design. Height, 10.5 cm. Cat. No. $y. 

Fic. 5.—Basket with fish-tail design. Height, 21.5cm. Cat. No. $y. 

Fic. 6.—Basket with ‘ bent-knee"’ design. Height, 16.5 cm. Cat. 

No. y$f5- 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIX. 

PIT RIVER BASKETS. 

1.—Basket with lizard or lizard-foot design. Height, 9 cm. 

Cat. No. rh$z. 

2.—Basket with lizard or lizard-foot and diamond design. 

Height, 11.5 cm. Cat. No. ;$%,. ’ 

. 3.—Basket with.“‘eye”’ and lizard-foot design. Height, 11.5 cm. 

Cat. No. ;§$,. 

4.—Basket with design, on the bottom, of meadow-lark’s neck; 

above, quail; on the rim, mountain or bear’s foot and 

mussel’s tongue. Height, 4ocm. Cat. No. $95. 

. 5.—Basket with flying-geese design. Height, 7.5 cm. Cat. No. 

vets: 

. 6.—Basket with flying-geese design. Height, 25 cm. Cat. No. 

ref: 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XX. 
\ 

PIT RIVER BASKETS. 

1.—Basket with flying-geese (?) and pine-cone design. Height, 

25cm. Cat. No. 788. 

2.—Basket with design of bushes. Height, 20.25 cm. Cat. 

No. +$fx- 

3.—Basket with design of deer-guts and arrow-points. Height, 

7cem. Cat. No. z§$-. 

4.—Basket with deer-gut design. Height, 9.5 cm. Cat. No. 

Tess: c 

5.—Basket with deer-rib and arrow-point design. Height, 12.5 

cm. Cat. No. 7§$q. 

6.—Basket with deer-gut and arrow-point design. Height, 28 

em. Cat. No. +§$,. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXI. 

PIT RIVER BASKETS. 

1.—Basket with deer-excrement design. Height, 8 cm. Cat. 

No. rigs. 

2.—Basket with deer-excrement design. Diameter, 51.5 cm. 
Cat. No. +8$;. 

ae 3.—Basket with deer-excrement and ‘‘rough’’ or ‘“‘crooked”’ 
design. Height,8 cm. Cat. No. +$$5. 

4.—Basket with ‘‘rough”’ or “ crooked”’ and arrow-point design. 

Height, 10.5 cm. Cat. No. y§$,. 

5.—Basket with arrow-point design. Height, 8 cm. Cat. No. 
5 108%" . 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXII. 

PIT RIVER BASKETS. 

em. Cat. No. ;$#. 

Height, 12cm. Cat. No. ,§%>. 

. 3.—Basket with design of skunk’s nose. 

No. +$$q- 

Tea2- 

1.—Basket with design of unknown significance. Height, 7.5 

2.—Basket with arrow-point (?) or flying-geese (?) design. 

Height, 19.5 cm. Cat. 

4.—Basket with arrow-point design. Height, 23 cm. Cat. No. 

. 5.—Basket with design of lizard (?) or owl’s claw (?). Diameter, 

12.5cm. Cat. No. s§$q. 

. 6.—Basket with flying-geese (?) design. 

No. yhfa: 

Height, 20 cm. Cat. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXIII. 

WINTUN BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket with design, at base, of arrow-points; above, of 

“bent elbow.”” Height, 18 cm. Cat. No. 78s. 

Fic. 2.—Basket with fish-tail design. Height, 9.5 cm. Cat. No. 

THO0- 

Fic. 3.—Basket with water-snake design. Height, 10.75 cm. Cat. 

No. +§$s- 

Fic. 4.—Basket with rattlesnake-head design. Height, 12 cm. Cat. 

No. z8$y. 

Fic. 5.—Basket with design of wolf's eye. Height, to cm. Cat. 

No. yi$q- 

Fic. 6.—Basket with flying-geese design. Height, 9 cm. Cat. No. 

ror: 

Fic. 7.—Basket with design, at base, of rattlesnake-heads (?); above, 

of flying geese; on the rim, of arrow-points. Height, 19.5 

cm, Cat. No. +$,. 

Fic. 8.—Basket with design below of bear’s foot; above, of arrow- 

points. Height, rocm. Cat. No. y$§y. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXIV. 

WINTUN BASKETS. 

1.—Basket with ‘‘empty-spool’’ design. Height, 10 cm. Cat. 

No. 735. 

2.—Basket with ‘‘empty-spool’’ design. Height, 6 cm. Cat. 

No. x85: 

3.-—Basket with design of ‘‘leaves strung along.’’ Height, 12 

cm. Cat. No. $85. ; 

4.—Basket with deer-excrement design. Height, 10.5 cm. Cat. 

No. y§$r- 

5.—Basket with ‘‘pulled-around’”’ design. Height, 10.5 em. 

Cat. No. $s. 

6.—Basket with ‘“‘striped’’ design. Height, 22.5 cm. Cat. No. 

rifts: 

7.—Basket with ‘‘striped’’ design. Height, 14 cm. Cat. No. 

1398: 

8.—Basket with design of cross-waves. Height, 9 cm. Cat. 

No. y#$q- 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXV. 

YANA AND MOQUELUMNIAN BASKETS. 

1.—Basket with wolf’s-eye design (Yana). Height, 18.5 cm. 

Cat. No. +335. 

2.—Basket with house design (Yana). Height, 12.5 cm. Cat. 

No. +585. 

3. 3.—Basket with design similar to the Maidu earthworm and Pit 

River deer-excrement pattern (Moquelumnian). Height, 

31cm. Cat. No. yy. 

4.—Basket with design similar to the rattlesnake and water- 
snake pattern of the southern Maidu (Moquelumnian). 

Height, 36 cm. Cat. No. $s. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXVI. 

MOQUELUMNIAN BASKETS. 

‘ ’ 1.—Basket with design similar to the ‘“‘eye’’ and diamond pat- 

tern of the Maidu. Height, 22.5 cm. Cat. No. 735. 

2.—Basket with quail-tip design. Calaveras County. Height, 

18.5 cm. Cat. No. z§$,. 

3.—Basket with design of unknown significance. Height, 30 

em, Cat. No. y§$v- 

4.—Basket with design of unknown significance. Height, 29 

cm. Cat. No. +§@y. 

5.—Basket with design of unknown significance. Height, 25 

cm. Cat. No. $y. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXVII. 

POMO BASKETS, 

1.—Basket with design of quail-tip and red mountains. Height, 

1ocm. Cat. No. 5%. 

2.—Basket with design of quail-tip and red mountains. Height, 

5 cm. Cat. No. 5. 

3.—Basket with design of quail-tip and red mountains. Height, 
6.5 cm. Cat. No. 4%. 

4.—Basket with design of red mountains, quail-tip, and spotted 

skin of fawn. Height, 10.5 cm. Cat. No. yy. 

5.—Basket with design of red mountains and quail-tip. Height, 

7cem. Cat. No. 5%. 

6.—Basket with design of quail-tip and red mountains. Height, 

6cm. Cat. No. yy. 

7.—Basket with design of red mountains and buckeye, Height, 

5.5 cm. Cat. No. sy. 

8.—Basket with design of red mountains and grasshopper-leg. 

Height, 11 cm. Cat. No. yy. 

9.—Basket with leaf design around the base, and mountains 

above. Height, 5.5 cm. Cat. No. 5%. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXVIUIL. 

POMO BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket with design of crossing trails and quail-tips. Height, 

11.25 cm. Cat. No. 4%. 

Fic. 2.—Basket with design of crossing trails and zigzag. Height, 

3-5cem. Cat. No. 5%. 

-Fic. 3.—Basket with design of unknown significance. Height, 7.75 

em. Cat. No. +. 

Fic. 4.—Basket with design of unknown significance. Diameter, 

57:5 cm. Cat. No. i. 

Fic. 5.—Basket with design of unknown significance. Height, 5.5 

cm. Cat. No. #%. 

Fic. 6.—Basket with design of crossing trails and quail-tips. Height, 

55cm. Cat. No.: Jy. 

Fic. 7.—Basket with design of unknown significance. Height, 8.5 

cm. Cat. No. yy. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXIX. 

POMO BASKETS. 

1.—Basket with zigzag and quail-tip design. Height, 7.5 cm. 
Cat. No. +5. 

2.—Basket with zigzag design. Height, 12cm. Cat. No. §&%. 

3.—Basket with zigzag (?) design. Diameter, 39 cm. 

Per 

4.—Basket with arrow-point design. Height, 

No. ys. 

5.—Basket with design of crossing trails. 

Cat. No. 5%. 
Height, 

Cat. No. 

15. cm. Cat. 

13.25 cm. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXX. 

POMO BASKETS, 

Fic. 1.—Basket with designs from below upward as follows: zigzag, 

red mountains, zigzag, red mountains and zigzag com- 

bined, half arrow-points, red mountains, zigzag, meshes 

in fishnet. Height, 39.5 cm. Cat. No. 5%. 

Fic. 2.—Basket with design of unknown significance. Height, 29.5 

em. Cat. No. 4%. 

Fic. 3.—Basket with designs from below upward as follows: zigzag, 

red mountains, red mountains and zigzag, red mountains 

and zigzag, zigzag, meshes in fishnet. Height, 48 cm. 

Cat. No. +. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXII. 

POMO BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket with design of red mountains; round the rim, of 

meshes in fishnet. Height, 46.5 cm. Cat. No. 4%. 1 

Fic. 2.—Basket with designs from below upward as follows: meshes 

in fishnet, zigzag, zigzag, meshes in fishnet, zigzag, meshes 

in fishnet. Height, 47.5 cm. Cat. No. 5%. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXII. 

POMO BASKETS, 

Fic. 1.—Basket with design of unknown significance. Height, 47.5 

cm. Cat. No. 4%. 

Fic. 2.—Basket with design of unknown significance. Height, 53 

em. Cat. No. g-py. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXIII. 

POMO BASKETS. 

1.—Basket with design of zigzag and red mountains. « Height, 

18cm. Cat. No. 54. 

2.—Basket with design of zigzag, red mountains, and arrow- 

points. Height, 30cm. Cat. No. 5%. 

. 3-—Basket with design of red mountains. Height, 25.5 cm. 

Cat. No. s7yx- 

4.—Basket with design of red mountains, zigzag, and arrow- 

points. Height, 39.5 cm. Cat. No. yyy. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXIV. 

POMO BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket with des?gns from below upward as follows: crow’s 
tracks, red mountains, red mountains, zigzag, buckeye- 

trees, meshes in fishnet. Height, 34.5 cm. Cat. No. 4%. 

Fic. 2.—Basket with designs from below upward as follows: red 
mountains, red mountains, zigzag, buckeye-trees, design 

of unknown significance, meshes in fishnet. Height, 55.5 

cm. Cat. No. sis. . 

Fic. 3.—Basket with designs of crossing tracks, zigzag, red moun- 
tains; around the rim, meshes in fishnet; design on the 

right not explained. Height, 27 cm. Cat. No. 4%. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXV. 

POMO BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket with designs from below upward as follows: meshes 

in fishnet, crow’s tracks, red mountains, zigzag, meshes in 

fishnet. Height, 44.5 cm. Cat. No. &%. 

Fic. 2.—Basket with zigzag design, a break in the design. Height, 

37 cm. Cat. No. yy. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXXVI. 

POMO BASKETS. 

1.—Basket with arrow-point design. Diameter, 47.5 cm. Cat. 

No. 5. 

2.—Basket with design of crossing tracks (?). Diameter, 50 

em. Cat. No. 4%. 

. 3-—Basket with zigzag design. Diameter, 41cm. Cat. No. J. 

. 4-—Basket with quail-tip design. Diameter, 56 cm. Cat. No. 
5 
772° ¥ 
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II.— MAIDU MYTHS. 

By Roranp B. Drxon. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

Tue Maidu Indians, from whom the myths here recorded 
were obtained, may be said, for the present at least, to con- 

stitute an independent stock, occupying a considerable area 
in the northeastern part of California. On the north the 
Maidu territory seems to have been bounded by a line running 
from Lassen Peak to Honey Lake, and thence south to the 
eastern crest of the Sierras. On the east this crest was prac- 
tically the limit as far as the extreme southern extension of 
the stock, at the heads of the south fork of the American 

River and the Cosumnes. The Washoes about Lake Tahoe 
doubtless forced their way at times a little over the crest, and 

at best this crest-line was more or less debatable ground. On 
the south the stock appears to have extended to the middle 
fork of the Cosumnes, which river forms their southern limit 

all the way to its confluence with the Sacramento. On the 
west the latter river was in general the boundary-line as far 
north as Chico, whence the line ran, it would seem, along Deer 

Creek, back to Lassen Peak. 

The Maidu is spoken in three dialects, which may be desig- 
nated as the northeastern, the northwestern, and the southern. 

The first of these is spoken by that portion of the stock living 
in the chain of broad, flat-floored valleys in the higher Sierra, 
beginning with Big Meadows in the north, and ending with 
Sierra Valley in the south. The second group occupies all the 
western Slope of the Sierras and the Sacramento Valley north 
of the Yuba River. The third group comprises all the re- 
mainder, and, roughly speaking, is synonymous with the 
Nishinam of Powers. The various groups came into contact 
with different stocks in varying degree, and all show the 

[May, 1902.] ck 3 
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influence of such contact. The northeastern group came into 

close contact with their northern neighbors the Achoma’wi, 

or Pit River Indians, and with the Piutes who border them 

on the east. The northwestern group were associated with 

the Wintun of the west side of the Sacramento River, and 

with the Yana who occupied the east side of the river, above 

Deer Creek. The southern section of the Maidu stock were in 

contact with the Washoes, with peoples of the so-called Mo- 

quelumnan stock, and with the Wintuns. The contact of the 
sections of the stock with different neighbors led to notice- 

able differences in culture, myth, and dialect ; and these 

tendencies toward varying cultures were in many cases re- 
enforced by considerable differences of environment. 

Although there were differences, as just pointed out, the 

customs of the Maidu were, on the whole, of the same general 

type throughout. All were a hunting and fishing people, de- 
pendent in large measure, however, on the acorn and various 

seeds and roots. Originally they went about nearly if not 
quite naked; only in the winter season and in the mountains 
they wore robes of deer-skin, or mantles woven of rabbit-fur 
cut in long strips. Moccasins seem to have been worn more 

in the mountains than in the Sacramento Valley, although in 
the latter region they were used to a considerable extent. No 
covering was worn on the head, as a rule; but it seems that 

the net-cap (wi’ka), used chiefly at dances, was sometimes 
worn as an every-day covering. Their dwellings varied 
somewhat according to locality, the heavy snows and cold 
weather of the mountains requiring a more solid and warmer 
house than the mild winters of the Sacramento Valley. In 
general, however, the houses were alike, and were circular, 

semi-subterranean lodges from fifteen to twenty-five feet or 
more in diameter, and from ten to fifteen feet high. They 
were made by excavating to a depth of some three feet, and 
lining the sides of the excavation with posts or split logs some 
four or five feet high. These were set on end, and formed 
substantial walls. A solid conical roof was erected over the 
enclosure thus made, the supporting beams resting on several 
posts, and meeting at the centre. A smoke-hole was left in 
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the middle, and a small door cut at one side, this door being 

very low, and forcing the person entering to crawl on all-fours 

in many cases. The roof was thickly covered with earth. 
The resulting house, or sweat-house, as it is generally called 
to-day, was in winter both warm and dry, and in summer, 

owing to the heavy earth covering, delightfully cool. Sum- 
mer shelters and less elaborate huts were built of branches and 

large splinters of fallen trees placed together in conical form. 
Light brush shelters, consisting of a mere roof of brush, and 
open on all sides, were also much used. 

In their social organization the Maidu showed apparently 
a complete lack of any clan organization or totemic grouping. 
They were grouped loosely in village communities which 

seem to have been by no means firmly knit. The villages 

were usually composed of but few houses, each of which was 

the residence of several families related by blood. There are 
known to-day a large number of village sites, all of which 

cannot have been simultaneously inhabited; and it seems not 

unlikely that the people of a village, after living for some 

years at one spot, moved, or perhaps divided, and, either in 
whole or in part, settled on a site that had been inhabited 

some years or even generations before. If all the known 
village sites had been inhabited at the same time, the popula- 
tion of the region would have been incredibly dense; and I 
believe that the earlier estimates of the population of this and 
other sections of California were erroneous, owing to the fact 
that it was supposed that all the villages known had at one 
time been simultaneously inhabited. Each village had its 
chief, but his power was comparatively slight. The villages 
were constantly involved in petty quarrels, which were usu- 
ally settled with but little loss of blood. 

The chief ceremonials in the religion of the Maidu were the 
initiatory ceremonies for the boys or young men at or about 
the age of puberty, and the great annual “burning” for the 
dead. The former ceremony appears to have been best de- 
veloped among the northwestern branch of the stock, and 
exists in a much less perfect form among the southern section. 
Boys are initiated at the age of twelve years or thereabouts. 
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Not all boys go through the ceremony, the ones who are to 
undergo it being chosen by the old men every year. After 
initiation, the men were known as “‘ Yé’poni,’’ and were much 

looked up to. They formed a sort of secret society, and in- 
cluded all the men of note in the tribe. The ceremonies were 
more or less elaborate, involving fasts, instruction in the 
myths and lore of the tribe by the older men, and finally a 
great feast and dance, at which the neophytes for the first 
time performed their dances, which were probably received 
through visions. The “burning” in honor of the dead usu- 
ally occurred in October, the exact date depending on the 
moon’s phases. It is probable that the dead were burned 
throughout the Maidu area, but many contradictory state- 
ments make it somewhat difficult to settle this matter defi- 
nitely at present. The “burning,” already alluded to as one 
of the two great ceremonies of the Maidu, was not that of the 
body of the dead, but of offerings of various sorts, —a common 
ceremonial for the dead, in which the whole village or several 
villages joined. At the appointed time the people assemble, 
and after various preliminary ceremonies the relatives of all 
those persons who have recently died consign to the flames 
large amounts of property of all sorts,— baskets, clothes, 
food, etc.,— accompanying the act with wailing and songs. 
At the first ‘‘burning” which occurs after the death of a per- 
son, an image representing the deceased, made of skins and 
stuffed, is often burned, together with the gifts. The sacrifice 
of property to the dead is not, as a rule, continued beyond two 
or three years, but in some cases offerings have been made 
annually for ten or fifteen years. From various accounts it 
would seem that at times the widows attempted to throw 
themselves into the funeral pyres of their husbands, and olee 
burned themselves severely at the ‘‘ burnings.” ; 

The mythology of the Maidu presents many features of in- 
terest. No adequate comparative discussion of the material 
is yet possible, inasmuch as, with the exception of the Wintun 
and Yana, we know practically nothing of the myths of the 
neighboring stocks of California, Oregon, and Nevada, When 
material from these regions shall have been collected, we may 
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be able to clear up many points now obscure. With few 
exceptions, the myths here presented were told in English, 

and are almost exclusively from the two northern sections of 
the stock. While the time has not yet come for any detailed 
discussion of the points of agreement or disagreement of 
these myths with those of the more remote tribes and stocks 

of the country, several of the more noticeable similarities to 
those of the neighboring stocks may be pointed out. 

The first of the myths here given, describing the creation 
and subsequent events, shows several points of similarity to 
myths of the neighboring stocks of the Wintun, Yana, Pit 
River, and Shasta Indians. In myths of nearly all these 
peoples we find men brought into being from sticks; and in 
all of them the Coyote plays the same part of marplot, op- 
posing himself to the intention to make man’s life easy, labor- 
less, and deathless. The Coyote decides that man must 
work, suffer, and die; and his own son is the first to bear the 

penalty of the decision, which the Coyote, in his grief, in vain 
tries to repeal. Indeed, we find much the same idea among 
the Shoshone tribes to the eastward of the Maidu, for Powell 

records a similar struggle between the two Wolf brothers who . 
figure so prominently in the Ute mythology.’ The presence 
of the well-known Algonkian incident of the diving for mud 
with which to make the world, is of interest as giving another 

example of its wide distribution. In the story of the Earth- 
Namer we have a number of incidents (lacking in the other 
tale) describing the destruction or metamorphosis of various 
evil beings and monsters by the Earth-Namer, who here ap- 
proaches the type of the Transformer of the Northwest coast. 
This type appears again, although less clearly, in the two 
versions of the Conqueror story, where one of a pair of twins 
of miraculous birth performs great deeds and rids the country 
of the evil beings who destroyed his ancestors. 

In the myths which follow there are many which are similar 
to, and one or two which are identical with, myths of the sur- 

rounding stocks. These similarities are most marked, per- 
haps, in the stories of the Thunder’s Daughter, the Loon 

1 J. W. Powell, First Report Bureau of Ethnology, pp. 44, 45. 
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Woman, and the Bear and Deer. In these myths and in 

several of the others we have incidents which are current as 
far north as British Columbia, and offer interesting examples 

of widely distributed myth-incidents. The figure of the 
Coyote is prominent. He seems to be generally inimical to 
mankind, and appears often as a buffoon and trickster, who 
comes out of his adventures in a sorry plight. 

As to analogies or similarities between the myths of the 
Maidu and those of the various stocks to the southward, little 

can be said at present. Virtually nothing is known of the 
mythology of these stocks in the southern part of California. 
In the meagre accounts of the Indians of San Juan Capis- 
trano (Shoshonean) by Boscana we find several rather vague 
similarities to the Conqueror stories of the Maidu. The 
Coyote is a person of importance, and it is at least curious to 
find that he bears here a name (Eno) almost identical with 
that in use by the Maidu of the western slope of the northern 
Sierra (Heno). As will be apparent from the myths here 
given, there are many evidences of the widespread incor- 
poration of foreign incidents, and even of the adoption of 
whole myths. As stated before, our knowledge of the myth- 
ology of the surrounding stocks is as yet too slight to enable 
us with profit to make a detailed study of such incidents, or 
to attempt to trace them to their origin. When such ma- 
terial shall be available, it would seem probable that many 
most interesting examples of the intermingling of northern 
and southern elements will be apparent, and enable us per- 
haps to trace more accurately the lines of migration and the 
mutual relationships of the great mass of stocks scattered 
along the Pacific coast from the Columbia River to Mexico. 

In the references which follow, only the more striking cases 
of similarity are pointed out between the Maidu myths on 
the one hand and those collected by Boas,' Curtin,’ Teit,' 

' FP, Boas, Indianische Sagen von der Nord-Pacifischen Kuaste Amerikas, Berlin, 
1895 (quoted 1. ¢.); Traditions of the Tillamook (Journal of American Folk-Lore, Vol. 
xf, pp. 23 and 133); Kathlamet Texts (Bulletin Bureau of American Ethnology, 

ashin, » 1901). 
’ } Curtin, Creation Myths of Primitive America, Boston, 1808. 
© J. Teit, Traditions of the Thompson River Indians of British Columbia (Memoirs 

of the American Folk-Lore Society, Vol. VI). 
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Gatschet,’ Powers,? Powell,* Kroeber,‘ Farrand,’ and Burns,’ 

on the other. 

1. Creation Myth. 

In the beginning there was no sun, no moon, no stars. All 

was dark, and everywhere there was only water. A raft 

came floating on the water. It came from the north, and in 

it were two persons,—Turtle (A’ndsma) and Father-of-the- 

Secret-Society (Pehé’ipé).* The stream flowed very rapidly. 
Then from the sky a rope of feathers, called P6’kelma, was let 
down, and down it came Earth-Initiate. When he reached 

the end of the rope, he tied it to the bow of the raft, and 
stepped in. His face was covered and was never seen, but 
his body shone like the sun. He sat down, and for a long 

time said nothing. At last Turtle said, ‘‘ Where do you come 
from?” and Earth-Initiate answered, ‘‘I come from above.” 

Then Turtle said, ‘“‘ Brother, can you not make for me some 

good dry land, so that I may sometimes come up out of 
the water?’”’ Then he asked another time, “‘ Are there going 

to be any people in the world?” LEarth-Initiate thought 
awhile, then said, ‘‘Yes.” Turtle asked, ‘How long before 
you are going to make people?” Earth-Initiate replied, “I 

don’t know. You want to have some dry land: well, how am 
I going to get any earth to make it of?’ Turtle answered, 

“Tf you will tie a rock about my left arm, I’ll dive for some.”’ 
Earth-Initiate did as Turtle asked, and then, reaching 

around, took the end of a rope from somewhere, and tied it 

to Turtle. When Earth-Initiate came to the raft, there was 

no rope there: he just reached out and found one. Turtle 

said, ‘‘If the rope is not long enough, I’ll jerk it once, and 

1 A. S. Gatschet, The Klamath Indians ‘eg South-western Oregon (Contributions to 
North American Ethnology, Vol. II, Part 1) 
uD, 25. Powers, Tribes 0: ornia (Contributions to North American Ethnology, Vol. 

3 J. W. Powell, Sketch of the Mythology of the North American Indians (First Re- 
port e me Bureau of American Ethnology). 

L. Kroeber, Ute Tales (Journal of American Folk-Lore, Vol. XIV, pp. 252 et seq.). 
s r Farrand, Traditions of the Chilcotin (Memoirs American Museum of Natural 

History, Vol. IV, Part I); Traditions of the Quinauit Indians (Memoirs American 
Museum of Natural sists BP Soce ae _ II]. 

Burns, er Indian Tales (Land of Sunshine, Vol. XIV, pp. 130 et seq.). 
: Told at Chico. Comnnass Curtin, J. c., pp. 163 et seq.; Powell, . C.. DP. 44; Powers, 

1. ¢., PP. 202 et sea.; Farrand, Quinault, eee 
. The Pehé’ipé is to-day a participant in the dances of the Secret Society, and 

usually plays the part of a clown. 
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you must haul me up; if it is long enough, I'll give two jerks, 
and then you must pull me up quickly, as I shall have all the 
earth that I can carry.” Just as Turtle went over the side of 
the boat, Father-of-the-Secret-Society began to shout loudly. 

Turtle was gone a long time. He was gone six years; and 
when he came up, he was covered with green slime, he had 
been down so long. When he reached the top of the water, 
the only earth he had was a very little under his nails: the 
rest had all washed away. Earth-Initiate took with his 
right hand a stone knife from under his left armpit, and care- 
fully scraped the earth out from under Turtle’s nails. He 
put the earth in the palm of his hand, and rolled it about till it 
was round; it wasaslargeasasmall pebble. He laid it on the 
stern of the raft. By and by he went to look at it: it had 
not grown at all. The third time that he went to look at it, 
it had grown so that it could be spanned by the arms. The 
fourth time he looked, it was as big as the world, the raft 

was aground, and all around were mountains as far as he 
could see. The raft came ashore at Ta’doikdé, and the place 
can be seen to-day.’ 

When the raft had come to land, Turtle said, ‘‘I can’t 

stay in the dark all the time. Can’t you make a light, so that 
I can see?” LEarth-Initiate replied, ‘‘Let us get out of the 
raft, and then we will see what we can do.’’ So all three got 
out. Then Earth-Initiate said, ‘‘Look that way, to the 
east! I am going to tell my sister to come up.”’ Then it 
began to grow light, and day began to break; then Father-of- 
the-Secret-Society began to shout loudly, and the sun came © 
up. Turtle said, “Which way is the sun going to travel?” 
Earth-Initiate answered, ‘‘I’ll tell her to go this way, and 
go down there.”’ After the sun went down, Father-of-the- 

Secret-Society began to cry and shout again, and it grew 
very dark. Earth-Initiate said, ‘I'll tell my brother to 
come up.’’ Then the moon rose. Then Earth-Initiate asked 
Turtle and Father-of-the-Secret-Society, ‘‘How do you like 
it?” and they both answered, ‘‘It is very good.” Then 
Turtle asked, ‘Is that all you are going to do for us?” and 

* Compare Boas, /. c. p. 173; Powers, |. ¢, p. 383. 
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Earth-Initiate answered, ‘‘No, I am going to do more yet.” 

Then he called the stars each by its name, and they came 
out. When this was done, Turtle asked, “Now what shall 
we do?” Earth-Initiate replied, ‘‘ Wait, and I’ll show you.” 

Then he made a tree grow at Ta’doiké,—the tree called 

Hu’kimtsa; and Earth-Initiate and Turtle and Father-of- 

the-Secret-Society sat in its shade for two days. The tree 
was very large, and had twelve different kinds of acorns 
growing on it. 

After they had sat for two days under the tree, they all 
went off to see the world that Earth-Initiate had made. 
They started at sunrise, and were back by sunset. Earth- 
Initiate travelled so fast that all they could see was a ball of 
fire flashing about under the ground and the water. While 
they were gone, Coyote (Ola’li) and his dog Rattlesnake 
(Ka’udi or So’la) came up out of the ground. It is said that 
Coyote could see Earth-Initiate’s face. When Earth-Ini- 
tiate and the others came back, they found Coyote at Ta’- 
doiké. All five of them then built huts for themselves, and 
lived there at Ta’doik6, but no one could go inside of Earth- 
Initiate’s house. Soon after the travellers came back, Earth- 

Initiate called the birds from the air, and made the trees 

and then the animals. He took some mud, and of this made 
first a deer; after that, he made all the other animals. Some- 

times Turtle would say, ‘‘That does not look well: can’t you 
make it some other way?” 

Some time after this, Earth-Initiate and Coyote were at 
Marysville Buttes (E’stobisin ya’mani). Earth-Initiate 
said, ‘‘I am going to,make people.’’ In the middle of the 
afternoon he began, for he had returned to Ta’doiké. He 
took dark red earth, mixed it with water, and made two 

figures, —one aman, and onea woman. He laid the man on 

his right side, and the woman on his left, inside his house. 
Then he lay down himself, flat on his back, with his arms 
stretched out. He lay thus and sweated all the afternoon 
and night. Early in the morning the woman began to 
tickle him in the side. He kept very still, did not laugh. 
By and by he got up, thrust a piece of pitch-wood into the 
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ground, and fire burst out. The two people were very white. 

No one to-day is as white as they were. Their eyes were 
pink, their hair was black, their teeth shone brightly, and ~ 
they were very handsome. It is said that Earth-Initiate 
did not finish the hands of the people, as he did not know 

how it would be best to do it. Coyote saw the people, and 
suggested that they ought to have hands like his. Earth- 

Initiate said, ““No, their hands shall be like mine.’”’ Then he 

finished them. When Coyote asked why their hands were 
to be like that,. Earth-Initiate answered, ‘‘So that, if they 

are chased by bears, they can climb trees.’’ This first man- 
was called Ku’ksi; and the woman, Morning-Star Woman 
(La‘idamlilim kii’lé). 
When Coyote had seen the two people, he asked Earth- 

Initiate how he had made them. When he was told, he 

thought, ‘‘ That is not difficult. I'll do it myself.’’ He did 
just as Earth-Initiate had told him, but could not help 

laughing, when, early in the morning, the woman poked him 
in the ribs. Asa result of his failing to keep still, the people 
were glass-eyed. Earth-Initiate said, “I told you not to 
laugh,”’ but Coyote declared he had not. This was the first 
lie." 

By and by there came to be a good many people. LEarth- 
Initiate had wanted to have everything comfortable and 
easy for people, so that none of them should have to work. 
All fruits were easy to obtain, no one was ever to get sick and 
die. As the people grew numerous, Earth-Initiate did not 
come as often as formerly, he only came to see Ku’ksi in the 
night. One night he said to him, ‘‘ To-morrow morning you 
must go to the little lake near here. Take all the people with 
you. I'll make you a very old man before you get to the 
lake.”’ So in the morning Ku’ksi collected all the people, 
and -went to the lake. By the time he had reached it, he 

was a very old man. He fell into the lake, and sank down 
out of sight. Pretty soon the ground began to shake, the 
waves overflowed the shore, and there was a great roaring 

* Compare Curtin, 1. ¢., p. 485. Both the Yana and the Pit River Indians also have 
versions more nearly similar to the one here given, 
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under the water, like thunder. By and by Ku’ksi came up 
out of the water, but young again, just like a young man. 

Then Earth-Initiate came and spoke to the people, and said, 
“Tf you do as I tell you, everything will be well. When any 
of you grow old, so old that you cannot walk, come to this 
lake, or get some one to bring you here. You must then go 
down into the water as you have seen Ku’ksii do, and you 
will come out young again.’’ When he had said this, he 
went away. He left in the night, and went up above. 
WAll this time food had been easy to get, as Earth-Initiate 
had wished. The women set out baskets at night, and in the 

morning they found them full of food, all ready to eat, and 

lukewarm. One day Coyote came along. He asked the 
people how they lived, and they told him that all they had to 

do was to eat and sleep. Coyote replied, ‘‘ That is no way to 
do: I can show you something better.’’ Then he told them 
how he and Earth-Initiate had had a discussion before men 
had been made; how Earth-Initiate wanted everything easy, 
and that there should be no sickness or death, but how he had 

thought it would be better to have people work, get sick, and 
die. He said, ‘We'll have a burning.’’ The people did not 
know what he meant; but Coyote said, “I'll show you. It 

is better to have a burning, for then the widows can be free.”’ 
So he took all the baskets and things that the people had, 
hung them up on poles, made everything all ready. When 
all was prepared, Coyote said, ‘‘ At this time you must always 

have games.’’ So he fixed the moon during which these 

games were to be played. 

Coyote told them to start the games with a foot-race, and 
every one got ready to run. Ku’ksi did not come, however. 

He sat in his hut alone, and was sad, for he knew what was 

going to occur. Just at this moment Rattlesnake came to 

Ku’ksi, and said, “What shall we do now? Everything is 
spoiled!” Ku’ksi did not answer, so Rattlesnake said, 
“Well, I'll do what I think is best.”” Then he went out and 
along the course that the racers were to go over, and hid him- 
self, leaving his head just sticking out of a hole. By this time 
all the racers had started, and among them Coyote’s son. 
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He was Coyote’s only child, and was very quick. He soon 
began to outstrip all the runners, and was in the lead. As 
he passed the spot where Rattlesnake had hidden himself, 
however, Rattlesnake raised his head and bit the boy in the 
ankle. In a minute the boy was dead. 

Coyote was dancing about the home-stake. He was very 
happy, and was shouting at his son and praising him. When 
Rattlesnake bit the boy, arid he fell dead, every one laughed 

at Coyote, and said, ‘‘ Your son has fallen down, and is so 

ashamed that he does not dare to get up.’’ Coyote said, 

“No, that is not it. He is dead.”” This was the first death. 
The people, however, did not understand, and picked the 
boy up, and brought him to Coyote. Then Coyote began to 
cry, and every one did the same. These were the first tears. 
Then Coyote took his son’s body and carried it to the lake of 
which Earth-Initiate had told them, and threw the body in. 
But there was no noise, and nothing happened, and the body 
drifted about for four days on the surface, like a log. On 
the fifth day Coyote took four sacks of beads and brought 
them to Ku’ksi, begging him to restore his son to life. Ku’ksi 
did not answer. For five days Coyote begged, then Ku’ksti 
came out of his house, bringing all his beads and bear-skins, 
and calling to all the people to come and watch him. He 
laid the body on a bear-skin, dressed it, and wrapped it up care- 
fully. Then he dug a grave, put the body into it, and covered 
it up. Then he told the people, ‘From now on, this is what 
you must do. This is the way you must do till the world 
shall be made over.” 

About a year after this, in the spring, all was changed. Up 
to this time everybody spoke the same language. The people 
were having a burning,.everything was ready for the next 
day, when in the night everybody suddenly began to speak a 
different language. Each man and his wife, however, spoke 
the same. Earth-Initiate had come in the night to Ku’ksi, 
and had told him about it all, and given him instructions for 
the next day. So, when morning came, Ku’ksi called all the 

people together, for he was able to speak all the languages. 
He told them each the names of the different animals, etc., 
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in their languages, taught them how to cook and to hunt, 
gave them all their laws, and set the time for all their dances 
and festivals. Then he called each tribe by name, and sent 
them off in different directions, telling them where they were 

to live. He sent the warriors to the north, the singers to the 
west, the flute-players to the east, and the dancers to the 
south. So all the people went away, and left Ku’ksi and his 
wife alone at Ta’doikéd. By and by his wife went away, 
leaving in the night, and going first to Marysville Buttes. 
Ku’ksi staid a little while longer, and then he also left. He 

too went to the Buttes, went into the spirit house (Ku’kinim 
Kumi), and sat down on the south side. He found Coyote’s 
son there, sitting on the north side. The door was on the 
west. Coyote had been trying to find out where Ku’ksi had 
gone, and where his own son had gone, and at last found 
the tracks, and followed them to the spirit house. Here he 
saw Ku’ksii and his son, the latter eating spirit food 
(Ku’kinim p&). Coyote wanted to go in, but Ku’ksii said, 
“No, wait there. You have just what you wanted, it is 
your own fault. Every man will now have all kinds of 
troubles and accidents, will have to work to get his food, 

and will die and be buried. This must go on till the time 
is out, and Earth-Initiate comes again, and everything will 
be made over. You must go home, and tell all the people 

that you have seen your son, that he is not dead.’’” Coyote 

said he would go, but that he was hungry, and wanted some 
of the food. Ku’ksi replied, ‘“‘You cannot eat that. Only 
ghosts may eat that food.” Then Coyote went away and 
told all the people, ‘‘I saw my son and Ku’ksi, and he told 
me to kill myself.”” So he climbed up to the top of a tall tree, 

jumped off, and was killed. Then he went to the spirit 
house, thinking he could now have some of the food; but 
there was no one there, nothing at all, and so he went out, 
and walked away to the west, and was never seen again. 
Ku’ksi and Coyote’s son, however, had gone up above. 
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2. The Earth-Namer (K6’doyanpé).' 

Coyote and the Earth-Namer lived on the north fork of the 
Feather River, just below Na’kangkoyo. Coyote had a son. 

Earth-Namer said to Coyote, “I am going away from here. 
I am going off to the east.’’ Coyote replied, ‘All right. We 
are two chiefs, we are the two greatest chiefs, and therefore 

you must talk to me well before you go.”” Earth-Namer said, 
“Well, I will talk to you before I go. This world is going to 

befor people. There are going to be people inthis world. We 
are the two chiefs. I will talk to you, and you must sit down 
and listen. After me in this world, people will have children. 

When a couple get married, people will take something and 

put it between them if they want a child, and that thing will 

become a person.’”’ Coyote shook his head and said, ‘‘No, 
you are not talking right. I'll tell you something better. 
The way people must have children is for the woman to have 
a hard time. She must have a hard time to have a child, she 

must suffer.’”’ Earth-Namer did not want people to have 
sexual connection with one another; but Coyote said, ‘“* When 
two people get married, they must have connection; it must 
be so.””’ Earth-Namer said that girls would live as virgins 
always, but Coyote would not agree. He said, “‘No, girls, 
if they are not married, must sometimes have children.” By 
and by Earth-Namer said, ‘‘When people who have died are 
taken to water, laid in, and left there over night, they will 

come to life again next morning.” Coyote said, ‘No, when 
people die, the rest of the people must cry. A widow must cry 
very much; and if a person dies, he must be buried. When 
they are buried, it will be all right, for the other people will 
see nothing of them.” So Coyote disputed everything that 
Earth-Namer said. Finally Earth-Namer got angry, gath- 
ered up his things, put them in a sack, and started off. There 
was a trail from the camp to the place where they used to go 
for water. Earth-Namer pulled up two rushes, and stuck 
them into the ground, one on each side of the trail, so as to 

lean over the trail. Till now Coyote’s son had never been 

* Told at Genesee, Plumas County, 
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allowed to go for water, had never been allowed to leave the 
house. When Earth-Namer had fixed the rushes in this way, 
he went on toward the east. 

Soon Coyote sent his son out to get some water. Before 
he got to the place where the two rushes were, they had be- 

come rattlesnakes, and as he passed, they bit him in the leg 

and killed him, Earth-Namer wanted to have it happen 
this way, for Coyote had wanted people to die. When Coyote 
found that his son was dead, he ran after Earth-Namer, say- 
ing, ‘ Well, we will have it your way, people shall not die.”’ 

When he got nearly up to Earth-Namer, he said, ‘‘ Look 
back! You are the chief; if you will stop, I will talk better 
than I did before.’’ But Earth-Namer paid no attention to 

him, and kept on his way. So from that time there have 
always been rattlesnakes and people have died. 

There is a place called Tsii’tsiyem. It is on Indian Creek. 
The women who lived there tried to kill people who passed 
by urinating on them. When Earth-Namer came along, he 
went on the opposite side. The women tried to urinate 
across, but could not reach him. He had a cane in his hand, 

and walked along, paying no attention to the women. A 
little beyond there, Mink and his brother were living, and 
Earth-Namer staid with them over night. Near by was a 
great snake that tried to kill*everybody. Mink and his 
brother asked Earth-Namer to try and trap the snake. He 
did so, and in the morning. went on again. Before he went 
he said, “Go to the trap and see if the snake is dead. I it is, 
take the fat, take it to Tsi’tstiyem, and at night, when all are 
in the sweat-house, crawl up and throw it into the fire.’’ 
When the snake got into the trap, it jumped high in the air; 
but the Minks jumped after it, and cut it in two, taking half 
of it. In the snake was some sort of milky fluid, which fell 
out as they cut it in two. As the Minks looked up, some fell 
on them, and left a white spot under their chins. They took 
the fat, and did as Earth-Namer had told them to. The 
women and people at Tsii’tsiiyem were having a great sweat- 
dance; and when the Minks threw in the fat, everything 
began to blaze up, and all the people and the sweat-house 
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were burned. There is a great hole in the ground there to-day. 
Earth-Namer went on from here farther up the stream, and 
into Big Meadows to O’ngketi. Here he found Crow and his 
brother. They said, ‘‘The reason why we never kill any- 
thing is because_our knives are dull.’”’ Then they asked 
Earth-Namer to sharpen their knives, which were their bills. 
He did as they asked, and went on up river to where Fish- 

Hawk was fishing. He caught a fish, and held it up, saying, 

“If you come from below, eat this.’’ Then he swallowed it 

himself. When he had done this, Earth-Namer said, ‘I 

wish you would choke and die;”” and he did. 
Earth-Namer went on, travelled and travelled till he came 

to The-Two-Raft-striking-Boys (Ya’kwéktelkéim pdé’betso). 
They had a dog, Ground-Hog. Ground-Hog saw Earth- 
Namer coming, and began to yelp. Just as he did so, 
Earth-Namer sank down into the earth, and went along 

underground. Whenhe got within a few feet of Ground-Hog, 
he put up his head, and saw that the animal was still watching 
the place where he had gone down. The two boys got out 
their knives, and said, ‘‘These are what we kill people with.” 
Then Earth-Namer reached over and killed Ground-Hog. 
He stuck him in his belt, and went on to the camp of the two 
boys. They hid their knives. They had a raft on which 
they took people across the fiver, and thus they tried to kill 
them. They would bring the raft within a few feet of the 
shore, make the people jump, and then would kill them. 
Earth-Namer asked them if they would take him across the 
river. They agreed, and did as usual, asking him to jump on. 
He did so, but landed in the middle of the raft, and did not 

falldown. The two boys were about to stab him; but when 
they saw that he did not fall, they waited. 

Earth-Namer said, ‘‘Why are you making a motion? Let 
me see your knife.’’ So they gave it tohim; and he said, “I 
will point with this knife and show you the country, so that 
you can learn something.’’ So he took the knife, and, while 

making believe point out different things, he cut off their 
heads. The two boys had a sort of oven in which they used 
to bake people when they had killed them. Earth-Namer 
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put the bodies into the oven, but first cut off their membrum 
virile. There was an old woman who was living there also. 

She was the grandmother of the two boys. Earth-Namer 
thought that after a while she would miss the boys, and 
would run up to see what the trouble was. So he placed a 
membrum virile on each side of the oven for a trap. Then 
he went on to where the old woman was. He still had 
Ground-Hog under his belt; and when he reached the camp, 
he threw it at the old woman, and told her to eat it. Then 

she knew at once that something had happened to the boys. 
She threw it back at him, and told him to eat it. Earth- 

Namer then lay down, and pretended to go to sleep; but he 
really went on, and left only an appearance of himself in the 
camp. When the old woman thought he was asleep, she 
pulled out her digging-stick and struck at the shade. When 
she found that there was nothing there, she said, ‘‘ That is 

what I thought, all the time, you would try to do.” Then 
she was sure there was something wrong, and she ran down 
to the place where Earth-Namer had set the trap for her. 
When she got there, the trap sprung, flew up and hit her, and 
killed her. 

Earth-Namer went on farther up the valley, to the place 
where his grandmother lived. She was called Old-Grouse- 
Woman (Ho’kwongkiilékbé). There he rested awhile. From 
here he went on up through Mountain Meadows to the east. 
_In one place he sat down to eat pa’pani (akind of root). He 
sat facing the east, and he scattered pa’pani all about, and 
people go there still to gather it. His footprints are there yet. 
As he went on to the east, a she Grisly Bear chased him, but 

could not catch him. So she took off her apron, or skirt, and 

whirled it about her head, and thus started fire, with which 

to surround Earth-Namer. He asked the water what it 
could do to help him, and the water answered, ‘‘I boil from 
the heat of the fire.’’ He asked the trees, and they replied, 

““We burn in the fire.’”’ He asked the rock, and it answered, 

“T get red-hot in the fire.’”’ Then he asked a kind of grass, and 

it answered, “I get black on top, but I don’t burn. Be- 
neath I am not burned.’’ So Earth-Namer crawled under it. 

[May, 1902.] 4 
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After the fire had burned over the whole country, Earth- 

Namer came out and went on. On the mountains at that 
place one can see the burned rocks and trees caused by that 
fire. So Earth-Namer went on; and the bear, finding his 
track, kept on following him. Earth-Namer went off to the 
east; and when he got there, he staid there; he is there yet. 

When people first came to this country, they had with 
them an old woman. She knew everything, all the past was 

known to her. She told the people to behave themselves and 
be good, for the world was going to change. After a while 
the world began to shake, kept on shaking, kept rising 
higher and higher. As the world shook, the people were 
thrown about. Some were thrown into bushes, some into 

trees. The shaking threw the trees down; they were 

covered up, and are found now buried deep in the ground. 
The shaking of this world made it settle; and as it set- 
tled, it forced the water up through the ground. As a 
result of these things the world was made into its present 
form. This old woman had an acorn-pestle, which she had 
used to pound acorns with; and when the world was shaking, 

she held tight to it. All the time she kept hammering with 
it on the ground, to try to wedge or fasten it down. By and 
by the world began to settle, and people could hear some- 

thing like thunder under the ground. When all was quiet, 
people looked down into the valley, and saw something mov- 
ing. These things were rivers, they were the first rivers. 
After awhile the people went down to look at the valley, and 
found the rivers all muddy. By and by the old woman said, 
“They put me in this world to see all these things for my 
children. I will tell all my people in this world before I go. 
I think there will be death in this world; I think this will be 

a death-world. You people must do the best you can, and 
live through it. A long time ago they told me that people 
would have to live in the middle of the world.’’ The old 
woman knew everything about the past and the future. She 
somehow lived over from the time when there were no people, 
and was the only old woman among the people when they 
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were first made. She said, ‘‘One of the men here will be a 

shaman (y6’mi). He will hear everything in these moun- 
tains. He will hear all the spirits (ku’kini). Whenever he 
sings, the spirits will talk to you and tell you whether a 
person will live or die. The spirits will teach you everything. 
Whenever they want any one to become a shaman, they will 
tell him. Whatever the spirits say, you must believe, and 
must do as they say, then you will become shamans. In 
that way you people must live here in this world, and do the 
best youcan. Live as long as youcan. If you die and leave 
children, they must do the same. You people will live a long 
time in this way in this world.” 

3. The Conqueror.' 

There were two old men who were brothers. Their names 
were Wa’pamdakpam and Kiii’/madessim. They lived at 
Tsi’pionon in a large sweat-house. They had many children 
who lived with them. The people used to go from here to the 
southwest to hunt geese, and killed many. They had a place 
where they stopped to cook and eat before they went home. 
The two old men went with them to the hunt. They told the 
people always, “Hurry up and cook your food, and eat it and 
gohome. Something may come after us.’”’ Bald-Eagle (Mo’- 
loko?), who lived far up in the sky, would come and kill the peo- 
ple. Just below the sweat-house was a bluff, and now and then 
people would hear Ground-Squirrel there barking. When they 
heard him, some would go to try to kill him; and if they went, 
they never came back again. When they went down to the 
bluff and shot the squirrel, they would see the squirrel drop, 
and would go to pick himup. When they got to the place, they 
would find nothing; and when they began to come back, they 
would be surrounded by rattlesnakes, and would be killed by 
them. There was another sweat-house near by, just below 
the one where the two old men and their people lived. This 
belonged to Wood-Bug. He would get up a sweat-dance 
sometimes, and many of his people would come to it. The 

2 aol at Genesee, Plumas County. Compare pp. 59 et seq; also Powers, J. ¢., pp. 
294 et seq. 
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people at Tsi’pionon would hear the noise, and would say, 
‘Let us go and see what they are doing down there. Let us 
go and have a dance.’”’ Then two or three would go. When 
they got there, Wood-Bug would say, “Come in.” Then 
they would begin to dance, would dance all about the sweat- 
house. The people there would knock against the visitors 

as they danced, knock them about, and killthem. There was 
another place off to the east where an old woman lived. She 

was called Man-straightening-Old-Woman (Ma’idikapitkin 

kiilo’kbé). People from Tsii’pionon, in hunting or walking 
about, would sometimes come to her house. They would 
talk to her; and she would look at them and say, ‘‘ What a 

fine-looking man you are! only you are not straight. If 
your back were straight, you would look better. Your 
mother ought to have straightened you when you were born.” 
She had something in her hand, which she said she used to 
straighten people. She would say, “Let me take this and 
straighten you out, — straighten your arms, legs, and body, — 
and then when I get you done, you will be a straight man.”’ 
She had a sort of couch or bed of stone which she had ready 
for this purpose. She would get the man to lie on this on his 
face, and then she would rub him with what she had in her 

hand. Back of her, however, she kept a great stone pestle; 
and while she was rubbing the man, she would reach around 
with one hand and take this pestle, hit him in the small of 
the back with it, and kill him. Sometimes people would see, 

when they went north from the sweat-house, an elk’s track. 

They would follow it, two or three of them, follow it and fol- 

low it, and would die before they got to the elk. 
One day many people went goose-hunting. They stopped 

to cook and eat, The old men advised them to hurry, but 
before they could get away, they heard something far up 
in the sky: it was Bald-Eagle coming. They could hear 
the whirr of his wings as he swooped down on them. As 
he came, Eagle sang, ““Ye from Tsii’pionon, though ye 
wish to hit me, ye cannot” (‘Bd’yénkatitmak bd’men mam 
tsti’pionona”). When Eagle was about halfway down, 

some one threw a stone at him with a sling; but as he came 
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down, he came zigzagging from side to side, and the man 
missed him. Every one tried to hit Eagle, but missed him. 
Then the two old men tried. Wa’pamdakpam threw, and 
just grazed Eagle, knocking off a few feathers. Then Kiti’ma- 
dessim threw, and did the same. By this time Eagle had 
gotten nearly down; and when he reached the ground, he 

killed all the people except the two old men. They had 
knocked off some of his feathers, and he could not kill them. 
So the two old men came home alone, and all their people 
were gone except a few that had staid at home. 

_ After this, all the people left Tsii’pionon, and went to the 
southwest, to Hela’iono, to gamble. They travelled on and 
on, and came to a river, where all sat down to rest. They 

were going to swim the river, and looked across and saw 
women on the other side, pounding acorns, making soup, and 
cooking bread. In the middle of the river was a plant that 
stuck up out of the water. When people came to this river, 
they chose the best swimmer, who had to swim across above © 
the plant. If he did not get across, he died. This was a way 
there was at that time of gambling for people. All the people 
from Tsii’pionon started and swam across. The two old men 

and most of the others got safely across, but some were 
drowned. There was a sweat-house on the other side. All 
the people went to it. The entrance, which sloped down 
steeply, and the whole floor, were of smooth ice. People 
would slip on this floor, fall, and slide about till they got 
killed. Many of the people slipped, fell, and were killed; 
but the two old men and a few others were left. By and by 
the people who lived at this place brought in a big basket of 
soup. If a person could drink it all up, he got off safely; if 
he could not do this, he died. All the people except the two 
old men were killed in this way; and they, when they es- 
caped, came back to Tsi’pionon. 

The two old men had one daughter, who had not gone with 
the people when they went to Hela’iono. She had staid at 
home, and was the only one left, besides the two old men. 

When they told her about losing all their people, she began to 
cry, and went out to gather clover. All the time she was 
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gathering it, she was crying. Every day she went out this 
way to gather clover, and every day she cried all the while. 
One day a man came to meet her as she was picking clover in 

the valley. He said, ‘“What are you crying about? You 
must stop. If you will marry me, I will give you two chil- 
dren. I think we are married anyhow, so it is all right. I 
live far up in the sky. JI am Cloud-Man.” He talked to her 
for a while, and gave her two bunches of black feathers. He 

said, ‘‘These will be children. One will be Always-eating 
(Pe’msautd) ; theother will be Conqueror or Winner (O’nkoité). 

Put these things away where the two old men will not see 
them. No matter how much food you cook, or what kind, or 
where you set it down, Always-eating will eat it. He will eat 
for both boys.”” He gave her two scratching-sticks for the 

boys to use, and said, ‘“‘When you start these two boys out, 
they will travel all over the world, find all the monsters that 
kill people, and will destroy them. They will overcome 
everybody.’ She took the two bunches of feathers, and put 
them away safely in a basket in the house. She kept cooking 
food for the two boys, kept busy all the time, and every day 
all that she cooked disappeared. By and by the two old 
men suspected something. One said, ‘‘ What is the trouble? 
There must be something the matter. Our daughter is 
always cooking food, but it goes, it is not there next day.” 
They began to look about the house, and saw one of the two 
scratching-sticks sticking in a crack of the wall. They 
thought it belonged to one of their people’that they had lost, 
and said, ‘‘ Let us throw this into the fire and burn it up. It 

must be one of the scratching-sticks of our children who were 
lost.” So one took it and threw it into the fire. The stick 
began to burn, it popped and snapped, and a great many 
sparks flew out. As soon as this happened, the two boys 
jumped out of the basket in which they had been, and ran out 
of the house. When the two old men saw the boys run out, 
they looked at the stick, and saw that it was still unburned: 
so they seized it, and took it out of the fire. As soon as the 

boys went outside, they grew to be men. The two old men 
said to each other, ‘‘ Where did these two boys come from? 
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We never saw them before. How could they be here and we 
not see them?” The mother was off pounding acorns, but 
she saw the boys run out, and came hurrying up to see what 
was the trouble. She said to the two old men, “Can’t you 
be sensible? When you see something in the house which 
you don’t understand, why don’t you let italone?’’ Then she 
took a stick and hit the old men, and knocked them down. 

Soon after the two boys came out, the Squirrel at the bluff 
began to bark, crying “‘ Ti’tstik, ti’tstik, ti’tstik!” and trying 

to call them. Conqueror went into the house, and restored 
his grandfathers to life. Then he said, ‘“‘Give me your bow 
and arrows. I want to go and kill that Squirrel.’”’ The old 
men said, ‘‘No, that is a bad place. That is where all our 

children were killed, where so many of our people were killed. 
Let Squirrel alone, let him bark.’’ Conqueror said, “ Hurry 
up! Give me the bow and arrows: I want to try, anyhow.” 
After a while the old men gave him the bow and arrows. 
Conqueror stood right in the doorway, did not go near Squir- 
rel, but shot and killed him from the door. Then he put on 

his stone shoes, and went to where Squirrel was. All about 
he could see the bones of those that had been killed there. 
Then the rattlesnakes began to come out, surrounded him, 

and began to strike at him; but he stamped on them with his 
stone shoes, and killed them all. Then he pulled up the 
rocks, and pulled out all the snakes that were under them, 

stamped on them, and killed them. Then he said, “You 

shall be rattlesnakes. You must not kill everybody any 
more. You shall live as rattlesnakes.’’ Then he took 
Squirrel and carried him back to camp, and threw him down 
where the two grandfathers were. As soon as they saw him, 
they jumped up and began to sing and shout and dance, they 
were so glad to have Squirrel and the snakes killed. They 
said, ““You were the one who killed all my people.’”’ Then 

they took him and tore him to pieces, and stamped on him 
and danced on him, ground him up till there was nothing left 
of him. When night came, Conqueror was standing outside, 

and heard a sound as of people dancing. It was the Wood- 
Bug people, who were dancing at their camp. Conqueror 
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put on his shirt of red-hot rock, and went to the place whence 
the sound came. He went into the house and began to 
dance with them. They tried to do as they had always done 
before, and knocked him about; but Conqueror did the same, 

and knocked them about, knocked against people, knocked 

them this way and that, burned them with his red-hot stone 

shirt, and killed them all. Then he said, ‘You shall say 
that you are only wood-bugs. You will be wood-bugs; you 
cannot harm people any more.” 

The next morning he went to the place where Man¢straight- 
* ening-Old-Woman lived. She saw him, and talked to him 

as she always did to people she wanted to kill. She asked 
him to let her straighten him, and he agreed. Conqueror lay 
down on the stone, and the old woman began to rub him. 
She reached back for her big stone, and struck at him with it; 

but Conqueror dodged, and she missed. She hit the rock on 
which people were laid out, and broke her pounding-rock in 
this way, and a piece flew off and killed her. Then Con- 
queror went away and said, ‘You will never kill any more 
people. You will be nothing after this.”” When he got 
home, he went north, and saw an elk-track. It was fresh. 
Elk had passed but a short time before, and so he followed 
it. He travelled and travelled all round the world after Elk. 
Then Elk made a straight cut across the middle of the world, 

and Conqueror nearly caught up with him. He thought he 
had him surely, but all at once he lost the trail. He looked 

for it, kept looking for it everywhere, kept hunting, searched 
all around, but could not find it. After a while he heard a 

little bird call to him from above, saying, ‘‘Look up here, 
look up here!”” ‘Elk had jumped up, meaning to jump over 
the sky and get away; but just as he was going over, Cloud- 
Man stopped him. So Conqueror saw Elk’s legs hanging 
down where his father, Cloud-Man, had stopped him. Cloud- 
Man was always watching his son from above. Cloud-Man 
killed Elk; and Conqueror said, ‘‘ Whenever people find you, 
they will kill you for meat. You will be an elk.”’ 

From here he turned round and came back to the place 
where his mother and grandfathers lived. He travelled and 
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travelled, and finally reached it. He said that night, ‘“‘Grand- 
father, I want some meat in the morning. I want to kill 
geese and ducks. Do you know where I can find them?” 
When morning came, Conqueror and his brother and the two 
old men started out and went west. They killed many ducks 
and geese, and went to the place where they used formerly 
to eat something before they came home. They built a fire, 
cooked the geese, and began to eat. Then they heard, far up 
in the sky, Bald-Eagle coming. They watched, and pretty 
soon they saw him. Conqueror said, ‘‘You two old men 
throw first. I want to see how you used to do when you 
saved yourselves.’”’ So one of the old men threw, and just 
knocked off a feather. He said, “‘That is what I do to save 
myself.” Then the other old man did the same, and 

said, ‘‘ That is what I do to save myself.””’ Then Always- 
eating threw. He hit Eagle, took off some feathers, and 

some skin too, did better than the two old men. Eagle was 
singing, as he always did, ‘‘ Ye from Tsi’pionon, though ye 
wish to hit me, ye cannot!” Then Conqueror threw, and hit 

Eagle, destroyed him all but the wings, that fell down. 
All the rest was knocked to pieces. Then Conqueror said, 
“After this you will be a bird. You will live up in the 
Heaven-Valley. People will never see you any more.’’ 
Then they went back home, and found Conqueror’s mother 
cooking, for Always-eating ate a great deal. 

Conqueror said to his grandfathers, ‘‘ Did you ever go any- 
where to gamble? If you did, let us go and gamble.”’ They 

said, ‘“We used to gamble at Hela’iono. That is where we 
lost all our people.” Next morning they started. They 
travelled and travelled, and finally reached the river. The 

old men said, ‘‘We used to start from here, swim by that 

plant, and managed to get out. -That is the way we got 
along.’’ Conqueror said, “Let us try it, one at atime. You 

go first, for I want to see how you do it.’’ So they swam one 
after the other. Nobody ever could swim up to the plant, 
they were carried down below it; but Always-eating swam 
close to it, beat every one that had tried before. Then 
Conqueror went, and swam up to the plant, pulled it up, and 
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carried it with him to the other side. At this time the people 
began to carry the soup into the sweat-house to have it ready 
for the visitors. Conqueror sent the two old men in first. 
They had canes in their hands, but slipped, floundered about 
nevertheless, yet did not fall. Conqueror went in, wore his 
stone shoes, crushed the floor as he stepped on it, broke it all 
to pieces, kicked it all up, kicked it outside. He said, ‘‘Why 

do you have an ice floor in the house where people live?” 
Always-eating sat down by the soup, drank and drank and 
drank, till he drank it all up. Then he took the basket and 
threw it outside. Then they began to gamble. The two old 
men were to begin. The other side won, and came over, and 

took an eye from each of the old men. This was the way 
people used to do. They played again, and the two old men 
won their eyes back. Then the people filled the basket up 
again with soup, and gave it to the old men and the others. 
Always-eating had a piece of flint with which he cut a hole 
in the bottom of the basket and let the soup run out, so that it 
looked as if he were eating it all. When the women outside 
found that the soup had been finished a second time, they 
began to cry. After a while Conqueror moved up, and 
entered the game. The person with whom he was gambling 
had a path through his body, and could pass the gambling- 
bones through this from one hand to the other. Conqueror 
stopped up this passage in his adversary’s body without his 
knowing it, and opened one in his own body. Now he began 
to win. While he was playing, Conqueror sang the song 
that North-Wind sings, and in this way called North-Wind 
to him. Conqueror was going to freeze up everything. Con- 
queror kept on winning, beat them all, killed most of the 
people who were playing against him. Then North-Wind 
came and froze up everything. Conqueror had killed all the 
people except two women. By and by these started in to 
gamble, as there was no one else left. They kept on playing; 
and when they were almost beaten, they jumped up and 
went over to their opponents’ side. They did this, as they 
thought they might save their lives by marrying Conqueror 
and Always-eating; but it was not so, and they were killed. 
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As Conqueror and his brother and the two old men were leav- 
ing to go home, Conqueror said, ‘‘ People will talk about this, 
and tell of how we gambled here.”” Then they started. They 
travelled and travelled, finally reached home. They lived 
there always. 

4. Ki'tsem ye’ pont.’ 

An old woman and an old man were living alone by them- 
selves. The old woman put a bead in a basket and set it 
away in the house. She told the old man not to build a fire, 
and then went off to bake some acorn-bread by the creek. 
While she was away the old man forgot, and built a fire. The 
earth began to shake, and he ran out of the house. When he 
looked back, he saw a boy standing by the fire. His name 
was Kii’tsem yé’poni. By and by the boy grew to be a young 
man. He was always playing with toy bows and arrows. 
One day he told his grandmother that he wanted a bow and 
arrows such as the men carried. So to please him his grand- 
mother made him one. This boy had two eyes behind, under 
his shoulder-blades. One day he saw what he thought was 
a gopher with its head sticking up out of the ground. He 
told his grandmother that he wanted a spear to kill the 
gopher with. She said, ‘“‘You will always be in trouble as 
long as you are here.’’ He took the spear that she gave him, 

and jabbed it into the gopher; but it turned out not to bea 
gopher at all, but a bear; nevertheless he killed it. 

He told his grandmother that she could have all the food 
she wanted. “‘I’ll kill plenty,’’ he said. Then he heard the 
sound of a dance going on far away to the southward, and he 
wanted to go and see what it was. He said to his grand- 
mother, ‘‘ There must be some one living there. I hear dan- 
cing. I want to go and see it.”” She answered, “It will only 
make trouble for you if you do.” But he went. He went 
toward the place whence he heard the sound of the dancing, 
and, going into the dance-house, he found it full of poisonous 
insects, that were making all the noise. They began to jump 
on him till he was covered with them, like meat with flies, 

- 4 Told at Chico. -Compare pp. 51 et seq. I am unable to give any meaning for this 
name. 
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and they tried to overpower him. He would scrape them off 
his arms and legs, roll them into a ball, throw them into the 

fire, and burnthem up. Some of them escaped, however, and 

those that we have to-day are descended from them. 
When he came home, he told his grandmother all about it. 

While he was inside telling her, a lot of woodpeckers were out- 
side sitting on a dry limb and making a great noise. He told 
his grandmother that he wanted to go and shoot them. She 
said, “If you miss one, you will surely die”; but he went out 
and shot them while they were all in a row, and killed them 
all. When he took them to his grandmother, she burned 

them, as she did everything that he brought her. Then 
Great-Deer came along dressed as for a dance. He had 
feathers on his antlers, and his eyes shone like the morning 
star. He was called Lift-up, Chasing-up, and Running-Deer ' 
(Wi’sdom-stimi and Héi’nom-siimi and Y6’dom-siimi). He 
came from the north. The young man told his grand- 

mother that he had seen a deer and wanted to go and kill it. 
She begged him not todoso. But hewent. He shot and hit 
it. He had two arrows winged with yellow-hammer feathers. 
He shot one and kept the other. The deer ran north, and the 
young man ran after it on foot. Fora long time he followed, 
but finally the deer gave out. All the time that the young man 
was chasing the deer, he never saw it: he knew which way 
the deer had gone by means of his arrow. When he slept at 
night, he would stick the second arrow, with the yellow- 

hammer feathers, into the ground beside him, and this arrow 
and the one in the deer called to each other just as yellow- 
hammers do. When it was dark, the young man heard 
something (spirits) singing far up in the sky; they were sing- 
ing to help him. Finally the deer came to the end of its run- 
ning, and the young man had to scout for it. He saw where 
it had slipped on a rock; but then he lost the trail, and could 
find no further tracks. After looking around for a long time 
in vain, he picked up a handful of dust, and asked it if it knew 

which way the deer had gone. The dust answered, ‘You 
need not ask me: I’m not a god’s son! You are, and you 

1 Elk, 
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ought to know. Look up, you will see its hind-legs sticking 
down from the sky.’”’ The young man did so, and there the 
legs were as plain as could be. He knew where the deer was 
now, but he did not know how to get up toit. By and by he 
called the clouds, and they came and made a rainbow for him, 
and he went up on that. When he reached the top, he cut 

the throat of the deer, and threw the body down to the earth 

below, but he took off all the deer’s feathers first, and cut off 

its head, and carried these down himself. 

The food that the young man lived on was a sort of berry 
called moi’moim6: it was like a gooseberry. On the road he 
met a man who was hunting. He asked the man where he 
came from, and he answered, ‘‘Ta’doiké.”’ Then he asked 

him what he was doing in this country, and the stranger 
answered, ‘‘I am hunting.” The stranger was a good-looking 
fellow, and at first the young man did not know who he was. 

The stranger asked if he had anything to eat, as he was very 
hungry, since he had not been able to kill anything. The 
young man said that he had, and gave the stranger some of 
the berries. He ate them, two handfuls, and they were so 

good that he thought that he would like some more. So he 
transformed himself, ran ahead, and in the guise of an old 
man met the young man a second time. He told the same 

story as before, and as before got two handfuls of berries. 
He ate these, and tried the same trick again; this time meet- 

ing the young man in the form of an old woman, who said she 

was looking for the old man, who was her husband. Again 
the young man gave the berries. Hurriedly eating these, the 
stranger went on again, and for the fourth time met the 
young man, this time as a beautiful girl, who was looking for 
her father and mother. The young man gave her two hand- 
fuls of berries, but began to wonder why he met so many 
hungry people. He made up his mind to play a trick on the 
next person he met. He took some of the berries, mashed 

them, and made a ball of them. Then he went to a yellow- 
jacket’s nest, and put some of them into the ball of berries. 

Soon he met the stranger again, this time as a young man. 
He told the same story, and, the berries being handed to him, 
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he at once began to eat them. Soon the wasps began to 

sting him inside, and he began to scream and kick.’ The 
young man then went back, and found that it was Coyote who 

had been asking him for the berries all the time. He never 
said a word, but went away and left him lying there. 
When he reached his home, he went to his grandmother 

and told her all that he had done. There was an old man 

who lived with his grandmother: he was called Raccoon 

(Hi’mili). The young man said to him, ‘“Let’s go and have 
some fun! Let’s go where there are some people living!” 
Raccoon said, “‘I don’t know where we can go unless we go 

north, but I don’t think you can stand it to go there.”” The 
young man said, “Why can’t I stand it?”? Then Raccoon 
said, ‘‘There are too many dangers on the way, and at the 

place where we are going”; but the young man persuaded 
him, and they agreed to go. They took four sacks of beads, 
as they were going to gamble. 

They went along way, and came toariver. Said Raccoon, 
“Sometimes I get no farther than here.’’ The young man 
said, ‘“‘ You swim across first, and I’ll follow you.’’ So the 

old man did so. When he was about halfway or more across, 
he looked back, and saw his grandson near the middle of the 

river. He could not tell what the young man was trying to 
do. The latter dived, went along under the water, and came 
to Marysville Buttes. He went there to get some gambling- 
medicine. The grandfather swam on across the river, got 
out, and stood looking for his grandson. He began to worry. 
He waited till he was tired; then he made a large fire and 
jumped into it, and was all burned up but one foot. When 
the young man got back from his excursion to the Buttes, he 
saw no one anywhere about. He called for his grandfather, 
but there was no answer. He looked for tracks, and came 

upon the pile of ashes: here he saw traces of the old man. 
Then he saw the foot. He said to himself, ‘‘The old man 

thought I was dead, so he burned himself up.’’ Then he took 
his own right foot, put it on the old man’s foot, and said, 

* See F. Boas, Traditions of the Tillamook Indians (Journal of American Folk- 
Lore, Vol, XI, p. 141). 
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“Get up!” and up jumped the oldman. He said as he rubbed 
his eyes, ‘‘I was just taking a nap. I must have overslept.”’ 
Then the two went on, as before, toward the north. 

They came to the place where they were to gamble. They 
were to gamble with Old-North-Wind, Bé’dawinkano. The 
young man said to his grandfather just before they arrived at 
the village, ‘‘ When you go into the house, walk slowly.”’ The 
old man said, “‘I am older than you; I guess I know what to 

do. I have been here often. I can walk rightin.”” They went 
up to the door. The young man went ahead. His toe-nails 
were like eagles’ claws. The floor slanted down from the door- 

sill, and on the floor were the hides of blue-snakes: they were 
very slippery. When he got inside, he called to the old man 
to come in, but to be very careful. The old man came in in a 

hurry, slipped, fell, came rolling and sliding head-first into the 
room; and, hitting a drum that stood at the east side of the 
fire, he dashed out his brains. The young man, however, paid . 

no attention to him. 
Old-North-Wind set out soup for the young man to eat. 

He ate all that he wanted, and then said, ‘‘ Here are four sacks 

of beads. I have come to gamble with you.’’ Old-North- 
Wind answered, ‘‘We don’t play for beads here, we play for 
eyes and hearts only.” The young man did not know 
whether he would play that way or not, but finally said he 
would. They began. The first time, the young man lost his 
grandfather’s eyes and heart. When he found that he was 
getting beaten, he told Old-North-Wind that he had to go out 
to relieve himself, he had eaten so much soup. When he got 
outside, he picked up a handful of dust and poured it on a 
rock. Then he asked it why he couldn’t win. The dust 
answered, “I am not a god’s son. You are, and you ought to 
know.” The young’man could not get any answer from the 
dust, but the latter finally told him to ask the Sun. He did so. 
The Sun said, ‘‘I’ll tell you what is the trouble. Old-North- 

Wind has a hole under his armpits, from one side of his body 

to the other. Through this hole he can pass the bones when 
he gambles: in this way he cheats you. When you go in 
again, call for a fog: I will then shine so hard that the fog will 
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be like glass under his arms, and then the bones will not go 
through. They will bounce off, and then you can catch him.” 
The young man entered the house again. He had already lost 
one of hiseyes. He did, however, as the Sun had advised; and 

when Old-North-Wind tried to shift the bones, he caught him. 
From that moment he began to win back all that he had lost. 
He won the eyes and heart of his grandfather, and his grand- 
father at once jumped up and began to help him. He won 
back his own eye. The old man and his grandson both 
played, and beat every one there. They won all their eyes 
and hearts. Old-North-Wind wanted to stop after he had lost 
one eye. So they did. 

Soon it began to cloud up and rain, and the grandfather and . 
the youth started for home, and carried all the eyes and hearts 

with them. When they got back, the grandmother said, ‘I 
knew you had won as soon as I saw it rain.” He staid at 
home for ten days. Then he heard a noise off to the south, at 
Wo’/ndma. The old woman that lived there made the noise. 

- The young man asked his grandmother, ‘‘ Where is that war? 
I hear some one giving a war-whoop.”’ She replied, ‘‘ That is 
only for you, you are not done with yet.’’ He said, “I am 
going to see what the noise is, anyway.’ He took his bow 
and arrows and went. When he got there, he found an old 
woman sitting on a rock. He asked her where the war was. 
He put his foot on the rock near by, which was on the north 
side of the knoll, and his footprint is there to this day. The 
old woman said to him, ‘I am your great-grandmother, and 
was just wishing to see you. You are a fine big young man. 
Lie down on this rock and let me straighten the bones of your 
back.”” He did so, and she rubbed his back with one hand, 

while with the other she drew towards her a huge rock with 
which she meant to strike him. She raised it to strike; but 

with the eyes in his back he saw what she was going to do, and . 
dodged the blow, so that she struck the rock instead. She 
began to abuse him, ‘You are the first one I ever missed. 
There are all your brothers over there.”’ Then the young 
man said to her, ‘“‘ Do you lie down, and let me straighten your 
back.” She did not want to, but did not dare to refuse. He 
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_ rubbed her back, and then struck her with the great stone and 
cut herintwo. Hetook her heart and broughtit home. His 
grandmother said to him, “‘ You are the only grandson I have 
had who could do all these things without getting hurt.’’ The 
young man staid at home another ten days. Then his grand- 
mother and grandfather fell ill, and both died the same day. 
The young man buried them, and then he went away, and no 
one knows where he went. 

5. The Search for Fire.’ 
~ 

At one time the people had found fire, and were going to 
use it; but Thunder (W6’t6émtémim maidiim) wanted to take 

' it away from them, as he desired to be the only one who 
should have fire. He thought that if he could do this, he 
would be able to kill all the people. After atime he succeeded, 
and carried the fire home with him, far to the south. He put 
Wo’swosim (a small bird) to guard the fire, and see that no 
one should steal it> Thunder thought that people would die . 
after he had stolen their fire, for they would not be able to 
cook their food; but the people managed to get along. They 
ate most of their food raw, and sometimes got To’yeském (an- 
other small bird) to look for a long time at a piece of meat; 
and as he had a red eye, this after a long time would cook the 

meat almost as well as a fire. Only the chiefs had their food 
cooked in this way. All the people lived together in a big 
sweat-house. The house was as big as a mountain. Among 
the people was Lizard (Pi’tsaka) and his brother; and they 
were always the first in the morning to go outside and sun 
themselves on the roof of the sweat-house. One morning as 
they lay there sunning themselves, they looked west, toward 
the Coast Range, and saw smoke. They called to all the 
other people, saying that they had seen smoke far away to 
the west. The people, however, would not believe them; and 

Coyote came out, and threw a lot of dirt and dust over the 

two. One of the other people did not like this. He said to 
Coyote, ““Why do you trouble people? Why don’t you let 

1 Told at Genesee. Compare Curtin, /. c., p. 365; Kroeber, /J. ¢., p. 252. 

[May, z902.] ; & 
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others alone? Why don’t you behave? You are always the 
first to start a quarrel. You always want to kill people with- 
out any reason.’”’ Then the other people felt sorry. They 
asked the two Lizards about what they had seen, and asked 

them to point out the smoke. The Lizards did so, and all 

could see the thin column rising up far to the west. One per- 
son said, ‘‘How shall we get that fire back? How shall we 
get it away from Thunder? Heisabadman. I don’t know 
whether we had better try to get it or not.”” Then the chief 
said, ‘‘The best one among you had better try to get it. 

Even if Thunder is a bad man, we must try to get the fire. 

When we get there, I don’t know how we shall get in; 
but the one who is the best, who thinks he can get in, let him 

try.’’ Mouse, Deer, Dog, and Coyote were the ones who were 

to try, but all the other people went too. They took a flute 
with them, for they meant to put the fire in it. 

They travelled a long time, and finally reached the place 
where the fire was. They were within a little distance of 
Thunder’s house, when they all stopped to see what they 
would do. Wo’swosim, who was supposed to guard the fire 

in the house, began to sing, ‘‘I am the man who never sleeps. 
I am the man who never sleeps.’”’ Thunder had paid him for 
his work in beads, and he wore them about his neck and 

around his waist. He sat on the top of the sweat-house, by 
the smoke-hole. After a while Mouse was sent up to try 
and see if he could get in. He crept up slowly till he got close 
to Wo’swosim, and then saw that his eyes were shut. He was 

asleep, in spite of the song that he sang. When Mouse saw 
that the watcher was asleep, he crawled to the opening and 
went in. Thunder had several daughters, and they were 
lying there asleep. Mouse stole up quietly, and untied the 
waist-string of each one’s apron, so that should the alarm be 
given, and they jump up, these aprons or skirts would fall off, 
and they would have to stop to fix them. This done, Mouse 

took the flute, filled it with fire, then crept out, and rejoined 
the other people who were waiting outside. Some of the fire 
was taken out and put in Dog’s ear, the remainder in the flute 
being given to the swiftest runner to carry. Deer, however, 
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took a little, which he carried on the hock of his leg, where to- 
- day there is a reddish spot. For a while all went well, but 
when they were about halfway back, Thunder woke up, sus- 
pected that something was wrong, and asked, ‘“‘ What is the 
matter with my fire?” Then he jumped up with a roar of 
thunder, and his daughters were thus awakened, and also 

jumped up; but their aprons fell off as they did so, and they 
had to sit down again to put them on. After they were all 
ready, they went out with Thunder to give chase. They 
carried with them a heavy wind and a great rain and a hail- 
storm, so that they might put out any fire the people had. 
Thunder and his daughters hurried along, and soon caught 
up with the fugitives, and were about to catch them, when 
Skunk shot at Thunder and killed him. Then Skunk called 
out, ‘After this you must never try to follow and kill people. 
You must stay up in the sky, and be the thunder. That is 
what you will be.”” The daughters of Thunder did not follow 
any farther; so the people went on safely, and got home with 
their fire, and people have had it ever since. 

6. Thunder and his Daughter. 

Thunder (W6’témtémiwaisi’m) had a daughter (W6tdm- 
t6mim mépom). She was very beautiful, and went about 

luring young men to destruction by inducing them to follow 
her. She lived far to the east. Two brothers were living in 
the middle of a valley. The two were sitting on the top of 
the house, singing. The older of the two was Pitmi’lussi, and 

he had arrows. Thunder’s daughter came along, and Pit- 
mi’lussi, seeing her, said, ‘‘I am going to follow her.’’ The 
mother and father of the two brothers were inside, and, hear- 

ing what he had said, called out, ‘‘No, she is not good. Let 

her go.”” But Pitmi’lussi replied, ‘She looks like a beautiful 
girl; I am going to follow her.”” The parents tried to dis- 
suade him, but failed, and he set out. He took one of his 

arrows, and shot it so that it fell ahead of the girl, and stuck 

in the ground. She had a pack-basket filled with ice on her 

+ Told at Genesee. Compare Curtin, J. c., pp. 145 et seq.; Teit, 1. ¢. pp. 39 et 
seq.; Burns, /. ¢., pp. 397 et seq. 
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back, and, picking up the arrow, put it into the basket and said, 
“TI think I shall have an arrow to take to my brother.” If - 

any man shot an arrow in this way, and could not succeed in 
getting it out of the basket, he was sure to die. Pitmi’lussi, 

- after shooting the arrow, hurried on, and caught up with the 
girl. He put his hand underneath the basket and pulled his 
arrow out, thus getting the best of the girl. Thunder was 
watching what had been going on, and as soon as Pitmi’lussi 

got the better of the daughter, it thundered; and) Thunder 

called out, ‘‘Some one has the best of us”’ (‘‘ Mino’doko niki’’’). 
By and by the girl came to a large patch of wild roses: they 
grew very thickly, and had many thorns. She walked 
through them, however; and as she walked, the roses closed 

up behind her, and left no trace of a path: The young man, 
however, had with him a piece of flint, and, placing it on the 

ground, he said, ‘‘ You must cut mea path.” It did so, and, 

cutting from side to side, it cut a path for him, through which 
he walked, and followed the girl. So he got through, and 

again it thundered. 
Next the girl came to a place where there were a great num- 

ber of rattlesnakes, and passed through them all safely. Pit- 
mi’'lussi, as he followed behind, put on his stone moccasins, 

which reached up to his waist. These stone moccasins were 
red-hot, and so he was able to walk through the snakes in 

safety. Then it thundered again. Pitmi’lussi then said to 
himself, ‘‘Hurry up and come, night: I wish to sleep with 
this woman” (“Kia’lailelep ki’lekan ni’ki ti’yihakas”’), and 
instantly it was night. Always before, the woman had been 
able to go through the day without the man who was following 
her being able to keep up. The girl made camp, and he staid 
with her for the night. While they were sitting there, she 
brought on a great storm, and Pitmi’lussi went off to get some 
wood. When he did so, his brother immediately was with 
him, and began to help him. The storm put out the fire, and 

made things very uncomfortable. Near the camp was a huge 
tree, and in it was a hole through which the woman could 
crawl. She crawled in, and put her basket, which was full of 
ice, over the opening. The two brothers were outside by the 
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fire, talking. The younger brother said, ‘“I’d better go in 
and sleep with her there.’’ The older said, ‘‘ No, that will be 

bad. I’d better go.” To this the younger agreed. He 
seized the ice-basket, and, although it was so slippery that 
no one else could hold it, he pulled it out through the hole, and 
creptin. Deinde cum ea ludere incipiebat; cumque vaginam 
ejus dentibus crotali circumdatam sentiret,’ silice arrepto 

omnes abscidit sustulitve. In the morning the girl had a 
child. Again it thundered. 

She came out, and after eating proceeded on her way. She 
came soon to a great pond, or river, covered with ice so 

slippery that no one could stand on it. She passed over 
easily, however; and when Pitmi’lussi came, he again put on 
his stone moccasins, and with these walked over easily, melt- 

ing the ice with the red-hot shoes. Then it thundered. Next 
the girl led him to a great river, very broad, but shallow near 
the edge. As he went farther in, it grew deeper and deeper. 
The water was up to his nose. Pitmi’lussi had a piece of 
feather of a duck (Wa’tk6). His spirits told him to stick this 
in his hair. He did so, and at once the feather began to call 

out, ‘‘At-at-at-at!” and the water at once began to go down 
and grow shallower, and thus he got across.’ 

Next the girl led him through the Valley of Old Age, in which 
people died of old age before they could pass through (Ne’no- 
wonokéngkoy6). He travelled and travelled, following the 
girl, till it seemed as if he never would get through. He be- 
gan to grow gray, then white, became weak. Then his spirits 
said to him, ‘Stick that feather of the Atataim bird (si/lépam) 

in your hair.’”” Hedidso. At once the duck-feather cried, ‘‘ At- 
at-at-at!” and he became young again, and got to the other 
end of the valley. Beyond this Valley of Old Age was a great 
sweat-house which belonged to Thunder. It was all of solid 
ice, and lay far in the east. The girl was some ways ahead 
when she reached the sweat-house, and she walked easily up 
to the top, carrying the child, and entered through the smoke- 
hole. When Pitmi’lussi reached the house, he put on his 

1 Com Boas, J. ¢., pp. 24, 30, 66; Farrand, Chilcotin, p. 13. 
2 Another account has it that he made a raft of the feather. 
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stone moccasins, and, walking easily up, entered, and sat 

down beside his wife. Then it thundered again. 
Thunder then ordered the woman to give Pitmi’lussi some- 

thing to eat. She did:so, and he ate readily. It was poison, 

but it did not harm him. Thenit thundered. It was nearly 
night, and Thunder said to his son-in-law, “There is a large 

pitch-log out there. You had better go out and get some for 
kindling for the morning.’’ Pitmi’lussi went out, and found 
the log. It was very solid and hard, and he had no axe. Un- 
less a man could break off a piece with his hands, he would 
die, and all about the log were the bones of those who had 

failed. Pitmi’lussi thought a while, then talked with his 

spirits, who told him what to do. He took the log up, and 

smashed it against the ground, thus breaking it to pieces. He 
gathered up an armful, and came in with it. Then it thun- 

dered. 

In the morning Thunder told Pitmi’lussi to go down to the 
river and spear some fish; he told him where to go, and to 
watch, for there were several kinds of fish. If one came 

along wearing bead earrings, he was not to spear it; but if 
one came along wearing buckskin earrings, this was the one to 
spear. He went and waited. By and by the fish with buck- 
skin earrings came along, and he speared it. The fish could 
not get loose, and Pitmi’lussi could not land it, and they had 
a great struggle, the fish gaining all the time, for Pitmi’lussi 
could not let go of the spear. The fish was pulling him under 
the water, when he called on his spirits. Immediately he saw 
some water-ousels (Tse’ktsakhé); and these, diving down 
under the fish, pushed it up toward the surface, and Pitmi’- 
lussi began to get the best of it. Finally, with the help of the 
water-ousels, he got the fish ashore, and carried it to the 

house. Then it thundered. 
The next morning Thunder sent his son-in-law out on a 

deer-hunt. He told him where to go. He went, and found 
no deer; but a huge grisly bear was there, and jumped out 
at him. He kept shooting at the grisly, but could not kill it. 
The bear came up very close to the man, so close that he 
could not get his arrows out of the quiver, so he turned and 
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ran. The grisly bear time and again almost caught him, but 
always failed at the last moment. It chased Pitmi’lussi for 
half a day. They came at length to the top of a high moun- | 
tain; and as Pitmi’lussi looked down to.see where he was going 

to run to, he saw a huge tree (Tsii’militim tsa) all made of ice, 

made for him by his spirits. It was swaying back and forth, 
back and forth, bending far down on this side, and then on 

that. As he went down the mountain toward the tree, he 

_ gained on the bear, and when he reached it he was a little 

ahead. As he reached it, the top came down to the ground at 
his feet in one of its swayings; he caught it, and was swung 
up by it high in the air, where the tree then remained 
stationary. The grisly came up, and tried to climb the 
tree, but could not, as it was all ice and very slippery. Find- 
ing he could not climb, the bear lay down at the foot of the 
tree to wait till the man should come down. The bear could 
not be killed unless he was hit in the left hind-foot,’ but Pit- 
mi'lussi did not know this. From the top of the tree he shot 
at the bear many times, and put many arrows in the bear’s 
body, but without killing it or troubling it at all. He had 
shot all his arrows away but one. He kept this for some time, 
and talked to his spirits, who told him where to shoot in 
order to kill the bear. He could not, however, hit the bear’s 

left hind-foot, as the bear was lying so that it was under it. 
So Pitmi’lussi began to talk to the gophers, and told them to 
work under the bear, and gently to shove out the foot that he 

wanted to hit. They did so, and he shot the bear and killed 
it. Then it thundered. 

Then he came down from the tree, went back to the house, 

got his wife, and went home. If Pitmi’lussi had not overcome 

him, Thunder would have gone on killing people. Now Pit- 
mi’lussi put an end to it. He won back all his people. 

7. The Loon-Woman.? 

A Loon (K6’wékoéngkilé) lived in a great sweat-house far 
to the north, with a great many other people who were her 

1 See Boas, Tillamook, p. 38; Kathlamet Texts, p. ro. 
2 Told at Genesee. Compare Curtin, /.c., p. 407 seq. The Pit River Indians have 

nearly the same story. 
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brothers. ,She had a sister, Eagle (Ka’kangkulé). They were 
the only two women in the sweat-house. The house was 
on the edge of a great lake, and had its door to the north. To 
the north of the house was the lake for the people to bathe 

in. Loon went to the lake, and found in the water a great 

quantity of hairs that her brothers had lost. She pulled out 
some of hers to see how long her brothers’ hairs were, com- 

pared to her own. Next day she did the same thing, taking 
a hair from each man. She found her hair was the longest. 
She wanted to find one of the same length. There was one 
man in the sweat-house who took a bath every two days, 
instead of every day as did the others. Loon was in love 
with him, and wanted to marry him. The following day this 
man was in the crowd who went in bathing. She collected 
the hairs again, measured them all, and found one which was 

just as long as hers. Next day she waited for them all to 
go in bathing again, then, painting herself with charcoal, she 
lay down in the trail along which they would all come back. 
All her brothers and cousins came by, but paid no attention 
to her. Coyote was among them, however, and he staid 
behind and took possession of her. After he had gone away, 
she came to the house and called Wood-Bug (Tsa’nkupé&). 
He was the prettiest of all. She stood by the door of the 
house and called out, ‘‘Come on, my husband, let us go!”’ 

Now, the chief in the house was So’kotim maidii, and he said 

to the Wood-Bug and to Coyote, ‘Which of you did this?” 
Then he said to Coyote, ‘‘ You go.’”’ When Coyote went out, 
the woman said, ‘‘I don’t want you, I want my husband.” 
The chief sent out another man; and Loon said, ‘‘No, you 

are not the one. If you don’t send out the right one, the 
house will burn up.’’ Then she went off a little way and 
began to sing, telling the one she wanted to come out. As 
she sang, flames of fire would run from her toward the house, 

but would die out and disappear before they reached it. The 
chief kept sending one man after another, till there were only 
two or three left, the one she wanted among them. The chief 

then asked Spider to make him a net. The house seemed to 
be catching fire from the flames which the woman caused. 
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She called out, “‘Hurry up, send out my husband, or the Sun 
will overcome me, and burn the house.’”’ The chief sent out 

the last one except the one she wanted, and then dressed up 
this one, giving him, before he sent him out, something which 
wotild prevent him from having any connection with the 
woman. The chief said to Spider, ‘‘Hurry up, make that 
net!”” Before the man that she wanted came out, the woman 

was singing loudly, and turning slowly round and round, and 
the fire would dart out almost to the house. When the one 
she wanted came out, she seized him and went off. The sun 
was already sinking, but she looked at it, and made it go 
down at once, so that it was night. 

The man lighted a fire, brought in boughs and stuff for a 
bed, and laid a log along each side of where they were going 
to sleep. Loon said, “‘Hurry up and finish the bed, it is time 

to sleep.’”’ It was not yet time to go to bed, but the woman 
was in a hurry. She could not wait, but pulled the man 
down: on the bed. Then she said, ‘‘I am going to conquer 
this country. I will make a good country of it.’’ Nec tamen 
pre glande peni.a magistro vici imposito cum ea poterat coire. 
The woman said, ‘‘ People here can say by and by that I went 
crazy and married my brother long ago. Even if they do not 
overcome me in this world, people from now on will go crazy.”’ 
Before morning she fell asleep from fatigue. The man then 
gently took one of the logs, rolled it on the woman, and him- 
self crawled off, then went away to the house they had left. 
By this time Spider had made the great net; and Wood-Bug 
with all the rest of the people got into it, and all were drawn 
up into the sky, so that Loon could not get at them again. 

_ When Loon woke up, she found the log instead of the man. 
She gave a great yell, and started to hunt for him, running 
along with the fire darting out in great tongues before her. 
As she came close to the sweat-house, she saw it was in flames, 

and said, ‘‘When people talk of these things hereafter, they 
can say that I went crazy. Because of this, other people will 
go crazy.’’ The woman’s sister, Eagle, followed the others 

who were drawn up to the sky, saying, ‘‘I will go up too, and 
watch over my brothers.’”” When Loon saw that the house 
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was completely burned and the people all gone, she gave a 

loud cry and fell down dead. By and by, however, she came 

to life again, and went down to the lake, where there were 

many willows. She broke off several and went back to the 
place where she had fallen when she saw all the people had 

gone. She wove the willows into a scoop or seed-beater. 
When the people had got into the net to be drawn up, Liz- 

ard was the first in, and was at the bottom. He could see a 

little through the bottom of the net, and saw all that Loon 
was doing. He said to the rest, ‘I will look back and see 
what is going on. Iam sorry for my sister.”’ So he took his 
finger and made the opening a little larger in order to see 
better; but as soon as he did so, the net tore, and all fell 

down, right into the midst of the blazing sweat-house. There 
their hearts began to burst from the heat, and to fly out 

through the air. Lizard’s was the first. Loon saw it flying 
up, and caught it with her scoop. Another flew up, which 
she caught in the same way. The third she tried for she 
missed, and instantly fell dead. By and by she came to 
again. She missed the hearts of all the best ones. All this 
time Eagle was circling about in the sky overhead, watching 
where the hearts fell. She said to herself, ‘‘Into whatever 

valley they drop, on whatever mountain they fall, I shall find 
them.’ For a long time the heart of Loon’s husband did not 
burst. Finally it did, however, and she missed it. Then she 

fainted again. When she came to, she went to the pile of 
hearts she had caught to look at them, and, on finding that 
she had lost all the best ones, fainted again. Then she came 

to once more, and strung the hearts she had on a string for 
a necklace. She then went away to the north, and finally 
came to a lake. She jumped into it with the string of hearts 
on, saying, ‘People can say, when they speak of these things, 
that in the long ago Loon jumped into a lake with her brothers’ 
hearts. She was crazy when she did it.”’ 

About this time Eagle began to hunt for the hearts that 
had flown away. She found all but two, those of the best 

men of all. She went farther to the north. Here she came 
to the grandmother of Water-Ousel. She spent the night 
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with her, and asked if she had seen or heard anything. She 

and her children lived on the edge of a lake, and used to go 
there to shoot ducks. They said, ‘“‘ Yes, when we go to get 

ducks, we see something wearing a necklace of hearts swim- 

ming by.’’ They told Eagle where it started from,—a great 
rock on the north side of the lake, whence it would come with 

aloudcry. Eagle wanted them to kill this person, and said, 
“T left my bow and arrows behind, with all the things that 
my brothers left. I will go and get them, and then you can 

kill this thing.’”’ She went back, therefore, to the sweat- 

house, found a bow and arrows, and came back. She was 

singing all the time, as she thought that she was going to get 
the hearts back. She gave Water-Ousel the best arrows, and 

they went down by daylight to look for the thing. While 
they were there, they heard it cry and saw it swimming. 
When Loon drew near, she was looking at herself in the water, 

and did not see them. They both shot at the same time; 
and at once Loon dived, and did not come up for half a day. 
They shot at daybreak, and she did not come up till noon, 
but then she came up dead. They brought her ashore, and 
then called Eagle. She said, ‘“‘People will call you Loon. 

You will never be able to harm people again. You will bea 

bird that can be killed. People will say, “‘In the olden time 
Loon went crazy, and had her brothers’ hearts, and was 
killed.”” Then Eagle started back. 
When she arrived at the place where the house had been, 

she threw the hearts into the lake where the people used 
to bathe. Next morning all the people had come to life, and 
came up out of the lake. Then Eagle left for the north again, 
to find the two hearts that were still missing. There was a 
woman living there who had two daughters. She was pound- 

ing acorns, and the daughters had gone for wood. They 
heard something singing beautifully, and followed the sound 
to find out what it was. Following along a small stream, 

they came to a deer-lick, where there were a great many deer- 
tracks. It was to this spot that the two missing hearts had 
flown. They were crying, and it was their tears that made 
the salt-lick. The girls saw the tips of the hearts sticking up 
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out of the ground. The girls at once made some digging- 
sticks, and began to dig up the hearts, forgetting all about 
the wood they had gone for. Finally they dug them up, and 
started for home, each carrying one. When they got there, 
they covered them with their blankets, and went to bed. In 
the morning the hearts had come to life, and married the two 
girls. One of these was Wood-Bug, the other Fisher (Inbu- 
kim). 

By this time Eagle reached the place where they were liv- 
ing. She said, “‘When people die, it will only be necessary 
to put them in the water, and in the morning they will be 
alive again. If we are beaten on this point, people will have 
to die and not come to again. If we get beaten, we shall have 
to be what we are.’’ When she found that the two hearts 
had come to life, she left them there, and went back to where 

the sweat-house used to be. She was going to stay there to 
hear what the others would do. She said, ‘‘If we get beaten, 
the sweat-house will turn into a mountain, and we will scatter.”’ 

They staid there then to see what would happen. 

8. Sun and Moon.' 

1. Far to the north Sun (E’kim po’ko) had built a big 
house of ice. The house was as large as a mountain, and no 
one could climb up and getin. Sun could therefore kill people 
and steal them. She thought she would live forever. From 
the house she started and went north. She found a Frog 
(We’lketi killokbé), who had three children. She stole one 

without the mother knowing it, and carried it home. The 

old Frog hunted everywhere for her child, but could not find 
it. Two days after this, Sun went again to, the north, to the 

place where Frog lived, and stole another child. Frog missed 
her child, and tried to find it, but could not. She tried to 

think how she had lost it, but could not solve the mystery. 
Sun meanwhile waited and waited, and thought how she 

1 Told at Genesee. 
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could get the third child. She waited ten days, then said, 
“Tf I start this time, I’ll go straight to the house.’ She did 
so. Frog was sitting on the east side of the house, making a 
pack-basket. Sun went in and sat down on the west side; 
and, the door of the house being to the north, she planned to 
take the child off to the east, and so around to her house. 

Frog had three pieces of grass and three pieces of willow in 
her mouth, out of which she was making the basket. Sun 
said, ‘‘Why are you sitting here in this lonely place?” Frog 
asked the same question, suspecting that this was the person 
who had been taking off her children. Sun replied, “I’m 
travelling about because I am lonesome. I am harmless.” 
Frog thought to herself, ‘‘That is always the way that you 
talk, you think that no one knows anything about you.” 
Pretty soon Sun said, ‘“‘I am going now. I am going to see 
what sort of a country I can find near here.’”’ At this mo- 
ment the last of Frog’s three children went outside to play. 
As Sun went out, she seized the child, and ran off at once to 

her own home. She made a patch of willow (Tsti’pim) grow 
up behind her, so fine that any one who followed would stop 
to pick some. The old woman ran after Sun; but when she 
came to the willow-patch, she stopped to pick some, and 
forgot all about what she had gone for. By and by she re- 
membered, however, and ran on. She nearly caught up with 

Sun, who just succeeded in getting into her house before she 
could seize her. Frog tried to climb up the side of the house, 
but could not do it, for she slipped and fell back after getting 
only halfway up. She tried again and again, and after many 
trials succeeded in reaching the top. She called to Sun, “ This 
is what you have been planning out to do, is it? What are 
you going to do now? Do you think you are going to be 
killed by me, or are you going to kill me as well as my chil- 
dren? What day did you think you would see me? Come 
up here and let us see if you are the sort that cannot be 
killed?” Sun said, ““What can you do to me?” Frog 
showed her her mouth, and said, ‘‘Come up, and you will see 

what I can do.”” Sun started up; and as she came up out of 
the entrance, Frog swallowed her quick as a flash. Then she 
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crawled away to one side, and lay there a long time, thinking, 
wondering what Sun would do. Soon she began to feel Sun 
moving about inside of her, beginning to swell, and grow 

larger and larger. Thought she, “If Sun keeps on growing 
larger and larger, and in this way conquers me, there will be 
people in this world who will steal.’’ Before long Sun had 
grown so much that part protruded from Frog’s mouth, and, 
continuing to grow, she finally burst Frog in two, and killed 
her. Then she said, ‘‘If people find others stealing, they can 
follow them,and kill them.’’ Then she said to Frog, ‘‘ You 
can be a Frog, and live in the water. Let people alone. I 
will be the Sun. We will neither of us harm people.”’ Then 
she spoke to her brother, Moon, and asked, *‘ Do you wish to 

be Moon or Sun, to travel by day or by night?” Moon re- 
plied, ‘‘ You try travelling at night.’’ So Sun tried it; but the 
Stars all fell in love with her, and she could not travel because 

of their attractions. The Pleiades started to follow her, but 

she saw them, and they stopped. When she found she could 
not travel, she went back, and told her brother that he must 

go by night. This he agreed to, and has kept it up ever since. 

2. Sun and Moon were sister and brother. They did not 
rise at first. Many different animals were sent to try and 
see if they could make the two rise, but failed. None of them 

could get into the house in which the brother and sister lived. 
This house was of solid stone, and was far away to the east. 

At last Gopher and Angle-Worm went. Angle-Worm made 
a tiny hole, boring down outside, and coming up inside the 
house. Gopher followed, carrying a bag of fleas. He opened 
it, and let half of the fleas out. They bit the brother and 

sister so, that they moved from the floor where they were to 
the sleeping-platform. Then Gopher let out the rest of the 
fleas, and these made life so miserable for Sun and Moon, that 

they decided to leave the house. The sister was afraid to 
travel by night, so the brother said he would go then, and 

became the Moon. ‘The sister travelled by day, and became 
the Sun.’ 

+ Told at Mooretown, Butte County. 
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g. Bear and Deer.’ 

Bear and Deer once lived together. Each had two 
children who played together all the time. Deer used to go 

off to gather clover, and one day Bear planned to kill her and 
eat her.. Deer had told her children that day that if she did 
not come back, it would be because Bear had killed her. 
When Bear came home alone that night, the two children 
suspected that something was wrong. Bear said that Deer 
had gone away somewhere. That night, however, the two 

little Deer looked in Bear’s basket of clover, and saw some of 

their mother’s flesh. 
Next day the two Deer and the two Bears were playing to- 

gether. They built a camp and sweat-house. The two Deer 

went in first, and told the Bears to fan the smoke into the 

sweat-house, and that when it got too strong, they would call 
out to stop, and let them out. The Bears did as told, and 
after the Deer had come out, went in themselves. When 
they came out, the Deer went in again, and then the Bears; 

but this time the Deer did not stop when the Bears called out, 

and in this way smothered and killed them. Coming back to 
the house where Bear was, they told her that the two little 

Bears were still playing. Then collecting a quantity of a sort 
of herb with berries on it, they shot it all about, and then ran 

off to the north, toward Big Meadows. 
Bear could not find her children for a long time, but at last 

discovered them dead in the sweat-house. She at once called 
after the two Deer; but the herbs answered for them, and 

she went now here, now there, in vain. At last she found 

their trail, however; and near the edge of Big Meadows she 
came up with them. The two Deer saw a huge rock near by, 

and, jumping to the top of it, told it to stretch. It did so, 
and rose up as high asa small tree. Bear asked how to get up. 
The boy answered, and said he would help Bear up with the 
aid of the string of his sister’s apron. When he let it down, 
he said, ‘‘When you get nearly up, shut your eyes and open 

1 Told at Genesee. Compare Teit, 1. c., p. $93 Boas, /. ¢., ; Powers, J. c., 
ac i séq.; a = ea PP. 118 et seq.; Boas, athlamet Texts, - 118 et seq.; Gur. 

Cy De 45 
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your mouth, for I can’t pull you up otherwise.”’ Bear did as 
she was told, and just then the sister threw a red-hot rock 

into Bear’s mouth, and the brother let Bear fall. Then the 

rock decreased in size again, the Deer jumped off, and ran on. 
By and by Bear recovered, and gave chase. The two Deer 

came to a river where their grandfather Shitepoke was sitting 
and fishing. They told him their story, and asked if he 
would help them across. So he stretched out one leg, and 

- they crossed the river on it as a bridge. Then Shitepoke took 
them to his house, and covered them with a blanket. Soon 

Bear came along, and asked Shitepoke if he had seen the two 
Deer. He said, ‘No.’ Bear then said, ‘‘Their mother is 

looking for them everywhere, and I am sent to bring them 
home.”’ Then Bear asked if he would help her across. Shite- 
poke agreed, and stretched out one leg for her to cross on. 
When Bear was about halfway over, he bent his leg and pulled 
it back, so that Bear fell into the river and was drowned.' 

There was once a Deer who had two children, a boy and 
a girl, Near them lived a Bear who had asingle cub. One 
day the mother Deer went out to get angle-worms. She 
hung a small brush on one of her children, and said, “If any 

harm should happen to me, the brush will fall off.” The 
Bear cub was left to play with the two Deer. While the Deer 
was gathering the angle-worms, the Bear was in a rock-pile 
getting snakes. She filled her basket, and, coming along, 
met the Deer. The two went on together to a sand-bar in 
the river, and here were to eat their dinner. When the din- 
ner was over, the Bear said to the Deer, ‘‘ You have lice on 

your head; let me take them off for you.”” For a long time 
the Deer refused, but finally agreed. The Bear gradually 
worked along down to the Deer’s neck, then suddenly bit her 
head off and killed her. At this moment the brush which 
the Deer had tied on one of her children fell off. The children 
knew that their mother had been killed, so they jumped at 

the Bear cub and killed it. They buried it, first taking off 

* Compare Curtin, J. c., p. 450. 
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one of its claws, which they placed in a comb made by the 
yellow-jackets. When the old Bear came home, the children 
asked where their mother was, and were told that she was 

coming. The old Bear asked where her cub was, and the 

young Deer replied that it was asleep. Then they ran off. 
The Bear ate the yellow-jacket’s comb, and, finding the claw 
in it, knew that the cub was dead. The two Deer meanwhile 

had collected some berries, and had shot them in all directions, 

before running away for good. The Bear came running out 
as soon as she found that her cub had been killed, and called 

to the two Deer; but the berries answered for them, and the 

Bear went here and there in a vain search. Finally she did 
find their track, and, following it, came in sight of them. The 
two Deer had jumped up on the top of a very tall rock, and, 
as the Bear came, they told the rock to stretch, and grow 
taller yet. It did so, and the Bear came to the base of it, but 

could not climb up. The two Deer then lighted a fire on the 
top, and heated stones red-hot. The Bear asked how she 

could climb up; and they told her to shut her eyes and open 
her mouth, when she would find it easy. The Bear followed 
their advice, and just as she reached the top the girl threw a 
large hot rock into the Bear’s mouth, and killed her. The 
tall stone, with the tracks of the Deer and Bear, is still to be 

seen at Bald-Rock.’ . 

Grisly Bear and Deer went down the Cosumnes River, 
below Plymouth, to pick clover. They had a race to see who 
would get there first, and in the race Deer won.. By and by 
Bear came, and they began to pick clover. After a while Deer 
said, ‘‘Sister-in-law, the lice are biting me.’’ Bear started to 
bite the lice out, but bit off Deer’s head and killed her. Then 

Bear ate Deer all but her head, which she carried home in a 

basket. There were two little Deer who were the children of 
the one who had been killed; and they, having been left at » 
home, began to cry. When Bear came home to where they 
all lived, she told the little Deer to go to the basket and get the 
clover that was there for their supper. The youngest went, 

a Told at Mooretown. 

[ Fune, 1902.] 6 
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and saw his mother’s ear at the bottom of the basket. He 
went at once and told his older brother, who would not be- 

lieve it, but went to look for himself. That night the two 
Deer burned all the store of seeds that their mother had laid 
away for the winter. Bear asked them what they were 
doing, and they replied that they were burning bark. Next 

day, while Bear had gone to pound acorns, the two Deer took 

some water and boiled it. Then they seized Bear’s child, and 

threw it into the boiling water; and when it was dead, they 
cut off the skin in strips as if the little Bear was painted. 
Then they went and collected wood in order to cook some 
acorns. When the old Bear got through pounding acorns, 
she saw her child leaning against a rock, dead. Bear then 
began to call out for the two Deer. They had piled a lot of 
wood in a long row, and at the end of it placed four quartz 
rocks. . . . While Bear was chasing the Deer, they climbed 

a big rock, and their tracks are still to be seen to-day. 

Bear asked the Deer where they had crossed the stream, and 
they replied, ‘‘We crossed right there. Open your mouth 
when you swim.’”’ Then the oldest one took a hot rock and 
threw it at Bear, and missed her three times. The youngest 

one then seized a rock, and threw it into Bear’s mouth. 

It passed right through Bear, and came out at her tail. 
Then the two Deer called all the other animals, and they 

came and skinned Bear. After Bear’s hide had been spread 
down, the two Deer were lying on it. The youngest lay 
on his back, and saw something coming down from far up 
in the sky. He cried, ““There’s my uncle coming, there is 

Spider (Pusso)!’’’ The older brother would not believe it at 
first. By and by Spider came down, wrapped the two in 
Bear’s skin, and drew them up to the sky with him. When 
Spider and the Deer reached the sky, the two Deer began to 
play ball, rolling it along the ground. The youngest followed 
it and saw his mother. The older brother did not believe it 
was their mother at all. The younger one then went and was 
nursed at his mother’s bosom, and, coming back to where his 
brother was, spat the milk out into his hand; then his brother 
believed. Then they both went to live with their mother 
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again. One day they were thirsty, and wanted a drink. 
Their mother said, “It is hard to get any water here.’”’ She 

went, however, to get some, fell in, and was drowned.’ 

10. Coyote Tales.’ 

1. Fox went hunting one day. He chased an Elk far 
away to the north, then circled around to the east, and drove 

him back to the place whence they had started. Before they 
got back to their starting-point, Fox grew tired of the chase, 
and left Elk to go on by himself. When Elk had nearly 
reached the place whence he set out, he passed by Porcupine, 
who was lying in a hollow tree. As he did so, Porcupine 

shot and killed him. Porcupine came out from his hiding- 
place, and stood around, thinking how he should skin Elk. 

He said, ‘I have no knife. I must hunt up a sharp stone: I 
can use it fora knife. I wonder why I shot him, when I have 
no knife to skin him with and cut him up.” : 

Coyote was going along the side-hill just at this time,.and 
heard Porcupine talking to himself. He wondered what it 
meant, and ran down to see. Porcupine picked up a piece of 
stone and said, ‘I wish you were sharp.” Just then Coyote 
came along. He said, ‘What are you talking about all the 
time? What are you saying to yourself?” Porcupine re- 
plied, “‘I am talking because I have no knife. I killed an Elk, 

and now I can’t skin him.’’ To this Coyote answered, “If 
you will give me half the Elk, I'll let you have my knife.”’ 
Porcupine said, “‘No, you ask too much. I'll give you one 
quarter if you will let me have your knife.’’ Coyote agreed 
to this. Porcupine took the knife and began to skin the Elk, 
while Coyote sat on a rock near by and watched him. 
When Porcupine had finished skinning the animal, and was 

about to pull off the skin, Coyote called out, “Stop! Let me 

tell you something good. Let us get out here and jump, and 
the one that jumps the farthest will get the whole Elk.” 
Porcupine stopped and said, ‘‘No, I won’t do that. I can’t 

1 Told at Nashville, El Dorado County. 
_ ® For other coyote tales see R. B. Dixon, Some Coyote Stories from the Maidu In- 

dians of California (Journal of American Folk-Lore, Vol. XIII, pp. 267-270). 
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jump.” Coyote replied, ‘‘Do you suppose a fellow like me 
can jump? But if you won’t jump, let us wrestle.’’ Again 
Porcupine refused, and said, ‘‘No, do you think a fellow like 
me can wrestle? I cannot wrestle.’’ Then Coyote said, 
“Let us run a race. You look as if you could run.” But 
Porcupine said, ‘““No, I can’t run.’ Finally Coyote said, 

‘Well, put the skin over the Elk, and then we will run, and 

- see who can jump farthest over it.’’ Porcupine replied, ‘‘ Do 
you think I can jump? But if you want to jump this way, 
I'll try. You begin. We must have two turns apiece.”’ 
Coyote went back a little ways, trotted up to the skin, and 
hopped over easily. Porcupine came along, and barely suc- 
ceeded in getting over. Coyote was glad. He clapped his 
hands and laughed. He thought he should surely win. He 
started on his second jump, but, just as he rose over the Elk’s 
body, Porcupine said to the skin, ‘‘ Rise up!’’ and it rose, so 

that Coyote only barely got across. Then Porcupine jumped 
the second time, and won the Elk. He began to cut it up, 
and Coyote sat by and looked on. When Porcupine had the 
meat all cut up, he looked over and saw Coyote. Feeling 

sorry for him, he cut off a piece of the Elk’s lights, and gave 
it to him. Then he kept on cutting, and turned his back on 

Coyote, who stole a quarter and a shoulder, and ran off, 
leaving his knife behind. Porcupine piled up the rest of the 
meat in the hollow tree, and lived there for some time.’ 

2. Coyote was travelling eastwards. He had a small dog 
with him. After he had gone quite a ways, he met Snow- 
Hunter.*. Snow-Hunter had a big dog, and proposed to 
Coyote that they should let their dogs fight. Coyote said, 
“No, my dog is too small. Let me think about it.” He 
went off a little distance and defecated. He looked, and saw 

that it was a mouse’s head. He asked it, ‘‘ What shall I do? 

If I fight, shall I win?’”’ He was answered, ‘‘ You must not 

fight. If you do, both you and your dog will be killed.”’ 
Coyote was angry. He said, ‘‘That’s what you always say. 

* Told at Genesee. Compare Kroeber, /. ¢., pp. 270 et seq 
* This term is apparently also used to refer to the Pit River Indians. 
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You always prophesy bad luck.’”’ So he kicked it downhill. 

He defecated again, this time a bunch of grass. He asked, 
“What shall I do? Shall I fight?” This time he was an- 
swered, “Yes. You must fight. You will win, and kill both 

the man and his dog.’’ Then Coyote was pleased, and said, 
“That is what I like. You are a good fellow.’”’ He went 
back to Snow-Hunter, and said, ‘‘All right. We will let our 

dogs fight.’ They did so, and after a while Coyote’s little 
dog killed Snow-Hunter’s big dog. Then Coyote and Snow- 

_Hunter fought, and in the end Coyote won. Coyote got the 
best of him, killed him.’ 

3. Coyote and his grandmother were living in a sweat- 
house all alone. One day Coyote heard some one shout far 
off to the east. He said to his grandmother, ‘‘I hear some 

one shouting.’’ She replied, ‘‘That is something bad. Do 
not answer it.’’ Then Coyote said, ‘‘ What is bad about it?” 
and gave a shout in answer. Pretty soon he heard another 
shout, and again Coyote answered. By and by the shouts 
came nearer, and Coyote began to get frightened. He said to 

himself, ‘‘How can I save my grandmother’s life? I know 
what to do: I’ll dig a hole in the floor, and bury her.’”’ So he 

ran in, dug a hole, threw his grandmother in, covered her 

up, and smoothed the earth down nicely. Then he ran out 
again, and heard the shout close by. He answered, and then 

wondered how to save his own life. He ran off up behind the 
house and defecated, and inquired of his excrement what he 
should do. The first replied, ‘‘ You will be killed.’’ Coyote 
kicked it away down the hill, and asked a second. He was 
told, ‘‘ You must hurry, run to those trees, gather all the pitch 

you can find, and carry it down to the fire. Warm it there, 
so that it will stick together, and then plaster it thick all along 
your belly. When the person comes, and asks you if he may 
cut you open and take the fat from your entrails, say, ‘ Yes.’ 
Let him do it to you first.’’ Coyote did all this, and then the 
person arrived. It was Snow-Hunter. He came up and said 
to Coyote, “‘Grandmother-Burier.’’ Coyote replied, ‘‘Are 

1 Told at Genesee. Compare Teit, J. c., pp. 30 et seq. 
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you crazy? Did you ever see any one bury his grandmother 
alive?”’ Then Snow-Hunter said, ‘‘ Let us take the fat from 

our entrails and eat it. I will take yours, and you can take 

mine.” Coyote said, ‘All right! Take mine first.” Then 
he lay down, and Snow-Hunter began to cut off the pitch 
which Coyote had plastered on his belly. Coyote lay there, 
groaning, and saying, “Oh, oh! you are cutting too deep, you 
are killing me!”’ There was a big fire ready; and when Snow- 

Hunter had cut off what he thought was the fat, but which 

was only the pitch Coyote had put on, Coyote rolled over, 
and groaned that he was killed. Snow-Hunter took the pitch 
to the fire, and began to cook it. It began to soften and 
melt. He turned it over and over, and thought it was the 

fat that was cooking out: so he took it off the fire, and began 
to eat it. It did not taste very good, and he said, “‘It doesn’t 
taste very good, but I will eat it, anyway.’”’ When he had 
eaten it all, Coyote got up and said, ‘‘ Now let me try you.” 
Snow-Hunter said, “‘No, you won’t eat me.’’ Coyote said, 

“Oh, yes! I will: let me cut you. I won’t take but a little 
piece. I do not eat much. I shall not need a great deal.” 
Then Snow-Hunter said, “All right! but don’t eat much.”’ 
Then he lay down, and Coyote took a knife and thrust it in up 
to the hilt, and ripped Snow-Hunter up, and killed him. 
Coyote then said, ‘People can call you Kim maidu. You 
will never be seen, you will be invisible.” Then he dug his 

grandmother up, and they lived there always.* 

4. People were angry with Coyote. They all agreed that 
every one should come in from north and east, from south and 
west, and crowd all the Coyotes into the centre of the country, 
and then they would kill every Coyote. They did this, but 
overlooked one. He was an Initiate (Yé’ponim), and. the 
chief of all. They hunted everywhere for him, and at last. 
they found him. Then they looked everywhere for the 
largest tree they could find, and finally found it to the west. 
It was a great yellow-pine, and, having split it open, they put 
Coyote inside, and let the tree close together over him. They 

+ Told at Genesee, 
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thought they had killed him this way. The chief called all 
the people together and said, ‘‘ As you spread out to go home, 

see if you can hear any noise like a Coyote.’’ The pine-tree 
was hollow, and so Coyote was not crushed to death, as the 

people thought. He was merely imprisoned. By and by 
Red-headed Woodpecker (Ma’kmakk6) came, and began 
tapping on the log, as it sounded hollow. He worked away 
for two days, and all this time Coyote lay still and listened. 
At the end of the next two days he could see a faint spot of 
light. Next day Woodpecker came again, and enlarged the 
hole he had made, so that Coyote could see quite a little light. 
By and by Coyote said, ‘‘Cousin, make the hole bigger, 
please;’’ but the Woodpecker was frightened, and flew away. 
Then Coyote got angry, and said, ‘“‘ The reason people call me 
crazy is that I don’t know enough to keep quiet.” 

The bird did not return, and Coyote wondered how he was 

to get out. At last he defecated, and inquired how he could 
get out. He was answered that he would never get out, but 

that he would die in the tree. Angry at this prophecy, he 
defecated a second time, and, on questioning his feces, was 

told to transform himself into a fog, and thus pass through 

the small hole that Woodpecker had made. He did so; and 
as soon as he came out, he again became a Coyote. He said, 

“T’m a Coyote, and can never die. People may kill me, but 
there will always be Coyotes left.” 
When the people had put Coyote into the tree, the chief 

had said, “If we hear nothing of him for six days, we may be 
sure that he is dead.’”’ Coyote, however, got out on the fifth 
day, and started back toward this country. On the sixth 
morning, just at daylight, he began to howl, just to let people | 
know that there were some Coyotes left. The people heard 
him, and said, ‘‘We hear Coyotes crying. They are still 
alive.” They hunted for him again, caught him, and took 
him to the west, to a great lake in the middle of which was a 

rock, from which he could not swim away. They put him on 
the rock; and the chief said, ‘‘If another six days go by, and 
we hear nothing of him, he will be dead.’’ Coyote thought a 
long time as to how he should get away, but could not think 
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of any way. So he asked the advice of his excrement, as 
before. The first time he asked, it said, ‘‘How do you think 
you can get away from here? You will have to stay till you 
die.’”’ The second time he was, as before, more successful, 

and was told, ‘‘You will live. In the morning, if you watch, 
the fog will rise. When it does, get off on it, and travel to 
the east, back to the land.’’ Coyote followed this advice, 

’ and on the sixth day he reached land again, and, coming back 
to this country, began to howl. He said, “‘People can say 
the Coyote will never die. The Coyote can never be killed off. 
Wherever I urinate, even if I am killed, there will be another 

Coyote again.’’ The people heard him howling, and said, 
‘“‘He has got the best of us. He has beaten us. Let us give 
him up.” Then Coyote went off, saying to himself, “I’m 
going to travel through the middle of this world; and in every 
valley I come to, I’ll catch mice for my living. I'll be a 
Coyote.” ' 

5. A man was fishing. Coyote came along, and asked 
him if he was catching any fish. The man answered, “ Yes.”’ 
Then Coyote asked the man to give him some, and the man 
said, ‘‘Go on up the creek, and light a fire. By and by I will 
come, and we will cook the fish.” Pretty soon Coyote came 
back. The man said, “I told you to go farther up and build 
the fire.” Coyote went back and built another fire’ farther 
away, then came back again. He received the same answer, 

and, on building another fire, came back once more. This 
time he told the man that if he did not give him some of the 
fish, he would steal them. The next time he came back and 

was disappointed. Then he went on the other side of the 
creek, and made a jump at the man. The latter turned so 

that Coyote landed on a bag of deer-bone fish-hooks, which 
caught his feet. Coyote begged to be released, but the man 
refused; and finally Coyote tore himself loose, and ran off, 
saying, ‘‘ People can call me Coyote.”’ * 

6. The young Deer were living with their grandfather 
Shitepoke. Coyote came to court the girl, kept coming, and 

* Told at Genesee, 
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staying very late, —till midnight or morning. Finally he 
told the old Shitepoke what he wanted, and the latter agreed 
to let him marry the girl. So Coyote took her away to his 
camp. After a while the wife grew lazy, making Coyote go 
for water, etc. He grew tired of this, and one day told her 
to go for the water. She did not answer; and after speaking 

several times, Coyote got angry, seized the woman, and threw 
her up out of the smoke-hole. Her deer-skin robe caught, 

and remained hanging down, while the woman went off back 
to her grandfather’s. Coyote thought that his wife was still 
sitting up on the roof, and called to her to come down. She 
did not answer. Then he said, ‘If you don’t come down, 
I'll pull you down.”’ Still she did not answer: so he jumped 
up, caught the robe, and gave it a pull. It came easily, and 
Coyote fell over into the fire with the robe on top of him. He 
was nearly burned to death, but finally came to, and went 
‘away, saying, ‘‘ People can call me Coyote.” ’ 

7. Coyote once wanted a woman, but could get no one 
who would have anything to do with him. So he resolved on 
atrick. He built himself a sweat-house, cut off his membrum 

virile, and made a baby of it. He made himself look like a 

woman, and invited a lot of women to his house for a big 

feast. When they came, all danced for a while, then ate, and 

then lay down and went to sleep. As soon as all the women 
were asleep, Coyote turned himself back into a man, cohab- 
ited with the women, then went away. In the morning 

the women woke up. They found that some had children, 
others were in the pains of child-birth. There was no dance- 
house, everything was gone." 

8. Coyote lived with his grandmother. She was pounding 
_ acorns one day, and wanted some wood to make a fire, for the 
purpose of heating the stones with which she was going to 
cook the meal. So she sent Coyote after some wood. He 
went up on the side-hill, and was starting back with an armful 
when he heard some one singing. He stopped to listen, and 

1 Told at Genesee. 
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said, ‘‘It isa woman. I'll go and see her.’’ So he dropped 
his load of wood, and followed the singing. He followed all 

day, but could not catch up. Night came, and he took some 

grass and made himself a bed in a hollow tree. In the morn- 

ing, when he woke up, he found that the tree had grown up 

over him, and that he wasa prisoner. He did not know how 
to get out. Presently he heard a woodpecker tapping; for the 

tree was an old one, and had many worms in it. Coyote 
called out, thinking it was some friend, but only scared the 

bird, which flew off to a neighboring tree, but soon returned. 

A second time the bird was startled and flew away, but again 
came back. By this time Coyote knew that it was a wood- 
pecker, and kept still. After a while the woodpecker had 
pecked a hole through, and Coyote, overjoyed at the sight of 
daylight, again scared the bird away. He was now in a 
quandary as to what to do. He had one resource left, 
however. He defecated, and then asked the feces what to 
do. They could not tell him; so he tried again, and this time 

the feces told him to turn himself into a mist, and, so doing, 

he passed easily out of the hole made by the bird, and was 
free. He turned himself back into his normal shape, and 
hurried on after the woman. He followed all the way to 
Sacramento Valley (To’kongkoyo), and here he saw the 

woman, Loon, lying in a sweat-house in the middle of the 
river. He could not get to her there, so he came back home 

to his grandmother again, saying, ‘‘People can call me a 
Coyote.” ' 

g. One day Coyote was watching some Humming-Birds 
darting about, and hanging apparently motionless in mid-air. 
He thought, ‘If I could only do that, all the girls in the 
country would fall in love with me.’’ So he asked one of the 
Humming-Birds, ‘‘ How did you ever learntodothat? Teach . 
me how to do it too, my cousin.’’ Humming-Bird replied, 

‘The way that I learned to do it was to pick out a tall tree, 
climb up into it, and jump down; and just before hitting the 
ground I would say, ‘Piai’ni!’ and that would turn me up- 

+ Compare Burns, /. ¢., pp. 311 et seq. 
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wards again, and prevent my being hurt.”” Coyote was de- 
lighted, and went at once to find a suitable tree. He found 
one, climbed up, and leaped from the top; but before he 
could say, ‘‘Piai’ni!” he struck the ground and was killed. 
He lay there for a long time, till he was all dried up. Then 
two Crows came along, and began to eat his eyes. Just at 
this time Coyote came to life again, and called out, ‘‘ Did you 
think I was dead? I was only asleep, so let me alone.” 
Then he took a club and tried to hit the Crows, but they flew 

away. As he lay there he looked about, and saw many large 
black crickets. He had been there so long that he was 
nearly starved, so he picked them up one by one, and ate 
them; but he did not seem to be able to appease his hunger. 
He ate and ate, but was just as hungry as before. He won- 
dered to himself, ‘‘Why can’t I fill up on them?” By and 
by he looked behind him, and found that he had lain there so 
long that there was a big hole in him, and the crickets were 
crawling out as fast as he swallowed them. When he saw 
this, he laughed, and said, ‘‘ Well, people can call me Coyote.”’ 

10. Once, before men had been made, all the animals went 
in search of fire to the south, to a burning mountain. They 
got there after a long journey, and went in after it. While 
most of the people were away getting the fire, Fox (Ha’wi) 
took Coyote off somewhere, so that he would not make 
trouble. The people were coming back with the fire. They 
tossed it from one to the other as they went. Coyote saw 
them, and, escaping from Fox, he got in ahead of the others 
and caught the fire in his mouth. It burned him, so he dropped 
it in the grass, and in a moment it spread everywhere. Most 
of the animals and birds were burned. Coyote ran north, 

but the fire began to gain on him. It burned the tip of his 
tail, and he howled with pain. As he went along, he asked 

everything he came to, ‘“‘ How are you going to be when the 
fire comes?”” And the squirrel-hole answered, ‘‘ Red-hot;”’ 
and the lake answered, “Boiling hot;” and the brush- 
thicket answered, ‘‘I’ll be in ashes.’ So Coyote ran on. 

Presently he came to a hollow log, and, without asking it any 
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questions, he crawled in. Soon the fire came and burned up 
the log, and with it Coyote; but when the fire had gone out, 

he came to life again, and came back to where the other ani- 

mals were living.’ 

11. Coyote had a sister-in-law who was called Bear 
(Pa’no). Coyote told his wife one morning that he was going 
to see his sister-in-law. His wife said to him, ‘‘ Don’t be too 
rough.’”’ He said, ‘All right, I’ll be careful. | just want to 
see what she is doing.’’ When he got to his sister-in-law’s, 
he made fun of her while she sat making a basket. She grew 
angry at his jokes, and jumped on him, and began to bite him 
to pieces, and scatter him all about. But Coyote all the time 
kept on laughing and saying, ‘‘ Don’t tickle me so, don’t tickle 
me so.” As long as she did not destroy the little finger on 
his right hand, she could not kill him.? By and by Bear 
began to get close to this finger, so Coyote bit her in the paw, 
and she dropped dead. Then he went back to his wife. She 
asked him how his sister-in-law was, and he said she was very 
well. Next day Coyote went again to see his sister-in-law. 
By this time her body had begun to decay. Coyote began to 
cry. He told his wife that her sister had died of pneumonia 
(Tsé’sési). They were going to have a big burning. When 
the Bears came to the chief’s house, they saw Coyote there. 
He began to cry, ‘“‘The Bears are going to take the village!” 
But his wife said, ‘‘Don’t try to make fun. They are coming 
to let us know when there is going to be a big time.’’ Coyote 
said, ‘‘How can a Bear have a big time?” They all went 
down to have a big time, and tied Coyote up to keep him 
from going. He got loose, however, and went. There was a 
great fight. Coyote ran and ran, till he could run no more; 
then he crawled into a hollow log. But the Bears came and 
pulled him out, and ate him.* 

12. By and by Coyote came to life. He got up and 
walked along. Pretty soon he reached a little creek where 
some Blackbirds were eating. He asked them why they were 

* Told at Chico. ® See ante, p. 71. 
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so black and handsome. They said that they had become 
so by digging a big hole in the ground, building a fire in it, 
and when the ground was red-hot, getting in and being 
covered up. Coyote thought this was a very nice thing. He 
asked if they would do this to him. They said they would. 
So he helped them to dig the hole and build the fire, and when 
all was ready he got into the hole. The birds covered him 
all up and left him. He was burned all up. 

13. Coyote saw Turtle sitting on a log. Coyote thought 
the back of Turtle was very handsome, and so he asked Turtle 

how he had acquired it. Turtle said that in order to have one 
like it, Coyote must get a lot of flints (arrow-points) and stick 

them on sticks, and set these up under a tall tree. Then he 

must climb the tree, and fall off from a slanting limb on to 

the points. So Coyote did as Turtle had told him; but he 
did not get the same fine back. He was killed instead.’ 

14. Coyote was walking along by a river. He saw a 
sycamore-tree. A leaf blew off from it, and came sailing 
softly down to the ground. Coyote thought he could do the 

_ same: so up the tree he went, jumped off, and was smashed 
all to pieces.? 

15. Along this same river Coyote saw some Frogs jumping 
over a rock and diving under the next one into the water 
beyond. He envied them: so he asked them if he might 
play at jumping with them. They said, ‘‘ Yes.” So Coyote 
jumped; but he struck his forehead on a rock under the 
water, and killed himself. 

16. Coyote had a sweat-house in the Coast Range (Ta’iya- 
mani). He called a “big time,” and invited all the people. 
They were to have a great race to gamble for their countries. 
Coyote said, ‘‘The ones that lose must stay in the mountains.”’ 
The race was to be from the Coast Range to Honey Lake. 
All formed in line, and Coyote said, ‘‘ After this race, all of 

1 Told at Chico. Compare Curtin, /. c., pp. ana: et seq. 2 Told at Chico. 
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you, winners or losers, will be animals. After this people 

can call me a great chief. People everywhere can talk about 

me, and laugh about me. If I am beaten, my food will be 

mice, and other things like that.”” They all started. The 
slower ones were left behind, and staid there. The Jack- 
Rabbit won, and so gained the Honey-Lake country and all 

the valleys. Bear, Deer, etc., had to take the mountains.’ 

11. The Fish-Hawk and the Two Deer-Ticks.* 

Fish-Hawk lived at Big Meadows (Na’kangkoyo). He was 
married; and his two brothers, the Deer-Ticks, lived with 

him. In the morning he would go out to hunt, and then later 
come back with many ducks and geese. The two Deer-Ticks 
would ask him for some mallard, and then Fish-Hawk would 

pick out the poorest he had, and throw it at them, knocking 

them down. They would then get up, take the duck, cook it, 

and eat it. Every day Fish-Hawk treated the Deer-Ticks in 

this way. The biggest said to the other finally, ‘‘Our brother 
is treating us pretty badly. How do you think we can stand 
it? Howcan we get along?”’ The younger replied, ‘‘I don’t 
think we can get along. We must do something.’”’ Then 
the older said, ‘‘Our brother is finishing some arrow-points. 
When he drops the biggest pieces, pick them up; but don’t 

let him see you do it.” Soon Fish-Hawk got so that he 
would not give his brothers anything at all to eat. Said one 
of them, ‘‘I think we shall have to starve, even if we have a 

brother who is getting plenty of game.’’ While Fish-Hawk 
was away, his wife would feed the Deer-Ticks secretly. The 
youngest brother found a small piece of flint, and gave it to 

the other, who put it in his bag. 
After a while the one brother said to the other, ‘‘I’m going 

out to a deer-trail to see if I can see a Deer coming along. If 
I see one, I will ask him if we can go off with him. We must 
do something, or we shall starve to death.’”’ So the two 
brothers went out to a deer-trail and sat there. By and bya 
Deer came along, and one brother smacked his lips. The 

1 Told at Genesee. 
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Deer stopped and asked him why he was sitting there, and 
said, ‘‘You are a fine little fellow. You had better come 

along with me. I’m going home.” One of the Deer-Ticks 
replied, ‘‘ Where are you going to carry me? If you carry me 
on your head, and get into a fight, you might kill me.”” The 
Deer said, ‘Oh, you can get on my back.’’—‘‘No,” said 
the Deer-Tick; “if I do, and you go through thick bushes, I 

might get scraped off.’’ Then the Deer said, “Well, you 
might crawl under my arm-pit.’’ But the Deer-Ticks would 
not agree to that, and finally said, “If you will put us on your 
neck or breast, we will go.’”’ To this the Deer agreed, and 

started off. Then quietly the Deer-Tick took out the bit of 
flint which he had put in his bag, and began to cut the 
Deer’s throat. The Deer felt it; but by the time he stopped, 
his throat was already cut. When the Deer was dead, the 

Deer-Tick went back to the house and told his brother’s wife; 
and she came and skinned the animal, and brought back all 
its meat, which she hid for the two, and did not tell her hus- 

band anything about it. After a while the meat was pretty 
nearly eaten. There was only-a little piece left, and the 
younger brother had this. He sat with his back to Fish- 
Hawk, eating it. Fish-Hawk saw him, however, jumped 
across the house, and took the piece away from him, eating it 
himself. The little brother died. He said to Fish-Hawk, 

‘* All people can call you Fish-Hawk (Tsi’xtsix). We two will 
be Deer-Ticks (Si’mim tini’m).”’ 

12. The To'lowim-Woman and the Butterfly-Man.' 

A To’lowim-Woman went out to gather food. She had her 
child with her; and while she gathered the food, she stuck the 

point of the cradle-board in the ground, and left the child 
thus alone. As she was busy, a large butterfly flew past. 
The woman said to the child, ‘‘ You stay here while I go and 
catch the butterfly.”’ She ran after it, and chased it for a 

long time. She would almost catch it, and then just miss it. 
She wore a deer-skin robe. She thought, “‘Perhaps the 

1 Told at Genesee. 
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reason why I cannot catch the butterfly is because I have 
this on.”” So she threw it away. Still she could not catch 
the butterfly, and finally threw away her apron, and hurried 
on. She had forgotten all about her child, and kept on 
chasing the butterfly till night came. Then she lay down 
under a tree and went to sleep. When she awoke in the 

morning, she found a man lying beside her. He said, ‘‘ You 
have followed me thus far, perhaps you would like to follow 

me always. If you would, you must pass through a lot of my 
people.”’ All this time the child was where the woman had 
left it, and she had not thought of it at all. She got up, and 
followed the butterfly-man. By and by they came to a large 
valley, the southern side of which was full of butterflies. 
When the two travellers reached the edge of the valley, the 

man said, “‘No one has ever got through this valley. People 
die before they get through. Don’t lose sight of me. Follow 
me closely.’’ . They started, and travelled for a long time. 
The butterfly-man said, “‘ Keep tight hold of me, don’t let go.”’ 
When they had got halfway through, other butterflies came 
flying about in great numbers. They flew every way, about 
their heads, and in their faces. They were fine fellows, and 

wanted to get the To’lowim-Woman for themselves. She saw 
them, watched them for a long time, and finally let go of her 
husband, and tried to seize one of these others. She missed 

him, and ran after him. There were thousands. of others 

floating about; and she tried to seize, now one, now the other, 

but always failed, and so was lost in the valley. She said, 

‘“When people speak of the olden times by and by, people will 
say that this woman lost her husband, and tried to get others, 
but lost them, and went crazy and died.’’ She went on then, 

and died before she got out of the valley. The butterfly-man 
she had lost went on, got through the valley, and came to his 
home. 

13. The Mountain-Lion, the Robin, and the Frog-Woman, 

One day while Mountain-Lion was hunting, he saw down 
the valley a lot of Robins gathering worms. He saw most 

* Told at Genesee. 
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go away, and then he went down to see if he could get one for 
a wife. This he did, and went away with her and married 

her. They hadachildinafew days. As they travelled they 
came to a lake; and the Lion said, ‘“‘ You go around this side, 
follow this trail, and beyond the other end of the lake you will 
find my father’s camp. If on the way you hear any one call 
from the lake, don’t look around or listen. I will go around 
the other side, and hunt.’”’ So they parted, and went their 
separate ways. 

When Robin was nearly past the lake, she heard some one 
calling. She did not look around, however. The call was 

repeated, ‘‘Sister, wait for me!” Now, Robin had a sister, 

and thought that it was she who was calling: so she looked 
around, and was at once swallowed by Frog. Frog then took 
the child, and kept on to the. house of Lion’s father. Lion 
came back, and, although his wife looked all right, he thought 
something was the trouble. Frog ate a great deal that night, 
more than his wife had ever eaten. When night came, Lion 

turned his back on his supposed wife, and refused to yield to 
her enticements. Next day the child began to cry, and could 
not be comforted. That night Lion slept with his wife, and 
found that she was covered with scales. In the morning he 
told his parents to give his wife a large dish of wild oats to 
parch, and to keep up a very hot fire. They did so, and Lion 
went off hunting. Frog was much overcome by the great 
heat of the fire, and begged to be let off, but the parents re- 
fused. Soon she weakened and died from the heat. By and 
by Lion came back. He ripped open the body of the woman 
with his claws (his knife), and found his real wife, Robin, in- 

side. He took her body to the lake, laid it in the water over 

night, and in the morning she had come to life again. Then 
they lived together without any more trouble. 

14. The Cannibal Head.’ 

A man once had a bad dream. He told it to his wife and 

child. He dreamed that he ate himself up. He went out 

1 Told at Chico. Compare Curtin, /. c., pp. 325 et seq. 
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the next day with his family to pick pine-nuts. He climbed 
a tree and picked a great many nuts. Then he came down 
and told his boy to goup. The lad did so, and, while picking, 
dropped one of the pine-burrs, which hit his father on the leg. 
It scratched the skin off, and the man’s leg began to bleed. 

The man wiped the blood off, then he began to lick it off. It 
tasted good, and he at once began to tear off pieces of his flesh 
and eat them. He kept on till nothing was left but his head 
and shoulders. Then he began to bounce about, killing and 
eating people. Every one ran away. The man finally 
bounced into a river, and was never seen again. He fell into 
the river at Ya’itilli, on the western side. 

15. The Stolen Brother.' 

Mo’loko stole one of two brothers. The remaining brother 
sought everywhere for him, but in vain. He asked Moon if 
he had seen his brother. Moon said, ‘‘ Yes, Mo’loko took him.”’ 

The boy was delighted to hear that Moon knew who had 
carried off his brother, and asked how he could get to the 

place where Mo’loko lived. Moon replied that he could not 
go there by himself, but that he must have some one to help 
him. The boy therefore got Lark (Pi’pb&) to aid him. He 
asked Lark to take him along, but the latter replied that he 
was not large enough. He offered, however, to get his 
cousin Eagle (Wi’bém), who would be able to carry the boy. 
The boy asked Eagle if he was strong enough to take him, and 
Eagle replied, ‘‘Yes, but I can’t bring both you and your 
brother back. I must get my uncle to help us.”’ So he did, 
and Bald-Eagle (O’poli) came. Eagle asked, ‘“‘Who will do 
the killing?”’ Bald-Eagle refused, on the ground that Mo’- 
loko might see him, All said the same except Lark, who 
agreed to kill him. All then went off to the east, to a high 
mountain where Mo’loko lived. The Eagles hid the brother 
in a tree, while Lark went back of Mo’loko, caught him 
around the neck, and killed him. Then Eagle took one of the 
brothers, and Bald-Eagle took the other, and carried them 
back home. 

4 Told at Chico. 
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16. Lizard and Grisly Bear.’ 

In the south there were many bad Grisly Bears. They 
used to travel toward the north, where all kinds of people 
lived, and kill as many of them as they could. Every spring 
they would go and kill some. They kept doing this until 
they had killed all the people but two,— Lizard and his 

grandmother. The grandmother did not want Lizard to go 
out anywhere, for fear he too would be killed. One day he 
slipped out, and got away. He went down towards the edge 
of the valley, and looked around. While he was there, one 
of the Bears came along, stopped in the middle of the valley, 
and began to sing and dance. Lizard was watching, and 

called out, ““You big-headed thing, what are you dancing 

there for? That valley does not belong to you, you big- 
rumped thing!” When the Bear heard this, he sat down 
and said to himself, “I thought that I had killed all the 
people about here. I wonder what that was that called out, 
and where it is. I have not had any meat for a long time, 
and I am hungry for meat.” So he began to dance again, to 
see if he could make the person talk again, and so find out 
where he was. When the Bear began to dance, Lizard said 

the same thing that he said before. He was standing on the 
edge of a rocky bluff that was on the side of the valley. By 
and by the Bear found out where Lizard was. He said to 
himself, ‘‘I think I will go halfway to the bluff and dance and 
sing again, then I can tell just where the person is.’”” He did 
so, and again Lizard made the samereply. The Bear thought, 
“I will go to the edge of the valley and dance again. I won- 
der how I missed this person before. I hunted all over the 
country, and thought that I had killed them all.”’ He 
danced again, and Lizard replied. The Bear looked care- 

fully, looked everywhere, but could not see Lizard, although 
he could hear him whenever he spoke. The Bear went up on 
_the bluff, and hunted a long time, and finally saw Lizard. He 

was in a crack between two stones, watching the valley. The 

Bear came up and said, “Was it you that was shouting, you 

1 Told at Genesee. 
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little thing?” Then the Bear gave a loud shout. Then he 
said, ‘“‘What are you staying here for? People such as you 
have no right to be here. Tell me, were you shouting at me 
and calling me names?” Lizard said, “Yes.’’ Then the 

Bear said, “‘You will have to die. I have come to kill you. 
I don’t want people like you around here.” Lizard had 
found a small flint in his camp before he came out. His 
father had left it. Lizard had this with him, was holding it 
underneath his body so that people could not see it. » He said, 
“Well, kill me, then, if you want to.’’ Then he got up on his 

hands and feet, and the Bear jumped at him with his mouth 
open to swallow him; but Lizard jumped down the Bear’s 
throat so quickly, that he had no chance to bite him. Lizard 
had his flint knife between his hands when he jumped; and 
when he was inside the Bear, he began to cut him all up, and 
by and by the Bear died.’ Then Lizard said, ‘‘ People here 
will not talk about you and say that you were a great man. 
They will not say that you killed all the people in this country. 
Go back to your own country in the south. ‘Stay there. You 
will be a Pu’suni, a bad Grisly Bear.’”’ Then he cut out the 
Bear’s heart, and went home to his grandmother. When he 
got back, she began to dance. She danced on the Bear’s 
heart till it was all ground up to nothing. Then they two 
staid there always. 

17. The Skunk and the Beetle.’ 

Skunk and Beetle were cousins. One day Skunk said, 
“Let us go over to Honey Lake and get some reeds for ar- 
rows.’ Beetle agreed, and off they went. Beetle was a 
slow traveller, however; and Skunk left him behind, and 

went on alone. By and by, having collected all the reeds he 
wished, he came back, and met Beetle still on the way. Beetle 

said, ‘‘ Your arrows are not good: throw them away and get 
some more.” So Skunk agreed. While they were at the 
lake, they were attacked by the enemy. Beetle shot at them 

* See Boas, |. ¢., pp. 3, $1, 74, 101, 17%, 212, 256, 315; Petitot, Traditions indien- 
nes du Canada, ctc., or anor Dorsey, , The Cegiha anguage, p. esi Kroeber, 1. ¢., p. 
270; Parrand, Chilcotin, p. 40. * Told at Genesee. 
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with his bad odor, till this was completely exhausted, and the 
men were closing in. Then Skunk walked about with his tail 
held high up in the air. The tip of it just reached above the 
top of the grass, and all the enemy shot at the tail, so Skunk 
himself escaped. After a while Skunk got close to the people, 
and, shooting them, he killed them all. Then the two col- 

lected their arrows and came back. 

18. The Wolf makes the Snow Cold.’ 

Wolf and his wife lived toward the southwest. They hada 
daughter, who was married and had many children. The 
children were out playing, when it began to snow. It kept 
snowing till the snow was up to people’s knees. Then it 
cleared off. Next morning the children went out and began 

. toplay. They made a great deal of noise, shouting and call- 
’ ing to each other, as they played in front of their grandfather’s 

house. The children played all day, and next morning they 
began again. Toward night the old Wolf grew angry. He 
wanted to sleep, but the children kept him awake. It was 
the first time the children had ever seen snow, that was why 
they made so much noise. Wolf said to his wife, “‘I will teach 
those children something.’’ Then he went outside the house, 

and urinated in the snow, all about the camp. That made 
the snow cold: before, it had been warm. The children 
played about a while; but their fingers and toes soon got cold, 
and they went into their mother’s house to warm themselves, 

and cried. Then Wolf went back into the house, and went to 

sleep. That is the way he spoiled the snow. 

19. Thunder and his Daughter.’ 

Thunder and his daughter lived together. He had finger- 
nails that were like long claws. The daughter wanted to 
marry Flute-Player (Ya’lulupé), who was good-looking. Her 
father, however, did not want her to do so. The girl said, | 

“T will marry him.’”’ Then her father replied, ‘If you do, I 

will tear up the ground and roar so that it will make you 

1 Told at Genesee. 2 Told at Chico. 
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deaf.’’ The girl replied, ‘‘I can do that also.’”’ She went 
away then, and her father could not find her. He went 

everywhere, looking for her, went as a big thunder-cloud. 
At last he found her far away in the mountains. He asked 
her where she had been, and she replied, ‘‘Nowhere.’”’ He 

said, “‘I know better, you have been to see Flute-Player.”’ 

Finally the girl confessed. Then her father began to roar 
and tear up the ground, but failed to disturb his daughter. 

When he found he could not scare her, she said, “‘ Let me try.” 

She began to roar and tear up the ground, as he had done, and 
soon killed him. If she had not done so, he would have gone 

on killing people till to-day. After she had killed the old 
man, she went away and married Flute-Player. 

20. Huptoli. 

A long time ago there was a burning at Oregon Creek. 
Some of the people went down to the river, and found there a 
one-legged man called Huptoli, who lived in the water. 
They caught him, and carried him up to the top of the hill, 
and laid him down while all rested. Huptoli, however, 

jumped up and bounced back to the river. He was never 
seen again. All the people who had caught him at once fell 
asleep, and did not wake up for over two days, and then only 
because the doctors woke them. These one-legged people 
come even now occasionally and take washing away from the 
women at the river. 

21. Big-Belly’s Son.’ 

Big-Belly lived at Ta’smam. He had a wife, and a son 

who went off hunting in the mountains and staid away a long 
time. Big-Belly could not walk on account of his great size, 
and so his wife went out every day to gather clover for them 
both. She would go out in the morning, bring in a big basket 
full of clover, set it down by the old man, and then take 

another basket and go out again. The old man was eating 
all the time. One morning she went out and came back 

’ Told at Mooretown, ® Told at Genesee, 
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early. She said, “I see something coming that looks like 

people.”’ Big-Belly replied, ‘‘ At this time of year it is always 
that way. A person thinks that he sees people. Whenever 
any one sees the wind blowing the grass, he thinks that 
people are coming.” The woman went out again, saw the 
people coming, saw them plainly and very near. She ran 
back to the house and told her husband, “‘Some people are 
after us. I see them.’’ Then the old man said, ‘‘ Well, help 

me up, and we will run away.’’ When he had said this, she 
tried to get him out, but the people got there before she 
succeeded. These people were Ko’mbo people from Mill 
Creek. When they came near, they began to shoot at the 
old man, and filled his belly full of arrows and killed him. 

_ They killed the woman too, and then went off home. 
By and by the son came back from his hunting. The 

woman had been with child before she was killed. When the 
son found that she was dead, he felt of her, felt something 

move, something that was warm. So he cut the woman open, 
found the child, took it out, and saw that it was a girl. He 

made a cradle-board, put the baby on it, and wrapped it up. 
Then he began to cry. He cried a long time, then took the 

child with him far off into the mountains where he had been 
hunting. He would take deer-liver, pound it up fine, mix it 

with water, and give it to the child. After a few days the 
child grew rapidly, and soon the man could leave cooked 
‘meat with the child, which she would eat when hungry, 
while he went off to hunt. He would be gone all day, and 
not get back till night. One day he came back and heard the 

child crying. When he reached home, he saw that Old-Frog- 
Woman was there, and that she was holding the child in her 

arms, and was dancing with it. The child was nearly dead. 

The man said nothing, but took the child away, went for 

water, washed the child’s face, and gave it something to eat. 
After supper he went to sleep without speaking to Frog- 
Woman. She was sitting there, and said, ‘‘The child was 
afraid of me. She did not know me, that is why she cried.” 

In the morning when the man woke up, Frog-Woman was 
gone. The man tried to feed the child, but it kept looking at 

€ 
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him and crying. He thought something was the trouble. 
He found that while he had been asleep, Frog-Woman had 
taken off his scalp, and he had not known it. .He only found 
it out by the fact that his sister was all the time looking at 
him; and then his head began to itch, and when he put up 
his hand to scratch it, he found his head was all over blood. 

He said to the child, ‘‘Stop crying. The old woman took my 
scalp. I am your brother. Don’t be afraid of me. It is 
because she took my scalp that I look different.’’ “Then the 
child stopped crying. Next morning he began to carry a lot 
of wood, and pile it up near the house. Then he began to 
cook meat, pounding it up fine for the child. Then he said, 

“Tam going away. You must stay here.” Then he wrapped 
the child up carefully, and said, ‘‘You must stay here. If I 
am away long, untie yourself.’’ Then he built a big fire of 
oak-wood, with lots of coals, and covered it over with plenty 
of earth. Finally he stuck up his scratching-stick overhead, 

and said, ‘‘ When you see that stick drop in front of you, you 
will know that I am killed. If it drops, take it, and make a 

hole in the coals with it, then crawl in and burn yourself.” 
Then he went out, found a lot of moss, and made a wig so 
that he looked like a woman. He took an old basket that 
had been his mother’s, put it on his back, and made an apron 

and put it on. Then he went off. 
There was another country far off to the west, whence Old- 

Frog-Woman had come. She had carried off the man’s 
scalp to that country; and when he reached there, the people 

were having a dance around it. Before he came to that 
place, however, he gathered a lot of roots, pounded them up 
fine, and made himself look like a woman. He had a cane; 

and when he reached the place where the people were dancing 
about his scalp, he acted like an old woman who was very 

feeble, He slipped his apron around to one side, so that 
people could see that he was a woman. He went up to some 
of the women, and sat down. They looked at him, and said, 

“Poor old woman! where did you come from?” Then they 
looked again, and saw that she had hardly any apron on. 
They said, ‘Hasn't some one an apron to give her?” So 

ee ee 
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they gave her a new apron, and were wondering who she was 
and where she came from. Every one came to look at her to 
see if she were playing some trick. Some said, “Yes, she is 
an old woman. We have seen her before.’ One person said, 
‘No, she does not belong here;” but the others did not pay 
any attention to what this person said. While he sat there, 
the man looked around, and saw his scalp tied to the top of a 
tall pole. Towards morning the people grew tired, and went 
tosleep. When they were all asleep, the man got up, climbed 
up the pole, got his scalp, came down, and started off for his 
home. When he reached there, he found his sister still alive. 

He said to his scratching-stick, ‘‘ Let me see you fall. Let me 

see what you would have done if I had been killed.”” He had 
not yet shown himself to his sister. He was outside, and 
wanted to see what she would do if the stick fell. In a mo- 
ment the stick fell, and the child saw it. She was eating, 
but stopped, and began to unwrap herself. When she was 
unwrapped, she took the stick, and began to dig a hole in the 
coals. Then the man came in and said, ‘‘Sister, what are 

you doing? Why are you digging out the coals?”” Then he 
told her about himself, and they lived there always. 

22. Mountain-Lion and his Wives. 

Mountain-Lion lived at. Na’kan sé’wi. He went out hunt- 
ing, came home, and lay on the ground, playing a flute. By 
and by two girls came in and sat down on each side of him. 
He got up, cooked some meat for them, and gave it to them. 
They ate it, and went to sleep for the night as his wives. He 
said, ‘‘This is the way we marry. If we sleep together, and 
find ourselves here in the morning, we shall be married.” 
After a while he had a child by each wife. Soon the children 
began to creep about, and get outside the camp. A short 
distance off they found two good-looking girls. Next day 
the father went off, and did not come back that night. When 
he came back the day after, he had killed some deer. The 

two children found their father the next evening with the two 

1 Told at Genesee. 
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girls they had found. He said, ‘‘People can leave their 
wives and children, and get others. That is how it will be in 
this world.” The first two wives still staid in their camp, 
and paid no attention to what Mountain-Lion had done. He 
never went back to his first wives, but went off hunting, and 

at night lay playing on his flute. The first wives and the two 
children had now eaten up all the food that Lion had brought 
before he left them. The children were now able to run about. 
Every time Lion would come back from hunting, they would 
go over to his camp, thinking to get some meat. They would 
watch their father skinning the deer, to see if he would give 

them any. Lion would cut out the place where the arrow 
had entered, and where the blood had settled, and give this 

poor piece to the children. He would throw it at them, and 
it would stick tothem. They would pick it off, and run with 

it to their mothers. The children would think that they were 
getting a great thing, but the mothers would cry about it; but 
they would cook it and eat it to keep from starving. When- 
ever Lion would come home with meat, the children would 
cry out, “Here comes father with meat!” then they would 
run over to get what he gave them. One day the mothers 
said to themselves, “‘ How can we make a living if the children 

do not go to their father?’’ One said, “‘ He is not treating our 
children rightly.”” Then she cried. One said, ‘‘Do you know 
of any place where Lion ever lost a piece of flint? If we could 
find a piece of flint, we could make an arrow for the children, 
and teach them to shoot, and by and by they could kill their 
own game,” 

One day the children asked their mothers, ‘‘ How is it that 
father makes such pretty music with his flute?’”?’ Whenever 
they spoke of Lion as their father, it made the women cry. 
One said, ‘‘ Let us go and make flutes. If they get to playing 
on them, they may forget about their father.’’ In the morn- 
ing early they went off to make the flutes. When they were 
finished, they put them away in the house where they could 
not be seen. After a while the father came home, and began 
to play on his flute. The children went up on the top of the 
house, and listened to the music. The mothers said, ‘‘ When 
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it gets daylight, we will go off before the children know it, and 
make them some bows and arrows. When we get them 

made, we will show them to the children.” They felt sorry 
for the children, who were as if they had no father, yet all the 
time they had one. When the children came in from playing, 
the mothers gave them the flutes, and told them that that was 
what their father was playing on. They said, “Do as your 
father does. Blow in the flute, and learn to play.”’ The 
children tried, almost succeeded, but failed. Then they went 

to sleep, and the women went off to make the bows and 

arrows. When the children got up, they went out on the 
side-hill, and saw a deer-track. They came home and told 

their mothers that they had seen a deer’s track, and showed 
them how it looked, making similar tracks with their fingers. 
They said to the women, ‘That is the kind of foot the deer 
have that father kills. If we had bows and arrows, we could 
kill them too. If you will make us some bows and arrows, 

we will go hunting to-morrow.’* When they had said this, 
the mothers gave the children the bows and arrows they had 
made, and said, “‘Here is what your father uses to kill deer. 

He gets close up before he shoots. Don’t go faraway. It is 
a bad country, and you might get killed.’’ When the children 
had gone, the mothers cried. 

The two children had not gone far, before they came to a 
fawn’s track. The younger said, “I'll look out for the trail, 
and do you watch for the deer.”” The younger of the children 
was the smarter. He said to the other, ‘‘When you see the 
deer, you had better let me shoot, for fear you might miss it.” 
They followed the trail for a time, and then, looking across a 
canyon, they saw a fawn lying there asleep. The older child 
crept up, got close to it, shot it, and killed it. The children 

left it lying there, and went back and told their mothers. 
Then they all went back; and the mothers skinned the fawn, 

and cut it up, and brought it back to the camp, keeping the 
meat for the two children. The women were cleaning up 

the camp one day after this, and found a piece of flint which 
Lion had forgotten. By this time the two boys had learned 
to play the flute nearly as well as their father. From the 
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flint the women made some large arrows, and gave them to 
the children. They went out, and with these arrows next 
day killed a bigger deer than before. This time they brought 
it home themselves. They said to each other, ‘‘Even if our 
father has left us, we can kill deer, and keep our mothers 

alive.” The third time they went hunting, they went on and 
on till they reached a large mountain, where they separated. 
The younger said to the older, “‘If you go back down the ridge, 
kick the pine-needles about, so that I shall know that you 
have gone that way.’’ Then they separated, and the younger 
killed a deer. He brought it back to where they had sepa- 
rated, and saw the pine-needles kicked about; and when he 
got home, he found that the other brother had also killed a 
deer. The mothers were very glad. When the two children 

came back, they began to play on their flutes, and now were 
able to play better than their father. 

The next day they went out again, and sat on the top of a 
high mountain, to rest and look out over the country. Said 
one, ‘‘ This is the mountain where father kills his deer, I think. 

I think we will do the same on the same mountain.’’ The 
younger said, ‘‘When father kills a big deer, he always man- 
ages to get it home by the time the sun sets over the mountain. 
If you come to a big deer’s track, follow it, and I will do the 
same. Don’t pay any attention to me, I'll get home some 
time.’’ The younger followed a deer, killed it, and, although 

it was a big one, he got home with it just at sundown. He 
brought it home at the time he said he would. The boys now 
saw that their father had a black bear’s skin to sit on, and 
said to each other, ‘“‘I wonder if we could not kill one of those 

animals too.”” So they went off to the west, as usual, to the 
same mountain. The younger said, ‘‘Our mothers’ deer-skin 

blankets are nearly worn out. I wonder if we can’t kill 
something to make a new pair.’’ The other said, ‘We will 
kill deer again to-day, and carry them home, and think about 
the other things.’”’ That night Lion brought home a deer, 
and stood by his camp watching the two boys as they brought 
in their game. He had never done this before. Next day 
the younger said, ‘‘If we go off to-day, let us go another way: 
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let us go to the north, and try to get something for blankets.”’ 

When they had gone about halfway up a large mountain, they 

stopped forarest. The younger said, ‘‘ Let us go down to the 
Padi’tim Ya’/manmanto. Do you keep above, and I will 
go along lower down. We will keep the same distance apart. 
We shall get home some time.” Each killed a black bear, and 

carried it home. 
Lion was much interested in what the boys did now. He 

was watching them as they came back. That same night he 
came to their camp, sat down by the door, and lighted his 
pipe. He said, ‘‘If a man leaves his wife, after a while he can 
come back to her. That is what people will say about it by 
and by.” Then he said to the boys, “In the morning you 
can go hunting. There are plenty of deer in the hills.”’ 
They went off to the south, and Lion followed. When they 
reached the top of a mountain, he said, “ There is a little valley 
down there.”’ Then théy all started for the valley; but be- 
fore they got there, they stopped for a rest, and Lion took a 
smoke. When they got to the edge of the valley, Lion said, 
‘Stop and look to see how many bears there are, and where 
they are.”” The two boys did so, and saw that the valley 
was full of bears. Lion said, ““You two stay here, where 
there is an opening, and I will go down and scare the bears 
up.” So the two staid there, while Lion went down into the 

valley. When he got there, the bears started to run the 

wrong way. Two bears began to chase him, and he ran back 
toward the boys, he ran between them; and when the bears 

came, the boys shot them, but did not kill them. The 
bears began to chase them, so they separated and ran all 
round the world. When they got to the end, they met, but 

kept on again till they came to the place where they started. 
When the two boys left, chased by the bears, Lion went back 

to the camp of his first wives. When the boys got back to 
the place they had started from, the bears came too, and 
fought each other. Each had been chasing one of the boys. 
They fought, and finally killed each other. Then the boys 
skinned them, and took the hides home. They staid there, 
and Lion staid there too. 



_ ABSTRACTS. 

1. Creation Myth. 

In the beginning all was water. Turtle and Pehé’ipé float on it 

on a raft. Earth-Initiate comes down from the sky to. the raft. 

Turtle dives and brings up mud from bottom. Of this, Earth- 
Initiate makes world. He calls Sun and Moon to rise, and makes 

the stars. Coyote and Rattlesnake come up out of the ground. 

Earth-Initiate makes animals; makes people out of earth, and vivifies 

them by sleeping and sweating beside them. Coyote attempts to 

imitate, but fails to make satisfactory people. Earth-Initiate wants 

people to live without work, and to be restored to life and youth in 

lake. Coyote wishes the opposite, and prevails. Earth-Initiate 
leaves the world and goes above. Coyote tells people to prepare 

for a “‘burning.”” In the races before the ceremony, Coyote’s son 

is bitten by Rattlesnake and killed. Coyote in vain tries to get 

revoked his decision that men should die. Soon after this every 

couple suddenly speak a different language. Ku’ksu, the first man, 
talks all these languages, and gives to each couple the names for 

things, their laws, etc.; sends them to their homes. Then Ku’ksi, 

and his wife Morning-Star, go away. Coyote follows; finds Ku’kst 
in spirit cave with Coyote’s son; not allowed to enter or eat. Coyote 

returns home, kills himself, and goes back to cave; finds Ku’ksti and 

all gone above. Coyote goes off to the west. 

2. Earth-Namer. , 

Coyote and Earth-Namer quarrel as to whether man shall have 

an easy and deathless life. Coyote prevails, and declares that man 
must work and die. Earth-Namer goes off angry. Coyote’s son is 
killed by Rattlesnake, Coyote overtakes Earth-Namer, and tries in 
vain to have his own decision repealed. Earth-Namer travels over 
country, ridding it of evil beings; instructs Mink how to kill a great 
snake, and with its fat to kill the women who try to kill travellers 
by urinating on them; sharpens the bill of Crow, and causes Fish- 

Hawk to choke; escapes from and kills the two boys who kill persons 
while ferrying them across stream; kills their grandmother as well; 
scatters roots for people to eat; is chased by Grisly-Bear, who causes 
conflagration, from which Earth-Namer escapes by hiding under 
grass-roots; goes off far to east, and lives there yet. 
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3. The Conqueror. 

Two old men live with their people in a large sweat-house. Many 
people are killed by a great bird when hunting, others by rattle- 

snakes when shooting ground-squirrels. Wood-Bugs kill many by 
dancing against people and knocking them about; others are killed 

by Man-Straightening-Old-Woman, who crushes them with a great 
rock; still others die as result of following trail of Elk. All the 

people that are left go with the old men to gamble. Some are killed 

in trying to swim river at certain spot; others fall and are killed 

on ice floor of house of host; others are killed by not being able to 

drink all the soup offered them. The two old men alone escape, 

and return to their daughter, whom they left at home. Daughter 
meets Cloud-Man, who marries her; gives her two bunches of feathers, 

which shall become boys. She puts them away. The boys, Always- 

eating and Conqueror, come out and surprise old men. They grow up 

rapidly. Conqueror overcomes all the beings who killed the people 
formerly; goes with the old men to gamble, as before; finds opponent 

has passage through his body, and thus cheats. Conqueror, with help 
of Sun, closes this passage, and opens one in his own body, thus 

winning all his people back, as well as all of his opponents. He then 
returns home with old men. 

4. Kii'tsem ye! poni. 

Old woman and man live together. She puts bead in basket, and 

this develops into a boy. He grows rapidly; shows great power and 
skill; kills bear which he thinks is a gopher; kills poisonous insects 
that try to overpower him; kills woodpeckers in a row on branch; 

kills Elk by aid of two magic arrows, with help and advice of hand- 
ful of earth; meets Coyote and gives him food. Latter returns 

again and again in different guises to get more; finally is given yellow- 

jackets in the food, and is killed. Kii’tsem yé’poni goes with his 
grandfather to gamble with Old-North-Wind. Floor of house is of 

slippery snake-skin. Beginning to lose, he finds that opponent has 

passage through body. He closes this, and opens one in his own 
body, and thus wins. Kills the Man-Straightening-Old-Woman. 

5. Search for Fire. 

People formerly had fire, but it was stolen and carried off by 
Thunder. Deprived of fire, people cooked by having red-eyed, bird 
look at meat. Lizard one day sees smoke of real fire, tells people, 
and all set out to get it. Arrived at house of Thunder, Mouse steals 
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past the watcher, who is asleep, and enters house through smoke- 

hole; cuts strings of the skirts of Thunder’s daughters; fills flute 

with fire, and escapes. All people run. Dog carries some fire in ear; 

deer on hock. Thunder and daughters pursue, with wind, rain, and 

hail. Skunk shoots Thunder, and daughters turn back. People get 
safely home. : 

6. Thunder and his Daughter. 

Older of two brothers follows Thunder’s daughter, who lures him 

away. He shoots arrow ahead of her, and secures it from her 

pack-basket unharmed; passes through a field of rose-bushes with . 

aid of flint, which cuts path for him; follows her through field of 
rattlesnakes, which he passes by aid of red-hot stone moccasins; 

camps and sleeps with her, cutting off the rattlesnake-teeth that sur- 

round her vagina; crosses frozen lake by aid of red-hot stone mocca- 
sins; fords deep river with help of duck-feather; escapes by aid of same 

from Valley-of-Death-by-Old-Age; enters house of Thunder; survives 

poisoned food; breaks pitch-log for fire-wood; spears great fish that 

nearly pulls him under water; is aided by the water-ousels; goes to 

hunt deer, but finds grisly bears; escapes from these to swaying ice- 
tree. Bear stays below to kill him. He shoots bear in only vul- 
nerable spot, the left hind-foot; returns to Thunder’s house, takes 
daughter, and goes home. 

7. The Loon-Woman. 

Loon and Eagle live with many brothers in great sweat-house. 

Loon falls in love with Wood-Bug, one of her brothers. She calls 

him to come out of house, but all others are sent first. She attempts 
to burn house by magic. Wood-Bug at last comes, and is carried off 

by Loon. Loon tries to make Wood-Bug her husband, but by a ruse 
he escapes and rejoins people at house. Spider makes a net and car- 

ries all others up to sky, away from burning house. Lizard is at 

bottom of net. He makes a hole to peep through, and net tears, 

letting all fall down into burning house. Their hearts burst and fly 

out. Loon tries to catch them in a scoop, but missesmany. She 

finally goes off, wearing all she catches as a necklace. Eagle alone 

was not in net, and so escapes. She finds Loon on the lake and with 
water-ousels, shoots Loon and kills her; throws hearts into water, and 

thus restores brothers to life. Two hearts are missing, Wood-Bug 
and Fisher. Two girls find these far away, embedded in ground. 
Their tears have made a salt-lick. The girls carry hearts home, re- 
store them to life, and marry the men. Eagle goes back to where all 

lived before. 
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8. Sun and Moon. 

1. Sun lives in north; steals children of Frog. Frog is pursued. 
Sun causes patch of willows to grow, that Frog stops to pick. Frog 

finally catches up to Sun just as latter enters ice-house. Frog gets 

to smoke-hole, and, when Sun comes out, swallows her. Sun swells 

and bursts Frog. Sun and brother then dispute as to which shall 

travel by night. Sun tries it, but stars fall in love with her: so 

brother travels by night, and Sun goes by day. 

2. Sun and Moon are sister and brother; live in stone house far 

to east; do not rise at first. Many animals go to try to make 
them rise. All fail. Finally Angle-Worm and Gopher go. Former 

bores tiny hole down outside, and then up into house. Gopher follows 

with bag of fleas; sets fleas free. Sun and Moon are badly bitten; 

cannot stand it, and run out. Sun is afraid to travel by night; so 
brother goes at night, and she goes by day. 

9g. Bear and Deer. 

1. Bear and Deer live together. Bear kills Deer; and children 

of Deer, in revenge, suffocate Bear’s children in sweat-bath. Deer 

run away. Bear finds her children dead; calls the Deer, but they 
have shot berries about, which answer for them. Bear is misled by 

this, but finally finds trail, and pursues. Deer get on a rock that 

stretches till very tall. Bear asks how to get up. They tell her to 

open mouth and shut eyes. Bear does so, and children throw hot 

rock into mouth and killher. Deerrun farther; are helped across river 
on leg of Shitepoke. Bear comes to, and asks to be allowed to cross 
in same way, is thrown off in mid-stream, and drowned. 

2. Deer and Bear are neighbors. Bear kills Deer while pretending 

to louse her. Children learn of this through life-token. They kill 

Bear’s children in revenge, throw berries about, and run away. Bear 

comes home; finds her children dead; calls Deer’s children, but 
berries answer for them. Bear finally finds the trail, and pursues. 
Deer get on rock that stretches. Bear tries to climb, but is killed by 
hot rock dropped into mouth. 

3. Bear kills Deer while pretending to louse her. Deer children 

find this out, kill Bear’s child in revenge, and escape to tall rock; 
cross stream, and kill Bear by throwing hot rock into mouth as she 

swims across. The two children are then taken up into sky by 

Spider; find their mother there, but she is drowned while getting 
water for them. 

10. Coyote Tales. 

1. Porcupine kills Elk, but has no knife to skin him with. Coyote 

offers to lend him his for a quarter of the Elk. When Elk is skinned, 

[ Fune, rg02.] 8 
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Coyote proposes a jumping contest to see who shall have the whole; 

Porcupine refuses. Coyote suggests wrestling; Porcupine refuses. 

Coyote suggests race, but Porcupine refuses, finally agrees to jump 
_ over body of Elk. Coyote jumps, but Porcupine causes body of 
Elk to rise, and Coyote barely gets over. Porcupine then jumps 

over easily and wins. Coyote, however, steals half the meat while 
Porcupine is not looking, and runs away. 

2. Coyote meets Snow-Hunter. Latter proposes that their dogs 

fight. Coyote asks advice of his excrement. The second time he is 

told he will win. The dogs therefore fight, and Coyote’s small dog 

kills Snow-Hunter’s large one. Coyote then fights with Snow- 
Hunter and kills him. 

3. Coyote hears some one call, and answers against his grand- 

mother’s wish. The caller comes near, and Coyote buries his grand- 
mother to prevent any harm coming to“her; asks advice of his 

excrement, and is told the second time that he will overcome the 

stranger; must cover his belly with pitch. The stranger proves to 

be Snow-Hunter. He proposes that each cut off and eat the fat 

from the other’s entrails. Coyote agrees. Snow-Hunter cuts off the 

pitch from Coyote, thinking it fat. Heeatsit. Coyote then pretends 

to cut off fat from Snow-Hunter, but rips him open and kills him; 

digs up his grandmother, and both continue to live as before. 

4. People want to kill all the Coyotes; kill all but one, and then 
catch him, and put him in a split tree. Tree is hollow, and 

Coyote is not killed. Woodpecker makes small hole in tree. Coyote 

asks excrement how to get out, and is told, the second time, that he 

must transform himself into mist, and pass out of the hole. He does 

so, returning to his natural shape afterwards. He is again caught by 

the people, and this time put on an island in a great lake far to the 
west. He asks advice, as usual, and is told to walk to land on the 

fog as it rises in the morning. He does so, and returns to former 

home; declares he cannot be killed, that he will come to life where- 

ever he has urinated. . People give up trying to kill him. 
5. Coyote meets a man fishing; asks for some fish; is told to go 

upstream and build fire; returns for fish, but is told to go higher up 

and build fire. This is repeated several times. Coyote gets angry, and 

jumps at the man, who turns, and Coyote lands on bag of fish-hooks 

that catch his feet. He tears himself loose and runs away. 

6. Coyote marries Deer. She grows lazy and makes Coyote 
fetch water. He gets angry, and throws his wife out of smoke-hole. 

She returns to her father, but her robe is caught on smoke-hole. 
Coyote calls to her; gets no reply; gives robe a pull, thinking to pull 
wife into fire; falls over himself into fire, and is burned. 

7. Coyote transforms himself into a woman, and asks many 
women to a feast at his house, While all are asleep, Coyote returns 

to his regular form, cohabits with the women, and runs away. The 
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women wake in the morning to find house has disappeared, and that 
all have children. 

8. Coyote hears a woman singing, and follows the sound; spends 
night in hollow tree, which closes. Woodpecker makes small hole, 

but is scared away by Coyote, who cannot keep still; asks advice of 

his excrement, and is told as usual. He follows advice, and turns 
himself into a fog, thus passing out of the small hole; follows the song 

he hears, and finds woman at last on an island in the Sacramento 

Valley. He cannot reach her, so comes home. 

9. Coyote asks Humming-Birds how he may be able to fly as 
they do. By their advice he climbs tree, and jumps off, but is dashed 

to pieces before he can say the necessary charm. Crows begin to 

eat his eyes, and he comes to. He eats crickets, but they escape 
through a rent in his body, which has completely dried up. 

to. Animals go in search of fire, and run off with it. Coyote gets 

chance to carry it, although he has been sent away to be out of mis- 
chief. He drops it, and a general conflagration ensues. Coyote asks 

rocks, lakes, and trees for aid, but all either burn or grow hot. He 

cannot wait longer, so crawls into hollow tree, and is burned up. 

11. Coyote makes fun of his sister-in-law, Bear. She gets angry, 

and bites him. He cannot be killed as long as the little finger of his 
right hand is intact. When Bear begins to bite that, Coyote kills 

her; tells his wife that Bear died naturally. At the ‘‘burning”’ 

Coyote gets into a quarrel with the Bears, and is killed. 
12, Coyote wants to be as black as Blackbirds. The latter tell 

him he can become so by getting into a hole where hot fire has been 

kept. He does so, they cover him up, and he is roasted to death. 

13. Coyote desires a fine shell like Turtle’s. He is told to fall 

from a high tree on to flint arrow-points set up in the ground beneath. 
He does.so, and is killed. 

14. Coyote tries to imitate a leaf floating in air. He climbs high 
tree, jumps off, and is killed. 

15. Coyote sees Frogs diving; tries to imitate them, strikes his 
head on a stone under water, and is killed. 

16. Coyote arranges a race to determine where the different people 
shall live. The winners are to have the valleys, the vanquished must 

take the hills. After the race all people are to be animals. Jack- 

Rabbit wins, and therefore lives in the valleys, while all the other 
animals live in the hills. 

rr, Fish-Hawk and the two Deer-Ticks. 

Two Deer-Ticks live with their brother, Fish-Hawk. He gives 

them only the poorest food, and finally none at all. The Deer-Ticks 

decide to try to help themselves. They get a piece of flint; watch a 
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deer-trail, and persuade a deer to carry them with him on his neck. 

They then cut the deer’s throat and kill it. Fish-Hawk’s wife helps 

them carry meat home, and feeds them with it secretly. Fish- 

Hawk discovers this, and snatches away the last morsel. He then 
becomes Fish-Hawk, and the two brothers become Deer-Ticks. _ 

12. The To’lowim ‘Woman and the Butterfiy-Man. 

A woman goes out with her child to gather food; sees‘a butterfly, 

and chases it; leaves child behind, and forgets about it; chases 

Butterfly-Man, who marries her. They pass through valley in which 

are many other Butterfly-Men, and woman lets go her husband and 

tries to catch another. She fails, and goes crazy. She dies in the 
valley without being able to get out. 

13. Mountain-Lion, Robin, and Frog-Woman. 

Mountain-Lion marries Robin. They separate, and each goes home 

alone. Robin is swallowed by Frog, who takes Robin’s child and 

goes to Lidn’s home. Latter suspects that all is not right; refuses to 
have anything to do with his wife; sets her to roasting grain over hot 

fire, till she is killed; cuts her open and finds Robin inside; restores 

her to life by placing her in lake over night. 

14. The Cannibal-Head. 

Man dreams he ate himself up; goes out to pick pine-nuts. Son 

throws one down and wounds man. He licks off blood, likes the 

taste, and eats himself all but head and shoulders. He then goes 
bouncing about, trying to kill people. He finally bounces into the 

river, and is not seen any more. 

15. The Stolen Brother. 

One of two brothers is stolen by a great bird. The other brother 
learns from the Moon where the missing one is. With help of Lark, 
Eagle, and Bald-Eagle, he goes to the place where his brother is. 

Lark kills the abductor, and the two eagles bring back the two brothers. 

16. Lisard and Grisly-Bear. 

Grisly-Bear had killed all people but Lizard and his grandmother. 
Lizard sees Bear dancing in the valley, and calls him names, Bear 
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hears, and hunts for Lizard; finds him finally, and tells him he will 

have to be killed. Lizard, however, jumps down Bear’s throat with- 

‘out being harmed, and cuts him to pieces inside with a flint which 
he had concealed. 

17. Skunk and Beetle. 

Skunk and Beetle go to get reeds for arrows. They are attacked 
by enemies. Beetle exhausts his supply of bad odor by shooting at 
them. Skunk then shoots and kills all. 

18. Wolf makes the Snow Cold. 

Wolf and his grandchildren live in large house. The children 
disturb him by playing and shouting in the snow. He goes outside, 

and urinates on the snow, which is thus made cold. The children then 

get their hands and feet cold, and do not play and shout as before. 

19. Thunder and his Daughter. 

Thunder’s daughter wants to marry Flute-Player. Thunder for- 
bids her. She goes to meet Flute-Player, however. Thunder gets 

angry, but in contest of power is overcome by his daughter. She 
kills him, and marries Flute-Player. 

20. Huptoli. 

A one-legged being was once found in the river. Carried up to the 

top of the hill, he jumps back to the river in one jump, and is not 

seen again. All the people fall into deep sleep, and are awakened 
only by the shaman. 

21. Big-Belly’s Son. 

Big-Belly and wife are killed by enemy, who surprise them. Son 

comes home from hunt, and finds parents dead; cuts out girl from 

body of mother, and takes it off with him to mountains; feeds it on 

pounded meat, and it grows rapidly; finds Frog-Woman at his house 
one day on returning from hunt. She scalps him in night, and runs 
away. He collects wood and builds a great fire; leaves food with 

baby-sister, and tells her to burn herself if life-token he leaves with 

her should fall. He goes off to the country of the Frog-Woman to 
get back his scalp; makes himself look like a woman; finds the place 
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where the people are dancing about his scalp. At night he steals 

it, and returns home; finds his sister alive. To see whether she 
would have carried out his orders, he tells the life-token to fall. It 

does so, and the child prepares to burn herself. Brother stops her in 
time. They live together as before. 

22. Mountain-Lion and his Wives. 

Mountain-Lion marries two women, and has a child by each. 
Deserts them for two other women. Children and mothers nearly 

starve. Mothers make flutes for children, and also bows and arrows. 

The children learn to kill deer, and play on the flute. They gradually 

become expert at both. Their father begins to get interested in them, 

watches them. Finally he returns to his first wives, and he and the 
children go hunting together. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

TuE present paper embodies a portion of the results of the 

work of the Huntington Expedition during the summers of 

1899, 1900, 1902, and 1903. The whole of the first season, 

and considerable parts of the following seasons, were spent 

with the various fragments of the Northern Maidu, and the 
general ethnological results of that work are here presented. 

The linguistic material, of which a considerable mass has been 

obtained, is being prepared for publication as rapidly as 

possible. 
In the work among the Maidu of the foot-hill and lower 

Sierra region in the vicinity of Mooretown, Butte County, the 
writer was greatly aided by Mr. D. L. Spencer of Enterprise. 
Owing to his long residence in the region, and his sympathetic 
study of the Indians of the vicinity, Mr. Spencer was able to 

render valuable service in many ways; and for the descrip- 
tion of the “‘burning,”’ and many of the details of the cere- 
monial and daily life of this portion of the Maidu, the writer 
has relied largely on him. A number, also, of the specimens 

illustrated, in particular the images used at the “‘ burnings,” 
were obtained only through Mr. Spencer’s diligent and per- 

sistent endeavors. Further notes on the ‘‘burning’’ in 1904, 

containing additional important details, were made by Mr. 
S. A. Barrett of Ukiah. Much aid in the work among the 

Maidu was given by Dr. A. M. Tozzer during the summer of 
1900, chiefly in connection with the southern portion of the 
stock. The work of the expedition during the first and part 

of the second seasons was also greatly facilitated by the many 
courtesies extended by Mr. H. F. Liston, superintendent of 
the Round Valley Reservation. The identification of the 
food and other plants mentioned in the course of the paper 
was kindly undertaken by Mr. M. L. Fernald of the Gray 
Herbarium, Harvard University. In many instances, however, 
the specimens were so imperfect (having been largely collected 
by Indians) that identification was impossible. 
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GEOGRAPHY AND History. 

The Indians described in the following pages lack, in com- 
mon with many of those of the Pacific slope, any collective 
name in common use for themselves as a group or stock. 
From the very beginning they have been known by the 
vague and meaningless name of ‘Diggers,’ a term first 
applied to various bands of the Shoshone of the Great Basin 
area, and later extended to cover a large proportion of all 
the Indians of California. In the earlier reports of the 
commissioner of Indian affairs, members of this stock were 

spoken of in geographical terms largely. With the publica- 

tion of Stephen Powers’s “Tribes, of California” in 1877, the 
first rational name was proposed and used. Finding that 

any tribal or stock name was wanting, he used for these 

Indians the term ‘‘Meidoo”’ or ‘‘Maidu,’”’ the word in their 

language meaning “Indian” or ‘‘man.”’ Later Powell, 

in his “‘Indian Linguistic Families,’’ following the principle 
' of priority, discarded Powers’s term in favor of ‘“‘ Pujunan,”’ 

derived from the name of an insignificant village formerly 
existing near Sacramento. In view, however, of the unim- 

portance of this small settlement, and the more rational 
character of the term proposed and used by Powers, it seems 

better to adhere to the name ‘‘Maidu,” giving it, however, a 

somewhat greater extension than Powers by including his 
so-called ‘‘Nishinam,” in reality merely a section of the 
Maidu. The language spoken by the Maidu is distinct from 
all others, and they therefore constitute a stock by themselves. 

To the surrounding tribes the Maidu are known by a 
variety of names. By the Hat Creek Indians (a branch of the 

Achoma’wi) they are called ‘‘Tikisui’i;” and by the rest of 

the Achoma’wi, ‘‘PaQa’mali.’’ To the Yana they were known 
as “‘ Patcami’sa” or ‘‘ Wawa'ltupaa.’’ Their Shoshone, Washo, 
Moquelumnan, and Wintun names are not yet known. 
HABITAT AND BounpDaARiES.—The region occupied by the 

Maidu lies in the northeastern part of California, and com- 

prises, in whole or in part, the counties of Lassen, Plumas, 

Butte, Sierra, Yuba, Sutter, Nevada, Placer, El Dorado, 
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and Sacramento. On the north they were in contact with 
the Yana and Achoma’wi (Pit River and Hat Creek Indians), 

on the east with the Shoshone and Washo, on the south with 

the Moquelumnan, and on the west with the Wintun.t In 
more detail the boundary of the region occupied was as fol- 

lows: Beginning at a point on the Sacramento River some 
six or eight miles north of Chico, the northern boundary of 

the stock seems to have followed the course of Rock Creek 
eastward to its source, and thence approximately along the 
present county-line between Tehama and Butte, and Tehama 
and Plumas, as far as Lassen Butte.2 The region drained by 
the upper waters of Deer, Mill, and Battle Creeks, although 
really a continuation of Big Meadows, was not occupied by 
the Maidu, but lay within the dominion of the much-dreaded 
Ko’mbé or Yana. The immediate region of Lassen Butte 
and the upper valley of Warner Creek were rarely visited by 
the Maidu, as, owing to the prevalence of hot-springs and 
other volcanic features, the region was regarded as mysterious. 

From Lassen Peak eastwards, the line between the Achoma’wi 

and the Maidu seems to have been rather vague. The region 
of small lakes, cinder-cones, and lava-flows immediately east 
of the peak was apparently regarded as Maidu territory. 
The whole valley of Susan Creek was also within their control, 
although permanent settlements did not exist far above the 
present town of Susanville. Pine Creek and Eagle Lake were 
continually visited by hunting-parties, and were somewhat 
doubtfully regarded as also a part of Maidu territory. Be- 
yond Willow Creek, however, they never ventured. The 

entire valley of Honey Lake is said to have been permanently 
occupied in early times by the Maidu; and it is declared 
emphatically that no Piutes were settled there until after 
the coming of the first white immigrants, or just before.s 

* See map, Plate XX XVIII. 
* This agrees in general with the boundary of the land ceded by the Maidu in this 

vicinity in the treaty of Aug. 1, 1851 (see Royce, Indian Land Cessions, Plate 7, in the 
Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1806-07, Part 2). 

® According to the map given by Royce in his Indian Land Cessions, the Washo 
claimed all the valley of Honey Lake and its tributaries, except Susan Creek, and 
extended up the latter as far as Susanville, Recent or detailed information as to the 
earlier Washo territory is lacking. The Maidu assert very definitely, however, that 
Honey Lake was in their control, although names of village sites in that area were 
not given, 
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Whether the Maidu occupied any part of upper Long Valley 
is very uncertain. From the fact, however, that Reno and 

the region thereabouts are mentioned in the creation myth, 
it is possible that the Maidu at one time extended farther in 
this direction. z 

Although Sierra Valley was not permanently occupied by 
the Maidu or other Indians because of the heavy snows in 
winter, it seems to have been regarded as distinctly Maidu 
territory. The Washo occasionally sent strong hunting- ° 

parties there, however. From the southern end of Sierra 
Valley, the boundary would seem to have run nearly due 
south, following along or just west of the crest of the Sierras 
as far as the South Fork of the American River. From here 
it turned more to the southwest, crossed the head of the 

North Fork of the Cosumnes to the Middle Fork, and con- 

tinued down this stream to the forks. It is probable that 
from here the line followed the main river to its junction with 
the Moquelumne, and thence westward to the Sacramento. 

From this point the latter river formed in general the western 
boundary of the stock as far as the mouth of Rock Creek, 

just north of Chico. 
TopoGRrapHy.—The area just outlined divides itself topo- 

graphically into several sharply differentiated portions. 

The entire western.section lies within the broad, flat Sacra- 

mento Valley,—a great plain a hundred and fifty miles or 

more in length, and from twenty to forty in width. This 
plain presents in general an almost absolutely level surface, 
broken only by the isolated volcanic mass of the Marysville 
Buttes, which stand approximately in its centre. Immedi- 

ately along the Sacramento River is a stretch characterized by 
tule swamps, or low-lying lands liable to flood, and hence un- 
suited for habitation Thus most all permanent settlements 

* Earlier statements and several maps give the Wintun quite a strip of land onthe 
eastern side of the Sacramento. By the treaty of Sept. 9, 1851, the Wintun apparently 
claimed a belt from six to twelve miles wide on this eastern side, from just below Chico 
to the mouth of the Feather River. Powers (Tribes of California, p. 218) also speaks 
of the Wintun as overlap the Sacramento in this region. Recent careful inquiry, 
however, shows, that while there would seem to have been no Maidu villages on Butte 
Creek much below Durham, there were, on the other hand, several between Butte 
Creek and the Feather River, and also on the western side of the latter stream to its 
mouth. From what could be learned, the Marysville Buttes and the region between 
Butte Creek and the Sacramento was more or less frequented by both Wintun and 
Maidu, both claiming it, but the Maidu seeming to have been in the ascendant. 
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were situated a few miles back from the river, on slightly. 
higher land. The climate of this region is one of long, 

dry, and often very hot summers (temperatures of 40° to 

45°C. or even higher being not uncommon), with a mild and 

sometimes rainy winter. In its original state, the whole 

region seems to have been almost park-like, with its miles on 
miles of waving grass and flowers, and its magnificent open 
groves of oaks, and to have been fairly thronged with game, 

- while its rivers teemed with salmon and other fish. 
Eastward from this rich valley lies the long chain of the 

Sierra Nevada, which, rising gradually from its western foot- 
hills, reaches an elevation of from twenty-three hundred to 
thirty-three hundred metres, along its eastern crest. This 
whole mountain region is very rugged, being, with the ex- 
ception of a small part in the northeast to be referred to 
presently, deeply cut by the canyons of the Feather, Yuba, 
and American Rivers. These canyons vary in depth from 
three hundred to twelve hundred metres, and run in general 
northeast and southwest, dividing the country into a series 
of roughly parallel ridges, rendering travel’ at right angles 
to their trend often quite difficult. In its climate, this region 
varies notably as we go from west to east, for, with the in- 
creasing elevation, we pass from a somewhat arid to a less 
arid climate, and from a region of mild winters to one in which 

the winter is often of very considerable severity, and where 
the snowfall is probably as great as that in any other part 
of the United States, if not greater. The distribution of 
this heavy snowfall is not in exact accord with elevation, for 

the heaviest snow occurs in ‘‘belts,’’ and, here reaching 
depths of from ten to twenty feet, serves to render permanent. 
occupation almost impossible. Compared with the region of 
the Sacramento Valley, the forest in this section is quite 
dense; and while oaks are found in large numbers, yet the 
prevailing timber is coniferous. Game would seem to have. 
been plentiful here in early times; and the rivers, on the 

whole, were well supplied with fish. 
Extending from north to south in a more or less connected 

chain in the northern portion of this mountain area, is a 
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series of large, perfectly flat-floored valleys, lying at an 
elevation of from twelve hundred to sixteen hundred metres. 
These valleys, beginning with Big Meadows in the north, and 
continuing through American, Indian, Genesee, and Red Clover 

Valleys to Sierra Valley in the south, are often of considerable 
size (the larger from twelve to fifteen kilometres wide and 

from twenty to twenty-five kilometres long), and combine a 
level, easily traversable country, such as that of the Sacra- 

mento Valley, with a high mountain environment and 

climate. 

The valleys of Honey Lake and its tributaries, lying to the 

east and northeast of the region just described, present a 
sharp contrast again to any of the preceding sections. We 
here come to the typical sagebrush and alkali plains, and 
barren, treeless ridges characteristic of the Great Basin area. 

Arid, with cold winters and hot summers, and with but a 

meagre supply of game, this last section is distinctly the least 
favorable and desirable of the whole area which the Maidu 
occupied. 

Divisions. —Linguistically and also culturally the Maidu 

are divided into three groups or divisions, in part coincid- 
ing with the topographic areas just outlined. These three 
sections of the Maidu may be called the Northeastern, the 

Northwestern, and the Southern. 

The first of these occupies exclusively the chain of high 
mountain-valleys already described, and also the arid region 

to the east and northeast. Besides the main valleys men- 
tioned, this section of the Maidu occupied Butt and Humbug 

Valleys just west of Big Meadows, and also held Mohawk 
Valley as a hunting-ground, the snowfall being too heavy 
there for a permanent residence. The western limit of this 
section was about three to ten miles east of the present line 

between Butte and Plumas Counties. It seems that on the 
whole they had comparatively little close association with 
the Northwestern Maidu, to whom they were known .col- 
lectively as N6’t6ma (‘‘Northern or Eastern people”), and 
came in contact with them only on summer hunts, when the 

two divisions often met, and sometimes fought. The differ- 
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ences between the two sections were noticeable both in lan- 
guage and culture. The dialects were, however, sufficiently 
alike to enable each to understand partially the speech of 
the other, although considerable variation, both in vocabu- 
lary and in grammar, existed. Culturally the Northeastern 
Maidu were simpler than their neighbors to the west, lacking 
in particular the elaborate dance organization, the Secret 
Society, and several features of the “‘burning’’ ceremony so 
characteristic of the northwestern section. 

The second division of the Maidu includes all the remainder 
of the stock living west of the above, and north of the Yuba 
River. One portion, therefore, of this section, occupied the 
eastern portion of the Sacramento Valley in this region, 
whereas the other was located in the foot-hills and western 
slopes of the Sierra. While variations in culture existed 
within this section, linguistically they may be regarded as one 
group. The foot-hill people in this section were known to the 
Northeastern Maidu as Ta’yima (‘‘ Western people’”’), and to 
the dwellers in the Sacramento Valley as Té’kéma (‘Cradle 
people [?], Flea people [?]’’). 

All of the Maidu living south of the Yuba, whether in the 
mountains or in the Sacramento Valley, fall into the third 
division, which corresponds to the Nishinam of Powers. 
They differ in language from both the other sections, showing 
apparently somewhat simpler and abbreviated forms gram- 
matically, and differ also considerably in vocabulary. In 
culture, again, they differ notably, approximating more and 
more the type of the Moquelumnan peoples to the south. 
By both the Northeastern and Northwestern Maidu these 
Southern Maidu are called Tan’kOma (meaning unknown). 
The numbers of this section still surviving seem to be smaller 
than in the other divisions, and as yet information in regard 
to them has not been obtained as fully as with regard to the 
two other groups. The present paper is therefore devoted 
almost entirely to these latter sections. It is hoped to treat 
the Southern Maidu by themselves in a subsequent paper. 

The number of villages at one time occupied by the Maidu 
seems to have been large. It is probably impossible at the 
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present time to secure a complete list, and the informa- 
tion obtained in this particular is more exhaustive in some 
regions than in others. The map shown on Plate XX XVIII, 
however, gives most of the more important of these vil- 

lages. 

History.—Apparently the earliest meeting between Eu- 
ropeans and members of the Maidu stock of which there is 
definite record was in 1811, when Padre Abella made an 

exploring expedition through the lower San Joaquin and 
Sacramento Valleys. About ten years later the valley of 
the Sacramento was more carefully and thoroughly explored. 

by Don Luis Argtiello. His course seems, however, to have 
been entirely along the western bank of the river. In 1822 
the Bear and Feather Rivers were explored by Spaniards, but 
only in their lower courses. As early as 1820, or possibly 
even earlier, the hardy and venturous trappers of the fur 
companies had found their way from the east and north into 
California, and unlike the Spaniards, who did not penetrate 
the mountains to any extent, had in ten years explored much, 
if not all, of the area occupied by the Maidu. During the 

decade from 1830 to 1840, in addition to the activity of the 
fur-traders, there were other visitors to the Maidu country, 

among whom were Ogden (1830), Bonneville (1832), Lafram- 

boise (1832), and Sutter, who started his settlement at New — 

Helvetia in 1839. From the year 1840 up to the time of the 

discovery of gold in 1848, exploring-parties (such as Fré- 
mont’s expedition in 1844), and immigrants began to pene- 

trate the region, and settlements were started in the valley of 
the Bear River. 

The tremendous and sudden influx of white population, due 
to the gold-fever, brought a rapid change to the whole Maidu 
country, which included within it a large part of the mining 
district. Party after party traversed their territory, along 
the Feather and American Rivers, and prospectors penetrated 
the most remote canyons and valleys in search of the precious 
metal. With some exceptions, the Maidu accepted rather 
passively this invasion of their territory, with the attendant 
driving-away of the game, and the destruction of the fish in 

(May, 1905.] 9 
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the streams by the mining refuse. The sudden contact with 
the civilization of the mining camps quickly produced its usual 
effect; and by drink and disease the once populous villages 

were rapidly depleted.t. In not a few instances this speedy 
decimation was accelerated by wanton slaughter of inoffensive 
and defenceless Indians by the more lawless members of the 

mining community. The rapidly diminishing remnants, 
however, stood in the way of the desired development of the 
region; and early in 1851 treaties were made by which the 

Maidu gave up all claim to their territory, and were trans- 
ferred, so far as possible, to reservations established in western 

Amador, Nevada, and Butte Counties. Six years later some 

five hundred Maidu, chiefly from the Yuba and Feather 

Rivers, were taken to the then recently established Nome 

Lackee and Nome Cult (Round Valley) Reservations in the 
Coast Range. The majority of the Maidu escaped in the 
course of the next two years, however, and found their way 

back to their old homes. In the late ’50’s and early ’60’s a 
desultory warfare was waged by State troops on the Maidu, 
with the result that their numbers were still further reduced. 
Except for the brief period during which the reservations in 
Butte, Nevada, and Amador Counties existed, and while the 

small body above referred to were kept at Nome Lackee and 
Nome Cult, the Maidu have not been ‘‘reservation Indians;”’ 

and except for the small band, chiefly from Concow Valley 
and the immediate vicinity, who are now at Round Valley; 
the Maidu are to-day scattered over the whole area of their 
former territory. To the majority, allotments of land have 

_been made; but there are many who still have no land, or 
have been allotted such poor land that they cannot live upon 
it. Others, still, are located on land given by private gener- 
osity, as at Chico, 

PopuLation.—lIt is very difficult to arrive at any satis- 
factory conclusions as to the numbers of the Maidu before the 
period of the discovery of gold. Warner, a member of the 
Ewing Young trapping-party that traversed the Sacramento 

* The population had, however, been much reduced before the immigrant days of 
‘40; a8 in 1840, and at several other periods even earlier, very disastrous epidemics 
swept through the whole area, 
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Valley in 1832 and 1833, speaks of the region as “‘studded 
with villages.’”’* Ridiculous estimates were made by some 
early visitors, as, for example, when Jedediah Smith estimated 
the number of Indians between Red Bluff and the mouth of 
the Sacramento, in 1820 or thereabouts, at over 80,000. In 

1843 another observer estimated them at 50,000. It is un- 
questionable that the number of inhabitants in the whole 
Great Valley area decreased very largely in the period between 
1820 and 1840, as the result of recurring epidemics of small- 

pox and other contagious diseases, which swept off the people 
by hundreds, if not by thousands. Several observers speak 
of finding entire villages almost entirely depopulated, and 
hundreds of skeletons lying about unburied. The only 
available figures of official estimates after the acquisition of 
California by the United States, as well as the census returns 
since then, are very fluctuating and not reliable. In 1850 
Adam Johnston? estimated the Maidu in the Sacramento 
Valley and lower foot-hills as between 1300 and 1400; six 

years later, Henley 3 estimated that there were over 7000 in 
the whole area occupied by the stock; in the census of 1860 
the number of “‘civilized Indians’’ in Maidu territory was 
given as 510, and in 1870 as only 95; in 1880 the figures jump 

to 1484; in 1890 the population is given as 1202, and in 1900 

_asabout 1100. The estimate of Henley is certainly excessive, 
and the figures from the census of 1860 and 1870 are equally 
useless. It appears from a personal rough enumeration that 

the more recent census figures are again excessive, and it is 

believed that the number of full-blood Maidu to-day is not 
much over 200 or 250, at the outside. 

That the original population throughout! the area was large 

seems from all the testimony —not only of early settlers, but 

of the Indians themselves—to be certain. There were a large 
number of villages occupied, and a large number of old sites. 

Of course, all were not occupied at the same time; and much 

of the excess in local estimates seems to be due to having 

? History of Amador County, p. 260. 
es *: poser’ of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 31st Cong., 2d Sess., Sen. Ex. Doc., 

ol, I, Pt. I, p. 124. 
® Report of the Co nmissioner of Indian Affairs, 34th Cong., 3d Sess.. Sen. Ex. Doc., 

Vol. II, p. 797. ; 
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overlooked this fact, as well as that of the frequent gatherings 
of the people for celebrations of one sort or another, the large 

numbers thus present at one time giving a false idea of the 

real population. I believe, however, that we should be within 
the mark if we assumed for the Maidu, before their association 

with Europeans, a population of about 4000. 
Micration.—The Maidu, in common with nearly all Cali- 

fornian Indians, offer a sharp contrast to the Indians of the 

more easterly and southerly tribes, in that they have no 
traditions of having lived elsewhere than in their present 
home. Turning to culture and mythology, we find few 
certain evidences of movement. There are perhaps slight 
traces in the creation myths, of a movement from west to 
east; but such indications are faint, and the whole question 

of movement must remain problematical for the present. 
From all indications, therefore, we are forced to regard the 

Maidu as having been settled, for at least a long period, in the 
region they occupied when first known. 

MATERIAL CULTURE. 

ManuFraActurREs. Work in Stone.—The stone objects made 
and used by the Maidu include knives, arrow and spear points, 
clubs (?), celts, arrow-straighteners, scrapers, pestles, mortars, 
metates, pipes, and charms. 

The methods of manufacture of knives and of spear and 
arrow points do not differ from those usually employed by 
Indians in other portions of the continent. The materials 
used were various: a rather hard black basalt being used in 
many cases for knives and spear-heads; while obsidian, 

obtained largely in trade, was used for arrow-points, and in 

some cases also for knives. Flint and jasper were also used. 
Near Oroville was one of the best-known spots for getting 
flint, from a cave on or near Table Mountain. The opening 
to the cave was very small, but, once in, the size was such 

that a man could stand upright. A person going to get flint 
must crawl in, and then throw ahead of him beads or dried — 
meat as offerings to the spirits for the flint he was about to 
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take. A person was allowed to take only so much flint as he 
could break off at a single blow. The flint ob- 

tained, the person had to crawl out backwards. If 
the regulations were not complied with, the person 
would have bad luck; the flint would not chip 
well, or would fail to kill. 

Knives (Fig. 1) and spear-points (Fig. 2) were 

Fig. x, a (788s), 5 (a¥8s). Stone Knives. Length of Fig. 2, a (73), 4 (<$%z). 
points, 1x cm., 17 ag emg Length, 7 

cm., 16 cm 

rather roughly made, and were generally, in the case of the for- 

mer, fastened into a handle of wood made of two pieces tied 
together and further secured by means of pitch. The spear- 
point was inserted in the end of the spear-shaft, which was 

then wrapped with sinew and heavily pitched. In the manu- 
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facture of arrow-points, a strip of buckskin was wound about 
the thumb, and passed down over the palm of the left hand. 
On this the piece of stone to be fashioned was held with the 

Fig. 3 (188s). 
Arrow-point 

Flaker. 
Length, 29 cm, 

found, as 

pitch and 
stick, 

. sinew wrappings to a wooden handle. 

thumb. A. bone flaker (Fig. 3) was used in the 

right hand, the flakes being thrown off by down- 
ward and forward pressure. Sharpened bone or 

antler points were used to press out the serrations 
sometimes made on arrow-points, and 

to work out the notches at the base of 

the point. Arrow-points were always 

very small. Some of the stone im- 

plements seem to have been ground 

after being chipped. . . 
Stone scrapers were used chiefly 

by the Northwestern Maidu, it seems. 

They were flaked so as to have a 

sharp, serrated edge, and often hafted, 
one at each end of a wooden handle * 
(Fig. 4). In use, the scraper was 
drawn towards the body. 

A rude axe seems to have been used, 

being merely a worked piece of trap, 
either held in the hand, or affixed by 

The Northeastern Maidu claim that 

they had a species of axe, used in war | 
as well as for wood-cutting (Fig. 5). Fig. 4 (1889). 

The stone heads for these were said pene, craper- 
not to have been made, but were 

were the mortars. The head was fastened with 

sinew between two sticks, or in the cleft of a split 

Arrow-straighteners were generally made of sandstone; 

two pieces of convenient size, with a groove worked in them, 

being used, the arrow-shaft being run back and forth between 
them (Fig. 

ing. 

6). The teeth were also much used in straighten- 

The question of mortars is one which presents some diffi- 
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culty. The almost unanimous testimony of the Indians is to 
the effect that neither they nor their ancestors, within their 
recollection, ever made the finished, globular mortars of which 

so many hundreds have been 

found within the area occupied 
by the stock. In the manufac- 

ture of acorn-flour, they were ac- 

customed to use either the smooth, 
flat surface of some large bowlder 

or ledge, or else a flat slab or 

block of stone of irregular shape 

Fig. 5 (sx). Stone Axe. Length, ~ Fig. 6 (7383). Arrow-straightener. 
13.5 cm, Length, 7 cm. 

sunk into the floor of their houses. On this flat surface 

the pulverization of the acorns took place. In the course 
of time, from the constant pounding, a hole or cavity 
would be worn in the surface of the stone. In all cases 

noted, these cavities were distinctly funnel-shaped, com- 
ing to a rather sharp point at the bottom (Fig. 7). The 

cavities are all the way from a few millimetres to twelve or 
even fifteen centimetres in depth, and rarely over ten centi- 
metres in diameter at their upper edge. The Maidu are 
agreed, that, so soon as such a cavity was worn to any depth 

in the stone, the stone was discarded, or, in the case of the 

large bowlders or ledges, a new spot on its surface was chosen. 
This was done because such a deep, narrow, funnel-shaped 
cavity rendered it very difficult to pulverize the acorns prop- 
erly, the meal collecting and packing into a solid, hard mass 
at the bottom of the hole. In every case where the prepara- 

tion of acorn-meal has been personally witnessed, a flat or 
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nearly flat stone was in use, and in no case was there. more 

than a very shallow depression at the spot where the pestle 

descended. When most marked, this hollow was not over 

two centimetres and a half in depth. Discarded blocks and 

slabs of stone were seen in which the cavity had, as above 

Fig. 7 (gyi). Stone Mortar-block with Funnel-shaped Cavity. Greatest 
diameter, 34 cm. 

described, become too deep for use. In not a single case was a 

mortar with the usual broad excavation and globular form 

seen in use. 

The statement is made, moreover, by the Indians, that 

finished, widely and deeply excavated globular mortars were 

found by them in certain localities in considerable numbers. 

These localities were gravel-banks along the edges of streams, 
the stream-beds themselves, or the surface of the ground in 

certain stony places. They claim that in a few spots large 
numbers of mortars were to be found; and some declare that 

the shamans know where these spots are, and go there at 
times to secure mortars, which, as will be seen later in speak- 
ing of religious ceremonials, were used for various mysterious 
and sacred purposes. Everywhere throughout the Northern 
Maidu area these mortars are regarded with considerable awe 
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and veneration, and are feared quite keenly in many instances. 

Apart from their ceremonial uses, every family is anxious to 
own a mortar; but it is never kept in the house or near it, 

being generally buried some distance away, and occasionally 
dug up and examined. Mortars were used by the shamans 
as receptacles in which to keep their most powerful and 
precious charms, especially the “‘pains’’ which they shot at 
people to cause disease or death. Such “pains” were kept 
in a mortar, with another mortar inverted over the first, the 

whole carefully secreted in a hollow log or under a large stone 
at a considerable distance from all habitations or trails. In 
the initiation ceremonies of the Secret Society the sacred 
meal used for sprinkling the novices must similarly be kept in 
a mortar. Lastly, the mortars are generally known by the 
name of ku’kinim t6’ni or i’ttim t6’ni (“spirit or pain baskets’’), 
and are often supposed to be themselves the abiding-places of 

powerful spirits; although the belief in the mortars’ anima- 
tion, and their ability to move of their own accord from place 
to place, is not held here, as it is among the Shasta. By 
some the mortars are said to have been made by the Creator, 
or the Coyote, at the time of the creation, and scattered over 

the world for the use of mankind. By others they are 
supposed to have been people originally, during the bété’itd, 
or time of the “first people,’ who were turned into stone in 

this form at the coming of the Indian people, when the other 
‘first people’’ became animals. 

It would seem, therefore, that the mortars of which such 

large numbers have been found, —in many cases, it is claimed, 

in the gold-bearing gravels,—and about which, in the latter * 
instance, so much controversy and discussion have taken 
place, were not made by the Maidu, or at least have not been 
made by them within the traditional period. 

The pestles used for pounding the acorn-meal are of 
different sizes, but are substantially of the same type. Gen- 

erally cylindrical, with a circular or oval cross-section, they 
vary from fifteen to thirty-five centimetres in length, with a 

- diameter ranging from six to almost ten centimetres (Fig. 8). 
Occasionally a form is found with a squarish cross-section, but 
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these are not common. Often river-pebbles of appropriate. 
shape and size are used without further modification of form. 

the hand. 

Fig. 8 (4% b). : : 
Pestle. . ol had, moreover, arim orring about 

<i the mouth-end (see Fig. 66). The 
pipes were drilled by means of 
a piece of deer-antler, which 

was pounded with another 
stone, till, after a long time, 

the cavity was made. Some- 
times sand was added, which 

accelerated the work. It is 
claimed that there was no 

twirling of the deer-antler, or 
other method of drilling. The 
details of the manufacture 

seem to have been to a con- 
siderable extent lost. It is 
also claimed that occasionally 
a pipe was found, just as were 

Metates and mullers were in use chiefly for 
grinding the grass-seeds and other seeds, of which 
a considerable variety were used for food. The 
metate is merely a slab of coarse-grained stone, 

set at a low angle; the muller being a smaller 

piece of the same stone, convenient to grasp in 

Stone pipes (Fig. 9, a, b,) would seem to have 

been at all times objects of value, and to have 

been, on the whole, somewhat scarce, a wooden 

pipe being far more common. All pipes were 
of the tubularform. In general, the stone pipes. 
were short, ranging from ten to fifteen centi- 

metres in length, and usually made from steatite. 
The pipe used by the pehéi’pe, or 
clown, was larger, as a rule, and 

always made of soapstone. It 

Fig. 9, @°(,9%q), 4 (ab%e). Stone Pipes.. 
Length, 8.5 cm., 14 cm, 

the mortars. These pipes which were found were regarded as 
of mysterious origin, and were to be handled with great care. 
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‘To drop a stone pipe of any sort, but in particular of this type, 
was very unfortunate, and bad luck or illness was sure to 

follow. As in the case of the mortars, the Shasta held the 

pipes as capable of independent motion, but this belief was 
not held by the Maidu. 

Small soapstone vessels (Fig. 10) were very sparingly in use, 
chiefly, it would seem, among the Northeastern Maidu. 

Fig. 10 (g%). Soapstone Vessel. Diameter, 15.5 cm. 

Cylindrical beads of stone were used, usually in the form of 
necklaces. These beads were either white or a yellowish 
pink, and were from two to five centimetres in length, and 

one centimetre in diameter. These stone beads were held 
in great esteem, and were among the most valuable of all 

the beads in use. It seems, they were obtained, as a rule, 

in a finished state, in trade with the Wintun. 

Shamans wore pendant from the neck obsidian knives, 
which were regarded as of great value and mysterious power 
(Fig. 11, a). The well-made stone object shown in Fig. 11, b, 

was worn suspended from the neck as a charm or lucky stone, 
and was chiefly used in the gambling-games, being stuck 

point down in the ground before the player. 
Work 1n Wood, Bone, and Shell.— With the exception ‘of 

their excellent bows and arrows and their very crude dug-out 
canoes, the Maidu made little, if any, use of wood for imple- 
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ments. Small trees were felled by the laborious process of 

hacking wie sharp flints held in the hand, or roughly hafted 
: as already described. Once felled, the 

trunk was commonly burned in two 

where desired. Large trees they did not 

attempt to cut down, but utilized such 

as were blown down by the wind or 

burned down in forest-fires. The rude 

dug-out canoes, in use only among the 
Northeastern Maidu, were made from 

fallen pines, as a rule. A section of the 

requisite length was burned off, the bark 

stripped, and the canoe excavated by 

fire, pitch being applied to the portions 

it was desired to burn out, and water or 

wet earth thrown on when it was wanted 

to stop the burning at any point. The 

charred wood was scraped off with rough 

axes or adzes, and the fire kept up till 
the canoe was completely 

hollowed out. Elk-antler 

wedges were used to split 
trees, being driven by a 
round hammer-stone held 

inthe hand. None of these 

wedges seem now to be in 

existence. 

From bone and antler the 

Maidu made scrapers, awls, 

needles, wedges, arrow- 

flakers, and ear and nose 
ornaments, fish-hooks and 

Fig. 11, @ (y8%e), 4 (gb%r). Neck-pendants salmon-gigs. Asa scraper, 
used as Charms, Length, 2 a8 cm,, 16.5 cm. the deer-ulna was in com- 

mon use, but more in the Sierra than in the foot-hills and 
Sacramento Valley, where the stone scraper seems to have 
been more common. Awls and basket-needles were of bone 

(Fig. 12). Arrow-flakers of bone were often tied to wooden 
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handles. For nose-ornaments, a simple bone needle was 
sometimes used. For ear-ornaments, a section of bird-bone 

was the most common type, ornamented with 

incised designs (see Fig. 38, a). 
Shell was used only for ornament and for cur- 

rency.- The white, disk-shaped beads common 
to all this coast region were largely used by the 
Maidu. They were obtained apparently from the 
Wintun, who, in their turn, probably obtained 
them from the Pomo and Yuki along the coast. 
From the statements made by the Indians, it 

would appear that the beads were obtained either 
in the finished or partly finished state. In the 
latter case, they were already drilled and strung 
on cords, but were not yet rounded and smoothed. 

This finishing was accomplished in the usual man- 
ner, by rolling the string of imperfect disks be- 
tween two stones, thus grinding them to perfect 

: Fig. 12 (z8$7 d). 

ments and for necklaces. The shell was used in Bone Aw? or 

irregular or rectangular pieces, and was hung Length, \eisem 
pendant from cords, either by itself, or in connection with 

the ordinary white disk beads. It was obtained, like the 

latter, from the Wintun. Dentalium was also known and 

highly prized. It was used, however, but little, because of 
its rarity. . 

Preparation of Hides.— The preparation of hides was carried 
on by the women, asa rule. The hair was first removed by 

means of bone or stone scrapers, the hide being laid either over 
a stump or on a slanting post set in the ground for the purpose. 
Next the skin was thoroughly soaked, and rubbed with deer- 
brains, either fresh or dried. The dried brains were prepared 

in the following manner: The fresh brains were mashed, 
and mixed with a quantity of dry moss, and the mixture was 
then made into flat cakes and dried. In this form the brains 
could be kept indefinitely. When used, the cake was dipped 
into warm water and rubbed over the hide. As a rule, skins 

were not smoked. After treatment with the brains, the hide 
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was again soaked in water, wrung out, and rubbed between 
the hands before a fire until dry. If necessary, the soaking 

and rubbing till dry were repeated if the skin was not soft 
enough. 

Cordage and Netting.—Cord and thread of various sizes 
were made principally from the fibre of the milkweed (As- 

(\ 
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Fig. 13 (p95). Model of a Fish-net, Length of net, 99 cm, 

clepias speciosa, and probably another species as well) and 
wild hemp (Apocynum sp.). The stalks were gathered in 
the autumn when thoroughly dry, and were crushed and 
rolled between the hands till the woody stem had been 
separated from the long outer fibres, These were then 
rolled on the thigh into a two-strand twine. If stronger cord 
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was desired, several of these smaller cords were made into one 

of greater thickness. From this cord, which was of great 
strength and durability, the Maidu made their nets and their 
netted caps (wika’). 

Nets for fishing were made in varying sizes, heavy or light 
cord being used, and the mesh being made large or small, 

Fig. 14 (qf¥g). Netting-shuttle and Knots, Length of shuttle, 34.5 cm. 

according to the uses of the net. Seine-nets seem to have 

been used by the Maidu of the Sacramento Valley, whereas 
in the mountains the favorite net was of the type shown in 

_ Fig. 13. In netting, the cord was kept on a netting-shuttle 

composed of two slender sticks (Fig. 14). _No mesh-measures 

were used, the first two or three fingers of the hand being the 
only measure in making the mesh-loops. The knot used is 
shown in detail in Fig. 14. 

In the manufacture of the netted cap, several different 

methods, it seems, are followed. All of these are alike ap- 

parently, in that, to begin with, a small forked stick is stuck 

into the ground, in front of the man making the cap. To the 
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top of the peg or stick a loop of cord is tied, and into this 
loop the maker proceeds to net other loops, as shown in 

| 
Fig. 15 a (ne), 6 (os), ¢ (d¥e). Manufacture and Technique of Netted Cap, Length of 

forked stick, 14 om, 

Fig. 15,a. These loops, as fast as they are made, are strung on 

a long slender twig. This serves to keep the row of loops in 
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order, and even in length. On completing the first row of 
loops, the maker starts a second row, netting this into the 
preceding, held in order on the twig, and using a second twig 
to string this second row upon. The second row being com- 
pleted, the first twig is pulled out, and used to string the third 
row upon, and so on. A considerable number of other 
stitches were in use besides this just described. The gen- 
eral appearance of these is shown in Plate XXXIX, and 

the technique in Fig. 15, b and c, in which c represents the 
knot used in the open-work diamond-pattern cap. In b 
we have the type called by Mason “coiled work without 
foundation,’ found among the northern Athapascan and the 
Pima, and extensively to the south, even in northern South 

America. 
Basketry and Weaving.— The manufacture of baskets is by 

far the most important of the arts of the Maidu. The 
materials used varied somewhat in different portions of the 
area, but were latgely confined either to various species of 
willow or to the red-bud (Cercis occidentalis Torr.). The spe- 
cies of willow most esteemed in the whole northern portion 
of the Maidu area seems to be Salix fluviatilis Nutt., var. 

 argyrophylla, although a number of other species were also 
used. Shoots of the hazel (Corylus rostrata Ait. var., cali- 
fornica A. D.C.) were used for the radial elements in burden- 
baskets. In the higher Sierra the roots of the yellow pine 
(Pinus ponderosa Dougl.) were employed to a considerable 
extent in making large burden-baskets; and a grass (probably 
Xerophyllum tenax Nutt.), together with the roots of the 
common brake (Pleris aquilina L.) and the stems of the 
maiden-hair fern (Adiantum pedatum L.), were also used. 

The peeled willow only was used, and for both coil and sewing- 
splint. The red-bud was used also for both purposes, but 
was used both peeled and unpeeled for sewing-splint. The 
pine-root was in use only for sewing-splint, and was nearly 

always dyed black by burying it in a mixture of mud and 

charcoal for some time. 
Both coiled and twined basketry was in use among the 

Maidu, the former being employed for all except burden- 

[AMay, 1905.] 10 
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baskets, mortar or milling baskets, and coarse and open-work 
storage and dish baskets. 

In basketry of the coiled variety, the coil was composed of 
a bundle of three twigs, or stems, being of the type called by 

Mason ‘‘three-rod foundation.’’ These twigs or shoots of 

willow or red-bud were gathered in large quantities by the 
women, dried, and kept in bundles for future use. Previous 

to using them for basket-making, the twigs were soaked for 
some time in water, and the bark scraped off by means of 

a sharp fragment of stone, or, at present, a piece of glass. The 

bark removed, the surface was smoothed and evened. The 

sewing-splints were soaked similarly; and unless they were 
of red-bud, and were intended to form the red designs, the 
bark was removed as carefully as in case of the coil-twigs. 
When thoroughly soaked, the sewing-splints had to be split. 
This was done by splitting the end of the twig, holding one of 
the “‘splits’”’ in the teeth and the other in the right hand, and 
then, while pulling the twig in two, following the split with 
the left hand, to see that it ran evenly from one end of the 
twig to the other. The skill shown in rapidly producing 
smooth, even splints in this way is remarkable. Thus pre- 
pared, the splints are coiled in bundles, and kept for later use, 

or may be used at once if needed. 
In the manufacture of the basket, the bundle of three twigs 

is coiled tightly on itself, each successive coil being sewed 
firmly to the preceding by passing a 
strand of the sewing-splint over the 
three components of the coil, and un- 
der the upper member of the coil be- 
low (Fig. 16). A bone needle (see 
Fig. 12) is used to make the opening 
between the rods of the lower coil. 
The direction of coiling is, among the 

_ohig.nt. (Technique of Three Maidu, very uniform, all bowl or 
Otis I Mason Report of Ne Storage baskets being coiled from 
tonal Musoum, s996;) right to left, and all platter or plaque 
baskets in the opposite direction, The reason for this re- 
versal is not clear, As the twigs composing the bundle are 
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not all of the same length, it follows, that, as the bundle 

is coiled upon itself, the end of one twig is reached before the 
whole bundle has been used. To keep the bundle at its 

- original thickness, a new twig is added in such cases; and 

thus, by continually adding a new twig to take the place of 
that whose end has been reached, the diameter of the bundle 

is kept uniform. By using white or peeled sewing-splints 
with those which have the red bark still left on, patterns are 

produced in great variety. The supply of coil-twigs and 
sewing-splints are kept soaking, as a rule, while making a 

basket, and the basket itself is kept wet by thorough sprin- 
kling every few stitches. There was, of course, much varia- 

tion in the fineness of the stitch and in the diameter of the 
coil-bundle; the larger baskets 

having, as a rule, a bundle of 

greater size and strength than 

the smaller baskets, and also 

being proportionately coarser in 

stitch. Baskets of this type SIAR ONC AAO 

PULAU AL 
1 1 

Fig. 17, @, pecker of Simple Twined Basketry (after Otis T. Mason, Report of National 
wining with Double Overlay; c (5335), Simple Twining used in Fish- Museum, 1902); 4, 

traps. 

were very firm, and were water-tight. The edges of all coiled 
baskets are simple. . 

As already stated, twined basketry was used only on the 
burden-baskets, for the large open-work storage and food bas- 
kets and trays, for seed-beaters and fish-traps. Both simple 
twining (Fig. 17, a), and twining with double overlay (Fig. 
17, 6), were in use, the latter confined strictly, it seems, to the 
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Northeastern Maidu, who were in contact with the Pit River 

and Hat Creek peoples, who employed this method exten- 
sively. Fish-traps were usually of the simple twined type 
(Fig. 17,c). The inner funnel is not made by bending the rod 
over, but is inserted as shown in Fig. 17, c. Seed-beaters 

were, in the region of the Northwestern Maidu, predominantly 

of wicker-work (see Fig. 47, a). 
The designs on the baskets are produced, as already stated, 

by the use of different-colored sewing-splints. The unbarked 
red-bud is most frequently used for the purpose, although in 
the region occupied by the Northeastern Maidu fern-root and 
fern-stems are sometimes used. 

Mats were formerly much used for beds, for doors, and 

sometimes for covering temporary summer shelters. They 

were, as a rule, made from tule (Scirpus lacustris L.) or cat-tail 

(Typha latifolia L.). The use of the mats has now gone out. 

The method of manufacture was to lay the reeds close together 

on the ground, and then twine a double cord about them at 

each end, and at two or more points between. 

The making of robes and blankets from strips of rabbit 
and wild-cat skin, or of the skin of geese and crows, was also an 

important branch of the weaving-art as practised by the 
Maidu. The fur blankets were more common in the moun- 
tain region, it would seem; the bird-skin, in the Sacramento 

Valley. The skin, with fur or feathers left on, was prepared 
by cutting it into strips from one to two centimetres in width. 
The strips, on drying, curled or rolled, leaving the fur or 
feather side out, and forming thus a fur or feather rope or 
cord of great softness. A sufficient length having been pre- 
pared, it was, in the case of the bird-skins, usually twisted 
with a fibre cord to give added strength. Two poles about 
two metres in length were then set up about one metre apart. 
The fur or feather rope was then wound back and forth about 
the two poles till a sufficient length of warp was made. The 
process of weaving then began, and consisted merely in a 
slow and laborious twining of a double weft over the successive 
warp-strands, knotting the cord to the outer warp-strand at 
the top and bottom as they were alternately reached. The 
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completed blankets were loose in texture, but very warm, 
and were highly prized. 

Work in Feathers.—Feather ornaments were largely used 

by the Maidu. We may distinguish between the several 
manners of handling the feather. In some cases parts of 

the bird’s skin were glued to a leather strip. Feather belts, 

worn mainly by women in certain dances, are made in this 

manner. Those at present in use (Fig. 18) are made by 
attaching woodpeckers’ scalps to a leather strip, although it 
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Fig. 18 (fg). Portion of Feather Belt. Total length, 95 cm. 

is declared by some informants that formerly the separate 
feathers were attached singly to the buckskin or tied into a 
netted cord fabric. Often scalps or feathers of the duck and 
the wild canary were also used to give variety to the belt, and 

to produce patterns on it similar to the patterns produced by 

the Pomo on their feathered baskets. The belts were usually, 
but not always, edged with quail-plumes. 

Feather plume-sticks were also made by tying parts of 

bird-skins and quail-tips to a small stick, which was generally 
of manzanita or other fine-grained hard wood. The scalps and 

tips were arranged around a stick, beginning at the top, and 

tied on with a string, each turn of the string being covered by 
overlapping scalps. The end of the string is tied around the 

base of the plumes (Fig. 19, a; also Fig. 38, }, c). 
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Some of these plumes were further decorated with beaded 
strings, which are inserted near the uppermost scalp and at 

the base of the plume (Fig. 19,0; 

also Fig. 38,b). In some cases 

the beaded strings end in a 

tassel made by tying a wood- 

pecker-scalp around the end of 
the string. Feather pendants 
attached to strings are also 

sometimes added. 

Feathers are attached to the 

ends of plumes by being firmly 

wrapped around a stick, the 
wrapping then being covered 
with flannel or bird-skins. Of- 

ten a bit of down is tied around 

the bases of the feathers 

(Fig. 20, a, b). Sometimes the | 

feathers are tied to the end of 

slender twigs. Generally white 
feathers are used for this pur- 
pose. Feathers are often at- 
tached to cords. The method 

of tying feathers to the end of 
a twig is shown in Fig. ar, a, 

while the tying to the middle 
of a twig is illustrated in Fig. 

21, b. 

Often feathers are attached 

to strings. They are either 

knotted into the string, as illus- 

trated in Fig. 22, ac, or tied 

between the twists of a double 

| string, as shown in Fig. 23, a. 

Fig. 19 @ Gls). 6 Gi). Feather Plume- The methods illustrated in Fig. 

wicks, “Length, 39 em 43 €m. 22, a, b, are used for inserting 

fairly long feathers into long feather strings which are used 

for making feather bunches, as will presently be described. 
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Both these styles illustrate the same method, the only differ- 
ence being that in Fig. 22, b, the quill ends of the feathers 
are used for ornamentation, while in Fig. 22, a, the feather 

itself is so used. Fig. 22, c, illustrates the tying of single 

Fig. 20 (4% d, b). Feather Plume-s cks. Length, Fig. 21, @ (s¥% a), 4 (afSs). 
about 34 cm. Feather ‘‘ Tremblers.’’ Length, 

36.5 cm., 81 cm. 

feathers, such as are used in the dancing-implements shown 
in Figs. 59 and 65. Fig. 23, a, illustrates the technique of the 
feather boa Fig. 23, b. Fig. 22, d, illustrates the method of 
tying a feather to the end of a string. 

The attachment of the feather to the network which forms 
the foundation of feather capes and cloaks (Plates XL and 
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XLI) is illustrated in Fig. 24. The separate feathers, generally 

of the hawk, were attached to the net by folding the end of 
the quill over, and inserting it in the quill itself, the base 
having been cut off-on a long slant for a distance of two 

centimetres or more. : 

Peculiar ornaments were made of scraped feathers of the 
yellow-hammer. Their manufacture is illustrated in Fig. 25, 

a,b. The feathers are 
carefully scraped and 
placed side by side, 
usually being laid butt 
and tip. They are 
then sewed together 

i, by three threads pass- 
ing through the 
quills. Of these orna- 
ments, peculiar square 
pendants, such as are 
shown in Figs. 25 c¢ 

and 30, are made. The 

long feather bands of 

the type common 

throughout a large 

part of California are 
made in the same 
manner. A portion of 
one of these is shown 

Fig. 22. Technique of Feather-tying. in Fig. 25,6. In this 
case some of the feath- 

ers are only partially stripped, and from three to five of the 
pinkish stripped quills are alternated with a pair of partially 
stripped quills laid butt and tip. Feather bunches (Figs. 26 
and 27) are made of long feathered strings such as were de- 
scribed before (Fig. 22). The feathers which are inserted into 
the feathered rope are often halved. In other cases they are 
partly stripped, and the feathers are turned over near the 
middle point. The bunches are formed by making a coil of 
the feathered rope in such a way that the feathers all turn’one 

ae. 
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way. Then the coils are tied together in the manner illus- 
trated in Fig. 28, a. In other cases, when the feather bunch 
is not quite so full, a construction like the one indicated in 
Fig. 28, 6, is used, the feathered rope being attached to four 

Fig. 23 (gfx). Feather Boa. Length, 145 cm. 

points of a ring, and feathers being also inserted in one cen- 
tral feathered string which reaches across the ring. 

An interesting form of head-ornament is shown in the 
crown Fig. 29, a. This crown is made of four turns of a 
feathered rope, which are tied together by twos, and then 
connected as indicated in Fig. 29, b. The details of the at- 
tachments to this crown are the same as those illustrated in 
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Fig. 31,a. Fig. 30 represents a large crown similar to the one 
just described, but much more complex in construction. It is. 

built on a double ring, part of which is shown in Fig. 31, a. 

From this ring rise a-series of feathers, which are tied firmly 

into the inner ring, as shown 

in Fig. 31, b. Near the base 
_ of the vanes is a hoop of the 
same size as the inner ring of 
the bottom of the crown. 

The feathers are firmly tied 

to it, and thus form a cylin- 

drical support for the whole 
crown. Outside of and 
around this is laid a feath- 
ered coil which forms the 
ring shown in the lower part 
of the crown. A number of 
small attachments are in- 

serted in the outer ring. One 

of these is illustrated in 
Fig. 31, a. It consists of a 
stripped feather, which is 
wrapped with string. The 
outer end consists of a single 
shell bead, which is held in 
place by a small peg, which 

is driven into the open end 
of the quill. This peg also 
holds the string supporting 

the quilled square and the beads. Inside of the whole crown 

is a feather bunch similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 26, a. 

CLoTHING AND PersonaL ADORNMENT.— Throughout the 
area occupied by the Maidu, as a rule, only the scantiest 

clothing was worn, In spite of the much greater severity of 

the climate in the mountains as compared with that of the 
Sacramento Valley, it would seem that almost the same kind 

of clothing was worn in both regions. 
During the long, hot summer, men, as a rule, throughout. 

Fig. 24 (5$%5). Technique of Feather Capes. 
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the area, went completely naked, or at most wore a narrow 

x = SS Se 
a s 

Fig. 25, a, 4 (x§%y, o4%), Feather Bands ; c (25% b), ‘‘ Trembler”’ with Quill Squares, Length, 

40 cm., 76 cm., 26.5 cm, 

breech-cloth of buckskin. In the Sacramento Valley and 

lower foot-hills, moccasins would seem not to have been very 
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generally worn. _In the higher Sierra, however, they were 

universally worn in winter, and were stuffed with a soft grass . 

or sedge to keep the feet warm when walking in the snow 

Fig. 26, a (sf%y), 6 (fy). Feather Bunches, 

(Fig.32). With the moccasin in this section, a deer-hide legging 
was worn, tanned with the hair on, and reaching from the 
ankle to just above the knee, where it was tied. The legging 
was worn hair-side in, and, in addition to the fastening above 
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Fig. 27, a (s5f5), 4 (3322). Feather Bunches. 
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the knee, was 

wound _ spirally 

with a thong from 

top to bottom. 

For body-cover- 

ing in cold or 

rainy weather, the 

men of the North- 

eastern Maidu 

wore a deer-skin 

or mountain-lion 

skin robe over the 

shoulders. Some 

robes were of two 

skins roughly 

sewed together; 

and in all cases 

the fur was left 

on the skin, and 
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Fig. a9 (hy). Feather Coronet or Crown, 
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the robe generally worn fur-side in. Occasionally the woven 

wild-cat or rabbit-skin robes were used, although this sort of 

robe was in general reserved for the bed only. Head-coverings 

seem to have been largely absent. The older men, 

however, in the mountain area, often wore the netted 

cap known as wika’. Netted caps of this type were 

in use not only throughout the Maidu area, but also 

by the Wintun, Yana, and Achoma’wi, and perhaps 
other stocks. 

Fig. 30 (95%). Feather Crown. Fig. 3 (5/5). 
Feather Crowr. 

This cap is everywhere made in substantially the same 
manner, and consists of a rather closely netted strip or band 
made of cord. The strip of netted work is from eighteen to 
twenty centimetres in width, and from forty to forty-five in 
length. Along either long side (Fig. 33, 6), a row of cord 

loops, eight to twelve centimetres long, is added. Through 
the row of loops on each side a string is passed, gathering all 

the small loops together; on one Side, a strip of buckskin or 

Technique of Large 
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cloth about thirty centimetres long and two or three centi- 
metres wide is tied to this loop, to the end of which, again, 
another string is attached about the length of the strip. On 

’ the other side the gathering-string forms a loop about thirty | 

centimetres in length. In putting the cap on, it was first 
rolled lengthwise and placed on the forehead. The hair 
being gathered in a mass on the top of the head, the strip of 

cloth is passed through the long loop on the opposite side, 
and is pulled back. The strip of buckskin is thus brought to 

the front of the head; and the remainder of the cord is then 

wrapped tightly about the head, the end being tucked under 

Fig. 32 (gf b). Moccasins, Length, 28 cm, 

to secure it. The buckskin strip is then pulled down, cover- 
ing the cord and the edge of the cap. Lastly the cap itself is 
unrolled over the mass of hair on top of the head, and allowed 
to fall straight down behind, the fold standing out on either 
side of the head like a wing (Fig. 33, a4). The principal use of 
the wika’ was in the dance, when the often elaborate head- 

dresses were firmly fixed to the head by means of pins stuck 
through the netted cap and the cushion of hair beneath, In 
the mountains, where the snowfall was heavy, snowshoes 

of the type shown in Fig. 34 were worn. The shoes were 
solidly fixed to the feet, and no heel-play was allowed, 

The costume of the women was little more extensive than 
that of the men. Although in some cases, particularly in the “he a 

a ee ae a ne ee 
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Sacramento Valley, the older women went completely nude, 

as a rule all women wore two bunches or tassels of grass or 
bark, generally of the willow or maple (Fig. 35). The latter 
material seems to have been a favorite, the bark being peeled 

in the spring, dried, and thén rubbed and worked till it 

a 

> oe 

- dt 

shredded and 

split into thin 
layers in some- 

whatthe manner 

of  birch-bark. 

The bark, thus 

softened, was 
cut _into long Fig. 33 (sis). Wika’, or Netted Cap. 
strips, and 

formed into bundles, one of which was worn in front, 
the other behind, attached to a belt either of buckskin 
or cord. The length of the tassels was in general about 
forty centimetres. In sitting down, the front tassel was 
carefully tucked between the legs. In the region of the 
Northeastern Maidu, somewhat sitnilar aprons were made of 
[Afay, 1905.] 11 
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buckskin as well as of bark. The buckskin was cut into 

long narrow strips or cords, and to the ends were tied deer- 

hoofs, pine-nuts, etc. This style was essentially similar to 

that in use by the Achom4a’wi, although among them the more 

common form was one where the whole length of the cords 

was filled with pine-nuts. Skirts of this type were rarely 

made by this section of the Maidu, and no buckskin ones 
were made by the Sacramento Valley people. Like’the men, 
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Fig. 34 (fy a). Snowshoes. Greatest diameter, 45 cm. 

women went barefoot except in the mountains, where they 

wore moccasins similar to those of the men. ‘They also wore 
similar deer-skin and mountain-lion skin robes in cold weather. 

As head-covering, they wore almost universally a basket hat 
or cap, made in many cases of tule or reeds. These caps were 
in character like those of the Achom4a’wi, Yana, Lutuami, and 

Sahaptin, being flat-topped, and not rounded as were those 
of the Shasta, Yurok, and Karok, and other stocks of the 

Lower Klamath River and adjacent coast. They have at 
present gone entirely out of use. 
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The manner of wearing the hair varied somewhat. In the 

Sacramento Valley, the men wore the hair long, allowing it 

to hang loosely, or tucked up under the netted cap, or merely 

held back from the face by a band of 
fur. The Northeastern Maidu, as a 

rule, wore the hair long, and allowed 

it to hang loose, particularly the 
younger men. In the region occupied 
by the Southern Maidu, on the other 
hand, the hair was often tied in a 

bunch at the back of the head with a 
cord. Women generally wore their 

hair long, either loose, or tied by a 
band passing over the top of the head 

and under the chin. The North- 
western Maidu, however, seem to have 

cut their hair rather shorter. In 
cutting the hair, a sharp flint was 
often used, the hair being laid on a 
stick for the purpose. A _ glowing 
ember was also used in a similar man- 
ner. Both men and women seem to 

have been particular to wash their 
heads rather frequently, using for 
the purpose the common soap-root 

(Chlorogalum pomeridianum Kunth.). 
The men plucked out their usually 

scanty beard and mustache, either 
with the finger-nails alone or with the 
nails and a piece of stick. The mus- 
tache was sometimes allowed to grow 
among the Northeastern Maidu, but 
was never suffered to become thick or gungidis Pek. Voman's Apron of 
long. The hair on the pubes and in the 
axillée was not pulled out. Combs of two or three sorts were 
in use. Pine-cones were frequently used as combs, also pine- 
needles in bunches. Perhaps the most common form in the 
higher Sierra is the porcupine-tail, as shown in Fig. 36, a. 
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Wooden combs (Fig. 36, b) are said also to have been made, 
but it is somewhat doubtful whether they were made before 

white contact. 
The ornaments worn by the Maidu were chiefly of shell, 

bone, feathers, and wood. Necklaces of beads were much 

used, and worn chiefly by the women. The beads most com- 

monly used were the ordinary white disk-shaped variety 
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Fig. 36, a (5$20), 4 (x$%5). Combs. Length, a4 cm., 20,5 cm. 

general throughout the greater part of the State. Strings of 

such beads, often yards in length, were worn by women at 
dances and social gatherings. Similar strings were looped 
and wound about the bodies of the dead previous to burial. 

Cylindrical beads of stone, either white or pink in color, were 
regarded as very valuable, and were worn in the form of neck- 
laces by such as could afford them, Dentalium was known 
and worn in strings for necklaces, but was apparently very 
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rare. Abalone, cut in rectangular or irregular shapes, was 

made into necklaces, being suspended from cords, or attached 

directly to the necklace. It was also used for ear-rings. 

Men often wore necklaces of bear-claws (Fig. 37) a), and 

these necklaces were regarded as proof of the man’s bravery 

and strength. The mourning necklaces, whose use will be 

described in speaking of the ceremony of the ‘‘burning,” 

consisted of strings on which ordinary white disk-shaped 

shell beads were tied, the beads being arranged in groups, 

the number and spacing varying at the different “burning”’ 

grounds, The pehei’pe, or clown, wore necklaces of acorns 

(Fig. 37, b) which had been bitten by some insect, and 

Fig 37, a (532z), 4 (uG8x). Bear-claw and Acorn Necklaces. 
Length, 74 cm., 50cm 

“skewed” in their growth in consequence. These abnormal 
acorns were not very common, and a long and patient search 

was necessary to secure enough to make a necklace. At the 
present time, necklaces of glass beads are largely worn by the 

women (Plate XLII). The use of these beads is rather 
modern, the Maidu having learned to use them apparently 
from their eastern neighbors. Abalone pendants are common 
in connection with this bead-work. Bracelets of beads were 
sometimes worn, but seem not to have been general. 

Ear-ornaments were worn by both men and women. The 

latter seem, however, to have worn them most. One variety 

was of beads and abalone-shell, strung on or hanging from. 
narrow buckskin thongs or fibre-cords passing through the 

pierced ear-lobe. Another variety was of bone, generally a 

bird-bone, decorated with incised designs into which a black 
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pigment was rubbed (Fig. 38,a@). In some cases feathers, beads, 

and abalone were added to these bone ear-ornaments (Fig. 38, 5). 
In other cases, women wore ear-ornaments of sticks, generally 

of maple, to which woodpecker-scalps and quail-tips were at- 

tached (Fig. 38, c). These wooden or bone ear-ornaments 
were thrust through the pierced ear-lobe from front to back. 

The piercing of.the ears does not seem 
to have been an occasion of much cere- 

mony. With girls, it usually formed part 
of the puberty ceremonies. In the region 
occupied by the Northwestern Maidu 

a breastbone of the 

perch was always 

used for the opera- 
* tion, the ear being 

first rubbed with 

ashes. 

The septum of 

the nose was 

pierced only by 

men; and in the 

opening the usual 
ornament was a 

feather, or some- 

times two feathers, 
one being inserted 

from either side. 
Small woodpecker- 
feathers were com- 

monly used for this 
ie 38, 4 (slite) 0 bie b), ¢ (eff a). Ear-ornaments, Length, purpose. Instead 

of feathers, some 
wore a small piece of wood to which feathers were tied. 
Among the Northwestern Maidu the piercing of the nose 
seems to have formed part of the initiatory ceremonies into 
the Secret Society. A sharpened martin-bone was used here 
for the purpose, and a heavy fee had to be paid to the old 
man who performed the operation, 
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The use of paint seems to have been considerable. Ex- 
cept, however, in the girl’s puberty ceremonies, it was used 
mainly at dances. White clay, a reddish clay, or a deep red 
stone, finely powdered, a species of fungus of a brilliant red 
color growing on fir-trees chiefly, and charcoal, seem to have 
been the paints in use. The pigment was mixed with water 
or grease when wanted. No elaborate body-painting was 
practised by the Maidu, the paint being applied either uni- 
formly over the whole body, or parts of it, or in rough streaks 
or dots. a 

Tattooing was practised perhaps somewhat more commonly 
among the Northern Maidu than among the southern members 
of the stock. Women were more often and more elaborately 

tattooed than men. Asa rule, the women had three, five, or 

seven vertical lines on the chin. In the Sacramento Valley 

region two marks were also made on the cheeks, running 

obliquely downward from the cheek-bones toward the corners 

of the mouth, and lines were also made on the breast. In this 
section and in the foot-hills, lines or dots were made occasion- 

ally on the backs of the hands. Among the Northeastern 
Maidu, women were not so commonly tattooed as in the rest of 

the area. Men occasionally had one or two vertical lines 
on the chin, but more commonly had a single line, about two 
inches in length, rising vertically from the root of the nose. 
They also frequently had rows of dots on the breast, arm, 
orabdomen. It is said that sometimes both men and women 
had more elaborate designs, such as those called in basketry 
“flying geese’’,and ‘‘quail-tip.”” Such designs have, how- 
ever, not been seen. The method used in tattooing was not 

_ always the same. Among the Sacramento Valley portion of 
the Northwestern Maidu the designs were made by making 
fine parallel cuts with a small sharp flake of flint or obsid- 
ian, and then rubbing charcoal into the cuts so made, the 

charcoal used in this region for the purpose being obtained 
generally from the wild nutmeg (Tumion californicum Greene).. 
Sometimes a reddish pigment was used, obtained from a 
roasted and pulverized rock. Designs made in this manner 
rarely show solid color, and the individual cuts can usually 
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be seen. This method, among the Maidu, is restricted, ap- 

parently, to this section alone. It is also in use by the Shasta. 
The more common method by puncture was used by all the 
rest of the Maidu people. Fish-bones, pine-needles, or 
sharpened bird-bones were used for pricking the skin. After 
the skin was pricked, the pigment was rubbed in, the pricking- 
instrument being also dipped in the pigment while making the 

punctures. This process is said to be much more painful than 
the other; and it is said that serious illness, or even death, 

has followed its use in some cases. The operation was per- 
formed, as a rule, at about the age of ten or fifteen years, and 

was performed by any one, there being no special persons who 
were regarded as proficient, and no ceremony apparently 

connected with the matter. Girls were usually tattooed by 
an older woman, a relative if possible; boys were tattooed by 
the younger men. 

DWELLINGS AND HousEHOLD UTENsILs.— The houses and 
shelters constructed by the Maidu were of three sorts: (1) the 
large circular, semi-subterranean, earth-covered dance or 
sweat houses, used also as regular dwellings; (2) the smaller, 
less carefully made conical huts, built on the surface of the 

ground, with little or no excavation, and either wholly with-_ 
out, or with but a partial, earth cover; and (3) the rude 
summer shelters of boughs and branches. 

The semi-subterranean, earth-covered lodge, known as 

kim, constituted a type of dwelling widely spread, not only 
throughout the California area, but also through a large por- 
tion of the interior plateaus and the Plains. Of the many such 
structures built by the Maidu, but one now remains which 
adheres at all closely to the original type. This single remaining 
example is located at Chico (Plates XLIII, XLIV). Although 
the general plan of these structures was everywhere much 
alike, some differences may be noted in the three different 
divisions of the Maidu. Among the Northwestern section, the 

method and plan of construction were as follows: A suitable 
site being selected, where the soil was soft and no large rocks 
were to be encountered, an excavation was made to a depth 
of not over one metre, and over a circular area from six to 
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_ twelve metres in diameter. The ground was loosened by the 
aid of digging-sticks, and then gathered into baskets, in which 
it was carried off and dumped, to be used later in making the 
earth covering. Spring was the season usually selected for 

building a house, as at that time the earth was soft, whereas 

later in the summer the ground becomes hard and baked. 
The excavation having been completed, the posts which 
support the roof-beams were next procured. These posts, 
when possible, were of oak, and were cut, brought to the site, 

and set up with much ceremony (see p. 309). The number of 
posts varied. In all cases there were, however, two main 

posts,— one standing behind, and the other in front of, the 

fireplace (Fig. 39,b,c). These posts were known respectively 

as nem stidoko or ku’kinim stidoko (‘‘great post” or ‘‘spirit 
post’’) and humpem siidoko; and the former, that behind the 
fireplace, was the more important of the two, and was regarded 
as really sacred. Near it the chief dancers stood, on it the 
shamans and spirits pounded with their rattles, and down it 
into the house the spirits themselves occasionally came. In 
speaking of the dances and ceremonies, it is this post which 
is referred to as the ‘‘main post’’ always. On either side 
of these two posts, and halfway between them and the walls, 
was generally a row of shorter posts, four in number, thus 
making ten in all. The two main posts were from three to 
six metres in height, whereas the shorter posts were from 
two to three metres. Occasionally an eleventh post was 
placed back of the main post, but this seems not to have been 
usual, The sides of the excavation were left vertical, and 

lined or walled with logs, either whole or split, set on end, or 

with large slabs of bark, forming thus a solid wooden wall 
around the interior of the house. From the edge of the excava- 
tion, then, the long beams to support the roof were leaned 
toward the centre, resting on the posts already set, and tied to 

them securely with grape-vines or osiers. In some cases rude 
sockets seem to have been made for the beams to rest in; in 

other cases a crotch-post was used. On these beams as a basis, 
cross-poles were laid; and on these, again, large pieces of bark, 

branches, leaves, and pine-needles; and lastly, a heavy covering 
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of earth, generally from twenty to fifty centimetres thick. In 
the centre of the roof, at the top, an opening was left for a 

smoke-hole. This was covered, when necessary, by a skin, a 

basket, or a slabof-bark. Directly in line with the two main 
posts, a doorway was made, less than a metre wide and from one 

metre to a metre and a half high; and a passage was built out 

Fig. 39. Roof-plan of the Earth Lodge of the Northwestern Maidu. a, Fire; 6, Main 

post ; ¢, Front post, 

about two metres in length, slanting up from the floor of the 

house to the level of the ground outside. In the Sacramento 
Valley area it would seem that these doors opened, as a rule, 
to the south or southwest. It also appears probable that origi- 
nally in this region the doors were much smaller, having to be 
entered on hands and knees, and being really little more than 

draught-holes, the real entrance and exit being by way of the 
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smoke-hole. Since the coming of Europeans, however, the 

door has been enlarged, and the old entrance by the smoke- 
hole given up. When the latter was in use, however, a ladder 

composed of two poles, with cross-pieces tied with grape- 
vine, afforded the means of ascent and descent, and ran 

Fig. 40. Roof-plan of the Earth Lodge of the Maidu, a, Fireplace ; 4, Main post; 
¢,c', Front posts. 

almost vertically from the base of the main post to the smoke- 
hole. In some cases, it is said, a notched log was in use 

instead of the ladder. It was through the draught-hole, how- 

ever, that wood was generally carried into the house. 

In_the construction of these earth lodges, several families 
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generally took part; and these occupied the house when fin- 
ished.- In the case of the large dance-houses, the whole vil- 

lage seems to have joined, to a greater or less extent; and, 

since they all helped, all had a right to the use of the house. 

Among the Northeastern Maidu, the earth-covered lodge 
was built in a rather simpler and somewhat different manner. 
Instead of ten or eleven posts to support the roof, only three 

were in use in this section (Fig. 40),—one main post (0), 
forked at the top, placed immediately back of the fireplace; 
and one (c c’) on either side, near the door-posts. A large 

flat stone was always placed upright at the foot of the main 
post, between it and the fire. Around the edge of the ex- 
cavation, which is made here in the same manner as before 
described, logs were laid horizontally; and the radial rafters 

supporting the roof ran from these logs to the main post, or 

to the sloping pair of beams running from the main post 
toward the door. The subsequent steps in the building of 
the house were similar to those described before; the covering 
of bark, pine-needles, and earth being placed on the cross- 

poles which are laid on the main beams. We find here also 
that the usual entrance was formerly by the smoke-hole, 
whence a ladder led down to the interior. Women and 
children often, however, came in by the draught-hole, or door. 

There was far less ceremony in the construction of the houses 
in this region than in the Sacramento Valley. 

The Southern Maidu appear to have had, as a rule, the same 
form of earth lodge as that first described, except in the ex- 
treme south, where the type approaches the Moquelumnan. 

In this most southerly portion of the Maidu area, four posts are 
set up in a square (Fig. 41 *), the sides of which are generally 
oriented with some care. On the tops of these four posts 
horizontal rafters or beams were laid, and then to these 
the radial rafters ran from the edges of the excavation. 

The main post, so typical of the Maidu houses, is thus 
lacking here (Fig. 41). 

The second type of house, or hébo’, was a much ruder 
affair than the earth lodge. In its simplest form, an excava- 
tion was made to a depth of from twenty-five to fifty centi- 
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metres over a circular area from two and a half to five metres 

in diameter. Several poles (usually, when obtainable, of 
second-growth pine) were then leaned together from the 

circumference, and securely tied in the centre, forming a 
conical frame. On this frame, branches, slabs of bark, and 

splinters of wood from large fallen trees, were leaned, and 

then pine-needles and leaves added; the final touch being 
given by banking up around the edge, to a height of about 

™ 

Fig. 41. Roof-plan of Houses of Southern Maidu. a, Fire; 2, 2,3, ¢, The four posts 

upholding the roof-frame, 

one metre, the earth removed in excavating. At one side an 

opening was left for a door, closed by a piece of skin or a slab 
of bark. At the apex of the rude conical structure thus 
constructed, a smoke-hole was left. In this type of house, 

however, this never served as either entrance or exit. In 

‘some cases, apparently, a central pole was erected, and to it 
the other poles were tied. This form of hut was much in use 
by the Northwestern Maidu of the foot-hills (see Plate XLV). 
The Northeastern Maidu had a form somewhat different. 
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Here, after the slight excavation was completed, two poles were 

leaned together from opposite sides of the hollow made, and 
securely tied. From their intersection, poles were laid to a 
pair of slender posts about one metre high, set up a little less 
than a metre apart, on the circumference of the excavation. 
On this framework, which was more nearly like that of the 
earth lodge, the bark, branches, and leaves were leaned and 

piled, and the earth heaped about the bottom. The door 
was generally closed by a tule mat or a skin. The menstrual 
huts used in both regions were similar to the respective types 
just described, but were even more hastily and rudely con- 
structed, and were also much smaller. 

The summer shelter or shade was usually erected close by 

the winter hut, or wherever the family was camped. It con- 
sisted merely of a flat roof of leafy branches of oak or other 
trees, supported by upright poles. These shade-roofs were 
often of large size, and generally at least from three to seven 
metres square. In most cases there were no walls; but some- 

times a few small oaks and bundles of branches, or blankets, 

were placed on the southwestern or southern side to keep 
out the hot afternoon sun. 

The earth-covered lodge seems to have been the traditional 
and the most common type of dwelling among the Maidu. 
The earlier explorers in Maidu territory describe this form 
almost exclusively; and from the myths, and the statements 

of the people themselves, we may believe that all save the 
poorest originally lived in these well-built structures. The 
large houses accommodated several families, each of which 
had its recognized portion of the interior. It seems that the 
chief or head man of the village occupied the largest and best 
house; and that this was sometimes, but not always, also the 

dance or sweat house of the village. In large villages there 

was almost always a special structure, larger than the dwelling- 
houses, for this purpose. The ruder conical hut was neither 
as warm nor as roomy as the earth-covered lodge, and was. 
by no means weather-proof; yet, in spite of these defects, it 
seems to have been more common in the foot-hills and moun- 
tain region than in the Sacramento Valley, 
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In the mountains the earth and conical lodges were oc- 

eupied for four or five months of the year, beginning about 

November. In the summer time they were practically 
deserted, the whole population being off in the hills, engaged 
in hunting. In the Sacramento Valley the occupancy of the 
earth lodge would seem to have been more continuous; for, 

while in the summer months the people were living out of 
doors practically all the time, yet the heavy earth cover of 
the lodge made it by far the coolest place throughout the 
period of summer heat, and the men in particular were not 
slow to take advantage of this fact. The dance-house in par- 
ticular was a favorite lounging-place. 

The sites chosen for the erection of lodges and permanent 
villages varied considerably. In the Sacramento Valley the 
villages were usually scattered along near the banks of the 
larger streams, from the point where they came out from 

the mountains, to some distance above their mouths. No 

villages, it seems, were placed at their mouths, or along the 

Sacramento, as the immediate vicinity of the larger river was 
one much exposed to flood. Throughout the foot-hills and 
the higher Sierra, except where occupied by the Northeastern 

_ Maidu, the canyons and river-valleys were so narrow and 
deep that the villages were situated by preference on the 
ridges, high above the rivers, and generally on small flats on 
the crest of the ridge, or part way down the canyon-side. 
The sites chosen were almost always selected with reference 

to attack and defence; and a slight knoll was, as a rule, pre- 

ferred. The Northeastern Maidu, occupying the chain of 
level valleys already described, were free to locate almost 
anywhere. Asa rule, however, they selected sites along the 
edges of these valleys, and rarely lived out in the middle 
of the level stretches. 

The size of villages seems, as would be expected, to have 

varied much.. In some there were as many as twenty or 
more earth-covered lodges. In other cases, a village, or, 

rather, settlement, would consist of but a single lodge. 

The interior furnishings and arrangements of the houses 

were, as a whole, very simple. Usually in the earth-covered 
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lodges there was a low platform of willows, covered with 
pine-needles and skins, situated on each side of the house. 
This platform was used for a lounging-place and bed, the 
inmates of the house sleeping with their heads toward the 
fire. A pole from ten to twenty centimetres in diameter ran © 
along the edge of the platform nearest the fire, and served as 
a common pillow for all. In other cases a piece of an old a 
plaque-basket was set up at an angle, and used for an indi- 
vidual pillow. In some instances, particularly in the hdébo’ or 
ruder conical lodge, there was no platform, but merely a 

’ thick layer of pine-needles covered with skins and mats, the 

rolled-up ends of which served as pillows. For bed-coverings, 
robes woven of strips of fur of the rabbit, wild-cat, etc., or of 

crow or duck skins, were most prized and used. The earth- 

covered lodges were, however, so warm, that much covering 

was not necessary; and the heat was often so great when the 

smoke-hole was closed, that the inmates of the house slept 
almost if not quite naked. 

Food and property of various sorts were stored in baskets 
- about the edge of the walls, or under the platform occasionally, 
where this was high enough. In the region of the North- 
eastern Maidu there was commonly an enlargement or excava- 
tion in the wall at the rear of the house; and in this apse-like 
cellar, food was stored. Granaries or caches for the storage 
of food were, in much of the region occupied by the Maidu, 
made by planting poles in a circle about a metre in diameter, 
and twining willows between them, making a cylindrical _ 

receptacle capable of containing from eight to ten bushels. ee 
These granaries were used chiefly for acorns and seeds, and ‘ 7 

were most in use in the Sacramento Valley region and the 
foot-hills. The Northeastern Maidu made, besides the cellar 

or storage-cave in the back wall of the house, also small 
hut-like structures, resembling the conical lodge (hdbo’), in 
which they placed food to be stored. Very large rough 
storage-baskets were also made, somewhat similar to those in 
use by the Achoma’wi, In the well-stamped earth floor there 
were usually one or more flat stones sunk to serve as pounding- 
stones or mortar-slabs on which to pulverize acorns in stormy 
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weather. Pestles of various sizes and a rough metate and 

muller completed the list of implements connected with the 
preparation of acorns and seeds for food. Baskets of various 
sorts, cradle-frames, nets, fish-spears, and other utensils and 

implements, were either piled near the walls or suspended 
from the roof-beams. 

Mats of tule and other reeds, twined together by cords, 

were much used both for beds and for doors. Food was 
generally eaten in common, out of the cooking-basket in 
which it had been prepared. Some made use, however, of 
small globular baskets, with which they dipped out soup or 

food from the larger vessel, or used the flat tray-baskets for 

holding meats or fish. 
The Maidu, with very few exceptions, had no vessels of 

wood or stone; and baskets of various shapes and sizes served 
for all purposes of gathering, storing, and cooking food. For 

storage-purposes, circular coiled baskets in the form of a 
truncated cone were most generally used (Fig. 42, e-g; Plate 

III, Fig. 1, Plate IV, Figs. 4, 5, of this volume). These 

baskets, made as a rule of willow or red-bud, were often of 

large size, having in some cases a diameter of nearly a metre. 
They were used chiefly to store acorn-meal, grass-seeds, pine- 
nuts, and berries. For whole acorns, dried meat, or fish, a 

more conical, open-twined basket was often used. Food was 
also frequently kept on large circular tray-baskets of coiled 
make, similar tray-baskets being often used as covers for the 
large conical baskets (Fig. 42, 7, 7). Smaller tray or platter 

baskets of this type were used as plates to eat from, and 
open-twined tray-baskets when eating dried meat or fish 

(Fig. 43). 
In the manufacture of acorn-meal, the: milling-basket was 

used in some portions of the Maidu territory. This form of 
basket (Fig. 44) was of twined make, and averaged from 
thirty-five to forty centimetres in diameter across the top, 
standing about twenty or twenty-five centimetres high. The 

upper edge was firm and strong; the bottom was open, 
forming a circle twelve or fifteen centimetres in diameter. 
In use, the basket was set on the stone slab, as shown in the 
[Afay, 7905.] 12 
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Fig. 42, Outlines of Maidu Basket-forms, 
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figure, and the acorns pounded through the hole in the bottom 

of the basket, the flaring sides of the basket keeping the meal 

from flying and scattering at each blow. The meal, once 

. 
Se 
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Fig 43 (538s). Open-twined Tray or Plate Basket. Length, 24.5 cm. 

pounded, had to be sifted; and for this a perfectly flat circular 
tray of coiled make was used. A flattish tray-basket of the 
ordinary type was also used. 

For cooking, several forms of basket were in use. Perhaps 

a TLL Bi 
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Fig. 44, @ (x), 2 (fs). Milling-basket and Mortar Slab. Diameter, 46 cm., 42 cm, 

the most common was the circular, truncated-conical form, 

the sides usually convex (Fig. 42, c-g). Circular baskets with 
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almost vertical sides were sometimes employed. Globular 
forms (Fig. 42, a, b) were rarely used for cooking. 

Burden-baskets were practically all of the same type (see 

Fig. 42 h; Plate VI, Fig. 4; Plate XI, Fig. 3), conical and 
pointed, and were invariably of twined make. They were 
occasionally, but not often, used for storage. Small globular 
baskets (Fig. 42, a,b; Plate IV, Fig. 2; Plate XI, Fig. 2) were 

in use for a variety of purposes, such as food-bowls, dipping- 
baskets, or work-baskets, in which the women kept their 

bone needles and sewing thread and sinew. 

With very few exceptions, all the baskets made by the 
Maidu were circular. Oval-globular baskets of small size 
(Plate XI, Fig. 5; Plate XVI, Fig. 3) were occasionally made, 
more by the western members of the stock than by the eastern, 
however. They were used for women’s work or as trinket- 
baskets, and are said sometimes to have had feathers inserted 

similar to those made by the Pomo. It would seem probable 
that this use of feathers on basketry was due to Pomo in- 
fluence. 

The Maidu had no mush-paddles for stirring their acorn- 
soup, making use, for this purpose, of any common stick. 
They were also without spoons or ladles of any kind, although 
a mussel-shell was now and then used as a spoon. Acorn- 
mush as a rule, however, was eaten with the index and middle 

fingers of the right hand, formed into a shallow scoop. Among 
the Northeastern Maidu, at least, the hands and face were 

wiped, after eating thus, on a tassel or bunch of grass twined — a 

together at one end. 

For tongs to take hot stones from the fire for cooking, two hae: 
sticks were used. These were sometimes flattened a little 
at the ends. 

In making a fire, the simple fire-drill was in use (Fig. 45). 
The base, generally of cedar, was thirty centimetres or more in 
length, from three to six centimetres wide, and two centi- 

metres thick. Notches were cut in the side, and a small hole 

cut or scraped out at the head of each notch. ‘The twirling- 
stick was usually forty-five or fifty centimetres in length, and 
from seven to fifteen millimetres in diameter. Buckeye was 
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used when it could be obtained. The base was held firmly 

on the ground with the knees, and the twirling-stick rapidly 

twirled between the hands, the hands being placed at the 

top, and working down, thus giving the requisite 
pressure. Grass thoroughly dried, or punky wood, 
was used as tinder. Fires were rarely allowed to go 
out; and while travelling, a punky piece of wood, 
in which the fire smouldered, was always carried. 

Foop AND ITS PREPARATION.— The food-supply 
of the Maidu was large, and included practically 

everything edible to be found in the region. Vege- 
table foods were perhaps a little more used in the 
Sacramento Valley area than in the mountains, 
where game was rather more abundant. 

The chief dependence of the Maidu, in common 
with most of the Indians of the central part of 
the State, was upon the acorn. The Maidu recog- 
nize about a dozen different varieties of these. In 
the creation myth it is declared that the Creator’s 
first act, after forming the dry land, was to cause 

a great oak-tree to spring up, on which grew all the 

twelve varieties of acorns. Later these different 

varieties came to grow on different trees. The 

miraculous tree, however, created by K6’déyanpé, 

was still standing, according to old men, at 

Durham (Ta’doik6é) at the time when, in the early 
*40’s, the first settler arrived. .The tree was cut 

down by him in spite of strong protest by the 

Indians; and it is declared that the stump bled 

profusely at the first stroke of the axe, and that 

Fig. “ 
a, Se ee ih 
Length. 59 cm., 
69.5 cm. 

in the heart of the tree was found a peculiar substance “‘like 
a roll of thin, strong paper,’’ from which the blood flowed. 
The exact spot at which the tree stood is still pointed out. 

Although the acorns of all species of oaks growing in the 
region are eaten, some varieties are distinctly preferred to 
others. In general, Quercus Kelloggii Newberry, Quercus- 
chrysolepis Liebmann, and Quercus Wislizemt A. D. C., were 
the favorite species. 
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Besides the acorn, a great number of other nuts, fruits and 
berries, were eaten. The fruit of the buckeye (4sculus 
californica Nutt.) and the wild nutmeg (Tumion califor- 

nicum Greene) were eaten, but required more preparation 

than the acorn. The nuts of the digger-pine (Pinus Sabini- 
ana Dougl.), the sugar-pine (Pinus Lambertiana Dougl.), and 

the yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa Dougl.), were very large- 

ly used. The nuts of the digger-pine were most used in the 

foot-hill region, where alone the species grows in quantity, 

but the nuts were sent in trade to considerable distances. 

Other nuts, such as the hazel (Corylus rostrata Ait., var. 

californica A. D. C.), were collected also. 
Of berries and fruits there were many sorts, particularly 

in the higher Sierra occupied by the Northeastern Maidu. 
Throughout the area the manzanita (Arctostaphylos pungens 
H. B. K.) grows in immense quantities, and the berries were 
collected in abundance for use ‘in making the so-called 

“‘manzanita-cider.”’ The berries of the snow-brush, sweet- 

brush, or buck-brush (Ceanothus integerrimus Hook. and 
Arn., and probably also Ceanothus cordulatus Kellogg.? 
and Ceanothus velutinus Dougl.?) were used to some ex- 

tent; and there were also the strawberry (Fragaria sp.), the 
thimbleberry (Rubus glaucifolius Greene), the service-berry 
(Amelanchier pallida Greene), the elderberry (Sambucus 
glauca Nutt. and racemosa L.), the chokecherry (Prunus 

demissa Walpers), the wild plum (Prunus sub-cordata Benth.), 
the gooseberry (Kibes occidentale Hook. and Arn.), the black 

currant (Ribes sanguineum Pursh., var. variegatum Wats.), 
and several others of less importance. Rose-hips of Rosa 
pisocarpa Gray were also eaten. 

Roots and bulbs of many sorts were eaten, and, while never 

a predominant portion of the food-supply, their use gave to 
the Maidu their early name of ‘‘diggers.”” The following is 
a partial list of those most used by the Northeastern Maidu, 
although many were common also to the other portions of 
the stock: Allium parvum Kellogg., Allium platycaule Wats., 
Brodiea Douglasii Wats., Brodiea lactea Wats., Camassia 

esculenta Lindl., Hastingsia alba Wats., Lewisia nevadensis 
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Rob., Liliwm washingtonianum Kellogg., Polygonum bistortoides 

Pursh. 
Grass-seed, other seeds, and clover, were also appreciable 

factors in the food-supply of the Maidu, the seeds being stored in 
considerable quantities for winter use. The following are a few 
of the plants so used: Aquilegia formosa Fisch., Madia glome- 

rata Hook. (tar-weed), Madia sp., Wyethia angustifolia Nutt. 
Early travellers and explorers speak frequently of the 

fondness of the Maidu and neighboring tribes for fresh clover 

-and a variety of wild pea, and describe them in the Sacra- 

mento Valley as getting down on hands and knees in the 
_ fields, and browsing like so many cattle. The Northeastern 
Maidu, in times of want or in early spring, occasionally ate 
the inner bark and sap of the tamarack pine (Pinus contorta 
Dougl., var. Murrayana Wats.). It was, however, more in use 
as a medicine, because of its marked cathartic properties. 
The leaves of the fir and cedar were used occasionally to 
make teas of, but, like the pine-bark, their uses were mainly 

medicinal. Horse-mint (Mentha sp.) and other aromatic plants 
were used in a similar manner. The “‘sugar” of the sugar- 
pine (Pinus Lambertiana Doug]l.) was eaten in small quantities. 

The mistletoe (Phorodendron juniperinum Engelm.) was 
used now and then as a medicine. The tobacco formerly 
grown and gathered by the Maidu of the Sierra region was 
Nicotiana attenuata Torr. 

A large number of other foods of feoetable origin were 
collected, but, owing to the fact that most of them were 

gathered by Indians for the writer, they were impossible to 
identify, as the specimens often consisted, unfortunately, of 
merely the seeds, roots, or a few leaves, which were insuf- 

ficient for purposes of identification. 
Of animal food there was an abundance. In the mountains, 

deer, elk, mountain-sheep, and bear were plenty; while in 
the Sacramento Valley there were great herds of antelope. 

Of smaller game, rabbits, raccoons, and squirrels were nu- . 

merous. In addition to the animals mentioned, nearly all 

others known in the region, such as the badger, skunk, wild- 

cat, and mountain-lion, were eaten. . Only the wolf, coyote, 
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and dog were not used for food, and in the southern section 

the grisly bear was alsoexempt. All birds practically, except 
the buzzard, were eaten, ducks and geese in particular being 

caught in hundreds-at the proper seasons. Lizards, snakes, 
and frogs were not eaten. Yellow-jacket larve were, how- 

ever, eagerly sought, as were also angle-worms. Grass- 
hoppers, locusts, and crickets were highly esteemed, and in 
their dried condition were much used in trade. -Fish of many 
kinds were to be had, salmon being caught in considerable 
quantities in the early days. Eels were a favorite food, and, 

dried, formed an indispensable part of the winter’s food- 
supply for the foot-hill and valley people. Shell-fish, such as 
mussels, were to be had in some abundance, particularly in 

the Sacramento River. Salmon-bones and deer-vertebre 

were pounded up and used for food; the salmon-bones being 

eaten raw, whereas the deer-vertebre, after pounding, were 

made into little cakes and baked. 

The collection and preparation of acorns for food were 

among the most important industries of the Maidu, in common 
with most of the Central Californian tribes. At the time in 
the autumn when the acorns are ripe, every one is busy. 
The men and larger boys climb the trees, and, by the aid of 

long poles, beat the branches, knocking off the acorns. The 

women and smaller children gather these in burden-baskets, 

and carry them to the village, storing them in the granaries 

or in the large storage-baskets in the houses. 
The first step in the preparation of the gathered nuts is to 

remove the shell and dry the meat. This, as well as all other 

labor in connection with the preparation of the acorn, is done 
by women only. The acorns are usually cracked by means 
of two stones, the acorn being placed point down on one, 
and the butt-end being struck several sharp blows with the 
other, The acorn is thus cracked in halves, and the shell is 

then separated from each half by the aid of the teeth. The 
split meats are then spread in the sun, where they rapidly 
become dry. 

The preparation of acorn-meal from the dried nuts is 
carried on with or without a mortar or milling basket. Per- 
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haps most commonly this mortar-basket is dispensed with. 
Selecting a flat rock or bowlder, or using a flat stone sunk 
in the floor of the house, the woman sits cross-legged, or with 

legs extended, on the ground, and, in the absence of a mortar- 

basket, spreads out a couple of quarts of dried acorns in a 
circle. Holding the pestle in the one hand, she strikes 
regularly in the centre of this circle, and with the other hand 
constantly gathers, and sweeps back under the descending 

Fig. 46, @ (88a). 4 (x89e), Tapper and Brush used in sifting Acorn-meal, Length, 

17 cm., 14 cm. . 

pestle, the acorns that scatter with each blow. The pestle is 
changed from one hand to the other now and then, thus in- 

suring an even pounding of the acorns, and resting the hands 

and arms. When a considerable quantity of acorns has thus 
been reduced to meal, the finer flour must be separated from: 

the coarser particles. In this process, several handfuls of the 
meal are placed on one of the flat winnowing baskets or trays, 

and are tossed and caught several times. Then, holding the 
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tray on the palm of the left hand, and tilting it at an angle 
of about 40°, the edge of the tray is tapped with a deer-bone or 
wooden tapper (Fig. 46, a), the tray being slowly revolved 
meanwhile by the aid of the fingers underneath. In this 
manner the coarser particles are separated, and roll off over 
the edge of the tray, leaving the fine flour behind. Some- 
times the same result is accomplished without a beater, by 
holding the tray by the edge, in both hands, and tilting and 
shaking it dexterously. 

In whatever manner the coarser grains are separated, the 
basket with the fine flour on it is brushed with a brush of 
soap-root fibre (Fig. 46, b), and all the flour brushed off into a 
soup-basket near at hand. The coarser particles are then 
thrown back into the centre of the ring of acorn-meats, and 
pounded again until they are reduced to the requisite fine- 
ness, more acorns being added from time to time to keep the 
mass that is being pounded about the same. The winnowing 
is likewise repeated from time to time until a sufficient 
quantity of the fine flour has been prepared. 

In case the mortar-basket is used, there is not the necessity 

of constantly throwing the meal and acorns under the pestle, 
as these are kept from scattering by the sloping sides of the 
basket. Otherwise the process is identical. 

The flour must next be sweetened by removing the bitter 
element present. For this purpose a spot is selected where 
the soil is sandy and soft. Here a circular depression is 
scraped out to a depth of five or seven centimetres, and the 
earth heaped up in a little wall round about the excavation. 
The diameter of these bowl-like hollows may vary from one 
third of a metre to a metre, The acorn-flour, being first 

dampened, is carefully plastered over the whole interior of 
the hollow, the layer of dampened meal being about five 
centimetres thick. Over this layer of meal a few small cedar 
sprigs or boughs are laid, so that in pouring on the water the 
meal shall not be disturbed. Warm water, heated in baskets 

by hot stones, is now poured gently on the cedar-boughs, and 
allowed to trickle through until the hollow is filled to the brim. 
Slowly the water soaks through the layer of meal, and is 
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absorbed by the sandy soil. As soon as the first water has 
soaked away, a second lot is poured in, this time somewhat 

hotter; and so on, until finally water at boiling-heat is used. 

From time to time the woman tastes the flour, until she finds 

that every trace of the bitter principle has been dissolved out. 
The sweetening-process is. then completed, and the flour is 
ready for its final cooking. 

Taking the dough from the hollow in pieces, the sand 
adhering to the under side is carefully removed, and the mass 
placed in a cooking-basket, with the addition of water. For 
the usual soup the proportion is about two quarts of dough 

to three gallons of water. The mass is stirred, and then hot 

stones, taken from the fire with the aid of two sticks, are 

placed in the basket, till the whole contents is brought to a 
boil. The soup is then ready to eat, and is taken either hot or 
cold. <A thicker soup, or mush, was made in the same way, 

only less water was used in mixing. If it is desired to 
make bread of the flour instead of soup or mush, the dough, 
after its sweetening as above described, is made into a lump 
or loaf perhaps fifteen centimetres in diameter. This loaf 
is then flattened, a hot rock rolled in oak-leaves placed in the 
centre, and the dough folded over and pressed down all 
aroundit. The whole mass is then wrapped in oak-leaves, and 
placed in the ashes or under a pile of hot stones to bake. The 
resulting bread is very solid and heavy, resembling almost 
a lump of putty, and is, like the soup and mush, almost 

tasteless. ; 

In both soup and bread there is a frequent mixture of sand 
and ashes, which makes the bread, in particular, rather gritty. 
The use of the cedar-sprigs in the process of sweetening 
imparts usually a slight flavor to the flour, which is not dis- 
agreeable. In some cases a leaf or two of bay or mint is added 
to the soup in its final cooking, to give it an added flavor. 

. The fruit of the buckeye (4¢sculus californica Nutt.), like 

the acorn, has to have the bitter principle extracted before 

it can be eaten. The buckeye fruit, however, requires more’ 

thorough and protracted leaching. The “balls” are usually 
steamed for some time first, then boiled and washed in running 
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water for ten or fifteen hours. The fruit of the wild nutmeg 
(Tumion californicum Greene) requires even more thorough 

treatment than the buckeye. The nuts are first cracked, and 
the shell removed. They are then buried in the ground for 
several months. At the end of that time they are dug up, 

and roasted in the ashes. 

Grass and other small seeds were formerly eaten in considam 
able amount. The seeds were gathered by the women with the 
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Fig. 47, @ (xh8n), 6(n9%@). Seed-beaters, Length, 51 cm., 38 cm. 

aid of a beater (Fig. 47). One of these (Fig. 47, a) is the 
type used by the Northwestern Maidu; the other (Fig. 47, b), 
that used by the Northeastern. Holding one of these in the 
hand, the grass or plant heads were struck by it, thus knocking 

out the seeds, which were caught in a tray-basket held 

underneath. From the latter the seeds were transferred to 

the burden-basket on the back. In the region occupied by 
the Northeastern Maidu the seeds seem to have been fre- 
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quently ground with water on the rude metates, and either 
made into a dough and baked in little cakes, or made into a 
soup in a manner similar to that followed in the case of the 
acorn-flour. 

The seeds of the sweet-birch were thrashed from the hulls 
when dry, mixed with wild oats, and parched in a tray-basket 

with hot sand, coals, and ashes, the mixture being stirred to 

keep the basket from burning. When cold, the sand and 
ashes were winnowed or blown away, the seeds pounded fine 
and eaten dry, with no further preparation. 

Roots were gathered by means of a digging-stick, usually 
one metre or more in length, straight, and with the end 

hardened in the fire. The roots were eaten in a variety of 
ways, — raw, roasted, or boiled, or sometimes dried, pounded 

fine, mixed with berries, and baked in small flat cakes. 

Pine-nuts were collected in the fall in large quantities, the 

mountain people trading the sugar-pine nuts to the Sacra- 

mento Valley people for digger-pine nuts. The cones of the 
latter are very large and solid. To extract the nuts, the 
cones or ‘‘burrs’”’ were generally piled in heaps of ten or 
twelve, and set afire. The pitch burned off in this manner, 
and the heat partially opened the “burr,” which was then 
crushed by means of heavy stones. 

Berries of various sorts were gathered, and dried for winter 

use; or mashed, made into little cakes with seeds and pounded 

roots, and either dried, or wrapped in leaves and baked (Fig. 
48). To prepare these cakes for use, they were soaked, and 
then made into a sort of soup. Manzanita-berries are still 

stored in considerable quantities, and largely used to prepare 
the so-called “‘manzanita-cider.’’ The berries consist, when 
ripe, of a mass of sweet, dry meal, surrounding two or more hard 

seeds. To prepare the “cider,” the berries aré first crushed, 
and then mixed with water to form astiffdough. A rough frame 
of willow, large enough to cover the top of a soup-basket, 
is then made, and cross-strands of bark twined about it so as 

to form a rude, flat, open-work tray. On this a few large 
leaves are laid, and the mass of dough placed on these in.the 
shape of a truncated cone from fifteen to twenty centimetres 
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in diameter and from ten to fifteen centimetres high. A 

small depression is made in the top of the cone, and then 

the whole affair placed over a soup-basket. Water is poured 
into the depression in the top of the conical heap of man- 

zanita-dough, and, as it slowly soaks through and drips into 

the basket below, more is poured in, and the process con- 

tinued until all the flavor has been dissolved out of the 

berries. The resulting liquid is of a clear amber color, and 

has a strong, sweet taste not unlike that of cider. Occasionally 

the berries are first roasted, with the result that the liquid 
is darker in color, and has a slightly different flavor. This 
so-called “‘cider’’ has always been the favorite drink of the 

Fig. 48 (5§%<). Cakes made of Seeds, Roots, and Berries. Diameter, 15 cm. 

Maidu, and is still made in large quantities, particularly in 
summer, when it proves a cooling and refreshing beverage. 

At the present time it is sometimes strained and bottled, 
when it ferments and becomes mildly intoxicating. It is also 
used to make an excellent vinegar. Both of these products 
are entirely modern, and were unknown before the coming of 
Europeans. 

Grasshoppers and locusts were eaten eagerly. when they 
were to be had. The usual method of gathering them was to 

dig a large, shallow pit in some meadow or flat, and then, by 

setting fire to the grass on all sides, to drive the insects into 
the pit. Their wings being burned off by the flames, they 
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were helpless, and were thus collected by the bushel. They 
were then dried as they were. Thus prepared, they were 
kept for winter food, and were eaten either dry and uncooked 
or slightly roasted. 

Angle-worms were much relished. They were collected in 
considerable quantities by planting a pole in the ground in a 
favorable spot, and then working this pole round and round, 
running around it at the same time, and stamping hard upon 

the ground. The worms quickly came to the surface, and, 
when gathered, were generally cooked into a thick soup. 

Eels were speared, split, and dried. In preparing them for 
food, they were usually cut into small pieces, and stewed. 

Salmon were split, and dried by hanging them over a pole. 
When thoroughly dry, the fish was usually pounded up till it 

was reduced to a coarse flour, and kept in baskets. It was 
eaten dry, as a rule. 

Deer and other meat was cut into strips and dried. Usually 
this was done in the sun; but occasionally a fire was lighted 

under the drying meat to hasten the process, and to smoke the 
product slightly. 

Salt was used sparingly, but was highly prized. It seems 
‘to have been obtained largely from local salt deposits and 
springs, but considerable is declared to have been brought. 
from deposits of some size near the Marysville Buttes. 

The usual methods of cooking meat were boiling, baking, 

and roasting. Boiling was not much used for meat. In 
baking, a hole was dug, rocks thrown in, and a fire started 
init. When the earth and rocks were thoroughly heated, the 
fire was raked out; the meat, wrapped in leaves, was placed 

in the hole, and the hot rocks piled over it. Earth and 

leaves were then heaped over the whole, and after an hour 

or two the meat was nicely baked. In roasting, the meat 
was generally thrown directly on the coals, rarely put on a 

stick. When bear-meat was eaten, it was the custom to 
cook it separate from deer-meat, and the two were not eaten 

together. In the Sacramento Valley a wholly different word 

is used to denote eating bear-meat, from that indicating the 
eating of all other kinds of meat. 
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HUNTING AND FisHinc.—That portion of the Maidu living 
in the mountains depended much more on game than did the 
lowland people, and they were much more skilful hunters. 

Deer were hunted in several ways. During the rutting- 
season in particular, a favorite method was to stalk the game, 

wearing either a whole deer-hide with head and antlers left 
on, or merely the head and antlers. The antlers, in either 

case, were usually scraped out hollow to make them lighter. 

Wearing this disguise, the hunter went to bushy places where 
deer were plenty, and, by pretending to be eating, attempted 
to get near enough to the deer to shoot it with bow and ar- 
row, held carefully concealed close against the breast. Deer 
were also often run down by single hunters, both in summer 
and winter; in the latter season, the hunter having to rely, 

of course, on snowshoes. 

It was on the larger hunts, in°which great numbers of men 
participated, that the chief development of their hunting- 
methods lay. Deer-drives of considerable size were held at 
different times of the year. In some, the men would spread 
out over a large extent of country, and drive the deer over 
some steep cliff. More commonly, certain men would be 
posted at known deer runways and trails; and then, the deer 
being started up by the beaters, the concealed hunters would 
shoot the deer as they fled along their accustomed paths. 
Often fires were set to drive deer. The most important 
method, however, was that in which drive-fences were em- 

ployed. . It was almost wholly confined to the mountain area. 
Thirty or forty men were necessary to carry out such a drive 
successfully. The fences were made of reeds or grape-vines 
roughly twined together, stretched from tree to tree and 
between bushes along the mounthin-sides, and arranged to 
cross as many known deer-trails as possible. The entire 
length of some of these drive-fences was often as much as a 
mile or more. The fence had usually a number of sharp 
salients or angles, in each of which was a pit, in which a man 

was concealed. These concealed men being in place, the 
others spread out over the ridge, and, slowly advancing, 
drove the game toward the fence. The deer, reaching the 
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fence, followed it, and, trying to escape at the various angles, 
were there shot by the men in hiding, or sometimes were 

merely clubbed to death. Drives of this sort were held only 

in the spring and fall. 

The whole affair was accompanied by much ceremony. 
Before the drive occurred, all who were to take part in it 
assembled on the ridge where the drive was to be held. A fire 
was built, and offerings made to the kii’kini or spirits of the 

_mountain, and prayers for a successful hunt were repeated 
by the old men. The deer were besought not to jump over the 
fence, or to try to break through it or crawl under it. As the 

hunt went on, the deer, as they were killed, were brought to 

the spot where the ceremony was held. The legs of all were 

cut off, and placed on a small platform built in the branches of 
a tree near by, and left there till the drive was all over, the 

affair often lasting several days. During this whole period of 
the drive, the women and children, who were all left at the 

village, must observe a variety of regulations. Children had 
to be very careful: they must not play violently, shout, jump 
over things, kick, run, fall down, or throwstones. The women 

also must keep quiet, and stay much of the time indoors. 
Should these regulations be broken, the deer would become 
unmanageable, would jump the fence, and the whole drive be 

unsuccessful. During the whole period of the hunt, no deer- 

bones must be thrown away, or burned, or eaten by a dog. 
During the period of the hunt, the hunters ate only the liver 
of the deer killed. They must also abstain from their wives 
for some time previous to the hunt, and during it. When 
the hunt was over, a second ceremony was held at the same 

place as the first. Similar offerings of food and beads were 
made again to the spirits and the deer. Then the meat was 
collected, and equally divided among all who had taken part. 
The leg-bones were taken down from the platform and divided, 
to be taken home and cracked for the marrow. The antlers 
and jaw-bones of all deer killed were hung up on some bush 
or small tree, at the spot where the animal was killed. This 
custom applies as well to deer killed by single hunters at any 

time. ; 
[May, 1905.] 13 
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Dogs were at times used to help in these drives, or by single 
hunters. A good hunting-dog is said to have been highly 
prized. The dogs used are described by some as being much 

like the coyote in shape, size, and color. By others they are 

declared to have been smaller, resembling more a poodle. 
In the Sierra region bears were usually hunted in the spring, 

at the time’ when they are just about awakening from their 
period of hibernation. The bear being located in a cave or 
hollow tree, the hunters, of which there are always quite a 
party, held before the cave a ceremony, in general simi- 
lar to that already described as preceding the deer-drive. 
Several men then took torches and bows and went into the 
cave. As aresult of the ceremony, the bear was supposed not 

to look at the men. The hunters made an address to the bear,, 

in which he was told that his life had been paid for, and that he 
must stand up and give them room to shoot. This the bear 
was then supposed to do, and was accordingly shot in the 

heart at once. The bear being dead, the arrow was extracted, 
decorated with beads, and hung to a bush near by. 

Grisly bears were hunted only by those who were very 
fleet of foot, and renowned hunters. The grisly was never 
attacked except by a number of men together, and in the 
foot-hill region in the following manner: Four or five men 
would go in a party, and all but one would hide behind trees 
or rocks in the vicinity of the bear. One man then went as 
near the bear as possible, and shot once, or twice if he could. | 
He then ran, followed by the bear, toward the place of con- 
cealment of one of the other hunters. Slipping behind the 
tree or rock, the first hunter would stop; and the fresh runner 
would instantly jump out, and run toward the place where 

another man was concealed. The bear would follow this 
second runner, and as he passed the tree or rock, the first 
would again shoot at him. The second runner would similarly 
change places with the third man, who, running toward the 

fourth, would lead the bear away again. Thus each hunter 
had time to rest, and to shoot several arrows, while the other 

men were taking the attention of the bear. By thus changing 
off, they tried to tire out the bear, and fill his body full of 
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arrows, until he finally succumbed. It was always, however, 

dangerous sport, and not infrequently several of the hunters 

were killed. 
Elk were usually run down, being followed for days, and 

finally despatched with bow and arrow. Squirrels and 
rabbits were shot with blunt arrows; and rabbits were also 

taken in nets stretched from bush to bush, and upheld by 
sticks. Into these nets, which stretched for many hundred 
feet, the rabbits were driven, and clubbed to death at the 

nets by men stationed there for the purpose, the rabbits 
generally getting their heads caught in the meshes of the net. 

Quail were snared. In their seasonal migrations they pass 
from the lower to the higher ridges, and back by well-defined 
little trails. Along either side of one of these runways, a 

tiny fence of little twigs was built, standing some fifteen or 
twenty centimetres high, and extending for perhaps two 
hundred metres, Every five or seven metres an opening, 

just large enough fora single bird to pass, was left, now on one 

side, now on the other. In each of these openings a fine hair 
noose was set, and a few berries scattered on the ground just 
outside the gate. The quail, following their usual runways, 
passed between these fences, saw the bait scattered for them 
outside the openings, and, passing out to take it, were caught 
by the hair nooses. In this manner scores of quail were 
often collected in a single day. 

Grouse were usually shot. Pigeons were often snared or 

netted by stretching nets across certain gaps in ridges, through 
which the birds were known to fly habitually. The eagle was 
never shot, it seems; as to do so would be sure to bring bad — 

luck, make the bow warp, and the arrows break. 

Geese and ducks were caught in several ways. In the 
Sierra, among the Northeastern Maidu, they were often shot; 

but a more common method was to stretch a cord across a 
stream, and hang from it, every foot or two, a noose, held 
open by a piece of stiff grass. These nooses hung just over 
the surface of the water, and many birds were caught as they 

flew. In the Sacramento Valley another method was in use. 
Three light props of elder from two to three metres long were 
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used to hold vertically a net about two metres wide and six. 

metres long. Three or four of these nets were thus set up 

end to end, the lower corners of the nets being pegged down 

by sticks. A long cord ran from the props to a grass-and- | 
bough shelter some hundred yards away. One or more decoy 

geese were placed on the ground near the net. When the 

snare was set and the geese alighted near by, the string was 

pulled by the hunter concealed in the shelter, the props gave 

way, and the net fell on the birds as they rose, and held them 
till the hunter could reachthem. Ducks were, in this region, 

also caught with nets in another way. The nets were set on 
bent sticks from the bank out over the water’s edge. When 

the ducks came to sleep, they touched strings which released 
the nets, and were caught under the nets as they fell. The 
cord-and-noose method above described was also jn use here. 

Fig. 49 (85). Salmon-gig. 

Crows were caught in the Sacramento Valley for their skins, 
which were used in the making of feather cloaks. A low, 

bushy willow was selected, and in it, at some height from the 

ground, a small nest or platform was built, reached by a rude 
ladder. Seated in this nest, a man was completely concealed. 
Two light sticks, from two metres and a half to three metres © 
long, were then taken, and tied together loosely at one end. 

These were then spread out like a V, and between the open 
arms a net was stretched. By opening or closing the V-shaped 
frame, this net was opened or shut like a fan. One man then 

hid in the nest in the tree, entering it after dark, and had 

with him one of these folding-nets. Other men then went 
about and scared up the sleeping birds, which were driven 
towards the concealed hunter, who, as the birds passed by 
overhead, swept out his net, closing the sticks as he did so, 

and in this way often caught a considerable number of birds. 
Eels were speared, and also salmon. In catching salmon, 

the ordinary salmon-gig is used (Fig. 49), the points formerly 
being made of bone, but now, as a rule, of a steel-wire nail and 

1 
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_a piece of bone or hard wood. The spearing often took place 
at openings in weirs built across the eastern tributaries of the 
Sacramento. Salmon, as well as the other fish, were more 

often, perhaps, taken in nets. In the Sacramento Valley it 
seems that the seme type of net as that used by the tribes of 
the Klamath River was in use. The method of fishing with 
these nets is described as follows: A platform being built out 
over the stream at a point where there is a strong eddy, the 

fisherman stationed himself there with a long dip-net affixed 
to poles tiedin a V-shape. Across the mouth of the net several 
strings were stretched. The net being left in the water, these 

strings were disturbed by the salmon as they entered the net, 

while resting in the eddy, and the fisherman was thus advised 

Fig. 50. Section of Fish-trap. 

of the presence of something in his net. He at once then 
pulled up the net, turning it as he did so, to prevent the 
fish’s escape. The fish was then killed with a club. By the 
Northeastern Maidu another type of net was in use, chiefly, 
however, for other fish than salmon (see Fig. 13). Here the 

mouth of the net was held open by an elastic willow wand, a 
long straight pole being tied to the middle of the opposite 
side of the net-mouth. The width of the mouth of the net was 
such that the net stretched across the whole bed of the stream, 

the bow being uppermost, and the lower side being held down 
by the pole to the bottom. When fish entered the net, the 
pole was quickly raised, thus closing the mouth of the net, . 
and preventing the escape of the fish. Fish-traps (shown in 
section in Fig. 50) were also used, the closed end being untied 

in order to extract the fish. 
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Small hooks of two pieces of bone, tied together and pitched 
at the joint, were used in fishing, but not to a great extent. 

Fish were at times stupefied by the use of soap-root, which 
was bruised, and placed in small pools. This method, however, 

was not much used. It is claimed by the Maidu in the — 
Sacramento Valley that certain expert divers sometimes 
caught fish by diving with a stick to the end of which a sinew 
noose was attached, which could be pulled tight when desired. 
By cautiously swimming toward a large fish, this noose was 
said to be slipped over the fish’s head, and pulled taut, the 
diver then coming to the surface with his prize. In this 
section, also, mussels were gathered by divers. 

In the region of the foot-hills there was always some little 
ceremony at the time when the first salmon of the season was 

caught. The first salmon had to be caught by one of the 
shamans, and no one else might fish until he was successful. 

The fish caught was cooked over a fire built on the spot, and 

was then divided into many small pieces, one of which, with a 
morsel of acorn-bread, was given by the shaman to each per- 
son. After that, any one might go fishing. 

There seem to have been no very elaborate rules in regard 
to the division of game. If two men shot the same deer, it 

was evenly divided between them. A man who came in from 
a hunt (not a drive) divided the meat among all his friends and 
relatives. The chief got no larger share than any one else. 

TRANSPORTATION AND TRADE.— Except on the Sacramento 
River and its tributaries within the valley region, there was 

little opportunity for the Maidu to make use of any sort of 
canoe; for the streams were either torrential in their character, 

or largely dried up in the summer months. In the valley, 
however, it would seem, strangely enough, that canoes were 
but little used. When made, they were but rough dug-outs, 
broad and flat, the ends being abruptly rounded or square. 
They were propelled by poles, it is said, almost entirely. 
Rough rafts were also used. Rude balsa-like rafts of reeds 
but little over three metres long were used to some extent. 
In the region occupied by the Northeastern Maidu there is 
again opportunity —limited, however—for the use of canoes, 
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Here dug-outs were made five metres or more in length, 

usually of pine or cedar. As a rule, a windfall was chosen, 

a section of the requisite 
length burned off, and the ¢ 

canoe shaped and excavated & 
largely by fire. Pitch was ¥ 
utilized to hasten the pro- 

cess, being spread over the 

parts that it was desired to 
burn. The canoes were rather 
roughly finished, it seems, 

and were shallow, broad, 

and blunt-ended. They 

were propelled by means of 
rude, single paddles, al- 

though poles were much 
used as well. No reed 
balsas were made in this 

section, but simple log-rafts 
were at times constructed. 

Goods of all sorts, and at 

times even old people or 
invalids, were transported 

in burden-baskets. These Shs 

were carried and supported Fig. 51 (25%). Cord Time Length, 60cm. 

by means of a tump-line of 
buckskin or cord (Fig. 51). The strip of buckskin, as a rule, 
was tied to the basket in two places, by running through 
loops. The skin tump-lines were unornamented, whereas those 
of cord were generally decorated in simple designs. Network, 

covering and holding the basket, like that in use among 
stocks nearer the coast to the west, was not used here; nor 

do we find the custom of affixing the four stout sticks to 

the burden-basket, as among the Achoma’/wi Indians to the 

north. 

Babies and young children were kept and carried on cradle-_ 
frames. The frame was of substantially the same type 
throughout the Maidu area. In general, a forked stick was 
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selected to form the basis; and across the arms of the Y, 

cross-sticks were tied, forming a flat surface wider at the top 
than at the bottom. At the upper or wider end, a shield or 
screen was added for the double purpose of shading the child’s 
head and of protecting it from accidental blows (Fig. 52). A 

layer of soft grass or shredded cedar-bark being placed on the 

frame, the child, wrapped in a piece of buckskin, was laid on 
this, and securely laced and tied on by crisscross wrappings of 
buckskin thongs. Thus secured, the child can only move its 

head. The cradle-frame is carried on the mother’s back by a 
tump-line passing either across the forehead or the breast. 

This same strap also serves to hang the frame to a tree or toa 

Fig. 52 (<$%5). Cradle-frame, Summer Type. Length, 87.5 cm. 

peg in the wall. The lower end of the Y of the frame is 
generally some fifteen or thirty centimetres in length, and is 

sharpened. When the mother is gathering roots or berries, 

this sharpened end is thrust into the ground, and the cradle- 
frame is in this manner held upright, the child being kept from 
harm. ‘The cradle-frame here shown is that used in summer. 
In winter a similar form is used, except that the head-guard, 
and also often the pointed bottom end, are lacking. As the 
child grows, a larger frame is made for it, two or even three 

frames being made for a child before it is allowed to creep or 
run about. There was little ornamentation, it seems, of 

these frames. It is usually customary to make a new cradle- 
frame for each child, the old ones being kept by the mother or 
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hung on some tree. This rule, however, is not universally 

followed. / 
The whole Maidu area seems originally to have been 

crossed by a great number of well-beaten trails, connecting 

the different villages and hunting and fishing grounds. 

Every year, usually, the underbrush was burned out by fires 

started here and there, thus keeping the forest open, and 
making travel more easy, and ambushing by enemies more 
difficult. - The underbrush being kept down made destructive 
forest-fires very infrequent, as the annual growth of brush 
and accumulation of pine-needles were insufficient to set the 
larger trees afire. 

Except on their hunting-trips, the Maidu seem not to have 
been travellers. They rarely went far from home, even on 

hunts. It seems that twenty miles was an unusual distance 
to go, and few went to greater distances from their homes. 

This restriction of travel was in part due to the rugged nature 
of the ground, and in part to the hostility of the different 

villages toward each other. Villages were at times abandoned, 
it seems; but the move was but a few miles at most, and after 

several years the original site was often re-occupied. The 
inhabitants of any one village thus knew only a small section 
of country, and all lying beyond was terra incognita. 

In the mountains there was, to be sure, the annual change 

from the settled winter life in the earth lodges and permanent 
homes along the streams, to the wandering summer life on the 
ridges in temporary shelters; but the area traversed in the 
wandering was very restricted, and each village, or group of 
villages, guarded very jealously the territory it considered 
its own. 

The Maidu do not seem to have been notable in any way as 
traders. The Northeastern Maidu traded with the Achoma’wi 
Indians, getting chiefly beads, and giving in exchange bows 
and deer-hides. With the Piutes and Washos there seems 
to have been little trade or intercourse, With the North- 
western Maidu, those in the higher Sierra traded for beads, 

pine-nuts, salt, and salmon, giving in exchange arrows, 

bows, deer-hides, and several sorts of food. In exchange 
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the beads were counted, not measured by strings. For each 
ten beads a stick was laid down as a counter. Tobacco 

. grew plentifully in the region 
about Honey Lake, and was 

traded from there quite exten- 
sively. The Northwestern Maidu 
traded chiefly with the Wintun, 
and the principal article secured 
was beads. For currency, the 

circular, disk-shaped shell beads 

were the standard. As just stated, 
they were counted, and not 

measured in strings, but seem 
always to have been kept in 
strings. Woodpecker-scalps ap- 

pear not to have been used as 

an exchange medium here, as 
they were so largely on the 

Klamath River. 

WaARFARE.—The principal 
weapons in use among the Maidu 
were the bowand the spear. The 
bows made in the mountain sec- 
tions, where yew could be ob- 
tained, were regarded as superior 
to others, and were quite an 
article of trade. In type, the 
bow (Fig. 53, a) was similar to 
the bows of northern California in 
general, Having a length of 

about one metre, they tapered 
gradually from the centre toward 

ave 
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each end, being about five or six 

centimetres wide in the middle. 

a 8 CIM). ome Ciihy Me™ >). The back of the bow was covered Fig. 
Bow 8 y Pee, engt ; 
length of arrows, 82.5 cm., 87.5 cm,, 85 cm, with a layer of sinew, generally 

the back-sinew of the deer. This sinew backing was prepared 
and applied as follows: The dried sinew was first chewed or — ee 
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soaked till perfectly soft. It was split and shredded into 
small strips, and these were carefully and regularly laid along 

the back of the bow. At the ends they were wrapped about 
and tied firmly. Each strip or shred of the sinew, as it was 

put on, was dipped in glue prepared from scraped and boiled 

salmon-skins. The layer being thus built up of the required 
thickness, the bow was placed in the sun and carefully dried, 
great pains being taken that in the drying the sinew layer did 
not crack. As soon as a crack appeared, it was at once 
smoothed over, and the sinew pressed together again. When 
the sinew layer was wholly dry, the bow had to be painted 
(Fig. 53,b). To-this end the paint (most commonly a greenish 

mineral pigment obtained in trade from the extreme northern 

boundary of the State; or just across it in Oregon) was 

mixed with salmon-glue, and applied with the end of a feather. 

As a rule, the bow was wound with a narrow strip of fur or 
buckskin at the grip. 

The arrows (Fig. 53, c-e) used were generally made with 

shaft and foreshaft, but frequently the foreshaft was absent. 
The shafts were made of several sorts of wood, syringa 

- (Philadelphus Lewisti Pursh., var. californicus Gray) and rose- 

bush-shoots (Rosa pisocarpa Gray) being preferred. In all 
cases where the foreshaft was lacking, the shaft was wound 

with sinew at the point where the foreshaft would have been 
inserted. The arrows were feathered with three feathers from 

ten to fifteen centimetres in length. Arrows were painted 

according to the individual’s fancy, and each man painted 
his arrows in a slightly different way. 

Frequently the shaft had sinuous grooves running its whole 
length. The points were small, and very commonly of 
obsidian, obtained largely from the tribes to the north. In 
straightening the shafts, the teeth were employed in the first 

instance, and then the shafts were rubbed between two 

grooved pieces of sandstone. There was no set length for 
arrows: each man made his any length he pleased. 

For quivers (Fig. 54), the Maidu used the skins of the 
wildcat, fox, coyote, young deer, and raccoon. These skins 

were turned inside out, and suspended by a strap over the 
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right shoulder, the arrows being taken from the quiver by 
the right hand, reaching over the left shoulder. In war, 
other arrows were also carried under the arm. Generally in 

the head-end of the animal, which was at the bottom of the © 

quiver-bag, a cushion of soft 
grass was placed, to keep the 

arrow-points from injury. 

In shooting the bow, it was 

held horizontally, the arrow 
being grasped either between the 

thumb and first joint of the 
forefinger, or between the thumb 
and the knuckle of the same 
finger. The arrow, where it 
lies on the bow, passes between 

the thumb and forefinger of the 
left hand. 

use were rather heavy, with a 

shaft two metres or more in 

length, and were exclusively for 

thrusting. The shaft was usually 
wrapped with sinew for four or 
five centimetres, about thirty 

centimetres back of the point. 
The latter was commonly of ob- 
sidian, from ten to fifteen centi- 

one * (wh). Skin Quiver, Length, metres in length, and was se- 

curely tied with sinew in a 
groove in the end of the shaft, and still further secured by 

pitch. 
Clubs in the form of simple sticks were sometimes used, and 

in the region occupied by the Northeastern Maidu there seem 
to have been a few stone-headed clubs, The sling was very 
rarely, if ever, employed in war, its use being chiefly in 
hunting, where it was utilized for killing small. birds. 

There is some question as to whether the Maidu made use 
of any sort of arrow-poison. The very general statement is, 

> 

The spears (see Fig. 2, b) in » 
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however, that they did, and the Indians’ statements are 

corroborated by several of the early settlers. The only 
method described is that which has been attributed to several 
other tribes in this region; namely, that by means of the deer- 
liver and rattlesnake-poison. The liver is held on a long 
pole, taken to a rattlesnake den, and the snakes induced to 

strike at it repeatedly. When the liver is thus thoroughly 

impregnated with the poison, it is allowed to decay partially, 

and is then rapidly dried. The arrow-points are then mois- 
tened, and repeatedly passed through the dried mass. 

For defence, the Maidu had two sorts of armor, — the elk- 

hide, and the stick or slat armor. The former was but 
slightly used, and was merely a stiff, heavy piece of skin 
covering the body from the shoulders to the knees, suspended 
from the shoulders by cords. The stick-armor was much 

more in use, and more serviceable. It seems to have been 
used more by the mountain people than in the Sacramento 
Valley. It was made, when possible, of straight round sticks 
of the mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus ledijolius Nutt.), 
about a centimetre or a centimetre and a half in diameter, 

fastened together by cords twined in and out between the 
sticks. The garment was in the form of a waistcoat, with a 

very high and: large collar or neck, particularly in front. So 
high-was the front, that the wearer could just look over 

it, and then, having discharged his arrow, could sink his 
head between his shoulders, and thus withdraw it completely 
behind the shelter of the armor. 

The warfare of the Maidu was merely raiding and am- 
bushing. Owing to the lack of any feeling of tribal unity, 
there was little in the way of combined attack on an enemy 
on any considerable scale. Several villages, indeed, would at 
times band together against a common enemy, but apparently 
these unions were not lasting or of any great size. Warning 

of attacks was commonly given by means of signal smokes 

and fires; and attacks were usually made at dawn, or just 

before. In fighting, great reliance was placed on dodging. 
The fighters stood with their sides toward the enemy, so as to 
present a small mark, and kept in constant movement from 
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side to side, dancing about and capering, so that it might be 
difficult for their opponent to hit them. Prisoners, if men, 
were usually killed. Women were carried off by their captors, 
but very often managed to escape after a short time. Many 
stories of such escapes are told. Slaves were not taken or 
used. Asa rule, the slain were scalped, and, it is asserted, a 

scalp-dance was held on the return of the party, the scalps 

being suspended from a pole, while all the visitors and their 
wives danced about. This dance, however, seems to have 

been more common in the mountains than in the Sacramento 
Valley area. 

Besides the inter-village enmities, the Maidu had many 
outsiders to contend against. The Northeastern Maidu were 
particularly embroiled with the Washo, the Achoma’wi, and — 
the Yana (Kombo). The valley people seem to have had the 
Yana on the north, and at times the Wintun, as their chief 

enemies. 

In the region of the foot-hills, according to the information 
obtained by Mr. Spencer, it was the custom to torture cap- 
tives of the male sex. When captured, they were bound and 
brought under guard to the camp. If the enemy was still in 
the vicinity, and other attacks were likely, the victims were 
held till the affair might occur without interruption. If thus 
kept, the prisoner was generally placed in the dance-house, 
securely bound, and no food or water was given him. The 
torture took place, as a rule, in the dance-house, the prisoner 

being bound securely to a pole at least ten feet or so in height. 
In case the prisoner was merely a common man, the torture 
consisted in burning the body with hot rocks, thrusting 
burning sticks, previously sharpened, into the flesh, beating 
with large sticks, cutting off the ears, thrusting burning sticks 

up the nostrils, cutting off the flesh in strips, and burning the 
hands and feet. 

The body, or what was left of it, was burned. Should the 

prisoner be a person of note, he was bound to the pole; and 
only men were allowed to take part in the ceremony. In the 
case of an ordinary person, women also took part. The lead 
was taken in the former case by either the shaman or some old 
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member of the Secret Society. All the men stood, armed with 

bow and arrow, facing the prisoner. The leader then started 
a war-song, and all began to dance. At a given signal a 

number of the dancers stopped, and discharged their arrows 
at the prisoner. They at once stepped back, and another 
group did the same, group succeeding group till each had shot 
several times. The prisoner being dead, each man pulled 
out from the body as many whole arrows as he could, and 

preserved them for use in war. Such arrows were never used 

for ordinary hunting. If a person of distinction were killed 
in an attack, and the body or head could be secured, it 

was tied to the pole on returning to the home village, and 

treated as described in the case of the live prisoner. 
Smoke-signals would seem to have been used to some extent, 

holes being dug in the ground and filled with combustibles 

which produced a dense smoke, which, by narrowing the open- 

ing of the hole, ascended in a column to a considerable 

height.’ 
GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS.—Apart from the regular gam- 

bling-games, there were a number of other games in which the 
gambling-element, while always present, was not so marked. 
First among these was football. This game seems to have been 

much more common in the mountains than in the Sacramento 

Valley, and was played exclusively by men. Two poles were 

set up about seven metres apart, and four or six players 

ranged in line with each pole, the players standing from thirty 
to fifty metres apart, and forming parallel lines. The two end 
men farthest from their respective goals each had a buck- 
skin ball stuffed with deer-hair, and varying from fifteen to 
twenty centimetres in diameter. At a given signal each 
kicked his ball toward his goal, and ran after it. The second 

man in the line then kicked it on farther to the third, who in 

his turn kicked it to the fourth; and thus it was passed from 

one to another, that side being the winner whose ball was 

first to reach the goal. The game was the occasion of great 

excitement, villages playing against each other usually; and 

it was a great favorite when any considerable gathering of 

1See History of Amador County. 
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Indians took place. There is at present another variety of 
the game much influenced by football as played by the 

whites. In this game six players take part. The two goals 
are erected from fifty to two hundred metres apart; and the 

six players, three on a side, start with the ball in the centre 
between the goals, and each party tries to carry or kick its 
ball to the opponent’s goal. There is in this form of the game 
considerable wrestling. 

The women had a game somewhat similar to the men’s 

football, played, however, with different implements. It 
was played usually by six players, though at times an un- 

limited number took part. The players had a stick about 
one hundred and twenty-five centimetres long, with which 
they tossed either a buckskin rope, plaited of several strands, 
and usually about thirty centimetres in length; or a couple 
of sticks, fifteen centimetres long and five in diameter, tied 

to the ends of a buckskin cord about ten centimetres in 
length; or arope or bundle of frayed cottonwood-bark. Two 
goal-posts were set up, as in the men’s football game, and the 
game was played in the same manner, the rope or sticks being _ 

tossed from one player to another by means of the poles. In 
Big Meadows it is said also to have been played by having 
the goals a hundred metres apart, two players standing at 
each goal, and two others facing each other over the rope, 
which was placed in the centre between the goals. At a 
signal the two struck at the rope, and thus started the game, 

one or the other being successful in this first stroke; the rope 
being then passed on by the other players, who tried to throw 
it over the opponent’s goal. In the Sacramento Valley the 
game was played with two acorns tied together by a string, — 
and was played only once a year, at the time of the annual 
burning. The men’s football was also, in this region, played 
only at this same time, and both seem to have had somewhat 
more of a ceremonial character than elsewhere. 

Other games, in which the gambling-element did not enter 
very largely, were numerous. Men and boys shot at a mark 
made of a piece of bark cut out round, and set up at a distance 
of forty metres, They also shot at a small hoop or wicket of 
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wood set in the ground, and rising above it from seven to 
twelve centimetres. In the Sacramento Valley there was a 

game played in which a small pebble was batted with a deer’s 

scapula, the winner being he who could bat the pebble the 
farthest. It was played chiefly by children. No cup-and-ball 
game, or anything resembling it, seems to have been known. 
Children played with a “‘buzzer”’ and a bull-roarer, but these 
were not used for any ceremonial purposes. A teetotum of 
wood was also used by children. Young men and boys also 
played a game in which they took a long stick and cut notches 

in it; then, taking a long breath, they tried to see how many 
notches they could touch before they had to take a new 
breath. A guessing-game was played by women and children, 
in which a small piece of twig or grass, about one centimetre 
in length, was hidden in the second joint of the bent finger; 
the opponent having to guess, from a scrutiny of the closed 
fist, in which finger-joint the object was concealed. During 
this process, the person holding the concealed stick waved 
the hands about, saying, ‘‘Ti’kEl, ti’kEl, ti’kEl!” The 

guesser, having decided under which finger the little stick was 

concealed, cried “‘Tét!’’ pointing at the same time to the 

finger in question. If the guess were correct, the guesser won a 
point, and took the object himself to conceal the next time. 
If he failed, the same person hid the stick again, and he must 
try once more. Cat’s-cradle games seem not to have been 

much developed, although the women knew several figures. 

It was played merely for fun, and not, as among the Shasta, 
more or less ceremonially. No dice-games of any sort were 

in use. 
The favorite game, however, of the Maidu, was, and still is, 

the so-called ‘‘grass-game,’’ played for a stake, and, like all 
gambling-games, played with great earnestness, and often for 
days at atime without stop. The game is played in sub- 
stantially the same manner throughout the Maidu area; and 

a description of the method in use in the foot-hill region is 

given here, the variations in use elsewhere being pointed out~ 

afterwards. 
The implements used in the game are two sticks or “ bones’’ 

[Afay, 1905.] 14 
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‘about six centimetres in length, and from one to two centi- 
metres in thickness (Fig. 55, a and b). One of these (0) is 
plain: the other (a) either has a thong or cord tied about the 

centre, or is scratched deeply in a ring, and this filled with 
pitch and charcoal. The “‘bones”’ are generally made of either 
a deer or mountain-lion bone, although in the mountain 

regions they are not seldom of wood. The unmarked bone 

is known as hi’nduk6, and the marked as su’lu. “In addition 

to these bones, there are used counting-sticks known as 

dé’mi. These are nowadays merely splinters of wood, 
roughly of the same size and length. Formerly they seem to 

have been made a little more carefully, 
but not to have been ornamented in any 
way. The chief variations in the game 
are in the number of these counting-sticks 
which are used. In the foot-hill region 
there are two games in use,—the bom 
he’la, or “long game,”’ with sixteen dé’mi 
or counting-sticks ; and the la’da, or 

“short game,’ with only ten sticks. 
ee. Different methods of counting are used . 

Fig. 55, 2, 4 (fy a,b). in these two games. The method of 

ve rea "8 playing is, however, in all cases the 

same, 
In playing the game, two players play on a side; and, as the 

game is usually played in the dance-house, two sit at the right, 
and two at the left, of the door, with the fire between them. 

Before each pair of players is a pile of dried grass, in which 
the ‘‘bones’’ are wrapped in playing the game. The stake 
played for may be anything. It may be given by one of the 
players, it may be contributed to by all the players, or it may 
be the result of contribution by the players and the spectators 
together. In the last case, any outsider or spectator who puts 
anything into the stake is entitled to the same proportion of 
the winnings, if his side wins; he having to bet, at the time 

he contributes, which side he thinks will win. All being 
in readiness, and the dé’mi being equally divided between 
the two sides, the game commences, Each of the two players 
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on one side has a pair of “bones.” Taking one in each hand, 

each of the two players begins to sing his gambling song or 

songs, waving his hands about, changing the bones rapidly 
from hand to hand, now high in the air, now low down near 

the ground, now behind his back. He seizes a mass of the 

dried grass, and, wrapping each bone in a handful of grass, 
continues to shift and change the bones, singing the while, and 
swaying his body back and forth and from side to side in time 

with the rhythm of the song. Both men sing the same song, 
although sometimes they sing different words. Meanwhile 
the two players on the other side watch the whole performance 
with intense earnestness. At last, after perhaps four or five 
minutes of this preparation, the two players who have been 
shifting the bones stop, and, holding their hands tightly 
clinched, and usually pressed tight against the breast, they 
‘continue to sing their songs in a somewhat suppressed tone, 
and sway gently in time as before. Suddenly one of the 
players on the opposite side claps his hands once, twice, or 
three times, and shouts, thus designating the hands in which 
he thinks the marked or unmarked bones are, darting or 

throwing out his hand or hands violently at the same moment. 
As each of the two players holding the bones has one of both 
kinds, it follows that these four bones may be in any one of 
four possible arrangements. A, sitting on B’s right, may 
have the marked bone in his right hand, while B holds his in 
the left, the two bones being thus far apart, on the outside, 

as it were, of the pair of players; or A may hold the marked 
bone in his left, while B has it in his right, thus bringing the 

bones together in the middle; or A may have his marked 

bone in the left, while B has his in his left also; or each may 

have the marked bone in his right hand. For each one of 

these four possible arrangements there are special phrases or 

cries, and often each arrangement has a dozen or more such. 

As a rule, the location of the unmarked bones is indicated, 

although not infrequently the marked ones are guessed, to 

vary the game. The marked bones, in guessing, are called - 

tép; and the blanks wé, when they are specified. A com- 

plete list of all the cries has not been obtained, but the 
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following will serve to indicate their nature. In the diagrams 
below, the two players (A and B) holding the bones are seated 

on the right side of the door, which is thus at their left. The 
blank bone is shown by an 0; the marked one, by a +. 

A B 
o + +0 Guessed as wé, hands clapped and spread out. 

‘f “ yono dawa'wa; bon = blank outside. 

m6'wi = marked ones in centre. 

és “hé'ni bé’dau = marked near heart. 
% ** &s’to bd’dau = marked in centre. 

Ke ‘“* tép, and hands clapped and kept together. 

+o o+ “_ “ dawa'wa, hands clapped and kept together. 
we, aM a y Be of 

“ “hi'nduké es e Sanaa “ 
ng * he'lin hi‘nduk6é, hands clapped and kept to- 

gether. 

s@ wi-river. 
s@'wim y6'én = river is running. 

hé‘nim y6’én = heart is running. 

+o +0 iy ** wé, hands clapped, and the right thrown out. 
e ** dawa'wa, hands clapped and the right thrown 

out. 
**  “ hi’nduké, hands clapped and the right thrown 

out. ; 

“© ya'winai = “I name it,” hands clapped and — 
i the right thrown out. 

* * yai'alsip = whites away from door. 

o+ o+ ‘“* dawa'wa, hands clapped and left thrown out. 

a ** yai'aldau = whites toward door. 

In general, although there are two players on the guessing. 
side, only one does the guessing. As long as he is successful, 
the other keeps still; but, should the guesser prove unlucky, 
he ceases, and the other partner tries his luck. The guess 
having been made, the two players holding the bones qpen 
their hands, and show which hands the bones are actually in. 
If those guessing guess wrongly, they throw over two dé’mi. 
If, however, they guess correctly, both pairs of bones are 
tossed across the fire to them, and they, in their turn, become 
the ones who hold the bones, while those who have just held 
the bones become the guessers. Should the opponents guess 
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correctly the location of one blank bone only, then a single 
pair of the bones is tossed across, and the side which has just 
“rolled” or held the bones does so again; this time, however, 

the single remaining pair of bones being used by one of the 
players only. If the opponents again guess correctly, this 
remaining pair of bones is tossed across, and the opponents 
become the ‘‘rollers.’”’ If they fail, they have to return the 
first set, and begin all over again. 

As already stated, the variation in the game is chiefly in the 
number of the dé’mi, or counting-sticks, with which the points 

won are counted, and also in the manner in which this count- 

ing takes place. In the following diagrams, which represent 
the ‘“‘long”’ game, the eight dé’mi with which each side starts 
are represented by vertical lines; and the two opposing sides, 
by X and Y. The original eight counters with which each 
side starts are called dé’m bi'ssi (‘‘staying or permanent 

dé’mi’’), and the opening of a game would therefore be 
represented as in Diagram I. 

The game being started, X guesses, and 
twice wrongly, losing thus two points each 

time to Y; then, guessing once half right, 

loses one more to Y; finally guesses cor- xX 
rectly, and receives the bones from Y. II 

At the end, therefore, of this first stage, X w 
is left with three counters; and Y has 
gained five, but keeps these separate from 

the original eight. The counters would 

thus stand as in Diagram II. 

Y now guesses, X having the bones. Y 
loses two three times in succession; then 

loses one; finally is successful, guessing cor- 

rectly, and receives the bones from X. In x} | : | 11] paying his losses, Y, it will be seen, pays III 
from his original eight permanent counters, . ¥. ; ELL 
not from his winnings, which still remain 

intact. The condition would now be as in 

Diagram IIT. 
X now guesses, Y having the bones. X 

loses two, which are paid to Y, and placed 
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by him with his other winnings. Y then 
passes over to X the one remaining per- 
manent counter still in his (Y’s) possession, 

| for, with but one permanent counter left, X 
l could not pay a loss of two. X, therefore, 

now has all the permanent counters which | 

are left, his own single one, and the one Y 
had left. Y has now merely his winnings, 

the game standing as in Diagram IV. 
X continues guessing.. He loses one, 

which goes to swell Y’s winnings; then | 

guesses rightly, and receives the bones back 

X III] from Y. The single permanent counter left 

y3 . after he has paid his loss of oné to Y, he 

CVU dL til now hands over to Y again, so that Y may 
~ be able to pay part at least of his losses from 

the original capital. This condition is 

shown in Diagram V. 
Y now guesses, X having the bones. Y 

loses two, and, in paying, gives X the single 

remaining one of the permanent counters, 

11] together with one of his winnings, which he 
| can now do, as all the permanent counters 

are exhausted. He then makes a correct 

guess, and receives the bonesfrom X. The 

game is now as shown in Diagram VI. 

The same result may be brought about, 

of course, from the state of affairs shown in 

Diagram IV in other ways; as, for example, 

X may lose two, and then two again, finally 

guessing correctly. Under these circum- 

stances, he pays the first loss of two with 

HNNd the two remaining permanent counters, 

which are thus exhausted, The second loss 
of two he pays from his winnings; and the 

affair then, after his correct guess, stands as 

shown in Diagram VII. 

wv Xt 
Y 

x 
I 

ie ©. 

However, the game may arrive at the point where all the 

original stock of counters is gone: it then goes on regularly, 

each side paying its losses out of the counters it has, all of 

which now represent winnings. When, if ever, the number of 

counters in the possession of either side gets down to three, 

the opposing side takes the odd counter and gives it to a 
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spectator to hold. If the side to whom these three belong 
loses two points at the next guess; it then loses not only the 
two which a wholly wrong guess requires, but also this third, 
held by the spectator. The purpose of this is said to be, that 
were all three to be retained, and the normal loss of two be 

paid, the side would then be left with insufficient counters to 

pay a loss of two at the next guess. Should the side which 
holds the bones be willing, however, to use but one pair at 
the next ‘‘roll,” then the guessing-side may keep the odd 
counter; as in such case but a single point could be lost, and 
it would have enough counters to pay in full, and, moreover 
have the chance of guessing correctly, and thus, by getting 
the bones, be able, perhaps, to retrieve its fortunes. In any 

case, the game is played till one side or the other gets all the 

counters, 

This curious method of preserving the original ‘“‘capital’’ 
intact, and separate from the winnings, is the distinguishing 
feature of this long game. The short game is played in 
exactly the same way, except that but ten dé’mi are used, 

each side holding five to start with; and none of these are 
regarded as dé’m biissi, losses being paid out of any counters 
the loser may have, whether they be the original five or 

winnings, the whole being put together in a common pile. In 
the Sacramento Valley the number of dé’mi used in the game 
is but eight, and the long game is apparently not known. The 
same method, however, of paying, is in use; the four dé’mi 

which each side has to start with being dé’m biissi, and used 

to pay all losses from, as described. In the region occupied by 

the Northeastern Maidu, the la’da, or ‘‘short game,”’ is differ- 

ent from that obtaining in the rest of the area. Here the 
ten counters are, in the beginning of the game, all held by the 
guessing-side. From these, losses are paid. When the bones 
change sides, the remaining counters are likewise transferred, 

and are called permanent counters. The guessers thus con- 
tinue to pay out of this all losses, till the permanent counters. 
are exhausted, when the losses are paid out of the winnings, 

as in the long game already fully described. The only 
difference, thus, between this game and the foot-hill form of 
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the long game, is that the permanent counters are not divided 
at the beginning of the game, but kept as a single fund, which 

is passed back and forth as long as it lasts. The sixteen- 
stick game is also played here, and in the same way as in the 
foot-hills. 

_ In the foot-hill region the grass-game was often played as 

follows. A party of men from one village would go to another 
village to gamble. They would sit down outside the dance- 
house on arriving, and make sixteen new dé’mi. These being 
finished, they make up a stake, each member of the party 
contributing something. One of their number is then deputed 
to take this into the dance-house. The residents then have 
to add to this stake an equal amount. The chief of the village 
then calls in the visitors, who come in, and seat themselves on 

the side of the house nearest to their own village. ‘The new 
dé’mi are then divided, and the game begun. None may eat 

anything till one game has been won. 

Women occasionally gamble with bones like those used by 
the men, only smaller, and use no grass, merely concealing the 

bones in the hand, and guessing in which hand the blank 

bone is. They also have a game in which they have a single 
pebble, the opponents guessing in which hand it is concealed. 

In the regular grass-game the players are always in great 

earnest. The players who “roll’’ or shift the bones get into 
a dripping perspiration from the violence of their movements 
and the energy they put into their singing. The opponents 
stare with wide-open eyes, and watch every flutter of an eyelid, 
in their endeavor to determine in which hand the bone is 
held. Their-faces work, they become much excited, and are 
absorbed, to the exclusion of all else, in the game. Village 
plays against yillage, or parties within the village contend 
against each other; and at times the games continue for 
twenty-four or even thirty-six hours without a stop, the long 
game in particular well deserving its name. Into the myths — 
the game enters constantly; and we find great players men- 
tioned, those who had passages through their arms and 
body, so that they could transfer the bones back and forth 
unknown to the opponents, and thus, by cheating, win all. 

4 “ ™ 
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The myths all speak of the custom of rival chiefs playing for 
each other’s people, the winner carrying the loser and all his 
people away as slaves, or killing them. We also find rivals 
playing for each other’s eyes and hearts. 

The basket-game of the Piutes is not known by the Maidu; 
nor do they know the many-stick game played in various 
forms by the Achoma’wi, Shasta, the Athapascans of California 

and Oregon, and other tribes to the northward. 
CALENDAR.— The Maidu divided the year into four unequal 

seasons, —spring (y0’meni, “‘flower month’’), summer (ka’- 

ukati, probably related to ka’ui, “dust,” “‘earth’’), autumn 
(sé’meni, ‘‘seed month’), and winter (k6’meni, ‘‘snow 

month”’’). Spring began with the appearance of the first 

flowers; summer, with the drying-up of the grass; autumn, 
with the ripening of acorns; and winter, with the first 
frosts. 

Further subdivision into moons or months was also em- 
ployed; but in regard to these divisions and their number 
there is considerable difference of opinion. In the foot-hill 
region of the northern part of the Maidu area there seems to 
be a division into twelve moons. The year, as such, begins 

in the spring, with the first appearance of the tassels on the 
oaks. The list of moons, with their probable meaning, is 
given below. 

April (?).....wi’ntiti (related probably to titi, or ‘‘black oak”’). 

ON EP er tém di’yoko (said [?] to mean “‘having fawns”’). 

SURGE a es ném di’yoko (‘‘big month”). 

ay ak tae ka’ui tso’n po’ko (‘‘ground-burning moon’’). 

August...... @’slakum po’ko (‘‘middle moon’”’). 

September. ..ma’tmennim po’ko (‘‘bread moon’’). . 

October .....ba’paboka (meaning unknown). 
November. .. bo’lyé (related perhaps to bd, meaning “‘trail’’). 
December. ...sap (related to either sa, ‘‘fire;” or sapdi, ‘“‘four”’). 

January..... i‘nto (‘‘drying up”’?). 
February... .o’mi hi’ntstili (‘‘squint-eyed rock”’?). 

March,...... ko’no (‘‘wife’’?). 

In the region occupied by the Northeastern Maidu, only 
nine moons or periods were known, apparently: at least, no 
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others seem to be known at present. These are, beginning in 
the autumn, — 

sé’menim po’ko (‘‘seed moon”’). 
tém tsa’/mpautom po’ko (‘‘ little-tree-freeze moon’’). 

tetem tsa’/mpautom po’ko (‘‘big-tree-freeze moon”’). 

kana’ipinom po’ko (‘‘under-burn moon” [wood burns only under- 
neath]). 

bd’mhintsulim po’ko (‘‘squinting moon”). 

bd’ékmea po’ko (‘‘trail-breaking-open moon”). 

bé’mtetnom po’ko (‘‘sitting-down-along-trail moon”’). 
ko’nom po’ko (meaning unknown). 

kilo’kbépinem po’ko (kiilo’kbé, ‘‘old woman’). Old women are | 
said to die in this month from the heat. 

ART. 

DecorATIVE ArtT.—As has been said, it is to basketry that 

we must look to find the chief and almost only expression of 
the art sense of this people. I have previously discussed! the 
designs found on the basketry of the Maidu, pointing out that, 
in the decorations of their basketry, they used a considerable 
number of designs, and that these were, as a rule, much con- 

ventionalized, and were somewhat differently interpreted by 
different individuals. In a recent paper,’ Professor Boas has 

pointed out that in the study of the art of primitive people 
we must recognize two mutually antagonistic principles. It 
appears, from a wide study and comparison of the art of the 
tribes of the Plains and Pacific coast area, that we find single 
designs distributed continuously over considerable areas, but 
that within the area so occupied the design may have several 
quite different explanations. On the other hand, we find 
that certain concepts or ideas are likewise widely distributed 
over large areas, but that these concepts are expressed 
artistically in quite a variety of ways. Areas of similar 
design and of similar concepts may or may not coincide, In 
the case of the Maidu, there is more or less coincidence ap- 
parently. The general type of the designs used by the Maidu 

; See pp, 2-14 of this volume. 
The corative Art of the North American Indians (Popular Science oy 

Monthly, 1903, pp. 481-408), 
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is quite widely spread among the basket-making tribes of the 
Pacific coast, and in a more restricted sense is most marked 

among the other stocks of northeastern California (the 

Wintun, Washo, Moquelumnan, Achoma’wi, and Klamath). 

The order of ideas expressed by the designs, again, is one 
common to a number of stocks in this region; animals and 

plants, together with the arrow-point and feather, being the 

objects most commonly represented. 
Bead-work appears to be of recent introduction among the 

Maidu, and little of it is done. The triangle design on the 

necklace shown in Plate XLII is said to be the “‘arrow-point.”’ 
In feather-work, the Maidu were skilful, and the different 

types of dance-ornaments made of feathers have already been 
described and figured. Many of the feathered sticks with 
their woodpecker-scalps and quail-plumes were really of great 
beauty, as were also the coronets. Characteristic of the 
feather-work among the Maidu are the small squares of 
yellow-hammer quills used as pendants on the coronets and 
“‘tremblers”’ (see Figs. 25, 30, 31). In former times the feather 
belts would appear to have been much more elaborate than 

at present. 

_ Decorative art, among the Maidu, finds its expression almost 

wholly in basketry, and of plastic art and painting there is 
hardly a trace. But a 
single specimen of carv- 
ing has been found in 
the region. This single 
object, the head of a 

fish carved in soapstone 
(Fig. 56), was ploughed 
= ses opie tag fe 9 (alt. Head of Fish, carved in Steatite. 

rado County. The In- 
dians in the vicinity regarded the object with some awe, and 
declared that nothing like it was known to them, but that they 
had heard of such things as sometimes belonging to shamans. 

Throughout California in general, carving is very little known, 

if we except the vicinity of Santa Barbara and the islands off 
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the coast. What carving was done, however, does not seem 

to show great similarity to the specimen here described. All 
‘the stone mortars seen, which were found, or claimed to have 

been found, in the Maidu region, are without decoration. On 

the other hand, mortars with incised and other decoration 

have been found in the Santa Barbara area. 

Painting on skin, wood, or stone, seems also almost wholly 
absent. The decoration of objects, except the bow, with 
painted designs, was unknown; and no rock paintings or 
carvings have been learned of in the area occupied by the 
whole northern portion of the Maidu. The single exception to 

this rule of absence of painted designs is in the case of the bow. 
This usually had a design painted on the sinew backing. The 
design was applied to the finished bow by means of a feather 
stripped except at the very tip. The pigment used was 
generally a powdered greenish-blue stone, obtained in trade 
from somewhere to the northward. The powdered stone was 

mixed with the same salmon-skin glue that was used in at- 

taching the sinew back. The design shown in Fig. 53, b, is 
from the only bow seen which seemed surely of Maidu make. 
No explanation of the design could be had from the owner, 
although the suggestion was made by a by-stander that the 
figure “looked like a snake.’ It seems probable that each 
stock, or in some cases each section of a stock, had its own 

distinctive designs, which were used on all bows made by 
members of that stock. Satisfactory evidence has been hard 
to get, however, on this point, as bows were one of the most 

common articles of trade, and often are found far from their 

place of origin. Nearly all the bows of the Sacramento 
Valley section of the Maidu were made either by the North- 
eastern Maidu or by the Achoma/wi or the Hat Creek branch ~ 
of the Achoméa’wi. 

A single instance of incised designs is that shown on the bone 
ear-ornament represented in Fig. 38, a. This type of ear- 
ornament seems not to have been uncommon, and _ all 
specimens seen were decorated with the same design, It is 
explained as the ‘‘arrow-point,"’ and corresponds quite closely 
to similar designs found on basketry. 
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Music.—The musical instruments of the Maidu are few. 
They are the flute, whistle, drum, rattle, and musical bow. 

The flute (Fig. 57, a) is a simple elder-wood tube, about 
forty centimetres in length. It has four 
holes; and in playing, the end of the flute 
is placed in the mouth, and blown partly 
across and partly into. There were many 

songs played on these flutes; but all were, 
so far as is known, love-songs, or songs 
played purely for the amusement of the 
player, and the flute was not in use cere- 
monially at all. 

The whistle (Fig. 57, b) was usually 

made of bird-bones, eagle or goose being 

preferred. It was generally double, two 
being tied together, one longer than the 
other. The ends were closed with pitch. 
The whistle, as contrasted with the flute, 

was aceremonial instrument, and was used 

by the doctor or shaman, and by dancers 
on certain occasions. 

_ Drums were simple, and consisted either 
of a pit dug in the ground and covered 
with a sheet of bark, or of a section of a 
log hollowed out by fire. Both sorts were 

beaten with the bare feet of the performers, 
who stood on the drum and stamped. 

Rattles were of three sorts, —the split or 
clapper rattle, the deer-hoof rattle, and the 

cocoon rattle. The first-named (Fig. 58, a) 

was from thirty to fifty centimetres in hb 

length, and usually of willow or other flex- Fig. 57.4 (alls), Flute; 
ible wood. Split for three-quarters of its Length of flute, 45.5 cm. 
length, the separate halves were slightly 
hollowed, and then on shaking, or, as was more common, 

beating the stick against the palm of the hand, a loud clap- | 
ping-sound was produced. This type of clapper was most in 
use in the Sacramento Valley and foot-hill area, and was used 
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only in the ceremonial dances of the winter 
season. The deer-hoof rattle seems to have been 

mostly in use, on the other hand, among the 

Northeastern Maidu. It was made by tying a 
bunch of deer-hoofs to the end of a stick from 

half a metre to one metre long. These rattles 

were used chiefly by young girls during their 
puberty ceremonies. The cocoon-rattle (Fig. 

58, b) was in use in all parts of the Maidu 

territory: it was made like the deer-hoof rattles, 
merely substituting the cocoons of attacus cali- 
fornicus for the hoofs. The cocoons had gravel 
or small pebbles in them, and produced a soft, 
sibilant rustling when shaken. These rattles 
were used only for ceremonial purposes, and, 
as arule, by shamans alone. They were always 
used while praying to the ki’kini or spirits. 

The musical bow seems to have been known to 
all the Maidu. The Northeastern Maidu used 
the regular hunting-bow for the purpose, and 

played upon it merely as an amusement, there 
being apparently nothing that was sacred or | 
ceremonial about it. The Northwestern Maidu, . 

however, at least in the 

foot-hills, seem to have con- 

sidered the faint sounds pro- 

duced as specially suitable 
for individual converse with 
the spirits; and in this re- 

gion, therefore, the use of 

the musical bow is restricted 
to shamans. The bow here, 

moreover, appears to have — 
been specially made for the 
purpose, the regular hunt- 
ing-bow not being used. 
The bow is about a metre 

a), Clapper-rattle; 6 (8s), and a third long, thus ex- 

a. oe a 

Fig, 58, a ( offs 
Cocoon-rattle, Length, g0.5cm., ar com, 
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ceeding the regular bow somewhat in its dimensions. When 
made, the bow was rubbed, it is claimed, with human 

blood. In playing the bow, it is held in the left hand, one 
end of the bow being placed in the mouth, the other end 
extending horizontally towards the left. The string of the 
bow is then tapped gently with a small twig held in the right 
hand, and the notes varied by opening or closing the mouth 
to a greater or less degree, thus increasing or lessening the 

size of the resonance-chamber. 
The vocal music of the Maidu is abundant; and there are 

many types of songs in use, such as love-songs, puberty-songs, 
dance-songs, shaman-songs, the so-called ‘‘basket-songs,”’ 
etc. 

SociAL ORGANIZATION, LAw, AND FESTIVALS. 

SOcIAL ORGANIZATION.—The social organization of the 
Maidu was very simple. No trace has been found of any 
gentile or totemic grouping. The people lived in village 

communities, often of some size; and, except for these, there 

was no definite organization. It seems that the communities 

were, on the whole, fairly fixed, and that there was little 

‘permanent shifting from one to the other. A stay of a year 

or two was sometimes made in another village, but these ab- 
sences were more in the nature of visits than anything else. 

Each village —or, in the case of small villages close together, 

each little group of villages — had a head man or chief. The 
position was in no case hereditary among the Northern 
Maidu, but seems to have been so among the more southern 
villages. The chief was chosen largely through the aid of 
the shaman, who was supposed to reveal to the old men 
the choice of the spirits. Generally some person of mature 

years was selected; and wealth, ability, and generosity were 

strong arguments in favor of a given man’s choice. Once 
chosen, he held his place only so long as he gave satisfaction. 

Should his conduct be displeasing to the people, he could 
be deposed, and a new chief put in his place. This was 
also brought about through the exertions of the shaman, who 

was supposed to declare the spirits’ will in the matter. The 
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functions of the chief seem to have been largely advisory, 

although a man of strong character and ability generally had 

what practically amounted to mandatory powers. There 

seems to have been, as a rule, a rather indeterminate council, 

‘composed of the older members of the Secret Society, and 
with these men the chief was supposed to consult. Apparently 

the chief often led the people of the village in war, as did the 

hi’kt, or head of the Secret Society, although.a special war- 
leader was often selected instead, who was noted for his bravery. 
Among the Northern Maidu, the chief seems not to have fared 

much better than the other members of the community. He had 
to hunt and fish as well as the others; and while he received his 

share of all meat and fish distributed, yet there seems to have 
been no larger portion given to him, as a rule, than to others. 

_ The Southern Maidu, however, particularly along their line of 
contact with the Moquelumnan people to the south, gave the 

chief a more important position in this matter. He had his 
choice of all meat killed, and sometimes there were young 
men who gave the chief the whole product of their chase at 
times. In this there was an approximation to the custom 
among the Moquelumnan people, where the chief was supplied 
regularly with food by the village. The chief usually oc- 
cupied the largest house; and where there was no separate 
structure for use as a dance-house, the chief’s large house was 
often used for the purpose. In any case, he was.regarded as 
having special rights in the dance-house; and at his death it 
was not infrequently torn down or burned. 

Property was both individual and communal. The man 
owned his nets, bows and arrows, spears, canoes, clothing, and 

the house he occupied if it was tenanted by one family only. 
If by several, then the house was owned in common by the 
heads of these families. The woman owned her baskets, 

cooking-utensils, and acorn-pestles, etc., mats, digging-sticks, 
and supplies of basket-materials. Property in land was never 
individual, but always communal. Each community or group 
of communities owned its territory in common, including 

hunting and fishing grounds. In the case of fishing-places, 
these were, as a rule, common property, and any member of pe 
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the community could fish there. Certain holes, however, 
seem to have been private property belonging to families, and 
no outsider could fish there without the requisite permission. 
This private ownership in fishing-holes seems to have been a- 
little more common among the Northeastern Maidu than 
elsewhere. Although the hunting-grounds were regarded as 
belonging to the community as a whole, yet deer-drive fences 

erected on that land were held to be the property of individuals 
or families. Thus any one could hunt alone over any part of 
the communities’ territory, but deer-drive fences could be put 
up in certain places only by certain families. 

The area owned by each community was very definite, and 
its exact limits were known and marked. Practically the 
same system seems to have been in force throughout the 
region occupied by the Northern Maidu. There are definite 
traditions of meetings held by several different communities 
to agree upon and mark out these boundaries, and at these 

meetings marks were adopted to designate the territory 
owned by each community. In the case of the communities 
occupying the western part of Butte County among the 
Northwestern Maidu, there were, according to information 

obtained by Mr. Spencer, four of these communities or 
“‘tribes’’ which thus entered into an agreement. The Bald 
Rock people adopted as their mark a crescent with upturned 

horns; the Bidwell Bar people selected a Latin cross; the 

people about Oroville took three vertical parallel lines; and 
the villages near Mooretown and Swede’s Flat had a com- 
bination of the last two designs. The whole area occupied 
by this group of four ‘“‘tribes’’ was divided by boundary-lines, 
each section forming a rude square, the corners being marked 
-by the designs of the abutting tribes. The method of marking 
was to peck or scratch the design into a large bowlder or 
outcrop of rock. The lines connecting these corners were 
carefully determined, ‘and, although apparently not marked, 
their position was known and remembered with exactness. 
Each tribe or group of communities kept its boundary-lines 
constantly patrolled by men, who were to see that no poaching 

took place, and that the rights of each tribe were respected. 
[4Zay, 1905.] 15 
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These men were, it is said, selected by the chief every week, 

and two or more deputed to guard each side of the area. The 
men were chosen for their bravery and steadiness, those who 

had quick tempers, or had shown lack of judgment, not being 
thought fit. The men were marked while on duty by a single 
tail-feather of the magpie, worn upright in the hair. The 
guards met and exchanged accounts once or twice a day. 

They were armed with bow and arrow, but only used them as 

a last resort. Game shot or wounded by a person within his 
own tribe’s territory might be followed by the hunter, if it 
crossed the line into a neighboring tribe’s land, only for a 

certain distance. If he could despatch the animal within 
this limit, he was free to take it away with him. Should he 

fail, or follow it beyond this distance, the guardians along 
the boundary were supposed to take the meat away. Any 

person belonging to the tribe into whose land the stranger 
had thus come could kill such wounded game, and carry it off. 
The underbrush was commonly burned out every year by 
each tribe in its own territory, to make hunting more easy. 
In time of war, these boundaries were said to have been 

guarded still more carefully; so that, if the attacking party 
were not driven off, at least an alarm could be given. On the 

whole, these regulations applied more strictly in the foot-hill 
region, and the Sacramento Valley area adjoining. In the 
higher mountains, among the Northeastern Maidu, there 

seems to have been much less of a system; and game wounded 

by a hunter could be followed wherever it went, and belonged 
to the man who was following. ‘This is more in accord with 
the regulations in force among the Achoma’wi Indians to the 
north, 

Owing to the general custom of burning most, if not all, — 
of the property of a man at his death, there was little that 
could be inherited. Such things as were not destroyed seem 

to have generally been regarded as the property of the eldest 
son, although other children and relatives often shared with 
him. The rights of fishing-holes and locations for deer-drive 
fences were inherited in the direct male line. 

The division of labor among the Maidu was such that the 
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men did the hunting, fishing, and trapping; built the houses, 
particularly the semi-subterranean earth lodges; and made 

-all weapons. The women did all the rest of the work, — cook- 

ing, preparing hides and clothing, gathering roots and seeds, 

making baskets, etc. 
CRIMES AND PuNISHMENTS.— The regulations in regard to 

different crimes were few and simple. Theft and murder, if 
committed on another tribe, were right, and involved no 

blame. Theft among one’s own tribe was generally punished 
by reprisal if possible, the aggrieved taking something of 
about equal value. Murder of a tribesman, or indeed of any 
person, involved usually blood revenge. In the Sacramento 
Valley region the murderer is killed, if possible, by some of the 
members of the murdered man’s family. If it be impossible to 
reach him, then any member of his village will be killed instead. 

If the family of the murdered man are willing, the revenge 
may be compounded for by a payment of beads, etc. In case 

the affair lies between two villages, then a party from each side 
dresses as if for war; and they then meet, and sit down to a 

conference, at which the amount to be paid is discussed and 
settled. In the foot-hills the same general customs were in 

force. There was a distinct effort, in attempting to revenge a 
murder, to kill the offender in exactly the same way as he had 
killed the victim in the first place. If he had used bow and 
arrow, the avenger would also; if he had used a stone or club, 

so would the avenger. Moreover, the wound was made, if 

possible, on the same part of the body. Among the North- 
eastern Maidu the usages were similar. The murderer had to 
fast for a week or two after killing a man, eating no meat or 

acorns. Money-payments were made; but, even after pay- 
ment, blood revenge was often taken as well. If awoman were 

killed in an attack on a village or in any encounter between 
two opposing parties, the aggressors usually gave one of their 

women in exchange, to prevent further reprisals. This held 

true also in times of peace, the offender, by thus sacrificing a 

wife or child, sometimes escaping the blood revenge. 
Oaths of any sort were unknown. ‘The worst that could be 

» Theft, if unpaid for, gave the right to the aggrieved to kill the thief. 
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said to a person was to wish that a snake might bite him. 
Lying was regarded as very reprehensible. The foot-hill 

people had a saying to the effect that “the man with a 
crooked tongue is like the man with a crooked arrow.” 

SoctAL GATHERINGS AND FeEstTivaLs.—Gatherings of a 

social as distinguished from a ceremonial nature were common, 
One village, or a man in that village, would invite other 
villages to a feast, or, as it is generally called, a “soup dinner.” 
When it had been decided to hold such a festival, the shaman, 

as a rule, was requested to prepare “‘strings.’’ These were cords 
on which a number of knots were tied, the number correspond- 

ing to the number of days between the time of sending out © 

these ‘“‘strings” and the date of the festival. As many — a 
strings were prepared as there were families that were to be — 
invited; and when all were ready, they were sent out by mes- — 
sengers, who distributed them to the different families asked. — ; 

Each day the head of the family untied a knot, or cut it off; 
and thus all knew when the time had come, and all arrived 

together. Such notices were usually sent out one or two weeks 

in advance. At these festivals the chief amusements were 
gambling, and games of various sorts; and abundant supplies 
of acorn-soup and mush were provided. This was supple- 

mented by other kinds of food; and after a couple of days 
of feasting and merry-making, the guests went home. The 

season most favored for such gatherings seems to have been 

the summer months; for in winter the food-supply was less — - 
abundant, and indulgence in any games except the gambling- E a 

games was impossible. 

BirtH, PuBerty, MARRIAGE, AND DEATH, 

Following is a description of the former customs relating 
to periods in the life of the individual, as told by the Indians. 

Birtu.— During the period of pregnancy, both husband 
and wife have to observe considerable care in all that they do. 
During the latter part of the time, neither must eat meat or 
fish, the husband must not hunt, and the woman stays much 
at home. When the time arrives for the child to be born, the 
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woman, among the Northwestern Maidu, goes to the men- 
strual hut, and is there delivered. Generally she is assisted 
by one or two old women. Immediately the child is born, the 
woman takes a large stone, warms it in the ashes, and, lying 

on her back, places the stone on her abdomen. She keeps 

the stone there, and remains thus until she leaves the hut. In 

the foot-hill region the menstrual hut does not seem to be 
used for the purpose of child-birth, the woman merely going off 
with.an old woman to help her, and giving birth to the child 
at some distance from the village. She is delivered in a 
sitting position. Often hot teas of various herbs are given to 

hasten delivery. In the area occupied by the Northeastern 
_Maidu, the child is born either in the ordinary house, if in 
winter, or in the summer shelter if the weather is warm. 

In all cases both husband and wife have to observe strict 
regulations at the time of birth and for a varying period 
thereafter. In the Sacramento Valley region, both must fast, 
abstaining from meat and fish for five days. During this time 
the husband has to remain with his wife in the menstrual hut. 
After the five days are over, both go to the river and bathe, 
then return for five days more, when, after bathing a second 

time, their purification is over. In the foot-hills, the husband 

and wife fast similarly; but the husband does not remain 
with his wife, merely staying quietly at home, and not going 
out hunting at all. The period here seems to be less definite, 
lasting till the woman is able to walk about easily. For the 

- woman the period of such fasting ceases with the flow of 

discharges. The Northeastern Maidu have similar regula- 
tions, the fasting and specified diet being the same as that 

for girls at the time of the puberty ceremonies, and lasting 
for both man and wife until the umbilical cord drops off from 
the new-born child. When this occurs, both man and wife 

bathe, and are then able to take up their regular life. 
The child, immediately after birth, is taken by an old 

woman, or by the mother if she is able, and washed with warm 

water. This washing is done repeatedly by the Sacramento 
Valley people, and less often by the others. The umbilical 
cord is cut with a sharp shell, and ashes mixed with pounded 
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shell, rubbed on the cut. When the cord drops off, it is, 

among the Sacramento Valley people, simply thrown away, 
it is said. In the mountains, however, it is carefully pre- 

served, and tied to the cradle-board on which the child is 

placed. The after-birth is carefully buried, as a rule, so that 
no animal may eat it. Most of these customs have gone out 
of use. ; 

A still-born child entailed much more strict observances. 

The period of fasting and dieting was prolonged to a month 
for both man and wife in the foot-hills, after which time the 

man might take up his regular life again. The woman, how- 
ever, had to remain in seclusion, and continue her fast for at 

least three months. In the area occupied by the North- 3 E 

eastern Maidu, both husband and wife had to go off alone into 
the mountains, and stay for a couple of months, fasting, a 
bathing, and keeping very quiet. The!woman had to stay 
some time after the man was allowed to return. The body of 
a still-born child is buried at once. If it is buried face down- 
ward, it is believed that the mother will ever after be barren. 

Except in the foot-hill area, there seem to have been no 
especial beliefs in regard to twins. No particular observances 
were necessary, and it does not seem to have been customary 
to kill either or both. In the foot-hills, however, the birth 

of twins was regarded as an exceptionally bad omen. The 
mother was often killed, it is said, and the newly born children 

either buried alive with the mother’s body or burned. It was 
thought by the Northeastern Maidu, that. if the father wore ‘a 7 

two caps (wika’) at the time the child was conceived, twins 

would be the result. Barren women went to a certain rock 

which bore some resemblance to a woman with child. By 
touching this it was thought they would be sure to conceive. 

Abortion is said to have been very rare. When practised, 

it was by means of pressure. 
Names, —In the names given to children, and the number of 

names, there seems to be considerable variation in different 

parts of the Maidu area. In the Sacramento Valley region 
about Chico, names are said to be given to children by their 

parents when the children are about one or two years old. 
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These names are usually those of some relative long dead, or 
of some friend. When a boy enters the Secret Society, he re- 
ceives another name, this time from the chief. For this name 

the boy’s parents have to pay handsomely, and this name is 

also said to be, as a rule, that of some person who has been 

dead some years; but in this instance the person must have 
been a member of the Society. 

In the foot-hill region the names of children seem to depend 
largely on some incident occurring at the time of their birth. 
Thus, if a boy were born on a snowy day, he might be called 
“Snow-Man.”’ Many children are not given any names 
while very young, being merely addressed or spoken of as 
“child,” “‘baby,’’ or “‘boy,’’ etc. Later, when the child is old 

enough to give some evidences of his characteristics, he is 
_given a name which describes these, or some trick of manner 

or habit. Forinstance, a boy who snores while sleeping may 

be called ‘‘Snoring-Bird.’’ Girls were similarly generally 
named from some characteristic, as ‘‘Running-Girl,’’ or 
“‘Climbing-Girl,’’ etc. These names were usually given by 
some relative. In the case of a boy, the mother and father 
continue to address him all his life by his child name; 1.e., by 

the term simply of “‘boy.’’ In the case of girls this is not so. 
The family term for her varies as she grows older, changing 

first at puberty, then at child-birth, and finally again in old 
age. In speaking to a person, it is not customary to use the 
name which is descriptive of his personal characteristics. 
There is still considerable reluctance felt about telling names 
and theirmeanings. The two following may serve as examples 

of names of men: So’koti (‘‘Cocoon-Rattle’’), D6’mem (‘‘ Shady- 

Water”’ [?]). On entering the Secret Society, all men receive 

new names, which are given to the new members by the older 

ones. The following may serve as examples: Vomiting- 

Baskets, Wing-tied-up, Licking-Deer, Defecate-in-the-River, 

Pine-nut-Eater, Stick-it-in-the-Ear, Licking-Head, Mother’s- 

Stomach. 

In the higher valleys occupied by the Northeastern Maidu 

the customs are as follows: The child receives a name gen- 

erally at about the age of two years. Until then boys are 
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»? simply known as ‘‘boy,” and girls as “‘girl.’”’ The names, 
when given, are generally those of ancestors or deceased 
relatives. The names of the dead may not be mentioned fora 

year, but after that may be given to children. Owing to the 
weakness of the Secret Society in this region, there seem to be 

no new sets of names given later in life. The names seem to be 
chiefly descriptive of some personal feature or characteristic. 

Puserty.— Puberty ceremonials are held only for girls 
among the Maidu, although in one sense the initiation cere- 
monies of the Secret Society may be considered as puberty 
ceremonies for the boys. Inasmuch as, however, these 

initiations may occur at any age up to middle life, it seems 
they should not be regarded as puberty ceremonies proper. 
As the usages vary considerably in the different portions of 
the Maidu area, I shall consider the different forms in order, 

beginning with those in use in the Sacramento Valley region. 
At the time of a girl’s attaining puberty, she notifies her 

mother of the fact, and the latter at once communicates the 

news to all the relatives and friends. That evening all these 
friends and relatives, men and women, assemble at the girl’s 

house. ‘The fire is covered with ashes, and all present gather 
in a ring about the fireplace, sitting on the ground. Each 
person holds two stones, which they beat together in time to 
the songs sung. The girl herself sits alone, and some distance 
apart from the others, in the northwest corner of the house, 

covered over completely with mats and skins. No man or 
boy may come near her. The whole gathering now begins to 
sing, beginning always with the “‘grasshopper-song.”” Other 
songs follow this, in which the different roots, seeds, and 
food-products gathered by women are mentioned. A mis- 
take made by any singer causes him or her to be sent out of the 
house at once. These songs are kept up throughout the night; 
and then at dawn all go out, and, standing on the top of the 
house, sing the final song, ‘ Elaki ya’mandi lai’dam yowo- 

wau’no” (‘Manzanita hill-on the dawn shows first;’’ 7. @., 

the dawn begins to show on the manzanita-hill). This song 
finished, all return to the house, and are given a feast by the 
girl's parents. ‘The same proceedings are carried out on the 
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next night again; and so on for perhaps a week. The 
ceremony is known as dd’ngkato or y6’pékato. The girl is 

known throughout the ceremony as d6’mi. Except during 

the singing at night, she has to remain in a small separate 

hut called the d6’mim fyi. 
She may eat no meat or fish for five days. She may not 

feed herself, but has to have her mother, or other older woman, 

feed her. She has a basket, plate, and cup for her own use. 
She must use a scratching-stick for scratching her head. At 
the end of five days she takes a warm bath in the d6’mim iyi, 
and, while still having to remain in the hut, and use the 

scratching-stick, she may now feed herself. After five days 
more she goes to the river and bathes, after which her parents 

give a big feast. At this feast any person may ask the 
parents for anything that pleases the guest’s fancy, and the 

parents are obliged to give it. This even goes so far as 
having to give a daughter in marriage if she is asked for. At 
the feast the girl in whose honor it is given dresses in her best, 
and much effort is expended in display at this time. At each 

subsequent menstrual period the woman has to seclude herself 

for three or four days in the d6’mim iyi, and must abstain 
from fish and meat, must not touch or come near a man or boy, 

and may not handle any food except that which she herself is 
‘to eat. 

In the foot-hill region the usage is quite different. Here, as 

soon as the first signs of womanhood are apparent, the girl 
has five vertical parallel lines made on each cheek. These are 

alternately red and black, and are painted the first morning 

after the girl informs her mother of her condition. The lines 

are about five centimetres long, and one centimetre in width. 

A ring of pine-needles a metre in diameter is next prepared; 
and the girl, with another who has already been through the 

ceremony, stands in the middle of the ring. Both girls then 
have their heads covered by having skins thrown over them, 
so that they may not see what goes on. The ring of pine- 

needles is now set on fire; and when it is burning well, the 

girls are told to uncover their heads and run out of the ring. 

They do so, and stop a short distance away. They then 
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return to the place where the ring was, and find there a crowd 

of other women, who greet them with much laughter, while 

some of the older ones sing. A circular embankment of earth 

is then constructed, similar in every way to that made in 

leaching acorn-meal. It is filled with warm water, and both 
girls are then washed. All the women and the girls next 
repair to the girl’s house. At nightfall a dance is begun out 
of doors, in which, however, only women may ‘take part, 

although men and boys may look on as spectators. This 
dance is never performed except as a puberty rite. The 

dance over, the singing is generally kept up by several old 
women till nearly morning. In the morning one mark is 
removed from each cheek of the girl, leaving only four on 

each. During the day, the girl must abstain from eating 
fish or meat, and is restricted to acorns, seeds, and roots. 

She may not feed herself, but is fed by her mother or other 
older woman. She has to remain quietly, as a rule, in the 
house. On the second night, the dancing is again started; 
and as before, after it is over, the old women keep up singing 
till dawn, when another mark is removed from each cheek. 

This is continued till the fifth morning, when the last marks 
are removed. Should the menstrual flow still continue, the | 

last mark is not erased till the time of ceasing. The last 
mark being erased, the girl is now considered ready to 

marry. 
The dance which forms part of this ceremony is known as 

wild, or wi’ling ka’mini. No formal invitations to attend 
the ceremony are sent, nor are “‘strings’’ made. The dancers 
wear no ornaments. A large circle is formed of old and young 
women, who hold hands. In the centre of the ring are three 
or four old women, who form a small ring, but who do not 

hold hands. Each of these old women holds in her hands 
a string of beads, or a small skin of some kind. This is held 

in both hands, one hand grasping each end. In the dance, 

as the dancers pass around the ring singing, the hands of 
the old women are raised high above the head, first obliquely 
toward the right, the right hand being uppermost, then ob- 
liquely to the left, the left hand being uppermost. While the 
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old women in the inner circle raise and lower their hands thus 
alternately, the women in the outer ring, who are holding 

hands, swing these alternately in toward the centre of the 

ring, then outwards, keeping time in this to the motions of the 

hands of the women in the centre. In dancing, the general 
direction of movement is dextral, or with the hands of a 

watch, although it is said that the opposite direction is some- 
‘times adopted, and that in the same dance they go first one 

way, and then the other. The songs sung are apparently of 

considerable variety. When the dance has been continued 
for some time, a rest is taken; and then the old women who 

were in the centre change places with some who were for- 
merly in the outer ring. 

If the weather is unfavorable at the time when the girl 

actually reaches puberty, the ceremony is curtailed, and only 
the singing and marking of cheeks take place. At the first 

opportunity, particularly when a large party happen to as- 

semble, the dance is held in full. 

When the whole ceremony of the entrance into womanhood 
is over for each girl, she and her parents receive many con- 
gratulations from friends and relatives, and the whole affair 
generally ends in much feasting and merry-making. There 
is no mention in this region of the general license which seems 
to prevail, as will be seen shortly, in the area occupied by the 
Northeastern Maidu. 

If a girl was taken as a wife before attaining the age of 
puberty,—a practice which was apparently not unknown, — 

then the ceremony here described was never held for her. If 

the girl reached maturity before she was married, however, 
then she could not marry until this whole ceremony had been 
performed. 

After this ceremony has taken place, the only other observ- 
ances are simple. At each recurring period the girl must 
remain quiet for some days, and abstain from animal food 
entirely, as well as from all sorts of berries. She does not 
apparently have to absent herself from the hut, although this 
is sometimes done. The husband, when she was married, had 
to observe many precautions at this time as well as she. A 
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Specially strong prohibition was placed on the woman seeing 
blood of any kind during this period. 
Among the Northeastern Maidu still different customs were 

in use, and are kept up to-day to some extent, although in 

modified form. When the girl finds the first signs of her 
coming womanhood, she goes off at once, either a short dis- 

tance from the village into the forest, or to her mother’s men- 
strual hut. The mother at once goes to find the girl, and goes 

with her immediately into the mountains. The girl must ob- 
serve all this day, and for the succeeding days of the ceremony, 
very strict food regulations, comprising complete abstinence 
from meat and fish, and usually acorns, depending on a few 
sorts of seeds for food. She must have food-dishes of her own, 

and her own drinking-vessels, and must use a scratching-stick. 
Late in the afternoon of the first day, the girl and her mother, 
who have both gone away from the village into the hills, as 
above stated, light numerous fires here and there to notify the 
people in other villages that the ceremony is to be held. The 
girl carries, during this whole time, a rattle made of a stick from 

thirty to fifty centimetres in length, with a bunch of deer- 
hoofs tied to the end of it. She also, besides getting wood for 
these fires, carries heavy pieces of wood, and places them on 

logs or bowlders, or in the crotches of trees. The people at 
the girl’s home village, as soon as they see the signal smokes, 
send out messengers to secure good singers for the dances; 
and by dark these, with other friends and relatives, have 
arrived. A fire is then built in the neighborhood of the dance- 
house, and the first dance is held. In this both men and wo- 

men take part, all forming a ring about the fire, holding hands. 

One or two persons are the singers; and these stand with the 

others in the ring, and hold the yo’kolké, or deer-hoof rattle, 

that the girl has had in her hands all day. The girl herself, 
dressed in her skirt and deer-skin blanket, dances with them. 
This dance continues for a couple of hours or so, and then, 
after a rest, is followed by another type of dance. In this the 
singers sit between the dancers and the fire. The dancers 
form in a line, facing the east, and holding hands. Then they 

move backward and forward, keeping the face constantly 
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toward the east. If there is a large number of dancers, they 
form in two parallel lines. The girl dances, as before, in the 

line with the others, and both men and women take part. 
This dance is continued till dawn, at which time the songs in- 

crease in liveliness, and the singers throw the deer-hoof rattle to 
the girl, who, catching it, runs off at top speed, and the dance 
isover. The girl soon comes back, after getting a small supply 

of wood, and, going to the menstrual hut, sleeps for a short 

time. She then spends the rest of the day quietly, perhaps 
going out once or twice to dig roots, accompanied by two or 
three old women, who sing constantly. Toward evening the 
girl goes again for wood, this time for the fire about which the 

dance is to be held again as soon as it is dark. She must, as 

far as possible, all day avoid men and boys, but there is no 
prohibition as to her looking at the sun or sky, as we find 
among the Achoma’wi and Shasta. All the water she drinks is 

mixed with a little clay or earth, and must be taken cold, 
never warm. As soon as it is dark, the dances of the night 

before are repeated till dawn; and'so on for four nights, in all. 

During these four nights there seems to have been formerly 

great license permitted, and couples would drop out of the 
ring or line, and wander away into the brush, to return later 

and take their places again in the dance. Young and old, 

married and single, all appear to have joined in the license; 
and while a woman might refuse to yield herself, it was con- 

sidered evidence of bad temper, and widely commented on. 

After dancing as above for four nights, there follow two 
days of rest and quiet, and two nights on which nothing takes 

place. On the morning following the second of these nights 

of rest, the ceremony of piercing the ears of the girl is gone 

through. There is little ceremony apparently in connection 
with the matter, the operation being performed by the girl’s 
mother at dawn, with a sharp cedar awl. The awl is kept 
carefully afterwards by the girl herself. That night and the 
next the dances are held again precisely as on the four nights 
at the beginning, and during these two nights the same 
general license is permitted. The following morning the girl 

paints herself elaborately, the whole body being covered with 
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spots of red, black, and white, and the face having several 

‘streaks or bands of the same colors. She wears only her 
woso’m, or bark skirt, and, thus dressed and painted, takes 

part in the final dance of all, known here, as in the foot-hills, 

by the term wilt. In this dance only women may take part. 

They form an outer ring, as in the foot-hills, and several old 
women dance and singin the centre. The whole is held out of 
doors; and the girl herself dances in the outer ring, though, 

according to one account, she sometimes joins the old women 
in the centre. The singers in this dance do not use or carry 
the deer-hoof rattle, which now is kept by the girl, but have 
the clapper-rattle, or wa’tdaké. The dance is continued till 

nearly noon, when the girl, together with several of the 
women, goes to the river and bathes and swims, while the old 

women sing the “‘swimming-song.’”’ The bathing over, the 
girl, and the women who have been bathing with her, have a 
foot-race back to the camp, the girl doing her utmost to win. 
The rest of the day is spent in merry-making and feasting, 
games and gambling. This closes the ceremony. The entire 
affair is, however, gone through with again at the next period 
in exactly the same form as described; and then, after this 

second performance, the whole ceremony is over. Another 
informant declared that the order of events was somewhat 
different; namely, that after the first four nights’ dance, and 

subsequent two nights’ rest and two nights of further dance, 
nothing was done till the next menstrual period, and that it 
was after this second series of eight nights’ ceremonies was 
over that the final wilt was held. 

The regulations concerning subsequent periods are about 
the same as in the rest of the region. The woman has to 

remain for four or five days in the menstrual hut, and eat 

only a few roots and seeds. She must prepare her own food; 
and should she eat with others, they would have heart- 
disease. She has to use a scratching-stick. Any object or 
weapon touched by a woman during such times is at once 
unfit for use, and has to be thoroughly washed and rubbed 
with certain roots, especially Angelica (Angelica Brewert 
Gray [?]), before it can be used again, At the end of the four 
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or five days, the woman has to bathe, and then may go back 
to her house. The husband, during this time, is also under 

restrictions, having to live on the same food, and being de- 

barred from hunting. 
MarRIAGE.— Marriage customs and regulations varied 

somewhat in different parts of the region. According to re- 

ports, some of these seem to be still in vogue. In the Sacra- 
mento Valley section, when a man wanted to marry, he sent 

a friend with a gift of beads to the family of the girl. The 
present would be given to the father of the girl, who would keep 

it if he and his wife and the other relatives considered the gift 

large enough, and the match a desirable one. If it was not 

favorably considered, the gift was returned. Sometimes the 

father gave the beads to his brother, and demanded a second 

gift of equal value for himself. The consent of the girl was 

always necessary, and was obtained usually by the suitor 

before sending the gift to her parents. If accepted, the man 

usually went to live with the girl’s family, if they were mem- 
bers of his own village. If his wife was of another village, 

_ however, she invariably came to live with him. Fora period 

of some months, at least, the husband hunted and fished for 

the family of his wife. Often, if she were from another village, 

the pair would make a long visit with her family about six 

months after the marriage. 

There seems to have been no very general rule as to whether 

the man should choose his wife within or without the village 

On the whole, there would appear to have been a slightly 
greater practice of local exogamy. Many men were monog- 
amous; but those who could afford it generally had two or 

more wives, although the chief was the only one, usually, 

who had as manyas four. If aman had more than one wife, 

there seems to have been no noticeable difference in rank 

between them, all having equal rights. Should a wife prove 
unfaithful, her father was obliged to take her back again, and 

repay the husband the purchase-money or gift made at the 
time of marriage. The levirate, while not compulsory, was 

usually complied with. The ordinary customs in regard to 
the mother-in-law were in force, mother-in-law and son-in-law 
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not looking at or speaking to each other. The woman always 

covered her head when she met her daughter’s husband. 

In the foot-hill region the girl seems to have had little or no 
choice in the matter of a husband. Should a man take a 

fancy to a girl, he would go to her lodge, sit down beside her 

father, and talk with him for a short time. In this conversa- 
tion no mention would be made of the girl or of the man’s 

intentions. These visits would be made frequently, and then, 
at the end of a week or so, discontinued. The man would 

then exert himself to hunt and fish, carrying the game secured 

to the house of the girl’s family, and throwing it down, saying, 
“‘T give you a deer,” or words to that effect. If the gifts were 

accepted, it was a sign that the man was satisfactory to the 
_ parents. If thus accepted, the man would then continue for 

some time to bring something;at each visit, without, however, 
going into the house. When he had brought the price agreed 
upon, or what he considered'a sufficient amount in case no 

figure had been set by the girl’s parents, he came into the 
house once more. A bed would then be prepared for the girl 

at a distance from that of her parents, and the girl would 
retire early. When the parents went to bed, the man, now 
regarded as the girl’s husband, went to her bed, and took up 
his place as a member of her family. The pair usually lived 
thus at the house of the girl’s parents till the girl was old 
enough to manage a house herself, if she had been married 
very young, or till the husband could provide a house for her. 

Men married as many wives as they could afford, and often 
girls were given as wives when only six or eight years of age. 
Old men often had four or five wives, ranging from ten to 
fifty years of age or more. There was generally much dis- 
cord in the families where there were many wives. Adultery 
was said to have been common, and the general moral status 

low. 
The Northeastern Maidu have much the same customs. 

Here as elsewhere, there seems to have been no definite rule 

as to endogamy or exogamy. In courting, the suitor goes 
to the house of the girl’s parents, taking no gifts with him. 
He enters, and sits down quietly. When evening comes, if 
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the girl permits him to sleep with her, the matter is settled. 
If she does not care for him, she sits up all night. The girl is 

guided much in her conduct by what the family tells her. 
When a man goes thus directly to the house of the girl’s 
parents, he pays nothing immediately, nor does he make any 
preliminary gift. If accepted, he at once begins hunting 

for the parents, and the pair remain thus living with the 
wife’s parents for some months. At the end of this time, the 

husband takes his wife with him, and goes back to his father’s 

house, where they live afterward, unless the man is able to 

build a new house for himself. For two or three years, he and 

his wife go now and then to make visits of a week or two in 

length with her parents, during which visits the husband hunts 

for them. A man who is a good hunter often has a wife sent 

to him. Some one hears of him, regards him as a good hus- 

band for one of his daughters, and so sends her to the man. 

Under such circumstances he must accept her. A man can 

have as many wives as he can support and obtain. There is 

no difference in rank between them. If one of two brothers 

marries one of two or more sisters, the other brother has the 

first right to marry the remaining sister, or sisters, if the first 
brother does not. Divorce was apparently an easy matter. 

It was simply an agreement to separate, the initiative com- 
ing from the man, as a rule. Both husband and wife could 

remarry again at once. The levirate was general. Blood 

relationship, unless distant, was a bar to marriage. If a wife 

fails to bear children, she cannot be sent back to her family, 
as among the tribes to the north. In this region, as well as 
throughout the whole Maidu area, the present Indians deny 

that there were ever any berdaches, or men-women, among | 

them. They were present in considerable numbers among 
the Achoma’wi, however, to the north. 

DEATH AND BuriAL.— There is some difference in the cus- 
toms relating to death and burial in different portions of 
the Maidu area. In the Sacramento Valley region the usual 
custom appears to have been burial, and not cremation. The 

body of the deceased was dressed in the best the family could 
afford, and decorated with strings of beads, and with feather 
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ornaments of various sorts. It was placed on a bear-skin, 

and, the knees being bent closely, so that the body was in a 

squatting position, it was then wrapped and roped up by 

some of the older men into a ball. Sometimes several skins 

were used, but, as arule, one was all that could be afforded. 

The grave was dug generally close to the village, as, were 

it at a distance, enemies might dig up the body for the beads. 
The grave was usually from about a metre to a metre and 

a half in depth, and over it a mound of earth was heaped. 

Some food was placed in the grave with the body, as well 
as bow and arrows, pipe, etc. The body being buried, all 

went back to the house and wailed for some time; and, 

although the wailing began at once after death, it was now 

continued with redoubled energy. In some cases a net was 
first put over the body before tying it up in the bear or 
deer skins. Generally the objects put into the grave were 
broken. The body was placed in the grave in a sitting 
position, usually facing east. The persons who dug the grave, 
and roped up the body, are said not to have had to undergo 
any ceremonial purification. Bodies were burned only when 
the man died far from home. When cremated, the ashes were 

taken home and there buried. In mourning, the widow cut 

her hair short, and covered her head, face, neck, and breast 

with a mixture of pine-pitch and charcoal obtained from 
charring the wild-nutmeg or pepper-nut. This pitch she was 
obliged to wear until it came off, generally many months. 
Often there was a longer period set, as a year or more, and it 

was then renewed. The widow must remain in the house 
continually during the daytime, and was allowed to come out 
only for a short time after dark. This she must continue 
until the time of the ‘‘burning.’’ There are said to have been 
no food restrictions. A man in mourning had to cut his hair 

short, and also wore the pitch. He must not gamble or dance 
till the “‘burning’’ was over. During the period while the 
widow remained in the house, she was constantly occupied in 
making baskets and other things which were to be burned for 
the deceased at the next “burning” that was held. Generally 
all relatives aided her in this, 
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In the foot-hill region the body was prepared in the same 

way; and although cremation was somewhat more in use, 

perhaps, than in the valley, yet burial appears to have been 
the prevailing method. The grave was dug with the aid of 
digging-sticks, the earth being thrown out with the hands or 

with small baskets. As in this region there were regular 
burial-grounds, usually near or the same as the “‘burning”’ 
ground, it was not uncommon for bones of previous burials to 
be found in the course of digging a grave. In case this 

occurred, the other bones were carefully laid aside, and when 

the grave was finished, they were thrown in first, and the 
body placed directly over them. The body was placed in a 
sitting position, and all the personal property of the person 

was buried with him. Occasionally, instead of burying all, 
some of it was burned. The body usually faced the west. 
Pieces of pine-bark were often put over the body, so that the 

earth might not rest heavily on it. The house of the man was 
burned, and often the locality deserted for a while. In the 

case of a chief, the dance-house was pulled down or burned, 

and a new one built. The same methods of mourning were 
in use here. The widow or widower wore a peculiar necklace 

of string and beads, on which the beads were arranged in 
different ways. This necklace was worn until the mourner 

stopped “burning” for the deceased, when the necklace was 

burned, as described hereafter, in discussing the ceremony of 

the ““burning.”’ Here, as elsewhere, the name of the dead 
must not be mentioned for at least a year after his death. 

In the region occupied by the Northeastern Maidu, the 

bodies of the dead were decked with beads and feathers, and, 

if the family owned one, an otter-skin was put about the body. 
It was then placed in a sitting or squatting position on a bear- 

skin, other small things, personal property of the deceased, 

and gifts, added, and the whole roped and securely tied up in a 
ball. Sometimes the body was put first into a large basket, 

and the bear-skin placed outside of this. The grave was dug 

as elsewhere, and the body placed in it lying on the back, with 

the head toward the east. Food and water were placed in the 

grave, which was then filled in. If the person were a chief or 
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shaman, then wands (yo’koli), or sticks with pendant feathers 

(Fig. 59), were set up over the grave. Generally the immediate 

relatives attended to the preparation of the body, and to 

getting the .grave ready. 
Most of the man’s prop- 

erty was buried with him 
here, as among the other 

members of the stock. 

The persons who attended 

to the preparation of the 
body and dug the grave 

had to undergo a cere- 

mony of purification. The 
first time any one took 

part in these duties, he 
(or she) must fast, abstain- 

ing from meat and fish, 
for five days. During this 
time he had to use the 

scratching-stick, live 
quietly by himself, al- 
though not forced to leave 

his house, and, when 

the time was over, must 
bathe and swim. He 
must eat alone. The next 

time the period was only 
ig. 59 (nf$e a). Portion of a Wand, or Yo’koli. four days, the next three, 

and so on until it was 

reduced toone. After the death of a chief, the dance-house 

was usually burned, and rebuilt at a short distance. The 

houses of other people were generally burned, but not always. 

For a child it would not be done. Persons were not carried 

out of the house to die. Most of a man’s dogs were killed 

at his death. In mourning, widows cut their hair and wore 

pitch, as already described. Men rarely showed any outward 

signs of mourning unless in case of the death of their father, 

when the whole family, men and women, cut their hair and 

Fi 
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put on pitch. A man might do this in the case of the death 

of his mother, but it was not usual. 

When a child of mature years died, if he had been a young 

man known for his ability, and was much beloved by his 

father, then the father would cut his hair and put on pitch; 

but for a young child, or an older one of less reputation, only 
the mother would do so. Occasionally a man ‘would mourn 
thus for his wife, but not always. The hair cut off in mourn- 

ing was, in any case, kept carefully for a time, and then 

secretly put away somewhere in the brush. It was never 
made into a belt and worn ceremonially, as was the case 

among the Achoma’wi and Shasta. Widows wore a necklace 
of beads of pitch on a buckskin thong. This was worn until 
the ‘‘burning.”’ . 
When a mother died, leaving a very young child, the child, as 

a rule, was buried alive with the mother, lying on the mother’s 

breast, as if nursing. If the child were old enough to wean, 

the grandmother or oldest sister took charge of it, and 
brought it up. If the body of the mother were burned, the 

infant was placed similarly on her breast, and burned with 
her. It is said that, throughout the region, persons who had 

been invalids for a long time were sometimes buried before 

death occurred, being roped up and prepared as described. 
By far the most important of the ceremonials and customs 

in connection with death and burial among the Maidu, and 

one of the most important of all their ceremonials, was the 

annual so-called “burning,” or ‘‘6/stu.’’ The ceremony 

seems to have varied not a little in the different parts of the 
Maidu region, being developed to its fullest extent in the 

valley and foot-hill area, and being less elaborate, and more 

purely personal in its character, in the higher Sierra. The 
custom is still kept up to some extent in the mountains and 

foot-hills, and it is from the latter section that the best 

descriptions have been obtained." 

* The summer season is the only one which the writer has been able to spend in the 
field, as a rule. During the single fall and winter that it was possible te in the 
field, every endeavor was made to be present at one of the several ‘‘ burnings”? which 
were held. A complication of circumstances, however, made every attempt unsuccess- 

; and for much of the account here given of the ceremonial as held in the foot-hill 
area, the writer is indebted to the very excellent notes taken for him in 1900 by Mr. 
D. L. Spencer of Mooretown, and more recently (in 1904) by Mr. S. A. Barrett of Ukiah. 
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In the foot-hill region every village, or small group of 
villages, has a burning-ground. The selection of a site for 
this was largely determined by the topography of the region. 
As a rule, a position on some rising ground clear of brush was 

chosen, for a watch could then more easily be kept for an 
attack bysomeenemy. The time of the burning was formerly 

a favorite time for such attacks, as the excitement of the 

participants, and the great noise made, prevented the attacked 

from being aware of the approach of the enemy. The soil 
was also a matter to be considered, for, as in’ general the 

burning-ground was also the burial-place, soft earth was a 
necessity. 

As a rule, a burning-ground, once chosen, is used for 

many generations. Sometimes a burning-ground is aban- 
doned for lack of people, the village or villages to whom it 

belongs having largely died out. As a rule, however, the 
ground is kept up even when the number of survivors of a 
village is very small. A man always desired to be buried 

in the same place as his ancestors. Several villages generally 
have a burning-ground in common. Should a man move 
away from home, he would, when he died, be buried in the 
burning-ground of his native village. If any section should 
be practically depopulated, the ground would be abandoned; 
but if an old person should die who belonged there, he or she 

would be buried there, although no burning would be held for 

only two or three persons. There are no ceremonies when a 
new burning-ground is chosen. 

Every burning-ground is ruled by one or more members 
(generally shamans) of the tribe or village in whose territory 
it is situated. In case of a death, the family may bury the 
deceased in the burning-ground of their own village or village 
group, without asking permission of any one; or the body 
may be buried, if it is desired, in the ground of some other 
village; but, under any circumstances, the relatives may not 
take part in the burning until they have received a member-» 
ship string or necklace for the ground in which the body was 
placed. After the body is buried, therefore, the mourners go 
to those who are in charge of the ground in question, and apply 
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for such a string, so that they may take partin the next burn- 
ing which is to be held. The owners or overseers of the 
burning-ground then give the applicant a string, for which 
payment has to be made in beads, furs, food, or other things. 
The so-called ‘‘strings”’ are necklaces of beads and cord, the 
number of beads and their arrangement varying with every 
burning-ground, so that from the string one can tell at once 
to what ground the person wearing it belongs. The arrange- 
ments of beads on the cord are varied thus: — 

o—o—oo—o—o—oo—o— 0 

o0o—o—oo0—o—o00—o— 00 

000—o—o000—o—o00—o— 000, etc. 

Having received such a string, the recipient is entitled to 

burn (or “‘cry’’) for a period of five years. At the end of this 

time, if no other member of the family has died, the person 
may burn the string, or tell the one from whom it was received 

that he wishes it to be burned. When this occurs, he re- 

ceives from the original giver the equivalent of the price paid 
for it. The strings are worn, while they are in the hands of 
the mourner, constantly as a necklace. Should other mem- 

bers of the family die before the five years are up, the string 

may be kept till five years from the date of the most recent 
death. It seems that strings are also given out under some- 
what different conditions. From information obtained by 
Mr. Barrett, it appears that strings may be issued by the 
individual mourners, to any persons whom they wish to 
invite to come to the burning which they expect to hold for 
their dead. The recipient must give in return a few baskets 
or something of that sort, and is then entitled to attend all 
burnings by the issuer, until the latter redeems the string. 
This is done, as above described, by paying back to the person 
property equivalent in value to that which he originally gave 
for it. The string, thus redeemed, is then burned. The 
whole affair of redemption and burning of the string takes 
place at one of the regular burnings. In some cases, if the 
person issuing the strings is wealthy, he or she may give 
property to the recipient when issuing the string, in which 
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case the recipient must pay this back, when the string is 
called for to be redeemed. The time of the burning is set by 
the votes of all who have strings for that particular ground. If 
a person has many relatives to burn for, the other members 

will not hasten the matter, but let the person have plenty of. 

time to get things ready. The burning comes, however, as a 

rule, in the latter part of September, or early October, al- 

though it may be put off until somewhat later. Every family 
may hold one of these strings, but no more. They must be 

kept with great care, never given away or traded, and never 

sold. 

The date being finally set by the members, as above stated, 
in consultation with the shaman, knotted strings are dis- 
tributed to all who are to be present; and, in the usual man- 

ner, by untying or cutting off one knot every day, they all 
arrive together. The village in whose territory the affair is 
to occur has to supply the guests with food. Each member 

of the local group gives as much toward this general store as 
he can. All such food is then collected in baskets in a great 
pile. The whole number of guests having arrived, the shaman 

calls for the food to be brought, and then divides it among the 
people as he sees fit. Usually it is divided with regard to the 
size of the families, a family of six getting twice as much as one 
of.three. In distributing the food, the chief or shaman calls 
the name of the oldest male member of that family, who then 

comes forward, and receives the share for the whole family, 
which he then divides among them. Any person who comes 
late, after the food has been distributed, must be looked out 

for by those who have already {received food. 
The whole party being assembled, the ceremony begins the 

evening before the actual burning. This preliminary cere- 
mony is participated in only by the chief mourners. There 
is little regular orderin the affair. About sunset they gather at 
the burning-ground, and wail and mourn at the graves, crying 
thus for several hours, Often the graves are covered by the 
mourners with a thin layer of flour, and then of earth. Mem- 
bers begin and stop when they please, and drop away one by — 
one, going back to the camp to sleep. The purpose of this 
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preliminary cry is to give notice to the dead that the burning 

is to take place. 

The following morning and early afternoon are spent in 

repairing the brush fences about the burning-ground, and in 

gathering the poles to be used for the suspension of gifts. 

These brush fences or enclosures (Plate XLVI) are usually 

from twenty to thirty metres in diameter, or less, and are made 

by piling up brush of any kind about a low, roughly circular 

N 

ee 
Fig. 60. Plan of Burning-grounds, 

earthen embankment about twenty centimetres high. The 
brush is leaned against poles running between crotched posts, 

and forms a fence from one to two metres in height. In this 

fence there are generally two openings left, — one at the east- 

ern and one at the western side, the latter generally the wider. 
Sometimes but one such opening is made, and then invariably 
on the western side. In the centre a huge pile of wood is 
placed for the fire, which is lighted when the ceremony itself. 
begins. The arrangement of the ground is shown in Fig, 60. 
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The fences having been repaired, and plenty of wood 

gathered for the fire, all eat their dinner, the local residents 
partaking of their own supplies of food, the visitors depending 
on what had been given them, as already described. Each 
family eats by itself; and, although it may eat with others, it 

is not customary. 

The meal over, the preparation of the poles is begun. 
Each mourner may have as many poles as he or she wishes 

and can fill; and each person will be given space according to 
the amount of property on the poles he has. Some have 
large quantities to burn, some but little, but the amount of 
goods does not increase the respect felt for the person. All 
the property to be burned by each mourner is brought to the 
burning-ground the day before, but no display is made of it 
till the evening of the burning itself. If the night is bright, 
one is supposed to wait till dusk before beginning to prepare — 
the poles and display the property. There is, however, 
complete individual freedom, and any person may begin to 
prepare his poles earlier if he desires. Each article which is to 
be burned in honor and for the use of the dead is, if possible, 

tied to a pole. Shirts have sticks placed in the arms to hold 
these out. The shirt is then hung to the pole by a string 
from the collar. The first shirt is tied at the top of the pole, 

and others successively below it till the pole is filled to within 

about one metre of the ground. In a similar manner other 

articles of clothing for men or women — skins, beads, neck- 

laces, etc., — are tied to other poles. It is customary to have 

a separate pole for each sort of thing to be burned, all the 

shirts being on one pole or on several poles, all dresses on 

others, and so forth. People help each other in the prepara- 

tion of their poles. 
The poles are usually from five to eight metres long, and are 

either stripped of bark or not, as the person prefers. When 

these poles are all ready, each family carries its poles, with 

their loads of goods, to the centre of the burning-ground, and 

digs a hole about fifty centimetres deep for each group of 

from five to ten poles to stand in, The poles are then placed By ti 

in the hole, and earth firmly stamped down about them, The 
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PoLes WitH CLOTHING AND BASKETS ATTACHED, BURNING CEREMONY NEAR 

MOORETOWN, 1904. 
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groups of poles are arranged roughly in rows, on the north © 

‘and south sides of the fire, as shown in the diagram. In 1904 
one pole to which baskets were attached was not set in the 
ground, but thrust into the brush fence, so that the pole 

leaned inward at an angle of about 45°. The baskets on this 
pole were not used in the ceremony. The poles being thus 
set, the heavier articles, and such as could not well be at- 

tached to the poles, are piled on the ground at the foot. This 

would include such things as large baskets; flour, acorns, 
dried meat, fish, etc. The poles as prepared are shown in Plate 
XLVII. This all accomplished, each family gathers about 
its poles, and sits by them till all have finished. The large 
fire in the centre has not yet been lighted, but many small 
fires are lighted outside the enclosure for cooking purposes 
and for light. There is usually one such fire for each family. 

After some time, one of the members of the local tribe, 

holding a member’s string for this burning-ground, comes 
forward and lights the fire. The task is usually given to 
some old man. So soon as the fire is lighted, any member 
may, if he chooses, sell or exchange any articles he has brought 

for the burning; and there is often considerable bargaining 

among the people for a time. If no trading takes place, or, 

if trading occurs, when it is over, the chief or shaman makes 

the opening address. Of this the following, delivered in 1900, 

may serve as an example: — 
“Don’t fail to hear me! Don’t fail to hear me! Light up 

the fire, it is not long till daylight. Our people are all ready. 

We have assembled here to mourn and cry again. We want 
no trouble. We are here to cry, and not for trouble. Do not 
drink whiskey. Hear me, all you boys! Do not drink any 
whiskey and get drunk. Come here, every one, and from every 
place, and help uscry! If you assist us, we,in our turn, will 
assist you. I, as your chief, will lead you in all things. Come, 
one and all! While we are here, if any one has a member- 
string, and he has finished with it, I am ready to receive it. 

If no one has one to give up, we will begin.” 

As soon as this address has been made, the speaker begins - 

crying, and this is the signal for the others to begin also. 
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The chief or shaman, having begun the crying, throws on the 

fire a few pine-nuts, acorns, pieces of dried meat or fish. In 
no case, however, is anything yet taken from any of the poles, | 
or the piles at their bases. All present now join-in the wailing. 

From time to time individuals throw bits of food and small 
offerings taken from the piles on the ground into the fire, 

and in this manner the night passes till nearly dawn. The 
mourners stand back to the fire; and after gently swinging 

the article to be burned to and fro before the body, it is then 
swung over the fire and dropped in, the right hand being at. 
the same time thrown up above the head, or simply to the 
head. In wailing, some moan or wail in a low tone, others 

scream loudly, and all use different expressions and excla- 

mations, which are addressed to the dead. Some of these 
are the following: ‘“‘Pity my poor boy!’ ‘‘Where are 
you, my darling girl?” ‘‘Why, oh why, did you die, my 

boy?’’ ‘‘Oh, my husband!’’ ‘‘Come back, my poor sister!” 
‘Brother, brother, brother, no more!” ‘“‘My child, my 
child!’’ ‘‘Father, father, father, pity me!”’ At early dawn 

the stripping of the poles begins. Any person may start 
when he wishes, without waiting for the others. The poles 
are lifted from the holes, and the articles removed, either by 

the person who is giving them or by any friend who is willing 
to assist. As the objects are removed, they are thrown into 
the fire, singly or in armfuls. This is done always by the 
person who is giving the things. At this stage in the cere- 
mony generally, the member and invitation strings are re- 
deemed. Baskets and other property for this purpose are 
brought and placed on poles, just as other property is. New 
strings are also given out at this time. As soon as any one 

thus starts to take down the poles, it serves as a signal for all to’ 
begin, and a general stripping of poles at once takes place. It 
is at this time that the ceremony reaches its climax of excite- 
ment and importance. The older men and women sway their 
bodies from side to side, and sing and wail, and there is intense 
excitement among all. The fire is often nearly smothered by 
the great amount of things thrown into it; and, under these 
circumstances, a halt must be called till the fire can burn up 

a at 8 
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again. While the things from the poles are being put on the 
fire, and to a less extent during the earlier wailing, the 

mourners pat their heads rapidly with the hands, and blow 
forcibly every now and then, expelling the air from the lungs 
violently, as if to blow away unseen things. As the dawn 
approaches, and the last of the goods are being thrown into 
the fire, the wailing and moaning increase, if possible, in 

intensity, and the older women try to throw themselves into 
the fire, having to be restrained by the men, Old men are 
wiping away the tears that stream down their faces, and many 
are prostrated by the fatigue and excitement. As soon as all 
the poles are stripped, the remaining articles piled at the 
bases of the poles are thrown on; and this continues till all 

has been destroyed. 
After a short interval, during which the assembly secures a 

little rest, the chief or shaman makes his closing address: 
“Don’t fail to hear me! Our burning is ended. I command 
you all to go to the dance-house. We are all tired. At the 

dance-house we have food for all. There we will eat, for it is 

not well to go home hungry. You may gamble there. The 

fire is burning in the dance-house, and the house awaits your 
coming. Gamble and make merry, but let us have no trouble 

or disturbance. Let us go! I will lead the way.’’ This 
speech over, the assembly adjourns to the dance-house, and 

there, after a little food and sleep on the part of the men (the 

women being usually scattered about in the various other 
houses), there is for a day or more a constant succession of 

games, gambling, and feasts. Then one by one the visitors 
start for home, and the village returns to its former quiet life. 

At the burning held at Mooretown in 1900 there were about 
a hundred and fifty poles filled with objects, so the amount 

of property sacrificed was not small. There were dresses, 
shirts, baskets, two poles of ear-rings, one of knitted caps, 

three bear-hides, one coyote-hide, one pole of raccoon-skins, 

and one of chinchilla-cat skins, etc. There were about three 

hundred pounds of flour, birch-seed flour, pine-nuts, dried 
eels, dried fish, etc. There were also a number of hats for 

boys, men, and women. The approximate value of the goods 
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burned was about two hundred dollars; the value in baskets 
destroyed was about equal; and in skins the money-value was 

about thirty-five dollars. Thus nearly five hundred dollars’ 

worth of property was burned at this single burning. In 

this same year there were burnings held at four or five other 

places in Maidu territory; and while the amount of property 
consumed was probably considerably smaller in all cases, 

yet the aggregate must have been over a thousand dollars. 

The purpose of the whole ceremony is to supply the ghosts 
of the dead with clothing, property, and food inthe other 
world. Each family gives to its dead what it can afford; 
and the whole ceremony is distinctly individual, in that there 
is no general offering for the dead as a body, but each family 
offers directly to its own relatives only. As already mentioned 
in speaking of the burial-customs, there is considerable 
property placed with the body in the grave, and sometimes 
some is burned at the time of burial. The main reliance is, 
however, placed on the supplies offered at the annual burning. 
After sacrificing thus for three or four years, it seems to be 

felt that enough has been done; and, as a rule, the family 

does not continue to offer property for a relative at the 

burnings for more than four or fivé years. Occasionally, 
however, some will continue the offerings for a long period; 
and one case was noted of a woman who had burned for ten or . 

twelve years for her husband, and she had declared that it was 
her intention to continue to “burn” every year until she 
should die. 

In some cases the ceremony is considerably more elaborate. 

This is when use is made of an image representing the dead, 
for whom the offerings are made. The image is made only 
when the person offered to, if a man, was a member of the 
Secret Society, or, if a woman, if she were of wealth and 

importance. The figure (Plate XLVIII) was constructed, in 

the former case, of a lynx or wild-cat skin stuffed with dry 
grass or leaves. If no wild-cat or lynx skin could be had, the 
skin of a gray fox would be used, but never that of a red, black, 
or silver fox, allof which have white hairs on the tail. The nose 

of the skin is tucked down inside, a piece of otter or mink skin 

ee ee Se ey 8 
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IMAGE FOR A MAN, USED AT THE BURNING CEREMONY. 
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IMAGE FOR A WOMAN, USED AT THE BURNING CEREMONY. 
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wound around to form the neck, and in place of the head is 

put a netted cap stuffed with grass. Around this, and over 
the place where the face would be, is placed one of the regu- 
lar yellow-hammer feather bands. Sometimes this is made, 
instead, from the feathers of the speckled woodpecker. 
The band is affixed only in the central portion, the ends being 
allowed to stand out from the head on either side. Bunches 

of hawk-feathers are attached to the “head,” also a vertical 
plume-stick, and a horizontal one as well, these marking the 
individual’s rank in the Secret Society. A bone whistle is 
hung about the neck. The claws are carefully removed from 
the fore-paws of the skin, and sticks put into the legs to make 
them stand out straight like arms. At the end of each arm is 
suspended a tiny basket containing acorn-meal and birch- 
seed flour respectively; or a head-plume is, as in the one here 
shown, substituted for one of the baskets. The hind-legs and 
tail of the skin are concealed from view. At the lower end of 
the skin a row of feathers is sometimes tucked in, which may 

be of any bird except the eagle or a bird with white feathers. 
These feathers (not used on the specimen figured) form a sort 

of ruff or skirt. Images made for women differed consider- 
ably from that just described. One of these is shown in 
Plate XLIX. The differences are chiefly that the head is 
formed of stuffed buckskin in place of the netted cap; that 
the face is painted with stripes, representing the painting 
used by girls at their puberty dances; that the quail-plume 
ear-ornaments are worn, as well as a pair of bone ones; that a 
woodpecker-scalp head-dress is used in place of a feather band; 
that a mass of shredded tule or maple-bark is affixed to the 
back of the head, presumably to represent hair; that a much 
more elaborate necklace or necklaces are worn; that the 
feather belt is added; and that two sorts of yo’koli are placed 
in the hands of the figure, which also carries a small burden- 
basket on the back. There should be a feather rope running 
from one hand to the other to make the image complete. In 
the making of both sorts of images, considerable variety 
existed, wealthy families lavishing ornament where poor 
persons had to content themselves with but a few simple 
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beads. The maker of an image must give a “soup” either 

when he begins work or after the image is finished. 

The figure, when completed, is fastened to a stake, which 

is set up, facing the fire, inside the burning-ground enclosure. 
The figure is always placed either on the east or west side of 
the fire, near the opening in the fence (at the spot marked by a 

cross in the diagram, Fig. 60), and is generally put on the side 
nearest to the place where lived the person for whom it stands. 

The greater part of the ceremony of the burning is the same, 

whether or not there is an image present. When the image is 
present, however, during the earlier part of the proceedings. 
it is common for a member of the Secret Society to approach 

the figure, and act as if feeding it with acorn-bread, saying, 
‘Here is bread! eat it, old man.’’ Then, breaking the bread in 
pieces, he holds it to the place where the mouth of the image 
should be. As a rule, there are several baskets of meal and 
food placed on the ground at the base of the pole which 
supports the figure. When the end of the burning comes. 
near, the chief or shaman goes up to the image, followed by 

several members of the Secret Society. . One of these takes. 
the figure by the right arm, and another by the left; and 
thus they lead or carry the image to the fire, making it move 
as if walking. Should a bow be among the objects to be 
burned for the figure, one member walks in advance of the 

image, carrying the bow with arrow on the string, and jump- 
ing rapidly from side to side as he walks, aiming now here, 
now there, stopping frequently, stooping, crouching, hesitating, 
and trying for a better aim. All his motions are as if he were 
trying to shoot an unseen enemy. If a bear-hide is to be 
burned, it is carried before the image by a member of the 

society, who holds it high above his head, and makes several 

circuits of the fire thus, crying loudly the while. Behind the 
image come other members of the society, carrying baskets 
of acorn-flour, birch-seed flour, acorn-bread, etc. As soon as. 
the procession reaches the fire, the image is thrown on at once, 

and also the bow, bear-skin, and food, This occurs always 
as the very final part of the ceremony, just as dawn is break- 
ing, and is the signal for frantic bursts of wailing and crying. 
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The image is known as ku’kini bi’sdi (“spirit or ghost stays 

within’), and is regarded as having within it during the 

ceremony the spirit of the man for whom it was made. It 

may be made at any time previous to the evening of the 

burning, and by any member of the Secret Society. If the 

person who makes the image is not one of the local residents, 
he must be paid by the family of the person for whom he 
makes it. The image is regarded as very sacred, and any one 
offering an insult to it formerly paid the penalty with his life. 
On one occasion, still within the memory of middle-aged 

persons, over thirty Indians were killed as a result of some 
one having broken an image. At the burning held at Moore- 
town in 1g00, a drunken half-breed boy fell against the 

figure, and he was obliged to give as penalty a big soup-dinner 
and feast to all present. At a burning where such an-image 

is present, no gambling of any kind is allowed, and no one 
may clap the hands, under penalty of a heavy fine. 

The ceremonial of the burning in the region of the Sacra- 
mento Valley was, so far as known, substantially the same as 

above described from the foot-hill area. The ceremony has at 

present, however, gone almost completely out of use. The 

member-strings seem, perhaps, to have been somewhat differ- 
ently arranged, the necklace being made by a brother of the 

deceased, and by him placed about the neck of the mourner, 

usually here a woman. She wears the necklace till the 

burning, or till a subsequent burning; and then the giver of 

the necklace cuts it off and burns it himself, paying to the 

‘woman beads, which she keeps for herself. A widow may 
not marry again till the first burning is over. She may do so, 

however, that very night. 

The night after the burning a dance was held in the Saas 

house. All persons took part in it: there was no special 
costume, and but one man sat at the drum to beat time. 
The dancers formed a ring about the fire, and danced four 
times around, in sinistral circuit. After this dance, the next 
day a feast and gambling party were held. If the deceased 
had been a chief, his successor was selected at this time. 

In the higher Sierra, among the Northeastern Maidu, the 
[ Way, 1905.] I7 
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burning is much simpler, and somewhat different. In 
both the Sacramento Valley and the foot-hills the ceremony 
is an annual one, and at it all who have lost relatives dur- 
ing the last few years take part together. It is otherwise 
among the Northeastern Maidu. Here the burning is a 
ceremony held for a single person alone, and occurs at an 
interval of a year or two after his death. It is held once, 

and then repeated the following year, when the matter is 

over, and no further offerings are made. Others than the 

immediate family of the deceased of course take part, but — 
offerings are made, it appears, only to the single individual. 
A burning is not held, moreover, for a child or young person, 
and often not for an older person, the affair being rather 
restricted to those who have been notable, and, as the people 
say, ‘“good Indians.” A further point of difference is, that 
so far as ascertained, no image, or anything resembling it, 
is ever used. When held, the general ceremony is very 
similar to that described, the ground being prepared in the 
same way, the poles arranged, and the property thrown into 
the fire just before dawn. Similar addresses are also made 
by the shaman. Among this portion of the Maidu, thus, the 

burning shows quite a different type; and no ceremony may 
occur for several years, should there be a prolonged period 
during which no deaths occur. Among the rest of the 
stock in the north, however, it occurs regularly each year. 
It is to be regretted that more detailed information has not 
yet been secured in regard to the form of the ceremony in the 
Sacramento Valley region. Owing to the greater degree of 
civilization of the Indians in that region, however, and their 

consequent abandonment of the old custom earlier than in 
the mountains, together with the accompanying dislike to 
discuss the subject, it has not yet been possible to secure as 
much information as desired. When such material shall 
have been obtained, however, it is believed that it will show 
some points of difference from the form as described in the 
foot-hills, — differences which, in the light of further study 

of the Wintun tribes, may lead to conclusions of some interest. 
The greater simplicity of the whole affair among the North- 
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eastern Maidu connects this form of the ceremony with the 

ceremonials of the Southern Maidu. Here, again, unfortu- 

nately, the material is as yet rather fragmentary; but enough 

is known to show that there the burning becomes even more 
simple, keeping the while its character, more or less, of a 
purely individual offering, and along the southern limit of the 

stock fading by degrees into the type characteristic of the 
Moquelumnan peoples. To the north, among the Yana, 
AchomAawi, and Shasta, the whole ceremony is unknown. © 

RELIGION. 

BELIEFS REGARDING THE SOUL. — The ideas still held by the 

Maidu in regard to the soul, while substantially similar 
throughout the area under discussion, may perhaps better 
be taken up, at least in part, geographically. All human 
beings, and all animals as well, are supposed to have souls. 

These are generally spoken of as “‘hearts;’ and often, in 
speaking of the death of a person, it will be said that ‘‘his 
heart'has gone away.’ This ‘“‘heart”’ seems to be regarded as 
identical with the ghost seen occasionally by shamans and 
other persons. They are said to be gray in color, and to 
resemble exactly the person or animal whose life they have 

been. The ghosts or spirits of the dead often appear to 
people in dreams, and only shamans see any other kind of 
supernatural beings. Ghosts are most frequently seen near 
the burning-grounds at night, or may be heard whistling 

shrilly in remote and lonely places. To meet one is, among 
the Northeastern Maidu, a sure sign of death, as the mere 

sight is enough to kill an ordinary person, if some power- 
ful shaman does not interfere. Shamans themselves even, in 

this region, feel some fear of ghosts. One must not whistle at 

night, lest by doing so he call the ghosts. If a ghost is 
particularly troublesome, it may be “laid” by a powerful 

shaman. In the foot-hills, ghosts are sometimes seen at the 

time of the burnings, dancing slowly around the fire while the 

offerings are being burned. A person’s ghost or soul may 
- leave the body in a swoon or in dreams. Sometimes shamans 
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-can recall the ghost of a dead person by the help of their 

guardian spirits. 
In the Sacramento Valley region, when a person dies, the 

soul or ghost stays in or near the body for three or four days. 
Then it starts off, and travels everywhere that the man or 
woman has ever been in life, tracing step by step his or her 

journeyings throughout their whole extent, and in particular 

visiting every spot on which the person had spat. Besides 
thus traversing once more the scenes of the earthly life, the 
ghost is apparently supposed also to act over again every 
deed performed in the flesh. This done (and it would seem 

that it. is accomplished with miraculous rapidity), the 

ghost sets out toward the Marysville Buttes, a group of 
volcanic peaks in the centre of the great expanse of the 
Sacramento Valley opposite Marysville; and here, entering a 
mysterious cave which is often spoken of in the myths, 
finds a supply of spirit-food, of which it partakes, and then 
passes up to the Hi’piningkédo (‘‘the above-land”’), to the 
Y6’ngkédo (‘the flower-land’’), to the Ku’kinimkédo (‘‘the 

spirit-land”’), whence it never returns. The ghosts seen by 
people, by shamans, and, it would seem, perhaps also those 
who are supposed to be present at the burnings, are the ghosts 
of persons who have not yet finished the pilgrimage described 
as preceding their departure. Another slightly different 
account has it that the ghost, departing toward the Buttes, 
follows in its procedure that of the first man who died. 
That first man, dying, carried with him a great load of the 
offerings made to him at the burning, and sought the Buttes, 

where, still earlier, the Creator (K6’domyéponi) had lived for a 
time. A being came out to meet the ghost, led him to the cave, 
and bade him throw down his heavy load of goods. On the 
south side of the cave, which was a huge dance-house in reality, 

was water, in which the being washed the ghost; and, being 

washed, he was led across to the north side, where lay a huge 

black-bear skin, On this the ghost sat down, and at once 

‘became a person again.’’ Thus it was in the beginning, 
and thus it is now, with every man who dies, It is said 
that, besides the trail that leads to the Buttes, there is 
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another, which leads to a bad place, but -not much is known 

Se about it. - ; 
In the foot-hill section there is some variation in the beliefs. 

The soul leaves the body at death through the mouth, and is 
“like wind.’’ There seems to be some confused idea in regard 

to the sun sending down something that causes the person's 
soul to take flight. As in the Sacramento Valley, the ghost 

has to retrace every footstep taken in life before it can leave 
for the other world. During the period of its stay in this 

_ world, it frequents or haunts certain well-known places in the 
vicinity of the different villages. At last it starts on the way 

to the other world, and sets out toward the east. As it 

_ journeys, it comes to water, which has to be crossed. Finally 
_ it reaches the other world. Good people travel thither all 
q the way by a well-lighted trail, plainly marked; whereas those 

_ who have been wicked travel in the darkness, over a trail 

bad, eventually reach the same place. This is the Hi’pining- 
q koyo (‘the valley above,’’ or “‘Heaven Valley”’), a beautiful 
a region where lives W6’/ndmi, ae Creator, and where there is an 

~ abundance of food, all of which is easy to secure. W6’ndmi 
has a tiny basket full of delicious food; from which all who 
wish may eat; and although a hundred may eat from it, yet 

‘it ever remains full. The ghosts of bad people, although they 
go also to the Heaven Valley, yet go to a less desirable por- 
tion, where all is not so charming and comfortable. Another 
account has it that when a man dies, his ghost follows the sun 

_ till it reaches its highest point, when the spirit leaves the sun 
Band continues its way straight upward to the Heaven Valley. 

_ Should a man die in the afternoon, then his spirit would follow 
sun as it sank to the west, and, continuing with it in all 

P its under-world journey, would rise with it in the morning, and 
_ then at noon depart upward to its final resting-place. The 
_ Milky Way is often pointed out as the path to this other 
world. Where the Milky Way forks'is the parting of the 
ways for good and evil. The left-hand trail is the easier, 
and is travelled by the good. It is also stated that bad 
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people do not go to the Heaven Valley at all, but are changed 
into rocks and bushes. 

The Northeastern Maidu have slightly different beliefs. 
When a person dies, if he is sorry for his friends and family, 
and fond of them, he stays (‘blows about’’) for a time, 

crying constantly. He does not look at people, for this 
would be fatal to them. Even shamans may be killed if a 
ghost looks directly at them. After lingering thus as long as 
he pleases, the ghost leaves. There is, however, no necessity 

of remaining, and the ghost is at liberty to:set out for the 

other world at once after death. Just before a man dies, the 
spirits of his father and mother, or some ancestors, come to 

him; and when the ghost is ready to leave this world for the 
next, these ghosts of his ancestors serve as his guides. Children 
cry all the time they are on the way thither, and are met part 

way by several of their ancestors and relatives. The ghosts, in 
going to the other world, go off toward the east, for it is 

there that K6’domyéponi, the Creator, lives. Before they can 
get there, they have to pass through a sort of gate or entrance. 

At this is a spirit who guards it. If the person is not really 
dead, but merely in a stupor from which he ought to recover, 
his time to die not having come as yet, this spirit then turns 
the ghost back, and refuses to let him through the door. If, 
however, the man is really dead, and his time has come, the 

spirit washes the ghost’s face, and allows him to pass in. 
There is an idea that after a long time, the world will, as it is 

expressed, ‘‘turn over,” and all the dead will come to life 

again. This it is thought will happen only when the last 
Indian dies. The other world to which the dead go is, as in 
the rest of the Maidu beliefs, a paradise of food and pleasure. 

As already mentioned, the house in which a person lived 
was usually burned at his death, partly to serve as an 
offering, and partly to prevent the lingering of the ghost. Of 
other means to keep the ghost away, the only one noted was the 
sprinkling of salt in a ring around the house, by the people of 
the Sacramento Valley. 

CONCEPTIONS OF THE WORLD, — The general conceptions as 
to the shape of the world and its character are pretty uniform. 
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The world is supposed to be an island, nearly circular in 

shape. It is floating on the surface of a great sea, but 

anchored by five ropes stretched by the Creator, which hold 
the island steady, and prevent it from drifting about. Oc- 
casionally some being seizes these ropes and shakes them, 
and this causes earthquakes. The world was flat when first 
made from the bit of mud brought up from the depths of the 
primeval sea by the turtle or from the robin’s nest floating in 
the sea. Later the Creator and the Coyote went about over 
the world, making the rivers and mountains. Coyote was in 
general responsible for the latter, and for the extreme rough- 
ness of the country. As recounted in one form of the creation 
myth,' the world was formed from a bit of mud brought up 
by the Turtle from the bottom of the sea. The Turtle, with 
another being, was floating on this sea in a canoe, when a 
shining being came down from the sky on a rope, entered the 
canoe, and, from the mud brought up at his request, made the 
world. At first small, it grew miraculously, till the canoe ran 
aground near the present town of Durham, near Chico, where 

_ the mark of the canoe in the soft mud may still be seen as a huge 
slough. By this radiant Creator the first people were made, 

_ who, after a long period, were transformed, in one way or 
another, into the various animals we have in the region to-day. 

By another account the world was formed from a robin’s 
“nest found by the Creator floating on the primeval sea. 
After the world was made, the germs of the present Indian 
people were prepared by him also; and after ineffectual 

attempts to overcome the maliciousness of Coyote, the 
Creator departed from this world, travelling towards the east, 
into which he disappeared. Various relics of his presence in 
the world are pointed out, among them the stone canoe in 

which he and all the other people took refuge, when, in his 
third and final unsuccessful attempt to destroy Coyote, he 
caused a great flood to cover all the world. This canoe is still 

to be seen, it isssaid, on the summit of Keddie Peak, just 
north of Indian Valley. The sites of his and Coyote’s dance- 
houses may be seen as huge circular depressions at Durham, 

+See Part II of this volume, p. 30. 
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and the scenes of many of his adventures are accurately 
known and pointed out. 

In speaking of the.ropes with which the world was firmly an- 
chored, it will be remembered that five of these were referred to. 

The sacredness of the number five is much stronger and 

more apparent in the mountain sections of the Northern 
Maidu area than in the Sacramento Valley. In the latter. 
region the number is given as four or five almost indifferently, 
with perhaps a little greater frequency of four. Among the 
Northeastern Maidu, however, five is the only number, and it 

is clearly here the only sacred number. This insistence on 
five is carried even to the cardinal points, and among these 
Northeastern Maidu there are five points of the compass. 
These are, in order, west, northwest, north, east, and south. 

Thunder is thought to be a man or boy of miraculous — 
abilities. He eats trees chiefly. Had it not been for Mos- 
quito, however, Thunder would have preyed on people. 
Mosquito deceived him, and refused to let Thunder 

know whence the blood and meat he brought came. Had 
Thunder found out that Mosquito obtained these from 
people, they, and not the trees, would have been his prey. 
Fire was, as usual among savage people, once in the possession 
of some one who kept it selfishly to himself. From him it was 
stolen by strategy, and made the common possession of all. 
Moon and Sun are brother and sister. Several slightly 
varying accounts are given of them. In the Sacramento 
Valley the belief seems to be rather that they were brother 
and sister of the Creator. In the mountain region this belief 
does not seem so clear. Sun at first was to travel by night, 
but she was frightened at the darkness, and so exchanged with 
her brother, who went at night, while she went by day. 
They travel over a well-made road, and, when they set, return 
to the east. underground, by way of the south, Moon and Sun 
travelling by different, although parallel roads, The stars 
are said to be made of something soft, like buckskin. In the 

mountain region the Dipper is known as O’koiké (‘‘looking 
round’’), The group known as ‘‘Job’s Coffin” is called 
Hé’muimati (hé’mo, “to roast’’?); the Milky Way is La’idam- 
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lulum b6 (‘‘morning-star’s trail’); the Pleiades are called 

Do’todoto: (?); falling stars are called Sa’toio (‘‘taking or 
carrying fire’); the rainbow is thought to be the urine of 
Coyote. 

The Maidu believe that the whole country occupied by 
them is thronged with mysterious powers or spirits known 
as ku’kini. These spirits are particularly associated with 
prominent rocky peaks, crags, or cliffs, with rapids or water- 

falls, and with lonely mountain lakes. There are spirits 

under the earth who are very powerful; there are also many 

in the sky. These beings are regarded as residing at definite 

spots, to which in particular the shamans go to gain power. 

Every shaman must have one or more of these as his guardian 

spirit or spirits, and they aid him in all that he does. He also, 

of course, may have the different animal spirits. Those of the 
rocks and little lakes are, however, very powerful. At times 
the shaman calls them to the dance-house; and they are 

supposed to enter by the smoke-hole, and hang head down- 

ward therefrom. They are in appearance like people? but 
always have the tongue lolling; and, as they hang head 

downward, the tongue reaches to the ground. 

There seems to be no very clear belief in.any giants or 
dwarfs. In the foot-hills they speak of curious one-legged 
beings, who are rather small, and who were found in or about 

water. They could jump to immense distances, and always 
induced deep sleep in persons who were able to catch them or 
get near them. In the mountains there is the Snow Man, 

apparently something of a giant and cannibal. He cannot 

be seen, but the creak of his snowshoes is sometimes heard. 
He is in some way associated with the Yana by the Maidu of 
Big Meadows and Indian Valley. Mythical or mysterious 
animals do not seem to be very important in the Maidu 
beliefs. There is often mention of a gigantic bird, larger than 
an eagle, that used to prey on people. It is said to have 
killed them with a blow from its wing. This may refer to the 
California condor (Cathartes californianus). 

MIscELLANEOUS BELIEFS. — To stop storms, feathers or 
wild-pepper wood are burned, or the leaves of various sorts of 
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oaks.— To cause rain or storms, recourse is had to smoking 
ceremonially, and praying for rain by the shaman.— Rain is 
also sure to result from the telling of stories about the water- 

snake, or from chasing frogs. — If one tells stories in the day- 

time, many believe the narrator will become crooked. — The 
spots in the moon are thought to be afrog.' Others recognize 

in them the face of the Creator. — If the moon, in its first quar- 

ter, stands with the points of the crescent upwards, it denotes 
a good season for fruit, good weather, freedom from sickness; 
should it stand with points directed horizontally, it denotes 
a poor season, bad weather, and sickness. ; 

The first teeth of a child are always put down a gopher-hole. 
If this were not done, the second teeth would not come 
quickly. 

Yellow-jackets’ nests must not be eaten by young people. 
If this regulation is not followed, the young people will have 
ear and tooth ache. 

The mountain-lion is supposed to catch deer with its tail. 
The root of Angelica Breweri Gray, if rubbed on the legs, 

will keep rattlesnakes away. If one chews the root, and 
spits toward a rattlesnake, or blows toward it, it will be 

blinded. 
Whenever a person is bitten by a rattlesnake, it thunders at 

once. It does so also when a great man dies, or when a 

woman has a miscarriage. 
Old people, before eating, always say, Maka’d wisi’lsiltsono 

(Spider, shake it away over”). It is also said when an old 
man is brought water by a child. He shakes a few drops in 
the child’s face while repeating the words. 

Cuarms,. — Charms of various sorts were used for hunting 
and gambling. — Stones found inside a deer are the favorite 
charms for deer-hunters. They were worn about the neck, 
as were other hunting-charms (Fig. 61).—Shamans had 
charms of various sorts, which they used to rub gently on 
the seat of pain, after the sucking-out of the pretended object 
that was causing the trouble (see Fig. 11, a). —Gambling- 
charms were also much used. ‘Some were similar to that 

* See Part II of this volume, p. 76, $i 
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shown in Fig. 11, 6. — Any strangely shaped or colored stone or 

object found was picked up, and its powers tested. If, after 

finding it and carrying it, the man had good ‘ 

luck in anything, the stone or object would 

then be preserved carefully as a charm for 
that purpose. — Roots of different sorts were 

also used as charms. 

SHAMANISM. — The shaman was, and still 

is, perhaps the most important individual 
among the Maidu. In the absence of any 

definite system of government, the word of 

the shaman has great weight: as a class they 
are regarded with much awe, and as a rule 
are obeyed much more than the chief. As 
the beliefs and customs in connection with 
the shaman vary considerably, they may best 
be considered geographically. 

In the Sacramento Valley region it is not 

necessary for a man’s ancestors to have been 

shamans in order for him to become one. 

Sometimes, while out hunting, he may see 

something in the woods that makes him fall 

down unconscious. The being or animal, 

whichever it is, then talks to him while he is 

in this trance, and tells him what he is to do. 

When the man recovers, he spits blood and i 

a whitish secretion of some sort, and then ee (sity). oA 

feels perfectly well again. He goes home, but. Length, 21 cm. 

tells no one of his experience, and goes without meat for some 

days. He never tells any one what he saw till he grows to be 
an old man. After this first meeting, the same animal or 

being constantly appears to the man, and gives him advice 
and help. In other cases a man dives for a fish or for shell- 

fish, but fails to come up. He is thought to have seen some- 

thing mysterious under the water, and is hunted for, and 
pulled out. If he revives, he is sure to become a shaman. 
Soon after the experience he falls sick, and has to be sung 
over by other shamans. He lies on the north side of the fire, 
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feet toward the blaze. One shaman sits by his side all the 
time, while others sit about, singing. This is continued all 

night; and then at dawn two of the men lift the patient, and 

hold him in their arms, while all present dance. All this time 

blood is running at intervals from the patient’s mouth. 

There seems to be in this region considerable instruction of the 

young shamans by the older ones. The older shamans are 

supposed to have something about as long and as large as a 

finger, sharp at each end. This they are supposed to insert 

in the candidate’s nose. If he can get it out without help, 

he will be a shaman; if he has to have assistance, he is a 

failure. A shaman can by means of these si’la, as they are 
called, tell whether a man is a real shaman or not. He 

simply throws it at him: if it makes him bleed, the man is an 

impostor, 
In doctoring a patient, the shaman has always to fast for a 

time. He wears a netted cap and a raven-feather stuck into 

it. The pain or disease is sucked out, and is shown to the 

patient and friends. It is usually a small object with feathers 
on it. As soon as this object (the 6’meya) is extracted, it is 

at once buried. Should the first shaman be unsuccessful, 

a second is called. Immediately on getting the 6’meya out 
of the body of the patient, the shaman falls to the ground 
insensible. He revives after a while, and spits the 6’meya 
out. Should a shaman fail to cure a patient, he gets no pay, 
but is not killed as a penalty, as was the case in the region 
to the north. If a man frequently has bad dreams, he is 
taken to the dance-house, and the chief has to dance and sing 
over him. He uses, in this dance, a long-handled cocoon- 

rattle, called so’l6ya, The patient lies on the ground, head 
away from the fire and toward the east. All the important 
men and shamans come in; and the chief, in dancing, stands 
by the main post in the dance-house. When all is over, he 
washes the man’s face, and pours water over his head. Then 
the man must go and swim and bathe, as also must the chief. 
Then both may eat meat again, from which they are debarred 
while the ceremony is going on, For such a ceremony a 
very large price is asked. 

ale Ade ea = 
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To kill an enemy, a shaman must be highly paid. To 

accomplish the result, the shaman merely goes to the enemy, 

and allows his own shadow to fall on the man. Then he goes 

to the river and bathes, and prays to his spirit guardians, 
saying, “‘I want so and so to die;’’ or the shaman may, as if 

in fun, merely touch or poke the victim with an elder-stick, 

which is hollow, and contains some sort of ‘‘medicine.”’ This 

method causes death very quickly. Formerly there was a 
special rattlesnake shaman in every village, who sucked the 
poison out, and cured people. These rattlesnake shamans 
had special ceremonies of their own. 

In the foot-hill region the shaman is, in his nature and 

functions, generally similar to those in the valley. Here, 

however, there seems to be rather more of a tendency 

toward the hereditary character of the profession. The per- 
son who is to become a shaman first becomes aware of it by 

dreams, in which the ghosts of the dead, and various spirits 
or ku’kini, appear to him. The beings seen in the dreams 
tell the candidates what they are to do, and how they are to 

sing. For months the novice sings and dances in the dance- 

house, gradually acquiring the arts of his class, and getting on 
better and better terms with the spirits who are his guardians 
and helpers. At the ceremonies in which the shamans sing 

and dance, the animals who are the guardians of the shaman — 

come to the dance-house, and may be heard by the persons 
present talking to him in strange voices. They are never 
seen. Spirits of other sorts also come, some from cliffs or 

mountains, others from the underground regions. These 

spirits know everything that is happening even at great dis- 
tances, and through them the shaman learns of both present 

and future. In their singing and dancing, the shamans use 
the cocoon-rattle, and wear various sorts of skin and fur 

bands, with feathers. 

There are female shamans known, but they are not as 

numerous as the male. A patient who is to be treated by a 

shaman for pain or disease is, as a rule, left alone in some 

spot apart from the camp, where the shaman’s doings 

will not be disturbed. The shaman, being told where the 
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patient has been left, goes thither, and, approaching on all- 
fours, acts, as well as he is able, like a bear or other animal, 

uttering the while low growls. Slowly approaching the 

patient, he applies his lips to the seat of pain, and sucks 
violently. After some minutes, he crawls away, acting as 

if suffering greatly. Returning to the patient, the sucking 
is repeated, and again the shaman crawls away. This 

process is repeated several times, till at last the shaman 
remains by the side of the patient, making great efforts 
apparently to extract something from his throat. At last, 
after prolonged retching and effort, the supposed cause of 
the pain is successfully gotten out, generally with some 

force, and either through the nose or the mouth. The 
shaman, in choosing the object or objects to be extracted 
apparently from the man’s body, as a rule, bears in mind 
the habits of the patient. If, for example, he is addicted to » 
chewing tobacco, he may extract a piece of tobacco; if the 
man is known to be over-fond of fish, the object may be a 
bundle of sharp fish-bones; etc. Such things as broken glass, 
broken crockery, arrow-points, bugs or worms of various 

kinds, young mice, deer-bones, fragments of rock, buttons, 
bits of wood, bear’s-teeth, squirrel bones or teeth, grass- 

hoppers, or bits of iron or nails, — these and many other things 
are among those apparently removed from the sufferer’s 
body. The worms, insects, etc., are always alive when ex- 
tracted. The patient is allowed to look at the object, what- 
ever it is; and it is then buried by the shaman. The latter 
often pricks his nose with a bit of sharp stick or bone, and * 
smears the blood over his face in the course of his performance. 
If the pain is in the patient’s head, recourse is had always to 
the pipe. The patient is placed in a sitting position; and 
the shaman, having filled his small, tubular stone pipe, lights 
it, and then strokes the head of the man gently for some time. 
Then he blows whiffs of smoke on the forehead of the patient, 
saying as he does so, in a low voice, ‘‘ Begone afar off!” ‘Do 
not stay!’’ “To another country!’”’ ‘‘Come out!’ ‘Go 
away, evil pain!’’ The patient is now allowed a whiff or two 
from the pipe, and is then supposed to be cured. Most 
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shamans wear a charm suspended from the neck. These 

charms are very often obsidian knives or spear-points of 

some size. 

There are apparently at least two sorts of shamans, — one 

the shaman proper (or yd’/mi), whose main duties are the 

cure and causing of disease; and the other the “‘dreamers”’ (or 
né’/tdim mai’dti), whose abilities are largely those of being 
able to communicate with the spirits, and with ghosts of the 

dead. A man may be a ‘‘dreamer”’ and not be a shaman, 

but nearly all shamans are also “dreamers.” These 
“‘dreamers’’ hold meetings during the winter months, usually 
every few weeks. The meetings are held in the dance-house, 

and the affair is always preceded by a feast or “soup.” 
Strings are sent out as for a burning or other ceremonial, 

and the knots cut off or untied daily, till the date set has 
arrived. Guests are expected to arrive at the place where 

_ the affair is to be held a day or so before the ceremony 
proper. The day and night before the ceremony are given 

3 up to games, gambling, and trading. At dusk on the day 

get, men, women, and children all gather in the dance- 

house; and then, after an hour or two of chatting and quiet, 

the shaman declares himself ready. The smoke-hole is 
then partly covered, the fire completely banked with ashes, 
and the interior of the dance-house made perfectly dark. No 
one is allowed to smoke, to speak, or to leave the house. 

The ceremony is described as follows: Taking his position 
at the main post of the dance-house (the one back of the fire), 

the shaman begins to sing, shaking his cocoon-rattle and 
beating with it on the post. The lips are given a peculiar 
quivering motion, making the voice tremble and quaver. 
After some time spent thus, the spirits are supposed to arrive, 
and answer the questions the shaman puts to them. The 
tone of his voice changes, and in an assumed tone he answers 
his own questions, the answers being supposed to come from the 
spirits who are present. Besides the shaman, there is always 
present at these affairs a pehei’pe or ‘‘clown.’”’ He apes the 
shaman i in everything, repeats after him everything he says, 

and in every way tries to make the spectators laugh. It is 
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considered a compliment to laugh, and a sign of appreciation. 

After a while, the shaman grows tired, and stops for a time;. 
and during the intermission the spectators may smoke or 

leave the place, if they so desire. Later the singing and 
questioning are resumed, and are kept up till nearly dawn, when 
the shaman declares the meeting over. At these meetings the 

ghosts of the dead are often present, and convey their desires 

to their relatives. They and other spirits give directions as to 
when feasts are to be held, hunts made, or raids on neigh- 

boring villages undertaken. In no case do they attempt to 

foretell the future. No one but the shaman may interrogate 

the spirits, or may speak during the ceremonies. On these 

occasions, and on the day after, so-called ‘“‘basket-songs’’ are 

always sung. They are sung by two men, generally, although 

not necessarily shamans. The songs are accompanied by 
beating with sticks on the bottoms of large baskets, turned 

bottom upward on the ground. 

The hi’aki, or leaders of the Secret Society, are, as a 

rule, powerful shamans, and exceed the other shamans in 

their abilities. They have in their possession charms known 
as yd’mepa, which cause death to persons if they are 
touched on the bare skin with these objects. The cure is, 

as usual, by sucking; and the place sucked is touched and 

rubbed with the obsidian knife (16’mim bos6’) afterwards. 

Among the shamans of this section there was formerly, it 
seems, an annual dance, at which each shaman endeavored to 

overcome the others by means of his ‘‘ poison” orcharms. The 
dance was held in the dance-house, and shamans from all about 
were invited to attend. Women shamans were present as well 
asmen. During the ceremony every shaman tried to overcome 
all the rest; and, although there were spectators present, 

they were not in danger, as the charms were directed only 
against the shamans, Each dancer had his or her peculiar 
dance and motions. Before the beginning of the dance, all 

fasted for a day or more, The shamans being assembled, the 
head shaman of the village where the dance was held an- 

nounced the beginning of the ceremony. Certain rules 
had to be followed. No person who was not present at 
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F “the berinning of the dance was allowed to enter it at a later 

_ period. No arms, knives, arrow-points, sharp bones, sticks, 
_ or mysterious packages were allowed to be brought in, and 
none could be used as ornaments. Any person touching 
a another was debarred from the remainder of the dance, and 

a any one who should draw any blood from another was killed. 

_ The dancers were allowed to wear any sort of feather orna- 

_ ments they chose. The rules being stated, and all being 

“ready, the shamans from each village gathered together in 

- little groups by themselves. A fire was lighted with the fire- 
drill, and fed with dry manzanita-wood, which had been 
 earefully inspected by all the shamans to see that no poisonous 
_ roots had been mixed with it. The pehei’pe was the leader, 
and danced naked. No songs were sung, nor was there any 

_ beating of time with drum or sticks. Shamans held cocoon- 
‘tattles, but that was all in the way of musical instruments 

that was allowed. In dancing, the body was swayed from 
side to side, and the hands held against the breast, and then 

rown forcibly out and away from the body, palms out, as if 

tding off evil influences. The throwing-out of the hands 
as used also to throw ‘“‘poison”’ at the other dancers, an 

ct also accomplished by breathing strongly and forcibly. 
s the dance continued, after an hour or two one shaman 

r another dropped out of the circle. Some were taken 
violent pains in the stomach; others in the back, breast, 

nad, or limbs. Some bled from the nose. Those who first 
_ Tecovered from their attacks, supposed to be the effect of the 
Z ~ charms and “‘poison”’ sent out by the other shamans, attended 

to those who succumbed later, sucking out the “poison” or 
un that had been thrown at them. Thus the dance con- 

sd till only one man was left, and he was declared the 

shaman of all. When the number of shamans was 

d to two or three, who, by their ability to continue so 
‘were therefore of great power, the fire was allowed to 

sink very low; and then it is claimed that bluish light, and 
flames, were seen to surround the shamans who yet held 

_ out. At such times these remaining dancers would produce 
_ in a mysterious manner lizards, mice, small birds, etc., and, 
— [May, 1005.) 18 
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after exhibiting them to the spectators, cause them to dis- 
appear. 
When the dancing came to an end, all having succumbed 

but one, all the participants went to a spring near by, and 
washed themselves carefully. All then returned to the 

dance-house, and, seated in a circle, smoked the stone pipe 

and prayed, thus removing all traces of the charms and 
‘“‘poisons’’ which had been used in the dance. That no evil 
influence might survive, one shaman was deputed to remove 

such lingering traces as might be left on the body of the 
clown. This was done by blowing smoke over his body, as he 
sat near the centre of the house; and the action was accom- 

panied by exhortations to the “‘poison”’ to go away, and leave 
all free from ill effects. The women shamans taking part, 
as a rule, failed to endure till the end, although some cases are 

remembered where a woman has been the last to succumb, 

and thus shown herself superior to all the rest. The tobacco 
smoked at the dance was grown and prepared by the resident 
shaman. At the conculsion of the purification of the pehei’pe, 
a feast or “‘soup”’ was given, and all gambled, and many games 
were played. This ended the whole ceremony. 

In the region occupied by the Northeastern Maidu, the 
following are the beliefs and customs in regard to shamans and 
doctors. Here, if either of a man’s parents is a shaman, he 

must inevitably be one also. Even if a shaman have half a 
dozen children, all must become shamans sooner or later, and 

would die if they did not. A shaman’s children do not become 
shamans, as a rule, until he himself dies. While the children 

of shamans must become shamans in their turn, other people, 
whose parents have not been shamans, may also become such. 
There were women shamans as well as men; the former being, 

however, more numerous in Big Meadows, where the Maidu 
came nearest in contact with the Achoma’wi, among whom 
women shamans were very numerous. As the methods of 

becoming a shaman varied somewhat, according to whether 
the parents of the man were shamans or not, the two cases 
will be discussed separately. 

If either of the parents of a man was a shaman, he is bound, 
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as has been said, to become one a short time after that 

_ parent’s death. Dreams come to him frequently, and in 

_ these he sees numerous spirits of various sorts. This, in 
a short time, makes him ill; and with his illness the 

dreams increase, and the spirits come more often and in 
greater numbers. They talk and sing to him, and they 

_are the cause of his sickness. If he does not answer them, 

make them presents, and become friendly with them, they 

will kill him in revenge. These spirits that appear to the 
_ man or woman are those dreamed of by the parent or parents, 
and the same ones stay in the family for generations. As 
soon as the man’s condition is apparent, his friends and 

family help him to collect food enough for a feast. They also 
make for him wands of three kinds. These wands (yo’koli), 

_ described in more detail in speaking of ceremonial objects, 
, are sticks or wands of willow, as a rule, some of them from 

a metre to a metre and a half long, from the end of which 
depend strings of feathers and acorn-shells, or bunches of 
_ two or more feathers. Those made for the novice shaman 
_ are white, red, and mottled. When made, they are set up 

on the roof of the house, and also inside, over the spot 

re the man sits or lies. The man himself places them, as 

& The house being prepared thus, the old fire and ashes are 
carefully carried out, and the floor swept and covered with 

_ fresh earth. A new fire is kindled by means of the fire-drill, 
and the friends and relatives of the man assemble. When 
all are seated, one of the shamans present takes half a bead in 

Bios hand, and a little tobacco in the other, and talks to the 
spirits thus: ‘‘Be good, be friendly, help us! I will pay you 
_ this red wand, this white wand, this mottled wand. I pay 
you this new fire, this good food. Look down and see us! 
Look down and see these gifts! These beads come from far 

_ away. I will pay you all these things if you will be good.” 
Then he names one by one all the spots in the whole region 
about, where the spirits are known to live, mentioning every 
great rock, mountain, lake, water-fall, etc. The long list 
completed, the half-bead‘is thrown into the fire, and the 

‘ ve 
ne 
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tobacco likewise. If the bead crackles, and flies to pieces, it 

is a good sign; for the spirits accept the gifts, and the man 

will soon recover. When the bead flies to pieces, all present 

say, ‘‘M-m-m-m-m!” This is supposed to be pleasing to the 

spirits. All the time the shaman is thus talking, all present 

must smoke. 

The ceremony begins usually about noon; and when it is 

all over, the family and friends eat, and offer a sacrifice of 
small amounts of food, which they throw into the fire. When 

the sun has almost reached the horizon, the next part of the 

ceremony begins. Again all the spots known to be inhabited 
by the spirits are named. During all this and the previous 
ceremony, the man who is to become a shaman lies on the 

ground, back of the main post of the house. An old shaman 

sits or stands by the same post, on the north side. All being 
assembled in the house, as soon as the sun has completely set, 

the older shaman tells the people to be very quiet, to behave 
themselves, to make no noise all night. When it grows really 

dark, several older shamans sit near the novice, and talk to the 

spirits one after another. They try to appease them, and beg 
them to be gentle with the man. The spirits which the new 
shaman inherits are supposed to be present, but angry, and 
liable to harm him. When a shaman dies, his spirits are 
angry, and are apt to revenge themselves on the successor 

until they come to know him. So the older shamans try to 
pacify the spirits who are to be the guardians of the new 
shaman; and their own spirits help them in this, holding those 
of the new shaman, and preventing their hurting him. Some- 
times the spirits of the new shaman are very strong, and those 
of the older men weak; then it sometimes happens, that, if 
the young man has not done just as the spirits desire, they 
seize him at this time, take him bodily out of the house 
through the smoke-hole, and kill him. As the spirits get 
acquainted with their new charge, they grow fond of him, 
and cease to attempt to harm him. 

After talking long thus, the fire is covered, a cocoon-rattle 

is put by the foot of the novice and at the base of the main 
post, and the next stage of the ceremony begins, The 
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novice begins to cry, if indeed he has not been crying and 
weeping all the time so far. Sometimes he cries so much that 
he can hardly sing. He is generally very much frightened. 
He gets up now, however, and, taking the rattle (so’koti); 

sings the songs that the spirits have revealed to him in his 
dreams. He pounds the post with the rattle, and the spirits 
reach down from the smoke-hole, where they are supposed 
to be gathered, and seize the rattle, making it mount to the 

very top of the post, even carrying it outside and pounding 
with it on the roof. When they do this, flashes of light are 
seen, and strange sounds are heard. The singing is kept up 
till nearly dawn, when the novice rests and sleeps. He sings 
in this manner every other night, or every few nights, all 
winter long. If the spirits which he inherits are weak and 
few, he need only sing every week or ten days; if they are 

_ powerful and many, he may have to sing almost every night, 
for a time at least. Gradually the spirits are tamed, and 
become more and more friendly to the man. In the beginning 

of the period, the novice may not eat meat, and must fast 
uite rigorously. As time goes on, however, these regula- 

ions as to food are relaxed, and after a month or two he may 
t what he wills. The longer a man is sick or “‘crazy,”’ 

the ‘more powerful will he be as a shaman. If the spirits 
) are his guardians are very powerful, he may have to 

lave a large number of wands (yo’koli) about him all the 

_ A part of the ceremony consists in the piercing of the 
__novice’s ears. This is done after the first dance and feast; 
Or it is done in the spring, after the man has spent the whole 
__ Winter dancing. As soon as his ears are pierced, the man has 

© go at once to the mountains, and to lakes known to be the 
residence of spirits, and there perform various ceremonies to 

e described later. Whatever animal a man dreams of during 
his first set of dreams when he is just beginning to be a 
shaman, that animal he may never eat or kill. Should he do 

so, he would die. ‘‘If he kills his dream, he kills himself.” 

In many cases men do not dream of animals: mountains and 
rocks and lakes are more usual. A shaman may have not - 
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only one guardian spirit, but a large number of them. Some 

shamans have a dozen or more. 

If a man wants to be a shaman, and has not had parents or 
relatives who were such, he takes white and red wands, a fire- 

drill, a cocoon-rattle, and some beads, and goes up into the 

mountains alone, to a spot where it is known that a spirit lives. 
He leaves his house in the afternoon, as the sun gets low, and 

is dressed always in new, clean clothes. He must run all the 
way. As soon as the sun goes down, he stops and lights a 

fire just at the moment when the sun disappears: He goes on 
again immediately; and when he has nearly arrived at the 
place where the spirit lives, he lights another fire. Leaving 

this also, he goes directly to the spot, and at once pierces his 
ears, using for the purpose the sharpened end of the cocoon- af 
rattle. As soon as the blood runs, the spirit living there sees 

and knows that some one has come who wants to become a 
shaman, and he tells the leader of the spirits of that place. 
As soon as the ears are pierced, the man takes the wands that 

he has with him and places them on the rock which is always 
used for the purpose, and on which all who come to this spot 
place wands. This done, he must go and swim or bathe, if 

the spot is anywhere near water. If it is not, the man 
must light a fire and sing. The wands which are placed on 
the rock “‘ pay” the spirits, and are the equivalent of the wands 
set up by the novice who inherits his spirits, as described 
above. In case the spot is near water, the man, after swim- 
ming, must dive. He then loses consciousness, and, when 
he comes to himself, is lying on the shore, having been brought 
there by the spirits. The cause of his losing his senses is 
generally something which touches his belly as he is diving or 
swimming. It is not known what it is. It is always soft 
and slippery. After coming to himself, he lights a fire, and 
spends the rest of the night in singing and walking about 
till nearly dawn. ‘Then he lies down beside the fire and sleeps 
a little. After a short time the spirits wake the man up, and 
he is then ‘‘crazy,’’ hears the spirits talking together and to 
him, but cannot see them, At dawn he swims once more, 
and then, when he comes out, hears the spirits singing or 
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talking at some other place some distance away. He starts 
at once for that place, and again hears them in another 
direction. Thus he follows from one place to another for 

two or three days. All this time he goes entirely without 
food. At the end of two or three days he goes back to his 
home, but stops about a hundred metres from the village. A 
small amount of food is then brought out to him by some of 
the women of his family or by his wife. This food is always 
some sort of seeds or acorn-soup, never meat or fish. He 

takes the food and eats it, and spends the night at a little 
distance from the village. Next day he comes back to 
his house, and begins to dream. The spirits have known 
when he came, from the blood and from the smell of his 

fires, on which he puts aromatic roots, particularly the wild 

_ angelica. He also puts beads into the fires as offerings. 
a They, knowing his desire to become a shaman, follow him 

a back to the village, and then begin to appear to him in 
Re dreams, precisely as in the case of the man who has in- 

4 - herited spirits, as already described. The procedure from 
. then on is exactly the same as in the case of the hereditary 
y shamans, and the same ceremonies have to be gone through. 

_ Any one who goes out thus may get spirits, and become a 
i shaman: none ever fail. In the case of the hereditary 

_ shamans, when the spring comes, after their long winter of 

singing and dancing, they go off to the mountains, as just 

) described, and by so doing acquire more spirits, and perhaps 
more powerful ones, than they had inherited. Not till a year 
or two after the first beginnings of the ceremony does the man 
try to cure patients. Then he gradually takes up all the 
duties and prerogatives of his class. 

The ornaments and rattles, etc., belonging to a shaman, are 
handed down to his children. If his children are old enough, 
he tells them before he dies where he has hidden them. If 
the children are too young, he tells their mother; and she 
keeps the secret till they are older, and have begun to be 
shamans. 

Shamans can walk through fire unharmed. They can 
cause people to grow sick and die in several ways. There > 

iP. , 
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are things called y6’mpa,' made of roots, feathers, beads, etc. 

With these they point at people; and a part of the y6’mpa 
enters the body of the victim, and travels about inside him 
till it reaches the heart, when the man dies. In pointing 

the yd’mpa, the shaman has to sing certain songs. If, when 
some one has had a y6’mpa pointed at him, he can get 
another shaman who is powerful enough to extract the 
object, he will recover. The shaman, in curing the patient, 

sucks the thing out, and shows it to him and to those who are 

present. In doing this, the shaman puts some charm into his 
mouth to aid him. This is often a piece of rock-crystal to 
which a feather is attached. Such charms are known as 
yo’nk6. One of the worst ways that a shaman can hurt 
another person is by means of the si’/lam itu’m. The i’ta 
are the “pains.’’ By throwing one of these at a person, a 

pain is caused in some spot, and sooner or later the man 
dies. The shamans throw these at each other sometimes; 
and if the victim cannot throw the “‘pains’’ up, he has to call 

in a third shaman to suck them out. These ‘‘pains’’ are tiny 
things, the size of flies, and in the shape of little lizards, frogs, 
etc. Some are small and thread-like, looking like a white hair. 

Others are like bits of sharpened bone (or ice ?). The pains 
are alive. As soon as they are sucked out by a shaman, they 
die. They speak of the shaman who sent them to attack the 
victim as “‘father,’’ and always name him before they die, 
after being sucked out. When removed, they are either made 
to disappear by being rubbed between the hands of the 
officiating shaman, or are taken out and buried under a stone. 
If the pain is successful in causing the death of the victim, it 
at once, on the death of the man, flies back to the shaman 
who sent it. When a shaman sends one of these pains, he 
tells it to go to so and so, and to kill him in such and such a 
way. After killing the man, the pain is told to come back 
to a particular spot, which the shaman marks. The shaman 
then tells some of his guardian spirits to guard the place; 
and when the pain returns there, the spirits seize it or sur- 
round it, and prevent its escape. The shaman knows at 

* Compare p. 272. 
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once of the death of his enemy, and goes to the place 
to which he has told the pain to return, lights a fire, talks 
to the pain and to the spirits who are his guardians, tells the 
pain to be good and not to try to harm him, and then suddenly 
seizes it in his hands. He puts it carefully into a bunch of 
feathers which are worn at dances, known as ba’tsawi, and, 

thus protected, he hides it securely under some large stone 
or in a hollow log at a considerable distance from the village. 
When a shaman has one of these pains with him, he must not 

smell any meat, or fat, or cooking, nor must he eat meat or 
fat. He must travel entirely alone, and camp alone to the 

windward of the fire. The pain and also the spirit, both call 
the shaman “father.’’ These pains are obtained or made by 
the shamans far up in the mountains, after much fasting, 

praying, and talking to the spirits. Only the great shamans 
could find or get them. Smaller shamans, who had only one 
or two weak spirits, could not have them, as their spirits were 
not strong enough. 

All the great shamans have many spirits, some of whom are 
animals; and others, again, are such as live in rocks, lakes, etc. 

The shaman must always do exactly what the spirits tell -him, 
otherwise he will be killed by them. When the shamans 
dance in the dance-house, and sing their songs, or when 

. dancing and singing to cure a patient, the spirit whose song 
‘ they sing is supposed to come to the smoke-hole, and there 

make its characteristic noises. A shaman will sometimes 
sing several songs, and thus call several such spirits. In 

speaking to the spirits, the shamans use words that are not 
used in every-day speech. These words are kept very 
secretly, and it has been possible to secure but a very few. 

_ Many stories are told of the punishment overtaking those 
who do not believe in what the spirits say, or who do not 

believe they really coine to the dance-house when the shaman 
sings. Once a half-breed man from the foot-hills, who was 

visiting in the mountains, resolved to test the matter. He 

| took with him, to a meeting where the shaman was to talk to 

___ the spirits, a pitch stick. As usual, the lights were all put out, 
and the fire covered; and in the dark the fellow heard the 
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spirits talking, and singing, and beating with their rattles on 
the main post. Very softly he crept toward the post and felt 
of it. He could feel it tremble, but could not feel anything 

there. The shaman was lying quietly on the ground, and yet 

the spirit was singing and beating the rattle violently at the 

top of the post. ‘Suddenly he reached over to the fire and 

lighted the pitch stick, which blazed up brightly. Instantly 

the singing stopped, but he saw nothing. The meeting, of 
course, at once broke up. The man was much excited to 
think he had not seen anything, as he had never believed 
what the shamans said about the spirits. He started to go 
home to his camp for the night, but had gone only about two 
hundred steps when he began to waver, then walked around 

and around in circles, and finally fell over dead. Another tale 
is to the effect that another man similarly lighted a pitch 
stick, and saw the spirit in the shape of a man, hanging head 
downward from the smoke-hole, his tongue being very long 
and reaching down to the ground. As soon as the stick was 

lighted, this object fell to the ground and disappeared. The 
man who had lighted the pitch stick fell over dead in a few 
minutes without saying a word. 

Other stories are told of shamans acquiring for guardian 
spirits the spirits of animals introduced by the whites. One 
case is described where the shaman thought that, inasmuch as 
the whites were evidently so much more powerful than the 
Indians; their animals must have more cunning spirits than 
those of the Indians. So he resolved to acquire the spirit of 
the honey-bee. This he did, and then was able to secure 
whiskey in unlimited quantities, as the bee could insert its 
proboscis through the corks of bottles, or through the closed 
bung-holes of barrels, and suck out the liquor, which it after- 
ward put into other receptacles for the Indians’ use. The 
bee could also enter anywhere, as it could unlock all doors 
by inserting its proboscis. For a time the shaman was ex- 
tremely popular, for he was able to substantiate his claims as to 
the whiskey. His control over the spirit of the bee, however, 

suddenly was lost, Among the white residents of the region, 

this was ascribed to their discovery of a loose board in the wall 
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of the saloon, which opening, when found, was firmly nailed 

up. With the sudden cessation of the supply of whiskey was 
also connected the blowing-down by a,high wind of an old 
oak-tree, in the hollow stump of which several dozen bottles 

of liquor were found concealed. 
Some shamans dream of thunder, and then become weather- 

prophets. Others are more like the “‘dreamers’’ of the 
Sacramento Valley and foot-hills, in that their main occupa- 
tion is to converse with the spirits and find out favorable 

places for hunts, etc. One famous shaman in Big Meadows is 
everywhere claimed to have ‘“‘dreamed”’ the coming of the 
first white people many years before they came. He described 
their dress, manner of doing things, and the place where they 

would be first seen. 

Shamans, in their ceremonies, generally wear few orna- 

ments. Most wear a band of otter or mink skin about the 

_ forehead, and carry cocoon-rattles. When the case is serious, 
_ they put on instead the yellow-hammer feather band, and use 
whistles of bird-bones. These latter are generally used when 
talking to the spirits at a meeting. Some shamans are 
particularly successful in curing certain diseases. Some are 
able to cure the bites of bears, others those of snakes, etc. 

‘This specialization, and particularly the close connection of 
dreaming of the bear with curing bear-bites, etc., does not 

seem so much developed here as just to the north, among the 
Achoma’wi. 

CEREMONIALS AND Dancres.— The ceremonies and dances 
of the Maidu, other than the burning and the shaman cere- 
monies, still remain to be discussed. The construction of the 

various types of dance-ornaments used has already been de- 
scribed. As the dances and ceremonies are most fully 
developed in the Sacramento Valley, it is there that we find 

the most elaborate decorations, and the greatest variety of 
them. A few words as to the manner of wearing the orna- 

ments are here necessary. 

The most common form of feather band (see Fig. 25, b), 

and the one which is worn perhaps more widely and frequently 

than any other, is of a type having a wide distribution in 
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California. At points about ten centimetres on either side of 
the centre, a string is attached, and the band tied by this to 

the head, as shown in Plate XLVIII. The ends are free to 

flap and wave with every motion of the wearer, and are some- 

times further decorated with small squares of quills, to which 
a few beads are attached. Sometimes the bands are worn 
fastened simply by one end, and hanging down the back. 

The feather belts are less important, apparently, than the 

other decorations, and are worn either as a belt or bandolier 

passing over the left shoulder. Frequently they are worn 

only by women. 

The feather bunches (ba’tsawi) are among the most im- 

portant decorations, and are made of a variety of feathers, 

the ones most used being those of the snow-goose, barn-owl, 

crow, and hawk. The details of construction have already 
been noted. They are worn in various ways. In some 
dances they are pinned far forward on the forehead, in others 
they are on the top or back of the head. Only one is worn at 
a time 

The feather plume-sticks, or di’hyo (see Fig. 19), are gen- 

erally worn by the more important members of the Secret 
Society only. These sticks are worn upright in the hair, as 
a rule, and are insignia of rank in the society. 

The ‘‘tremblers” (see Figs. 20, 21, 25 c) are stuck in the 
head-dy ss in pairs usually, one on each side, standing out 

horizontally. Sometimes they are placed more nearly in 

front. 
Of the feather coronets and crowns (see Figs. 29 a, 30) there 

seem to have been several kinds. Few survive, however. 

Descriptions were given of a more elaborate type still, said to 
have been made wholly of woodpecker-scalps, and to have 

much resembled a helmet or tall hat with a wide brim. They. 
were worn, it is claimed, only by the highest members of the 
society, and the last one known in the Sacramento Valley 
region was buried with its owner some eight or ten years ago. 

The feather cape (see Plate XL) is either worn over the 
shoulders or tied under the arms. The cloak (see Plate XLI) 
is used only in certain dances of great importance, and by 
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one individual alone. It is much longer and larger than 
_ the cape. While the latter is only large enough to cover 

the wearer’s back and sides, in many cases but just meeting 
in front, and does not extend below the thigh, the cloak 

covers the wearer from the top of his head to the ground, 

and is made in one piece, with no opening except at the 
bottom; 7. ¢:, it has to be put on over the man’s head. The 

cape, on the other hand, is like an ordinary cape, and is 
tied by accord. Moreover, the cloak, or mA’ki, has at the top 

a large feather bunch, which covers the place where the net 
is gathered together at the top and is placed over the wearer’s 

head. 
The feather ropes, or p6’kelma (see Fig. 23), were formerly 

of white feathers exclusively, although at present there are 
___ often feathers of other colors mixed with the white. They 
are used only in a few dances, and also are among the things 

burned at the ‘‘burning.”” Several other sorts of ornaments 

~_ and objects worn and used in the dances will be spoken of 
when the dances in question are described. 

Certain general features characteristic of the dances may 
_ advantageously be considered before taking up in detail the 
_ description of the dances themselves. As a whole, there 

seem to be two different types,—those dances in which no 

animal representations occur, and those in which these 
__ representations are an integral part of the ceremony. Where 

¥ animals are represented, particularly in the region of the 
Northwestern Maidu, the dancers wear either the skin of the 

animal in whole or in part (as in the Bear, Deer, and Coyote 
dances), or ornaments which in Some way symbolize the 

animal or bird in question. In none are any masks worn. 
q In these dances, the personators of the animals endeavor to 

- imitate the actions of the animal, and to utter its character- 

istic cries. The purpose of these animal dances (confined 
very largely to the Sacramento Valley area) is said to be 

_ varied. Some —like the Deer, Duck, and Turtle dances — 

__ have for their purpose the increase of the animals in question, 

_ that food may be plenty, and seem to have as an important. 
_ feature a prayer or address in which the animal is besought 
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to multiply and increase. Other dances, such as the Bear 
dance, are to soothe and pacify the animal, and render it less 
likely to attack hunters. Other dances still, like the Coyote 
dance, seem to refer to the Coyote myths at times, and the 

part the Coyote played in the creation and during the time of 
the “‘first people.” One of the dances of the Sacramento 
Valley people, although not an animal dance, seems to have 
for its purpose the one which was referred to in the first class 
of animal dances; namely, the increase of the food-supply 
of the people, acorns here being desired instead of game. We 
may, I think, reasonably regard the striking of the main 
post, therefore, by the dancers in the 4’ki dance, as symbolical . 
of the striking of the branches of the oaks in the autumn in the 
process of gathering acorns. 

An interesting feature of both types of dances in the 
Sacramento Valley region is that of the bringing of a bundle of 
sticks by one of the participants in the dance, which bundle 
is presented to the chief or head man, so far as there is any. 
There are as many sticks in the bundle as there are men in the 
village; and each of these men subsequently has to make a 
payment to the chief of a few small skins or some beads. At 
least in the area occupied by the Northwestern Maidu, the 

dances seem to be under the direction of a leader or master of 
ceremonies, who himself takes part at times. The same 
person seems to fill the place every year, but this is not 
certain. Another person of importance is the clown. He is 
both clown and speaker for the chief or leader, mimicking the 
words and actions of the dancers, and, when the leader or 
chief wishes to speak, serving as his spokesman. As a clown 
he is constantly performing knavish tricks, and attempting 
to induce the spectators to laugh. He has his regular position 
in the dance-house, at the foot of the front post; whereas the 

leader stands just back of the main post, near the drum and 

the men who are beating it. In the creation myth we find 
the clown mentioned with the Turtle as occupant of the canoe 
into which the Creator descended, and as playing a minor part 

in the events of creation. 

In all the dances, and among all sections of the Maidu, 
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great importance is attached to the main post of the dance- — 
house. As stated in speaking of the shaman ceremonies, the 
guardian spirits, when they appear, always sit on the top of 
this post, or cling to it, and the semi-sacredness which the 
post has may in part come from this fact. The post before 
the door is important, but not nearly so much so as the main 
post. In the dances, at least, of the Northwestern Maidu, the 

dancers as a rule, when not circling the fire, are formed into 

two lines, —one on the north and one on the south side of the 

fire, —on the left and right hand sides respectively of the door. 
When this is not the case, the dance is first held on the one 

side, and then repeated on the other side, of the fire. The 

rattles used in the dances in this same area, and in general 

throughout the whole Maidu territory, are always the split- 
rattle or clapper variety. They are carried by the dancers, 
and struck on the palm of the hand. 

Throughout the whole series of dances, particularly among 
the Sacramento, Valley people, four is very clearly the sacred 
number, and most individual features of the dances are 

repeated four times. The ceremonial circuit is also plainly 
sinistral or contra-clockwise. The introduction of comic 
interludes (apart from the antics of the clown) is a feature of 
considerable interest among the Northwestern Maidu, and, 

from rather uncertain hints, may once have been much more 
common than the descriptions given me declare. 
_ As stated already, the dances are most numerous and 
elaborate in the Sacramento Valley region; and it will be best, 

therefore, to speak first of these. The dance-season being in 
winter, and the Indians of the valley having,to a large extent 

given up their ceremonies, the writer was unable to witness 

personally any of the dances here described, and has had to 
rely on the statements made by a few old men, who remem- 
bered the different dances and the approximate order in which 
they came. The greater part of the information was obtained 
from the last leader of the dance-ceremonials at Chico, where 

the celebration of the ceremonials was kept up later than 
elsewhere. Even there they have not been held in any 

completeness for many years, owing to the small number of 
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Indians left who were able to take part, and the strong efforts 
made by local residents to christianize the people, and induce 

them to give up all their old ceremonies. A large part of the 

whole dance series was obtained directly from the Wintun 
Indians by the Maidu; and at present many of the latter 

annually repair to Princeton, and other Wintun rancheries on 
the west side of the Sacramento River, and celebrate the 

dances with the Wintun. ; 
In the Sacramento Valley region occupied by the Maidu, 

there seems to have been a regular dance-season, beginning 
some time in October, and continuing through the winter 
until April or May. The season began and ended with a 
dance known as the hé’si; and between these came two or 

three other great dances at stated periods, and a host of 
lesser dances, each of which might, it seems, be danced more 

than once, if desired, in the course of the season. The 

greater dances, however, were held but once a season. 
The hé’si was in some ways the most important of all the 

dances. It is still danced by the Wintun, and known to 
them by the same name, which is said to be their name for it, 

and ‘to have been adopted by the Maidu with the dance. In 
it, as in the other greater dances, there seems to be a distinct 

attempt to represent various spirits and mythological beings. 
The dance is held in October or early November, the exact. 
date being set by the chief and the leader of the Secret Society. 
Only men are allowed to be present in the dance-house, 
although women and children sit outside on the roofs of the 
houses, and watch what they can. The men of the village 
being assembled in the dance-house, in the early morning the 
ceremony begins by the approach of the ma’ki and his attend- 
ant yO/hyoh. The ma’ki wears the long feather cloak, which 
is itself called mA’ki, and has already been described (see Plate 
XLI). Besides the cloak, he wears stuck in his hair, or rather 
in the feather bunch which covers and conceals his head, two 

sticks, to the end of each of which a single eagle-feather is tied 
firmly. These two sticks are stuck in, one on each side of the 
head, pointing backward, and resembling, as described by my 
informant, the horns of a goat. He is followed by a yd’hyéh, 
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who wears similar (?) feather sticks in his hair, is painted 
black, and, except for a skirt of shredded ‘tule about his waist, 

is naked. A feather collar of some sort is worn around the 
neck. Both ma’ki and yd’hydh have dressed at some hidden 
place, and come slowly to the door of the dance-house just at 
dawn. They enter, and the m4’ki addresses the men assem- 
bled. He has brought with him a bundle of small sticks, one 

for each man present; and these sticks he gives to the chief. 
He then removes his feather cloak (it is uncertain whether 
publicly or behind a mat hung up at the back of the dance-. 
house), and each man present gives to him beads, feathers, 

or other property, according to his ability. This is all 
immediately handed over by the mAa’ki to the chief, and it 
becomes his property. The yd’hydh then goes out, but 
returns to the dance-house about the middle of the morning, 

and dances. He carries a split-stick rattle in each hand. 
He is accompanied by another being, called ma’si. This per- 

son wears a feather band about his forehead, feather plume- 

sticks in his hair, and a black feather bunch at the back of 

his head. In his right hand he carries an arrow, and in the 

left a bow. He wears a breech-cloth only. The yd’hyéh and 
méa’si dance side 5 _ on the left side of the fire. They 
dance here twice; , dance and rest, then dance again. 
This over, they sor pone back of the fire, and dance 
similarly twice on the right or south side. In the afternoon, 
about two o’clock, a new sort of dancer appears, known as 

sili. These. si/ling kt’kini are six or eight in number, and 
wear feather bands on the forehead, feather plume-sticks in 

_ the hair, and have a long fringe of women’s hair tied about 
_ the forehead under the feather band, this hair fringe hanging 
down over the face, and concealing it wholly. They also 

wear a net (with feathers attached ?) over the shoulders, 

head, and body, extending to the ground, and belted at the 
Waist with a feather belt. In their left hands they carry bows; 
and in the right, spears. Their bodies are painted black all 
over. One after another they file into the dance-house, and 
dance in line around the fire, contra-clockwise. The leader of 
the ceremonies puts angelica-root (ta’sii) into the fire at this 
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time. After the root has been put in the fire, the si’li cease 
their circling, and dance slowly on the same spot for some 

time. After this has gone on a while, they stop, put away 
their feather ornaments, bows, etc.; and all present sweat, 

dancing around the fire the while. They dance thus for a | 
time, then rest, then dance again, and again rest, till they 

have danced four times, when all suddenly rush out of the 

house and plunge into the river. The following day the 
yo’hysh comes in the morning again, accompanied, as before, 
by the ma’si. This time, however, there seem to be two 
yo’hyoh. One stops outside, and the other comes into, the 

dance-house. The si’li come again, as before, and dance, and 

then come the y6’mpui. Of these there are a dozen or more, 
each dressed and decorated a little differently from his 
fellows. All, however, are painted red all over, some having 

white streaks or spots also. They wear the feather band, and 
also apparently skirts of shredded tule. They come one at a 

time, and dance similarly to the si’li. No angelica-root is, 
however, put in the fire. When their dance is finished, 

every one, as before, sweats, and jumps into the river. While 
all the people have thus gone to the river, the ma’ki and 
yo’hySh come out of the dance-house, and pass in procession 
around it four times contra-clockwise. This is for the purpose 
of preparing the dance-house for its occupancy during the 

winter, and to make it ‘“‘good.’’ This over, they go to a 
secret spot, remove their costumes, and go back to get them at 
night, when they will not be seen. 

The next dance following the h®’si is said to have been the 
la’yi. The following story is told to account for its origin. 
A man’s wife died. One night he saw her ghost outside the 
village. She spoke to him, told him she was alive, and asked 

him to go home and attend to the children. He refused: so 
she wrapped him in her blanket and carried him into the 
dance-house of the ghosts,——a conical hill some three miles to 

the south of Oroville. Here the man saw many ghosts, and 
quantities of skins and objects that had been sacrificed to the 
dead. The ghosts were dancing; and the man, looking out 
from his place of concealment, watched them. Soon one of 
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the ghosts said, ‘‘I smell a living being.’’ At this moment, 
fortunately, a bird whose eyes gave the light in the dance- 
house closed his eyes, so that all was dark for a few moments. 
In this darkness the man’s wife took him out of the house, 

and again told him to go home and attend to the children. 
He refused at first, and said he wanted to stay with her, and 

sleep with all the other ghosts under the water. He tried to 
do this, but couldn’t endure staying under water so long, and 
was therefore forced to go back home. When he did so, he 

_ taught the dance he had seen among the ghosts to the rest of 
the people. That dance was the la’yi. To the dance, women 
are admitted, and they take part also. The men dance 
naked except for a breech-clout; and the women stand 
behind them, wearing the usual dress. No feather ornaments 

are worn. The older people dance first; and all, in dancing, 
stand in a ring, and dance where they stand, not circling 
about the fire at all. They dance four times, with rests 

_ between, and then cry and weep. 
a Following this dance comes the lo’li. This is taken part in 
_ by women only. They wear the feather band, and feather- 
 and-bead belt, strings of beads about their necks, also the 
_ “tremblers’”’ and the form of the feather crown known here 
as unti’ni (see Fig. 30). They also sometimes wear a feather 

q bunch as well. A dozen or more women take part, and all 

hold in their hands one of the long feather ropes, or boas, made 
_ of white goose-feathers. All hold the same rope, and form a 
circle apparently. Further details of this dance unfortunately 
_ could not be secured. 
The next dance in order is the sala’lungkasi. This is 
danced by the men, who wear the feather cape (si’kli), the 

_ “tremblers,”’ the feather crown (unii’ni), and the feather 
band. Generally about six dance at once. In their right 
hands they hold a stick or cane; and in the left, a bunch of 

_ tules. Inthe mouth is a whistle. The dancers dress in the 
_ dance-house, back of and to the right of the drum. They 

come out, passing around the fire contra-clockwise to the 

door. Arrived there, they stop and hold up the canes or ~ 
sticks, then turn and go back. 
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There is some uncertainty as to the sequence of dances from 

here on. The order given, however, is the nearest to the 

ig. 6a ( Bundle 
of nS: Sickie orming the 
D6 Head-d Length, 
81 om, 

actual which could be ascertained. Ap- 
parently following the above comes the 

Duck dance, known as the wa’imangkasi, 

or ha’tmangkasi. On the first day of this 
dance, the ma’ki and y6’hydh come as in 
the hé’si. The ma’ki stays outside, while 
one of the yd’hydh comes in, and, with- 
out dancing, passes around .the fire and 

out again. The yd’hydh comes in a | 
second time; and then the ma’ki comes to 

the door, and talks to the chief, saying 

that in coming he ran over logs and fell 
into holes, and that he brings acorns, 

fish, and food of all kinds. The people 
then go out and bring the ma’ki in, and all 
ery and wail. As in the hé’si, the ma’ki 
gives the chief a bunch of sticks, one for 
each man present, and the men pay as 

before. The dance then begins, at which 
women may be present, but in which they 
do not take part. The leader wears trem- 
blers and a feather plume-stick, and carries 
a bow and arrow in his hands. One of the 
dancers wears the peculiar head-dress 
known as do. This is constructed as 

follows. A bunch of shredded tules is 
placed on the top of the head, the ends of 
the shreds hanging over the face. Into this 
mass of shredded tule, as a cushion, are 

stuck from twenty to fifty long slender twigs, 
about three-quarters of a metre in length, 

near the bases of which. white feathers are 

attached. A bundle of these is shown in 

Fig. 62. These long feathered twigs are 

stuck in regularly, so that they stand out at right angles to the 

head in every direction, making a huge head-dress almost two 
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metres in diameter, and one which, with every motion of the 

wearer, trembles and quivers violently. The wearer represents 

a kii’kini, or spirit, and often in the hé’si the same person ap- 
pears. The other dancers in this dance wear tremblers, feather 

bunches, feather plume-sticks, and feather bands, and are 

painted black from head to foot. They are completely naked. 
On the head, as a basis for the feather decorations, they wear, 

instead of the 

ordinary netted 
cap, one made 

with the addi- 

tion of white 

down (Fig. 63). 

While they ¥ 
dance, they con- 

tinually shout 
“Hat, hat, hat!” 

imitating ducks. 

The dancers, to_ 

the number of a 

dozen or more, 

assemble be- 
tween the main 

post and drum, 

and form in line, Fig. 63 (s%%5). Netted Cap with Interwoven Down. 

facing the fire. 
In front of this line, and thus on either side of the main post, are 

two other persons known as wii'li. They wear the feather cape 
(si’kli), have a bunch of tules in either hand, and hold whistles 

in their mouths. They are, like the dancers, painted black, and 

are completely naked. They squat on the ground, and keep 

time with their feet to the song, and also move their hands in 
time. The leader, known by the same name (méa’si) as the 

personage in the hé’si, stands back of the post, near the drum, 
and holds in his hand a cocoon-rattle, with which he keeps 

time. In dancing, the line of men separates into two parts, 
one going slowly around to the north side of the fire, the other 

going around to the south. They then return to their original 
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positions. This is done four times; and then the parties 
reverse, those who went to the north before, now going to the 

south, and vice versa. After the four dances on each side 

have taken place, the leader suddenly calls out, “‘ Yih!” and at 

this signal the two witli dance forward, one on each side of the 
fire, as far as the post which stands between the fire and the 

door, then dance backward to their original places. While 

they do this, the leader dances contra-clockwise completely 
around the dance-house, and returns to his original place. 
The line of dancers who first took part, and who have during 

this time remained quiet, then suddenly rush forward in a 
body to the door, crying, “Hat, hat, hat!’ They then 
return to their positions, and again dance, as in the beginning, 
four times to the north, and then change places, as already 
described. The leader next goes out and brings in the 
yo’hyoh, who has dressed outside. Both stop by the front 

post; and the leader then conducts the y6’hydh once contra- 
clockwise around the house, leaving him again at the front 

post, while he himself goes back to his original place at the 
drum. The yd’hydh then dances alone, north and south, near 

the front post, till the leader cries, ‘“‘Wé!’’ when the latter 

goes around the north side of the fire, motions to the y6’hysh, 
who joins him, and they both dance together on the north side 
of the fire. Each goes back to his place, and then the per- 
formance is repeated. It is then repeated twice on the south 
side, after which the yo’hydh removes his dress and ornaments _ 

in the dance-house. The dance then goes on as in the begin- 

ning, with the line of dancers and the wilt, and is kept up 

till the afternoon, when all sweat. That night the yd’hyoh 
again comes in and dances, with the repetition of the line and 
wi/li dance. The following morning, two men wearing the d6 
come in, and having also the feather cape and the feather belt, 
and carrying a bunch of tules in each hand. They are naked 
also. They dress in the dance-house, and then dance in front 
of the drum. At first one dances toward the north, while the 

other dances toward the south, and vice versa, thus meeting _ 
and passing each other. Following this, they dance, one on 
each side of the main post, and at a signal go forward to the 

* 
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forward post, and back, repeating this four times. In the 
evening of this same day, the ma’ki and y6’hyoh come again, 

dressing, however, in the dance-house. The yd’hydh sits by 
the drum; while the ma’ki dances four times contra-clockwise 

around the fire, and then goes out, followed by the y6’hyéh. 
As soon as he is outside the dance-house, the ma’ki turns to the 

left, and goes four times around the house contra-clockwise, 

and then runs off toward the woods, followed by the y6’hyoh. 
When they have disappeared, all the spectators put on all 
their feather ornaments and beads, and collect on the roof of 

the dance-house, singing, “‘Nuui yane, nuui yane” (meaning 
unknown). This ends the ceremony. This dance may be 
repeated again during the winter, if desired. 

The Bear dance (pa’/nongkasi) is described as follows. One 
dancer has a bear-hide, and, going off into the woods, he 

puts this on, and early in the morning comes to the dance- 
house, and cries out from a distance. The clown, who generally 

mimics the actions of the dancers, and attempts to make the 
spectators laugh in those dances in which he takes part, now 
answers the call of the bear, and bids him enter the dance- 

house. The clown wears only a common netted cap, with no 
ornaments of any sort. The bear then enters, bringing a 
bundle of sticks, just as the ma’ki does in those dances in which 

he appears; and these are, as in the case of the ma’ki, given to 

the chief, and all the men present have to pay to him what 
they can. The payment having been made, the dancer 
removes his bear-hide, and the women are now allowed to 

come in. The men now dance, to the number of half a dozen 

or more. They wear feather bands, and sticks to which a 

single feather is attached; in the right hand they carry a 
staff or cane, and in the left a bunch of shredded tule (si’li). 

In this dance there is no leader (ma’si). The dancers dress in 
the dressing-space back of the drum, screened off by a few 

mats, and then pass twice around the interior of the house 
contra-clockwise, then reversing, and going around twice 
clockwise. The dance is then taken up by a number of 
women, who wear a strip of badger-skin around the head, and 
have feather bunches on their heads at the crown. Each has 
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two bunches of shredded tule, one in each hand, the hands 

being held close against the breast. The women dance as the 
men did, twice around in one direction, and then twice in the 

opposite direction. When they have finished, the men dance 
again, and then the women again; and so on for some time. 
Toward midnight the man who personated the bear dresses 
again, and dances once more, the people all jumping up, and 
clapping their hands, and crying and shouting. The _ bear 
runs around the house once contra-clockwise, and then returns — 

to his dressing-room; comes out again, and repeats. A third 
time he comes out, and this time rushes up to a log that has 
been placed on the ground, and seizes it as if it were a man. 

He then, finding it a log, and not a man, throws it about, and 

“worries” it. He returns to the dressing-room, and then for 
the fourth time appears, this time dancing on the south side of 
the fire, holding his hands with the palms toward him, and 

vertical. He dances with his back to the fire always. He 
returns to the dressing-room, and comes out again backwards, 

and, as before, dances on the south side of the fire. This he 

does four times, and then the whole is over. The bear is 

always personated by the same man, who has a helper to aid 
him in dressing. The person who acts thus as helper has to 
pay the one taking the part of the bear quite heavily. When 
the latter dies, his helper succeeds him as the person to act 
the bear. No one can be a helper who is not a member of the 
Secret Society. . 

In midwinter, apparently, comes the Coyote dance 
(ola/lingkasi). The dance is said to begin like the Duck dance ~ : 
(wa’‘ima). One man goes off into the woods and dresses in a 
feather cape (si’kli), for this dance, made rather longer than 

usual. On his head he wears a coyote’s head to which is 
attached a feather band. Early in the morning this person 
comes to the dance-house, and, as in the case of the bear, 

brings a bundle of sticks, which he gives to the chief, and 

the men present pay as before. He then goes behind the 
screen, takes off his costume, and eats breakfast, while a 

helper takes the costume back again to the woods. His 
breakfast over, the man who took the part of the coyote goes 
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out, and in the woods again dresses up as before. He again 
comes to the dance-house, and, entering, stops by the front 

_ post, and here pretends to catch a gopher, acting exactly like 
a coyote, — listening with head on one side, and then sud- 

denly jumping and pouncing as if on a gopher. All the 
people then immediately begin to sing, “Coyote, ; 
Coyote, . . . to the Marysville Buttes.”* (‘‘Hé’nom 

— lu/iwitd, hénom lu‘iwitd, h&nom lu’iwitd, hénom lu‘iwitd, 
é’st6yamannak”’). The leader then leads the coyote around 
the fire clockwise to the north side, where both dance twice. 

They then go on to the south side, and again dance twice; 
then they go to the dressing-room and remove their costumes 
and decorations. Next several women dance. They hold a 
short bunch of shredded tule in each hand, the hands being 
held pressed to the abdomen. On their heads they have a 
downy cap, worn over a peculiar head-dress, which seems to be 

composed of two cross-sticks about fifteen centimetres in 

length, to which are fastened a pair of long slender twigs or 
light sticks, perhaps fifty centimetres in length. These two 
long sticks have feathers tied at the ends, and the whole affair 
is securely affixed by a string passing under the chin. The 
head-dress is known as the ka’we. The women so dressed 
_are divided into two parties, —one standing on the north and 
one on the south side of the fire. There they dance, standing 

in line; while the leader, dressed in the same manner, dances 

back and forth in front of the drum. They all dance four 
times (7. e., dance and rest, then dance and rest, etc.). Next 

all go to the front post of the dance-house; and the leader 
then dances up and takes one woman at a time back to the 

position before the drum. When all have thus been led back, 

they take off their decorations. All then go and have their 
supper, after which the clown, standing on the roof of the 
house, calls to all to bring food of all kinds for the ka’mini 

yo’k6n, which terminates the affair. When it is dark, all re- 

turn to the dance-house, bringing food, which is left outside. 
The women dance as before; and then the food is brought in, 

and all have a feast. This ends the dance. 

2 This may refer to the myth given in Part II of this volume, p. 45. 
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Another dance is known as the ‘‘Creeper dance” (tsa’- 
myémpingkasi), named from a small bird which runs spirally 
up and down around the trunks of pine-trees. In this, only 

men dance, about a dozen at a time. They wear the feather 

bunches and feather bands, and have their faces covered 

with a long fringe-of small cords about thirty centimetres 
long, to the ends of which white goose-feathers are tied. In 
their mouths they have whistles. They come out from the 
dressing-room, and go around the fire contra-clockwise, jump- 

ing now to one side, now to the other, and moving or waving 
their hands first to one side and then to the other. They 
make a single circuit, and then go on around till the leader of 
the line is at the door, the others being in line behind him, 
toward the fire. Here they dance for a time, holding their 
hands with the palms down, and moving them slowly up and 

down before their bodies, their arms bent sharply. Suddenly 
the leader calls “‘ Yo’hdhi!” at which they all turn toward the 
fire, and dance again, now raising and lowering their elbows as 
if flapping wings. All this time they whistle with the bone 
whistles in their mouths. Then they go back to the dressing- 
room, and repeat the whole a second time. When they have 
gone back the second time, two other men come out, painted 

black all over, with raven-feathers in their hair, or tied to 

sticks which are stuck in the hair. About their heads also is 
wrapped or coiled a feather rope, also of raven-feathers. One 
of these two men hides; and the other attempts to find him, 

pretending to be blind. He comes to some one, and seizes — : 
him; but is told that he is mistaken, that that is not the one © 

he is looking for. All make much fun of him. Finally he 
succeeds in finding the other man, and both then go back to 
the dressing-room. Then the first set of dancers come out 
again, and do as before, to be followed again by the two; 
and so on till each has appeared four times. The fire is then 
covered; and all present, except the dancers, lie flat on the 
ground in a row or rows on the south side of the dance-house. 
The leader then comes out, wearing swan-feather sticks in 

his hair, and holding a rope of white goose-feathers in his 

hand. He tells one of the men who formed part of the first 
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set of dancers to climb up the main post. This he does; and 
when he reaches the top, or nearly the top, he clasps the post 

firmly with his legs, loosens his hold with his hands, and hangs 
head down, in some way swinging around and around the post, 

and thus spiralling down to the ground. One after another 
the men of the first set follow him. When all have done so, 

the fire is relighted or raked open, and all dance as at first. 
After once dancing thus, the whole is over. The climbing of 
the pole, and swinging spirally about it, head downward, are 
clearly here an imitation of the actions of the bird, apparently 
the nut-hatch or creeper, for which the dance is named. 

About this time of the winter, apparently, the Turtle 
dance (and’smangkasi, aktco’/lmangkasi), is held. The men 

wear the regular ka’we described in speaking of the Coyote 

dance, feather ‘‘tremblers’’ (wa’hyeti), and badger-skin 
head-band (pa’pi). Their faces are painted black; and they 
hold in their hands short bunches of shredded tule, which 

are moved in vertical circles, one hand about the other, as 

the gambling-bones are in the grass-game. On this account 
the dance is by some called Gambling dance (héla’ngkasi). 
There are eight dancers thus dressed. When they come out 
from the dressing-room, four go to the north and four to the 

south side of the fire, and dance there, facing the fire. Then 

two leaders (ma’si) come, dressed like the other dancers except 

for a feather belt worn about the waist. While the other 

dancers stand four on either side of the fire in a line, the two 

leaders proceed as follows. The first to come out passes 
around the main post, going around to the east and then the 

north side, and so to the south side, where he stops. The 

second passes directly to the north side, and stops. Then 
the two dance forward to the door, and, turning, dance back, 

passing thus between the fire and the line of four dancers on 
either side of it. They return to the dressing-room, and, 

after a wait, repeat; and so on for four successive times. 

Next the four dancers on either side of the fire gather in a. 
group by the door. The two leaders come out, as before; 
and first the one on the north side of the post dances forward 
to the door, takes one of the others, and dances back with him 
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to the dressing-room; he then returns for another; and so on 

till all four have been taken back. He then stands at the 

north of the post; while the leader on the south side does as 
he did, and leads his four dancers back. Then both leaders 
return to the dressing-room. A dance by women follows. 

They wear the ka’we, the feather belt, and have strings of 

beads about their necks. They also have bunches of shredded 

tule similar to those carried by the men. In their hair they 
often wear, in addition, feather tremblers. The women are 

brought out one by one from the dressing-room by the leader, 
who holds his hands, palms together, before his chest, and 

moves them away from his body and back, keeping the hands 
vertical. The women clasp the hands on the abdomen or 

sides, and sway the body from side to side, twisting the body 
now to the right, and then to the left. In taking the women 
out, the leader takes the first woman to the north side of the 

house by the door, the second woman he takes to the south 

side, and so on alternating till all are brought out. They then 
stand in two lines,—one on the north and one on the south 

side of the fire. The leader then takes up his place by the 
main post, and the women dance where they stand. They 
dance and then rest, and do this four times. All the women 

then go to the door again; and the leader, going alternately 
to the north and south sides, takes the women back to the 
dressing-room one by one. The next night, apparently, two 
men dress in the ka’we, feather belt, and also a fox-skin (on 

the shoulders ?), the tail of which hangs down behind. One 

of the two has, in addition to the ka’we, a single tall stick 

' standing vertically, and with many feathers tied to it. The 
two men who dress thus are those who were the leaders 
the day previously. They come out, singing, ‘‘Niye niye 
hana!” (Niye niye hawi nai ?, “I, I, a fox am I”’), the one 

with the vertical stick being in advance. They turn ab- 
ruptly to the north, turn again to the south, again to the north, 

and again to the south. They turn again finally to the north, 
and go to the north side of the fire. The one in advance 
goes on around to the south side; while the other, lying flat. 
on the ground, moves his head from side to side, all the time 
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watching the leader, who dances by himself on the south side 
of the fire. Both are striped with black paint on the face 
and arms, like raccoons (?). The leader dances facing the 
fire, twitching the fox-tail from side to side, and moving his 

hands as if gambling. All the time he dances, he is moving 
very gradually towards the main post. The other man, who 
is lying flat on the ground, also moves slowly to the same 
post. The two slowly get nearer and nearer the post; and 
then, at a signal from the man who stands by the drum, and 

beats time for the two men who are beating the drum, the two 
dancers spring for the post, and seize it, and then in a squatting 
position dance around and around it, holding it all the time in 
their hands. They continue to dance about it thus till the 
time-beater stops them. They then go back to the dressing- 

room, and all is over. 

Another dance held about this time is the al6‘lingkasi. 
Some fifteen or twenty people take part. There are two 
leaders called ot6’si, who wear d6 of chicken-hawk feathers, 

and are painted black all over. They carry long bunches 
of shredded tule. It is not clear how the other dancers 
dress. The main body of the dancers comes out, and di- 

vides into two parts, —one on the north and one on the south 
side of the fire,— standing in lines. The leaders then appear; 

-and one on either side of the fire, north and south, dance 
forward to the door, and back to the main post; all the other 
dancers then following them, and standing behind them, 

_ nextthe drum. While dancing, all sway their bunches of tule 
from side to side. The whole is repeated four times, as usual. 

Then two men and two women come out, both wearing 

badger-skin bands about the head, beads around the neck, and 
feather belts. Two white goose-feather ropes hang from the 
roof, on the south side of the main post. On this same side of 

the post, the two men and two women sit down, the women 

nearest the fire, and in a line running north and south. Then 

each of the two men takes one of the feather ropes and swings 
it from side to side. At the same time an image representing 
a baby, placed in a cradle, is held by the man at the south end 
of the line; and.he sways and swings the make-believe infant 
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in its cradle from side to side, as he swings the feather rope. 
While he does this, he sings. He then passes the cradle, 

with its imitation-child, to the woman in front of him; and 

she, after swaying it about, passes it to the other woman, 

who, in her turn, passes it to the second man. He returns it to 

the first man, and it is then passed about once more; and so 

for the usual four times. 

Still another dance held in the winter period is the yo’ko- 
langkasi (?). In this only men take part, wearing the feather 
bands, feather bunches, and buzzard-feather tremblers. They 

also have a fringe of strings similar to that worn in the 
Creeper dance, only longer, in this case reaching to the knees. 

Tule bunches are not used; but the fists are clinched, and 

held, palms down, above the head. In this dance they stamp 

with a single foot only. As the dancers come out of the 

dressing-room, they turn to the left, and go around the fire 

clockwise, then twice in the opposite direction. 
There was another dance known as mo’lokongkasi. The 

mo’loko was a semi-mythical or fabulous bird of immense size, 
which, it is said, lived in the water or in the high mountains. 

It figures prominently in some of the myths, and probably 
the California condor (Cathartes calijornianus) ismeant. This 
dance has now been wholly forgotten, and it was not possible 
to secure any further information about it. 

The Deer dance (sii’/mingkasi) is held, it would seem, 

generally about March, and is one of the most important of 
this class of dances, It begins at night, when, all women being 
out of the dance-house, the fire is covered; and two men, 

without decoration or ornaments, go around and around the 

fire in the darkness, while the others present say, ‘‘ Hoi, hoi!”’ 

After thus going around for some time, the spectators say, 
“Ts, ts, ts!’’ The two men then stop. After a while they 
again go around, and again stop; and this is done four times. 
Next morning very early these same two men go off to the 
woods; and one dresses in a feather cape, wearing on his head 
a deer’s head with the antlers on. In each hand he carries a 
stick, painted black and white to represent the fore-legs of 
the deer, and held thus, the man leaning on them as on two 
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canes. The second man is merely the helper, and aids the 
deer-man to dress. They come to the dance-house, and, as 
usual, bring the bundle of sticks, and the usual payment takes 

place. Then the dance proper begins. Two men wear a 
head-dress known as bo’topi, consisting of two long sticks, 
perhaps seventy-five or a hundred centimetres long, projecting 
forward. A very long feather band is worn, and also a 
feather crown (?), or perhaps only buzzard-feather sticks. 
Two other men wear the immense d6 head-dress, with its thirty 
or forty radiating twigs, in this case the twigs being feathered 

with chicken-hawk feathers. They also have feathers of the 
tail of the magpie stuck in their hair, and a band of badger- 

skin about the forehead. The two men wearing the bo’topi 
come out from the dressing-room first, and, following the 
leader, first go toward the fire, then turn sharply to the left, 
make a complete turn, and then, going in front of the drum, 
pass around the fire contra-clockwise back to the point where 
the sharp turn was made. The first of the two men stops 
_here;. the second goes on, and takes a position ori the north 

side of the drum, symmetrical with that of the first man on 
the south side. The two men wearing the d6 now come out, 

and, omitting the first turn and circle, pass around the fire as 

did the others, one stopping on the south and the other on the 
north side of the drum. Other men then follow, wearing the 
do head-dress, but with white goose-feathers instead of those 

of the chicken-hawk. These take their position behind the 
pair of men on either side of the drum, and then follow them, 
as they dance slowly forward to the door and back. The 
next night the young men go out to the woods and paint their 
bodies black and white in spots, like fawns. The two men 

who wore the bo’topi paint themselves in stripes ‘of black 
and white, as do also the two men wearing the dé. The 
two bo’topi enter first, followed by the d6; and, last of ,all, 
the crowd of young men painted to represent fawns. These 
latter form in line, half on the north side, half on the south 

side, of the house. The two bo’topi and two d6 then dance 

back and forth east and west, between the two lines. They 
dance four times, and then stop. Apparently six or eight 
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men then appear, wearing feather capes and deer-heads. 

They dance in a squatting position, keeping the back to the | 
fire, and going around contra-clockwise. After four circuits, 
they stop, and turn their faces to the fire. They then go 

back to the drum, and lie on the ground; while the leader 

(ma’si), holding tule bunches in his hands, sings. They then 
get up and dance again, and again stop and lie down, repeating 

the whole four times. Then every one cries; and the shaman, 
taking his cocoon-rattle, sits by the foot of the main post and 

- prays. The prayers are apparently that the deer may be 

numerous, and that people may get many. 

About April, when the leaves are well out, a dance called 

a’ki is held. The description of this dance is somewhat 
confused. The essential parts of it seem to be the following. 
A man comes out from the dressing-room wearing a single 
feather-stick. He sings or cries ‘““Yi’hé, yi’hé, yi’hé!” 
Then he takes a few steps forward, and again stops and sings. 
Thus he passes gradually toward the front post, going on the 
north side of the fire. After four stops, he returns to the | 
dressing-room. Then another man comes out, carrying a 
bow in his left hand, and an arrow in his right. He does as 
did the first man, and returns to the dressing-room. All the 

time this is going on, the clown is sitting at the foot of the 
front post. The dancers, when they reach this post on their 
fourth stop, talk to the clown, and ask him if he has seen deer. 

He answers that he has not, but that they may have gone by 
during the time he was asleep. The man carrying the bow 
and arrow, when he is told this, says, ‘I’m going to kill —,” 
naming a man who lives far away. Then he makes motions 
with the bow and arrow as if shooting the man, and then says, 

“T’ve killed him.’’ He then dances back to the dressing- 
room. ‘Ten or twelve men then dress with tule skirts (Fig. 
64), and a fringe of tules covering the whole face. . On their 
heads they have feather bands and feathered plume-sticks. 
All hold white feather ropes in their hands, holding the hands 
with the palms up. They come out from the dressing-room, 
and pass around to the south, to the front post, where the 
leader stops. Ata signal all jump to the north side, and there 
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dance. Then they go back again to the dressing-room. 
The ma’ki seems to appear in this dance also, and to follow 
the dancers above mentioned as they pass to the front post 
and back. He goes slowly, jumping about, and making 
feints as if going back to the dressing-room. When the rest 

. have all gone back to the dressing-room, he dances about the 
fire alone contra-clockwise, holding both hands and arms first 
to one side, then to the other. Finally he too goes back to the 

dressing-room. Next two leaders come out. Each carries 

swan-wings in his hands, has a white-goose or swan feather 
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Fig. 64 (399s). Tule Skirt. 

rope wound around his head, and goose-feather ear-ornaments. 
They dance with their backs to the fire, in front of the drum, 

and sprinkle a little acorn-flour at the base of the main post. 
At a signal they turn, and, facing the fire, one goes on the 

north and the other on the south side. They then return to 
the dressing-room; and the ma’ki again comes out, stands on 

the north side of the fire, and talks. He says he wishes his 
chief to have plenty of acorn-flour. Then he returns to the 
dressing-room, and the whole thing is repeated four times. All 

the spectators then, both men and women, take long poles 
in their hands, and say to each other, ‘“‘Let’s go fishing!” : 
They are not dressed in any particular way, and wear no 

+ I am inclined to doubt the correctness of this phrase. 

[AZay, 1905.] 20 
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ornaments. Each, however, has a whistle. They gather in a - 

ring about the main post, holding the poles in their hands, and 

then dance. When they stop, they strike the post with the 
poles. They do this four times (dancing and striking the 

pole),and then stop. Then several men come out, each with a if 
feather rope, as before, and dance around four times, jumping 

about and toward the main post as they dance. It is not — 

quite clear whether this ends this dance, or whether the 
following ceremony is a part of the dance here described. 
At any rate, the ceremony that follows is closely connected 
with the dance. 

In this ceremony a being is represented called ‘‘Cloud- — 
Spirit” (Ya’ting kii’kini). He is painted red all over, wears — 
a form of ka’we in which the two long sticks are replaced by a 
single stick, covered with feathers, worn vertically, and not 
projecting horizontally. A fringe of hair is worn over his 

face, and he carries a bow and arrow. He dresses outside 

the dance-house in the woods somewhere, and in the latter 

part of the afternoon comes to the dance-house, and makesa 

bundle of sticks similar to those brought by the ma’ki, and by 
various other dancers already described. This bundle he 
drops at the door of the dance-house, and then at once runs 
away. A swift runner is at once despatched after him, 
bearing the payments from each man, required by the bundle 
of sticks. When the runner has nearly caught up with Cloud- 
Spirit, the latter turns, and chases the bearer back to the door 
of the dance-house. Here he stops, and beckons with his 
hand slowly, first to the south, then east, then north, and last 

to the west. He then beckons to the zenith and to the nadir, 
and, taking the payment which the runner had brought, 
carries it away, and goes to the river. Here he washes the 
paint off, and while so doing prays that the runner who 
brought the payment may die. This is done, because the 
latter, having been scared by Cloud-Spirit, would pray for his 
death. If both do this, neither is harmed. 

Some time after this, in May, the hé’si is held once more, 
this being the dance with which the dancing-season began. 
It is held in exactly the same manner as before; and when it is 
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over, the dances stop, and there is a gap or intermission till 

the following October, when the series begins again with the 

h@’si, as before. 

Mention might be made here of the ceremony known as the 
Y6/ngweda, held every year just after the Sit’mingkasi or Deer 

dance. At this ceremony the chief, counting up carefully the 
number of ‘“‘big men”’ in the village, makes for each a wand 
(yo’koli). These wands are from one metre to two metres and a 
half long; to the end is attached a string, and to the string one 
or two feathers, either of chicken-hawk or goose. All the men 

being assembled in the dance-house, the chief takes the wands, 

and, while all sing, ‘‘ M6’s6n6 16’haiye,” (?) carries them to some 
bush near at hand, and places them either in the bush, or in a 

circle on the ground at the base of the bush, planting the sticks 
so that they stand upright. He then returns to the dance-house, 
singing. These wands must under no circumstances be dis- 
turbed, or even approached by any save the chief or the clown. 
New ones are made annually, and the old ones allowed to rot. 
Within the circle formed by the wands, all old and worn-out 
dance-ornaments are thrown and allowed to moulder away. 
The ornaments, having been worn in the dances, are sacred, 

and must be placed in a sacred spot, and thus guarded from 

profanation. At this ceremony, also, every one of the “big 

men”’ gives to the chief a quantity of beads. Of the amount 
given (which is the same forevery man), the chief returns a part, 

and each man then makes a wi'ssukoli. This is a string about 
seventy-five centimetres in length, with beads tied along it at 
intervals of aninch orso. A few white goose-feathers are also 
attached. The whole is enclosed, then, in a fringe of shredded 

tule, and to the upper end are attached two feather bunches. 

The wi’ssukoli, when all completed, are hung to the roof of 
the dance-house, being attached to the radial rafter on the 
southeast side, at the point where it rests on the south- 

ernmost post on that side. It is at this spot that the 
“big men” sit during all dances and ceremonies. The 
wi’ssukoli are allowed to hang there until about July, and 
must under no circumstances be touched. Then, when the 

time is up, they are taken down, and placed in the ring 
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of wands, together with all other worn-out or old ceremonial’ 
things. 

The names of several other dances named for animals, such ~_ 
as the rabbit and rattlesnake, were obtained from various in- 

formants; but the older men, and im particular the former — 

leader of the ceremonials at Chico, seemed to be in doubt re- 

garding them. 

It is much to be regretted that it has thus far been impos- 
sible to witness the performance of any of the dances here 
described, and thus secure a more reliable account; for the 

descriptions given, while fairly complete apparently, almost 
certainly contain errors and misunderstandings. It is even 
more to be regretted that more satisfactory explanations of 
the dances, and the symbolism connected with them, could 
not be obtained. It seemed wise, however, to give the 

information at hand, rather than to hold it longer in the hope 
of being able to secure additional material, for it at least 

gives an idea of the elaborateness of the ceremonial, and of 
its general type. No attempt, therefore, will be made at 
present to enter into the detailed explanation of the dances 
and ceremonies just described. It is hoped, however, that, 
with the aid of full material from the Wintun, from whom in 

large part the series of ceremonies are said to have been 
received, this side of the religious life of the Northwestern 

Maidu may be made clear. 
From the foregoing accounts, it seems that we may, how- 

ever, draw the following general conclusions. The Maidu of _ 
the Sacramento Valley had a definite dance or ceremonial 
season, lasting from some time in October till the following 
April or May. During this period there were a large number 
of different dances and ceremonials celebrated, of which some 

at least were to be held but once a year, and seem to have 

come at stated times. The other dances could, it appears, 
be held more than once in a season, but were not always so 
held. In the hé’si, the dance which opens and closes the dance 
season, and in many other dances, mythical or supernatural 
beings seem to be represented, of which the most important 
are the mA’ki, the yo’/hyoh, and the si‘lin kt/kini. The ma’ki 

a 
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‘is a being sometimes seen in the forest by hunters, who at 
once fall into a deep sleep, in which they dream. No ill effects 
are said to follow the encounter. The yd’hydh are also seen 
occasionally; but to see them is far more dangerous, for a 
person almost always dies shortly afterward. What the 
nature of the si/lin kt’kini is, is not clear. The m4a’ki is 
apparently always impersonated by the same person at the 
dances. He has a helper, who assists him in dressing. This 

helper always succeeds the ma’ki when the latter dies. At the 
death of a person who has impersonated the ma’ki, the helper 
for the first time puts on the costume of the m&’ki, and follows 
the body to the grave. When the grave is dug, the new ma’ki 
gets into the grave with the body of the former impersonator, 
and, while the members of the Secret Society form a circle 

about the grave to conceal the proceedings from the un- 
initiated, the feather costume of the deceased is placed upright 

on a pole in the grave, the new ma’ki secretly joining the ring 
of members of the society. When the grave is filled in, it 
appears to the other spectators as if the ma’ki had been 

buried with the dead. The new mAa’ki then proceeds at once 
to make a new costume for himself. None of these beings 
have been mentioned in any myths which have thus far been 
secured. The y6’hydh are sometimes spoken of as “‘ghosts,”’ 
but satisfactory information as to the nature of these three 
classes of beings has not yet been obtained. The beings are 
regarded as actually present at the dances, and all details as 
to the costume and ornaments are kept strictly secret from 
all but members of the Secret Society. 

Connected more or less intimately with these ceremonies 
are those which are held at the time of building a new dance- 

house. At such times the whole population of the village 
aids in the building. All who are able assist in excavating 
the site for the new house, help to cut or collect the posts 
which are to stand along the sides of the house, and aid in 

securing, and putting in place, the slabs of bark or wood 
which form the walls of the structure. This done, the mass of 

the people leave; and the remainder of the work is done by 
the chief, and members of the Secret Society, These go to 
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some distance, and secure the post to be used for the main 

post of the whole house, —the one at which the leader stands, 
and on which the shamans and others strike their rattles. 
This post, like the others, must be of oak. The tree being all 

cut, and the post prepared, it is dressed with beads and 

feathers, and painted with ashes and acorn-meal. The post 
is then carried in procession back to the site of the new house. 

The line is led by a man wearing a white-feather rope (pd’- 
kelma) as a tail, having on his head feather tremblers of white 

swan-feathers, and a feather plume-stick which has quail- 
plumes and woodpecker-scalps on it. In his hand he carries a 
long cocoon-rattle, which has attached to it feathers of several 

sorts. Behind this leader comes the post, carried by several 
men. Behind the post follows a shaman, with rattle, who 

sings all the time the post is on the way. Arrived at the 
dance-house site, the procession circles around it four times 
in contra-clockwise direction, and then takes the post within 
the excavation prepared. Two men then dress with the white- 
feather tremblers and the feather plume-stick, and hang many 
long feather bands all over their bodies, besides wearing large 

and costly feather belts. In their ears they have bunches of 
white swan-feathers. The holes for the posts having been 
dug, and the posts (both the main one and the one nearest 

the door) having been set up in these holes, one of these two 
men thus dressed climbs the main post, while the chief and the 
other men climb the other, and tie the main rafters and beams 

of the roof securely to the posts. Coming down from the 
posts, they then undress, and call the other people to come, 
and all begin to work as rapidly as possible in order to com- 
plete the roof, which must be finished before night. The 
roof completed, that evening the whole village assembles in 
the new dance-house, and for an hour or more all cry and wail. 

The clown then lights the fire, —a duty which is always his at 
all dances. The fire being lighted, the clown then dances. 
All persons then bring beads and throw them into the new 
fire as offerings. Outside the dance-house another fire is 
lighted, on the west side of the house; and here bear-skins, 

furs, and dressed skins of other sorts, and feathers, are 
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burned. . All then dance around the fire in the dance-house, 

and sweat. This being over, one man dresses with a feather 
belt, a feather rope about his head, and bunches of swan- 

feathers in his ears. In his hands he holds a tray-basket. 
Another man dresses with a long fringe of yellow-hammer 
feathers over his forehead and face, and seats himself in the 

centre of the south side of the dance-house, moving his head 

_ from side to side as he sits. The first man, holding the tray or 

plaque basket, has his face painted with acorn-meal, and then 

stands before the seated man, holding the tray out as if to 
receive something. He turns to the right, and then to the 
left, and repeats this four times. This being concluded, all 

gotosleep. The next night the chief and some of the promi- 

nent men of the Secret Society bring in the drum, dressed with 
feathers just as the main post was, and painted with acorn- 
meal in white stripes. Like the post, the drum is carried 
four times around the dance-house, and then is brought in, 
and placed first just to the north of the door. The chief then 
stands on the drum. All the prominent members of the 
Secret Society gather around him, and he then calls out the 
names of all the different sorts of acorns, and the men repeat — 

these after him. They then all dance. The list of acorns is 

then called over again, and again the men dance; and so on for 

four consecutive times. This done, the drum is carried on, 

around to the north of the fire, to its place behind the main 
post. Within a few days after this, the hé’si dance is held, 
no matter what the time of year may be. 

Information in regard to the dances held by the Maidu of 
the foot-hills is by no means as full as in regard to those of the 
valley. So far as has been gathered, many of the dances 
already described are lacking in the foot-hill region, and those 
which are held would appear to be more or less changed or 
abbreviated. There would appear to be more meetings and 
ceremonies in which the shamans conversed with and obtained 
information from the spirits, and fewer of the regular dances. 
So far as known, the apparently regular cycle of dances is 
absent in the foot-hills. A ceremonial known as yo’koti is 
held by these Maidu at the time of the dedication of a new- 
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dance-house. It is regarded as one of the most important 
and sacred of their dances or ceremonies. 

So soon as, in the opinion of the shaman, it is proper to 
receive guests in the new house, which seems to be con- 

structed with far less ceremony than in the valley, knotted 

strings are sent out by runners to all villages friendly to the 
one where the new house is to be dedicated. As usual, the 

knots are untied or cut off every day, till the time is in- 
dicated for leaving. So soon as the strings are received by 
a family, the women at once have to refrain from all animal 
foods, and begin to prepare their acorn-meal and their feather 
head-dresses for the ceremony. During all the time preceding 
the ceremony, and between it and the date of sending out the 
strings, the shaman in charge of the affair holds meetings 
nightly in the new house, communing with the spirits and 
singing. To these meetings, only the shaman and members 
of the Secret Society are admitted. The guests arrive 
generally a day before the day set for the ceremony. All the 
women guests bring with them supplies of acorn-meal. In 
ordinary ceremonials or ‘‘soups,’”’ each woman or family 
prepares the flour in a separate filtering-ring, as already 
described when speaking of the preparation of the flour. In 
this ceremony, however, all prepare the meal for the soup in 
one huge ring. Wood and stones are collected, and a suitable 
spot is selected for the filtering-ring, the requisites being earth 
that is porous and ground that is level. The meal is sweet- 
ened in this large ring in just the same manner as in the 
smaller ones, all the women working together, and pouring in 
water from all sides at once. 

As soon as the meal has been sweetened and removed from 
the ring, several wands (yo’koli) are set up in the ring. 

These wands, a portion of one of which is shown in Fig. 

65, are about a metre and a half long, and have pendant 
from one end three strings to which are attached white 

feathers and halves of acorn-shells. Generally three or four 
are placed in one of these large rings. They are placed 
there by the shaman himself or by some member of the Se- 
cret Society. After these wands have been in place for some 
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time, the shaman calls the members of the society, and all 
stand about the filtering-ring, two or more being armed with 
poles and fish-lines. With these : 
they pretend to fish in the ring, 

and, when they pretend to have 
had a bite, act just as if a large 

fish had been caught, and are 
_ aided in landing the imaginary 

_ fish by men who stand behind 
them. In this way the fishers 
continue for several hours, some 
pulling in fish, others deer-meat, 

acorn-bread, etc., and thus an 

imaginary pile of food is accu- 
mulated. Towards sunset, when 

‘the women have finished making 

the soup from the meal prepared 
in the ring, the men return to 

the dance-house, each acting as 
though carrying a heavy load of 

_ food on his back. They stagger 
along, with bent backs, stopping 
now and then to rest, and are 

- followed by the women, who act 
in a similar manner. The im-. 

_ aginary loads being thrown down 
inside the dance-house, a fire is 

@eelighted, and a short rest taken. 5.) 4. (42). Portion of a Wand, or 
_ The shaman then tells every one plan alr chong ag Acorn-shells. 

_to prepare for the dance, in which, 
as a rule, only the older men and women take part. 

4 Both women and men wear feather ornaments, the women 

having yellow-hammer bands, the men having two tremblers 
_ stuck into the netted cap, one above each ear. The trem- 
_blers are slightly behind the ear, and are placed so as to 

_ stand almost vertical. The shaman then gives the signal 
_ when all are ready, and the dancers assemble about the 
main post. All grass and leaves are removed from the. floor 
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about the fire, and the dance begins. Two of the men carry 
clapper-rattles, two have bone whistles, and one takes his 
place on the drum. The shaman and the men with the. 

rattles remain at the main post; the men with the whistles, 

together with other men, take part in the dance. In the a 
dances, women take the advance, and the men are generally 

nearest the fire. The male dancers stand on the south side of 
the fire, and dance there, stamping and turning, and blowing 
the whistles. The women start from the main post, and 

dance slowly around toward the post before the door, keeping 

always to the north of the fire, and following a curved course. 

Arrived at the post nearest the door, the women turn, and 

dance back again to their starting-point, this time keeping to 

a straight line instead of a curved one. As soon as the women 
start on their return, the men, gathering near the door-post, 
dance back toward the main post, following along behind the 
women, and pursuing a zigzag course, now to the north, and 
now to the south, of the fire. They keep up an incessant 

blowing on their whistles the while, and motion with the right 
hand as if driving the women before them. During the whole 
time of the dance the spectators have been shouting such 
phrases as ‘Not yet!’’ ‘““Not yet worn out!” Arrived at the 
main post, all stop for a few minutes, and then, when suffi- 

ciently rested, begin again as before. Thus the dancing is 
continued till all are tired out, and the shaman declares the 
dance over. When the dance is over, the women all form 

in a circle about the main post, sitting on the ground. The a 
shaman then proceeds to remove the food prohibitions from 
them, that have been in force since the time when the first 

notice of the dance was given. The prohibition is removed 
by the shaman, beginning at the left-hand side of the circle, 
and taking the left hand of the first woman in his right hand, 
and her right hand in his left. He strokes her hands for some 
time, saying, ‘‘ Now you may eat deer-meat, and squirrels, and 
quail, and rabbits, coon, bear, angle-worms, yellow-jackets, 
robbins, grasshoppers, and all other sorts of flesh foods.” 
He then passes to the next woman and repeats the same 
actions and words, and thus goes around the whole circle. 
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x This completed, the men and the shaman take branches of 

_ pepper-wood, and hold them over the fire for a few minutes, 
until the strong odor characteristic of the wood is given out. 
_ With these branches they then proceed to whip and brush 
everything in the dance-house, with the intention of cleaning 

out all evil influences or spirits. This ceremony of purifica- 
tion being completed, the whole ceremony of the yo’koti is 
over. 

The clown, who plays so important a part in most of the 
ceremonies of both the foot-hill and Sacramento Valley people, 
is a personage of much interest. He always wears a necklace 
of “crooked acorns” (see Fig. 37, 6), and is much respected by 
all persons. He seems always to be eating; and at the be- 
ginning of a dance, when he is called for, he generally appears 
munching a huge piece of acorn-bread. Very strong argu- 

ments are generally necessary on the part of the shaman to 
_ induce the clown to stop eating, and take his proper part in 

the ceremony. The following is given as a typical dialogue 
between the shaman and the clown. 

Shaman. Where have you been, Clown? 
Clown. I have been lying down. I am ill, and have pains 

in my stomach. I found some medicine that never fails, if 
there be only enough of it (here he takes a bite of the bread, 
E and sits down by the fire). 
_-—«~Shaman. Why don’t you put away that bread, and wait 
till the dance is over before eating? 
Clown. Then I can’t get any. 

Shaman. Who is going to steal your bread? 
Clown. I don’t know. Perhaps you might. 
Shaman. Where did you get your bread? 
Clown. I brought it with me. Didn’t you see me coming 

in with a big loaf? 
Shaman. 1 saw you come in with nothing but your 

cane. 
Clown. No,no! I had the bread under my arm. On the 

other hand, I would not lie about a loaf of bread. 

Shaman. Put away that bread, and go out on top of the 

Ad 
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dance-house. I am going to talk to our people, and you must 
help me. 

Clown. No, it is dark, and I am afraid. | 
Shaman. What are you afraid of? Are you a woman? 
Clown. Yes,lamawoman. Would you like to marry me? 4 F r 

Shaman. Stop your joking and go out at once. I| will 
take care of your bread until you have finished. (Here the 
clown breaks off.a piece of the bread, and, putting it under 

his arm, gives the rest to the shaman. He then goes out and 

gets up on the roof of the house.) Are you there, Clown? 

Clown. Yes, I am here. Don’t eat my bread! Oh! the 
ants up here are eating me up. 

(The shaman here begins his speech to the people.) 
Shaman. Don’t fail to hear me! Don’t fail to hear me! 

We are going to have a dance in which both women and men 
must take part. 

Clown. Don’t fail to hear me! Don’t fail to hear me! 
You are going to have a dance in which you all must take part. 

Shaman. We come here not for trouble. 
Clown. I came here not for trouble. 
Shaman. But we came to dance and feast. 
Clown. But you came to dance. I came to eat and gamble. 
Shaman. Bring on the soup. 
Clown. Bring on the soup! Bring on the bread! Bring 

on the fish! Bring on the meat! Ha, ha, ha! Don’t fail to 
hear me! Don’t fail to hear me! ; . 

Shaman. Bring on some: wood! How can we gamble — 
without wood? ® 

Clown. Bring on wood, all of you! How can I gamble or i 
keep warm? 

Shaman. Bring on the soup! Bring on the bread! Bring 
on the fish! Bring on the meat! We are all hungry. 

Clown. Haa-a-a-a-a-a! I am going down! (Here the 
clown comes down from the roof, and re-enters the dance- 
house. As he enters, he speaks again.) Bring on the soup! 
Bring on the bread! Bring on the fish! Don’t fail to hear 
me! Haa-a-a-a-al Come on, come on! Fill up my old 
woman's burden-basket! Haa-a-a-a-a! 
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The clown then goes to the base of the main post, where his 
pipe is always placed. This pipe (Fig. 66) has a peculiar form, 

and is larger than other people’s. He fills 
it, if possible, from the shaman’s supply 
of tobacco, and then smokes, puffing out 
as much smoke as possible. Between 
the puffs he calls out, “I like acorn- 

bread! I like deer-meat! I like fish! I 
like soup! Be good to me, be good to 
my old woman!”’ 

Here men enter, bringing the food. 
At once the clown jumps up, puts away 
his pipe, and shouts, ‘‘Haa-a-a-a-a!”’ 

He then goes from one basket to another, 

tasting of each, and endeavors to steal for 

himself the one that tastes best. He is, 

however, detected by the shaman, and 

forced. to put the basket back. The 
shaman reprimands him sharply for his 
actions, but the clown pays little atten- 
tion, and continues doing all sorts of 
knavish tricks. When the dance begins, , 
the clown starts off with great vim; but west 6640s). Clown’e 
as soon as the shaman turns his back, the Pipe, of Steatite. Length, 

clown’s efforts become less vigorous, he 

dances half-heartedly or on one foot, and often produces a 
piece of acorn-bread from under his arm, and eats that. As 

soon, however, as the shaman’s attention turns toward him, 

he at once begins to dance frantically again. 
What is known as the “‘ Daylight Speech”’ is made by the 

clown during the celebration of many of the different dances 
and ceremonies. It is delivered from the roof of the dance- 
house. The following is an example of such a speech. 

“Daylight, Daylight, Daylight, don’t fail to hear me! Daylight 
. Daylight, Daylight, bring on the soup! we are hungry. Bring on the 

fish! we are hungry. I call on all of you to gather here, that you 

may all eat. We come to eat and be merry, not for trouble. We 

are all good people. I only proclaim the voice of the dead. It was 
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thus that they used todo. My voice is heard by them, and the sound 
shall go by the trail that is under the ground, by the trail that is over 

the country, and by the trail that is on the ground. The gambling- 

songs must be heard to-day in the dance-house. If any are waiting 

without, come here, come here, come here! We are trading-people, — 

and will trade with you. Many are here, and our hearts are glad. We ~ 
are not angry, but all are glad. Come on, that you may eat and talk ~ 

with our people! The smokes from our fires are many. We have food in 
abundance for all. We will all dance, we will all dance! Comeon, come 

on! Yes, yes, yes! Here, here, here! This was the way those who are 

dead used to do.t Haa-a-a-a-a! Welcome, all! Don’t fail to hear me!” 

The clown may be connected in some way with the brother 
of O’nkoito, known as Pe’myeponi, a prominent figure in some 
of the myths. The Maidu term for “clown” (pehei’pe, pé’pe) 
is apparently derived, like that of Pe’myeponi, from the usual 
root for ‘‘eating’’ (pe); and the fact that it is part of the 
clown’s functions and characteristics to be always eating, or 
referring to eating in some way, strengthens this opinion. A 
similar clown and spokesman is known to other tribes in this 
central region of California; and when details from these tribes 
are available for comparison, the origin and position of the 
clown among the Maidu may be made more clear. There were 
often several clowns in a village, and they seem to have held the 
position for life. The position was not, however, hereditary. 

The dances and ceremonials of the Northeastern Maidu 
seem to be still less developed and numerous than those 
of the foot-hill people. Apparently all trace of the large 
series or regular cycle of dances known in the valley is 
lost; and while one or two of the dances with elaborate 
feather and other decorations are known, it would seem that 

they are known only in an abbreviated state. By far the 
most important of the dances of these Maidu is the wé’da- 
béyem, held every spring, about April. The date is set by the 
relative advance of the trees and flowers, for all must be green 
and budding when the dance is held. Knotted cords are sent 
out, as elsewhere, by the shaman, one string being given to the 
head of every family. Apparently each village celebrates for 
itself, and it is not the custom for people to go very far to 

——— 

This is the way of mortal men” (wonom-maidu), 
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the ceremony. It is felt, that, when only three or four days 
remain before the time set, it is almost sure to rain. 

All having assembled, a day or two is passed in games and 
gambling. In the morning, then, of the third day or so after 
the gathering has begun, the women prepare to dance. They 

wear wreaths of grass and 
flowers, bunches of fresh 

green leaves, and vines. 

In their hands they carry 
bunches of grass. Stand- 
ing in a circle out of doors, 

they dance slowly round 
and round in contra-clock- 

wise direction. Several 
others stand outside the 
circle as singers, and beat 

time with clapper-rattles. 
This having continued for 

some time, a man dresses 

in a whole bear-skin. He 
must be a person who has 

never attended to a dead 

person or dug a grave. 

He walks on_ all-fours, 

growling, and acting as 
much as possible like a 

bear. All the other people 
stand about and look on, 

as he thus walks through fis, (sib, Paton of Wand or York 
the village, the children 
teasing him and shouting at him. Aftera short time the man 
throws off his bear-skin, and another man puts it on. The chief 
then forms all the people in line, with himself at the head, fol- 
lowed by the man wearing the bear-skin, this time walking 
upright. The men follow, roughly in order of age, and are 

succeeded by the women and children. All wear flowers and 
garlands of leaves and grass, and the chief and older men carry 
wands of various sorts. The man wearing the bear-skin carries 
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wands of maple (Fig. 67), many small tassels of the bark 
being hung from a wand from one to two metres long. Sha- 
mans carry feather wands, or those from which small squares 
of yellow-hammer feathers depend. The procession now . 

passes slowly around the whole village, in sinistral circuit, . 
the chief at the head, all the while praying and ‘‘talking to _ 

the country,” naming all the spirit places and all the ani- 
mals, and begging all to be kindly during the ensuing year, 
asking the bears not to chase people, and the snakes not to 
bite. On the last circuit every one shouts and throws stones 
at the houses; and then, at a signal, all run at full speed to 
the river, and, tearing off their flower, grass, and leaf wreaths, 

jump in and swim, The wreaths are thrown into the stream, 

and then all return to the village; and for a day or so gambling 
and games of various sorts are in order. 
When the wé’dabéyem is being held, on some night either 

before or after that ceremony, another ceremony is performed, 
which may also occur at any great gathering of the people at 

other times of the year. It is always held, however, in 

connection with the wé’dabéyem. This other ceremony is 
known as ka’udom s6ké6’ndom. A man takes a burden- 
basket, and accompanied by two or three singers, and several 
other men carrying long, strong staffs, he goes at night 
to every house in the village. On entering, the singers stand 
near the fire. The man with the basket approaches the fire, 
and sets the basket down. He then dances for a time, as do all 

the men who carry the sticks. While dancing, he then takes 

the basket, and, going to every man and woman in the house 
in turn, presents the basket for a gift of food. If a person 
refuses to give, one or more of the men with sticks come for- 

ward, and, placing the sticks under the reluctant giver, pry 

him from the ground, and refuse to let him sit in peace 
until he has given something. Every house having been 
thus visited, the basket, with the food collected, is taken to 

the dance-house or largest house where the older people are 
gambling. Here the food is distributed to the old people. 
The man wears no ornaments of any sort, nor do the singers 
or other men who accompany him, | 
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During the winter season, the Sweat dance (ku’mlaidu) is 

held from time to time. No women may be in the dance- 
house, although they may look down through the smoke-hole, 
The men wear only a small grass apron, and, gathering at 
night, dance in two sections, — one on one side of the fire, and 

the other on the other. One man is the singer, and stands by 
the main post, which he strikes with a clapper-rattle. The 
two parties of dancers, each try to outdo the other in their 
endurance, and the dancing consists mainly in jumping up and 
down without moving from the spot. When all is over, all 

rush out and jump into the river. 
In addition to these dances, there are a few of what are 

called ‘‘Feather dances,” in which feather decorations are 

worn. ‘These dances are said to be of several sorts, and seem 
to resemble the dances of the Northwestern Maidu; but satis- 

factory information in regard to them has been very difficult 
to secure. These dances are known collectively as ka’mini, and 

may be danced at any time, and several times in a season. 
They are held in the dance-house; and while women may not 
take part, they may be present inside the house as spectators. 
In addition to wearing feather bands, feather tremblers, and 

also apparently feather bunches, the dancers have stuffed mink 
or otter skins, and hold these in their hands while dancing. 
When a dance is over, the leader calls out “Enough!” and 

all cease instantly, holding their stuffed skins high up in 
front of them. In the dances there seem always to be two 
parties, both of whom start from the main post, and dance, 

one on one side of the fire, and the other on the other. It is 

said that they had feather capes in one dance, but not the 
ma’ki costume. A Goose dance is spoken of, but no good 
description could be obtained. There seems to be no trace 

4 _ of the dances in which the dé head-dress is worn. 
It was distinctly stated by the Maidu of this section, that 

the few ‘‘ Feather dances”’ they had were introduced from the 
‘foot-hill people in comparatively recent times. How recent 
the bringing-in of these dances is, is a matter which is hard to 
determine; and I should be inclined to believe, that, while 

some may have been borrowed within the period since the 

[AZay, 1905.] ; 21 
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coming of the whites, there were always traces of these dances — 
present in this region. Of the clown, there seems to be here 
no trace, and, as already remarked, the entire dance system 

is simple and unsystematic.. In place of the long, definitely — 
arranged schedule of dances which existed among the Sacra- 
mento Valley Maidu, with their varied and elaborate decora- : 
tions and rather complicated evolutions and imitations of — 

various animals and birds, we have here no schedule at all, 

merely a single spring festival held out of doors. There is 
little elaboration of costume, there seems tobe little or 

nothing in the way of representations of spiritual beings, and, 
except for the single case of the bear in the wé’dabéyem, no 
attempts at representing animals or birds. The Sweat dances, 
and the shamans’ meetings, where the shamans conversed 

with the spirits, played the most prominent part, it would 
seem, in the ceremonial meetings of this section of the stock. 
More or less intermediate between this paucity of ceremonial _ 
here, and the abundance in the Sacramento Valley region, are 
the foot-hill people. Among them, although the shaman 
ceremonials were prominent and of importance, yet there was 
more of a scheme of ceremonies; and, although they had’ but 
a portion of the many dances known to the Chico people, yet 
they had more than did the mountain people. A more or less 
gradual transition, then, may be noted in regard to the dance 

organization of the Maidu, from a definite, elaborate, and 

extensive series of ceremonies among the western members, to 
an indefinite, simple, and brief series among the easternmost. 
From this standpoint, then, we have again evidence of the q 

considerable degree of variation within the limits of this — 
single stock,—a variation which characterizes nearly every 
feature of its culture, emphasizing again and again the ex- 
treme degree of variety which exists in the Californian area. 

Tue Secret Society.—In discussing the various ceremonies 
of the Maidu, as well as in other connections, mention has been 

frequently made of the Secret Society. It remains to con- 
sider this very characteristic feature of the religious and 
social life of this people, before passing to a discussion of the 
mythology. 
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_ Among the Sacramento Valley and foot-hill members of tthe 
_ Maidu in the northern portion of their area, there was a 
society, or series of societies, membership in which was ob- 

tained only by a regular initiation, and the position and 
_ power of which were considerable. At the present day the 

institution has to a large extent become extinct, no new 

members having been initiated for some years, and there is 
everywhere a strong desire to keep all information in regard 
to the society secret. The fullest information has been 
obtained, through the aid of Mr. Spencer, in the foot-hill 

region, but sufficient has been gained at Chico and elsewhere 
for purposes of comparison. 

In the valley region we find that the Secret Society was an 
institution of great importance. Its leaders were the leaders, 
in reality, of the tribe or community, and to a very large 
extent, if not wholly, regulated the dance organization. 
_ Boys were initiated into the society generally at about the age 

of twelve or fourteen, although in some cases a man was 

twenty or over before he was selected for a member by the 
older men. The time chosen for the initiation was during 

some one of the more important dances. The old men, 
membérs of the order, having decided which boys or young 
men were to be initiated, went at night to their houses, and 

dragged them out without a word of explanation. They were 
carried to the dance-house; and the chief and the leader of 

the society, called here apparently ku’ksi, took each neophyte 
in turn, and, each holding him by an arm and a leg, walked 
slowly around the dance-house, swinging the boy gently from 
side to side as they walked, and singing ‘‘O’hiya hano”’ (?). 
The door of the house was fastened, so that the candidates 

might not escape. Each candidate was carried thus once 
around the house, and then placed on the floor, to the north: 

of the drum. When all had been thus treated, the older mem- 

bers of the society danced. If the initiation took place at the 
time the hé’si was being held, the clown talked, turning to 

the south first, saying, ‘‘Wadilna we” (?); to the east, say- 

ing, ‘‘ Pi’na we”’ (Wintun, biiyi, ‘‘east”’); to the north, say- 
ing, ‘‘ Wai’Ina we” (Wintun, waii, ‘“‘north’’); and to the west, 
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saying, ‘‘N6’wina we” (Wintun, nom, “‘west’’). As he spoke 

thus to each point of the compass, the boys were sent out of — 
the house, under guard each time, and shouted toward that — a 
point to which the clown had just spoken. When the four 
points had been thus addressed, the boys re-entered the house, 

and the doors were again fastened. For some time the boys © ‘ 

had to remain in the house, refraining from all flesh foods, 

and subject to various regulations not specified. At the close 
of this period of seclusion, during which the older men had 
been instructing the boys in the myths and traditions of the 
people, the hé’si dance was held, and the new members 
were taught the various dances. They had, when they danced 
for the first time, to dress outside, and come to the dance- 

house early. They had always to pass to the north of the fire. 
The older members of the society sat on the south side, and 
tried to urge the new members to come over to that side. 
Should any yield and go to the south side, all the new members 
were driven out, and had to come in again. Each newmem-° | 

ber came in dancing in a different way. The members of the 
society alone might wear the netted cap and the feather plume- 
stick; and there was a special form of this stick which could 
be worn by the head of the society only. All shamans were, 
as a rule, members of the society; and most of the men became 

members sooner or later. Members were known apparently 
by two terms, either Y6’mbiissi or Yé’poni; the former term 
being used in general for the younger members, the latter for 
the older. 

In the region of the foot-hills the members of the Secret. 
Society, or Y€’poni as they are in general called, were, as in 
the valley, of great importance, and the society still con- 
tinues more in force here than there. In general, it may be 
said that each village, or group of villages, had its society, or. 
branch of the whole perhaps, the shaman of each village being 
usually the leading spirit in the society. No time was set for 
the initiation into the order; but the candidates were usually 
over fifteen years of age, and sometimes were middle-aged. Men 
who were regarded as ‘‘ bad Indians” were in particular sought 
for, to initiate; for, if they were not members, they felt freer 
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_ to harm the people and members than if they were tied to 
_ them by the bonds of the society. Hence, if a ‘‘bad Indian” 

_ could be initiated, the people felt that he was not likely to do 
_ them any more harm. 

The time for initiating a person, or group of persons, waS 
_ always at the conclusion of some dance or shamans’ meeting. 
Following is a description of the ceremony. The shaman, 
seeing one or more persons whom he is desirous of initiating 

into the society, says to one of the old members, while all are 
sitting about the dance-house at the end of some dance, 
“There is so and so, and so and so. ‘This will be a good 

chance to catch them, and initiate them.” The old member 

then, with an attempt at casualness, moves toward the door, 
and closes it. All others present then, except members of 
the society and the persons it is desired to initiate, are made 

_ to leave; and the shaman then tells the boys of his purpose 
_ to make them members. Should the candidates, however, 

suspect that the shaman has planned their capture, they may 
try to run out before the doors can be closed, and thus escape 

_ for the time being. Once the doors are closed, however, they 

may not try to get away. If they succeed in getting away, 
_ they laugh at the shaman, and joke him on his failure to 
a secure them; and he, in his turn, declares that he will be more 

_ careful another time, and will catch them surely then. The 
_ selection of the boys or persons to be initiated is supposed 
_ to be made by the spirits; for, immediately preceding the 
_ attempted capture, the shaman holds a ceremony in which he 
__ asks the spirits to tell him the names of the persons they wish 
to become members. 
4 As soon as all who are not members of the society are out, 

_ and the door again closed, the shaman gives to each of the 

_ candidatesawand. This is then hung up in the dance-house, 
and remains there until all have been fully initiated. All 
q then sit down; and the shaman, taking some sacred meal 

(composed of a mixture of acorn and birch-seed meal, pre- 
_ pared by the shaman, and prayed over), sprinkles it on the 
__ head of each neophyte, and rubs it thoroughly into his hair. 

__ All the boys then lie down; and the shaman, taking a lighted 
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brand from the fire in his hand, runs around them as they lie, 
and around the dance-house several times, passing thus around 

the boys, and also around the other members present. ~ All 
then sit up, and water is brought in in a large basket. The 

shaman next sprinkles some of this water on the face of each 
candidate, and then wipes their faces dry. This done, the 

shaman goes out, and tells the people of the village to bring 
food; and, this being done, all the rest of the food, after the 

neophytes have been fed, is put in a pile, and one of the new 
members must call some old member; and the whole is then 
given to him, to be by him distributed among the old members 
present. When it is thus divided, each eats his share at once. 
Then blankets or skins are thrown over the heads of the 
neophytes, and they are led out to attend to the wants of 
nature. They may not go outside the dance-house during 
the whole period of their initiation without having their 
heads covered thus. When the candidates return to the 
dance-house, some old member is called on to decide whether 
all shall smoke on the following day; and then the spirits, 
speaking through the shaman, ask for some one of the new- 

members to call a “‘soup”’ or feast for the tribe. The shaman 
selects one to do this, and, calling him by name, tells him he 
must call a ‘‘soup.’”’ Generally this is given on the next day, 
and the house is thrown open to all persons; and the new 

member must pass the soup to all. Then all the new members 

must be taught the various dances, which occupies several 
days. The usual time consumed in the initiation is eight 
days; and when each member has learned the different 
dances, he is given a new name. During the period of eight 
days while the initiation is going on, the neophytes may not 
eat any flesh food. They must use a scratching-stick for 
their heads. On the third or fourth day one of the older 
members removes all his clothing, and sits down near the 

centre of the house. A large basket of water is then brought 
in; and all the new members fill their mouths with water, 

and spurt it over the naked man, ‘This done, the clown, who 
is present at the whole affair, comes forward, and says, 
“Ho, ho! what is the matter? You have wet this man all 
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over!”’ He then proceeds to wipe the man dry. This done, 
the clown washes the face and hands of each new member, 

and dries them. In the instruction in dancing, each day 

the candidates must practise much, and are taught generally 
by the shaman himself. Outsiders may come in and watch. 
No new member may, during the whole time of the initiation, 
clap his hands or shout. Every night during the period of 
initiation, the shaman communes with the spirits, and is 

supposed to receive from them the new names which the 
members are to receive at the end of the whole ceremony. 
When the eight days are up, these new names are given to the 
new members by the shaman; and he tells them at the same 
time that they must not hunt or fish for several weeks, 
neither may they clap their hands or shout loudly. He gives 
then to each member just admitted a netted cap and a feather 
plume-stick (di’hyo), which are the insignia of members. 
The head may not be washed, nor the sacred meal removed, 

for several weeks. The wand (yo’koli) given to each at the 
beginning, and hung during the period of the ceremony in 

the dance-house, is now given to each member. With this the 
ceremony is practically over. Some one of the new members, 
however, now goes to the drum, and, stamping on it for a 

few moments, announces that he is going to call a “‘soup”’ or 
feast. So soon as this is done, all present exclaim, “That is 

good! Weare all hungry for soup!” Then the new member, 
assisted by the shaman, makes the strings for his soup, and 

' sends them out. As a rule, each new member gives a soup; 

and the period after the initiation is therefore one of feasting 
and prolonged merriment. A common feature of such feasts 
given by new members is the “grass fight’’ which closes them, 
men and women pelting each other with balls of grass. The 
sacred meal used in the initiation is made by the shaman 
with much ceremony, apparently, and is kept in a stone 
mortar, with another inverted overit asacover. This mortar 
and meal are regarded as quite sacred, and this is practically 
the only use to which the mortars are put. 

As already stated, each village, or group of villages, some- 

times had its section or branch of this Secret Society; and 
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each such unit had its leader or head, known as hi’ki 
(hi’aiki?). His functions were to some extent judicial, as 
he was expected to settle all such disputes as could not be 
settled in other ways. His power as a shaman to cause 

disease and death to single individuals or whole villages was 
great, and exceeded that of any ordinary shaman. ‘To incur 

his displeasure was greatly feared. Each local section or 

branch of the society had in its possession a sacred object, 

which was always kept by the member who was in the position 
of leader or hi’akii. This object was a sort of waistcoat or 
cape, made of feathers, shells, and pieces of stone (obsidian ?), 
and had in the centre a small mortar of stone. These sacred 
objects were known as 16’mimisemtsi, and it was certain 

death for any one except the leader to touch them. When 
not in use, the leader’s cape was kept, by him in a tule mat 
or bag secreted in some secure spot far away from the village. 
At the death of its keeper, it was always buried or burned 
with him. If, as was sometimes the case, the leader was 

deposed from his position for failure to act as was thought 
right, he was still allowed to keep this cape, as no one else 
would dare to touch it. 

The leader was elected or chosen from among the members 

of the local society, the most noted shaman being always the 

leader in the ceremony. A ‘‘soup” or feast would be called, 
and to it all members would come. They might not know 
that this was the occasion of the election of a new leader; but 
the shaman would have dreamed that it was time for the 
installation of a new one, and the “‘soup” would be called 
really with this end in view. All having assembled, some 
trifling matters would be discussed till all fell asleep; the 
meeting being held, of course, in the dance-house. When all 
were asleep, the shaman would go from one to the other, and 

place on the forehead of each member a white stripe. When 
the members awoke, they would then know at once that the 
real object of the meeting was the election of a new leader, 
and would be so told by the shaman. At once they began 
to fast, and only acorn-soup and bread, birch-seed, and wild- 
oats could be eaten. When all were awake, the shaman began 
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the ceremony by a speech, in which he told his dream, and 
then sent out several members to get soup for all to eat. In 
bringing in the soup, they were obliged to use only small 
baskets, and to go in single file. Women were on no account 
allowed in the house. All members of the society had to 
attend such a meeting; and, if any remained away, he had to 
pay for his absence by giving a ‘‘soup” to the whole village. 
The food having been brought in and partaken of, the mem- 
bers sat on the floor; and the shaman, taking some of the 
sacred meal, such as was used in the initiation of new members, 

from the stone mortar wherein it was kept, sprinkled it upon 
the heads of all present. He also gave to each a small stick 
to use in scratching the head. Then, taking firebrands in his 
hands, he ran several times about the seated members, just 

as in the initiation ceremony. In this case, however, the 
members, instead of lying down, were seated with hands 
clasped over the knees. The fire-circuit being completed, the 
shaman next took his stone pipe, and, filling it with tobacco, 
blew smoke on the head of each member, rubbing their 
foreheads at the same time, and saying, “‘ Away off, go away, 

do not get sick, go away from here, do not stay here!” A 
basket-song was next sung by two of the best singers. They 
were seated with a cooking-basket between them, and each 
held a stick in each hand. With these sticks they beat the 
basket, which stood inverted. This basket-song was kept 
up for some time, perhaps an hour or two, and then the 
shaman made a second speech to the members; and if a 

clown were present, he would repeat every word after the 

shaman. During the whole ceremony, from the beginning, 
no loud talking or clapping of the hands was allowed. 

During the first half of the second night, all danced about 
the fire in silence, no songs or music being permitted. During 
the latter part of the night, the fire was covered, and the 
shaman held communion with the spirits, asking them to 

- select from the members present the one who should fill the 

office of leader. At dawn he would sleep for a short time, and 

was supposed in this period to dream of the proper person to 
be chosen for the position. When the shaman waked, he 
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would say, “Ha, ha! I have dreamed. The spirit has told 
me. All is now plain. Our work has been done well.” 
During the rest of the day, soup would be eaten, and basket- 
songs sung. At dusk all again danced about the fire, and 

again the shaman would talk with the spirits. This being 
over, he would uncover the fire, and start a bright blaze. 

He then went to his private store of ornaments, and brought 
out the sacred cape which he had made for the new leader. 
For some minutes he would swing this over the fire, and 
address the spirits; and then, going to the member who he 
had dreamed was to be made leader, he placed the sacred 

ornament about his neck. Immediately all the other mem- — 

bers jumped up, and ran in a circle about the new leader. — 
When they had become quiet, the shaman would talk to the — 

new leader, and tell him what his duties were. He was 
particular to ask him if he knew the stars of the Dipper, and 
could by them tell the time at night. Should the new can- 
didate or leader say ‘‘No,’’ the shaman would have to sit up 
alone with the new leader and teach him how to determine 
the time by the position of this constellation. It was of great 
importance for him to be able to do this, as at the burnings 

and in warfare the period just before dawn was the one of 
greatest importance, and the leader was the person who had to 
determine when this time had arrived. The ceremony con- 
cluded by a feast or ‘‘soup” given by the society to all the 
rest of the village except those members of the society who 
had not attended the meeting. These were not allowed to 
take part in any ceremonial or feast until they had each given 
a ‘‘soup”’ to the whole village at their own expense. Mem- 
bers absent on fishing or hunting parties were excused if they 
were not present. 

Besides the duties already mentioned, the leader had otherk 
to perform. He was supposed to look for the most favorable 
spot for the gathering of acorns, and to make known to the 
village in a speech where this place was. He had to find out 
if the trees were within the limits of the land controlled by 
the village, and, if not, had to negotiate with the village on 
whose land the trees were, for the privilege of gathering 
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acorns there. This permission was obtained only by means 
of paying. He was also supposed to make rain when it was 
needed, to insure a good crop of acorns and a good supply of 

salmon; and evil spirits and disease or epidemics were driven 
from the village through his aid. He was also instrumental in 
inflicting death and disease on the villages of enemies. To do 

this, he selected certain roots, and, taking these with his 

sacred cape, he would repair to the vicinity of the village 
which it was desired to afflict. Selecting a spot whence the 
wind blew towards the village, he would remove the cape, 
place it on the ground with the small stone mortar a few 
centimetres above the earth, and, putting the roots under the 

mortar, would place some coals on them. As the smoke rose, 

he would blow it toward the doomed village, saying the while, 
“‘Over there, over there, not here! To the other place! Do 

not come back this way. We are good. Make those people 
sick. Kill them, they are bad people.” When this had been 
done, he would take the cape, and, going to a stream near by, 
would place the whole under water, beneath some stone. In 

going to or coming from such a ceremony, he could not fol- 

low any trail, as evil would in such case come to any person 

passing along. When the sacred cape was thus well hidden, 
the leader would go to the dance-house, and, holding his 

cocoon-rattle, he would fast for several days, and sing fre- 
quently to the spirits, imploring them to cause sickness and 
death to the other village, and to protect his own. Should 
the leader be discovered in his nefarious occupation by persons 
of the doomed village, the village would at once take steps to 
try to avert the evil. The shamans of the village would hold 
a meeting, and roots would be burned in the dance-house for 
several nights, and dances held in which all the old members 
of the society and shamans took part. Pepper-wood would 
be burned, and every house in the village swept with the half- 
burned branches of this plant. Also various roots would be 
pounded fine, and blown through flutes toward all parts of the 

; _ village. All the members of the society would smoke stone 
pipes, and the shamans sang and shook their cocoon-rattles 
continuously. None but members were admitted during such 
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times to the dance-house, and the spirits were appealed to 
continually to remove the evil spell that had been cast. The 
leader of the village took the most prominent part in the whole 

affair; and the ceremonies were not intermitted until, in the 

opinion of the members of the society, the spell had been 
completely neutralized. When this had taken place to the 

satisfaction of all, the meeting dispersed; and then for several 

nights each one, in his own house, sang, and shook the cocoon- 

rattle. 

The further duties of the leader were to light-the fires at the 

burnings and meetings at which the shamans communicated 
with the spirits. This was always done by the use of the fire- 
sticks. He was supposed to take a prominent part in war, 
and the first indication of hostility by any other village was 

reported at once tohim. He had then to look into the matter, 

and see to the protection of his people. He knew all smoke- 

signals, and all the signals in the shape of bird or animal 
cries. He took a prominent part in the war-parties sent out, 
and often had to lead them in person. He was the repository 
of the myths and lore of the people; and it was his duty to 
instruct them in these things by frequent speeches, in which 
myths would be told, and the various arts known to the people 
taught to the young. He took to-himself all credit for good 
crops and seasons. He also was supposed to sing at dawn 
every day certain songs, standing on the roof of the dance- 
house. The songs were regarded as those of different birds, 

and there was more or less distinct imitation of the char- 
acteristic notes and sounds of several birds singing regularly 
at daybreak. His duty it was, again, to prepare a poison 
for the arrows, when the village was going to war with some 
enemy. The poison was prepared from the mixed bloods of 
various animals; and when the mixture had begun to decom- 
pose, various roots were ground and mixed with it.’ The 
arrow-points were then dipped in this, and were regarded as 
certain to cause a fatal wound, 

If the leader were a shaman, he was always called in, in 

case a person of importance was ill, and assisted any other 
shamans who might be there. If he were not a shaman him- 
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self, he would aid by the singing of songs, and the use of 
various roots, and the smoking of his stone pipe. If the 
leader were not a shaman, and desired to become one, he 

was put through a ceremony known as yd’mekusi. Some 
shaman who was a member of the society would, either by 
touch or by placing something in the food of the leader, cause 
some small animal to enter his body. Such animals or 
insects were generally mice, crickets, grasshoppers, etc. 
Should the leader succeed in expelling the animal or extract it 
himself, he was considered as eligible for the position of 

shaman or yd’mé. If, on the other hand, it required the 

assistance of some shaman to extract the object, by sucking, 

then the leader was thought not to be fitted for the task, and 
was regarded merely as the leader of the society. 

The term hiaka is the name used also formerly, it is said, 
for the pine or boomer squirrel. The name now used for this 
animal is ti’ika. He was, it is said, of great service to the 
people, in the beginning, in helping them gather nen 

and acorns. 
Formerly the leader was a person of importance when a 

village or party of people went to another village for any 
ceremonial or festival. The entire body of visitors would 
gather some distance from the place where they were going, | 

and then, formed in procession, under his leadership they 
would enter the village. This custom has now, however, 

long been given up. 
MyTHOLocy. 

A series of Maidu myths has already been published in an 
earlier part of the present volume, and a few others in a 
separate paper elsewhere.t A considerable number of ad- 
ditional myths have since been collected. It is intended to 
publish all of these later in full as texts, with translations. 

From a consideration of the myths of the Maidu thus far 
obtained, the points of greatest interest are, I think, the con- 
siderable degree of system and sequence which is shown by the 
mythology of this stock; the importance given to the creation 

1R. B. Dixon, Some Coyote Stories from the Maidu Indians of California (Journal 
of American Baectocs, Vol. XIII, pp. 267-270). 
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episode, and the events connected with it; the sharply con-- 
trasted characters of the Creator and the Coyote; the absence 

of any migration myth; and, lastly, the variety shown within 
the stock. 

The systematic quality of Maidu mythology has been noted 
elsewhere.t It was there stated, that, taking the whole series 

of tales told by the stock, they appeared to follow one 
another in a more or less regular and recognized order. 
Beginning with the creation, a rather systematic chain of 

events leads up to the appearance of the ancestors of the 
present Indians, with whose coming the mythic cycle came to. 

a close. This mythic era, the beté/ito, seems to fall into a 

number of periods, with each of which a group or set of myths © 
has to deal. ‘‘First, we have the coming of K6’déyanpé — 
(Earth-Namer) and Coyote, their discovery of this world, and’ 

the preparation of it for the ‘first people;’ next, the creation 
of these first people, and the making and planting of the germs 
of the human race, the Indians, who were to come after; ' 

third, the long period during which the first people were in 
conflict, and were in the end changed to the various animals 
in the present world. In this period Earth-Maker? tries to put 
an end to Coyote, whose evil ways and wishes are in direct 
contrast to his own. During this period Earth-Maker is 
aided by O’nkoito the Conqueror, who puts an end to many an 
evil being and monster who would make life dangerous for men 
when they should come upon the scene. Lastly comes the 
period of final conflict, during which Earth-Maker strives for a 
last time in vain with the Coyote, his defeat, and disappearance 
toward the East coincident with the appearance of the human 
race, which bursts forth from the spots where the original 
pairs had been buried long before.”’ * 

Of the stories told, a large part belong to the third period, 
that of the contests and conflicts between the “first people,” 
by which, and because of which, they were nearly all changed 
into animals. Although+within this large group of tales there 
is not so great a degree of order as prevails in the whole series 

B, Dixon System and ARES in Maidu Mythology eam of ‘Avvelaaa 
Polk. “Lore, Vol. XVI, 30). 

* An sa oeission’ Bat "5 arth-Namer, "Tbhid,, p, 32. « 
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together, yet even here certain tales follow each other in 
order, and thus keep within the group that systematic quality 
observable in the groups as such. Indeed, in this group com- 

_ plete or even partially complete system would be almost 
impossible, as the tales deal with so large a number of char- 

acters that their doings could only at times be interrelated. 
The whole body of myths, however, appears to form really a 
unit, and throughout to be connected and logical. 

The importance given in the Maidu mythology to the 
creation is another feature characteristic of the stock. The 
problems of the origin and beginning of things seem to have 

appealed strongly to the Maidu imagination; and they have 
not been content to assume a world already created, and ready 
for occupancy when the ancestors of mankind should reach 
it after an earlier sojourn elsewhere, as did to a great extent 
the tribes of the Southwest, forexample. Nor is the creation 

here merely an episode, —a re-creation after a deluge brought 
on by one cause or another, —as it is in some mythologies. 
Here the creation is a real beginning: beyond it, behind it, 

there is nothing. In the beginning was only the great sea, 

calm and unlimited, to which, down from the clear sky, the 
Creator came, or on which he ‘and Coyote were floating in a 
canoe. Of the origin or previous place of abode of either 

Creator or Coyote, the Maidu know nothing. The Achoma’wi, 
living next north of the Maidu in the Sierra region, carry their 
speculations back considerably further, however. They re- 
count how, in the beginning, there was only the illimitable 

sea and the cloudless sky. Slowly in the sky a tiny cloud 
began to form, and grew till it reached considerable pro- 
portions. Then gradually it condensed, and, becoming solid, 

became the Silver-Gray Fox, the Creator. Then arose imme- 

diately a fog; and from this, as it condensed, and coagulated 
as it were, arose Coyote. By a process of long-continued 

and intense thought, the Creator created a canoe, into which 

both he and Coyote descended, and for long years floated and 
drifted aimlessly therein, till, the canoe having become moss- 
grown and decayed, they had, perforce, to consider the neces- 
sity of creating a world whereon they might take refuge. 
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Not only are the origin and creation of the world ex- 
plained, but also the human race, who, in the form of the myth 
current among the Northeastern Maidu, were made as tiny 

wooden figures by the Creator, and planted here and there in 
pairs, that they might grow in secret and safety during the 
time of monsters and great conflicts, to burst forth in full 

strength and stature with the final disappearance of these 
enemies, and the ending of the mythic era. 

One of the most striking features of the myths is the sharp 
and consistent contrast of the characters of the Creator and 
Coyote. Throughout the whole series the Creator is uniformly 
dignified, benevolent, never stooping to trickery, and always 
striving to make life easy for man, and to render that life 
deathless and happy. On the other hand, Coyote is at all 
times opposed to him, striving to render life hard, and 
insisting that man must die and suffer. Not only does Coyote 
thus consistently at all times oppose the benevolent desires of 
the Creator, but he is mischievousness personified, a prince 
of tricksters, playing tricks on others, and as frequently be- — 
ing tricked himself, and led into innumerable scrapes by his 
greediness and sensuality. 

We have here, it would seem, the complete disassociation 

of the culture-hero, or Creator, and the trickster elements, 

which are so often, in American mythology, found more or less 
closely combined in one person. In his introduction to the 
“Traditions of the Thompson River Indians of British Colum- 
bia,” * Dr. Boas has discussed the question of these two mo- 
tives, and has shown clearly how we may discern practically 
all stages, from the complete association of the two in one 
personage, without consciousness of their discrepancy, to 
almost complete disassociation. He suggests that the early 
single culture-hero, embodying both elements, was gradually, 
with the development of civilization and growth of ethical 
feelings, differentiated into two beings,—one retaining the 
good elements, the other the bad. This theory,? that the 
change was due to increasing culture, seems, in the present 
me = ~ 

* Memoirs of the American Folk-Lore Society, Vol, VI, pp, 1-18. 
* Ibidy p. 7. 
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instance, to be a little difficult of application, as the general 
stage of culture of the people is certainly not very high. As 
compared with the Micmac myths, the Maidu show, at least 
as strongly, this disassociation of the two elements; and in 

their elaboration, and the uniform benevolence of the Creator, 

and the persistent opposition of Coyote (both contending, not 
for their own comfort and convenience, but for that of man- 

kind yet to be), we come near a rudimentary dualism. It is 

to be noted, that, in the contests between the Creator and 

Coyote, the latter almost invariably comes out the victor. 
This is, however, not because of his greater power, for it is 
repeatedly stated that the Creator is in reality all-powerful. 
Coyote’s success is due either to cleverness and trickery, or 
simply to his insistence on his wishes, and the reiteration of 
them until, from sheer weariness of contradiction and argu- 

ment, the Creator yields. 

Throughout the myths there is nowhere any suggestion that 

the Maidu had any knowledge of any other region, that they 
were immigrants in the land where they live. This complete 
absence of any migration tradition is a feature which is very 
characteristic, and serves to differentiate the mythology not 
only of the Maidu,. but of most Californian tribes, from that 

of the Southwest, and much of the eastern portion of the 
continent. 

A last point worthy of mention is the diversity in the 
mythology, not only within the stock, but within merely that 

portion of the stock with which we are here chiefly concerned. 
In the northern portion of the Maidu area we find the myths 
of the northeastern and those of the northwestern sections 
differing considerably. In the creation myth, for example, 
there are important variations; such as, to mention but one 
or two instances, the absence in the former area of the turtle, 

and the episode of the diving for the mud, and the absence in 
the latter region of the incident of the planting of the germs of 
the human race. Again, while certain tales are common to 
both regions, there are others which are known apparently 
only in one, and which, while unknown to the other portions 
of the stock, are well known in some of the contiguous but 

(Alay, 1905.) 22 
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linguistically unrelated stocks. That differences as great as | 

these should exist in a region of such limited extent, is of some 

interest, and in contrast to the much greater uniformity and 
wide distribution of certain myths throughout much of the 
rest of the continent. Here, within the area of a single stock, 

one may pass within twenty miles from one group of myths to 
another, in which possibly one-half or even two-thirds of the 
tales are either wholly or noticeably different. Elsewhere, 

notably in the Plains or on the Northwest. coast, the same 
tales, or even groups of tales, are found extending over 
several different stocks, in substantially the same form, for 

many hundred miles. Thus in mythology, as in many other 

features, the diversity characteristic of California is apparent. 
Owing to the paucity of available material from adjacent 

areas, the time is not yet ripe for a systematic and widespread 

comparative study of the mythology of the Maidu. From the 
material available, however, comparisons of some value may 

perhaps be made. Considering first the immediately con- 
tiguous stocks, it is to be observed that we can hardly as yet . 
make comparisons to the east or south, The only material 
available from the Shoshonean peoples is from the Ute, who 
shared largely in the culture of the Plains. From the Piutes, 
Snakes, Bannocks, and other nearer members of the stock, 

material is almost wholly lacking. Washo and Moquelumnan 
are in a like plight, so that little or nothing can be done in 
either of these directions. As regards the Wintun, Yana, 

and Achoma’wi, the situation is more satisfactory. Beside 
the material from the first two of these stocks published by 
Curtin,’ a considerable mass of myths has been collected by 
the writer and other members of the Huntington Expedition 
from all three of the stocks, and from the Shasta as well. 
Comparisons may therefore be made with more advantage in 
these directions. 

In view of the diversity obtaining within the Maidu stock 
itself, it would be expected that equal or greater diversity 
would prevail between different stocks, To a certain extent 
this is true; and each of the five stocks, Maidu, Wintun, 

* Curtin, Creation Myths of Primitive America. Boston, 1808, 
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a Achoma/wi, Yana, and Shasta, shows a rather definite indi- 

viduality. On the other hand, a considerable degree of simi- 
larity would naturally occur. Thus, as regards the creation 

myth, the Maidu, the Achoma’wi, and the Yana agree in their 

general type; in all, the Creator and Coyote are the chief fig- 
ures; in all, the primeval sea is the beginning of all things, and 

on its surface the world is floating; in all, the Creator and Coyote 
strive for mastery, the former a consistently benevolent being, 
the latter uniformly a trickster and knave; in all, Coyote wins, 

checkmating the Creator at every turn, and is successful in 
his attempts to make the world one of distress, pain, ‘and 

death. There is abundant difference in detail, but the under- 

lying thought seems in all these stocks to be the same. With 
the Wintun there is, strangely enough, less in common as 

regards the creation myth. The so-called ‘‘Patwin,’’ or 
southern section of the Wintun, show indeed some agreement 

with the forms of the myth current among the Northwestern 

Maidu, yet on the whole differ rather strongly, most notice- 

ably in the relative absence of the struggle between the 
Creator and Coyote. The Northern Wintun, so far as material 
available indicates, are still less in accord, and in their crea- 

tion myth diverge markedly from the Maidu type. The 
Shasta also have a creation myth, not only quite different 
from the Maidu, but also very brief and undeveloped. It 
shows, moreover, almost nothing of the antagonism between » 

Creator and trickster, Coyote here being to a great extent 
Creator and trickster in one. 

_ Passing to other myths, we find, on the whole, the same 

general relationships between the stocks. The theft of fire, 

for instance, assumes somewhat variant forms, but in the 

group including the Maidu, Achoma’wi, and Yana, is con- 
structed always on very similar lines. In all, the fire is 
held by a man and his daughters, and is discovered largely 

4 _ through the agency of the Lizard; the fire is watched and 
guarded by a sentinel bird, is stolen in consequence of his 
sleeping while on guard, and pursuit by the women is hindered 
by the strings of their skirts being cut as they sleep. The fire 
is brought back by a group of animals, among whom the 
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fire is divided for safety; and the pursuers, who are usually 
Thunder, and his two daughters Rain and Hail, are put to 

flight. In this case the Wintun shows considerable similarity 
in the southern section; but in the northern portion, and also 

among the Shasta, the myth is quite different. Other tales 

showing equal or greater similarity are found within the group 

mentioned, such as the stories of the Loon-Woman,! the Bear 

and Deer,? the sisters sent to marry the stranger, etc. 

In the stories told of Coyote, where his. character as a 
_ trickster and knave comes out clearly, particularly those re- 
lating to his amorous escapades, the agreement is particularly 
strong. With the Wintun the agreement in myth and incident 
is much less marked, the Northern Wintun showing little or 

nothing in common with Maidu forms. The same holds true 

to a considerable extent in the case of the Shasta; although 
here we find the Loon-Woman in a modified form, as well as 

several of the typical Coyote stories. 

So far, then, as the myths are concerned, the sitnilariogs is 
most marked between the Maidu, Achoma’wi, and Yana; and 

these seem to fall into a group distinguished rather clearly 
from the surrounding stocks. The Shasta myths are closely 
connected, in some cases, with those of the Achoma’wi, but 
the points of agreement are generally precisely those in which 
the Achoméa’wi differ from the Maidu. Thus, while there 

is connection between the Maidu type and the Shasta, it 
is not close. As regards the Wintun, the southern portion 
seems to show some likeness to the immediately adjacent 
section of the Maidu, whereas the Northern Wintun are of a 

quite different type. 
Many tales, although common to several stocks, are known, 

however, only in the immediately adjacent portions of those 
stocks; as, for example, the Loon-Woman, which seems to be 

known only to the Yana, Achom4’wi, and Northeastern Maidu, 
no trace having been yet found of it among the remainder of 
the stock. 

In attempting to extend comparisons northward or west- 

1 See p, 71 of this volume; Curtin, Creation Myths, p, 407. 
* See 4 % of this volume, 
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ward, we are again met by the difficulty. that little or ‘no 
material is available. From the stocks lying to the west- 
ward a large body of material has been collected by Dr. A. L. 
Kroeber and Dr. P. E. Goddard.t It would appear that, in 
general, the mythology of the Hupa, Wishosk, and the Lower 
Klamath River stocks was quite different in type from that 
which is characteristic of the Maidu group. Pomo and Yuki, 
on the other hand, show some relationship with the South- 
ern Wintun, and are through it thus distantly related to the 
Maidu. . 

Northward almost a complete blank exists. Except for the 
few myths published by Gatschet,? from the Klamath, and 
which seem to differ considerably from the Maidu type, there 
is nothing available till we reach the Columbia, where, with 

the Chinook,3 the Kathlamet,*+ and the Tillamook,’ compari- 
sons may be made. Comparing the Maidu myths with those 
of these tribes, and of others farther afield in Washington, 

British Columbia, and elsewhere, it appears that nowhere 
within this area do we find quite so complete a disassociation 
of the trickster and culture-hero elements as exists among the 

northeastern Californian tribes; nor, moreover, do we find 

that the creation anywhere assumes such an important place. 
Considering specific myths and incidents, it appears that 
some have a wide distribution. The two tales which have 

perhaps the widest range are those of the Bear and Deer ® and 
the girls who married the stars. The former has been 
recorded among the Kwakiutl,?7 the Klamath,’ the Kathla- 

, met,® the Catloltq,7° and the Thompson River Indians; ' the 

: dard, Hupa Texts (University of California Publications, Amer. Arch. and 
Ethno, qs No. 2). tkele 904. 

2A’ S. Gatschet, The The Klamath h Indians of era ain Oregon (Contributions to 
North Amerete Ethnol Vol. II, Part a} 1890. 

* Franz Boas, Chinoo Texts (Bulletin ureau of ecicen Ethnology, No. 20). 
whine 1ook 
cs as, Kat Texts (Bulletin Bureau of American Ethnology, No. 26). Wash- 
i on, ae 

Boas, ‘Traditions of the Tillamook (Journal of American Folk-Lore, Vol. XI, 
PP. 23, 133 

® See p. 0S ee 
7 Boas, Indianische 
® Gatschet, Klamath ae a 
® Boas, Kathlamet Texts, p. ae 
ae pees Indi 

; 11 Teit, Traditions of t * Fiorpson River Indians (Memoirs of the American 
Folk-Lore Society, Vol. VI, p. 
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latter, among the Quinault,' the Lkungen,? the Chilcotin,3 the 

Dakota,+ the Micmac,5 etc. 

_ If we consider incidents instead of whole myths, we find, 

that whereas a few similarities to the Maidu may be traced 

among the Chinook and Salish tribes of the coast, a much 

larger number are apparent among the Salish of the inte- 
rior, particularly the Thompson River Indians. Among the 
Chinook and Kathlamet and the Tillamook and Quinault, 
almost the only incidents in common with the Maidu are 
those which relate to the exploits of Coyote.. We have, for © 

instance, his asking advice of his excrement,® the raping of 
the girls in bathing,7 and of the sick girl whom he pretends to 
doctor.8 The resuscitation of the dead by placing the bones 
or bodies in water is also common.? Turning to the tribes of 
the interior, we find greater similarity, both of myth and 
incident. Not only do two entire myths occur here which 
are closely like the Maidu,— the Grisly Bears and the Black 
Bears,'° and the Mosquito and the Thunder,'*— but a number 
of incidents. The similar incidents deal in part with Coyote, 
but also refer to other personages, such as the ferryman who kills 

travellers who have to jump into his boat,’ or the suitor who 
is forced to spear a monster that drags him into the stream."s 

It appears from this, that the analogies between the Maidu 
myths and those of other stocks to the north are rather closer 
with the tribes of the interior than with those of the coast; 
and that in general, the Maidu, with the Achoma’wi and 
probably the Yana, are to be classed, from the mythological 
standpoint, with the stocks occupying the northern portion of 
the interior plateau or Great Basin area. 

* Parrand, Traditions of the Quinault (Memoirs American Museum of Natural 
History, Vol, ‘iy, Pp. 507), 

sete Traditions of th the Rinticotin (Memoirs American Museum of Natural His- 
tory, Vol. IV, p 

* Riggs, peices’ Grammar (Contributions to North American Ethnology, Vol. IX, 

x: 8 Rand, Legends of the Micmacs, pp. 160, 308. 
* Boas, Chinook Texts, p. tor, 
? Boas, Traditions of the Tillamook, p. 140. 
- Ibid., p. 1 

vi 4, ‘Praditions of the Quinault, p. 83 
‘0 Teit, aditions of the Thompson River Indians, p. 69; cf, also p. 79 of this volume, 

ed ibid. ef. p. 48 of this volume, 
** Thid., :B. i93 a 7o of this volume, 
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CONCLUSION. 

The Maidu, whose culture has here been described, may 
to a great extent be taken as typical of the Indians of the 
central portion of California. A sedentary people, living 
in numerous small villages of circular, semi-subterranean, 
earth-covered lodges, they were a people among whom 

the arts, except that of basketry, were but slightly de- 
veloped, and who depended on the chase, and the native 
nuts, fruits, seeds, and roots, for food. Possessed of a 

social organization of a simple kind, they show no trace of 
gentile groupings. They have, However, in some parts at 
least, secret societies which are partly religious, partly social, 
in their character. With the shaman the dominant figure 
in their religion, they have, where in contact with the Wintun 
tribes, developed elaborate dance ceremonies, and everywhere 

celebrate important ceremonials at which offerings are burned 
for the dead. Their mythology is moderately voluminous, 
characteristically systematic, and lays much stress on the 
creation, both of the world and of mankind. 

As stated already, no tribe is wholly typical in a region of 
such diversity as California; but in the general simplicity of 
their culture, lack of development of the arts, dependence on 

roots, acorns, seeds, fruits, and game for food, rudimentary 

social organization, and general character of their ceremonial - 
life, the Maidu represent as well as any the culture of this 
portion of the State. 

Yet, as has been pointed out again and again, even within 

this single stock, significant variations occur; so that the 
Northeastern, the Northwestern, and the Southern Maidu 

show in many features differences as great as, or greater than, 
those to be noted between the Maidu and the neighboring 
stocks. Culturally, indeed, the several sections of the 

Maidu are closely affiliated to their immediately adjacent 
neighbors; the Northeastern having much in common with 

_ the Achoma’wi, the Northwestern with the Southern Wintun, 

and the Southern Maidu with the Moquelumnan. 
: In the midst of such variety, it is difficult to say what are 
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the real characteristics of this stock. Are we to regard the 
Maidu of the Sacramento Valley, with their elaborate dances 
and secret society, as the type from which the Northeastern 
Maidu have differentiated by assimilating themselves more 
and more to the type of the Achoma’wi and Shoshone, the 
type of the interior plateaus or Basin area? Or are we to 
consider the simpler, more typically Basin culture of the 
Northeastern Maidu as characteristic of the stock, and 

the elaborate dances and secret-society organization of the 
Northwestern branch as due to contact with the Wintun 
tribes of the middle and lower Sacramento Valley? Again, 
what relation do both of these northern sections bear to the 
Southern Maidu, where we find the culture in.many important 
regards much different from that in the north? Should the | 
variations be explained as due in part to migration, or as 
having wholly arisen by a slow process of differentiation 
and assimilation to neighboring types? From the comparison 
of the myth cycles of the Northeastern and Northwestern 
Maidu, I have already pointed out' that we might suppose 
there had been a movement of the former section eastwards 
from the area of the Sacramento Valley. Taking the whole 
mass of the myths from the Northeastern Maidu, references to 
the north are almost as common as those to the west and 
southwest; but whereas the former are in nearly all cases in 

‘ myths which refer to times considerably after the creation, 
the latter are almost wholly in the creation myth. As has 
been already pointed out, there is a complete absence, ap- 
parently, of any sort of a migration legend, all portions of the 
stock declaring emphatically that they originated precisely 
in their present homes. While placing the creation of the 
world uniformly in the vicinity of Durham, in the Sacramento 
Valley, the Northeastern Maidu, for example, declare they are 
the descendants of the pairs of human germs planted by the 
Creator in the lands which they now occupy, and that from 
that day to this they have continued to live in the region 
where their ancestors came into being. 
if any weight be given to the evidence above referred to 

4 Dixon, Tournal of American Folk- Lore, Vol, XVI, p. 35. 
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from the myth cycles, of an easterly movement of the stock, 

this movement would seem to have taken place either before 
the acquirement by the Maidu of the secret-society organiza- 
tion and elaborate dances, or so long ago that all knowledge 
or remembrance of these has passed away from the members 
of the Northeastern section. 

The variety in culture, both within and without the stocks 
in California, is certainly one of the most striking features of 
the region. In large measure this would seem directly traceable 
to the environment. As compared with regions farther south, 
east, and north, the sharp contrasts in environment, both 

topographic and climatic, are marked. All intermediate types 
may be found between the immense, perfectly level plains of 
the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys, and the rugged 
topography of the Sierra, with its sharp steep ridges, sepa- 
rated by canyons of great depth; and all varieties, from the 
cool, wet climate of the northwestern coast to the arid heat 

of the Mohave Desert. Within the Maidu area alone, there 

are, as has been said, great differences; and in addition, each 
of the three main sections of the stock were more or less 
isolated from one another. The Northeastern Maidu were 
cut off from their westerly neighbors, during the winter by 

the great snow-belt of the western flanks of the Sierras, and in 
summer by many a mile of ridge and forest. The different 
villages of the foot-hills were in many cases separated effec- 
tively by the deep, rugged canyons which intervened, and 
often villages located within sight of each other on opposite 
sides of the same canyon had minor differences in custom 
and in speech. Placed in such varying environment, often 
much isolated, in some cases by natural features, in others by 

lack of tribal feeling such that each village almost regarded 
its neighbors as enemies,—under such conditions, it is not 

surprising that differentiation took place, and that what may 
have been in the beginning a unit in culture and speech, be- 
came in course of time split up into many variant forms. 

It is to be noted, also, that not only among the Maidu, but ' 

among practically all the other stocks within the State, the 
varied forms of culture observed are in all cases in harmony 
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with the environment, and that the areas of similar culture 

are continuous, all of which tends to strengthen the belief that 

in the main such differences as are found have been of slow 

local growth, and are not due to movements of population 

on any considerable scale. Moreover, the accordance of 

culture with environment, and the continuity of the areas of © ts 

similar culture, irrespective of linguistic boundaries, are. evi- 

dence of long-continued occupation of the region by its present 
occupants. It is, moreover, in these very features, that the 

Maidu, and with them most of the other stocks of the Cali- 

fornian area, differ from the stocks and tribes of the central 

and eastern portions of the continent; for whereas the tribes 

of the latter areas have been migratory on a large scale, and 

show over great areas a considerable degree of uniformity in 
culture, the Californian peoples, of nearly all of which in these 
particulars the Maidu may stand as a representative, exhibit, 
on the contrary, great stability, coupled with a correspond- 

ingly great variety. 



IV.—ANTHROPOMETRY OF CENTRAL CALIFORNIA. 

By Franz Boas. 

Pirates L.-LVIII. 

Tue material for the following study was collected by 
Dr. Roland B. Dixon in 1899 and 1900 in connection with the 
work of the Huntington California Expedition, and by Mr. 
V. K. Chesnut in 1892 and 1893 in connection with the ex- 
tended anthropometrical investigation carried on under the 
direction of the writer for the Anthropological Department of 
the World’s Columbian Exposition, under authority of Prof. _ 
¥F. W. Putnam, Chief of the Department. 

Mr. Chesnut’s first measurements were taken in August, 

1892, in the Round Valley Reservation. The results seemed 

so peculiar that I feared some error of method might have 
vitiated them. For this reason I asked Mr. Chesnut to re- 
visit the reservation, repeat the measurements, and obtain 

an additional series. This second series of observations were 
taken in January, 1893. 

The following table shows the results of Mr. Chesnut’s 
measurements on the same individuals. The first figure in 
each column represents the first measurement; the second 
figure, the amount to be added to the first measurement to 

obtain the second. 

347 
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Length i Height Height Wi us 
No. of Head. ahead of Pace. of Trace. of Hoss, of Noms: 

5 182+ 2 |150—2 |146+3 |122-—4 | 53-5 44+0 
30 193+ 2 [152-2 |150—-3 |118+0 | 50—2 40+0. a 
34 209— 9 |155+2 |144+3 |123—-2 | 55-1 43 + Tam 
78 187— 1-j163+2 |r5r+2 {123-4 | 55-2 42+1r 
98 rr1+ 3 [r5s2—2 {138+3 |r1r1+1 | 52-5 41+r@ 

104 m8— r |157+0 |146-—7 |110+0 | 4741 42 +258 
155 195+ 2 |160—1 |147+5 |123+2 | 58-12 42—2. 98 
Igo 192+ 2 {155-3 |142+0 |112+3 | 49-4 | 39 +00 
201 174+ 2 |143+1 |117+3 86+2 | 35-1 32. +Ore 
202 179—1I3 |141+1 |122+4 93+2 | 40-4 33 +0 
214 205+ 2 |157+3 |150+2 |112+6 | 46—0 39+2 

Females. 
45 177— 2 |t42—1 [131-1 |rog+o | 43+1 35+2 
48 192+ © |152—2 |135+0 |108+1 .| 42+3 38-3 
85 I7i+ 4 |139+2 |126+3 | 9445 | 44-4 | 3243 
99 }169+ 7 |144+0 |140+2 |102+6 | 4043 38+2 

136 wr1+ 0 [145-6 |134+2 |105—1 | 44+1 40+0 
137 180+ 4 |140-—1 |137+3 |105+2 | 46-7 | 36+0 
151 189— 7 |149-—1 |140—5 |ror+r | 42-1 38+0 
174 174— 5 |137+1 |112+3 85+1r | 37-2 30+1 
179 19O— I {152+ |137+3 |105+6 | 42+0 37+0 
I 189+ 2 |144—2 |130+7 |106—5 | 43-1 34-1 
187 183— r |146+4 |130+2 or+7 | 36+1 3443 
195 19+ 5 |152+1 |137—-4 |103+0 | 45-5 RK oa he" 
196 176+ 3 |140+4 |135+2 |100+0 | 47-3 3441 
198 194+ 0 [|I5tI—1r |136+5 |104+0 | 44-2 44-3 
20 178+ 0 |153+2 |133+3 |104—-1 | 46-4 | 37-5 
20 187+ 3 |143+3 |136+1 |107+2 | 49+1 4t+z 
air 168— 2 |134+0 |118—8 719+3 | 3rto’ | 304% 

Aver. Diff. + 0.1 +0.1 +1.2 +1.2 —1.6 +0.2 

The square variability of these differences is equal to twice § 
the square of the error of measurement ¢. Thus we find 
for ¢: 

Measurement. €2 

Length of Head......... § bin'bib Wisie.0.o'4.0) 0 5 0 See meena 9 
IE NIN 6.5.6 o'u ov 0s 0 v.00 0.0.05 ovo 4 dw tiene 2.8 
Width of Face.......... tno e 4 0 6s a/0's,69 0a 6.4 
Height of Pace..........0:sssseseseeeres cv ees eet 
POE NON R pi dsis sce adecvecdsaces i vere Ga aa 
POOPIE OSG Ss esas fa wia's c's 0 bd a weds ino DOR Meee 

It would seem that in the measurement of length of head 4 
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for Nos. 34 and 202 the centimetres were misread, which 

_ would account for the high error. 
. For a comparison of Dr. Dixon’s and Mr. Chesnut’s measure- 

s only six individuals are available. In the following 
able Dr. Dixon’s measurements are given, and the amount 

be added to obtain Mr. Chesnut’s measurements. There 
s to be a constant difference between the two measure- 

ts of length of face; otherwise the differences are so small 

Length | Breadth | Width | Height | Height | Width 
eas cet | ck es | ce ee | cee, | ce Now 

196-1 |154—0 |152—5 | 119-3 | 46+2 39-1 
20 202—4 |163—2 |150+0 |I1I9—9 | 49-1 47—2 

I92+o0 |152—2 |149—-4 |116—1 {| 49+1 46—2 
I99—2 |154—2 |146-—3 |122—-6 | 5r+0 40+0 
I99—4 |162—2 |150—3 |128—5 | 60-2 40—2 
200+7 |157—4 |136+1 | 118—1 53-2 38+1 

Diwerage Diff. —0.7 —2.0 —2.3 —4.2 —0.3 —1.0 

The tabulation of Mr. Chesnut’s measurements gives very 
able results, which differ fundamentally from all the re- 

s obtained among the neighboring tribes. I have called 
attention to this phenomenon before. With the assistance 
of Dr. Dixon and Dr. A. L. Kroeber, I have been able to sub- 
Jivide the material according to tribes. In this manner it 
as been possible to determine the geographical position of 

e disturbing element more accurately. 
* have divided the material into the following groups: 
4 idu of the Sacramento Valley, Maidu of the Foot-Hills, 
Maidu of the Mountains, Pit River Indians, Pomo, Yuki, 

Wintun. Besides these, there are a few isolated measure- 

oy Following i is a tabular statement of the measurements of * 
the more important groups. 

as ash andlungen der Berliner anthropologischen Gesellschaft, 1805, PP. 401, 402, © 
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AVERAGE MEASUREMENTS. 

Maidu of 1 Maidu of 
Sacra- Maidu of | Mountains Pomo. Yuki. 
mento Foot-Hills| and Pit 
Valley. River. 

Stature, Men............ 1607 (4) | 1644 (25) | 1687 fx) 1682 (6 1590(17) 
Se ON ORION ate Sk 5 _— 1533(9) | 1573(7)_ | 1560(o 1488 (1 

Stretch Be of pains a, 1682 (4) | 1712 (25) 27809 $43) 1775 (6 1680 (1 
Height of Shoulder, Men-=} 1315 (4) | 1352(25) | 1305 (11) | 1300 (6 1317 (17 
Leogth Seu os Bios. 720 (4 726(25) | 772(11)} 757(6 724 (17 

Me AS 842 (4 863 aa 905 es} 880 (6 832 (17 
He ade 7) weed reo PON 360 (4) 376 (25) 395 (11 383 (6 367 (18 

Length of Head, en: ..| 180.0(5) | 104.0(20) | 104.4 (11) | r90.1 (8) |. 105.2 (2 
‘omen. — I85.0(9) | 182.7(7) | r8r.0(11) | 784.6 (1 

Width of Head, Psa Aes 155.4(5) | 153-5 (20) |158.8 (rr) | n54.0(8) | 148.3 (23 
Women.. == T45.1(9) | 156.0(7) | r47.2(11) | 143.8 (18 

eu, © 2 Bees, een}... 143-8(5) | 145.7 (29) | 150.1 (rr) | 148.8(8) | 146.6 (2 
pS ** Women... — 135.2(9) | r43.0(7) | 143.4(11) | 136.71 

Height of Face, Men*....| 122 (4) | 122.6 (26) | 124.2 (11) | 120.0(6) | 1128.0 (18 

ee Index, Whole 
Ralvie.es Ski dteleelniy 82.3 (5) 79.1 (45) | 83.3 (28) | 81.0 (28) | 77.6 (48) .. 

These tables show clearly that the Yuki differ in type from 
all the neighboring tribes. They are short of stature, the 
average found being 159 cm. for men, and 149 cm. for 

women. Their heads are elongated, which is due to great 
narrowness of the head; the cephalic index is about 77.5. 
The face is small, being both narrow and low. ‘This type 
seems to be also present among the Maidu of the Foot-Hill 
region, but farther to the north and east it disappears. It 
is much less frequent among the Pomo than among the Maidu 
of the Foot-Hill region. Towards the interior and among the 
Pomo a type prevails which is similar to that of the Indians of 
the plateaus of Nevada and Utah. Their stature reaches 
168 cm. among men, and 156 cm. among women, while the 
cephalic index is about 83. The width of face has the char- 
acteristic high value of the eastern Indians, being, on the 
average, 149. Among the Pit River Indians excessively 
short heads are found. I am doubtful if they may not be in 
part due to flattening of the occiput, although they seem to 
arise rather from excessive width than from excessive short- 
ness of the head. 

It seems plausible that the type represented by the Yuki 

he ior ‘ 

44 mm. added to Mr, Chesnut’s measurements. 
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r may be related to the very short and long-headed type of 
aa the islands of California, which, in its most pronounced form, 

was found on the most southern islands; while northward, 
towards Santa Barbara, its most striking characteristics be- 

come less marked. It would seem, that, if this relationship 
exists, the Yuki would resemble the ancient inhabitants of 

Santa Barbara. 
. The occurrence of this peculiar type among the other types 
of the Pacific coast is very remarkable. It is another instance 
of the irregularity of distribution of types-along this coast, 
and analogous to the irregularities of distribution that are 
found along the coast farther to the north.' 

The average number of children of women of forty years 
and over is 3.7, which is much less than the average number 
of children of Indians of other parts of the continent. Taken 
in connection with the high infant mortality, this indicates a 
rapid reduction in numbers of the population. 

1 See Twelfth Report on the North-Western Tribes of Canada (Re of the British 
Association for the Advancement of Science, 1898). —_ 
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LIST OF MEASUREMENTS. 

The following abbreviations have been used: 

St.. 

Str... 

Sh.. 

ia 

. .. Stature. 

. . Stretch of arms. 
.. Height of shoulder (acro- 

mion). 
Length of arm (acromionto 

tip of second finger). 

.-.. Height sitting.. 

..Width of shoulders be- 

tween acromia. 

.. Breadth of hand across 

knuckles. 

... Length of second finger. 

... Length of head. 

....Width of head. 

...Width of face between 
zygomatic arches. 

...Distance from hair line 

to chin. 

Hfll.. 

Ha 

Wn... 

Le.. 
Vertis? 

Distance from nasion to 
chin. 

Height of nose. 

Width of nose between 

alee. 

. .Length of ear. 
Vertical circumference of 

head, from tragus to 

tragus. 
....Horizontal circumference 

of head. 

Maipu oF SACRAMENTO VALLEY. 

Males. 

Observer: R. B. Dixon. 

. Age 40, Mike Jefferson. — St 1640 Str 1670 Sh 1320 A 670 

Hs 860 Wsh370 Bhaogo Lfi88—Lhig95 Bhis8 Wf1q42 

Hfl 180 HfIl 130 Hnss5 Wn4o Le 69 Vce360 He 580 

—IStr101.8 IA 40.9 JIHs 52.4 IWsh 22.6 —CI 81.0. 

» . Age 45, Billy. ——St 1590 Str 1680 Sh 1320 A 740 Hs 840 

Wsh 360 Bha 83 Lfi 90 Lfa 440-—Lh 190 
143 Hfl 166 HfIl 114 Hn 58 Wn qa 

Bh 159 Wf 
Le 66 Ve 385 

He 560 —TJStrros.7 1A 46.6 IJHs52.8 IWsh 22.7 —CI 83.7. 

wo . Age 50, Polissy.— St 1600 Str 1650 Sh1310 Avro Hs 830 
Wsh 345 Bha 85 Lfi og Lfa 440—Lh 1r90 Bhis7 Wf 
146 Hfl 165 HfIl 120 Hn 57 Wn 42 
He 560—IJS# 103.1 
8 

4- 

2.6, 

Le 66 Ve 370 
IA 44.4 IHs 51.9 IWsh 21.8—CI 

Age 50, George Barber. —St 1600 Str 1730 Sh 1310 A 760 
Hs 840 Wsh 360 Bha 89 Lfi 93 Lfa 46;—Lh 188 Bh 
s3 Wf 146 Hfl 172 HfII 123 Hn 57 Wn 4s Le 67 
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Ve 375 He 550—IJS#r 108.1 IA 47.5 JHs 52.5 IWsh 22.5 

— CI°81.4. 

Observer: V. K. Chesnut. 

. Age 70, Pete Virginia. —St 1573 Str 1665 Sh 1292 A 734 

Hs 828 Wsh 332—Lh 182 Bhiso Wf143 Hf 122 Hn 

53 Wn44—CTI 82.4. 

mn 

-Marpvu or tHE Foot-HILt REGION. 

Observer: R. B. Dixon. 

I. Males. 

. Age 19, Louis Asbil.1— St 1650 Strr730 Sh1350 A7z4o Hs 
870 Wsh 385 Bha 85 Lfi 94——Lh 186 Bh 147 Wf 138 
Hfl 184 Hfll 119 Hns50 Wn4r Le 63 Ve350 He s50 
—IStr 104.9 IA 44.9 IHs 52.7 IWsh 23.2 —CI 79.0. 

7. Age 30, Bob Brooks. —St 1760 Str1800 Sh1450 A740 Hs 

870 Wsh 370 Bha 81 Lfi grt Lfa 470—Lh 192 Bh 150 
Wi 143 Hil 201 Hfll 129 Hn 48 Wn37 Le 63 Ve 355 

He 550—JIJStr yo2.3 IA 42.0 IHs 49.4 IWsh 21.0—CI 

78.1. 

8. Age 35, Ben Benjamin. —St 1580 Str 1640 Sh 1260 A 660 
Hs g00 Wsh 380 Bha 86 Lfi 90 Lfa 480—Lh 197 Bh 
155 Wf139 Hfl 193 Hfll 129 Hn 51 Wn4q4 Le 62— 

ISir 103.8 IA 41.8 IHs §7.0 IWsh 24.1 —CI 78.7. 

9. Age 38, Jim Stevens. — St 1650 Str1780 Sh1360 A730 Hs 
890 Wsh 385 Bha 92 Lfi 96—Lh 196 Bhir54 Wf 152 
Hfl 172 Hfll 119 Hn 46 Wn39 Le 63—TJSirio7.9 IA 

44.2 IHs 53.9 IWsh 23.3 —CI 78.6. 

to. Age 4o, Ed. Currin. — St 1690 Str 1740 Sh 1380 Az7i1o Hs 
920 Wsh 410 Bha 90 Lfigo Lfa 450-—Lh 200 Bh 166 

Wf 156 Hflro9 Hfll 132 Hns50 Wn4q42 Le74 Ve 390 

He 620 —JIStr103.0 IA 42.0 IHs54.4 IWsh 24.3— CI 83.0. 

11. Age 40, Lawson Anderson. — St 1620 Str1620 Sh1310 A7oo 

Hs 850 Wsh380 Bha86 Lfi87—Lh183 Bhr46 Wfr141 

Hfl 168 Hfll 118 Hn 46 Wn42 Le6s5 Ve350 He 550 

— IStr 100.0 IA 43.2 IHs 52.5 IWsh 23.5 —CI 79.8. 

12, Age 40-42, Henry Clay.— St 1690 Str 1800 Sh 1410 A 780 

Hs 920 Wsh 420 Bhaogo3 Lfi t1o —Lh 205 Bhi67 Wf 

155 Hfl 184 HflI 126 Hn 53 Wn 45 Le 72 Ve 380 

He 630 —IStr 106.5 IA 46.2 IHs 54.4 IWsh 24.9 —CI 81.5. 

13. Age 45, George Asbil.— St 1570 Str 1690 Sh 1240 A 660 

Hs 860 Wsh385 Bha84. Lfigo—Lhig2 Bhr49 Wf 137 

1 Father, Maidu of the Foot-Hill region; mother, Wintun. 

a 
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14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

23. 

Hf1 166 Hfll 119 Hn 49 Wn43 Le 63 Ve345 He 570 
— IStr 107.7 IA 42.0 IHs 54.8 IWsh 24.5 —CI 77.6. 

Age 45, Jim Mullen. — St 1620 Str 1660 Sh1320 A690 Hs 

860 Wsh370 Bhag2—Lhig2 Bhis56 Wf141 Hfl 183 
HflIl 127 Hn 51 Wn 43 Le 62 Ve 375 He ‘1° 
102.5 1A 42.6 IHs 53.1 ‘IWsh 22.9 —CI 81.2. 

Age 45, Walter Uptograth.— St 1640 Str1790 Sh1365 Ay65° 

Hs 830 Wsh390 Bha87 Lfigog—Lhigg9 Bhr46 W153 
Hfl 179 Hfll 125 Hns50 Wna4z7 Lezo Ve 345 He 585 

—TISirtog.1 IA 46.4 JIHs 50.3 IWsh 23.6 —CI 73.4, 

Age 45, Bill Logan. —St 1590 Str 1600 Sh 1320 A650 Hs 
850 Wsh 350 Bha 80 Lfi 84 Lfa 41o—Lh 190 Bh 154 
Wf 147 Hfl 169 Hfll 121 Hn47 Wng4s Le61 Ve 360 

He 560 —JSir 100.6 IA 40.9 IHs 53.5 IWsh 22.0 —CI 81.1. 

Age 55-60, Dan Wright.— St 1700 Str1770 Sh 1400 A 760 

Hs 910 Wsh 380 Bha 89 Lfitoz—Lh i191 Bhi6o Wf 
148 Hfl167 Hfll120 Hnso Wn47 Le68 Vc360 He 
580 —IStr 104.1 IA 44.7 IHs 53.5 IWsh 22.4 —CI 83.8. 

Age 60, Jack Wright.— St 1490 Str 1620 Sh 1210 A 7oo 

Hs 790 Wsh 350 Bha 78 Lh 184 Bh 143 Wf 136 Hil 

166 Hfll 115 Hn 50 Wn qr Le 66 Ve 350 He 540— 

TSir 108.7. IA 47.0 JHs 52.4 IWsh 23.5 —CI 77.7. 

Age 60, Jack McLane. — St 1650 Str 1670 Sh 1350 A 720 
Hs 880 Wsh370 Bha8s5 Lfi87—Lhi193 Bhrs6. Wf157 

Hfl 176 Hfll 127 Hns5q Wn4q4 Le 77—ZIJSitrio1.2 JA 
43.6 IHs 53.3 IWsh 22.4 —CI 80.8. 

Age 60, Dolby McLane. — St 1630 Str 1720 Sh 1360 A 720 

»Hs820 Wsh380 Bha87 Lfigo Lfaqg6o—Lh202 Bh163 
Wf 150 Hfl 173 Hfll 119 Hn 49 Wn 47 Le 73 —ZJSir 

105.5 JA 44.2 IHs 50.3 IWsh 23.3 —CI 80.7. 

Age 60, Billy Williams. — St 1600 Str 1670 Sh 1350 A 710 

Hs 830 Wsh 360 Bha 84 Lfa 440—Lh 192 Bhis2 Wf 

149 Hfl 188 Hfll 116 Hn4g9 Wn4q46 Le 7o—IJSir 104.4 

IA 44.4 IHs 51.9 IWsh 22.5 —CI 79.2. 

Age 70, Bill Brooks. — St 1570 Str 1610 Sh1300 A690 Hs 

840 Wsh 360 Bha 73 Lfi 85 Lfa 450—Lh 190 Bh 158 
Wf 45 Hfl 18: Hfll 124 Hns53 Wng4r Lezo Ve 380 

He 570 —JStr 102.6 IA 43.9 IHs 53.5 IWsh 22.9 —CI 83.2. 

Age 75-80, Happy Jack.— St 1520 Str 1560 Sh 1230 A 640 
Hs 78.5 Wsh340 Bha76—Lh187! Bhrs2 Wf1q43 Hfl 
172 Hfll 119 Hn 47 Wn4s Le 71 Ve 365 He 540— 

Str 102.6 IA 42.1 JIHs 51.7 IWsh 22.4 —CI 81.3. 

* Flattened occiput. 
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24. 

25. 

26, 

27. 

28. 

29. 

6a. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33: 

34. 

II. Females. 

Age 50, Kate Brooks. —St 1490 Stris1o Sh1220 A670 Hs 
800 Wsh 325 Bha 72 Lfi 71 Lfa 420-—Lh 173 Bh 147 
Wf 135 Hfl16r1 Hfll 110 Hn44 Wn35 Le 60 Ve 325 

He 520 —JS# 101.4 JA 45.0 IHs 53.7 IWsh 21.8 —CI 85.0. 

Age 30, Dolly Anderson. — St 1540 Str 1545 Sh 1270 A 660 
Hs 850 Wsh350 Bha84 Lfi80—Lhi77 Bhi37 W134 

Hfl 163 Hfll 112 Hn 44 Wn4o Le62 Ve350 He 560 
— IStr 100.3 IA 42.9 IHs 55.2 IWsh 22.7 —CI 77.4. 

Age 30, Susie Downs. — St 1560 Stri1s30 Sh1270 A640 Hs 
830 Wsh 340 Bha 80 Lfi 80 ——Lh 188 Bh 153 WE 140 

Hfl 171 Hfll 117 Hn 50 Wn38 Les53 Ve370 He 580 
—IStr 98:1 IA 41.0 IHs 53.2 IWsh 21.8 —CI 81.4. 

Age 35-40, Nancy Clay. — St 1560 Str 1600 Sh 1300 A 670 
Hs 800 Wsh350 Bha74 Lfi89—Lhior Bhiq4r Wf 135 

Hil 165 Hfll 116 Hn45 Wn4z Le 63 —IJStr 102.6 IA 
4229 IHs 51.3 IWsh 22.4 —CI 73.8. 

Age 60, Alice Mullen. — St 1580 Strisso Sh1360 A730 Hs 

850 Wsh 320 Bha 76 Lfi 8s —Lh 188 Bh 148 WE 133 

Hfl 163 Hfll 113 Hn47 Wng4o ‘Le 62 Ve3s55 He 570 

—ISir 98.1 JIA 46.2 IHs 52.5 IWsh 20.3 —CI 78.7. 

Observer: V. K. Chesnut. 

I. Males. 

Age 8, Wallace Lincoln. — St 1197 Str 1185 Sh 974 A 516 
Hs 665 Wsh 262—Lh172 Bhi4g3 Wf124 Hfor Hn4qo 
Wn 32 —CI 83.1. 

Age ro, Louis Asbil. — St 1389 Str 1419 Sh 1129 A614 Hs 
730 Wsh 289 —Lh 174 Bh 146 Wf 125 Hf i111 Hn q2 
Wn 37 —CI 79.0. 

Age 17, John Webster. —St 1704 Str 1743 Sh 1455 A 750 

Hs 900 Wsh 185 —Lh 193 Bhrs2 Wfi1so Hf118 Hn 
50 Wn 40 —CI 70.7. 

Age 21, Henry Downs. — St 1795 Str 1859 Sh 1481 A 808 

Wsh 4oo—Lh 198 Bh is1 Wf 142 Hf r2tx Hn 45 Wn 
37 —CI 76.2. 

Age. 24, Pete Corbett.— Lh 192 Bhi6o Wf149 Hf133 Hn 
49 Wn 4o—CTI 83.3. 

Age 26, Charley Wright. — St 1708 Str 1790 Sh 1424 A777 

Hs 846 Wsh 372 —Lh ag if Bh 151 Wf137 Hfirr Hn 
52 Wn 36 —CI 80.8. 

Age 30, David Lincoln. — St 1614 Str 1683 Sh 1304 A 710 
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35: 

36. 

37- 

38. 

39- 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43- 

44- 

45. 

46. 

47: 
RN RT a 

Hs 882 Wsh 357—Lh 206 Bhis5 Wf144 Hf 123 Hn 

55 Wn 43—CI 75.2. 

Age 32, John Brown. — St 1614 Str 1682 Sh1357 A724 Hs 
818 Wsh 364—Lh 196 Bh 144 Wf145 Hf 115 Hn 50 

Wn 42 —CI 73.5. 

Age 34, Dixie Edsal.— St 1654 Striz7ro Sh1375 A755 Hs 
827 Wsh 372—Lh 196 Bhis5 Wf 146 Hf 121 Hn 52 

Wn 40 — CI 79.1. 

Age 34, Tom Perrington. — St 1628 Str 1703 Sh 1352 A 723 

Hs 870 Wsh 399—Lh 198 Bh i149 Wf 16 Hf 119 Hn 

49 Wn 43 —CI 75.3. 
Age 38, Dan Webster. — St 1693 Str 1803 Sh 2497 A784 Hs 

883. Wsh 392—Lh 199 Bh i156 Wf 148- Hf 122 Hn 51 

Wn 40 — CI 78.4. 

Age 52, Doc. Gibson. — St 1621 Str166r1 Sh1356 A713 Wsh 
350—Lhi93 Bhisg Wf149 Hfi113 Hn 50 Wn4s5 — 

CI 79.8. 

Age 70, John Whiskers. — St 1563 Str 1596 Sh 1296 A 726 

Hs 848 Wsh 335—Lh 192 Bhisq Wf147 Hf113 Hn 

50 Wn 53 — CI. 80.2. 

Age —, Tony Laycock. — St 1615 Str 1604 Sh 1347 A 738 

Wsh 355—Lh 197 Bh iso Wf14r Hf 109 Hn 50 Wn 

47 — CI 76.1. 

Il. Females. 

Age 8, Roxy Webster.:— St 1277 Str t300 Sh 1ro1rg A 555 
Hs 684 Wsh 271—Lh1r78 Bhrgo Wf124 Hfo2 Hn 38 

Wn 33 — CI 78.6. 

Age 9, Bertie Anderson. — St 1310 Str 1283 Sh 1057 A 558 
Hs 712. Wsh 260—Lh 171 Bhi2s Wfi12t Hf 104 Hn 

41 Wn 33 —CI 73.1. 

Age 10, Hattie Webster. — St 1299 Str 1309 Sh 1043 A 552 
Hs 695 Wsh 281—Lhi72 Bh139 Wf122 Hfo8 Hn35 

Wn 32 — Cl 80.8. 

Age 13, Ollie Stranget.— St 1507 Str 1555 Sh 1259 A 684 

Hs 768 Wsh 312 —Lh 177 Bh 142 Wf 131 Hf ro9 Hn 
43 Wn 35 —CI 80.2. 

Age 14, Clara Anderson. — St 1577 Str 1560 Sh 1288 A 671 
Hs 852 Wsh 325 —Lh 185 Bh 140 Wf135 Hf rro Hn 

46 Wn 37 —CI 75.7. 
Age 20, Sarah madd —St 1524 Str bee Sh 1260 A 651 

* Father, Maidu of Foot-Hill region; mother, Pit River. 
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48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53: 

54. 

55: 

56. 

Hs 782. Wsh 346—Lh 184 Bh 146 Wf 132 Hf 103 Hn 
4t Wn 36—CI 79.3. 

Age 24, Mary Anderson.1— St 1540 Str 1556 Shr250 A 680 
Hs 824 Wsh 335—Lh i192 Bhis2 Wf135 Hf 108 Hn 

42 Wn 38—CI 79.2. 

Age 40, Sally Wright. — St 1500 Str1s42 Sh1230 A631 Wsh 
330 — Lh 188 Bh 147 Wf 138 Hfr12 Hn45 Wn 37 — 

CI 78.2. 

Age 60, Nancy Laycock. — St 1494 Str1532 Sh 1231 A 642 

Hs 804 Wsh 333-—Lh 185 Bh 144 Wf135 Hf120 Hn 
52 Wn 40 —CI 77.8. 

Maipu or MountvaIrns. 

Observer: R. B. Dixon. 

I. Males. 

Age 20, Frank Thomas. — St 1670 Str 1730 Sh 1350 A 730 
Hsoso Wsh41s Bha86 Lfi88 Lfagso—Lhigo Bhrs3 

Wf 146 Hfl 178 Hfll 127 Hns0 Wn38 Le 63 Ve 360. 
He 560 —ISitr 103.6 IA 43.7 IHs 56.9 IWsh 24.9 —CI 80.5. 

Age 20, Johnny Pai yute.2—St1720 Str1820 Sh1430 A 760. 

Hsog05 Wsh350 Bha8s Lfigo7-—Lhi9q4 Bhis7 Wf 148 

HfIl 183 Hfll 123 Hn49 Wn3g9 Le62 Ve 370 He 570. 

— IStr 105.8 IA 44.2 IHs 52.6 IWsh 20.4 —CI 81.3. 

Age 20, George Washoe.s— St 1580 Str 1730 Sh 1300 A 750. 

Hs 880 Wsh 380 Bha 82 Lfi 90 Lfa 450—Lh 195 Bh 

156 Wf 149 Hfl 172 HfIIl 120 Hn 47 Wn qr Le 60. 

Ve 360 He 570—TJStr 109.5 JA 47.5 IHs 55.7 IWsh 24.1 
— CI 80.0. 

Age 20, Johnny Bob. — St 1700 Str1800 Sh1390 A780 Hs 
910 Wsh 390 Bha 88 Lfi 95 Lfa 470—Lh 194 Bh 158 

Wf rs0 Hfl 173 HflIl r25 Hn 53 Wns Le 65 Ve370. 
He 585 —JStr1os.o IA 45.9 IHs 53.5 IWsh 22.9 —CI 81.4. 

Age 27, Mosy Higgins. —St 1700 Str1790 Sh1400 Az7s50 Hs 
880 Wsh 4oo Bha 85 Lfigt Lfa460o—Lhioz Bh 164 
Wfis2 Hfl176 Hfll 118 Hn48 Wngqr Le 67 Ve 385 
He 580 —IStri1o5.3 IA 44.1 IHs 51.8 IWsh 23.5 —CI 83.2. 

Age 30, Pete Thomas. — St 1680 Str 1780 Sh1400 A770 Hs. 

910 Wsh 410 Bha 87 Lfi 85 Lfa 460—Lh 192 Bh 158 

Wf 147 Hfl 175 Hfll 118 Hn4q Wn39 Le69 Ve 370 

He 575 —ISitr106.0 JA 45.8 IHs 54.2 IWsh 24.4 —CI 82.3. 

1 Father, Sacramento Valley; mother, Foot-Hill region. 
? Father, half Washoe. 
3 Father, half Washoe, half Maidu of Mountain region; mother, Pit River. 
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57- Age 35, John Roy.— St 1640 Str 1770 Sh 1370 ‘A 795 Hs 

890 Wsh 360 Bha g0 Lfi 90 Lia 460—Lh 192 Bh 159 
Wi 153 Hfl 177 Hflli1z25 Hn48 Wngqo Le67 Ve 370 
He 575 —JISiri1o7.9 IA 48.2 IHs 53.9 IWsh 21.8 —CI 82.8. 

58. Age 40, Sam Roy.— St 1650 Stri1760 Sh1350 A750 Hs 870 

Wsh 410 Bhaogo Lfio3 Lfa 460—Lh 189.5 Bhiss Wf 

150 Hfl162 HfIl121 Hn45 Wn43 Le64 Ve360 He 

560 — JSir 106.7, IA 45.5 JHs 52.7 IWsh 24.9 —CI 83.2. 

II. Females. 

59. Age 30, Mary Roy.—St 1610 Str 1630 Sh 1320 A67o Hs © 
850 Wsh 350 Bha 82 Lfi 87 Lfa 430—Lh 287 Bh 150 : 
Wi 137 Hfl 168 Hfll119 Hn 46 Wn37 Le64 Ve 365 

He 575 —JSir ror.3 JA 41.6 IHs 52.8 IWsh 21.8 —CI 80.2. 

60. Age 50, Lucy. —St 1560 Str 1640 Sh 1280 A 800 Hs 780 
Wsh 295 Bha 75 Lfi 97 —Lh ror Bh 148 Wf 142 Hfl 

154 Hfll107 Hn46 Wng4q42 Le68—/TJStrios.1 JHs 50.0 
IWsh 29.0 — CI 77.5. 

Hat CREEK AND Pit RIVER. 

Observer: R. B. Dixon. 

I. Males. 

61. Age 22, Ike Tom.1— St 1790 Str 1910 Sh rsro A 870 Hs 
950 Wsh 415 Bha or Lfi 99 —Lh 193 Bh 157 Wf rsr 
Hfl 182 HfIIl 131 Hns53 Wn38 Lez2 Ve370 He570 
—IStr 106.7 IA 48.6 IHs 53.1 IWsh 23.2 —CI 81.3. 

62. Age 30, Alec Tom.:— St 1780 Str 1880 Sh 1500 A 800 Hs 

930 Wsh 425 Bha 90 Lfio7 Lfa 490-—Lh 199 Bh 161 

Wirs4 Hfl 18 Hfll130 Hns3 Wngo Lezo Ve 385 

He 575 —JStr1os5.6 [A 44.9 IHs 52.2 IWsh 23.9 —CI 80.9. 

63. Age 50, Capt. Charles.2— St 1650 Str r71o Sh 1380 A 740 
Hs 890 Wsh390 Bha88s Lfigo3—Lh2or Bhi6r Wf152 

Hfl 163 Hfll 128 Hn 52 Wn 46 Le73 Vce380 He 585 
— [Str 103.6 IA 44.9 IHs 53.9 IWsh 23.6 —CI 80.1. 

II. Females. 

64. Age 25, Maggie.*—— St 1590 Str1640 Sh1310 A720 Hs 830 
Wsh 380 Bha 75 Lfi 83—Lh 185 Bhi1s0 Wf 140 Hfl 
162 Hfllrr5 Hn 43 Wn32 Le 60 —IJStr 103.2 JA 45.3 
THs 52.2 IWsh 23.9 — CI 81.1. 

* Pather, Hat Creek; mother, Maidu of Mountains. 
* Pather, Maidu of Mountains; mother, Hat Creek, 
* Pather, Maidu of Mountains; mother, Pit River. 
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65. Age 25, Lucy.1— St 1580 Str 1630 Sh 1320 A730 Hs 880 
Wsh 380 Bha 85 Lfi 85 —Lh 178 Bh 161 Wf 143 Hfl 
180 HfII 118 Hn 50 Wn 34 Le 62 Ve 380 He 590— 

IStr 103.2 IA 46.2 IHs 55.7 IWsh 24.1 —CI 90.5. 

66. Age 35, Kate Charlie.1— St 1590 Stris80 Shi1z300 Azoo Hs 
860 Wsh 370 Bha 82 Lfi go Lfa 420-—Lh 188 Bh 160 
Wf149 Hfl 176 Hfll12o Hnso Wn36 Le6és Ve 405 

He 605 —IStr 99.4 IA 44.0 IHs 54.1 IWsh 23.3 —CI 85.1. 

67. Age 45, Annie Thomson.2— St 1540 Strisso Sh 1280 A 700 
Hs 800 Wsh340 Bha84 Lfi87—Lhi72 Bhis7 Wf143 

Hfl 154 HfII 110 Hn 46.5 Wn 38 Le 67—JStr 100.7 
IA 45.5 JIHs 51.9 IWsh 22.1 —CI 91-3. 

68. Age 50, Mary.s—St 1540 Str isso Sh 1260 A710 Hs 850 
Wsh 345 Bha 80 Lfi 80—-Lh 178 Bh 167 Wf 148 Hfl 
178 HfIl 116 Hn 50 Wn35.5 Le 68 Ve380 He575— 
IStr 100.7 IA 46.1 IHs 55.2 IWsh 22.4 —CI 93.8. 

PIUTE. 

Observer: R. B. Dixon. 

Male. 

69. Age 25, Dick. —St 1560 Str 1720 Sh 1350 A 740 Hs 790 
Wsh 405 Bha 83 Lfi go Lfa 450-—Lh 188 Bhiss WE 

149 Hfl 182 HfII 113 Hn 45 Wn 4o Le 65 Ve 375 

He 565 —IStr 110.3 IA 47.4 JHs 50.7 IWsh 26.0—CI 
82.4. 

Pomo. 

Observer: R. B. Dixon. 

Male. 

70. Age 35, Charles Goodwin. — St 1800 Str1830 Shi1s0o A780 
Hs920 Wsh4oo Bhago Lfig8-—Lhior Bhis7 Wf140 

Hfl 180 HfIl126 Hns0 Wn39 Le64 Ve 350 He s60 
—IStr 101.7 IA 43.3. IHs 51.1 IWsh 22.2 —CI 82.2. 

Pomo. 

Observer: V. K. Chesnut. 

I. Males. 

71. Age 7, Wilsey McLean.:— St 1161 Str 1196 Sh 905 A 503 

Hs 611 Wsh 237—Lh1r71 Bhiso Wf120 Hfog Hn39 
Wn 32 —CI 87.7. : 

a A ye a, Meta of Mountains; mother, Hat Creek. 

8 2 Het es Creek. 
« Father Ma Maidu of Foot-Hills; mother, Pomo. 
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72. 

73- 

74. 

75- 

76. 

77- 

78. 

79: 

81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

Age 7, Leland Fullider.— St 1283 Str 1323 Sh 1047 A 569 
Hs 703 Wsh 294—Lh 180 Bhi1qgo Wf127 Hf100o Hn 

35 Wn 36—CI 77.8. 

Age 15, Lee Jackson. — St 1492 Str1532 Sh1234 Ayoq Us 

800 Wsh 310—Lh 178 Bh 149 Wf 131 Hf 104 Hn 4o 

Wn 40 — CI 83.7. 

Age 15, Isaac Williams. — St 1543 Str 1605 Sh 1298 A 732 

Hs 760 Wsh 306—Lh 188 Bh 145 Wf134 Hf z110 Hn 
42 Wn 41 — CI 77.1. 

Age 15, Henry Greaves. — St 1716 Str 1721 Sh 1397 A 771 

Hs 876 Wsh 325—Lh 197 Bh 160 Wf 146 Hf114 Hn 
47 Wn 42—CI 81.2. 

Age 27, Jim Brown. — St 1648 Str 1741 Sh1373 A740 Hs 
866 Wsh 380—Lh 191 Bh 153 Wf 142 Hf 107 Hn 46 
Wn 42 — CI 8o.1. 

Age 30, John Reilly. — St 1610 Str 1815 Sh1357 A758 Hs 
805 Wsh 377—Lh 186 Bhisr Wfi149 Hfirr Hn 47 

Wn 47 — CI 81.2. 

Age 40, James Jimeson. — St 1649 Str 1760 Sh 1337 A 744 

Hs 880 Wsh 387—Lh 187 Bh 163 Wfs1s5t Hf 123 Hn 
55 Wn 42—CI 87.2. 

Age 40, Jack Coates. — St 1686 Str 1736 Sh 1387 A 775 Hs 

860 Wsh 385—Lh 196 Bh 167 Wf155 Hf 113 Hn 50 

Wn 47 — Cl 85.2. 

Age 50, Thomas Wright. — St 1688 Str 1768 Sh1382 A 751 

Hs 895 Wsh 374—Lh 200 Bh 146 Wfi1s52 Hfr1rgo Hn 

51 Wn 52—CI 73.0. 

Age 65, Ben Sawyer. — St 1606 Str1744 Sh1354 A746 Hs 

775 Wsh 360—Lh 187 Bhis0 Wf1s51t Hf 100 Hn 39 

Wn 49 — Cl 8o.2. 

Age 66, Wm. Potter.— St 1579 Str1672 Sh1297 Ayzs5 Hs 

828 Wsh 362—Lh 182 Bh 145 Wf 149 Hf 108 Hn 50 

Wn 44—CI 79.7. 

Il. Females. 

Age 18, Josephine Hughes. — St 1499 Str1s60 Shxz234 <A 689 
Hs 817. Wsh 330 —Lh 176 Bh 146 Wf 133 Hf 108 Hn 
46 Wn 35 —CI 83.0. 

Age —, Annie Fullider.—Lh 174 Bh 15t Wf 142 Hf ro9 
Hn so Wn 37—Cl 86.8. 
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85. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

89. 

go. 

gt. 

93. 

94. 

95: 

96. 

97- 

Age 10, Mabel Jimeson.1— St 1415 Str 1447 Sh1164 A 629 

Hs 727 Wsh293—Lhi71 Bhiz39 Wf126 Hf 94 Hn 44 

Wn 32 —CI 81.3. 

Age 12, Ada Bell. — St 1382 Str3417 Shi1r20o A616 Hs 700 
Wsh 284—Lh 180 Bhi142 Wf126 Hfogo Hn37 Wn 33 

— CI 78.9. 

Age 14, Annie Fullider.— St 1542 Str 1570 Sh 1254 A 661 
Hs 809 Wsh 360—Lh 186 Bh 144 Wf141 Hf 106 Hn 

42 Wn 37 —CI 77.4. 

Age 16, Martha Fullider.— St 1552 Str 1626 Sh 1262 A 689 

Hs 813. Wsh 342—Lh 186 Bh 144 Wf 137 Hf 106 Hn 

43 Wn -36—CI 77.4. 

Age 19, Cecilia Crabtree. — St 1582 Str 1666 Sh 1318 A 704 
Hs 829 Wsh 366—Lh 186 Bh 148 Wf 137 Hf 104 Hn 

39 Wn 38 —CI 79.6. 

Age 25, Molly Clay.— St 1609 Str 1652 Sh1322 A698 Hs 
834 Wsh 365—Lh 178 Bhis2 Wf 138 Hf 121 Hn 48 

Wn 38 —CI 85.4. 

Age 35, Jean Waybolds. — St 1530 Str 1599 Sh 1273 A 671 

Wsh 342—Lh 177 Bh 137 Wf 134 Hf 110 Hn 45 Wn 

42 — CI 77.4. 

. Age 38, Emily Seega.—St 1647 Str 1704 Sh 1355 A 718 
Hs 864 Wsh390—Lh186 Bhr61 Wf147 Hfi17 Hn46é 

Wn 37 — CI 86.5. 

Age 45, Nancy Clay. — St 1527 Str 1548 Sh 1255 A662 Hs 
817. Wsh 320—Lh 187 Bh 143 Wf 134 Hf i115 Hn qt 
Wn 40 — CI 76.5. 

Age 45, Mary Fullider.— St 1556 Str 1598 Sh 1314 A 702 

Hs 833 Wsh 345—Lh 185 Bh 142 Wf140 Hfi112 Hn 
45 Wn 36—CI 76.8. 

Age 50, Mary Coates. — St 1547 Stris45 Sh1286 A677 Hs 

849 Wsh 356—Lh 174 Bh 149 Wf 143 Hf 98 Hn 44 
Wn 41 — Cl 85.6. 

Age 75, Lizzy Sawyer. — St. 1447 Str 1506 Sh 1213 A 645 

Hs 712 Wsh 303—Lh 190 Bh *45 Wf 137 Hf 107 Hn 
44 Wn 41 —CI 76.3. 

Age —, Lucilia Crabtree. — St 1592 Str 1635 Sh 1324 A 696 
Wsh 326—Lh 179 Bh 145 Wf 136 Hf 100 Hn 40 Wn 
39 — CI 81.0. 

4 Father, Pomo; mother, Yuki. 
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YuxI anp Pomo MIXED. 

Observer: V. K. Chesnut. 

I. Male. 

98. Age 16, James Woods.: — St 1645 Str 1735 Sh 1376 A 733 

Hs 862 Wsh 322—Lh 181 Bhis2 Wf138 Hfirrtr Hn 
52 Wn4r—Cl 78.5. 

Il. Female. 

99- Age 38, Jennie Frank.1— St 1479 Str 1544 Sh 1270 A 729 
Hs 793 Wsh 349 —Lh 169 Bh14q Wf 140) Hf ro2 Hn 
40 Wn 38 —CI 85.2. “vy 

YukKI. 

Observer: R. B. Dixon. 

Male. 

too. Age 33, Charles Dorman. — St 1750 Str187o Shr1440 A790 
Hs 910 Wsh 380 Bhag6 Lfitog—Lhiogg Bhs5q WE 

146 HfI roo HfIIl 122 Hn’51 Wn 4o Le 66 Ve 350 

He 590 —JStr 106.9 IA 45.1 IHs 52.0 IWsh 21.7 —CI 77.4. 

Observer: V. K. Chesnut. 

I. Males. 

ror. Age 7, Bill Garfield. —St 1300 Str 132t Sh roz0 A 569 
Hs 705 Wsh 295—Lh 185 Bh143 Wfi129 Hf100o Hn 

37 Wn 37 —CI 77.3. 
102. Age 13, Fred Corney.— St 1523 Str 1548 Sh 1267 A 663 

Hs 800 Wsh 353—Lh 182 Bhis2 Wf135 Hf108 Hn 
42 Wn 38—CTI 83.5. 

103. Age 18, John Duncon. — St 1667 Str 1743 Sh 1361 Hs 856 
Wsh 368—Lhio2 Bhigg Wf 146 Hf12x Hns5r Wn 

39 — CI 77.6. 

104. Age 18, Ralph Henley. — St 1600 Str 1637 Sh1321 A 684 
e Wsh 371 —Lh 188 Bhis7 WE 146 BS 110 Hn47 Wn 

42 — CI 83.5. 

105. Age 21, Alfred Brown, — Str 1884 Wsh371—Lh202 Bhrs55 
Wir44 Hftrgo Hng1 Wn 4o—CI 76.7. 

106, Age 30, Chas. Simonds. — St 1720 Str 1763 Sh 1428 A 757 
Hs 897 Wsh380—Lh 200 Bhisq Wfrso Hfir15 Hn 
46 Wn40—Cl 77.0. 

* Father, Yuki; mother, Pomo, 
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107. 

108. 

I09. 

nai 

I1r. 

I1r2, 

II3. 

II4, 

115. 

r16. 

117. 

118. 

Trg. 

I20. 

Age 30, John Lawly.—St 1622 Str 1694 Sh 1341 A 708 

Hs 850 Wsh 376—Lhi90 Bhis3 Wf144 Hfrig Hn 
52 Wn 41 —CI 80.6. 

Age 45, John’ Scott. —St 1607 Str 165r Sh 1338 A 727 

Hs 833 Wsh 377—Lh 201 Bhi4g Wit149 Hf113 Hn 

45 Wn45 —CI 74.1. 

Age 48, Dick Henley. — St 1553 Str 1630 Sh 1271 A 673 
Hs 836 Wsh 385 —Lhig7 Bhiso Wf147 Hfi112 Hn 
48 Wn 41 —CI 76.1. 

Age 50, Long Frank. —St 1652 Str 1737 Sh 1385 A 770 

Hs 867 Wsh 382—Lhi196 Bhiqgs Wf146 Hf114 Hn 

51 Wn 40 —CI 74.0. 

Age 50, Geo. Henley. — St 1568 Str 1623 Sh 1283 A 714 

Hs 824 Wsh 351—Lh185 Bhr4o Wirq4go Hfi121 Hn 
53 Wn41—ClI 75.7. 

Age 50, Dutchman. — St 1503 Stris7q9 Shi125r A6g9 Hs 
798 Wsh 357—Lh 194 Bhr48 Wfi144 Hf 110 Hn 43 

Wn 45 —CI 76.3. 

Age 50, James Woods. —St 1545 Str 1625 Sh 1304 A 699 

Hs 809 Wsh 360—Lh193 Bhiso Wf3145 Hfi119 Hn 
5r Wn 45 —CI 77.7. 

Age 52, Mike Hunter. — St 1567 Str 1654 Sh 1284 A 708 
Hs 829 Wsh 377—Lh200 Bhi4g Wf 149 Hf r1go Hn 

5t Wn 42—CTI 74.5. 

Age 52, Jeff. Davis. — St 1613 Str 1708 Sh1344 A748 Hs 
860 Wsh 373—Lh 200 Bhr57 Wirso Hfiir Hn 47 

Wn 44—CI 78.5. : 

Age 55, Ukie Ben. — St 1525 “Str 1622 Sh 1283 A706 Hs 
790 Wsh 35t—Lh i193 Bhiz48 Wf143 Hf 118 Hn 56 
Wn 44 —CI 76.7. 

Age 57, Sam. Green. — St 1625 Str 1718 Sh 1338 A 756 

Hs 838 Wsh 379 —Lh 207 Bhis1 Wf146 Hf1ro Hn 
52 Wn 42 —CI 73.0. 

Age 60, Nick Douglass. — St 1522 Str1618 Sh 1285 A 721 

Hs 797 Wsh 347—Lhior1 Bhiso Wft1so Hf106 Hn 
47 Wn 44—CI 78.5. 

Age 60, Nomelly. — St 1533 Str 1615 Sh 1245 A 688 Hs 
815 Wsh 358—Lhi96 Bh148 Wf 148 Hf 118 Hn 51 

Wn 44 —CI 75.5. 

Age 60, Linya. — St 1588 Str 1668 Sh 1300 A7oo Hs 798 

Wsh 363 —Lhigt Bhr4q4 Wf142 Hf 10g Hn 46 Wn 

44 — CI 75.4. | f 
[October, 1905.] 24 
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t21. Age 60, Old Billy. —St 1528 Str 1593 Sh 1293 A743 Hs 

787. Wsh 331—Lh 192 Bh 145 Wf 145 Hf 111 Hn 

46 Wn 44—CI 75.5. 
122. Age 65, “‘Oscar.”” —St 1527 Str 1653 Sh 1283 A 746 Hs 

794 Wsh 358—Lhi90 Bhig2 Wf148 Hfirg Hn 55 

Wn 39 —CI 74.8. “ 

123. Age 65, Major Jingle. —St 1605 Str 1677 Sh 1287 A 726 — 
Hs 783 Wsh341—Lh 184 Bh137 Wf149 Hf108 Hn 

48 Wn 43 — CI 74.4. 
124. Age 65, Liny Fenton.—St 1550 Str 1609 Sh 1320 A 687 

Wsh 355—Lh i192 Bhr143 Wf147 Hf107, Hn 42 Wn 

50 — CI 74.5. We 

125. Age 67, Ute. —St 1683 Str 1728 Sh 1424 A 741t Hs 896 
Wsh 372 — Lh 203 Bh 148 Wf146 Hfitgo Hn53 Wn 

44 — CI 73.0. 

126. Age 75, Jim Short. — St 1599 Str 1670 Sh134q4 Aj7z2 Hs 
843 Wsh 397—Lhi90 Bhisr Wf1s5q4 Hf116 Hn 48 

Wn 44 — CI 70.6. 

II. Females. 

127. Age 9, Abbie Davis. — St 1304 Str 1360 Sh 1065 A 578 

Hs 660 Wsh 296—Lh 175 Bhr45 Wf 125 Hf 98 Hn 

38 Wn 32 —CI 82.9. 

128. Age 13, Minnie Joe. — St 1335 Strigoo Shi1o7o A575 Hs 
671 Wsh 283—Lh 180 Bh137 Wf124 Hf 105 Hn 42 

Wn 36 —CI 76.1. 

129. Age 15, Minnie Scott.— St rs16 Str 1544 Sh 1250 A 649. 
Hs 800 Wsh 335 —Lhior Bhi147 Wf140 Hfi109 Hn 
45 Wn 38 —CI 77.0. 

130. Age 17, Mary Anderson. — St 1516 Str 1563 Shi1240 A 688. 
Wsh 322—Lh 184 Bhi4r Wf130 Hf 112 Hn 46 Wn 
37 — CI 76.6. 

131. Age 18, Minnie Jackson. — St 1472 Str1s52 Sh 1209 A 663 
Hs 776 Wsh 354—Lh 184 Bhi14q Wf134 Hf102 Hn 
42 Wn 37 —ClI 78.3. 

132. Age 18, Annie Anderson. — St 1538 Stris75 Sh1265 A 683 
Hs 827 Wsh 335 —-Lh179 Bh137 Wf130 Hf104 Hn 
44 Wn 36—CI 76.5. 

133. Age 10, Cecilia Johns. — St 1556 Str 1577 Sh 1284 A 682 

Hs 816 Wsh 3s5s5—Lhios Bhiso Wfr4t Hf10os Hn 
40 Wn 39—CI 76.9. 

134. Age 25, Ella Weed. —St 1390 Str1427 Shr1gq Aso8S Hs 
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135. 

137- 

138. 

139. 

140. 

141. 

sc 

er 

144. 

145. 

146. 

147. 

750 Wsh 315 —Lh178 Bh 137 Wi 130 Hf 105 Hn 42 

Wn 33 —CI 77.0. 

Age 25, Annie Lou. — St 1442 Stris516 Shi215 A674 Wsh 
307— Lh 182 Bhigs Wf136 Hf10or Hn37 Wn 34 — 

CI 79.7. 

. Age 30, Lizzie Henley. — St 1488 Str 1544 Sh 1230 A 650 

Hs 786 Wsh 339 —Lh 181 Bhigs Wf134 Hf10o5 Hn 
44 Wn 4o—CI 8o.1. 

Age 37, Mary Davis. —St.1497 Stris23 Sh1274 A674 Hs 
797 Wsh 338—Lh 180 Bhr4go Wf137 Hf 105 Hn 46 

Wn 36 —CI 77.8. ; 

Age 38, Susie Jimeson. — St 1534. Str 1618 Sh 1283 A 675 
Wsh 354—Lh 176 Bhi47 Wf141 Hf 10g Hn 45 Wn 

38 — CI 83.5. 

Age 40, Pauline Stone. — St 1523 Str 1562 Sh 1262 A 664 
Hs 808 Wsh 351—Lhigo Bhr4q4 Wf138 Hfi11 Hn 

47. Wn 38—CI 75.8. 

Age 40, Julia Wood. — St 1437 Stri1469 Shi212 A625 Hs 
782 Wsh 334—Lh 185 Bh136 Wf134 Hf 105 Hn 42 

Wn 36 —CI 73.5. 

Age 40, Lizzie Scott. — St 1539 Str1584 Sh1273 A680 Hs 
817. Wsh 340 — Lh 185 Bh1r48 Wf144 Hfi11g9 Hn 45 

Wn 40 — CI 8o.0. 

Age 4o, Lizzie. — St 1434 Str 1482 Shi1202 A64o Hs 754 
Wsh 322— Lh 194 Bhi47 Wf145 Hf 101 Hn4o Wn 

41 —CI 75.8. 

Age 45, Sally. — St 1486 Str1489 Sh 1240 A 633 Hs 780 
Wsh 323—Lh 185 Bh141 Wf137 Hf101 Hn42 Wn 

37 —CI 76.2. 

Age 50, Maria Wright. — St 1490 Str 1538 Sh 1254 A 660 

Wsh 339 —Lh 186 Bhis58 Wf141 Hf117 Hn 43 Wn 

40 — CI 85.0. 

Age 55, Jennie Lowen. — St 1457 Str 1488 Sh 1212 A 638 

Hs 742 Wsh 291 —Lh187 Bh143 Wf135 Hf102 Hn 
43 Wn 35 —CI 76.5. 

Age 60, Nellie Frank. — St 1480 Str 1490 Sh 1230 A 658 

Hs 796 Wsh 309 —Lhigt Bh138 Wf136 Hf10g Hn 

46 Wn 41 —CI 72.2. 

Age 70, Jeanie Douglass. — St 1475 Stris516 Shi2t0 A 614 

Hs 813 Wsh 330—Lh 182 Bh 148 Wf136 Hfo1 Hn 
38, Wn 40 —CI 81.3. é 
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148. 

149. 

150. 

151. 

152. 

153. 

154 

WINTUN. 

Observer: V. K. Chesnut. 

Females. 

Age 32, Lizzie Done.— St 1546 Str1614 Sh1279 A650 Hs 

Wn 37 — CI 82.2. 

Age 40, Fanny Pollard. — St 1508 Str 1630 Sh 1269 A 692 
Hs 850 Wsh 336—Lh188 Bh147 Wir145 Hfir11 Hn 
43 Wn41—Cl 78.2. 

YOKuT. . ey, 

Observer: V. K. Chesnut. 

Male. 

Age 35, Jim Henley. —St 1643 Stri717_ Sh1362 A726 Hs 

865 Wsh 371—Lhigo0 Bhr57 Wirst Hf 122 Hn 48 
Wn 47 — CI 82.7. 

WINTUN AND YUKI MIXED. 

Observer: V. K. Chesnut. 

Female. 

Age 25, Nettie Smith.:1— St 1476 Str 1519 Sh rats A 635 

Hs 800 Wsh 310—Lh 189 Bhiq4g Wf14o Hf1tor Hn 

42 Wn 38—CI 78.9. 

WYLACKIE. 

Observer: V. K. Chesnut. 

Males. 

Age 60, Logan Gobert.2— St 1615 Stri715 Sh1359 A 743 

Hs 773 Wsh354—Lhi98 Bhr48 Wfi5t Hfir7 Hn 

st Wn 44—Cl 74.7. 

Age 50, Wylackie Charlie. — St 1600 Str1654 Sh1323 A709 

Wsh 379 —Lh 205 Bhr48 Wf 146 Hfrr2 Hn4q Wn 

43 — CI 72.2. 

HA.LrFr-BREEDs. 

Observer: R. B. Dixon. 

I. Males. 

. Age 19, Jack Cunningham. — St 1770 Str r9ro Sh 1470 A 
830 Hs goo Wsh370 Bha& Lfito3 —Lh196 Bh 157 

* Pather, Wintun; mother, Yuki. * Father, Wylackie; mother, Yuki. 

“810 Wsh 314—Lh 185 Bhis2 Wf 134 Hf 109 Hn 46 iy 
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155. 

156. 

157. 

158. 

159. 

160, 

161. 

162. 

163. 

Wf 147 Hfl185 Hfll123 Hn43 Wn4o Les7 Vc370 
He 580 —ISir107.9 IA 46.9 IHs50.8 IWsh 20.9 —CI 80.1 
(F. White, M. Maidu of Mountains). 

Age 30, Enoch Pollard. —St 1820 Str 1840 Shi1s580 A 890 
Hs 930 Wsh 410 Bhago Lfitoo—Lhi99 Bhi62 Wf 

150 Hfl2or Hfll128 Hn6o Wn4go Le66 Ve380 He 

590 —IStr 1to1.1 JA 48.9 JHs 51.1 IWsh 22.5 —CI 81.4 
(F. White, half Wintun; M. Wintun). 

Age 30, John Duncan. —St 1640 Str 1710 Sh 1360 A 720 

Hs 890 Wsh 375 Bha 86 Lfig3—Lhi99 Bhi162 Wf 

153 Hfl186 Hfll122 Hns53 Wn4r1 Les3 Ve350 He 
590 —IStr 104.3 IA 43.9 JIHs 54.3  IWsh 22.9 —CI 81.4 

(F. White, M. Maidu of Mountains). 

Age 35, Sandy Wilson. —St 1600 Str 1710 Sh 1310 A 720 

Hs 840 Wsh 360 Bhao2 Lfig2 Lfa 440—Lh 184 Bh 
147 Wf 140 Hfl 182 Hfll 116 Hn 50 Wn 37 Le 62 

Ve 330 Hes540 —JSir 106.9 IA 45.0 IHs 52.5 IWsh 22.5 

— CI 80.0 (F. Mexican, M. Maidu of Foot-Hills). 

Age 35, Kurt Reeves. — St 1820 Str 1880 Sh 1490 A 820 

Hs 940 Wsh.370 Bha 88 Lfigo8—Lhi198 Bhiss Wf 

144 Hfli95 Hfll128 Hns3 Wn39 Le71 Vc370 He 
570 —IStr 103.3 IA 45.0 IHs 51.6 IWsh 20.3 —CI 78.3 

(F. White, M. Maidu of Mountains). 

Age 35, Hiram Kelly.—St 1710 Str 1760 Sh 1380 A 730 
Hs 920 Wsh4oo Bha87 Lfi89 Lfa460—Lh200.5 Bh 

159 Wf rso Hfl 186 HfIll 124 Hn 50 Wn qr Le 66 

Ve370 Hes590—TSir 102.9 IA 42.7 IHs 53.8 IWsh 23.4 

—CI 79.9 (F. Hawaiian, M. Maidu of Foot-Hills). 

Age 40, Ebro Johnson. — St 1660 Str 1790 Sh 1360 A 780 

Hs 850 Wsh 460 Bha 88 Lfig2 Lfa 480—Lh176 Bh 
164 Wf1s53 Hfl174 Hfllir7 Hn48 Wn4q4 Le 66— 

IStr 107.8 IA 47.0 IHs 51.2 IWsh 27.7 —CI 93.2 (White 

blood in second generation, Maidu of Mountains). 

Age 40, Frank Perry.— St 1740 Str 1840 Sh 1350 A 770 

Wsh 395 Bhaogz2 Lfig5 —Lh 200 Bhis7 Wf136 Hfl 
175 Hfll118 Hn53 Wn 38 Le 63 —JStr105.8 IA 44.3 

IWsh 22.7 —CI 78.5 (F. White, M. Maidu of Foot-Hills). 

Age 40, John Mullins. — St 1680 Str 1750 Sh 1380 A 740 

Hs 900 Wsh goo Bha 84 Lfio3 Lfa 460—Lh 200 Bh 
161 Wf 150 Hfl 185 HfIl 122 Hn 52 Wn 42 Le 63 

Ve 370 He 580 —JIStri104.2 IA 44.0 IHs 53.6 IWsh 23.8 

— CI 80.5 (F. White, M. Maidu of Foot-Hills). 

Age 50, Lafonso. — St 1560 Str164o Sh1310 A6go Hs820 - 

Wsh 380 Bha 88 Lfi 86 Lfa 480—Lh 187 Bhis7 Wf 
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149 Hfl 187 HfII 126 Hn 53 Wn 46 Le 7o Ve 365 
He 570 —JIStritos.1 [A 44.2 IHs52.6 IWsh 24.4 —CI 84.0 
(F. Mexican, M. Maidu of Sacramento Valley). 

II. Females. 

164. Age 30, Emma Lidger.— St 1560 Str 1620 Sh 1270 A690 | 
Wsh 365 Bha8o Lfi86—Lhio91 Bhis3 Wf138 Hfl 
188 HfIlIl rr3 Hn 43 Wn 38 Le 60 Ve 370 He 580 — ~ 

IStr 103.8 IA 44.2 IWsh 23.4—CI. 80.1 (F. White, M. ~ 
Maidu of Foot-Hills). 

165. Age 40, Mrs. Wilson. — St1sqo Stri580 Shr250 A670 Hs 

830 Wsh 330 Bha78 Lfi87 Lfa420o—Lh 182 Bh 146 

Wf135 Hfli72 Hfll109 Hn4gr Wn36 Les57 Ve 360 

Hc 560 — ISir102.6 IA 43.5 IHs53.9 IWsh 21.4 —CI 80.2 
(F. Mexican, M. Ololopa). 

Observer: V. K. Chesnut. 

' Marpu Hatr-BreEeEDs. 

I. Males. 

166. Age 44, Herbert Johnson. —St 976 Str 971 Sh 767 A 428 
Hs557 Wshi22—Lh178 Bhiq45 Wfi1s Hf82 Hn36 

Wn32—Cl 81.5 (F. 4 Spanish, 4 Maidu of Foot-Hills; M 
same). 

167. Age 5, John Brown. — St 1081 Str 1084 Sh 834 A443 Hs 
593 Wsh 229—Lh 170 Bh r4t Wf i114 Hf 89 Hn 34 

Wn 28 —CI 83.7 (F. Maidu of Foot-Hills, M. Spanish). 

168. Age 8, Willie Perry. — St 1279 Str1313 Shroso As88 Hs 
686 Wsh 296—Lh 176 Bh 139 Wf 116 Hf 92 Hn 36 
Wn31—Cl 79.0 (F. 4 White, 4 Maidu of Foot-Hills; M. 

Maidu of Foot-Hills with some white blood). 

169. Age 13, John Franco.—St 1527 Str 15290 Sh 1268 A 682 
Hs 770 Wsh 330—Lh187 Bhiso Wf133 Hfrir Hn 

49 Wn 37—CI 80.2 (F. Spanish, M. Maidu of Foot-Hills). 

170. Age 25, John Wilsey.— St 1756 Str 1809 Sh 1457 A 775 
Hsgto Wsh 363—Lh188 Bhirs2 Wf136 Hfrer Hnsgs 

Wn 38 — CI 80.9 (F. White, M. Southern Maidu). 

171. Age 28, Frank Feliz. —St 1695 Str 1750 Sh 1413. A 742 

Hs 886 Wsh370—Lhi194 Bhrsq Wf139 Hf125 Hn 

st Wn 34—CI 79.4 (F. Spanish, M. Maidu of Foot-Hills). 

172. Age 32, Miltone Ayella,—St 1679 Str 1745 Sh 1392 A 784 
Hs 860 Wsh332——Lhigo0 Bhist Wf137 Hfrrs Hn 44 
Wn 34—CI 79.5 (F. Spanish, M. Southern Maidu or Moque- 
lumnan). 
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173. Age 50, Wm. Munsell. — St 1631 Str 1718 Sh 1354 A 730 

Hs 868 Wsh 334—Lh20r1 Bhiso Wf138 Hf120 Hn 

48 Wn46—CI 74.6 (F. 4 Spanish, 4 Maidu of Foot-Hills; 

M. Maidu of Foot-Hills). 

II. Females. 

174. Age 6, Martha Perry. —St1076 Strira2q4 Sh8s52 A464 Hs 

593 Wsh 237—Lh 174 Bh 137 Wf 112 Hf 85 Hn 37 
Wn 30 — CI 78.7 (F. 4 White, 4 Maidu of Foot-Hills; M. Maidu 
of Foot-Hills with some white blood). 

175. Age 9, Florence Philips. — St 1264 Str1250 Shiu116 A 654 
Hs 666 Wsh 261—Lh 180 Bh r42 Wf 121 Hf 98 Hn 

45 Wn 28—CTI 78.9 (F. Wylackie; M. 4 Spanish, 4 Maidu 

of Foot-Hills). 

176. Age to, Alma Bercier. — St 1332 Str 1342 Sh 1096 A 567 

Hs 682 Wsh 277—Lh176 Bhi37 Wf126 Hf1toz2 Hn 
38 Wn 33 —CI 77.8 (F. French, M. Maidu of Foot-Hills or 

Wintun). 

177. Age 14, Frankie Wesley. — St 1505 Str1566 Sh1254 A 678 

Hs 787. Wsh 346—Lh 176 Bh138 Wfit2z5 Hf10z2 Hn 
40 Wn 30—CI 78.4 (F. American, M. Maidu of Foot-Hills). 

178. Age 20, Nancy Bercier.— St 1402 Str 1413 Sh 1138 A 618 
Hs 792 Wsh 315 —Lh 181 Bhr48 Wf135 Hfr10o Hn 
44 Wn 32—CI 81.8 (F. French, M. Maidu of Foot-Hills or 

Wintun). 

179. Age 23, Emma Moore. —St 1566 Str 1614 Sh 1335 A 733 

Hs 835 Wsh 346—Lh190 Bhis2 Wf137 Hfr1os Hn 
42 Wn37—CI 80.1 (F. White, M. Maidu of Foot-Hills). 

180. Age 23, Susie Perry. —St 1691 Stri725 Sh1416 A759 Hs 

887 Wsh 356—Lh 189 Bh144 Wf130 Hf106 Hn 43 
Wn 34 —CI 76.2 (F. Maidu of Foot-Hills, M. same with some 

white blood). 

181. Age 25, Anna Felize. — St 1532 Str1s80 Shr1257 A672 Hs 

835 Wsh 332—Lh196 Bhr149 Wf133 Hf 105 Hn 46 

Wn 33 —CI 760 (F. Spanish, M. Maidu of Foot-Hills). 

182. Age 27, Beckie Brown. — St 1530 Str 1543 Sh 1300 A 697 

Hs 811 Wsh 318—Lh 182 Bh143 Wf132 Hfii11 Hn 

42 Wn 36—CI 78.6 (F. White, M. Maidu of Sacramento 
Valley) 

183. Age 33, Polly Johnson. —St 1559 Str 1592 Sh 1273 A 709 

Hs 828 Wsh 337—Lhi91 Bh147 Wf130 Hf104 Hn 

47 Wn 40—CI 770 (F. 4 Spanish, 4 Maidu of Foot-Hills; 
M Maidu of Foot-Hills). 
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I i i A Call i Pir River HatF-BREEDs. 

I. Males. 

184. Age 16, Lorenzo Nuckolls. — St 1633 Str1642 Sh1369 A69r 

Hs 826 Wsh 315—Lhio2 Bhrs5s6 Wifi37 Hf113 Hn 
47 Wn 36—CI 81.2 (F. White, M. Maidu [?]). 

185. Age 20, Pacenta Cione. — St 1628 Str 1742 Sh 1339 A 723 

Hs 874 Wsh 358—Lh187 Bhisg Wf148 Hfr10o4 Hn 
46 Wn39—CI 85.0 (F. Spanish, M. Pit River). 

II. Females. 

186. Age 9, Lolldortis Maria. — St 1284 Str 1289 Sh 1030 A 560 

Hs joo Wsh 272—Lh175 Bh146 Wf127 Hfo93 Hn 
36 Wn 32 —CI 83.4 (F. 4 Spanish, M. Pit River). 

187. Age 14, Josepha Maria. — St 1393 Str 1427 Sh 1153 A 628 
Hs 718 Wsh 314—Lh 183 Bh 146 Wf 130 Hf oz Hn 
36 Wn 34 —CI 79.8 (F. 4 Spanish, M. Pit River). 

Pomo HAtr-BREEDS. 

I. Males. 

188, Age 13, Albert Frank. — St 1389 Str 1428 Sh 1137 A 628 
Hs 722 Wsh 297—Lh177 Bhiqgo Wf126 Hf103 Hn 
43. Wn 35 —CI 79.1 (F. White; M. 4 Yuki, 4 Pomo). 

189. Age 15, Carl Frank. — St 1503 Str1518 Sh1253 A676 Hs 

797 Wsh 297—Lh 183 Bh igo Wf131 Hf 108 Hn 45 
Wn 42 — Cl 76.5 (F. White; M. 4 Yuki, 4 Pomo), 

t90, Age 30, Wm. Smith. — St 1870 Str1896 Shi1s7o A842 Hs 

g10 Wsh 337—Lhi92 Bhiss Wf142 Hf11r2 Hn 49 
Wn 39 — Cl 80.7 (F. White, M. Pomo). 

191. Age 31, Raymond Brown. — St 1719 Str1822 Shrg0o9 A787 
Hs 890 Wsh 379 —Lhio2 Bhi3z35 Wf1q4o Hfiro Hn 
52 Wn 38 — CI 70.3 (F. White, M. Pomo). 

II, Females. 

192. Age 34, Mary Crane. — St 922 Strog20 Sh722 A 394 Wsh 
214—Lh 170 Bh i134 Wfirr Hf 82 Hn 30 Wn 29 — 

CI 78.8 (F. White; M. Pomo, mixed blood). 

193. Age 6, Lelia Smith.— St 1155 Str rr43 Sh oo2z A486 Hs 

609 Wash 145—Lh 177 Bh 145 Wf 1rr2 Hf 94 Hn 36 
Wn 30 — Cl 81.9 (F. 4 White, 4 Pomo; M. same). 

194. Age 7, Lena Smith. — St 1264 Str 1286 Shior6 A516 Hs 
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1Q5. 

196. 

197. 

ary 

199. 

200. 

SPE: 

202. 

203. 

204. 

205. 

206. 

671 Wsh 268—Lh 170 Bh 139 Wf 118 Hf 94 Hn 37 

Wn 29 —CI 81.8 (F. 4 White, 4 Pomo; M. same). 

Age 17, Barbary Greaves. — St 1588 Stri1620 Sh1321 A731 

Hs 812 Wsh 338—Lh 189 Bhis2 Wf137 Hf103 Hn 
45 Wn 33—CI 80.5 (F. White, M. Pomo). 

Age 20, Emma Smith. —St 1534 Str 1564 Sh 1265 A 684 

Hs 809 Wsh 321 —Lh176 Bhigo Wf135 Hf100o Hn 

47 Wn 34—CI 79.5 (F. White, M. Pomo). 

Age 25, Belle Smith. — St 1681 Str1743 Sh1420 A736 Hs 
8290 Wsh 346—Lh 188 Bh i142 Wf128 Hf 107 Hn 46 

Wn 35 —CI 75.5 (F. White, M. Pomo). 

Age 30, Eliza Crane. — St 1534 Stris65 Sh1229 A676 Hs 

789 Wsh 334—Lhi194 Bhrsrt Wf 136 Hf 104 Hn 44 
Wn 44 — CI 77.8 (F. 4 Pomo): 

Age —, Beulah Smith.—St 1113 Str 1128 Sh 885 A 464 

Wsh 234 —Lh176 Bhi39 Wf120 Hf83 Hn34 Wn28 

— CI 79.0 (F. 4 White, 4 Pomo; M. same). 

Yux1 HAtr-BREEDs. 

I. Males. 

Age 5, Fred Dorman. — St 1103 Str1127  Sh880 A462 Hs 

615 Wsh 240—Lh 178 Bh 137 Wf 111 Hf 88 Hn 36 

Wn 31 — CTI 77.0 (F. Yuki; M. 4 White, 4 Yuki). 

Age 7, Dan Dorman. — St 1181 Striri97 Sho4o0 A530 Hs 

643 Wsh 260—Lh 174 Bh 143. Wf rr7_ Hf 86 Hn 35 

Wn 32 —CI 82.2 (F. Yuki; M. 4 White, 4 Yuki). 

Age 9, Jesse Frank. — St 1292 Str1327 Shi1058 As80 Hs 

682 Wsh 285—Lh 179 Bh r4t Wf 122 Hf 93 Hn go 

Wn 33 —CI 78.8 (F. White; M. 4 Yuki, } Pomo). 

Age 17, Geo. Moore. — St r541 Str1574 Sh1242 A669 Hs 
825 Wsh 371—Lh 185 Bhiso Wf138 Hf 108 Hn 47 

Wn 40 — CI 81.1 (F. Spanish, M. Yuki). 

Age 26, Geo. Dew. — St 1689 Str1788 Sh s40r A 762 Hs 

863 Wsh 394—Lh i191 Bhiso Wftso Hf116 Hn 47 

Wn 39—CI 78.5 (F. Spanish; M. 4 Yuki, ¥ Maidu of Foot-Hills). 

Age 27, Henry Murphy. — St 1694 Str 1734 Sh 1392 A 740 
Hs 848 Wsh 386—Lh189 Bhis58 Wfis2 Hfr1g Hn 

50 Wn 39 —CI 83.6 (F. White, M. Yuki). 

Age 30, Jack Anderson. — St 1696 Str 1817 Sh 1403 A 789 
Hs 867 Wsh 367——-Lh i197 Bh147 Wf142 Hf1r20 Hn 

52 Wn 38—CTI 74.6 (F. } Yuki, 4} White; M. Yuki). 
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207. 

208. 

209. 

210, 

2It. 

212. 

213. 

214. 

215. 

II. Females. 

Age 18, Jessie Duncan. —St 1550 Str 1557 Sh 1274 A 661 

Hs 509 Wsh 340 —Lh178 Bhis53 Wf133 Hf104 Hn 
46 Wn 37—CI 86.0 (F. White, M. Pit River [?]). 

Age 24, Maggie Dorman. — St 1600 Str1670 Sh1317 A7ar 

Hs 846 Wsh 364—Lh187 Bh143 Wf136 Hf107 Hn 

49 Wn 41 —CI 76.5 (F. White, M. Yuki). 

Wintun Hatr-BrEEDs., 

I. Males. 

Age 10, Roy Steele. — St 1313. Str 1266 Sh1067 A566 Hs 

707 Wsh 278—Lh 178 Bh i14t Wf 128 Hf 99 Hn 4o 
Wn 33 — CI 79.2 (F. Wintun, M. } White, ? Wintun). 

Age 28, Henry Hayes. — St 1679 Str 1669 Sh r400 A 704 

Hs 888 Wsh 385—Lhio5 Bhis8 Wf146 Hf116 Hn 
50 Wn 40 —CI 81.0 (F. White, M. Wintun). 

II. Females. 

Age 5, Josie Smith. — St 944 Stro48 Sh718 A394 Hs 520 
Wsh 204 — Lh 168 Bh134 Wf118 Hf79 Hn31 Wn30 
— CI 79.8 (F. Negro; M. 4 Yuki, 4 Wintun). 

Age 14, Callie Pollard. —St 1545 Str 1561 Sh 1278 A 734 

Hs 792 Wsh 329 —Lh 186 Bh143 Wf137 Hfirir Hn 

45 Wn36—CI 76.9 (F. Wintun; M. 4 White, 4 Wintun). 

Age 29, Maggie Hoxie. — St 1597 Str 1645 Sh 1230 A 613 
Hs 864 Wsh 360—Lh187 Bhr47 Wf141 Hf117 Hn 

46 Wn 37—CI 78.6 (F. 4 White, 4 Wintun; M. Wintun). 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

I. Males. 

Age 24, Alex Fraser.—St 1765 Str 1900 Sh 1467 A 814 

Hs 863 Wsh 396—Lh 205 Bhis7 Wfrso Hfrr2 Hn 
46 Wn 39—CI 76.6 (F. White; M. Kato, Athapascan). 

Age —, Walter Clark.— St 1704 Str 1750 Sh 1424 A 738 
Hs 868 Wsh371—Lh 189 Bhiq47 Wf142 Hfi12 Hn 

45 Wn34—CI 77.8 (F. ?, M. ?). 

II, Female. 

216. Age 35, Kate Webber. — St 1537 Str 1558 Sh 1284 A 681 
Wsh 342-——-Lh 1t8t Bhr38 Wf137 Hf1r0o9 Hn 43 Wn 

44 —~ CI 76.2 (F. ?, M. ?). 

4 
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TABLE OF RELATIONSHIPS. 

i : f=father; m=mother; so=son; d =daughter; br =brother; si=sister 

2 br of 3 87 d of 094 178 si of 176 
3 br of 2 87 si of 72, 88 180 m of 168, 174 
5 f of 48 88 d of o¢ 18r1.m_ of 175 
6 so of 13 88 si of 72, 87 183 m of 166 
7 so of 22, 24 93 m of 74 183 d of 173 

11 br of 25 94 m of 72, 87, 88 185 4br of 186, 187 
13 f of 6 99 m of 188, 189, 202 186 si of 187 
14 f of 26 too f of 200, 201 186 4si of 185 
19 br of 20 104 so of 109 187 si of 186 
20 br of 19 tos so of 125 187 gsi of 185 
22f of 7 tog f of 104 188 so of 9 
24 m of 7 tis f of 127 188 br of 189, 202 
25 si of 11 125 f of 105 189 so of 99 
26d of 14, 28 127 d of 115, 137 189 br of 188, 202 
28 m of 26 133 4si of 208 190 f of 199 
29 so of 34 137 m of 127 192 d of 1098 
34 £ of 29 138 m of 85 193 d of 197 
38 f of 42, 44 142 si of 143 193 si of 194 
42 da of 3 143 si of 142 194 d of 197 
42 si of 44 149 m of 155, 213 194 Si of 193 
44 of 38 15t m of arr 196 m of 199 
44 si of 42 154 br of 158 197 m of 193, 194 
48 d of 5 155 so of 149 198 m of 192 
51 br of 56 155 br of 213 199 d of 190, 196 
56 br of 51 158 br of 154 200 so of I00, 208 
61 br of 62 r6r f of 168, 174 200 br of 201 
62 br of 61 166 so of 183 201 so of rI00, 208 
64 grandd of 67 166 grandso of 173 201 br of 200 
65 si of 66 168 so of r61r, 180 202 br of 188, 189 
66 si of 65 168 br of 174 202 so of 99 
67 grandm of 64 173 f of 18 208 m of 200, 201 
72 so of 94 173 grandf of 166 208 4si of 133 
72 br of 87, 88 174 of 161, 180 209 so of 213 
74 so of 93 174 si of 168 211 d of 151 
78 f of 8 175 d of 181 213 m of 209 
85 d of 78, 138 176 si of 178" 213 Si of 155 
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NUMBER OF CHILDREN OF WOMEN. 

No. | Age. Living. Dead. No. | Age. Living Dead. 

Fa Fa 2 si 

i2iii me. OS er ee A 

24; 5° 2 — _ 2 138| 38 | — 2 4 — 
i ed 139] 40 | Sr ee 
26) 30 3 2 —_ — 140| 40 |— — ee 
27\35-40; 1 — —_- — I4I} 40 | — I I — 
28| 60 | — I 5 3 142} 40 |— — |— — 
47| 20 2 —- |j- — 143} 45 |— — 2 2 
49; 49 |— -— | — I 144] 50 |—  -— 2 2 
59|25-39; 1 3 Pa Se 145] $99 I I 2 
60} 50 |—-'_ —- — 3 146} 60 |— — b Spee 3 
64, 25 |— — 1 — 147, 70 |— — |— 2 
66| 35 2— —_- —- 148| 32 |— — 2 ab 

7) OO ie gE a 3 149| 40 I Heh apa Sab «9 
45-50| — 2 _- — ISI) see I —_—_ —. 

88} 16 | — I —_ — IK ‘ 
it Be ile) Mag I 3 3 || 164] 30 I LEN Pe Peo 
93) 45 Rage 3 I 165) 40 3 Beis Ri ay fost ok: 
94) 45 I 2 5S — || 579) see ee ee 
| Rie fas Rin r 3 3 579) 45 I ow eat 
96| 7 — 4 2 2 180] 23 x 3 — 
99| 3 3 I 2 3 181} 25 | — 3 I 2 

130| I rr —_—_-|}-—- 182| 27 5S oS So 
131| I _ 2 I— 183] 33 2: —_ I I 
132| 18 a 196} 20 I 2 I I 
133) 19 ae 197; 25 | — Oe rat tere 
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V.—THE SHASTA. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

THE material presented in the following paper was collected 
by the writer during the seasons of 1900, 1902, 1903, and 1904, 
partly from the few Shasta resident on. the Siletz Reserva- 
tion in Oregon, but mainly from those still remaining in 
their former habitat in California. A large part of the infor- 
mation was secured from Sargent Sambo, hereditary chief of 
the Ki’katsik or Wirthikwai'iruk! a Shasta of the Klamath 
River. Further material was obtained from several old men 
in this section and from other individuals in Scott Valley, 
at Forks of Salmon, Yreka, and elsewhere. A considerable 

mass of linguistic material and texts was also secured, and 
is in preparation. Every facility was given to the work of 
the Expedition, and much assistance given at Siletz in 1902 
by Mr. D. D. McArthur, and again in 1903 and 1904 by 
Mr. J. J. McKoin, United States Indian agents. Thanks are 
also due to Mr. Conrad Litchen of Oak Bar, Cal., for many 

courtesies. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

The literature dealing with the ethnology of the Shasta 
is exceedingly scanty. Except for the brief references by 
name in a few early books of travel, the following list com- 
prises practically all the more important titles. 

Burns, L. M. Digger Indian Legends (Land of Sunshine, Vol. XIII, 
PP. 130-134, 223-226, 310-314, 397-402). 

Dixon, R. B. The Shasta-Achoma’wi: A New Linguistic Stock with 

Four New Dialects (American Anthropologist, N.S., Vol. VII, 
pp. 213-218). 

Dixon, R. B. The Mythology of the Shasta-Achoma’wi (American 
Anthropologist, N.S., Vol. VII, pp. 607-612). 

Emmons, Lieut. G.H. In the United States Exploring Expedition, 
Vol. V, op. 238-241. London, 1845. 

383 
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Lyon, C. The Manufacture of Obsidian Arrow-heads (American 
Historical Magazine, Vol. III, p. 214). 

Mitter, J. Life amongst the Modocs. London, 1873. 

Powers, S. Tribes of California (Contributions to North American 

Ethnology, Vol. III, pp. 243-251). 

GEOGRAPHY AND HIsTory. 

Unlike many of the Indian stocks in California, the Shasta | " 
have, almost from the beginning, been known by a distinct 
and invariable name. The earlier forms—such as Saste, 

Shaste, Sasty, Shasty, Chasty, Shastl, Shastika— have given 

place to the form Shasta, which is that now mainly used to 
designate the Indians of this stock. The origin and meaning 
of this term (the various forms of which, in spite of the slight 
differences shown above, are clearly one and the same through- 
out) are both obscure. So far as my information goes, it is not 
a term used by the Shasta for themselves, either as a whole 
or in part, although there is some doubt as to whether or not 
the term may not have been used to designate a portion of the 
stock, i.e.,that about the eastern portion of Shasta Valley. Its 

use, however, as such, is recent. It is not a term for the In- 

dians of this stock in the languages of the surrounding stocks, 
whose names for the people are known, although in use by 
both Achoma’wi and Atsugé’wi. It is emphatically denied * 
by the Shasta that it is a place-name for any section of the 
territory occupied by them, and indeed there is some ques- 
tion as to whether it is even a word proper to their language. 
After persistent inquiry, the only information secured which 
throws any light on the matter is to the effect that about 
forty or fifty years ago there was an old man living in Shasta 
Valley whose personal name was Shastika (Sisti’ka). He 
is reported to have been a man of importance; and it is 
not impossible that the name Shasta came from this Indian, 

an old and well-known, man in the days of my informant’s 
father, who was living at the time of the earliest settlement 

in this section,—in the 's50’s. Inasmuch as the suffix ka is 
the regular subjective suffix, we should have Sisti as the 
real name of this individual, from which the earlier forms of 
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Shasty, etc., could easily have been derived. The derivation 

from the Russian YACTBIM, meaning ‘‘ white, clean,’ — a 
term supposed to have been applied by the settlers at Fort 
Ross to Mount Shasta, —is obviously improbable. The matter 
is further complicated by the difficulty of clearing up the 
precise relationships of the so-called “‘Chasta’’ of Oregon, 

and of explaining the recurrence of the same term in the 
name of the Athabascan tribe of the Chasta-Costa of the 
Oregon coast. 

Until recently, the Shasta have been regarded as forming 
a linguistic stock by themselves, and as being entirely unre- 
lated to any other stock on the continent. Gatschet, how- 

ever, some fifteen years or more ago, suggested a possible or 
indeed probable affiliation with the Achoma’wi (Pit River 
Indians) or Palainihan stock, but did not demonstrate it. 

‘The linguistic material collected by the Huntington Expe- 
dition has, however, supplied the needed evidence; and the 

relationship between the two stocks seems now practically 
certain. A portion of the evidence to this effect has recently 
‘been published,: and the Shasta may therefore be considered 
as forming one member of what has been called the Shasta- 
Achoma’wi stock. This binomial term has now, however, 

_ been discarded as undesirable, and has been replaced by 

Shastan. “The entire stock includes, besides the Shasta and 
Achoma’wi, also the Atsugé’wi, or Hat Creek Indians, to- 

gether with three small fragments,—the Konomi’hu of Forks 

of Salmon, the New River Shasta, and the Okwa'niitcu. 

The Shasta are known to their neighbors on the east and 

south by the following terms: Sasti’dji by the Achoma’wi, 
although the term N6d’mkidji (probably borrowed from the 
Wintun) was also used; Sisti’dji by the Atsugé’wi; Wai’ken- 
muk by the Wintun of the McCloud and upper Sacramento. 
The Okwa’niitcu were known to the Achom4a’wi and Atsugé’wi 
as Yé’ti (from Yét, the term in use for Mount Shasta) and 
also as Iqtisadé’wi. 

1 Dixon, The Shasta-Achomé’wi: A New Linguistic Stock with Four New Dialects 

. 4American Anthropologist, N.S., Vol. VII, pp. 213-218). 
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HaBiITaT AND Bounparies.—The area occupied by the 
- Shasta lies partly in California and partly in Oregon,)including 

almost the whole of Siskiyou County in the former, and 
parts of Jackson and Klamath Counties in the latter State. 
On the south they were in contact with the Wintun; on the 
east, with the Achoma’wi and the Lutua’mi or Klamath Lake 

Indians; on the north, with the Takelma and the various 

Athabascan tribes along the Rogue and Umpqua Rivers; 

and on the west, with the Athabascans, the Takelma, and 

the Karok. In more detail the area occupied may be de- 
scribed as follows. Beginning at Mount Shasta, the bound- 
ary ran nearly due north, over Goose Nest mountain to the 

Klamath River, reaching the river a little above the mouth of 

Jenny Creek. From this point on-the river, the rather vague 
line seems to have swung to the east a little, so as to include 

within Shasta territory all the head-waters of Jenny Creek, 
and then to have followed roughly along the divide to Mount 
Pitt. Here the line turns westward to the Rogue River at 
the mouth of Little Butte Creek, and thence along Rogue 
River to Table Rock at the mouth of Stewart River, or, as 
it is also known, Bear Creek. From this point, the line ran 
apparently southward, along the divide between the western 
tributaries of Stewart River and the eastern tributaries of 
Applegate Creek, swung around the head of the latter, and 
curved sharply west, following the crest of the Siskiyous to 
the vicinity of Thompson Creek, where the boundary touched 
the Klamath again at the village of Ussini. Southward from 
here, the divide between the western tributaries of Scott 

River and the eastern tributaries of the Klamath and Salmon 
Rivers seems to have been the line dividing the Shasta from 
the Karok and from the two small fragments of the Shastan 
stock, —the Konomi’hu and the New River Shasta. From 

the extreme southwestern corner of Siskiyou Cownty the 
boundary ran east to Mount Shasta again, following approx- 
imately the divide between the Trinity and Sacramento Rivers 
on the south and the Scott and Shasta Rivers on the north. 

Concerning a part of this territory —that, namely, within the 
limits of the State of Oregon —there is still some uncertainty. 
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According to the best information obtainable, the Rogue 
River Indians (Athabascans) and the Shasta have long been 
enemies, and had contended since time immemorial for the 
Oregon area now claimed by the Shasta. At a period about 
a hundred years ago, as nearly as could be estimated, the 
Shasta declare that they finally drove the Rogue River 
people completely out of the territory in dispute, and that 
they were themselves in occupancy of it when the white 
trappers first penetrated to the region. That the Rogue 

_ River Indians still claimed the area as theirs, however, is 

shown by the treaty of Sept. 10, 1853, by which they ceded 
this section and also a portion of what was, I believe, unques- 

tionably Shasta territory lying within the State of California.« 
That full dependence cannot, however, be placed upon such 
cessions, is shown, for example, in the cession by the Klamath 
Lake Indians, in 1851 and again in 1864, of Shasta Valley 
itself,? an integral part of the Shasta territory, if there is 
any such. Perhaps the most that can be said at present, in 
the absence of any information from the side of the Rogue 
River Indians, is that the ownership of the portion of Oregon 
claimed by the Shasta was vigorously disputed, and that it 
is not unlikely that the Shasta were the original possessors. 

TOPOGRAPHY AND ENVIRONMENT. + The region occupied by 
_ the Shasta is rugged and mountainous almost throughout, 

and, except for the immediate valley of the Klamath River, 

has everywhere an elevation of over eight hundred metres. 
The portion of Shasta territory lying within California, that 
which seems unquestionably theirs, divides itself topograph- 
ically into three sections, comprising respectively the Klamath 
River Valley, Scott Valley, and Shasta Valley. 

The first of these includes the course of the Klamath from 
near Fall Creek to Indian Creek, a stretch of, roughly, seventy 
miles. In this part of its course, the river is a rapid stream, 

_ flowing in a deep canyon valley, with little level land along 
its banks, except for the deltas of the larger tributary streams. 

! Royce, Indian Land Cessions (Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1896-97, 
Part 2, pp. 778, 789, and Plates CXV, CLVIII). 

2 Ibid., pp. 788, 789, 834, 835, and Plates CXIV, CXV 
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The climate, like that of most of the Shasta area, is charac- 

terized by hot summers (often with frequent thunderstorms) 
and moderately cold winters, in which there is generally, upon 

the mountains at least, a very heavy snowfall. In the early 

days the river teemed with salmon and other fish, game was 

abundant in the mountains, and there was a fairly large 
supply of acorns and other vegetable foods. 

Scott Valley, the second of the sections, is one of that 
class of broad, flat-floored mountain valleys that are found 
especially well developed in the northern Sierras. Some 
eighteen or twenty miles in length, and five or six in width, 
watered by a considerable stream, and surrounded by high, 
rugged mountains, it formed an almost ideal spot for an 
Indian community. As in the region along the Klamath 
River, fish.and game were abundant, acorns were to be had 

in considerable quantities, and pine-nuts and other vegetable 
foods added to the general food-supply. 

_ Shasta Valley is considerably larger than Scott Valley, 
but, on the whole, far less uniform in its character. Much of 

the southern end of the valley is covered by old lava-flows, 
or small volcanic cones, interspersed with swamps. The 

central and smoother portions are more favorable in their © 
character, but are treeless, and broken up by many small 
buttes. The heat in this portion of Shasta Valley in summer 

is often great. Game was originally abundant here and in 
_ the mountains round about. 

( Corresponding roughly to these three topographical divi- 

sions were, apparently, three sections or groups of the Shasta. 
The three divisions were distinguished by slight differences 
of language and custom, and governmentally each formed 
more or less of a unit.) The Klamath River Shasta were 
known most commonly by the term Kamma’twa, although 
they were also called Wirthikwai'iruk!a; the Scott Valley 
people were known as Ki’katsik or Iriai’tsu. The former 
term seems to include sometimes also the Shasta Valley peo- 
ple; and the latter refers more particularly to the northern 
end of Scott Valley, Irii’ai being the name for Indian Creek. 

That portion of the stock occupying Shasta Valley was com- 

: 
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monly spoken of as Ah6tiré/itsu (from Ahdtida’’é, ‘“ Shasta 

Valley’’). The Oregon Shasta were known as Kahd’sadi. 
The Shasta seem to have had a considerable number all 

together of small villages or settlements; and the names and 
locations of these, so far as known, are shown —together with 

other geographical names and the divisions of the stock — on 
the map, Plate LIX. 

History. — The first Europeans to come in contact with 
the Shasta in their own habitat were probably the adven- 
turous fur-hunters of the second and third decades of the 

nineteenth century. Scott River was known to them as 
Beaver River, and was much frequented as a wintering place. 
One of the earliest references to them is their mention by 

_ Gairdnert in the list of tribes obtained by him from Michel 

la Framboise in 1835. 
Old men now living recall stories of the excitement conse- 

quent on the arrival of these first Europeans, and still tell of 

their fringed buckskin clothes, and of the long knives they 
brought to trade. All agree that the strangers came down the 
Klamath River from the east. 

Lieutenant Emmons and his party, who, as members of 

the United States Exploring Expedition, made the overland 
_ trip from the Columbia River to San Francisco in 1841, are 

~ almost the first to speak of the Shasta from personal experi- 
ence, but the account given? is very brief. Thus it was not 
until the discovery of gold in the region, in 1850, that the 

section was much visited. 

The sudden flood of whites brought into the Shasta country 
by the gold-finds had its usual sad result. Yreka (named for 
Waiika, as the Shasta call Mount Shasta) was settled, and 

became a bustling, roaring mining-town; and we may read 
in Joaquin Miller’s ‘‘Life among the Modocs”’ how cruelly 
the Indians of that region and along the Klamath River were 
treated. The Shasta played quite an important part in the 
so-called ‘‘ Rogue River wars” of 1853-54, and 1855-56, bands 

1 Gairdner, Notes on the Indian Tribes on the Upper and Lower Columbia (Journal 
of the Royal pececapitical Society, Vol. XI, p. 256). 

2 United States Exploring Expedition, Vol. V, pp. 239,,240. 
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from as far as Scott and Shasta Valleys coming north across 
the Siskiyous to aid their Rogue River brethren.t In this 
conflict, however, as in many other of the Indian troubles in 

this section, the whites were as much to blame, if not more so, 

as the Indians themselves. This war — together with unpro- 
voked murder, and wholesale massacre, disease, and the 

famine consequent on the destruction of the food-supply — 
produced a rapid diminution in numbers, till there remains 
to-day, all told, probably less than twoscore widely scattered 
full-blood members of the Shasta. prey 

Except for four individuals at Siletz, one or two at Grand 
Ronde Reservation in Oregon, and one woman at Yakima, all 

the Shasta now known to be living are scattered through- 
- out their old territory. A few are at Yreka, much mixed 

with Wintun; there are several in Scott Valley; and perhaps 
a score or so at various points along the Klamath River. In 
addition to these full-bloods, there are quite a number of 

half-breeds. The census figures relating to this region are of 
little value, as the majority of the individuals enumerated 

belong to the Yurok, or perhaps to the Lutua’mi stocks. 
Estimates of the population before 1850 are very varied. 
De Mofras? in 1840-42 estimated the Saste at four hundred; 

Emmons,3 in 1841, at five hundred. McKee‘ in 1851 secured 

information as to fifty villages, from which, allowing sixty 
persons as an average, he obtained three thousand as the total 

number of the Shasta. From the numbers mentioned in the 
accounts of the Rogue River war, however, there does not 

seem to be any warrant for assuming so large a population, 
and I should doubt if there were really more than two 
thousand of the Shasta at the time when the first European 
contact occurred. 

Micration. — No tradition has been thus far secured as 
to any migration. The Shasta regard themselves as having 

1H. H. Bancroft, History of Oregon, Vol. II, Chaps. VII, XII, XV, XVI; also 
Report on Indian Hostilities in Oregon and Washington, 34th Cong., 1st Sess., House 
Ex. Doc., Vol. X No..98. 
a de Mofras, xploration du Territoire de l'Oregon, etc., Vol. II, p. 335. 

is, 1844. 
+ Uniteo States Exploring Expedition, Vol. V. 
* Schoolcraft, History, Condition, and Prospects, etc., Vol. III, p. 171. 
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been created in the region they now occupy, and have no 
knowledge of any other area. In this they are in accord with 

the majority of the California tribes. Some evidence, however, 

is given by their general culture, which makes it not impos- 
sible that they are in origin an Oregonian stock. 

MATERIAL CULTURE. 

Manuractures. Work in Stone.—The implements of 
stone made by the Shasta comprise knives, arrow-points, 
scrapers, pipe-tips, pestles, and soapstone vessels. Mortars 
and stone pipes, while known, were apparently not made. 

The Shasta were fortunate in 
having in their vicinity a consider- 
able abundance of obsidian, from 
which knives, arrow- 

points, and scrapers of 
the best quality could 
be made. The great 
majority of these imple- 
ments were therefore of 

this substance, and were 

wellmade. Knives (Fig. 
68) seem often to have 

been used without haft- 
ing of any kind, although 
sometimes a piece of 
buckskin was wrapped Fig. 69 (a875)- 

Fragment of a 

Fig. 68 (s$fs). Obsidian about the end. Arrow- Stone Pipe. 
Knife, Length, 8 cm, ; Length, 7 cm. 

points were made by 
holding the flake or piece of obsidian in a split stick, as 
in a vise, one end of the stick being held under the left 
arm. A piece of sharpened or split antler was used in 
flaking the point. Scrapers were very often made of red 
obsidian, although deer-ulne were, on the whole, more com- 
monly used than stone scrapers. Pipe-tips were either of 
serpentine, or other fine-grained stone. They were ground 

laboriously into shape, the hole being pierced by pounding 

SS AES ~ af 

a 
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with a piece of antler, aided by sand. What is apparently a 
portion of a pipe wholly of stone was picked up on the sur- 
face near Honolulu, on the Klamath River (Fig. 69). It is, 

however, different from the type of pipe used by the Shasta, 

and was regarded by them as mysterious, and probably 
endowed with great magic power. It is nicely finished on 

the exterior. 

_ Fig. 70 (a@ 488s, 4 sffy, ¢ w¥8a). Stone Pestles, Length of a, 17 cm.; maximum 
circumference, 20 cm, 

Pestles (Fig. 70) for acorn-pounding were generally cylin- 

drieal, and from twenty to twenty-five centimetres long. In 
many cases they were well made, some having a slight knob 
at the upper end, as shown inc. Others, again, were rough 
and irregular. Soapstone vessels were considerably used for 
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holding fish, fish-oil, etc. They were shallow oval platters, 

not over thirty or forty centimetres long, and were pecked 
and scraped out, and into shape, by means of harder stones. 
Few, if any, of these vessels are to be found to-day. 

According to the unanimous statements of the Shasta, 
mortars were not used by them. Within the area occupied, 
however, mortars are found, in some places in large numbers. 
They occur on the surface, and also buried to depths of 
several feet in the gravel or soil. Large numbers of these are 
to be found in several of the village stores in the region, and 

date from the earlier mining-days of the ’50’s and ’60’s. In 
general, these mortars are rather less finished than the mortars 
found in the Sacramento Valley and Sierra region, and some 
are taller, and more cylindrical in shape. The feeling of the 

Shasta in regard to these mortars is a very strong one. They 
are considered as very mysterious objects, are never touched 

except by the shamans, and, if one is found or seen at any 
place, it is given a wide berth. The mortars are some- 
times regarded as of themselves powerful Axé’ki, or ‘‘ pains,” 
although in other cases it is thought that they merely indi- 
cate the proximity of an Axé’ki’s dwelling, which may be 
some near-by ledge or pinnacle of rock. The Axé’ki, as will 
_be explained later, are spirits who are the guardians and 

- familiars of the shamans, and who aid them in curing or 
causing disease. Mortars are supposed to have the power 

of independent motion, and to be continually moving about 

the country. One day a mortar will be seen here, the next 
some distance away, travelling every day several feet. In 

some cases, mortars are said to have power to change 
their shape. Pestles, in particular small pestles, were simi- 
larly regarded. Those feared did not seem to differ in any 
respect from those in common use, but were, nevertheless, 

thought to be very dangerous objects if found lying about, 
and were made use of by shamans in some of their nefarious 

practices. A pestle of this sort (found and not made), unless 
it was placed on solid rock, would sink into the ground in 
a few days, and would then travel about under the surface, 

and reappear at some other place far away. Stone pipes 
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were, like these mortars and pestles, occasionally found, and 

had an equally bad reputation. They might be handled 
only by shamans, and are said to have been eagerly sought 
for by them for evil purposes. 

This complete absence of the use of mortars; the beliefs 

in connection with certain pestles and pipes; the fear felt 
of all these objects, and the consideration of them as intelli- 
gent, supernatural beings, with the power of locomotion — 
would seem to indicate that the mortars found here were 
not made by the Shasta, nor by their ancestors within tradi- 

tional times. A somewhat similar state of affairs was shown 
to exist in the case of the Maidu,' although there, the feel- 

ing of fear and superstitious reverence was confined to the 
mortars alone, and was not as pronounced as among the 

Shasta. 
Work in Wood, Bone, and Shell. —Except for their bows, 

the Shasta used wood for but few implements, the most 

Fig. 7 (sf%s). Wooden Spoon, Length, 19 cm, 

important of which were spoons, pipes, and mush-paddles. 
Spoons (Fig. 71) were made of both wood and horn. In type 

they are closely similar to those used by the Karok, Yurok, 
and Hupa, although, as a rule, they were less decorated by 
carving. The pipes (Fig. 72) used here were of the same 

“1 See pp. 1 36, 137 of this volume, _ 

ee ee ae 
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character as those made by the three tribes just mentioned 
living lower down the river. The form was the usual tubular, 
trumpet-shaped one, varying from fifteen to twenty centi- 
metres in length. The pipes are often so regularly and 
beautifully made as to suggest machine-turning. The method 
of boring the piece of wood from which the pipe was to be 
made was exceedingly ingenious, if we may believe the 

account given by several informants independ- - 
ently. As described, the method was applicable 
to only one variety of wood (unidentified), —a 
variety which was quite hard, yet possessed a 
small, somewhat porous pith or heart-wood. A 

number of sticks of this wood were, so it is 

said, placed on end in a dish of salmon-oil, first 

on one end, and then on the other. By this 
means, the pithy, porous heart-wood absorbed 

considerable oil, much more than did the re- 

mainder of the wood. This central core of 
heart-wood was then dug out at one end, as 

deeply as could be, with a fine-pointed bone 
awl. Then a small grub or worm, infesting the 
dried salmon as preserved in the houses, was 

placed in the excavation, and this was then 

sealed with a bit of pitch. The grub thus 
imprisoned is declared to have eaten the oil- 
soaked pith or heart-wood, following the core, 

from one end to the other, finally eating its 
way out at the opposite end. Many of the 
grubs died, or did not take kindly to the oil- Fig. 72 (,89, A). 

soaked pith; but, out of a dozen or more pre- pact oe 

pared sticks hung up under the roof during 
the winter, one or two were, it is claimed, generally found 

bored in the spring. 
Owing to the rapids and swift current of the Klamath, 

and the impermanent nature of the other streams (which 
often nearly dry up in the summer) the Shasta made little 

in the way of canoes. Occasionally they obtained them from 

the Karok or Yurok, but they rarely made them themselves. 
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When made, they were dug out from sugar-pine logs, as a 
rule, and were crude imitations of the well-known, square- 

ended type characteristic of the lower river. 
Bone.and antler were used for scrapers, awls, 

wedges, arrow-flakers, and salmon-gigs. The 
deer-ulna or elk-rib was most commonly the 
form of scraper used in the preparation of hides. 

. Awls and basket-needles 

were small and neat. 

Elk-horn wedges were 

used for splitting logs, 

being driven by stone 
mauls held in the hand 

without handles. Arrow- 
flakers of split or sharp- 
ened deer-antler were 

used generally without 
handles. The salmon- 

gig (Fig. 73) was of the 
usual type, but now, as 
a rule, is made of nails. 

The chief use of shell 
was for ornament, and, 

in the form of beads, as 
currency. Women’s 

skirts were elaborately 
decorated with beads, 

pieces of abalone, and 
dentalia. The disk- 
shaped beads of the type 
so common in the more 
southern parts of the 

ae as State were not so much 
By Length of g 

10 cm, 

Fig. 74 (yf?s). Necklace. 
used here. The abalone — Total length, 59 cm. 
and dentalia were ob- | 

tained in trade with the tribes of the lower river, and 

also from the Rogue River people in Oregon. Dentalia 

were much used as currency. Abalone and other shells 
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. were much used, particularly for necklaces, ear-ornaments, 

etc. As currency, dentalia were divided into two classes, 
—those measuring less than the distance from the base 

of the little finger to the crease between the second and 
third joints, and those measuring more than this distance. 
The value of the latter was twice that of the former, and they 
are now regarded as equalling a dollar. These larger dentalia 

were often decorated by incised lines, or the addition of tiny 
red feathers (Fig. 74). Dentalia of the large variety were 

generally strung on small cords, and, together with the smaller 
variety, were kept in small cylindrical baskets provided with 
a cover fitting, it is said, inside the rim.. These baskets 
were finely made, and were carefully kept in small buck- 
skin bags. Horn purses like those used by the Hupa were 
rarely found here. Disk beads, kept in strings, were used 
to some extent as currency also; the unit of measure being 
the length of a string stretching from hand to hand while 

the arms are extended at full length on each side, the centre 

of the string hanging to the navel. While speaking of cur- 
rency, mention might be made here of the use of woodpecker- 
scalps (Fig. 75) for this purpose also. These were carefully 
dried and prepared, and, as in the case of the dentalia, were 
of two grades, the scalp of the large woodpecker being worth 

twice that of a small one. They were kept in rolls of buck- 
skin to preserve them flat and unruffled. 

Préparation of Hides. —Deerskins were dressed and pre- 
pared by the Shasta in the usual manner. After soaking, 
the hair was removed, and the hide grained by scraping with 
a stone or bone scraper, the hide being laid on a slanting post 

set in the ground. Deer-brains were used to soften the skin, 
and, following this, the hides were well smoked and sunned. 

The skins were finally whitened by rubbing with white clay, 
and were, when finished, fine, soft, and of very good quality. 

The Shasta made, they say, from jrawhide a receptacle 
somewhat in the shape of the ordinary conical pack-basket. 
The rim of the affair was of wood, over which the rawhide 
was lapped and sewed. It was carried on the back like 

a pack-basket, and served for gathering and carrying grass- 
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seed and small roots. The seed-beater used here seems 

often also to have been made in part of rawhide, this being 

stretched over a framework of basketry. Both these seed- 

beaters and pack-baskets have gone out of use. 
. Cordage and Netting. —Cord 

and rope were made from the 

wild hemp (Apocynum sp.) and 
from a variety of grass as yet 
undetermined. The nets used 

were chiefly pocket-shaped, and 
were set up and used as de- 

scribed under hunting and fish- 
ing. Seine-nets were used to 
some extent also. The manu-. 

facture of nets was in the hands 
of the men. The cord was kept 
on a netting-shuttle similar to 
those in use among the Hupa.? 
Mesh-measures of the type used 

lower down the river were also 
formerly in use. 

The manufacture of the 
netted cap, so characteristic of 

the Maidu and other stocks of 
Central California, seems to be 

Fig. 75, (at9rB). Woodpecker-Scalp lacking here. It is said, how- 

party hemes am ever, that the Shasta Valley 

people did make and wear these caps, obviously in imitation 
of those worn by the Wintun. There is also no trace, appar- 
ently, of the ‘‘kiseaqot,’’ or netted head-decoration worn by 
the Hupa’ and other Indians of the lower Klamath. Netted 

sacks were also lacking, it seems; although in the vicinity of 

Seiad Valley, where the Shasta abutted on the Karok, a few 

were to be found. 
Basketry and Weaving. —Basketry would appear to have 

' Goddard, Life and Culture of the Bue (University of California Publications, 
American Archwology and Ethnology, Vol. I, p. 35, and Fig. 2, Plate 14). 

2 Ibid., pp. 83, 84, and Plate 7. 
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been for a long period less important as an art than it was 
among the people of either Central or Northwestern California; 
and in earlier times, as now, the Shasta relied to a great 

extent on other tribes for their baskets. At the present day, 
scarcely a single basket is made by the Shasta; and all that 
they use, or sell to collectors, are bought from the Karok and 
other lower Klamath peoples. 

The materials formerly used for basketry by the Shasta 
were various. For the ribs, or radial elements, they generally 

used the hazel (Corylus californica) or the willow (Salix sp.), 

whose roots, as well as whose twigs, were employed, the for- 
mer, it is said, much more than the latter. The roots were 

always used to make the outer ring on the bottom of the 
basket. The twining-element was almost exclusively the root 
of the yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa Dougl.). The root was 
cut or dug up in pieces thirty centimetres or more in length, 
and from five to ten centimetres in diameter. These pieces 
were first baked and then steamed, after which they were care- 

fully split into thin sheets from four to six centimetres wide. 
In this form they were preserved, and, when wanted for use, 

were again boiled and steamed, and split into finer strips. 
The strips thus prepared were dyed black (by an infusion of 
acorn-shells) or red (with alder-bark). In the latter case, the 

“bark was chewed by the woman, who meanwhile passed the 
strip of pine-root back and forth through her mouth. This 
twining-element was overlaid, in caps and in the finer sorts 
of basketry, with basket-grass (Xerophyvllum tenax Nutt.) or 
with the black, shining stem of the maidenhair-fern (Adian- 

tum pedatum L.). 
The types and forms (Fig. 76, a-g) of baskets as used 

among the Shasta, if we may judge from the baskets collected, 
were very similar to, indeed practically identical with, those 
used by the Yurok, Karok, and Hupa. ;» There were large 

storage-baskets (/, g), smaller cooking-baskets (c,d), platter 
or tray baskets (a), and small trinket-baskets (b). Burden 
or pack baskets of conical shape (e) were also in use; and 
these, together with many of the tray-baskets, were of the 

. Open-work style of make. Occasionally these were finished 
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by a band of the ordinary closer twining (Plate LXVII, 
Fig. 2). 

Owing to the very considerable doubt as to the real 
provenance of most of the baskets secured, and to the possi- 
bility that the original Shasta technique may have, in the 
case of the baskets secured at Siletz, suffered a change from 

contact with the Oregonian Athabascans, a minute discussion 

foot’ 76 (a gtk, 2 abbr, ¢ abho, ¢ abbs, ¢ wihs, A fo, g sto). Outlines of Shasta Basket- 

of the technique seems inadvisable. This is the more true, 
in that all the baskets obtained from the Shasta in California 
agree in almost every particular with those from the Hupa, 
Karok, and Yurok, so fully described by Goddard and 
Kroeber. Like them, they are exclusively of the twined 
variety, the simple twining being the form most frequently 

1 Goddard, gp cit., BP. 38-48. 
2 Kroeber, Basket ly ond Indians of Northwestern California (University 

«f California Publications n Archwology and Ethnology, Vol. II, pp. ro9=116). 
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employed, although three-strand twining occurs on the bot- 
toms of baskets, and occasionally in a narrow band near the 
rim. As in the baskets of the northwestern type, the warps 
are, in the open-work baskets and occasionally in other bas- 
kets, sometimes crossed just below the edge (Plates LX, Fig.1; 
LXVIII, Fig. 1; LXX, Fig. 2). 

On the bottoms of baskets, as a rule, groups of from three 
to five warps are included between the woof-strands, the num- 

ber decreasing to a single warp when the upward curve of the 

Fig. 77 (s?%5). Strengthening-rod in Mortar-basket, Plate LXVI, Fig. 2. 

basket is reached. On the mortar-basket the same strength- 
ening-rods are used as among the Hupa and the Karok, and 

in the same manner' (Fig. 77). Here, as well as there, the 

designs are produced by overlaying, the method followed 

being a double overlay. Among these supposed Shasta bas- 
kets, as well as among those of the northwestern type, open- 
work basket-trays and pack-baskets are common, and in 
both these regions we find the method of ornamentation by 
means of dyed warps (Plates LXVIII, Fig. 1, and LXX, 
Figs. 1 and 2).2. In the close-twined baskets from SGiletz, 
a double warp is used instead of the single warp, as in 
California. Whether this is due to difference of material, 

or to the influence of another technique, it is impossible to 
say, in the absence of basketry collections from that portion 

1 Goddard, op. cit., Plate 24, Fig. 1. 
2 Kroeber, op. cit., Plate 18, Figs. 1 and 3 
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of Oregon. The edges of the cooking and tray baskets obtained 
in California, with one exception, are unfinished, except by 

cutting off the warps closely, as in the basketry of the region 

Fig. 78 (<5%z). Detail of Edge on Basket, Plate LXII, Fig. 3. 

to the west. One basket, however (Plate LXII, Fig. 3), 

shows an edge in which the warps are turned over, as in 

Fig. 79 (z§%z). Detail of Edge on Basket, Plate LXII, Fig. 2. 

Fig. 78. All baskets secured at Siletz, from the Shasta there, 

have a somewhat similar type of edge (Fig. 79). All open-work 

Fig. 80 (sffe). Detail of Edge on Basket, Plate LXIX, Fig. 1. 

pack-baskets and mortar-baskets also have the warp-rods 
bent over and twined in, as shown in Fig. 80. 

The buckskin fringes on the women’s skirts are wrapped 
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for the greater part of their length with grass (Xerophyllum 
tenax Nutt.). This wrapping is shown in Fig. 81. The 
technique is the same as that employed by 
the Hupa. 

Mats of reeds (Plate LX XI) were made by 

twining woof-strands about the reed warps, 
every three or four inches, doubling these 
at the sides, and finishing the ends of the mat 
in a braid, as shown in Fig. 82. 

Feather-Work. — As compared with the 
Maidu and the Indians of the Central Califor- 
nian area, or even with the Hupa, the Shasta 

use of feathers was undeveloped. In place 
of the many varieties of feather ornaments 
used in ceremonials by the majority of Cal- 
ifornian Indians, the Shasta had but few, 
and these were rather simple. They were 
the feather band, worn either about the head, 

the wrists, or the shoulders; single decorated 

feathers, generally worn in the hair, or held 
in the hand; and single or grouped feathers 
as fringes or pendants. Occasionally, also, 

scalps of woodpeckers were used, glued on 
a strip of buckskin. 

Feather bands were in this section, as a 

rule, single (see Figs. 84, 85, 86, and 87), and 

were made in quite a different manner from 
those in use among the Maidu. The tech- 

nique of the attachment of the feathers is 
shown in Fig. 83. These bands, as used for 

young girls in the puberty dance, were made 
of bluejay-feathers (Fig. 84), and formed a 
strip from ten to fifteen centimetres wide. 

The wrist-bands (Figs. 86, 87), made usually, Begg 

on the other hand, of yellowhammer-feathers, Detail “pe 
2 : ‘aie on Woman’s Apron, 

were narrower, sometimes with the addition Fig. oz. 

of one or two bits of down, asin Fig. 89. The shoulder-bands 

(see Fig. 85) also were of yellowhammer-feathers. 

CUE RO ag WACO NAN am 
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The single decorated feathers (Fig. 88) consisted of a 
single long feather cut on either side in zigzags, about the 
base of which, and sometimes extending up for fully half the 

length of the feather, was a mass of soft fluffy feathers. 

Fig. 82 (3$95). Detail of Mat, Plate LXXT. 

In addition to the types of feather ornaments and feather- 
work above described, there were others in which feathers 
constituted but a portion of the decoration, as, for instance, 
on the head-bands worn by shamans. In these, the uses of 
the feather are, (1) erect feathers attached to the base of 
the head-band, (2) pendant feathers or feather tassels, and 
(3) stiff feather pompons. 

Fig. 83 (¢§%1). Detail of Feather Attachment on Feather Band, Fig. 84. 

An example of the first is shown in Fig. 89. These are 
fastened in position by two cords which pass through the 
head-band,—one through the quill near the end, the other 

around, just below the web. Pendant feathers were used 
singly (attached to the ends of lines, or at intervals along a 
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Length, 43 cm. 

Feather Band used in Puberty Dance. 

1). 
50 
7 

Feather Band. Length, 84 cm. 

Fig. 85 ($83). 
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line) or in groups, forming what might be called tassels (Fig. 

go). In many cases a feather, or more commonly two feathers, 

out of a group, and also single pendant feathers, had down 

or a small bit of fluffy feather attached to their bases. Both 

feathers and down were attached to the line by winding 
with thread. 

Fig. 86 (ffs A). Wrist-band, Plain. Length, 16 cm. 

Fig. 87 (8, B). Wrist-band Decorated with Down, Length, 16 cm, 

Stiff pompons were made usually of yellowhammer-feath- 
ers. The feathers were attached to a cord, as shown in Fig. 

83, and the resulting feather strip tightly coiled on itself, 
forming a brush-like pompon, which was affixed in a hori- 
zontal position to the middle of the forehead-band, as shown 
in Fig. gr. 
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CLOTHING AND PERSONAL ADORNMENT. — The clothing in 
use by the Shasta 
was apparently more 

elaborate than that 

in use among the 
Indians of Central 

California, and it ap- 

proximated the type 
worn by the Hupa 
and other Indians of 

the lower Klamath. 

There would seem to 

have .been a little 

variation in their 

dress, although the 

differences were very 
slight. 

The men’s costume 

consisted of mocca- 

sins, leggings, breech- 

clout, and, at times, 

a shirt. The mocca- 

sins were of buckskin, 

sewed with a single 

straight seam up the 
front, and had a 

heavy outer sole of 
bear orelk hide. The 

winter moccasin dif- 

fered from the sum- 

mer one in having the 

buckskin cut out on 

the sole, the bear-hide 

outer sole having the 

fur left on, and this, 

being turned inside, 
brought the foot in 

: \ W/ 
NY 4 | Lous / / 
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Fig. 88 (<§f7 A). Feather Ornament. Height, 50 cm. 

direct contact with the warm fur. In other cases, the winter 
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moccasins were simply made larger than those worn in summer, 
and the foot was kept warm by wrapping with squirrel or wild- 
cat skins, or by stuffing the moccasin with the long black moss 

that hangs from the trees. The seamsof moccasins were often 
painted red. The leggings, which 
were of buckskin, reached, so it is 

said, from the ankle to the hip, and 
were held up by a belt passing i 
through straps or loops at their es 

upper end. The leggings were often a 
fringed and beaded by the more k 
wealthy. The shirt seems to have 
been often little more than a deer- 

Fig. 89 (4$%5). Erect Feather Attachment. Fig. 90 (§$s). Detail of Feather Tassels. 

skin thrown over the shoulders, although it is declared that 

a regular shirt of dressed buckskin, with short sleeves, was 

sometimes worn. These shirts also had fringe at the seams. 
During the summer, at least, the men went without any 

covering for the head. 
The women’s dress, as formerly worn, is described as con- 

sisting of moccasins; two buckskin skirts; a seed, pine-nut, 

or grass apron; a sleeveless shirt; and a basket-cap. The 
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moccasins were similar to those worn by the men. The 

buckskin skirts were of two types, one (being plain) con- 
sisting of a-simple buckskin wrapped around the loins from 

in front, and meeting, or nearly meeting, behind. The other 

skirt was of buckskin, deeply fringed on both sides, the 
fringe being covered, as a rule, with braided grass-work, and 
having shell pendants, beads, pine-nuts, etc., attached in pro- 
fusion. This ornamental skirt 
was doubled or folded, and put 
on from behind, and met, or 

nearly met, in front, and was 

worn over the simple, plain skirt 
which meets at the back. These 

two skirts are very similar to 
(almost identical, in fact, with) 

those worn by the Hupa and 
other lower Klamath Indians. 

In wealth of ornamentation, 

however, the Shasta skirts, as 

a rule, fell behind those from 

nearer the sea. Of course, these 

elaborate skirts were not worn 
_ by the women constantly, but 
were donned for special occa- 

sions only. In addition to these 
two buckskin skirts, the wo- 
men are said also to have worn a Fig. 91 (439s). Detail of Feather Pom- 

third garment (in the form ofa ° waite: 
narrow“apron) filling the space, or covering it, where the orna- 
mental back-skirt comes together in front. These aprons 
(Fig. 92) were made simply of long fringes filled with pine- 
nuts or other seeds, the fringe-strands being also often 

covered with the characteristic braided covering .of grass. 
These aprons were sometimes double, as in the figure, one 

being worn in front and one behind, with no other clothing. 
By the poorer people, or in summer-time, a simple grass 

a 
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1 Goddard, op. cit., Plate 8. 
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fringe was worn in this same way. The shirt, or upper 
garment, seems to have been much like the men’s, except 

for the lack of sleeves. It was not commonly worn. 

The basket-cap was constantly worn. It was of the hemi- 

Fig. 93 (a§$a). Snow-shoe. Length, 48 cm.; width, 35 cm. 

spherical’ shape, similar to those of the Indians of the lower 
Klamath.t Those made by the Shasta themselves were 

simpler and cruder than those obtained from the down-river 
people, and for the most part the Shasta relied on caps 

obtained from them in trade. — 

1 Goddard, op. cit., Plates 5, 15, 75, 76. 
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The hair of the men was allowed to grow long, and, as a 

rule, was gathered on top of the head, and fastened there by 
means of a long bone pin. At other times, it was allowed 
to hang loose. The women, on the other hand, gathered the 

hair in a queue at each ear, and wrapped or tied it with buck- 
skin or fur string, allowing the two queues to hang down in 
front of the shoulders. 

Snow-shoes (Fig. 93) were worn by the Shasta in winter, 
to a considerable extent. These were usually made, it seems, 
of deer-hide with the hair left on, and differed in the stringing 
from those of the Maidu. The shoes used by the Shasta had 
three transverse thongs, with three running at right angles 
to these, only one of which, however, continued all the way 

across the shoe, the other two being attached to the three 

cross-thongs. 
Body decoration among the Shasta was not much devel- 

oped. Painting was but little used, except by shamans and 
by those who were going to war. Red, blue, yellow, white, 
and black were used for these occasions, the two latter 

colors being those most used in war. The colored paints 
were obtained mainly from different clays or earths in vari- 
ous parts of the territory occupied by the stock, although a 
red paint was also obtained from a species of fungus grow- 
ing on fir-trees, and a yellow from the spores of a species of 
puff-ball, and also from the pollen of the hazel, pine, etc. 

The paints were applied with the finger, and chiefly to the 
upper parts of the body, in dots and lines, or solid masses. 

Tattooing as a means of decoration was confined prac- 
tically to the women. The ornamentation was applied to 
the chin only, and consisted of three broad vertical marks. 
In some cases, narrower lines were put in between the broad 
ones, or the outer lines were prolonged slightly above the 
corners of the mouth. Notched or saw-tooth lines were not 
used, nor were lines ever made on the cheeks or forehead. 
The tattooing was done when the girl was about ten or twelve 
years of age. The instrument used was a small, sharp flake 
of obsidian. The operator was in all cases an old woman 
who made tattooing her regular trade, and who was paid for 

—a 
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the work, when done, by the father of the girl. With the 
sharp flake, shallow parallel cuts were made close together, 
and then the coloring-material, either charcoal or blue-clay, 
was rubbed in. The whole chin was tattooed at once, and, 

unless the lines were not dark enough, was not gone over 

again. Throughout the night on which the tattooing was 
done, the girl was not allowed to sleep much, and whatever 

she dreamed was bound to come true. Her dreams were 
always told to her mother. Men generally had a few short 
lines tattooed on their hands and arms, not for decoration, 

but to serve as measures for dentalia, beads, etc. 

Ornaments worn consisted, chiefly of beads and shells. 
The common disk-shaped white bead and small shells were 
much used for necklaces, ear-pendants, etc. Abalone was 

also used to some extent, although not as commonly as 

- lower down the river. Pine-nuts were often used for neck- 
laces, as in Fig. 94. Feathers were occasionally stuck in the 
ears and nose (perforated for that purpose), or long dentalia 
were worn sometimes in the latter orifice, and pendant in 
groups from the ears. 
A peculiar type of belt (Fig.95) was worn bby women at times. 

The belt is formed of a coil of fine hair braids. Formerly 
these were of human hair, but now they are usually of horse- 

“hair. This coil is flattened in the central portion, and held 
in this position by a zigzag intertwining of narrow buckskin 
thongs. At the ends, the coil is gathered into a round loop, 
closely wound, and beaded. To the belt are attached aba- 

lone disks.or pendants, small shells, beads, or elk-teeth. My 

informant was not clear as to the early uses of such belts, 
which now seem to be worn chiefly for ornament; but it is 

not unlikely that in origin they were similar to the mourning- 
belts made by the Achoma’wi widows or widowers, of the 
hair cut off in mourning. 

DWELLINGS AND HousEHOLD UTENSILs. — The Shasta were 
accustomed to build two sorts of houses, differing consider- 
ably in construction and use. These were the dwelling-house 
(i’mma) and the sweat or big house (6’kwa’timma). The 
dwelling house was occupied only during the winter months, 
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Fig. 94 (988). Necklace of Pine-nuts, Length, 54 cm. 
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Length, 80 cm, 

Woman’s Belt, 

Fig. 95 (s$85). 
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being abandoned for the brush shelter (k!tipixasai’duk) in 
the summer. None of the old type of either the dwelling- 

house or sweat-house now remain, and the following descrip- 
tion is based entirely on accounts and partial models. 

In the construction of the dwelling-house (Fig. 96) an 

excavation was first made, generally rectangular or slightly 

oval, averaging about 
ys 7 five metres by six or 
= ¢ “ 4k seven, with a depth of 

(eg @ Q e not over one metre 

at the outside. At 
either end of the ex- 

cavation a pair of 
forked posts (a, b and 
b, b’) were set up, the 

posts being from four 
to five metres high, 
and set just inside 
the wall of the exca- 

vation. Then, in each 

corner of the pit, 
single forked posts (c, 

d, e, f) were set, these 
posts being only from 
a metre to a metre 

and a half in height, 
\C Q @ Q) and also set just in- 
a az 7) c side the wall. From 

Fig. 96. Plan of a House. a to b and from b to 

b’, two parallel ridge- 
poles were then run, and likewise a pole from ¢ to f and 
from d to e; these latter side-poles being but about half a 
metre above the edge of the excavation. The earth dug 
out in making the pit was next piled up along the 
edges of the pit, forming a wall, which extended up to 
the side-poles just mentioned. The walls of the excavation 
were next covered by slabs of cedar-bark set vertically on 
edge all around the sides, and reaching from the ground 
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to the side-poles. Finally the roof was put on, consisting of 
cedar or sugar-pine boards (split out with wedges) run- 
ning from the side-poles to the two ridge-poles. The roof- 
boards met in a peak between the two ridge-poles, except 
for a space in the centre, where a smoke-hole was left. They 

also often extended a little beyond the side-poles, forming 
eaves, which protected the earthen walls. Sometimes the 
construction differed in that a side-wall of boards was first 
laid from the ground to the side-poles, and the earth from 
the excavation piled against this, the roof then being put on 
as just described. The ends of the house were formed by 
setting boards on end, almost vertically. Between the two 

. posts (b, b’) holding up the two ridge-poles at one end of the 
house, a cross-bar was firmly tied with grape-vine, about a 

metre or a little more above the level of the ground outside; 

and on this cross-bar the lower ends of the boards forming 
the end-wall between the two posts rested. The boards 
forming the end-walls were firmly tied to the posts, as were 
also the ridge and side poles. The space below the cross- 
bar formed the door. The opening was usually closed by 
a heavy mat of rushes hanging from the cross-bar. It was 
quite common, apparently, to have the ridge and side poles 
project from a metre to a metre anda half beyond the end- 
wall of the house, at the end where the door was situated. 

On these the roof was extended and a second rough end-wall 

‘ built, forming in this way_a sort of “‘storm-porch,” to which 
the entrance was always at the extreme corner, and unpro- 
vided with any mat or other means of closing. By placing . 
the outer door at the corner thus, all direct draught into the 
house was stopped. This porch served to keep out cold and 

wind, and also formed a convenient storehouse for firewood, 

nets, spears, etc. Inside the inner door, a further protection 

was erected against draughts, by setting up boards on end to 
form two parallel walls reaching from the ground to the 
roof, and extending out from the doorway on either side, a 

metre or more, toward the centre of the house. 

In the centre of the house-floor, which was of beaten 

earth, was the fireplace,—a circular area a metre or so in 
[August, 1907.] 27 
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diameter, sunk from fifteen to twenty centimetres below the 

general level, and rimmed with stones. Around the sides of 

the house were the sleeping-places. For these, the ground 
was first levelled and stamped. A thick layer of pine-needles 
was then laid down, and on this mats were spread. This sleep- 
ing and lounging place extended back from the fire, on all four 
sides, to within half a metre of the walls of the house. At this 

point, a heavy board, about fifty centimetres in width, was 

set up on edge, and held in position by stakes. The space 
between this board and the wall formed thus a sort of ‘“‘man- 

Fig. 97. Vertical Section of a House. 

ger’’ at the head of a person lying feet to the fire; and in this 
place each person kept his or her personal property in the 
way of clothing, food,.etc. A vertical section of a house 
is shown in Fig. 97, and will illustrate the position of this 
storage-place. rs 

The dwelling-house was often ogcupied by more than one 
family; but, when this was the case, the families were always 
closely related, and each occupied one side or portion of the 
house. The only furniture in the house consisted of pillows, 
formed of wooden blocks slightly hollowed out on top, and 
apparently closely similar to those described by Goddard as 
in use among the Hupa.' Stools, consisting simply of a block 
of wood of variable size and form, were also in use. 
The sweat-house — variously known as “‘big-house,”’ “‘dance- 

house,”’ and ‘‘ sweat-house’’— was somewhat differently built. 
The excavation made for this type of house was larger and 

1 Goddard, op. cit., p. 17. 
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deeper, being, as a rule, from six to eight metres wide, and ten 

or twelve long, with a depth of about two metres. At each 
corner of the excavation, forked posts were set up, as in the 
t’mma; but, in place of the two pairs of posts supporting the 
two ridge-poles, in the latter case a single very heavy post 
(about four metres long) was set at each end of the pit, anda 
third post placed in the middle of the house. A single ridge- 
pole was then laid on these three posts, and the side-poles 

arranged as before. As in the case of the t’mma, cedar-bark 

was used to face the walls of the pit, and the roof was made 

of boards, but in this case had very much less pitch than in 
the dwelling-house, being in fact, in some instances, almost 

flat, the corner-posts being higher proportionally to the centre- 
posts than in the case of the dwelling-house. The roof being 
completed, a layer of pine-needles was laid on it, and then 

earth spread over the whole, except at the smoke-hole, to a 

depth of fifteen or twenty centimetres. The end-walls of the 
structure were made as in the dwelling-house, except that 
both ends were alike, there being no cross-bar at the door- 

end. The door was in this case formed by cutting out a hole 
in one of the end-planks, the hole being either round or square 
and usually not over sixty or seventy centimetres in diameter. 

This doorway opened one side or the other of the heavy 
post supporting the ridge-pole; and a ladder, consisting of a 
notched madrone-log, led very steeply down from this door 

to the floor of the house. Under this ladder, and between it 

and the wall, fire-wood was often stacked. The door-opening 
was closed by a sliding board on the inside. The smoke- 
hole also could be closed quite tightly by sliding a board 
over it, by means of a pole. In the centre of the house, on 
the farther side of the central post (which is usually a little 
nearer the door than the exact centre of the house), was the 

fireplace, made like that in the dwelling-house. Often the 
whole floor of the house was floored with split boards, while 
in other cases the floor was simply of stamped or even of 
baked clay. 

The sweat-house was built only where there was a village 
of several families, and was constructed by the common labor 
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of all. When completed, it belonged to the head man of the 

village, although all men who aided in the building had 
certain rights in it. The leader or chief never lived in the 
d’kwa’iimma, except that, if a large gathering of people took 
place for any reason, he might temporarily vacate his own 
dwelling-house for the use of the guests, and take up his 

quarters for the time being in the sweat-house. So far as 
has been ascertained, there were no important ceremonies 
connected with the construction of the structure. It was used 
for gatherings of various sorts, gambling, etc., but chiefly as 
a general place of resort for the men of the village, they using 
it as a regular sleeping-place throughout the winter, only the 
women and children occupying the dwelling-house. In the 
making of the fire in this building, oak was chiefly used, 
When it was reduced to a bed of coals, the smoke-hole would 

be closed, and ashes raked over the fire; and then all the in- 

mates slept naked, owing to the high temperature. In case 
of the death of a village head man, if he left no brothers or 

children to inherit the house, the sweat-house was burned. 

Sudatories proper were small affairs, roughly hemispherical 
in form, built of willow poles planted in the ground, bent 
over, and tied. Yellow-pine bark slabs were set up on edge 
outside, forming walls, and the remainder of the structure 

was covered over with skins. An opening just large enough 
to crawl through was left on one side. These sudatories 
were usually family property, and were located near the edge 
of a stream. 

Menstrual lodges were in construction and shape like the 
dwelling-house, but small, and very roughly made, accommo- 
dating at most two or three persons at one time. The summer 
brush-shelter was little more than a fence of brush, three or 

four metres high, with no roof or cover of any description. 
It was roughly circular in outline, and had two openings at 
opposite sides. 

It will readily be seen from the above descriptions, that 
the houses of the Shasta were, as compared with those of 
the Indians of Central California (of which the Maidu may 
be taken as an example), of radically different construction. 
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There is no trace here of the circular type, with its radial 
rafters and entrance-porch; and, moreover, the functions of 

the sweat-house (6’kwa’timma) among the Shasta are quite 
unlike those of the dance-house (kum) of the Maidu, for ex- 

ample; for in the latter case the primary use of the structure 
is ceremonial, and it is only secondarily a general lounging 
and sleeping place for the men. The Shasta house-types, on 
the other hand, resemble far more those of the Indians of 

the lower Klamath and Trinity (the Karok, Yurok,and Hupa), 
who are the representatives of the culture of Northwestern 

California in its best developed form. With these, however, 

the agreement is not complete. It is close enough, however, 

to lead us to regard the Shasta, in so far as their houses are 

_ concerned, as allied rather to this Northwestern than to the 

Central Californian culture. 
The dwelling and sweat houses were occupied, as a rule, 

only for about five months in the year. In the spring, when 

certain plants had grown to a certain height, these winter 

houses were abandoned, and all the people went up into the 
mountains, and lived during the summer in the open, roof- 

less brush-shelters. When, in the fall, the berries had been 

picked and dried, and a supply of dried venison laid in for 
the winter, they returned to the villages (left in charge, 
usually, of a few old persons), cleaned out the houses, and 

settled down for the winter again. 
The sites chosen for villages were generally on the banks 

of streams. Along the Klamath, the position most favored 
was at the mouth of some small creek coming into the main 
river, and forming a small flat or delta. In Scott and Shasta 
Valleys, the villages were usually at the edge of the valley, 
near the base of the hills, where a small stream came down 

out of the mountains. 
The size of the villages would seem to have been, on the 

whole, small. Many of the settlements along the Klamath, 

for example, consisted of not more than two or three families, 
and there were but few villages here of any size. The Shasta 

1 Goddard, op. cit., pp. 13-18. 
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and Scott Valley settlements may, perhaps, have been some- 
what larger, although it is difficult to secure any definite 
information on this point. Gibbs’s estimate of sixty persons 
as the average in a village is, I believe, a little too large. 

The interior furnishing of the houses has already been 
referred to, and it only remains to speak of the varieties of . 
baskets and other household utensils. For storage of acorns 
and dried meat, large baskets, conical in shape and of open- 
work structure, were much used (Plate LXIX). The basket 

was first lined with a mat or layer of maple-leaves, made by 
Weaving the long stems of the leaves through the leaves 
and tying them, in this manner forming an even, almost 

water-tight, lining. Dried salmon’in powdered form was 
kept, as were also the powdered bones, in deep baskets of | 
tule with a tight-fitting cover. These baskets, or soft sacks, 

were cylindrical, and have now gone entirely out of use. 
Deer-fat was also kept in similar baskets. 

For cooking, globular baskets were chiefly in use, although 
a more conical shape was occasionally employed. As a rule, 
the only sort of platter-baskets in use were the open-work 
ones (Plates LXVIII, Fig. 1, and LXX, Fig. 2); these being 
in use for meat and fish. Burden-baskets were usually of the 
open-work type (Plate LXIX). Inthe manufacture of acorn- 
meal, the milling-basket (Plates LXIII, LXVI) was generally 
used. The meal was sifted on a platter-basket or tray like 
that figured by Goddard. The brush used to brush off the 
fine meal from the tray (Fig. 98) was made of the soaproot- 
fibre (Chlorogallum pomeridianum Kunth), but was different 

in form from the brushes used by the Maidu, for example.? 
The Shasta used, in the stirring of their acorn-soup, a mush- 

paddle somewhat like those used by the Indians lower down 
the river,’ but less carefully made, and with but little orna- 
mentation in the way of carving. 

In fire-making, the simple fire-drill (Fig. 99) was in use, 
essentially similar to that used by most of the Californian 
peoples. 

4 Goddard, op. cit., Plate a4, Fig. 2. 2 See p. 185, Fig. 46 0, of this volume, 
3 Goddard, op. cit., p. 29, Fig. 5. Pe 
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Foop AND ITS PREPARATION. — The food-supply of the 

Shasta was abundant and varied. Although depending on 

the acorn to a large extent, other foods, in particular salmon, 

played proportionally a greater part here than among the 
Maidu and other Central Californian peoples, but not as 

great, on the whole, as among the Indians of the lower 
Klamath. 

The acorns of most of the species of oaks growing in the 
region were eaten. Some were, however, much preferred to 
others, the order of preference being black oak (Quercus 

californica Cooper), white oak (Quercus Garryana Dougl.), 
and live-oak (Quercus chrysolepis Liebm.). The acorns of 
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Fig. 98 (372s). Meal-brush. Length, 12 cm. 

the tan oak (Quercus densiflora Hook. and Arn.), growing 
only in quantity farther down the Klamath River than the 

section occupied by the Shasta, were, however, by many con- 
sidered superior to any of the local species. Besides acorns, 
several other varieties of nuts were used for food. Pine-nuts 
from the digger-pine (Pinus Sabiniana Dougl.), the sugar- 
pine (Pinus Lambertiana Dougl.), and the yellow pine (Pinus 
ponderosa Dougl.), were always in demand; and hazel-nuts 
(Corylus rostrata Ait., var. californica A. D. C.) were gathered 
in considerable quantities in the mountains. 

Berries and fruits were in abundance. Manzanita-berries 
(Arctostaphylos Manzanita Parry) grew in great quantities 
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and were used to make the well-known ‘‘manzanita-cider.”’ 
Blackberries (Rubus vitifolius C. and S.?), service-berries 

Fig. 99 (sf8s A-B). 
Fire-drill. Length 

of hearth, 62 cm, 

(Amelanchier pallida Greene), elderberries 

(Sambucus glauca Nutt.), gooseberries (Ribes 

sp.), thimbleberries (Rubus glaucijolius 
Greene), choke-cherries (Prunus demissa 
Walpers), the fruit of the sumach (Rhus 

trilobata Nutt., var. quinata Jepson), and a 
number of other fruits and berries. as yet un- 
identified, were eaten either fresh or dried. 

Roots and bulbs seem to have formed a 

rather smaller portion of the food-supply 
here than in the central part of the State, | 
although camass (Camassia esculenta Lindl.) 
and “‘ipos’’ (Calochortus sp.), with one or 
two other roots and bulbs, were eaten to a 

considerable extent. 
Seeds of several varieties were eaten, and 

the Shasta were fond of a number of sorts of 

““greens.’’ The gum of the milkweed (Ascle- 
pias cordifolia Benth.?) was chewed, and 
the thin inner bark of the yellow pine was 
scraped off with bone scrapers, and eaten in 

the spring. The sugar from the sugar-pine. 
was also sparingly eaten. No teas or aromatic 
infusions seem to have been used. 

Although salmon formed a large part of 
the food-supply of the Shasta, game of 
various sorts was also a considerable factor. 
The mountains abounded in deer and elk; 
the Rocky Mountain sheep was found here 
and there; and in the more open sections, 

such as Shasta Valley, antelope were plenty. 
Bears were hunted for food, and were quite 
numerous throughout the area. The moun- 
tain-lion and wild-cat were also eaten, and 

small game —such as rabbits, squirrels, etc. — was abundant. 
Coyotes, dogs, and snakes were not eaten. Birds, in parti- 
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cular ducks and geese, were abundant in places, and much 
sought for. Angle-worms, grasshoppers, and locusts do not 
seem to have been eaten to any extent. 

Of fish, the salmon was by far the most important, all 
varieties which frequented the rivers being eaten. Trout, 
suckers, and eels were also in demand, as well as crawfish and 

turtles. Mussels were not to be had in any large quantity, 
but were relished when procurable. The bones of salmon 
and also of the deer were pounded fine, and used considerably 
for food. 

The gathering and preparation of acorns as practised by 
the Shasta followed practically the same lines as among the 
Maidu. Inasmuch as these operations have been fully 
described in treating of that stock,t only such features of 
the work as differ among the Shasta need be discussed here. 
The acorns of the black oak were gathered, cracked, hulled, 

and dried in practically the same manner as among the Maidu. 
The thin membrane covering the meat of the nut was then 

rubbed off with the hand, and the meats then reduced to meal; 

the chief difference in this latter process here being the 
almost universal use of the mortar-basket. As in the case 
of the Maidu, only flat stones appear to have been used to 
pound on. In winnowing the meal and sifting it, it was held 
on a flat platter or tray basket held at an angle, and shaken 
with the right hand. The extraction of the bitter: principle 
followed slightly different lines. The woman prepared a 
small scaffold or platform of sticks (some fifteen to thirty 
centimetres above the ground) resting either on forked 
sticks or on stones. On this a layer of pine-needles was placed, 
followed by a layer of sand, made thicker at the edges to 
form a basin. The meal, in a layer about five centimetres 
thick, was spread over this, and warm water poured on, as in 
the region of Central California. When completely leached, 
the meal was allowed to drain for atime, and then the hand was 

slapped down on the wet dough, which adhered to the hand 

as it was lifted. The sand was next carefully washed off of the 

1 See pp. 184-187 of this volume. 
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under side of the piece of dough by putting hand and all into 
a basket full of warm water, and then the cleaned sweet dough 
was put into another basket with water, and was ready for 
the final cooking. Where the acorns were plenty, the dough, 
after cleaning, was often dried, and in that form traded to 

other villages where the acorn-crop was not so plentiful. 
It is said that this dried acorn-paste formed a considerable 
article of trade with the Rogue River people in Oregon. 

Acorn-soup was made here precisely as among the Maidu; 
except that a more or less ornamental mush-paddle about 
sixty centimetres in length, was used to stir it with. The 
stones used for cooking were, as a rule, of a porphyritic or 
close-grained igneous rock, selected because it did not splin- — 
ter or disintegrate when heated and suddenly cooled. The 
acorn-bread of the Shasta differed from that of the Maidu 
in that it was madeinto small cakes, and baked on a flat rock 

slanted up in front of the fire. These cakes were, moreover, 
generally eaten with salt. 

The acorns of the white oak were prepared and cooked in the 
same manner as those of the black oak; but they made a more 

slimy, glutinous mixture, which was not as well liked. Live- 

oak acorns were prepared by being buried whole in the mud 
for some weeks, till they turned black. They were then dug 
up, cracked, and boiled whole, without being made into meal. 

They were also sometimes roasted in the ashes without any 
preliminary burying or boiling. 

Manzanita-berries were crushed, and used to make man- 
zanita-cider in a manner similar to that described among the 
Maidu.t The winnowed meal was also mixed with the acorn- 
meal in making a special variety of the acorn-soup. Sugar- 
pine nuts were steamed in an earthen oven. This was made 
by digging a hole, building a fire in it and heating stones. 
The fire was then raked out, some of the hot stones put in, 

and the nuts, wrapped in leaves, were laid thereon. Water 
was then poured in, more hot stones placed on top, and fi- 
nally earth laid over the whole, which was allowed to steam 

1 See p. 189 of this volume. 
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for several hours. The nuts were then dried, and stored for 

use. When wanted, they were pounded fine, winnowed, and 
made into small cakes. Powdered pine-nuts prepared in this 
manner were also often mixed with the powdered salmon. 
Service-berries and several other sorts of berries were dried, 

and kept for winter use. _ 
Salmon was prepared in much the same way as among the 

Maidu. The fish were split, and held open by a small twig» 
thrust through the fish, and in this shape smoked and dried. 
The bones were then removed, and the dried fish rubbed to 

powder between the hands. In this form it was packed in 
leaf-lined baskets, and stored. It was eaten dry, with a 

spoon. Another common method of preparing salmon was 
to skin the fish, leaving a layer of meat (about a centimetre 
in thickness) adhering to the skin. A slice of clear meat was 
then taken off each side of the fish, leaving the backbone 

and the rest of the meat as a residue. The skin, the slices 

of clear meat, and the backbone-piece were then dried and 

smoked separately; the slices being kept in that form, with- 
out powdering, in ordinary baskets, without any leaf-lining. 
In cutting up salmon for immediate use, a cut was first 
made from the vent, completely around the body, severing 

the tail. Then a second cut was made, along both sides of 

the fish from tail to head, following the line on the fish’s 
skin, thus separating the belly portion from the back; but 
these regulations did not apply to the dog-salmon, however. 
Salmon-heads were crushed, and made into cakes, which were 

used as a concentrated food on hunting-trips in winter. 
Deer and bear meat was dried, the deer-bones being pounded 

up for use in making soup in the winter-time. Salt was 
regarded as a luxury, and was obtained chiefly from the tribes 
of the lower Klamath. 

Meat was cooked by boiling or roasting. Bear-meat was 

dried somewhat differently from deer-meat, being cut into 
long strips, cooked in boiling water, and then dried. In such 
cases, the whole animal was generally rolled on to the fire, 

to singe off the fur before being cut up. In other cases, the 

bear would be skinned, leaving all the fat possible on the hide. 
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Ropes or sticks were then fastened to the hide (to the 
legs and sides, each man holding a rope or stick), and the 
hide was held over the fire. As the hair burned off, the hide 

began to shrink; then, when all the hair was gone, the hide 
was cut up, each person who held a rope getting a share. The 

skin and fat adhering were then roasted, and eaten. Grizzly- 

bear meat when eaten must never be tossed from one person 
to another, but carefully handed about. Failure to do this 

would lead to the offender being attacked by grizzlies. 
HUNTING AND FisHinc. —Salmon were caught by weirs, 

by nets, and by a sort of driving. The fish weir or dam was 
constructed always in a shallow, gravelly spot. A row of 
stakes was driven, slanting slightly down-stream; the stakes 
being set pretty close together. At water-level, a horizontal 

pole was tied firmly to the stakes with withes, being placed 
on the up-stream side. This horizontal pole was then guyed 
at either end, up-stream to the shore, by long grape-vines. 

Brush was then laid on the stakes on the up-stream side, and 

weighted with stones at the bottom. Here and there open- 
ings were left, and in these, long willow fish-traps were placed. 
Sometimes, where a stream was very swift, cribs weighted with 
stones were built on the down-stream side, in the centre, for 

additional support. Large dams of this character were few 
in number, there having been, it is said, but three on the Kla- 

math River, within Shasta territory. One of these was at the 
mouth of Shasta River, one at Scott River, and one at Happy 
Camp. Each belonged to one ortwomen. Any one, however, 
could come and spear fish at such a dam, and the owners were 

obliged to give to. any one who asked for them as many fish 
as he could carry. 

The net used mainly by the Shasta was a very ingenious 
one, and was much used also by the other Indians of this 

whole region, and it is still used to-day. A point in the river 
is first selected, where there is a strong eddy, in which the 
salmon are likely to rest as they ascend the stream. A plat- 
form is then built out from the bank, raised about a metre 

from the water-level. Three straight, slender poles are next 
prepared, and tied together to form an isosceles triangle, as 
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shown in Fig. 100. A second cross-bar (gh) is then attached, 

the distance between h and 7 being equal to the height of the 
man’s waist from the ground. Generally a third cross-piece 
(ij) is added for further strength. A net in the form of a 
conical bag is then firmly tied to ef and gh and to the portions 
of ab and cd between these. At x, a strong loop of grape-vine 
is attached to the pole ab, this loop being arranged to slide 
up and{down on a vertical pole (Fig. 101, y) set up at one 
side of the platform. This pole is cut off at such a height that, 

Fig. 100, Fishing-net. 

when the man stands on the platform and takes the net- 
frame by the cross-bar ij, raising the bar as high as his waist, 
the loop slides off the top of the pole, thus enabling the fish- 
erman to lift the whole net and contents to the platform. 
This pole, with the sliding loop, holds the net, from its shore- 
side, against the back-set of the eddy-current, the outer side ~ 
being held by a grape-vine rope (some ten or fifteen metres 
long) attached at », and running down-stream, where it is 
tied to a tree or stake t on the shore. Thus the man standing 
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on the platform can lower his net vertically into the water, 

the bag-net being opened, and carried by the current up-stream 
into the eddy. Across the mouth of the net is stretched a fan 
of eight strings, tied to the cross-bar ef (see Fig. 100) at one end, 

and coming together to a single string 
at s. The salmon, as they enter the net, 

disturb or shake these strings; and the 
fisherman (holding the end at s), feeling 
this, instantly draws up the net, the 
mouth of which automatically closes by 
the weight of the net and fish therein 

contained. The affair being lifted out 
on the platform, the fish are then killed 
with a club. Formerly, when a new 
platform of this sort was used for the | 

\ first time, some ipos-root was pounded 

fine and thrown into the river; but, 

the ‘Magner cf Opemone = except for this, there were no cere- 
Fish-net. monies. 

Among the Shasta in Oregon a different mode of catching 
salmon was in vogue, successful only where a stream was 
shallow, and not too rapid. Several rude rafts were con- 
structed of logs, and on these a number of women placed 
themselves, and floated down-stream, thrashing the water 

violently all the time with branches. This proceeding 
frightened the fish, who turned and ran down-stream to where 
the men stood shoulder to shoulder in a line across the whole 
width of the river. As the fish came down, they were speared. 

All fish caught in this manner had to be eaten on the spot 
that same day. If any were kept, or carried home, it would 
immediately rain violently. 

The Shasta on the Klamath had the following regulations. 
in regard to the first salmon caught each year. It was thought 
that the first fish to ascend the stream annually brought the 
‘salmon medicine’ put on by the Indians at the mouth of 
the river. This first fish must therefore be allowed to pass. 
unmolested. As soon as it had passed, fish might be caught; 
but the first one taken from the water had to be split and 
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hung up immediately to dry, and no samon might be eaten 

till this salmon was completely dried and a portion eaten by 
all who were fishing at that point. 

Deer were hunted in a variety of ways. In the autumn, 
deer-drives were made. These were of two sorts. In one 
case, fences of brush or ropes were stretched across the coun- 

try, with openings left here and there. In these openings, 
strong nooses were set and concealed, the ends being tied 
to trees. The people then went out and beat up the country, 

driving the deer toward the fence, where they were caught in 
the nooses, and clubbed or shot. The other method could 
not be used until the oak-leaves began to fall. Men then went 
out and set fires in circles on the hills. The ends of the curved 
lines forming the circles of fire did not meet, and in this opening 
the women stood rattling deer-bones, while men concealed in 

the brush were ready to shoot the deer as they rushed out. 
Stalking was also considerably used. For this purpose the 
hunter put on the whole skin of a deer (the head stuffed, 

with the antlers attached), and crept up on the unsuspecting 
animal. Several different heads were kept, with the horns in 

different stages, so that they might be suitable for various 
times of year. Deer were also run down and killed at the 
season when their winter coats were coming in. They were 
generally driven to a stream, where men in waiting shot 
them while the deer were in the water. Dogs were often 
much used in this style of hunting. In winter, deer were also 

run down on snow-shoes, and clubbed. Dogs seem to have 
been used also in the drives, to some extent. They were 
trained from puppies for hunting, and, while still young, 
had the ‘‘Blow-fly Song’’ sung to them, so that their scent 
should be keen. Hunting-dogs were kept in regular kennels, 
behind the ti’(mma, or dwelling-house. To make them brave, 

the ‘Grizzly Song’’ was sung to them, and they were then 

also supposed to be able to scare game, just as the grizzlies 
scare people.. Elk were killed chiefly in winter, being run 
down on snow-shoes, and shot. 

Both the black and the grizzly bear were hunted. For the 
former, men had to sweat for five days before starting out on 
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the hunt, using fir-twigs on the coals, to give the body an 

aromatic odor. After this preparation, the hunters would 

go to the bear’s den, talk to the bear for some time, and beg 
him to come out and be killed. In the case of grizzlies, the 
hunters had to dance the war-dance before starting out, just 
as if they were to hunt a human enemy. Reaching the 
den, a number of short, sharp stakes were driven into 
the ground in front of the opening, and then, as the bear 

came out and was engaged in tearing down and clearing 

out of the way this obstruction, he was shot under the 

neck. 

Regulations as to the division and ownership of game were 
fairly numerous. The single hunter always shared his game | 
with others on his return: the chief, however, had no greater 

share than others. The person who killed a deer always 
had the right to the hide and legs. If two men shot at the 
same deer, he whose arrow hit first, whether it inflicted a 

mortal wound or not, had the first right to the carcass. If 

any other person than the slayer of the deer should get the 
legs or hide, he might put them in a woman’s menstrual hut, 
or otherwise so contaminate them that the hunter would be 
unlucky ever after. No hunting was ever done by a man 
in the time of his wife’s menstrual periods. . 

The first game killed by a boy was never eaten by him or 
by any member of his family. The boy, for a year or more 
after he began to hunt, did not eat the game he himself killed. 
In the spring, if does were killed with fawn, the young fawn 
was hung up to atree, and shot at by the smaller boys. Should 
a boy, before the usual period of a year was up, eat game he 
himself had killed, he would lose all his hunting-luck. When, 

however, he did for the first time eat game of his own killing, 

his father took the bowstring from the boy’s bow, and 
whipped him severely with it, all over. 
TRANSPORTATION AND TRADE. —As already stated, the 

Shasta made practically no use of canoes, because of the un- 
favorable nature of the streams within their territory. Canoes 
were sparingly used along the Klamath, but were nearly all 
purchased from the Karok and Yurok below. When made 
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20.cm, 

Length, 52 cm.; width, 

Cradle-frame. 

Fig. 103 (328s)- 
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by the Shasta, they were merely imitations of those secured 

by trade. 

The burden-basket was in use here, as practically through- 

out California. As previously described, the form made largely 
of rawhide was in use to a considerable extent here. They 

were carried by the aid of tump-lines of buckskin. 
Infants were kept and carried about in cradle-frames (see 

Figs. 102,103). These are at present either obtained from the 
Hupa and other people of the lower river, or are made on 
practically the same lines. That shown in Fig. 102 is very 
similar to the Hupa cradle figured by Goddard, except that 
it has a more elaborate treatment of the upper portion. The 
technique of this is shown in Fig. 104. The child sits in 
the cradle-frame, the legs hanging down over the edge, and 

WN 
Fig. 104. Detail of Cradle-frame, Fig. 1o2. 

the body resting, in part at least, on the two wrapped cords 
stretched across the frame on the inside (see Fig. 103). The 
piece of flint attached to the upper cross-cord in this cradle 
is a charm to keep away the small lizard. 

Like a majority of the Indians of the Californian area, the 
Shasta were a sedentary, stay-at-home people, and rarely 
made long journeys. On hunting-trips the men often went 

1 Goddard, op. cit., Plate 21, Fig. r. 
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fifteen or even twenty miles, but had to be careful lest they 

infringed on the territory of some other village or tribe. Well- 
beaten trails connected the various villages. 

The Shasta traded with the Karok, Yurok, and Hupa of the 

lower Klamath for acorns, baskets, dentalia, and salt, giving 
in exchange buckskin and pine-nuts. With the Wintun they 
seem to have traded chiefly for acorns, giving buckskin and 
obsidian in exchange, together with dentalia. There was 
apparently little trade with the Klamath Lake people to the 
eastward, but quite a little with the various Athabascan 
people of Rogue River and thereabouts. 
WARFARE. — The bow was the chief weapon of the Shasta. 

In use, it was held horizontally. No wholly satisfactory | 
conclusions can be drawn, however, as to the original type 
of bow. No bows still survive which are unquestionably of 
Shasta make, several so-called ‘‘Shasta bows’’ having really 

been obtained in trade from lower down the river. The only 
bow which was secured (Fig. 105) lacks any sinew backing, 
and is somewhat roundish in section, and quite different 

from the bows of the people of either the lower Klamath or 
of the Klamath lakes. The model of a bow (Fig. 106) se- 
cured at Siletz is also without sinew backing; but not much 
reliance can be placed on this model. Statements as to 
former practice vary, some declaring that bows were formerly 
broad and flat, like the Hupa bow, with a sinew backing; 

others, that they were more rounded, and without the backing. 

Emmons! describes the bow as substantially like the Hupa or 
Karok type, — broad and flat, with painted sinew backing. 

In this connection, perhaps, should be mentioned a peculiar 
type of bow found in many museums in this country and 
abroad. In many instances these bows are labelled ‘“‘Shasta,”’ 
while in other cases they are simply marked “California.” 
They are very characteristic in the roundness of the bow 
and the peculiar manner in which the sinew backing is 
curved around at the ends (Fig. 107). All these bows of 

which I have any knowledge are old, and were obtained some- 

1 Emmons, United States Exploring Expedition, Vol. V, p. 239. 
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Fig. 105 (3287 A-C). Bow and Arrows. 
sip. He of bowstring, 70 cm.; 6f arrows, Fig. 106 ($85 A). Model of bow 
Pree from Siletz. Length of bow, 76 

cm.; of arrow, 68 cm. 
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where in the period anterior to 1855 or 1860, some of them 

as early as 1820, or before. Careful inquiry in the Shasta 

territory has failed to reveal any specimens there, and no 

trace of the peculiar treatment of the sinew at the ends of 
the bow has been found among the Shasta themselves. 

The bow, however, exactly resembles the one shown by 
Langsdorff,: who visited the region about San Francisco in 

Fig. 107 (s$%5). Section of a Sinew-backed Bow. 

1803-07, and who came in contact, so far as known, only with 

tribes of the Bay area. The probability is strong, therefore, 
that these bows sometimes labelled “‘Shasta’’ are in reality 
from the Bay region, and not from the Shasta, with whom 
the earlier explorers who visited the California coast could 

_ have had no communication. The evidence is also strength- 
ened by the fact that, in the Museum of the Imperial Academy 
of Sciences at St. Petersburg, there is a large bundle of bows, 
unlabelled, but of this very type, which were probably 
brought back by Kotzebue in 1818; and he, as in the case 
of Langsdorff, came in contact only with the Indians of San 
Francisco Bay. 

Arrows (see Figs. 105, 106) both with and without foreshafts 
were in use; the former for large game and in war, the latter 
for small animals. Obsidian was chiefly used for the points; 
but no authentic arrows in good condition were found. 

The Shasta used both elk-hide and stick armor as a pro- 
tection in warfare. The latter was always preferred, and 
was made of round rods of some hard wood (generally service- 
berry), fastened together by twined cords in the usual manner. 
On the head was worn a band of elk-hide about fifteen centi- 

'G. H. von L orff, Voyages and Travels in Various Parts of the World, 
1803-07, Vol. II, a 1813. 
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metres wide. This was sometimes made double, so as to 
be impenetrable, and was decorated with designs cut in the 
skin, and then painted. 

There was little or nothing in the way of organized war- 
fare, all being accomplished by means of raids. Preparatory 
to the leaving of a war-party, all.the members had to dance 
the war-dance. This was taken part in chiefly by the men, 
although some young women always joined in, as they oc- ° 
casionally went with the war-parties, armed with knives, 

with which they tried to cut the bowstrings of the enemy, © 
and also to slash their quivers. The war-dance is described 
as follows. 

_ When a war-party was planned, the young men would 
gather together, and say to the women, ‘‘Ha’a, atcaixi’/yax- 
ti’mmi kwa ni’waiats’’ (‘‘ Now, when it is about sundown, 

build yea fire”). In compliance with this, the women built a 

fire on the dance-ground. The men assembled there, wearing 
a buckskin wrapped about the waist, and their hair gathered 
in a knot on the top of the head, and secured by means of 
wooden pins some ten or fifteen centimetres long. On the 
knot of hair a pompon of chicken-hawk feathers was set, and 
one or more mokus (or decorated feathers) stuck in the hair 

upright. The women came in their ordinary clothes. The 
dancers stood in line, facing the fire, and danced, stamping 
one foot only, and holding bow and arrow as if ready to shoot. 

Some carried, instead, double-pointed obsidian knives from 
twenty-five to forty centimetres in length, wrapped in the 
centre (where they were grasped) with buckskin. If women 
took part, they were placed at the ends of the line, and held 
pieces of obsidian decorated with feathers similar to that 
shown in Fig. 108. After dancing for some time in line, a 

person from each end danced out toward the fire, then turned, 

and, passing between the fire and the line, went to the opposite 
end of the line, whence he or she then returned in a similar 

manner to the original place. The war-cry was sounded from 
time to time, and the dancers talked loudly of the men they 

were to kill and the deeds they were to do. The dance kept 
up all night, and was repeated for three or four nights before 
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the party left. During this period the dancers might not eat 
meat, and might eat of other foods only sparingly. The 
entire day and night before leaving was spent in dancing, the 
party leaving so as to arrive just before dawn at the place 

to be attacked. When leaving, they were elaborately painted. 

Fig. 108 (338). Dancing-knife. Length of blade, 19 cm. 

(in red, black, and white) in spots of solid color. White, if it 
was used, precluded the use of any other color with it. Red 

and black might be combined. Each man always painted in 
the same manner. 

There are various prayers used for help and assistance 
while on war-parties, and an example of these is given on 
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p. 490. Scalping seems to have been but little practised, and 
the prisoners taken were as a rule spared, and kept as slaves. 

GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS. —The most important games 
played by the Shasta were the men’s gambling- 

game (resembling in many respects the grass- 
game of the Maidu and other Central Californian 

Indians) and the women’s game, or many-stick 
game, known to the Hupa and to many other 
tribes. Both these games are still in use. 

The men’s game (ké’tapig) is played with a 
bundle of fifteen or twenty carefully made, 
spindle-shaped sticks known as a’nninai (Fig. 
109), painted in bands of different colors. 

Two of the sticks, however, are left plain, with- 

out decoration, and are called 4k. Each man’s 

spindles are decorated somewhat differently, 

examples of the different types being shown in 
Fig. t10. With such a set of sticks a small 
red stone is often kept as a lucky-charm, and 
also a tiny obsidian knife, which is used to cut 
up glow-worms with which to rub the sticks 
for luck. In making the sticks, much ceremony 
is observed. They are generally made by two 
men together, who, after strict continence for 

five days, go off into the mountains alone. 
Here they sing and pray, and are not allowed 
to eat meat or fresh fish, being restricted to a 
very little acorn-meal and dried fish. In eating, 
they have to eat out of small, well-decorated 
baskets, and may drink water only if mixed fig, 109 (9t9,). 
with a little acorn-meal. On their return with Bundle of Sticks 
the finished sticks, the men are obliged to re- oa 
main continent for another five days, before 

using the sticks, and must during this time bathe frequently. 
The sticks are kept in sets, wound around and wrapped with 
a long cord, as shown in Fig. 109. 

In playing the game, two players seat themselves opposite 
each other. Each has his set (or several sets) of sticks and a 
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small pile of dried grass. Each has, moreover, seven counters, 

or small sticks, with which to keep tally. As a rule, these 

counters are merely seven of the decorated a’nninai, which, 
being sharp at the ends, are stuck into the ground, or in the 
mat on which the player sits. Taking one of the plain sticks - 
(ak) and one of the decorated ones, one of the players 

rolls each separately in a bunch of grass, and then, shuffling 
the two bunches rapidly, sings' his gambling-song, and tries 
to confuse the opponent, who is to guess which bunch of 

grass contains the unmarked stick. The 
bundles of grass are held in the hands, 
the fists clinched, and either held against 
the breast, or put on the knees. If the 
opponent guesses correctly, the loser 

(who has been ‘“‘rolling’’) pays him one 
of his seven counters; and the opponent 
then, taking his set of sticks, ‘‘rolls,”’ 

and the first man has to guess. If he 
lose his guess, he pays a counter to the 
one who is ‘‘rolling.’’ The one who first 
gets all fourteen of the counters wins. 
In paying losses, the Maidu method 
seems to prevail; that is, the paying out 
of one’s winnings as soon as one has any; 
and only after these are exhausted 
does the player pay out of the original 
stock.* 

Pie: x30 (lhe: Pe In guessing, the opponent indicates 
_ Decorations on Stick for the the position of the ak, with the index- 

save cad finger of the hand, on the same side 
that he thinks the unmarked spindle is. Thus, if the guesser 

thinks the 4k is in the “‘roller’s’’ right hand, he, facing him, 
points to that hand with the forefinger of his own /eft hand. 
If he wishes to use the right hand in pointing in this case, 
he may do so, but must not point with the index-finger, but 
with the thumb. Before pointing, he always claps his hands 
once or twice. As will be explained presently, at one stage 

FN 

JBL 

ie 

Lda 

1 See pp. arg-ars of this volume, 
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of the game the guesser must decide upon two out of three 
bundles, instead of the usual one out of two. In this case 

he indicates his choice thus: the three piles being repre- 
sented by 1, 2, 3, if he wishes to indicate the bundles 1 and 2, 

he motions with the flat hand on that side (moving his hand 

from the outsidein, that is, toward his body), or with the other 
hand (moved in the opposite direction; namely, out from the 
body) if he wishes to indicate bundles z and 3. Or either of 
these combinations may also be shown by using the proper 
hand, starting in the middle (that is, at the body), and moving 
outwards. If the guesser wishes to indicate a choice of 1 
and 3, however, he points with the index-finger and thumb 
of either hand. 

In the course of the game, when the ‘‘rolling”’ side has won 
five counters from the other, the method of play changes. 
The next guess, if correct, follows the usual rule; but, if wrong, 

the loser does not pay a counter, but waits till the opponent 

“rolls” again. He does so, and this time divides the grass 
into three bundles, instead of two, placing these on the 
ground in front of him; and the guesser must now select two 
out of the three. If his choice does not include the ak, he 

loses, and has to pay over both his remaining counters, 
and is thus beaten. If, however, he guesses correctly, he 
pays nothing, and receives nothing, but becomes at 
once the ‘“‘roller;’’ and the previous ‘roller’? now has to 
guess. 

While a man is gambling, his wife must be very care- 
ful as to her food, eating only dry fish and acorns, and 

drinking only water in which some acorn-meal has been 
stirred. 

The women’s game (kii’ig) is also a guessing-game. In 
this, each of the two players has her own set of sticks, just 

as in the men’s game. The sticks in this instance, however, 

are of a different type, being slender, peeled twigs about 
twenty-five centimetres in length and two millimetres in 
diameter. Some fifty or sixty of these form a set, making a 
cylindrical bundle some five centimetresin diameter. All but 
one of the sticks are usually painted alike (either plain red or 
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black), this one, however, having either a black or a red ring 
about its centre. The game consists in one of the two players 

guessing the position of this marked stick. In playing the 
game, the bundle of sticks is held in the right hand, rather 

nearer the upper end than the middle; the other end of the 
bundle being rested on the palm of the left hand. By giv- 
ing the two hands a slow, circular movement in opposite 
directions in a horizontal plane, the individual sticks are 

twisted and shuffled among themselves very thoroughly. 
This being done for a few moments, the bundle of sticks is 
divided in two, one portion being held in each hand; and 
the opponent now has to determine in which of the two 
bundles the marked stick is contained. Each side starts in 

' the game with five counters. If the guesser loses a guess, 
she passes over one counter to the opponent: if, on the other 
hand, she guesses correctly, no counters change hands, but 
the successful guesser takes her set of sticks, and the one 

who formerly “‘shuffied”’ now guesses. As in the men’s game, 
losses are paid out of winnings so far as possible, and the 
side which first secures all ten of the counters wins the game 
and stake. 

So far as known, no dice-games 
were used by the Shasta. The women 
played a game in which two sticks 
or billets about fifteen centimetres 
long, tied together near their ends 
by a cord some ten centimetres in 
length (Fig. rrt), were pitched or 
tossed by means of a staff a metre 

and a half in length. A goal was set 
up at either end of the course, and 

co: 122 (pity. | Bieks tied; the two billets were set in the 
by Wonan. ‘Leng ee any sl, ground, halfway between, just the 

loop of the cord projecting above 
the ground. The two opposing sides, which numbered from 
four to ten, faced each other, and the leaders then struggled 

for the first chance to toss the billets. Each side strove to 
send the billets to its opponent’s goal. The game was 

SS a ee eS eee eins 5 ha 
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essentially similar to that played by the Hupa,' the Klamath,’ 
and the Maidu.3 

Fig. 112 (s?$s). A Form of the Cup-and-ball Game. Total length, 38 cm 

1 Goddard, op. cit., 
2 Dorsey, Gambling Bases of. the Klamath Indians (American Anthropologist, N.S., 

Vol. it. BP. I9, 20). 
p. 208 of this volume, 
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The Shasta still play a game (Fig. 112) in which twelve 

salmon-vertebre are strung on a cord thirty or forty centi- 
metres in length, the end one being tied transversely to 
prevent the others from slipping off. The cord is attached to 

a slender, sharpened wooden pin about fifteen centimetres 

long. The game consists in swinging the bones upward with 
a quick motion of the hand, and trying to catch as many as 
possible of the vertebre on the pin. Each player tries five 
or six times, and the winner is he whose total of bones caught 

is the highest. The greatest skill is needed to catch the end 
vertebra, which has its opening at right angles to the others. 
Each vertebra is called a ‘“‘moon,” and, by playing the game 
chiefly in winter, the moon is made to grow old quicker, and 
the winter thus shortened. The catching of the end-bone, 
which is called the ‘‘ eye of the moon,” kills the moon, as 

they say, more quickly than catching the others. In winter, 
also, cat’s-cradle figures are made by the young people. 
These are made only during the waxing of the moon, the 
looping and stretching of the cord being supposed to hasten 
the growth of the moon. During the wane of the moon, on 
the other hand, the above-mentioned game of the salmon- 
vertebre is played, to hasten the moon’s death. 

Boys formerly played a game in which disks of yellow-pine 
bark, with or without a hole in the centre, were rolled down 

hill, and shot at with bow and arrow as they passed. Boys 
played with a small top made from an acorn, and also had 
a ‘‘buzzer’’ made of the metacarpal bone of a deer. Small 
children also played a game in which each of two children 
held in the hand the forked stem of a certain plant. These 
were then hooked into each other, and each child pulled, 

the stem which broke making its holder the loser. As soon 
as this was determined, the victor struck the loser with a 
switch, calling him or her ‘dog.’ 

ART. 

Decorative Art. —The Shasta show, on the whole, less 

artistic development than the majority of the Indians of 
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Central California, but, like the most of the Indians of the 

State, they exhibit it chiefly in basketry decorations. As 

compared with the Central Californian people, the Shasta, 

perhaps, evidence a somewhat greater growth of painting and 

of plastic art. 
The basketry designs of the Shasta appear to be rather 

few in number and simple in character. As has been said, 

basketry-making is now hardly practised at all by the Shasta; 

and practically all the baskets in use, or sold by them, are 
bought from the people of the lower Klamath. Two women, 
however, were found who consented to make some baskets 

such as the Shasta formerly made, and with their old designs. 
As one of these women was living on the Siletz Reservation, 

and unable to get the traditional materials, she had to em- 

ploy those in use by the Athabascan Indians of the region, 
but claimed that the technique and designs were purely Shasta. 
Long association with other people on the Reservation may, 
however, have had its effect, and I do not feel fully confident 

that either these baskets, or those obtained on the Klamath 
River, are to be regarded as certainly Shasta in technique or 

decoration. 
The designs, and the arrangements of designs, on these 

baskets, agree in part with those of the Northwestern, North- 

eastern, and Maidu types as defined by Dr. Kroeber.t Con- 
sidering the designs in themselves, we find some fifteen repre- 
sented on the baskets here shown. Of these a number are 
similar to Hupa, Yurok, and Karok designs. The commonest 

decoration on Shasta baskets is that shown in Plates LX 
and LXI, and known as “‘wood set up around.” This is 
essentially similar to the Yurok “elk”? and the Karok 
“‘cut wood.’3 The design shown in Plate LXII, Figs. 1 
and 2, known as “flint goes around,’ is the same as the 

Yurok and Karok ‘“‘flint.”4 Again, Plate LXIII, Figs. 1 
and 2, for which no name was secured, resembles the 

1 Kroeber, Basketry Tasigns of the Indians of Northwestern te (University 
of cei Publications, erican Archeology and Ethnology, Vol. II, pp. 152 et 
seq 

2 Ibid., Fig. 67. 3 Tbid., Fig. 157. 

4 Ibid., Figs. 7, r2r. : 
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Yurok ‘‘ladder.”: Plate LXII, Fig. 3, called “‘butterfly,” 

is practically the Yurok ‘“‘waxpoo.”’? The design on the 
basket shown in Plate LXII, Fig. 4, called “‘salmon-heart,”’ 
is very much like the Yurok and Karok “sturgeon,” or 
**snail’s back.”s This same design is frequently found 
on Northern Wintun baskets.4 Another resemblance to 
the Wintun is shown in Plate LXIV, Figs. 1 and 2, ‘‘it 
goes round one way;”’ this being similar to the “pulled 
around,” shown on a basket from the upper Sacramento.s 

Resemblances to designs found even farther south are also 

to be noted, as in Plates LXIV, Fig. 3, and LXV, Fig. 2, 
where the design, called ‘“‘it goes round crooked,’ is 
identical with the Maidu design of ‘“‘wood in billets.’’® 

Again, Plate LXV, Fig. 3, known as “‘frog’s-belly,” re- 
sembles the Maidu ‘“‘water-snake.’’7 The meaning of the 
designs shown in Plates LXV, Fig. 1, LXVII, Figs. 1 and 2, 
and LXVIII, Fig. 2, are unknown. 
The design in Plate LXIV, Fig. 2, known, like that in Fig. 

“1, as ‘it goes round one way,’’ suggests in part the Achoma’wi 
design of the “‘skunk.’’§ Plate LXVI, Fig. 1, also suggests 
Achoma’wi motifs, resembling one of the elements in the 
design called there “‘mussel’s-tongue.”9 The simple bands 
shown on many baskets are found among most of the stocks 
in this whole region. 

The design names in use among the Shasta are few in 
number and are more of the type of those in the northwestern 

and northeastern areas than of the region farther south. 
This is shown in the presence of purely descriptive names. 
The animal names given — such as salmon-heart, frog’s-belly, 

and butterfly — are either uncommon or unknown among the 
surrounding stocks. 

Feather-work was ompacativall little used i the Shasta; 

1 Kroeber, Basketry Designs of the Indians of Northwestern California (Oak: 
very of California Publications, American Archeology and Ethnology, Vo 

ig, 59). 

2 Ibid., Fig. 39. 3 Ibid,, Figs., 73, 174. 

4 Ibid., Fig. 216; see also this volume, Plate XXIII, Figs. 2 and 7. 

5 See this, volume Plate XXIV, Fig. 5. 6 Ibid,, Plate XV, Fig. a. 
7 Ibid., Plate III, Fig. 2. 8 Tbid., Plate XVIII, Fig. 4. 
9 Ibid., Plate XVIII, Fig. 1. 
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and the few articles made for ceremonial purposes were 

rather simple as compared with those made by the Maidu, 
for example, or by the Hupa. While, among the Maidu, 
carving was practically unknown, the Shasta illustrated the 
rudiments of the art in the carved handles of their wooden 
or horn spoons (see Fig. 71) and their mush-paddles. These, 
however, show much less development than those of the In- 
dians farther down the Klamath River.t Painting, except. 
on the bow, was apparently confined chiefly to the elk-hide 
frontlets worn in battle. No specimens of these are now in 
existence; but the nature of the designs is said to have been 
similar to those on the basketry. Buckskin skirts worn by 
shamans often had rude.zigzags and dots of red paint applied, 
as shown in Plate LX XII. 

No rock paintings or carvings are known in the area occu- — 
pied by the Shasta, with one exception. At Gottville, on 
the Klamath River, there was formerly a large bowlder, on 
which were cut or scratched, according to the various accounts, 

many figures. Some are said to have resembled bear’s feet; 
and others are described as ‘“‘like hieroglyphics,”’ whatever 
that may mean. A local photographer once took several 
negatives of the rock, which is well remembered by some 

of the older settlers; but not the slightest trace of these can 
now be found. Search for the bowlder itself has‘also proved 
unavailing, as it had probably been either washed down 
by the river, or at least turned over and partially buried by 
debris, during a period of unusually high water which occurred 
a few years ago. 
Music.—The Shasta have little beside the flute in the 

way of musical instruments. The flute, however, was but 
little used, it seems, as compared with the considerable use 

made of it in the central parts of the State. Single and 
double whistles, of bird-bones, were in use by the shamans, 

and also were used in the war-dance. So far as my informa- 
tion goes, no drum of any sort was used. Rattles (Fig. 113) - 
were made of deer-hoofs attached to a stick, stick and cords 

1 Goddard. op. cit., Plate 16, Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 

[September, 1907.] 29 
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being dyed or painted red. These rattles were used chiefly 
by young girls during the puberty-dance. The cocoon rattle 

Fig. 113 (48% A). Rattle made of Deer-hoofs, Length of handle, a0 cm, 

and the split-clapper rattle, both common in Central Cali- 

fornia, seem to be lacking. 
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SocIAL ORGANIZATION AND LAw. 

SoctAL ORGANIZATION. — The social organization of the 

Shasta was somewhat intermediate between that of the 
Central Californian area as exemplified by the Maidu, and 
the Northwestern area as shownin the Hupa. Asis the case 

practically throughout California, no trace is to be found 
of any gentile or totemic grouping. | People lived in village 
communities, generally of small size, and not infrequently, 
it is said, consisting of only a single family: In so far we 
have the formlessness of the Central area; but we find among 
the Shasta the additional feature, that ‘the various commu- 

nities were organized, or, perhaps better, grouped into four 
divisions.) These were the Wirthikwai'irukla, or Klamath 

River people; the Wiweha’waktitsu, or Scott Valley people; 

the Ahdtiré/itsu, or people of Shasta Valley; and the Ikira- 
ku’'tsu, or people along the Stewart and Rogue rivers in Oregon. 
( Each of these groups had a head man or chief, the position 

being declared to have been hereditary, y passing first to the 
next oldest brother, and, in default of a brother, to the oldest 

_son. For sufficient reason, the chief might be deposed, and 

the next in succession appointed in his place. No woman 
could be chief; nor could the sisters of a chief marry any one 
in the tribe who would be of rank sufficient to be elected 
chief. Ifthe regular successor were too young to act as chief, 
the chief of the neighboring section or group would serve 
as regent during his minority, the female relatives of the 
young chief being co-regents in all matters of minor im- 
portance. The family in each group in which the chieftancy 
was hereditary was by tradition originally the wealthiest one, 
and a chief must be wealthy, or else he was not allowed to 

take his position. (This prominence of wealth as a necessary 
characteristic of a chief)resembles somewhat the conditions 
among the Hupa. The necessity for the possession of wealth 
on the part of the chief lay in part in the fact that he often 
had to advance, or pay out of his own property, the/ fines 

required as blood-money of the people of his group. His 
other duties were to act as adviser to his people, and par- 
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ticularly to settle disputes both within and without his 
tribe. An important part of his duties as mediator con- 

sisted in arriving at some agreement with aggrieved parties 
as to the monetary satisfaction needed to balance accounts in 
cases of theft or murder. As just stated also, in instances 

where the aggressor could not pay, the chief often advanced 
the property, or in some cases paid it outright for the poorer 

people. He did not take part in war, but, when the fighting 
was over, he with the chief of the enemy, aided by several 
old men from each side, agreed on terms of peace. There was, 
however, no formal body which could be called a council. 

Slaves were held by the Shasta in a few cases. The custom 
was not regarded very favorably; and persons owning slaves 

were said to be, in a way, looked down upon. The slaves 
were fairly well treated, apparently, being taken into the 
family, and, if young, brought up with the children. 

Rights of property were, in general, similar to those among 
the Maidu. Fishing-places, and in particular fish weirs or 
dams, were private property belonging to specific families. 
Only the wealthy, however, had any such property. Members 
of the family alone had the right to fish there; but to stran-_ 

gers or others they had to give fish, if asked, and they gener- 
ally allowed them to fish for themselves now and then. If 
a member of the family died, no other member of the family 
could fish there for two years, and, of course, no outsider. 

To a less extent, each family seems to have had its own 
hunting-grounds, to which some regulations applied, but 
more laxly than to the fishing-places. ‘Both hunting and 
fishing places were inherited in the male line. Each village 
had a well-recognized territory, within which the areas of 
the different families lay; but there was not, apparently, as 

much care taken to make exact boundaries as among the 
Maidu, nor was there any such system of policing the village 
territory as obtained there, according to the information 
secured from Mr, Spencer. 

The division of labor among the Shasta was similar to 
that among the Maidu.* 

1 See this volume, p. 227. 
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CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS.—In all minor affairs, such as 

theft, the chief acted as mediator and settled the quarrel, 

generally by exacting a payment to recompense the aggrieved 
party. For more serious crimes, as murder, there was more 
formality. One or two well-known men were hired by the 
aggressors to act as go-betweens, and these went to the family 
of the murdered man, and tried to arrange for blood-money 
to be paid. This was sometimes merely property in dentalia, 
skins, food, etc., but often included one or more women. 

The payment of property was usually a simple affair to ar- 

range, as every individual had his or her fixed value, depend- 

ing on the price paid for their mother by their father at 
marriage. Blood-money must always be accepted, if offered. 
Revenge, either on the murderer or on any of his relatives, 
might, however, be taken before the offer could be made. 
Should such revenge be taken on any one not the criminal him- 
self, the regular payment for such person must be made to the 

relatives, thus offsetting in part or in whole the sum they 
were required to pay for the-first killing. In cases of murder, 
the friends and relatives of the murdered man went about 
praying that the murderer might die, or be injured in some 

accident. If this happened to him or to any of his family 
(who were generally included in these prayers), it was regarded 
as due to the latter that the accident or death took place, 

and the relatives of the murdered man were then held just 
as much responsible for the blood-money as if they had killed 
or injured the individual by bodily violence. 

BirtH, Pupeuty, MARRIAGE, AND DEATH. 

The following account of the former customs in these 

matters is based, of necessity, almost entirely on descriptions 
given by older Indians, the customs themselves having now 
almost entirely disappeared. 

Birtu. —/As soon as a man’s wife has conceived a child, 
both he and she are subject to many regulations. ) He does 
not hunt much, and, toward the close of the period of preg- 
nancy, not at all. If he hunts, he must kill only deer; for, 
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should he kill a pheasant, the child, when born, would be sub- 

ject to epilepsy. Should he kill a coyote, the child would 
always be erratic and strange. The woman, on her part, has 

to observe some food-restrictions, and in general eats but 

little, particularly as the time for delivery approaches. She 
must be very careful not to look at anything unusual, lest it 

affect the child. Should she, for example, see a wounded 

person, the child would bear a birth-mark where the wound 
was. Should she see a deformed person, the child also would 

be deformed. She must not step over a dead rattlesnake, 

lest the child be born blind; nor is she allowed to eat rabbit, 

for fear that the child will have a hare-lip. Neither she nor 
the father must look a dead person in the face. 
When the time for delivery approaches, the woman goes 

generally to her menstrual lodge, and, aided by some old 
woman (generally a relative), gives birth to the child. During 
delivery, the woman assumes a half-reclining position. If 
the delivery is delayed, water from an eddy in the river is 
given to the woman, and special songs sung. Large payments 
are necessary to be allowed to learn these songs. They 
relate how Anakuna (apparently a large species of hawk) 
once bore five children in his nose. Fora long time he could 
not secure the delivery of the children, but finally, on drinking 
water from an eddy in the river, the children were born 
immediately. 

As soon as the child is born, the umbilical cord is tied with 

a strand of the mother’s hair, and the child, after severing 

the cord, is washed in cold water, nursed immediately, and 

then laid on a tray-basket, which is set on a cooking-basket 
full of boiling water. Here, in the warm vapor, the child 

is kept for five days, at the end of which period the um- 
bilical cord is supposed to drop off. The cord was gener- 
ally decorated with beads wrapped in a bit of buckskin, and 
carefully kept by the mother, being hidden in the hollow 
of a tree a mile or more from camp. In other cases, this 
practice seems not to have been followed, the cord being 

burned just at dawn of the sixth day. The after-birth is 
burned. No matter what season of the year it may be, 
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it is thought that rain almost immediately follows the birth 
of a child. 

For a month after the birth of the child, the mother re- 

mains in her menstrual hut, subject to strict food-regulations. 

For five days she must use a scratching-stick (Fig. 114). The 
father also, during these first 
five days, is under restrictions. 

He must stay by himself, away 
from the village; he must sleep 
but little, may eat only dried 
fish and acorns, and must bring 
wood every night to the sweat- 
house, where he sweats every 

day at dawn. At the end of 
the five days, he bathes, and 
may then resume his regular life. 
The woman, at the end of her 

month’s seclusion, also bathes, 

and then takes up her usual 
duties. 

After the first five days, 

during which the child re- 

mains in the basket over the Fig. 114 (4895 A-B).  Scratching- 

steaming water, it is placed oictbiintth Ses 
in a regular cradle-frame (see 

Figs. 102, 103), wrapped first in a small foxskin. At the 
end of the month, when the mother resumes her ordi- 
nary life, she puts the child on a new and larger cradle- 

frame, in which the child is kept till it is able to creep. 
To both cradles, pieces of obsidian (generally small arrow- 
points or knives) are attached, in order to keep Ta’matsi, the 

small lizard or swift, away from the child. If this were not 
done, it would say to the child, “Laugh,” or “‘Cry,’’ and make 

the baby fractious. When the child has reached an age 
where it no longer requires a cradle, both the first and the 

second ones are taken by the mother, and hung on a black 
oak, at some distance from the village. 

If a child is still-born, both man and wife must fast rigor 
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ously, and sweat and bathe frequently, for ten days. After 

this time, they must secure the services of some one to perform 

a ceremony for them, the ceremony involving chiefly the sing- 
ing of certain songs. The man cuts his arms with a flint knife 
in several places, rubs in some sort of powdered root, and 

drinks an infusion of several herbs. After this, both man 

and wife resume their usual life. A parallel ceremony for the 
woman was also necessary; but the details of neither could 
be secured. 

Names. — Children are not named till they are a year or so 
old. The names given may be either those of some animal 
or bird, or more usually refer to some characteristic of the 
child or its parents. | Thus, if the child’s father is a good 
hunter, it may be called O’wariya’hawir; if a good gambler, 
Ayakwa’hawir; if a good fighter and leader, I’rihuti’kahiri; 
or, if the father is lazy and of little account, A’psair. Girls 
are named after their mother’s characteristics; as, if lazy, 

Apsa’tswirax; if a good worker, Irakwi’'tswirax. Names re- 

ferring to personal characteristics are such as Irahd/xtikwid 
(‘‘striped around”’), or I’raxagi’skisir(‘‘hair sticks up straight’’). 
Others, again, chiefly persons of considerable standing, have 
the names of certain Axé’ki (‘“‘pains’’), such as A/warikneké 
(‘two crowns in hair”’), or Irahd/dikahiru.. / A name once 
given holds, as a rule, for life, and no other names are given 

either to men or women at a subsequent period: 
‘When a person dies, his or her name is not mentioned by 

the relatives, but may be by other people, except to the 
relatives or in their hearing. This restriction gradually dies 
away, and after several years the name or the word (if the 
name is the name of some animal or other) again comes into 
general use. To mention the name, however, to a relative, 

during, the prescribed time, is one of the greatest insults 

possible, 
Children have their hair burned off close to the head, with 

the aid of a small torch, at the age of one month. This 
process is repeated periodically, in the case of boys, till they 
reach the age of two or three years, when the hair is allowed 
to grow long. In the case of girls, after they reach the age 
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of three the hair is allowed to grow long, except for a broad 
strip from the forehead, over the crown of the head, to the 

neck; this strip being kept short by burning, as before. This 
peculiar type of hair-dressing is continued till the age of 
puberty. At the age of about ten or eleven, both boys and 
girls have their ears pierced. It is done, as a rule, with 
a porcupine-quill, and for a period of five days the girl or 
boy must sleep but little, eat sparingly (and only of dried 
fish and acorns), and must walk about much alone among 

the hills. 
PUBERTY. —(Puberty ceremonies were held by the Shasta 

only for girls, and, so far as has been ascertained, the details 

of the ceremony appear to have been alike throughout the 
whole area occupied by the stock. According to the accounts, 
the ceremony begins at once, on the night after the girl attains 
puberty. She goes to her mother’s menstrual hut or to a 
special hut built for her. Her face is painted with a number 
of vertical stripes in red,t running from the forehead to the 
chin; and on her head she wears a feather head-dress (see Fig. 
84) consisting of a wide visor of bluejay-feathers, which shields 

the eyes completely, so that the wearer cannot look up, or see 
the sun or moon. In some cases there is a cap-like addi- 

tion to the visor, so covering all the head, which tends to 

obviate evil dreams. In the menstrual hut the girl remains 
for a good. part of the day, for ten days, and'is always accom- 
panied by her mother or an old woman (or more than one), 
who does everything for the girl, cutting up her food, washing 
her face, and combing her hair. She may not speak to any 
one, except her mother or female attendant, during this period 
of ten days, and only to her in a whisper. She must wear 
her moccasins all the while, and must use a large scratching- 

_ stick (see Fig. 114) of bone for her head, and a smaller one for 

her eyelids. She must not come near a fire, nor look at one 
directly, during the whole period; nor may she look at people, 
or at the sun or moon. She must not get excited, nor hurry 
in doing anything. During the whole time, she is subjected 

1 See this volume, p. 233. 
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to strict food-regulations, and may drink only water that 
has been warmed and into which a little clay has been stirred. 
She is allowed to sleep but very little, and that just before 

dawn. In sleeping, she must place her head in a mortar- 
basket across the small end,of which a stick is placed. This 
is tO keep evil spirits away from her head. The stick which 
is put across the opening is burned every morning by the 
girl’s attendant, and a new one is prepared for the next night. 
All the time the girl remains in the hut, she must sit facing 

the east, and holding a deer-hoof rattle in her hand, which she 

shakes from time to time. Every day she must go up into 
the mountains and bring back several loads of wood, which 
are used for the fire for the evening dance. She must also 
bring a small quantity for every house in the village. She 
is accompanied on these excursions by two or three young 
girls, and, should she meet any one on the trail, they at once 

turn aside, and allow her to pass. Whatever she dreams of 

during this period, she confides to her mother, and all these 
dreams are bound to cometrue. Should she be so unfortunate 
as to dream of the death of any person in the village, or of 
a general conflagration, the only way the.calamity can be 
averted is to burn the unfortunate girl alive. For this sacri- 
fice, which, it is said, has several times been made, the girl 

is decked in all the finery the family possesses, and made to 
leap into the centre of a huge fire built by members of the 
family. 

The first night of the period of ten days, during which all 
the above restrictions and regulations are in force, a dance 

is held. To this and the dances of the succeeding nights, 
many relatives and friends are invited; but all these do not 
arrive in time for the first dance. In this, the girl, painted as 
described, and dressed in her ordinary clothes (to which, 
however, deer-hoof rattles are attached), dances before all 

who are assembled. She wears the feather visor or cap, and 
carries deer-hoof rattles in her hands. The assembly at first 
consists mainly of women, although some men are always 
present. All the onlookers sit in rows, facing eastward, their 

backs to a large fire, lit to give light. Most of the men and 
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women have rattles similar to that held by the girl. Some, 
however, have sticks with which they beat time on thin 

boards. The girl dances back and forth, east and west, always 

keeping her face to the east and her back to the fire. She 
herself does not sing, and when she grows tired, a man (or 
two men) dances with her, supporting part of her weight. 

After this style of dancing has gone on for some time, a 
change occurs. In the succeeding form of dance, a large 
ring is made by the whole audience, on the east side of the 
fire, or two concentric rings, if the number is large. All hold 

hands, the girl and two or more helpers, however, standing 
in the middle of the ring, facing east, and dancing sideways 
from north to south; while the ring dances round them, first 

in one direction, and then in the other, singing the while. 

By this time, it is probable that several parties of friends 
or relatives have arrived from neighboring villages. These 

may not, however, join in until certain ceremonies have first 

been gone through. A party, composed partly of men and 
partly of women, arriving near where the dance is going on, 
cut bunches of brush, and, holding their bows and arrows, 

advance slowly, crying out that they are coming, in order to 
warn the dancers of their approach. All are painted as if 
for a war-dance. As soon as the shout is heard, the dancers 

engaged in the ‘‘round dance” instantly stop, and the visit- 
ors approach in a long line, their backs to the fire, and the 
bunches of brush held over their faces, to conceal their iden- 

tity. Then, holding the bunch of brush in both hands, the 
men point first to the right, and then to the left, and then all 

dance. This pointing and dancing alternate five times, while 
the girl herself comes out from the circle of dancers and runs 
back and forth in front of the line of visitors, keeping time 
with their song. 

The pointing and dancing having alternated five times, the 

men throw away the brush, and, locking arms, dance sideways, . 
this way and that, to a very lively song. At this juncture, 
the girls and women of the visiting-party, who thus far have 
remained out in the brush, run up, each seizing from behind 

the belt of a man, and dancing behind him, holding the belt 
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in both hands. The girl herself at this stage stands at one 
side, still facing to the east. Five times the visiting men and 

women dance in line thus, the women holding the men by 

the belt; then all suddenly start, and run as fast as they can 
in a circle around the girl for whom the whole ceremony is 
held, and also around the whole dance-place, where all the 

other persons are standing or sitting. This being done, they 
at once fall into the circle of the ‘‘round dance”’ (interrupted by 
their arrival), and the latter dance then begins again as before, 

now with a larger number of dancers. The ‘‘round dance” 
is then continued till nearly dawn. This same ceremony is 
gone through with, in its entirety, with every new party of 
guests arriving. It sometimes happens that in the “round 
dance,”’ the girl, or W4’pxi, as she is called, leaves her place 

in the centre of the ring for a time, and joins in with those 
forming the circle, later returning to her place. 

These two types of dances, the Ku’stirima and the K !é’pxig, 
are kept up every night of the period of ten days during which 
the Wa’pxi has to remain in the hut, fasting, and gathering 
wood in the daytime, as above described. Toward the end of 
the period, — what with her fasting, her daily labor in carrying 
wood, and her long hours of dancing every night, —the Wa’pxi 
often gets so weak that she has to be supported almost con- 
stantly in the dance. On the tenth and last night she must 
remain in the centre of the ring of the K!é’pxig all the time, 
not leaving it at all. This night, the dance is kept up till 
dawn, when all stop for breakfast. This over, several different 
songs are sung and the dance is continued. As noon ap- 
proaches, one or two of her men supporters now and then 
tap the feather visor which the W4’pxi has worn all the time, 
and then lift it up a little, replacing it, however, at once. As 
time goes on, the visor is raised higher and higher, till finally 
it is taken entirely off and held over the head, only to be 
again put back. As noon comes still nearer, the visor is 
taken off and thrown into the air, and put back again, till, 
when it is just noon, the head-dress is removed, and thrown 
high into the air toward the east (outside the ring of the 
dancers), and is there caught by a man sent out for the purpose. 
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Immediately the dance stops, and the girl and her mother 
go to the river, where they bathe, and put on new, clean 
clothes. While this takes place, the others sit down and 

rest. The girl now returns, dressed in her best, with all her 

ornaments, and all present then dance the war-dance; the 
girl dancing back and forth before the others, accompanied 
now by a young girl who as yet has not gone through the 
ceremony. The girl and her aid stand at opposite ends of 
the line, and dance then to the opposite end, and return, as 
described in speaking of the war-dance. When this dance 
is over, the girl’s mother brings out a quantity of food in 
baskets, and all the guests partake, after which they return 
to their homes, and the ceremony is ended. 

(The entire ceremony, however, in all its details, is repeated 

again on the occasion of the next two menstrual periods, 
and then, and only then, is the girl considered marriageable. ) 
The whole triple ceremony is one of great expense to the 
girl’s family, as they have to lodge and feed the guests during 
the whole period of ten days each time. It is said that here; 
as among the Maidu, the last night of the ceremony in each 
case is one of great license, in which all women (old and young, 
married and single) are regarded as free to all; and couples 

drop out of the ring of the dance, returning later to take their 

places again. 
At succeeding periods, after the completion of the three 

puberty-dances, a woman secludes herself for five days in 
her menstrual hut, eats only dried fish and acorns, and at the 
end of the time bathes before returning to the family house. 
Should a woman be taken unexpectedly ill while in the latter 
house, all men leave at once, taking with them their bows, 

spears, and nets, lest they become contaminated, and thus all 

luck desert them. 
MARRIAGE. — There is considerable variety in the customs 

relating to marriage, in regard to the manner of obtaining 
a wife. (In wealthy families, it is often the custom to betroth 
the children while still very young, the father of the boy 
paying | at that time to the family of the girl the full purchase- 

money. | \ The couple may not happen, however, to meet 
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till the very day of the marriage, for the wife is generally, 
- although not always, chosen from another village. The con- 

sent of the girl in such cases is not needed, and often she 
is married against her will. The girl is, in cases of be- 
trothal like this, simply brought home by the father and 

mother of the boy, after she has passed through the 
puberty ceremony., All the relations then assemble. There 
is a big feast, but no dancing. The girl is left at the young 
husband’s house for three or four months, and then the 

couple, with some of their relatives, go on a visit to the bride’s 
family. When the bridal party first comes to the groom’s 
house, they come in all their best; and these gala clothes 

and ornaments are left as a present with the groom’s family. 
The same display is used when the two newly married people 
and their relatives visit the bride’s family; and the clothes 
and ornaments worn on this occasion are presented to the 
family of the bride, thus returning the gift made to the hus- 
band’s family in the first place. There thus results an inter- 
change of property. The visit made by the newly wedded 

pair to the bride’s parents lasts, as a rule, from a week to two 

weeks, after which time the couple return to the home of the 
husband’s father. | As a rule, the young married people live 
at the house of the husband’s father, and do not build a new 

house for themselves. 
If a man is poor, he is obliged to follow another plan in 

securing a wife. Under these circumstances, he has to go 
and seek his bride for himself. Having found a girl whom 
he favors, his relatives and friends all help him to gather 
together the purchase-money which they regard as sufficient. 
He then takes this in person to the girl’s family. If they 
consider the amount satisfactory, and like the appearance 
of the man and his reputation, they accept the property, 
and the girl is his. If a man is known to be a good hunter 
and a good man, he is often gladly accepted by the girl’s 
parents as a son-in-law, even if he is unable to pay in full at 
once. Under such conditions, he pays the remainder of the 
price later, as he is able.’ 

Should a man be unable to pay anything for his wife, he 
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may yet be accepted, but only on condition that he live with 
his father-in-law, and hunt and work for him, till an equiva- 

lent of the purchase-money has been paid./ 
Thus it is regarded as essential to have a definite sum of 

money paid, directly or indirectly, for a wife, in order that 
her children’s value shall be fixed. There is also a direct 
incentive on both sides to set a good price; for by custom 
each child is valued at a sum equal to the purchase-price of 
the mother, and, if the child is killed or injured, blood-money 

to this amount can be deeanted | 

If a girl is known to be immoral, her parents are glad to 
get rid of her for a very small sum, and both she and the 
man who marries her are looked down upon. Should a man 
elope with a girl, there is apt to be serious trouble, yet, if he 

pays her full value afterwards, the affair is, as a rule, regarded. 
as settled. Should he elope with a girl who is not yet of 
age, the matter is not so easily adjusted. Occasionally a girl 
is sent by her parents to a man known to be of good character 

and a good hunter. She is sent free, as it were, and no money- 

. payment is asked. The man is not obliged to accept the 
girl; but to be refused in such cases is considered a great 
disgrace. 

The ordinary people rarely buy more than one wife, and, if 
they have more than one, the others are generally samy 

through the custom of the levirate, or by capture in wars 

Inasmuch as, among all but the wealthy, a man’s brothers and 
relatives always contribute to aid him in buying a wife, it is 
regarded as only proper and just, that, should he die, the 
wife whom the brother has helped to pay for should be given 
to him in return for his aid. Failing a brother, any male 
relative will do. |When a man has more than one wife, the 

first one (or the one he purchased) is always the head of the 
family. The wealthy can and often do buy more than one 

wife, and in such cases, where all are obtained on the same 

basis, there is no distinction between them; 

If a wife fails to bear children to her husband, his parents 
complain to her parents, and, if the wife has sisters or cousins 

who are unmarried, the wife’s family sends one of them to the 
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man as a second wife, free. Sometimes, however, the hus- 

band simply sends his wife back to her family, who are then 
obliged to refund to him the original purchase-money, and 
are obliged to return just the same sort of property which was 

originally given. If the wife is immoral, whether she has 
borne children or not, the husband can similarly send her 
home and receive back the original payment. If a man 
chooses, he may divorce his wife at any time, with or without 
reason, and send her home; but if he cannot prove her to have 
been immoral, and unless she is barren, he can claim nothing 

from her family. In such a case, or if in either of the other 
cases, the purchase-price is not returned by the wife’s family 
and the woman remarries, the first husband’s relatives, or 

he himself, will, if possible, kill the second husband. If the 

payment originally made for the wife is refunded, however, 

the husband and his relatives cannot object to any remarriage. 
Usually a divorced woman does not remarry, but becomes 
to all intents and purposes a prostitute. 

A woman may at any time leave her husband, if she has 
cause; but in such cases her family always force her to re- 
turn at once. If she refuses, she may be killed. Should a 
man’s wife die, he may not remarry for a year, and then only 
within the family of his deceased wife. Should her family 
not include any marriageable person, or should they be will- 
ing, he may take as his second wife some one not related to 
his first. This permission must in all cases, however, be 

obtained. In such cases of a second marriage inside the first 
wife’s family, one of her sisters or cousins is generally chosen, 
and for her‘a small payment only is made. 

In cases of adultery, the aggrieved husband always kills 
the man, if possible. None of the offender’s relatives may 
interfere, and money-payment is never even offered in lieu 
of the blood-revenge. When the man has been killed, both 
families meet together and settle on a small payment for 
the murder. Should a man, however, have been too poor 

to pay for his wife, and have had, as above described, to live 
with his father-in-law, then, in case of adultery, he has no 

redress whatever. He may leave her if he chooses, to be 
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sure, or may stay with her, but he can neither get damages 
‘from her family, nor take revenge on the man who has wronged 

_ him. sg hap 

The property given for a wife formerly varied greatly, but 
an average price is said to have been one or two deerskins, 
fifteen or twenty long dentalia, ten or fifteen strings of disk 
beads, and twenty or thirty woodpecker-scalps. 

DeaTH AND Buriat. — When a person dies, the body is at 

once taken out of the house through an opening made in the 

roof. It is laid out, washed, and dressed in the best clothes 
the person has/ Should the death be a sudden one, the body 
is kept four or five days before burial, so that relatives living 
at a distance may have time to arrive. During this time, 
the body lies outside the house, with a fire burning near by, 
and it is moved about from time to time, not being allowed 

to remain in the same spot for more than an hour or two. 
During the period which elapses between the death and the 
burial, the relatives must sleep but very little. - If the de- 
ceased has been ill long, the burial is generally immediate, as 
all the friends are likely to be near. 

As soon as possible after the body has been prepared, 
relatives and friends who are or have been recently ill, or 
had trouble of any sort, gather about, each carrying a small. 
fir pole some two metres in length, trimmed of branches, ex- 
cept at the tip. The relatives and friends form in a proces- 
sion, and dance, weeping, in a ring about the body, speaking 

to the dead, and telling him that he is going to another 
world, and begging him to take with him all their pains and 
troubles, and carry them far away. This is kept up as long 
as the body remains unburied, one party changing off with 

another in the dance. When this portion of the ceremony 
is over, the nearest relative of the deceased collects the poles 
carried by the dancers, and piles them at one side, to be’ used 
later in making the paling about the grave. A fire is kept 

burning, as has been said, near the body; and in the evening 

some of the younger people go off and collect fir-branches, 

which they attach to their heads and about their waists, 
neck, arms, and legs, and then return, singing, to dance about 

[September. 10907.] 30 
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the body. If the man has been killed in war, the dancers 

carry bows and arrows, and knives, instead of branches, in 
their hands. After the dance is over, the fir-branches are 

stripped from the dancers by the nearest relative of the de- 
ceased, and piled in a heap,-to be used to line the grave with 

when the time for the burial arrives. As the branches are 

stripped from the dancers, several men seize the body, and 

raise it highinthe air. By this time, the body has probably 
been already rolled in skins, and securely tied. Near rela- 
tives, at this time, often gash their arms and legs as a sign 

of mourning. Allrelativesand friends who come to the cere- 
mony bring a little shell-money, which they lay on the body. 
Part of the beads thus given are buried with the person, 
being pounded up fine, and mixed with earth or sand, and 
sprinkled over the top of the grave after it is filled in. Be- 
sides shell-money, friends and relatives bring, as a rule, some 
other property as gifts to be buried with the deceased. Of 
these gifts, they get a portion returned to them, part only 

being buried. 
When the dance is over, the burial takes place. This oc- 

curs always at mid-day, or as near it as possible. Two rela- 
tives, as a rule, dig the grave, which is made a little over waist- 

deep. Each village has its own graveyard, generally on a 
small flat or bench near by, although, in some cases, as much 
as a mile or more away. There is some doubt as to whether 

the grave-diggers are paid for their work. The grave, being 
prepared, is next lined with fir-branches, those used in the 

dance being commonly used. The body, rolled in skins, is then 

placed in the excavation, extended, and lying on the back, the 
head toward the east. One informant stated that a side 
excavation is made at the bottom of the grave-pit, and the body 

put into it, a stone being then placed over the opening, 

and the pit filled in. This is said to be done on account of 
grizzly bears. {With the body is placed the man’s bow and 
arrows, spear, and other implements; or baskets, etc., with 

a woman. No food is placed in the grave, however. In the 
case of a man, one or more of his best hunting-dogs is buried 
with him, the dog being first strangled or hung. All property 
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put into the grave is first ‘esdlene: The grave is filled in after 
these objects have been placed within it, and a fence is built 
around it, of the poles used at the dance. ,On these poles, 
baskets are placed, the poles passing through holes made in 
the bottoms of the baskets.* 

The burial over, all present go and bathe and then return 
to the village. The house occupied by the deceased is thor- 
oughly swept out and cleaned; and the sweepings, with much 
of the old paraphernalia lying about, are burned. Sometimes 

the fir-branches used for this fire are those worn in the dance. 
Occasionally the house is burned also. 

In case a man dies far from home, he is buried in the local 
cemetery; but later, when the body has decayed, the bones 
are dug up, and removed to the burial-place of the person’s 
own village. The local residents pay for having the bones 
exhumed and carried away. The person who digs up the 
bones and carries them home is considered unclean, and must 

fast and sweat for five days. Formerly if a man were killed, 
or died at a distance, he was in some cases cremated, instead 

of buried as just stated, and only the heart or the ashes brought 

home for burial. 

|A five-days’ fast, with sweating, is also obligatory upon the 
grave-diggers and all near relatives, at the time of an ordinary 
funeral, At the end of this period, all assemble again, and 
hold a ‘‘cry,’’ and then disperse to their own homes. At 
intervals, for a year, near relatives ‘“‘cry’’ for the dead; but 
this is purely an individual matter, and is indulged in whenever 
desired. 

For mourning, both men and women cut the hair short. 

The hair cut off is burned by some and by others kept carefully. 
In case of a widower, it is obligatory for him to keep his hair 
short till he remarries. The woman, in addition to cutting 
her hair, must put pitch and’ charcoal on her head and face, 
sometimes mixed also witha littlered paint. This is worn for 
a year, at any rate. If she is taken as a wife by her husband’s 
brother or relative, under the custom of the levirate, the 

1 Goddard, op. cit., p..71. 
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pitch is not worn longer than this: otherwise it may be worn 

for several years. For the ten days after her husband's death, 
the widow must remain alone, and take daily sweat-baths. 
Widows and widowers, or parents who have lost a child, must 

also wear a belt made of willow-bark rolled up, or of the hair 

cut off in mourning (see Fig. 95). 
If a child dies within five days after birth, it is given no 

regular funeral, the father simply burying it alone, and then 
remaining, for a period of ten days, with his wife in her men- 

strual hut. This occasion is the only one on which a man 
may enter these huts. Every night the father must carry 
wood, and every day he must take sweat-baths. The mother 
has to remain in the hut for an entire month. The death of 
the child brings bad luck to the father, and he must therefore 
go frequently to the graveyard, walk about, and listen. He 
will then hear persons talking to him, but cannot see them. 
He talks to them of his luck, asks that he may hereafter have 

better success than before, and the voices then tell him whether 

or not his request is granted. He must also go out frequently 
at night, entirely naked, and run along trails through the 
hills. Should he see anything move, or hear anything cry 
out, or any person walking or running behind him, he must 
not be afraid. If he jumps or gets scared under such con- 
ditions, he will lose his luck again. He must, on these lonely 
night-wanderings, always return by a trail different from that 
by which he went. 

The ceremonies held for a shaman vary little from those 
for other people, just described, except that some of the 
shaman’s feather ornaments are hung up about the grave, 

and the rocks near by are spotted with yellow and blue paint. 

RELIGION. 

BELIEFS REGARDING THE SouL.—To the Shasta, appar- 

ently, “‘ghost,’’ ‘‘soul,’’ and “ life’ are practically synony- 
mous terms. Ghosts are much feared,)jand are seen in the 
form of flickering flames or vague lights, chiefly in the 
vicinity of graveyards. /To see them brings bad luck, or 
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even death. The ghost or soul often is thought to leave 
the body of a person some hours before death; /and there 
are some persons who have the faculty of seeing these 
ghosts, and who are thus able to tell in advance that 
the person in question is going to die. / The shade, on such 
occasions, detaches itself from the body, goes about the 
house (gathering up various little personal effects), and 
finally goes out the door and walks away. The body of the 
sick person may continue to breathe for hours; but in the 
opinion of the Shasta the life, the soul, has already gone. 
No shaman is able to bring back the soul, once it has left 
the body. Sometimes the seer, who has the gift of seeing 
these departing souls, may be miles away from the dying 
person, but yet be able to see the shade. In some cases, the 

seers do not see the shade itself, but merely a sort of shim- 
mering, white trail, on which dark-colored footprints form. 
These tracks slowly and silently approach, formed by no 
visible object, pass, and go on into the distance. From the 
characteristics of the track, the seer knows at once whose 

shade it is that is passing, and who it is who is about to die. 
‘In some cases, however, the soul or shade does not leave the 

body till death is apparent to the watchers by the body. 
On leaving the body, the ghost travels slowly westward, 

being rejoiced on its way by the dances held at the funeral. 
At some point far to the west, the shade ascends to the sky, 
and, travelling along the Milky Way, passes eastward to the 
other world, which, by the Shasta, does not seem to be very 
clearly conceived./ It is, however, a pleasant place, where 
food is always plenty and the ghosts make merry, There 
is a certain species of yellow-breasted bird which sings and 
whistles in a plaintive manner, and which migrates up the Kla- 
math in the spring, and returns to the west in the autumn. 
These small birds are in some way supposed to come from and 
return to the land of the dead. Another informant gave a 
different belief in regard to the soul; namely that it, or the 

“heart,” rose to the sky at once on the death of a person, and 

1 Laflesche, Death and Funeral custome among the Omaha (Journal of American 
Folk-Lore Society, Vol. II, pp. 3-12). 
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that it could be heard rising, and finally causing a dull thud 

or muffled boom as it struck the solid vault of the sky. 
CONCEPTIONS OF THE WORLD. — The general ideas as to the 

origin and shape of the world appear to be rather vague. 
There is among the Shasta, so far as can be discovered,/no 
clear idea of a creation; the world, in some form or other, 

having always, in their opinion, existed.) Of a Creator there 

is little trace, and his place seems filled very inadequately 
by Coyote and one or two other beings; the former not as 
consistently evil-minded or so much of a pure trickster as 

among the Maidu, for example. 
Five is, among the Shasta, emphatically the sacred number, 

and appears constantly in the ceremonials and myths, either 
singly or in multiple, as ten or fifteen. There seems, however, 
to be no trace of the fifth cardinal point found among the 
Maidu.* 

_The entire area occupied by the Shasta is thought of as 
thronged with spiritual, mysterious powers, spoken of as 
Axé’ki, or “pains.’”’ These are conceived of in human form 
(rather shorter*than the ordinary stature), and as inhabiting 
rocks, cliffs, lakes, and mountain summits, and rapids and 

eddies in streams. Many animals are also regarded as Axé’ki. 
They are the cause of all disease, death, and trouble, and 
become the guardians of the shamans, and are often inherited 
by them, 

MISCELLANEOUS BELIEFS. — If the new moon, when it rises, 

has the points of the crescent directed upward, there will 
be sickness, and no rain. If the points are turned in the 
opposite direction, or horizontally, there will be rain, but no 
sickness. : 

An eclipse of, the moon is due to the dog that follows the 
moon, eating it up, People talk, therefore, to the dog, en- 
treating it to desist, and howl and shout to frighten it away. 

Splinters from a tree struck by lightning, if burned, will 
cause a thunderstorm. Seaweed, if brought inland, will also 
cause a storm, which may be averted, however, by burying 

the seaweed. 

1 See this volume, p. 264. 
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If children do not learn the stories that are repeated to 

them, they will grow up hump-backed. Boys are not allowed 
to eat the fat on the joint of the hind legs of the deer, or that 
at the back of the ears, for if they should eat it they would 
have weak knees and poor hearing. 

If boys mock the bird known as kii’kwax, their hair will 

get full of lice. 

If a stranger goes up on a high ridge in summer-time, and 
rolls about or tramples on the grass, it will rain. There is 
also a kind of root that grows high up in the hills. If this 
be burned, the sky clouds over at once, and rain will surely 
fall in two or three days. 

If parhelia are seen near the sun at rising, it betokens war. 
If one of the mock-suns fades before the other, then the per- 

sistent one points in the direction of those who are to be 

beaten in the conflict. 

SHAMANISM. —+ The Shasta shamans are persons of great 
importance in the community, and in them and their ceremo- 

nials almost the whole ritual of the people is included.) So 
far as known, the features connected with the shamans are 

substantially alike throughout the Shasta area, but the de- 

scription here given applies strictly, however, only to the 
Shasta of the Klamath River and Scott Valley. 

Unlike the Maidu, th ‘Shasta shamans are largely women. 

Male shamans are known, however, and are more numerous in 

some sections than in others. For the most part, the position 

of shaman is hereditary, although it does not always happen 
that the children of a shaman follow in their parent’s footsteps. 

In any case, the child cannot become a shaman during the 

lifetime of the parent) 
|The first indications that a person has that he or she is to 

be a shaman are dreams.’ These dreams are of various sorts. 

Sometimes the ghost of the person’s mother or father, or some 
earlier ancestor, comes in the dreams. Or the vision may be 
of some great rock or cliff. | These dreams recur again and 
again, till the person becomes impressed and alarmed. In 
other cases, and apparently more commonly, the dream is a 
sort of nightmare, as of a skeleton boat, of falling from a 
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cliff or tree, of just keeping out of the reach of a grizzly bear, 
or of being on a steep side-hill above a great lake, and diving 
into the latter from a great height; in all cases the dreamer 

awakening with a start just before the final catastrophe. 
‘After a more or less protracted period during which these 

dreams recur, the person dreams of swarms of yellow-jackets. 
This is regarded as conclusive evidence of the supernatural 
character of, the dreams, as the yellow-jackets are Axé’ki, 
or ‘‘ pains.”” | While these dreams are occurring, the person 
must eat no meat, nor eat in company with people who are 
eating meat: indeed, not even the smell of meat cooking must 

be inhaled. Eating must also be done very slowly. 
As soon as it becomes certain that the person is to become 

a shaman, he or she must at once begin to get together a 
number of things which every shaman must have, and must 
begin to paint as shamans do. If the dreamer takes no notice 
of the dreams, and fails to carry out the requisite food- 

restrictions, he or she will certainly fall ill, and, a shaman 

being called in to cure them, the real cause of the sickness will 
be discovered. Continued refusal to accept the position of 
shaman often results in the death of the person; The para- 
phernalia with which a shaman is supposed to be provided 
are numerous. In general, they consist of the following list: 
ten buck-skins, ten silver-gray fox-skins, ten wolf-skins, ten 

coyote-skins, ten fisher-skins, ten otter-skins, ten small dish- 

baskets, ten small bowl-baskets, the tail and wing feathers of 

the eagle (ten each), and the tails of ten yellow-hammers and 

of ten large woodpeckers. Other things (not necessarily in 
tens) are a supply of red, blue, and yellow paint, and a buck- 
skin pierced full of holes, to be thrown over the head while 

sleeping. The collection of this considerable amount of 
property often consumes several years; but the novice must 

have the list complete before he or she is allowed to attempt 
the cure of a sick person, or to take the part of a real shaman, 

When the dreams above referred to begin, and the person is 
convinced that she (for, as already stated, the majority of 
shamans are women) is destined to become a shaman, she 

informs her family, and they watch her closely. She goes 
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about her usual work for a time, and then suddenly some day, 
late in the afternoon, she hears a man speak to her in a clear, 

ringing tone of great intensity. The voice always appears 
to come from directly above her head. She turns at once, 

and sees a man standing behind her holding a bow and arrow, 
the arrow drawn and pointing directly at her heart. The 
man tells her he wishes her to sing whatever he commands, 
and threatens to shoot if she does not acquiesce. All of this 
happens so suddenly and unexpectedly, that she immediately 
falls senseless to the ground. While in this swoon, the woman 

breathes very faintly, and lies perfectly rigid and still. The 
family, who have been waiting for this seizure, now begin to 
cry and wail, and call in all the neighbors. After sunset, the 

woman begins to moan gently, and to roll about on the ground, 
trembling violently all over. It is supposed, that, while the 
woman is in her trance, the Axé’ki who appeared to her sings 
her a song, which she learns, and repeats faintly now as she 
moans and whines on the ground. She slowly revives, and 
then sings the song clearly and strongly, and in this the 
Axé’ki is supposed to accompany her by a faint humming. 
At this time he tells her his name and the place where he 
lives. (After a time she calls out the name of the Axé’ki, and 
at this, blood oozes from her mouth, usually ten times in 

succession. } 

‘She gradually comes completely to herself, rises to her 
feet, and then dances, holding herself up by a rope which 
is hung from the roof. The next feature of the ceremony 
is for her to carry out the commands of the Axé’ki.) She 
may, for example, at his request, ask those present to carry 
her ten times about the fire. This is done as she lies at full- 
length on an elk-skin, which is then lifted by four men, who 
carry the woman around the fire, head first, and deposit her 
on the ground again, with her head to the east. The circuit 

is always sinistral. Or the novice may ask to be swung ten 
times over the fire. This is done by those present stretching 
a rope horizontally across the house above the fire, from 
which rope the woman hangs by her knees (head downward, 

and toward the east), and is then swung back and forth 
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across the fire ten times. This completed, she stands up and 

again dances, facing now the place where the Axé’ki lives.1 

She continues to repeat her song, and also other things which 
the Axé’ki has told her. 

The day following this first ceremonial, the woman sleeps, 

and eats very sparingly, drinking water which has had acorn- 
meal stirred into it. The following night she dances again, 
as before; and so for three days and nights. On the third 

night, if she has carried out the Axé’ki’s commands and 
omitted nothing of the dance or songs, he comes to her again. 
He says, ‘“‘I shall shoot you with this pain (Axé’ki) to see if 

you are strong enough to stand it. If you are, you shall be 
my friend, my companion.’’ The novice meanwhile is dan- 
cing, and when she hears the Axé’ki speak, she calls out, ‘‘ He 
will shoot me. He is going to shoot me.’’ The friends stand 
about; and when, a moment later, the novice is supposed to 
be shot by the Axé’ki, they rush up, and catch her as she 
reels and falls, stiffening again in a sort of cataleptic seizure. 
They must catch her before she falls, or she will die, The 
novice, now senseless again, is laid gently on a buckskin, and 
all keep very quiet. By and by she revives, and sings her 
song once more. Now she is supposed to have the pain 
shot by the Axé’ki in her body, and, getting up, she dances, 
and, as she does so, takes the pain out of her body, and 

shows it to all present. These pains, which are called by 
the same term (Axé‘ki) as the mysterious beings who shoot 
them, are described generally as looking like tiny icicles. 
Some, however, are as much as fifteen centimetres: long, 

spindle-shaped, and very sharp at the ends. The pain is 
held by the dancer in her closed fist, just the point being 
allowed to protrude. After a while she presses her hand to 
her forehead, and the pain disappears. Later the dancer 
stoops, and may take the pain out of her heel, for instance. 

She passes it into one ear, and takes it out of the other. (The 

more powerful the Axé’ki and the greater the shaman, the 

larger are these pains.| Finally, she puts the pain into one 

' The most important are said to be those living along the Stewart and Rogue 
Rivers in Oregon, 
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shoulder, and takes it out of the other. On this third night, 
- and on the fourth and fifth nights of her dance, other Axé’ki 

come to the novice, and each may give her a pain; so that at 

the end of the five-nights’ dancing she may have four or five 
of them.) All shamans seem to have three pains at least, jand 
to carry these about in their body all the time, one being in 

each shoulder, and one in the back of the head. For this 
reason it is very dangerous to touch or strike a shaman at 

these points, as to do so angers the pain, and death is likely 
to be the result for the person who has touched or struck them. 

The five days and nights being over, the novice ceases to, 

dance, and does not begin again till the following winter. 
For ten days after the dance is over, she must continue her 

fasting, and only at the end of that period may she again 
eat meat, or eat with other people. During the interval of 

many months which elapses before she again begins to dance, 
she lives very quietly, has no dreams, and does not attempt 
in any way to “practise” asa shaman. ) Meanwhile her family 

aid her in gathering the list of skins and other things detailed 
above. 
When the winter period comes again, the novice announces 

her intention of dancing once more; and all her friends and 
relatives, together with an older shaman or two, assemble 
for the affair. Should she have been unsuccessful in getting 
together all the things needed, she delays the ceremony till 
the following year. Everything being in readiness, the father 
of the novice, provided he be not a shaman himself, cuts, and 

sets up in the ground outside the house, a pole some three or - 
four metres high, and decorates it with paint and a few feathers. 

About sundown, the novice and an older shaman (often a 
man) go to the pole, and the novice requests the shaman to 

call her Axé’ki, or guardian, telling the man what words to 

use. The novice then returns to the house and goes to sleep, 
the man meanwhile calling on the Axé’ki to come. While 
the novice sleeps, all the guests and friends keep very quiet, 
and move about, if they have to, very slowly and softly. After 
a time, the novice begins to roll about, and whine and moan, 

as on the occasion of her first attack. She then gets up and 
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sings and dances, till, about midnight, the Axé’ki arrives. As 

soon as this occurs, the woman lies down again and sleeps, 
while all the guests eat and talk quietly together. Before 

daylight, the Axé’ki is supposed to leave, as he must get 

back to his home before dawn. If the woman has more than 

one Axé’ki for her guardian, she asks her father to set up 
more than one pole, there being as many poles as the novice 

has guardians. The objects mentioned in the list on p. 472 
must apparently be provided for each of these Axé’ki; and 

the objects themselves are at this ceremony piled up at the 

foot of the pole for the Axé’ki to see. | The sleeping, dancing, 
and singing are continued by the novice for three nights, as 

above, and then, and only then, is she regarded as a completely 
qualified shaman. 

All these dances and ceremonies are held in the novice’s 
own house.) Each of the Axé’ki whom the woman secures 

as a guardian tells her how he wishes her to paint for him, 
and each tells her a slightly different way. The shamans are 
usually ‘“‘made,” in the manner described, during the winter 

season; for it is then that the Axé’ki are supposed to be about, 
standing invisibly near the houses, watching people all the 
time. The Axé’ki are scattered all over the country. Some 
live in rocks or mountains; others, in streams or lakes; and 

there are also Axé’ki (or an Axé’ki) in the sun, the moon, 

and various stars, as well asin the rainbow. A large number 

of animals are themselves Axé’ki. The Axé’ki are always 
trying to shoot people with the pains which they carry, 

’ and for this,reason ordinary people avoid the spots where 
Ax?’ki are known to live. | Even shamans dislike sometimes 
to go to their dwelling-places, for, if the shaman has failed 
to heed in every particular the commands of the Axé’ki, the 
latter will shoot and kill her. (To the shaman, her Axé’ki 

friends tell everything, what to eat and when, and, in fact, 

prescribe her every action. Some of the Axé’ki are much more 
powerful than others, ‘the most important and powerful of all 
living, as before stated, on the Rogue River. / The more power- 
ful the Axé’ki the shaman has as her guardian, the greater 
feats she can perform. As a rule, the shaman can only hold 
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converse with the Ax*’kiat night. The Axé’ki tell the shaman, 
in advance, when a person is going to be shot and made ill. 

After a person becomes a shaman, she is able to see all 

over the country, and discover the Axé’ki everywhere./ She 
can also hear them singing all the time, and there are so many 

of them, that it sounds ‘like a field of locusts.” , A given 
Axé’ki is the friend or guardian of one particular shaman, and 

- has nothing whatever to do with any one else;) although 
other shamans can hear him singing, of course. An Axé’ki 
is, as a rule, hereditary in a family, being the guardian of 
generation after generation of shamans. Sometimes an 
Axé’ki may desert a family and go over to another shaman. 
Besides these pledged Axé’ki, there are a great number of 

friendless ones, — those who owe no allegiance to any family, 
and may, in consequence, be acquired by any shaman, .These 
unpledged Axé’ki vary greatly in power, and, if a shaman 
has good luck, she may attract to herself several of these, 
of greater power than those inherited. 

a is thought that a powerful shaman can make another 

person a shaman, if he or she wills. / To do this, the person 
wishing to become a shaman lies on the ground, and the one 

who is to perform the ceremony stands behind him or her, hold- 
ing apainineach hand. These she points at the novice’s ears, 
when blood is supposed to flow at once, thus ‘clearing the 

ears,’ so that he or she may be able to hear the Axé’ki singing. 
The shaman then proceeds to put a pain into the person’s 

forehead, between the eyes, after which the person’s eyes are 

supposed to be opened, so that he or she can see the Axé’ki. 
A very large fee has to be paid to the officiating shaman for 
these services, and then, when this stage of the ceremony 
has been reached, the novice has to proceed as any other 
novice, and as already described. 

As stated already, every shaman receives from each Axé’ki 

a pain in the form of a small spindle-shaped object looking 
like ice. These are what are shot into people by the Axé’ki 

themselves, or by shamans, and which, on entering the body, 

cause disease and death. On the death of a shaman, all the 

pains in her possession go back to the various Axé’ki from 
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whom they originally came, and are given out again by the 
several Axé’ki to the next generation of friends. It is said 

that the pains, on being shot into a person, live upon him, 

and thus cause his death. They may occupy a period of 

years in bringing about the death of the individual, and, 
the longer they remain in the body, the larger they grow. 
A shaman can see the pains in the bodies of other persons 

into whom they have been shot. When a shaman comes to a 
patient, her songs make the pain weak, and draw it to the 

surface, so that it can easily be extracted. When taken out, 

blood oozes from it, \this blood being that of the person on 
whom it has been preying as a sort of parasite. 

The methods of cure employed by a shaman vary according 
to the special case. In general, however, they are as follows. 
On being summoned, the shaman sets out, but stops about 
half a mile from where the patient lives. Here the shaman 

smokes, and as she (or he) does so, her Axé’ki tells her all about 

the case, and how long the patient is likely to live, if not cured. 

After a halt of about an hour, the shaman gets up and goes on 
to the patient’s house. Friends are assembled, and the sha- 
man dances and sings, watching the patient carefully the while. 

The songs are supposed to be repetitions of what her Axé’ki 

is saying to the dancer, and the latter tells the name of the 
Axé’ki by whose aid she hopes to cure the patient. The 
people present then say, ““ Ktis ya mai’i kwa’xd’o tmtaxa/waki 
kwé’ tirak. Kts i’skwa taha’tsu kihinté’ki mai‘itsi sida’ makai’ 
idiwa’6”’ (‘Now thou art speaking! He lives at Umtaka’wa. 

Now, Q person, I wish you to doctor him. You, too, are a 

shaman?’’) Theshaman then rests a while, and again dances. 
The patient then addresses the shaman, saying, “ Yi! mi’kat- 
siigé idiwa’6 té’kwai sdwa’hdsig. k!i’atsu i’nna. Kis 
ta’rakayaho kwi’kli. Ké/han6ni sti’kisi, ‘kti’/skwa ya’’A we 
idiwa’6’”’ (“ Yi! That one, a doctor he calls himself when he 

talks. Look! Now underground you will.be, when you say 
* ‘I am a shaman’’’), The shaman at this begins to suck at 
the seat of pain, and sucks out some red, black, or yellow 
clotted substance. This is not the pain, but is done merely 

o “clear the system,’’ After removing this from the patient, 
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the shaman dances anew, approaching toward and receding 
from the patient, till suddenly, making a rush, she seizes the 

pain, and pulls it out in her hands./ Sometimes the shaman 
exhibits the pain, sometimes not. Apparently it is not 
always clear and crystal-like, being described as occasionally 
resembling a fragment of bone or wood. 

The pain, once extracted, may be disposed of in various 
ways. (It may simply be thrown violently away in the 

direction of the Axé’ki who is supposed to have sent it, this 
motion being accompanied by a long-drawn sound resem- 
bling ‘‘brrrrrr,’’ made entirely with the lips. In other in- 
stances, the hands holding the pain are put into a basket of 
warm water, and the pain left there to soak a while, with an 

open-work tray-basket placed over the top of the basket as 
a cover. After the pain has been thoroughly softened, it is 
taken out and placed in a half mussel-shell, with a small quan- 
tity of various herbs and roots in powdered form. Some pitch 
is put over the whole, the other half of the mussel-shell put 

over it all as a cover, and then the whole thing put in a hole 
in the embers, the fire being quickly raked over all. If the 
pain is supposed to have been sent or shot by some other 
shaman who is trying, either for personal revenge or for money, 
to kill the patient, the pain is broken. This is thought to cause 

the immediate death of the guilty person, and the broken 
pain is supposed at once to depart to the grave of its owner, 

and remain there. In still other cases, the shaman who 

extracts the pain will put it in her mouth, chew it up, and 
swallow it. Sometimes, instead of sucking directly at the seat 

of pain, the shaman places one or two eagle-feathers with 

their tips on the body and their butts in her mouth, and, 

while sucking on these, runs her hand down the feathers, 

squeezing out blood, which is collected in a basket of water. 
New shamans rarely receive payment for their services, 

and only as they grow older and more experienced do they 
make a charge for their performances.’ If a patient dies, the 
shaman receives only half the fee; and if too many of a person’s 
patients fail to recover, the shaman is killed, for it is believed 

that a shaman can always cure a patient if she only wishes.to. 
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The shamans themselves are informed by their Axé’ki when 

the time comes for their death, and, as the time approaches, 

all a shaman’s Axé’ki desert her, and no other Axé’ki will 

aid in extracting pains from her body, so that the shaman 

inevitably dies., In order to get a shaman to try to kill an 
enemy by shooting a pain into him, a large payment has to 

be made, inasmuch as it is very risky work. Shamans are 

Fig. 115 (48%). Shaman’s Head-dress, Length, 114 cm, 

supposed sometimes to send a mild pain to a village, making 
many persons ill; and then the shaman herself comes to the 
place on a visit, having prepared in this way professional 
work in advance, 
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The paints and ornaments worn by shamans while offi- 

ciating vary a good deal. Yellow paint made from pine- 
pollen, or from that of the alder or hazel, may be used only by 
shamans. Blue may be used by shamans whose Axé’ki is 
the sun; but they also use red and yellow, painting three 
parallel curves from the forehead to the chin, on one side of 
the face (one curve of each color), the whole representing the 

rainbow. Other shamans put stripes, lines, and dots on the 

face and breast. Shamans having the rattlesnake as an 

Axé’ki use dust as a paint. 
If a shaman has the rattlesnake as orfe of her Axé’ki, she 

wears a rattlesnake-skin bound about her forehead. Her 

pipe-stem is also covered with the skin, and about her neck 
she wears a collar of the tail-feathers of the large woodpecker, 

to which rattlesnake-rattles are attached. These decorations 

are used only when doctoring a patient who has been bitten ~ 
by a rattlesnake. It is not essential to have a shaman who 
has the rattlesnake as an Axé’ki, under such conditions; but 

it is regarded as better to have one, if possible. In Fig. 115, 
one form of a shaman’s head-dress is shown. It consists of 
a head-band of otter-skin, from which depends, behind, a long 
strip of the same skin, nearly to the waist. The head-band 
is decorated with a feather pompon in the centre, and pendant 
feathers; while the back portion falling down behind has 

attached to it feather bands, tassels, and pendants, together 

with shells. A belt worn by shamans is shown in Fig. 116. 
This belt is tied around the waist by strings attached to the 
inside of the belt, several inches from its ends, thus leaving 

_ these ends flapping behind. To the belt an abundance of 

shells and beads are attached, together with feather tassels. 

The head-dress shown in Fig. 117 may be a shaman’s head- 
dress, or it may be one worn in one of the dream-dances 
which form part of the ghost-dance as it reached this section 
some thirty years ago. It consists of a painted buckskin 
band, to which are attached erect feathers, a large wood- 

pecker’s scalp and bill, rattlesnake-rattles, and pendant 

feathers or tassels. With this is worn the painted buckskin 
skirt shown in Plate LX XII. Another head-dress is shown 

[|September, 1907.] 3I 
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Shaman’s Belt. Length, 123 cm, 

Fig. 116 (45%). 
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— 

Shaman’s Head-dress, ! Length, 86 cm. 

Fig. 117 (3f$s). 
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in Fig. 118. This is definitely declared to be worn in the 
dream-dance, and is made of a strip of otter-skin, to which 

feathers, shells, and tassels are thickly attached. 

The previously given account of the ceremonial performed 

by the shamans seems to apply to the great majority; but 
those who have the rattlesnake or the grizzly bear as their 
Axé’ki appear to follow somewhat different lines. When the 
rattlesnake shaman comes to a patient who has been bitten, 
she first sucks out the poison, and then tells a friend of the 

sufferer, that she sees the rattlesnake Axé’ki, but that he 

is angry and will not look at her. The friend must then 
speak to the Axé’ki, calling him by name, and saying, ‘Ma 
i’nna sku’tayak. Karahd’pighd karisa’ya ku’tayak’’ (‘‘ Not 
that do to me. Pity me. Do good tome’’). The shaman 
then, after a few minutes’ speaking of the Axé’ki, whom she 

sees somewhere far away, says, ‘““Ktis kwa’okwahir’’ (‘‘Now 
he lights his pipe’). The Axé’ki is now supposed to smoke 
a while, and then to speak to the shaman, who reports to the 

patient and friend, ‘“ Kts kwi’’ag”’ (‘‘ Now he looks around’’). 
The Axé’ki then says to the shaman, “ Ki’yakahammak a’ts- 
waxki’kki étcéhé’wiyi ta’rakato i/ritupsur” (“‘Hang it on 
the wall. Pine-bark ten earth’s pollen’’). This refers to the 
hanging-up, at this stage of the ceremony, of a sample of the 
beads and other things to be given as payment to the shaman 
for curing the patient. In addition, the Axé’ki demands for 
himself a piece of pine-bark on which are placed ten small 
heaps of puff-ball spores, which are called ‘“‘pollen of the 
earth.” The request having been complied with, the friend 
of the patient says to the shaman, ‘‘ Ktis i/skwa kihinté’ki. 
Kts kwi’kennimtk ma’mi k!ahd’tsklihampig’”’ (‘“‘Now do 
you dance and doctor. Now I have given you the things 
you asked for’). The shaman then puts on the snake para- 
phernalia, and dances, the rattlesnake Axé’ki being supposed 
to dance in unison at his home far away. 

If a man be bitten by a grizzly bear, the grizzly Axé’ki must 
be called on to cure him. As in the case of the rattlesnake, 

a friend of the wounded man must call the grizzly Axé’ki 
by name, and a dialogue similar to that given takes place. 
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Fig. 118 (4§%3). Head-iress worn in the Dream-dance. Length, 81 cm. 
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Other gifts, however, must be presented in this instance. A 
enecessary part of these gifts is a deer-hide tanned with the 
hair on. This the shaman tears into pieces. All the people 
present at the ceremonial must be in plain sight, else the 
shaman. will jump at them, and bite and scratch them as if 

he were a grizzly, for the grizzly seems mainly to be the guar- 
dian of male shamans. The shaman, in dancing, growls like 
a bear, and acts in every way like one. He wears a collar 
of grizzly-claws about his neck, and has a single broad red 
stripe painted from the forehead, over the crown of his head, 
to his neck. This represents the streak on the head of the 
bear. He also wears a collar of feathers similar to that worn 
by the rattlesnake shaman. The dance of the grizzly shaman 
consists chiefly in five sinistral circuits of the fire, made on 

all-fours, in the course of which he rolls over, and turns up 

the stones about the fireplace, as a bear turns over logs, etc., 

for ants and grubs. After this, he rushes suddenly at the 
patient, and, pouncing upon him, seizes in his hands, and 

extracts, what is supposed to be the tongue of the bear that 
bit him. This is at once put into a basket of warm water, 

and later is thrown into the river. 
Bites of the mountain-lion can be cured by any shaman, 

who extracts the tongue of the animal from the wound) As 
stated previously, the sun and several stars are regarded as 
Axé’ki, or perhaps as having Axé’kiin them. It is not clear 
exactly what the idea is. These are supposed to be particu- 
larly efficacious in all eye-troubles. | The sun, in addition, is 

of much help in arrow or gunshot wounds. Each entails on 
the shaman somewhat different ornaments, and each requires 

from the patient its own peculiar gifts. Thus the morning 
star requires a gift of the seeds of a small white, starlike 
flower known as “yii/mto.’’ Ten small piles of this must 
be given, and the shaman must wear a yellow m6’kus-feather, 
a silver-gray foxskin, and must paint a stripe of red from the 
forehead, down the bridge of the nose and over the chin, to 

the throat and breast. The evening star, on the other hand, 

requires ten small piles of the seeds of a brilliant red flower 
known as “kumpi’sna,”’ the shaman being obliged to wear a 
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skin as above, and to paint a horizontal stripe of red across 

the forehead, using as paint for this, powdered red clay, and 

not the red lichen used on other occasions. The sun demands 
skins of all kinds of land animals, and the shaman must paint 
with all colors, in the representation of the rainbow. There 

are also certain water-Axe’ki, who cause death by drowning. 
Here, when the relatives wish to find the body, the shaman 

has to dance, and the: Axé’ki calls for pounded fishbones, 

which is set out in small dishes. 
(In many cases, a shaman or an Axé’ki may put a pain, or 
more, under the door-sill of a man’s house; or the Axé’ki may 

station himself there, and thus try to kill all the people in 
that house. Or the pains may be put in a central location in 

a village, in order to kill all the inhabitants. When the pres- 
ence of such a thing is suspected, because of much sickness, 

a powerful shaman is called to try to remove the source of all 
the trouble) On the shaman’s arrival, a pole, painted in 
horizontal bands of red and black, is set up close to where 

the pains are supposed to be buried. To this pole are hung 
ten buckskins, ten platter-baskets, and ten small bowl-bas- 

kets, while ten hollow elder-sticks are stuck in the ground at 

the base of the pole. The shaman then calls her Axé’ki to 

come and aid her in raising the pains that are causing all 
the mischief. This done, she goes into the house, lies down 

on a buckskin, and remains there until sundown. At this 

time she begins to sing, rolling about on the floor meanwhile, 

finally standing up, and supporting herself by a rope. After 
some time she calls out, “Kis ku’/kwarats”’ (“‘ Now he rises on 

his elbow’’), referring to her guardian Axé’ki in his distant 
home, who hears her call, slowly rises, and comes to her aid. 

After dancing a little longer, she speaks again, saying, ‘‘ Kts 
kwikitewits’’ (“Now he sits up, resting one hand on the 

ground’’). After further dancing, she calls out, ‘‘Ktis kwiin- 

né’/kwaya”’ (‘‘Now he sits with his hands clasped over his 
knees’’). Again she dances, and, speaking to those assembled, 

says, “‘Ktis apsii/tohokwira’’ (‘‘ Now he reaches for his pipe’’) ; 
then, ‘‘Ktis kwa’dkwahir”’ (‘‘Now he smokes’’). Then, after 

a longer period of dancing, the Axé’ki speaks to the shaman, 
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saying, “Kwa’ttk awi kusti/kka sa ti’ ikahiruk’”’ (‘‘Coyote’s 
skin, worn out, I shall wish to see whenI come’’). Hethen 

asks for many other things also, and these must be supplied, 
and piled in ten piles at the base of the pole. Everything 
asked for is in tens, or is divided into ten parts. All being 

thus arranged, the shaman calls out that her Axé’ki is coming, 

flying through the air. She describes his flight. He is sup- 
posed to halt halfway, lighting on a pine-tree, which perhaps 
breaks under his weight; he comes on again, stopping on a 

side-hill, and causing a rock-slide, and finally arrives at the 

pole to which the gifts are hung. Then the shaman speaks 
to him, saying, “‘Ru’kwami’”’ (‘‘ Push with your shoulder’’), bid- 

ding him thus attempt to dislodge the evil-wishing Axé’ki, or the 
pains buried beneath the ground. If the shaman’s guardian 
is successful, he succeeds in pushing the pains into the river, 
and drownsthem. In some cases, apparently, an Axé’ki him- 
self is supposed to be thus buried, and then it is the Axé’ki, and 
not the actual pain, that is thus forced into the water. 

Having accomplished the task set him, the shaman’s guar- 

dian Axé’ki is supposed to go back to the pole, and there eats 
the food he has called for, and which has been placed there 
for him. If all that has been asked for is not there, the Axé’ki 

pounces on some one of the persons present, and kills and eats 

him instead. Meanwhile all the people present have a feast 
to celebrate their relief from the dangerous pains. When 
this is over, the shaman dances again, and the Axé’ki returns 
to his home. Sometimes the Axé’ki is supposed to catch 
cold, and so be unable to return, or to do so only with diffi- 
culty. They are supposed to be rather delicate, rarely going 
out of their houses, so that the exertion of coming so far makes 

them tired, and subject to a chill. When the ceremony is 
over, the shaman takes the things hung to the pole and piled 
about its base, and is supposed to carry them to the Axé’ki. 
The pole itself and the ten elder-sticks are carried by the 
shaman to the summit of some ridge near by, and there leaned 
against a tree, in the thick brush. 

It is interesting to note/that shamans are supposed to have 
the power to tell at once whether a person has done wrong in 
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any way. They are able to do this, because, when they look 
at a person who has stolen, or done anything wrong, the person 

seems to the shaman to be, as it is phrased, “covered with 

darkness. ’”’! | 

\ Shamans never kept their feather or other dance ornaments 

in their houses, or within the precincts of the village, but 
always hid them a mile or so off, lest their mere presence 
should cause sickness and trouble to the people. 

CEREMONIALS. — Except for the ceremonials for girls at 

puberty, the war-dance, and the shaman ceremonials just de- 
scribed, the Shasta appear to have practically nothing in the 
way of ritual. They have, so far as can be learned, nothing 

' comparable to the long series of dances and ceremonies char- 
acteristic of the Maidu and other Central California peoples; 
nor do they have the white-deer dance, the jumping-dance, or 
other ceremonials characteristic of the Yurok, Karok, and 

Hupa. Thus, as a whole, their ritual is meagre. The Shasta 

near the Yurok boundary sometimes go down to attend the 
dances held there; but all informants are agreed that the 
Shasta themselves never hold them. 

There are, however, one or two very simple ceremonials, 

whose purpose is merely to acquire luck.’ For example,( on 

very dark rainy or windy nights, men go out alone, and 
naked, and walk all night, praying for luck, singing, seeing 
strange things pass them, and hearing strange voices calling. 2) 

Or on very cold nights in the middle of winter, a man will 
go out just before dawn, and, after praying for luck, will 
plunge into the river, and swim. There is also another 
method of acquiring luck, of which, however, only confused 
accounts have been secured. It may be practised by one man, 

or by several men at once, and consists, apparently, in scar- 
ifying the arms, thighs, and knees, rubbing some sort of 
powdered herb into the cuts, and then lying on the back in 
the sweat-house, and pounding the floor with one heel, singing 
meanwhile. This is done only in winter, and at night. 

1 Compare Boas, The Eskimo of Baffin-Land and Hudson Bay (Bulletin of the 
American Museum of Natural History, Vol. XV, p. 120). 

2 Compare ante, p. 468. 
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There are songs which are sung to keep away rattlesnakes 

and to protect one from grizzly bears. The former are known 

to but few persons, and those chiefly women. Once a year, 
in winter, some one who knows the song goes to every house, 

and, while the children are asleep, sings the song. The per- 

sons knowing this song are well known, and are sent for far 

and wide. The grizzly-bear song is different, in that it is of 
no avail except for the person singing it, and may be used 
thus only when actually threatened with danger. 

Various prayers were used for help on different occasions. 
In war, for example, the warrior would pray, ‘‘Pé’’u, pé’’u, 
Kits ma’ii té’dusig 6’mmakai k6’xweha’hanGni kwi’rataga. 
Kus xa’tcipita kitciai’duk i/nna tcti 4’xta ku’kwannakwa- 

hira’ka t’mmauhi’toh6 ti’tsiruxwaha’pir”’ (‘‘ Pé’u, Pé’u, now 
you I ask for aid, up above sun-chief (?) going past. Now 
with your rays cover me up; that blood of the sunrise, stretch- 
ing out before your face, throw it over against the other side’’). 
If a man is going out to hunt grizzly bears, he builds a fire, 
makes a small offering of food, leaves, etc., and then prays, 

first stamping on the ground twice, but without crying out 
““pé”u,” as before: thus, ‘“‘ Ktis ma’ii té’duhtisig we ta’rik ma’- 
mi ya”had ku’nnirixuswuk ma’ii tsa’/pxo kwiti’psira ma’mu 
ya”had ku’nnirixt’swug”’ (‘‘ Now you I ask for aid, this earth 
your child. Drag off from me the darkness going down, your 
child, drag it away’’). The darkness here referred to is stated 
to be the darkness which disappears in the west at dawn. 
The fire being lit, and the offerings made, the hunter con- 
tinues: ‘‘Ktis i‘skwa i‘mma. Ti’pahapir ma’ii wé u’tceéwa. 
Ka’rissa. Ktis néwa’mmuk. Kis i’/skwa ku’kwaruxwahé/mpig 
ma/mu tci/tak mi’/katsigwé makai’ é’tca kadiwa’ sta’karux- 

wahé’mpiyig. Kis wé’ké kwi’tcistiré ki’/nna ara6d’t6 a’rawai”’ 
(‘‘Now there isa fire. I throw it down for you a white cloud. 
Good it is. Now look at me. Now kick off hither the fleas, 
lice, etc., from your body. I hope you will kick off to me five 

mats. Now here I break sticks for the fire, over the leg of a 
deer’). Many of the allusions and expressions in these prayers 
are as yet not clear, and the above translation is only tentative. 

Although the Shasta have no important ceremonials other 
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than those already described, they appear to have borrowed, 
in comparatively recent times, some from the Wintun of the 
upper Sacramento and McCloud region. The dance most 

generally adopted appears to be the so-called ‘‘big-head 
dance,” in which a head-dress similar to the d6 of the Maidu 

is worn.t This dance is said to have been adopted by the 
Shasta Valley people about thirty years ago. It seems prob- 

able, however, that it was known and used somewhat before 

this. 
The ghost-dance movement reached this section of Cali- 

fornia about thirty or thirty-five years ago, apparently. It 
was learned from some Modocs who came on a visit to Yreka, 

and was introduced to the Klamath River section of the Shasta 
by the father of my chief informant. The ghost-dance, for 
a while, caused some excitement; but this soon died down, 

and the whole seems now to have disappeared. In general, 
the character of the dance seems to have been precisely that 
described by Dr. Kroeber among the Yurok and Karok.? 
Every one dreamed of, and was visited by, the spirits of the 
dead, who gave the dreamers songs. The songs and dances 
were supposed to bring back the dead, who were thought to 
be dancing back along the path to the other world. If a 

person did not believe the new dispensation, he would be 

turned to stone, or into some animal. 

MyTHOLOGY. 

The mythology of the Shasta is fairly abundant. In char- 
acter, it differs very considerably from that of the Maidu or 
Wintun, resembling more the type of the stocks of the North- 
western area as exemplified by the Hupa and Wishosk. Tak- 
ing the mythology as a whole, there is little system or sequence 
observable. Creation myths, so characteristic of the Central 
Californian area, are practically absent; and the distinction 

between the mythical age and the present era is much less 

clear. The rather consistent opposition, also, between a well 

1 See this volume, P. 292. ’ 
2 Kroeber, Ghost-dance in California (Journal of American Folk-Lore. Society, 

Vol. XVII, pp. 32-36). 
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and an evil wishing power, so prominent in the Maidu, here 
fades out almost entirely. 
In the myths, the Coyote is a very prominent figure, and 

while presenting without any diminution, to say the least, 
his characteristics as a trickster, he occasionally plays a more 

dignified part, and appears as a well-wisher and helper of 
mankind, The trickster and culture-hero characters are thus 

more blended than in Central Califorina. Although Coyote 
is in part a destroyer of monsters, that the world may be a 
better place to live in, another being, known by various names, 

is also energetic in this line. One of the most prominent 

myths, told in slightly variant forms in different places, is that 
of the Lost Brother, in which one of two brothers is stolen 

by a monster. The remaining brother seeks for him far and 
wide, asks the sun for advice as to his whereabouts, and, after 

many adventures, finds the brother and rescues him, bringing 
him home safely at last. 

As compared with the Maidu or the Wintun, the mythology 
of the Shasta seems quite uniform. Variants of several tales 

have been secured in different portions of the area occupied 

by the people, but the differences are comparatively small; 
and the whole body of the Shasta appear to have had sub- 
stantially the same myths. 

Comparisons of the Shasta myths in content with those 
of the surrounding stocks can only be made at present to the 

southwest, the south, and the east. With the Hupa' and 

Wishosk,? the only stocks of the Northwestern area from 

whom material is accessible, the similarities are more general 
than particular, although some eight or ten incidents are 
found which are common. With the Wintun,3 the extent 

of the resemblance is about the same as that with the Hupa 
and Wishosk. Closer analogies exist, however, with the 

Yana, and the closest of all with the Achoma’wi, Atsugé’wi, 
and Northeastern Maidu.4 Here, on the other hand, the type 

1 Goddard, op. cit, 

2 Kroeber, Journal of American Folk-Lore Society, Vol. XVIII, pp. 85~ro8. 

4 Curtin, Creation Myths of Primitive America. Boston, 1898, 

4 Dixon, see this volume, pp. 39 et seq. 
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of the mythology as a whole is not in accord. We have 
thus the Shasta mythology agreeing in general type most 

closely with the Hupa and Wishosk, whereas in content and 

incident the agreement is closer with the Yana, Achoma’wi, 
and Northeastern Maidu. A large mass of incidents, how- 

ever, show no relation to either of these or to the 

Wintun. 
The almost complete lack of mythological material from 

the Oregon stocks makes comparison to the northward, for 
the present, difficult. It appears, however, that as compared 

with the Tillamook,: Chinook,? and Kathlamet,3 there are a 

number of similarities, and that these are relatively greater, 
and of more importance, than is the case with the Maidu. 
We find, for example, among the Kathlamet,+ a myth in many 
ways comparable to the Shasta tale of the girl who was sent 
to marry the famous hunter, but who by mistake married 
the wrong man. The tale of the Lost or Stolen Brother is 
also found in a somewhat variant form among the Tillamook.s 

Several of the incidents in the Coyote tales are to be found, 

as well, among both the Tillamook® and the Chinook.7 Al- 
though these latter incidents are found among the Maidu, 
still they are practically confined to the northeastern por- 
tion of the stock, which is very closely in contact with the 

Achoma’wi. 
On the whole, then, it may be said that the mythology of 

the Shasta is unsystematic, and in this particular resembles 
more the type of Northwestern California than that of the 
Maidu. In content, however, the analogies are closer appar- 
ently to the southeast and east than to the west. It is 
also to be noted that such agreements as are to be found to 

the northward are more marked with the coastal tribes — such 
as the Tillamook, Chinook, Kathlamet, etc. —than with the 

peoples of the northern part of the Great Basin. 

<i Boas, aes of the Tillamook (Journal of American Folk-Lore Society, Vol. 
» PP. 23; 133). 

Ww Beene Chinook Texts (Bulletin of the Bureau of American Ethnology, No. 20), 
ashington, 1894. 

3 Boas, Kathlamet Texts (Bulletin of the Bureau of American Ethnology, No. 26), 
Washington roor. 

4 Op. cit., pp. 20-24. 5 Op. cit., pp. 136-138. 
6 Op. cit., pp. 140, 141. 7 Op. cit., p. ror. 
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CONCLUSION. 

From the foregoing description of the culture of the Shasta, 

certain general conclusions may be drawn. As a whole, the 
Shasta may be said to occupy a somewhat intermediate po- 

sition between the cultures characteristic of Northwestern 

California, of Central California, and of Southern Oregon. 

Agreeing more or less closely with the Hupa, Yurok, and Karok 
of the Northwestern area in much of their material culture, 

they yet differ widely and fundamentally from them in much 
of their social organization and religious life. The differences 
are, I believe, too great to warrant us in including the Shasta 

as members of the clear-cut culture of the Northwestern area. 

Even less do they show the characteristic features of the 

’ Central culture area, with its circular, semi-subterranean, 

earth-covered lodges, its high development of basketry, its 

loose social organization, its elaborate religious ceremonials, 
and well-developed creation myths. The Shasta thus appear 
to occupy a somewhat isolated position as regards the typical 
Californian cultures, to be, indeed, un-Californian in their 

general characteristics, and probably more closely affiliated 
with the as yet little-known culture of Southern Oregon. 

Thus the conclusions to be drawn from the culture of the 
Shasta, as a whole, seem to corroborate the somewhat un- 

certain traditions as to a former considerable extension of 

this people to the northward. 

The existence of fragments of three more or less well marked 
dialects about the periphery of the area occupied by the major 
portion of the Shasta, suggests the thought that possibly 
these might represent the remnants of an earlier branch of 
the stock more thoroughly Californian in its culture and char- 
acteristics. The present main body of the Shasta, then, might 
be regarded as a comparatively recent wave of immigrants, 
from the Oregon side of the Siskiyous, who had overwhelmed 
those members of the stock who were earlier in occupancy, 
and pears ina —* element of BRK eT culture.t This 

Dixon, The Mytholoay os the Shasta- Adhnconatiel basnetbicn Mutisopdiesok 
N.S., Vol. VII, p. 612), 
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is, and must probably always remain, a mere hypothesis; 
for the data requisite for its verification have mainly disap- 

peared. Nothing virtually remains of these fragmentary 

groups speaking different dialects, and we are therefore 
unable to make any comparisons of their culture with that 
of the present main body of the Shasta, or the surrounding 
stocks. The meagre information in regard to the Konomi’hu 

given in the appendix is, it must be confessed, as much 

opposed to this theory as it is in favor of it. It is not im- 
possible that investigations now in progress among the 

Achoma’wi ‘and Atsugé’wi, the two eastern members of the 
Shastan stock, may aid in this matter, and that more 
searching linguistic studies than have yet been made may 
also throw some light on this question, which must for the 
present be left undecided. 

APPENDIX. 

THE Konomi'Hv.—In the summer of 1903, what appears 
to be a hitherto unknown branch of the Shasta was found 
to have formerly occupied a small area about the Forks of 
Salmon River.t Acting on information from Dr. A. L. 
Kroeber and Dr. P. E. Goddard of the University of Cali- 

fornia, in regard to what they supposed was a slightly different 
dialect of Shasta, it was discovered that, although at present 

a Shasta dialect is spoken in this vicinity, formerly it was 
occupied by a people calling themselves Konomi’hu, and 

speaking a very different language. The last survivor of 
these people died in 1901, and only the following very frag- 
mentary information could be secured. 

The area occupied by the Konomi’hu extended, from the 
Forks, some seven miles up the South Fork, and five miles 
up the North Fork, of the Salmon River. They lived, for 
the most part, in a single village on the right bank of the 
South Fork, a few hundred yards above the Forks itself. 
Their houses were round bark huts with a conical roof, the 

1 Dixon, The Shasta-Achoma’wi: A New Linguistic Stock with Four New Dialects 
(American Anthropologist, N.S., Vol. VII, pp. 213-217). 
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floor of the house being excavated some half-metre below the 
surface of the ground. The houses had a door at one side 
and a smoke-hole in the centre of the roof. There were no 

dance-houses, nor were houses built that were like those of 

the Yurok or Karok. The Konomi‘hu dressed in buckskin 
robes, leggings, and skirts, much fringed, and decorated with 

both shell and beads, and with painted designs in black, white, 

and red. These leggings and robes were much traded to the 

Shasta of Scott Valley. No baskets were made, all being 
obtained by trade. Buckets of skin, with a wooden hoop for 

arim, were much used. Platters.and trough-shaped vessels of 

stone were used for various purposes, and spoons of elk-horn 

and wood. Their food was fish, game, and acorns; the latter 

being pounded in wooden mortars made from a trunk of a 
tree. No nets were used in fishing, only spears. They did not 
use a pack-basket, but a large buckskin bag carried by means 
of a tump-line. The Konomi‘hu traded with the Shasta for 
disk-shaped shell beads, and with the Karok for dentalia, and 

had but little contact with the Hupa. They intermarried with 
the Shasta of Scott Valley to a considerable extent. Nothing 
resembling the dances characteristic of the lower Klamath 
was known to the Konomihu. The Coyote was thought to 
have created the world. There was no tradition of migration. 

The dead were buried. 
From this fragmentary account, it is evident that the 

culture of the Konomi’hu was substantially in accord with 
that of their neighbors, in particular the Shasta, but that in 
some features there was a difference. This discrepancy was, 

however, very much greater from the linguistic point of view, 
as will be apparent from the short vocabulary which follows. 
This was secured with some difficulty, and consists merely of 
the miscellaneous words which my informant was able to re- 
member as having been used by her grandfather, a Konomi’hu, 

in her girlhood, some thirty years before. In only one or 
two cases are there recognizable similarities with any other 

language in the region, and these are with Shasta or Achoma’wi. 
The whole feeling and sound of the language is, however, 
very much like the Shasta, and it has therefore been tenta- 

eek ere 

re el Ae 
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tively classed as belonging to the Shastan stock. Inasmuch 

as this brief vocabulary, however, is probably all that can now 
be secured of this language, it was thought best to publish it 
here in full, in order that it may be accessible to linguistic 

students. 

MEADE IST er Ke ee eed Oa de eh ki/poman 

EA ree sc Rs Ca rr Oe eae kaha’masakan4a’tsxsu 
SACS SoS ae pape or a al grit ki’ oi 

NRE 60 Sa aia Sh ae Fade sake He dal Uta eek AO 
OE SOG Ae ie inane creon Saya rer are ki’na 

BPMN iss Sire Pale Ve ois eee ki’kiwatitxop 
BOM Soa S48 eee aed wee Ob kis’apuhi’yu 

ale @lict "Use Sie yume ier eee ene iksin’ahutgqe 

Pes ier eiiee ieee Vee < epateke 
Gere BOUIINC); fey dei ye dalde es ki’pnikawats 
Grigely bear ........0...........): kamka&’tsinéau 

PETE yA SECTS Dane ns erie aan ae qomi’tsau 
Sy Sard cee ia Haim OR Ee OW bhie ws k!uts’watin 
Ma yooh a ec vias gk aa RMR R Ce ok kitctm’uni 
WR cisnpen eS wiles RAY Wed oe ya’nni 
PRR es as Pade her Cae Oe hee tapa’kan 

MM Se a Nahin « cise Wee Con eset eek sa’hawai 
Ry 665k pip Pa eA KS aR tlin’apxau 
RS Siar gorse Cu 20% bay palate kum’ma 
OT eRe ee Ser oh i kit’ !uts 
SI ay eee are re) ea kip 

ME Oia in « bic aha eae hw pa’wi 

Saddle of mountain............... hé’mau 
Pee OL TOCK 6 ioe 6s sien v's ce nee ti’poi 

5 pokes o 4's Cb Ce Ate Sesap Rat in’nnokwayig 
MIRES 66 oko bisa y Haw EN ehicie welbiets qwa’sunip 
BO on ile Miogis ce aan hee ORD kinapxig 
MES cpt e WU es Seas cw roa eeigs hau’na 

DOM ees +4 ot ovk ys cbs binets qumma’t’t!au 
PE gies sae. se sos ik bo oe OE 

CHI os. os oh one eens ee kle’tspai 
PER ere 8k be isk eV vin plow cee xas’kipama 
MRM as Bais, 65k 6s ee gv le ee ta’”’awanak 

Wild onion, another variety....... kwan’/apxo 
MMII TE yeahs bvic ss «ob ale ne tite os sa’maka 

BEC EES Pea eral = AAS EA kin’axo, qoa’ 
Pattee DUBNER! oss oe ee ki’ tsa 
RE ee ace CONS cs cee bess | GORE mS 

COs et hokkas Cours ce reamube. ktixiwi’ wi 

[September, 1907.] 32 
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Look up this way!............. 

L-meét hin theréiveicee bee ea 

Go away! I’m just going to hit you... 

is’abunnatttsi’kum 
atané’wig kip’xawi 
pak’ wai 
tamma’hawé 
kipa’k’hau 

teapa’ti nip’’nit tlaids’ 
teapa’ti taxés’ 

assé’hépannahap 
ai’yukiyatc 
qwa’haptas 

k!wi’himati ts!a’ts!au 

qohi’ma qwa’ma 
qi’si put’sup 

kin’axo k!i’patsipa’qua 
tea’ma hayi 

ma’tikina 

klihi’tsinnihauwé 
kis’nitiknima 

ki’ts!iyatsau 
kipa’ha’po 

kip’isinikwai 

yis‘anamnas yas’amati 
patitakya 

tca- 
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INDEX. 

Abalone, 141, 396. 

Abella, Padre, 129. 
Acorn, live-oak, 426; preparation 

of, for food, 184-187, 425, 426; 

pulverization of, 135,176; vari- 
eties of edible, 181, 423; white- 

oak, 426. 

Acorn-bread of Maidu and Shasta, 
difference between, 426. 

Acorn-meal, extraction of bitter | 
principle from, 186, 187, 425, 

426. : 

Acorn-mush, manner of eating, | 

180. | 

Acorn-soup, 187, 426. 
Affiliation of different stocks, 25, | 

26. 

A’ki dance, 286, 304-306. | 

Ald’lingkasi dance, 301, 302. 
Angle-worms, gathering of, 191. 

Argiiello, Don Luis, 129. 

Armor, kinds of, 205, 438. 
Arrow, the, holding of, 204; mak- 

ing of, 203; of the Shasta, 438. | 

Arrow-point, protection of, 204. | 
Arrow-poison, 204, 332. 

Art, Maidu, 218-220; multiple ori- 

gin of, 29; preponderant real- 

ism of Salish, 30; Shasta, 446- 

45°. 
 Axé’ki, 393, 470, 473-488. 

Bancroft, H. H., 390. 

Barrett, S. A., 121, 245, 247. 
Basket-making by the Indians of 

California, 1. 

Basketry, arrangement and group- 
ing of designs on, 12, 16, 18, 
23; coiled, 145-147; color of 

background for Maidu designs | 

on, 8; conventionalization in 

Maidu and Pit River designs 

for, 13, 17; in different stocks, 

identity and meaning of designs 

for, 25; horizontal bands in 

Wintun designs for, 19; influ- 

ence of type of basket on 
designs for, 11, 16; material 

for, 145, 399; number of Maidu 
designs for, 13; paucity of ver- 

tical lines in Wintun designs 
for, 18; spiral arrangement in 

designs for, 14, 17; twined, 11, 

145,147, 400; use of dyed warps 
for ornamentation of, 4or. 

Basketry designs, animal tracks, 

9; arrow-feather, 7; arrow- 

point, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 

21, 22,27, 28; bead, 10; bear’s- 

foot, 15; ‘‘bent knee,” 15; 

big-tongues, 4, 9, 12; black- 

oak, 5, 7; buckeye, 20; buck- 

eye-tree, 22; butterfly, 4, 448; 
caterpillar, 3; characteristics 

of the Maidu, 14; characteris- 
tics of the Pit River, 17; char- 

acteristics of the Pomo, 24; 

characteristics of the Wintun, 

18; community of, 27; ‘‘cross- 
ing trails,” 21, 22; ‘‘cross- 

ways,” 18; crow’s-tracks, 22; 

“‘dau,’’ 22, 24; deer-excrement, 

16, 18, 19, 28; deer-gut, 10, 15, 

16, 18; deer-rib, 15, 16; dia- 

mond, 3, 19; distribution of, 

12, 16, 25; duck’s-wing, 3, 12; 
earth-worm, 3, 10, 12, 19, 28; 

“empty spool,” 5, 18, 22; eye, 

3, 16, 19; feather, 7, 8, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 28, 30; fern, 6, 10, 11; 
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fish-tail, 15; fish-teeth, 4, 11, 

12, 13, 30; flint, 8; ‘‘flint goes 

around,” 447; flower, 6, 12, 28, 

30; fly, 4; flying geese, 15, 16, 

18; frog’s belly, 448; grasshop- 
per-leg, 5, 11, 12; gray squir- 

rel’s-foot, 4, 12; house, 19; “‘it 

goes round crooked,’’ 448; ‘“‘it 

goes round one way,” 448; 

“leaves strung along,” 18; 

lizard, or lizard-foot, 15, 16; 

longko, 3; meadow-lark’s neck, 

15; “meshes in fishnet,’ 21, 

22; milleped. 4, 12, 13; 30; 

moth-miller, 5, 11, 12; ‘‘moun- 

tains and clouds,’’ 9; mussel’s- 

tongue, 14, 15, 448; owl’s- 

claw, 16; “‘pair of tongs,” 10; 

pine-cone, 5, 6, 15, 22; plant, 

6; ‘‘pulled around,” 18, 448; 

quail, 15; quail-tip, 3, 8, 11, 12, 

13, IQ) 20, 30} faccoon, 5s; 
rattlesnake, 4, 12, 18, 19; ‘‘red 

mountains,” 20, 21, 22; “rough,” 

or “crooked,” 16; salmon- 

heart, 448; of the Shasta, 447; 
skunk, 14, 448; skunk-nose, 16; 

“something turning round,”’ 9; 
“spotted skin of fawn,’’ 20; 

“striped,” 18; sucker’s-tail, 18; 
sugar-pine, 6; trail, 10; tree, 

6, 12; universal in use, 12; 

variation in, 11, 16; vine, 6, r1, 
12, 28; water-snake, 4, 10, 12, 

18, 19, 28, 448; white-oak, 7; | 

wolf’s-eye, 18, 19; ‘‘wood in 

billets,”’ 9, 448; ‘wood set up 

around,”’ 447; yellow-pine, 6; 

zigzag, 9, 20, 21, 22. 
Baskets, African, 28, 31; for 

cooking, 179, 422;, for storage, 

177, 422; for transportation, 

199, 435; types of Shasta, 399; 
universal use of, 177180. 

Bead-work, 2109. 
Bear dance, 286, 295, 296. 

Bear-hunt, 194. 

Bear-meat, eating of, rgr. 

Beard, plucking out of, 163. 
Belt of Shasta woman, 413. 

Berlin, Kénigliche Museum fiir ¢ 

Volkerkunde, 28. 

Berries, as food, 182, 189, 424, - 

427; preparation of, for winter 
use, 189, 427. 

Bibliography, of the Maidu, 122; 
of the Shasta, 383,,384. 

‘“‘Big-head dance,’’ 4gr. 

Birth-rate of Central Californian 
Indians and of other parts of 

continent, comparison between, 

357: 
Births, table of, 380. 

Blankets from skin, 148. 

Boas, Franz, 38, 40, 62, 69, 71, 

79, 100, 218, 336, 341, 342, 489, 

493. 
Body-painting, 167, 412. 

Bone and antler, use of, 140, 396. 
Bonneville, B. L. E., 129. 

Bow, the, holding of, 204; in- 

adequate knowledge regarding 

Shasta, 436; making of, 202, 

203; manner of playing musi- 

cal, 223; peculiar type of, 436, 

437- 
Burial customs, 

468. 
Burning-ground, preservation of, 

246; use of membership string 

for, 246-248, 257. 
Burns, L. M., 39, 67, 90. 

241-259, 465- 

California peoples, type of, 343, 

346. 
Canoe, of the Maidu, 140; of the 

Shasta, 396, 432. 

Cap, making of netted, 143-145; 
use of netted, 34, 150, 160, 268, 

324, 327. 
Captives, torture of, 206, 207. 

Carving, 219, 220, 449. 
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Cedar-leaves, medicinal proper- 

ties of, 183. 

Ceremonials, 283-322, 489-491; 

for acquisition of luck, 489, 490; 

of “burning,” 245-259; Maidu 
religious, 35; ornaments worn 

in, 283-285; two types of dance 
in, 285. 

Charms, 266; for causing death, 

272. 

Chesnut, V. K., 347, 349, 359, 
361, 365, 368, 372, 374. 

Child, still-born, 230, 455; super- 
stition as to death of, 468. 

Child-birth, customs at, 229, 230, 

454, 455- 
Children, naming of, 230-232, 456; 

treatment of hair of, 456, 457. 
Clothing, of the Maidu, 34, 154- 

162; of the Shasta, 407-412. 
Cloud-Spirit, 306. 

Clover as food, 183. 

Clown, 271, 273, 274, 286, 297, 

304, 310, 315-318, 326. 

Club, stone-headed, 204. _ 

Combs, kinds of, 163. 
Community, head man of Maidu, 

223, 224; head man of Shasta, 

451, 452. . 
Concepts, multiform expression 

for, 218; wide distribution of, 
218. 

Contact and environment, effect 
of, 34. 

Cordage, manufacture of, 142, 398. 
Coyote, in mythology, 37, 38, 83- 

94, 334-337, 492; success of, 

337: 
Coyote dance, 286, 296, 297. 
Cradle, final disposition of, 455. 

Cradle-frame, 200, 435. 

Creeper dance, 298, 299. 
Crime, 227, 453. 

Crows, netting of, 196. 

Culture and environment, harmo- 

ny between, 346. 

Currency, kinds of, 397. 

Curtin, i 38, 42, 65, 67, 71, 79 

80, 93, 97, 338, 340, 492. 

Dance-ceremonial, the 4’ki, 286, 

304-306; the ald’lingkasi, 301, 

302; Bear dance, 295, 296; 

‘“‘big-head dance,” 491; Coy- 

ote dance, 286, 296, 297; 
Creeper dance, 298, 299; Deer 

dance, 302-304; Duck dance, 
292-295; Feather dance, 321; 
four, sacred number in, 287; 

the hé’si, 288-290; impersona- 
tion of supernatural beings in, 

308, 309; the ka’udom séké’- 

ndom, 320; the lo’li, 291; the 
mo’lokongasi, 302; origin of 

the li’yi, 290, 291; purpose of 

animal, 285, 286; the sala’- 

lungkasi, 291; season for, 288, 

308; Sweat dance, 321; Turtle 

dance, 299-301; the wé’dabé- 

yem, 318-320; the yd’ngweda, 

307. 

Dance-house, ceremonies at build- 

ing new, 309-315; main post of, 
286, 287, 310. 

Dances, of the foot-hills, 311~—318, 

322; of northeastern Maidu, 
318-322. 

Dead, the, ‘‘burning” in honor 

of, 36, 245-259; restriction re- 
garding name of, 232, 456. 

Death, the first, 44. 
Decimation of the Maidu, 131. 

Decoration by painting, 220. 

Deer, hunting of, 192-194, 431. 

Deer dance, 302-304. 

Dentalia, 141, 396, 397. 
Designs, common origin of, 32; 

incised, 220; independent de- 

velopment of, 28, 32; origin of, 

in the mind of primitive man, 
31; significance of geometric, 

29. 
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Dialects of the Maidu, 33. 

“* Diggers,” 123, 182. 
Divorce, 241, 464. 

Dorsey, 100, 445. 
**Dreamer,”’ 271, 283. 

Dreams, on night of tattooing, 
realization of, 413; shamanship 
foretold in, 275, 471; at time of 

puberty ceremonial, 458. 
Duck dance, 292-295. 
Ducks, snaring of, 195, 196. 

Durham, 125, 181, 263, 344. 

Dwellings, 168-176, 413-418. 

Eagle, shooting of, 195. 

Earthquakes, cause of, 263. 

Eels, preparation of, ror. 

Emmons, G. T., 389, 390, 436. 

Epidemic, procedure of shaman 

in, 487, 488. 

Exploration in the country of the 

Maidu, 129. 

Farrand, L., 29, 30, 39, 69, 100, 

342. 
Feather dance, 321. 

Feather-work, 149-154, 219, 403- 
406, 448. 

Fernald, M. L., rar. 

Fir-leaves, medicinal properties 
of, 183. 

Fire-drill, 180, 181, 422. 

Fish, 184, 196-198, 425. 
Fish-hook, 1098. 
Five as a sacred number, 264, 470. 
Flint, rich deposit of, 132. 

Flute, 221. 

Food, animal, 183, 184, 424; 
berries for, 182, 189, 424, 427; 

common receptacle for, 177; 

leaching of, 187; seeds for, 138, 
183, 424; storage of, 176, 177, 
184, 422. 

Food-supply, 181-184, 388, 423- 
425. 

Football, for men, 207; in the 

Sacramento Valley, 208; for 
women, 208. 

Four, sacred number in dance, 287. 

Framboise, Michel la, 129, 389. 

Fruits, extraction of bitter princi- 
ple from, 187, 188. 

Gairdner, 389. 
Gambling dance, 299. 

Game, division of, 198, 432. 
Games, 207-217, 441-446. 

Gatschet, A. S., 39, 79, 341, 385. 

Geese, snaring of, 195, 196. 
Ghost, death predicted by sight 

of, 469; directions given by, 

272; travels of, 260, 261, 262, 

469; warding off, 262. 
Ghost-dance, 4ot. 

Goddard, P. E., 341, 398, 400, 
401, 409, 411, 418, 421, 422, 

435, 445, 449, 467, 492, 495. 
Gold-find in California, effect of, 

on country, 389. 

Good and evil, parting of the 

ways for, 261. 
“Grass fight,” initiation cere- 

mony ended by, 327. 

Grass-game, 209-216; diagram 

for, 212, 213; in the foothill 

region, 216. 

Grass-seed, cooking of, 189; as 

food, 183; gathering of, 188. 
Grasshoppers for winter food, 190. 

Grouse, taking of, 195. 

Hair, manner of wearing, 163, 

412; treatment of children’s, 

456, 457: 
Henley, 131. 
H@’si dance, 288-290. 

Hide, preparation of, 141, 397. 
Hdbo’, 172, 173. 

House-furnishings, 176, 418. 
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Houses of the Maidu and Shasta, 

comparison between, 420. 

Hunting, 192-196. 

Infant, device to insure good- 

nature of, 455. 
Initiation into Secret Society, 

325-327- 

Johnston, Adam, 131. 

Ka’udom séké’ndom dance, 320. 

Knives and spear-points, manu- 

facture of, 133, 134. 

Knots, marking time by, 228, 

248, 271, 312, 318. 

Konomi‘hu, account of, 496; hab- 

itat of, 495; vocabulary of, 497, 

498. 
Kotzebue, Otto von, 438. 

Kroeber, A. L., 29, 39, 65, 84, 

TOO, 341, 349, 400, 401, 447, 
448, 491, 492, 495. 

Labor, division of, 227, 452. 

Laflesche, 469. 

Langsdorff, G. H. von, 438. 
Languages, origin of, 44. 
Liston, H. F., 121. 

Litchen, Conrad, 383., 

Locusts for winter food, 190. 

Lodge, earth-covered, 168-172, 
174. 

Lo’li dance, 291. 

Longko, 3, 9. 

Luck, means of acquiring, 468, 

489. 
Li’yi dance, 290, 291. 

Lying, adage regarding, 228. 

McArthur, D. D., 383. 

McKee, 390. 
McKoin, J. J., 383. 

Maidu, the, bibliography of, 122; 

clothing of, 34, 154-162; con- 

ventionalization in designs of, 

13; designs on baskets of, 3-14; 

differences in sections of, 128, 

343, 345; habitat of, 2, 33, 123- 
125; history of, 129, 130; 

measurements of, 358-364, 374, 
375; moral status of, 240; 
mythological classification of, 

342; names for, 123, 128; na- 

ture of mythology of, 343; use 

of single design for each basket 

by, 14; variation in culture of, 

322. 
Man, name of first, 42. 

Manzanita-berries, 182, 423. 

Manzanita-cider, preparation of, 

189, 190, 424, 426; vinegar 
~ from, 190. 

Marriage-customs, 239-241, 46I- 
465. 

Mason, O. T., 20. 

Mats, 148, 177, 403. 

Measurements, abbreviations used 

in, 358; average, 356; of Half- 
Breeds, 372-378; of Hat Creeks 

and Pit Rivers, 364; of Maidu, 

358-364, 374; of Maidu Half- 

Breeds, 374, 375; of Pit River 
Half-Breeds, 376; of Piute, 365; 

of Pomo, 365-367; of Pomo 

Half-Breeds, 376, 377; of Win- 

tun, 372; of Wintun Half- 

Breeds, 378; of Wintun and 

Yuki mixed, 372; of Wylackie, 

372; of Yokut, 372; of Yuki, 
368-371; of Yuki Half-Breeds, 

377; 378; of Yuki and Pomo 
mixed, 368; miscellaneous, 378; 

tables of anthropometrical, 348, 

349, 359-355, 356. 
Meat, cooking of, 191, 427, 428; 

drying of, 191, 427. 

Metate, 138, 177. 

Migration of the Maidu, 132. 

Milky Way, 261. 

Miller, Joaquin, 389. 

Milling-basket, 177. 
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Mistletoe, medicinal properties of, 
183. 

Mofras, Duflot de, 390. 

Mo’lokongkasi dance, 302. 
Moon, belief regarding spots on, 

76, 266; eclipse of, 470; new, 

470. : 

Moons and their meaning, 217, 

218. 

Mortars, 135-137, 220, 327, 391, 

393, 394. 
Mortar-slabs, 135, 176. 

Muller, 138, 177. 
Murder, punishment for, 227, 453. 

Music, instrumental, 221, 449; 

vocal, 223. 

Musical instruments, 221-223. 

Mustache, plucking out of, 163. 

Mythic era, synopsis of, 334. 

Mythology, the creation in, 335; 
differentiation of American and 

Indian, 336; distribution of 

similar incidents in Indian, 38; 

diversity not comparable with 

extent of territory in Maidu, 
338; fundamental ideas of, in 

varying stocks, 339; incorpora- 

tion of foreign elements into 

Indian, 38; of the Maidu, 333- 

342; migration tradition in, 337, 

344; of the Shasta, 491-493. 

Myths, among different stocks, 
comparison of, 340; Bear and 
Deer, 79-83, 113; Big-Belly’s 

Son, 1o2—105, 117; the Canni- 

bal-Head, 97, 98, 116; the 
Conqueror, 51-59, 111; Coyote 

Tales, 83-94, 113; Creation, 
397-45, 110; Earth-Namer, 46-— 

51, 110; Fish-Hawk and the 

Two Deer-Ticks, 94, 95, 115; 

Huptoli, 1o2, 117; Ka’tsem 
ye/poni, 59-65, 111; Lizard 

and Grisly-Bear, 99, 100, 116; 
the Loon-Woman, 71~76, 112; 

Mountain-Lion and his Wives, 

105-109, 118; Mountain-Lion, 

Robin, and Frog-Woman, 96, 

97, 116; Search for Fire, 65-67, 
111; Skunk and Beetle, 100, 

‘Ior, 117; the Stolen Brother, 

98, 116; Sun and Moon, 76-78, 

113; Thunder and his Daugh- 

ter, 67-71, IOI, 102;\5I2}) £27; 

To’lowim-Woman and the But- 

terfly-Man, 95, 96, 116; Wolf 

makes the Snow Cold, ror, 117. 

Nets, manufacture of, 143-145. 

Nuts as food, 182, 423, 426, 427. 

Oaths, unknown to the Maidu, 

227. 

Obsidian, abundance of, among 

the Shasta, 391. 

Ogden, 129. 
Ornaments, 164-166, 413. 

Pestles, 137, 177, 392-394. 

Petitot, roo. 

Pigeons, snaring of, 195. 

Pine-bark, medicinal properties 

of, 183. 

Pine-nuts, 189, 423. 

Pipe, stone, 138, 

wooden, 395. 

Pit Rivers, the, conventionaliza- 

tion in designs of, 17; designs 

on baskets of, 14-17; grouping 

of designs by, 17; habitat of, 

14; influence of type of basket 

on designs of, 16; measure- 
ments of, 364, 376; short heads 

characteristic of, 356. 
Piute, the, measurements of, 365. 

Plants, medicinal, 183. 
Poison, impregnation of liver with 

rattlesnake, 205; purification 

from, 274. 
Pomo, the, artistic poverty of, 24; 

combination of designs by, 21, 
24; conventionalization in de- 

392, 394; 
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signs of, 24; designs on baskets 

of, 20-24; feather decoration 
by, 20, 23, 31; habitat of, 20; 

influence of weave on basket 
designs of, 23; manual dexter- 

ity of, 24; measurements of, 

365-368, 376; paucity in num- 
ber and variety of designs 

among, 23; resemblances to 

peoples of Nevada and Utah 

found in, 356; several designs 

used on one basket by, 24. 

Pounding-stones, 135, 176. 

Powell, J. W., 37, 39, 123- 

Powers, Stephen, 39, 40, 51, 79, 
123, 125. 

Prayers, 490. 

Prisoners of war, 206, 207, 441. 

Property-rights, of the Maidu, 
224-226; of the Shasta, 452. 

Puberty ceremonials, of the Mai- 

du, 232-238; of the Shasta, 

457-461. 
Pulverization, manner and means 

of, 135. 
Putnam, F. W., 347. 

Quail, snaring of, 195. 

Quiver, skin for, 203. 

Rabbits, taking of, 195. 
Rand, 342. 

Rattles, 221, 222, 449, 450. 

Rattlesnake, superstitions con- 

nected with the, 266. 
Realism, obscure, 13, 30. 

Realism and decoration, differen- 

tiation of, 29. 

Relationships, table of, 379. 
Religion, 259-322, 468-489; domi- 

nant figure of Maidu, 343. 

Riggs, 342. 
Rock-painting, 449. 

Roots, as food, 182, 424; gather- 

ing and preparation of, 189. 

Royce, 124, 387. 

Sacred number, 264, 287, 470. 
St. Petersburg, Imperial Academy 

of Sciences at, 438. 

Sala’lungkasi dance, 291. 
Salmon, first catch of, 198, 430; 

preparation of, 427; supersti- 

tion regarding speared, 430; 

taking of, 196, 197, 428-430. 
Salmon-net, 197, 428. 

Salt, procuring of, 191, 427. 

Santa Barbara, relationship of 

Yuki to the ancient inhabitants 

of, 357. 
Sargent Sambo, 383. 

Scalping, 206, 441. 
Schoolcraft, 390. 

Scott Valley, 388. 

Seasons, 217. 

Secret Society, the, age for mem- 

bership in, 324; ceremony of 

initiation into, 325-327; cir- 

cumvention of wrong-doing by 

initiation into, 325; duties of 

leader of, 323, 328, 330, 332; 

election of leader of, 328-330; 
importance attached to mem- 

bership in, 323, 324; local 
branches of, 324, 327; of the 

Maidu, 322-333; selection by 

spirits of initiates for, 325; time 

for initiation into, 325. 
Shade-roof, 174. 

Shaman and ‘‘dreamer,’’ differen- 

tiation of, 271. 
Shamanism, 267-283, 471-480; 

gift of, not wholly ancestral, 
267; punishment of disbelief 

in, 282. 

Shamans, acquisition of powers 

of, 267, 268, 275-279, 472-476; 
annual dance of, 272; death 

caused by, 269, 280; detection 

of evil-doer by, 488; dialogue 

between clown and, 315, 316; 

disposal of ornaments and 
rattles of, 279; as dominant 
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figures in religion, 343, 471; 

fasting by, 279; fee of, 479; 
female, 269, 274, 471; guardi- 
an spirits for, 278, 476; kinds 

of, 271; as members of Secret 

Society, 324-333; method of 

cure by, 478; objects-extracted 

by, 270; office of, hereditary, 
274, 471; ornaments of, 283, 

481; paraphernalia of, 472; 

penalty for rejection of office 

of, 472; powers of, 279; su- 
premacy of, 267; test of eligi- 

bility for, 333; vulnerable 
parts of body of, 475; wands 
for, 275, 278. 

Shasta, the, bibliography of, 383, 
384; clothing of, 407-412; cre- 

ation myth of, 339; cultural 

isolation of, 494, 495; habitat 
of, 386, 387; indigenous to 

California, 391; meagre ritual 

of, 489; names for, 385, 388; 

origin of the name, 384; topo- 

graphical division of, 388. 

Shasta and Achoma/’wiz, affiliation 
of, 385. 

Shasta Valley, 388. 

Shell, use of, 141, 396. 
Slaves, 206, 441. 

Sling, use of, 204. 

Smith, Jedediah, 131. 

Smoke-signals, 207. 

Soapstone, vessels made from, | 

139, 393- 
Social festivals, 228. 

Social organization, of the Maidu, 
35, 223-227; of the Shasta, 

451-453. 
Songs for warding off danger, 490. 

Soul, beliefs regarding, 259-262, 

468, 469; “ghost” synonymous 

with, 468; ‘heart’ synony- 
mous with, 259; “‘life’’ synony- 

mous with, 468. 
Spear, 204. 

Spell, manner of casting evil, 331. 
Spencer, D. L., 121, 206, 225, 245, 

323. 

Spirits, removal of spell by, 332; 

selection of candidates for Se- 
cret Society by, 325, 329. 

Squirrel, shooting of, 195. 
Stars, telling time by, 330. 

Stock, designs characteristic of 

each, 27. 

Stone, objects of, 132-139, 391. 

Stories, told in daytime, effect on 

narrator of, 266. 

Storms, prevention of, 265. 

Superstitions, 195, 230, 262, 265, 
266, 309, 430, 468, 470, 471. 

Sutter, J. A., 129. 

Sweat dance, 321. 

Sweat-house, 418-420; ownership 

of, 420; uses of, 420. 

Sweet-bird seed, preparation of, 
189. 

Tables of anthropometrical meas- 

urements, 348, 249, 350-355 
356. 

Taboos in force, during acquisi- 

tion of shamanism, 277, 281, 

474, 475; during a deer-hunt, 
193; at erection of new dance- 

house, 312; while gambling, 

443; while hunting, 432; dur- 

ing initiation into Secret Soci- 

ety, 324, 326, 327; while mak- 

ing game sticks, 441; while 

mourning, 242, 244, 468; dur- 

ing pregnancy, 228-230, 453, 

454; at time of puberty cere- 

monial, 233, 234, 235, 236, 457, 
458, 461; during war prepara- 
tions, 440. 

Tattooing, 167, 168, 412. 
Tears, the first, 44. 

Teit, James, 38, 67, 79, 85, 341, 

342. 
Tinder, 181. 
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Tobacco, 183. 

Tongs, substitute for, 180. 

Tozzer, A. M., rar. 
Trade, 201, 202, 436. 

Transportation, means of, 198— 

200, 435. 

Turtle, part of, in creation of 

world, 39, 263, 286. 

Turtle dance, 299-301. 

Twins, superstitions regarding, 
230. 

Villages, sites for, 175, 421; size 

of, 175, 421, 422. j 

Wands, for shamans, 275, 278; 

use of, in dance, 307; use of, 

in initiation, 325, 327. 

War, prisoners of, 206, 207, 441. 

Warfare, manner of, 205, 436, 
439; weapons of, 202, 436, 438. 

War-party, preparation for, 439. 
Warner, 130. 

Washoe, the, 9, 33, 124, 125, 206. 
Weather-prophets, making of, 

283. 

Wé'dabéyem dance, 318-320. 

Whiskey, exposure of fraud in 
obtaining, 283; novel way of 

obtaining, 282. 

Wintun, the, antagonism of, to 

the Maidu, 206; creation myth 

of, 339; designs on baskets of, 

17-19; habitat of, 17, 125; 

measurements of, 372, 378. 
Woman, name of the first, 42. 

Wood, work in, 139, 140, 394. 

World, the conceptions of, 262—- 

265, 470; first form of, 263. 

Wylackie, the, measurements of, 

372- : 

Yana, the, antagonism of, to the 
Maidu, 206; habitat of, 19, 34, 

124. 
Yokut, the, measurements of, 372. 

Y6’ngweda dance, 307. 

Yuki, the, habitat of, 24; meas- 

urements of, 368, 372, 377; Te- 

lationship of, to inhabitants of 

Santa Barbara, 357; type of, 

proved by measurements, 356. 
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Map showing the location and subdivisions of the Shasta and 

surrounding tribes and the principal Villages of the Shasta. 



EXPLANATION OF PLATE LX. 

SHASTA BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.— Basket with ‘“‘wood set up around”’ design. Inthis specimen 
the warp is crossed just below the edge, as in baskets of 

Northwestern type. Height, 10 cm.; diam., 25 cm. Cat. 

No. abe. 

Fic. 2.— Basket with ‘‘wood set up around’’ design. Height, 18 cm.; 

diam., 21 cm. Cat. No. zy. 
‘ 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXI. 

SHASTA BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket with ‘wood set up around” design. This is the 

decoration most commonly found on Shasta baskets. 

Height, rr cm.; diam., 25 cm. Cat. No. 388. 

Fic. 2.— Basket with ‘‘wood set up around”’ design. Height, 13 cm.; 

diam., 28 cm, Cat. No. z$9,. 

Fic. 3.—Basket with ‘‘wood set up around” design. Height, 11 cm.; 
diam., 29 cm. Cat. No. $5. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXII. 

SHASTA BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket with ‘flint goes around” design. Height, 12 cm.; 

diam., 24 cm. Cat. No. 7325. 

Fic. 2.—Basket with ‘flint goes around”’ design. Height, 11 cm.; 

diam., 23 cm. Cat. No. z§%s. 

Fic. 3.—Basket with “‘butterfly”’ design, which is practically the 
Yurok ‘‘waxpoo.” This specimen has the edge with 

warps turned over, which is characteristic of baskets 
secured from the Shasta at Siletz. Height, 7 cm.; diam., 

22cm. Cat. No. z§f:. 

1G. 4.—Basket with “‘ salmon-heart”’ design, which is much like the 

Yurok and Karok ‘‘sturgeon” or ‘‘snail’s back,’’ Height, 
1ocm.; diam., rg cm. Cat. No. zf%s. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXIII. 

SHASTA BASKETS, 

Fic. 1.—Milling-basket with design of unknown significance, but 

which is similar to the Yurok “ladder” design. Height, 

18 cm.; diam., 39 cm. Cat. No. z§9q. 

Fic. 2.— Basket with design of unknown significance. Height, 14 cm.; 

diam., 38cm. Cat. No. $$s. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXIV. 

SHASTA BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket resembling Wintun baskets, with design “‘it goes 

round one way,” which is similar to the “pulled around”’ 

design shown on a basket from the upper Sacramento. 

Height, ro cm.; diam., 20 cm. Cat. No. 732. 

Fic. 2.—Basket resembling Wintun baskets, with design “it goes 

round one way,” which also suggests the Achoma’wi 

design of the ‘“‘skunk.”’ Height, 11 cm.; diam., 24 cm. 

Cat. No. abe. 

Fic. 3.—Basket with design ‘“‘it goes round crooked.”’ This is iden- 

tical with the Maidu design of ‘‘ wood in billets.’”” Height, 

13 cm.; diam., 21 cm. Cat. No. z§%x. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXV. 

SHASTA BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket with design of unknown significance. Height,r1cm.; | 

diam., 18 cm. Cat. No. <8. 

Fic. 2.—Basket with design “it goes round crooked.” This is iden- 

tical with the Maidu design of “‘ wood in billets.” Height, 
12 cm.; diam., 23 cm. Cat. No. zSfq. 

Fic. 3.—Basket with “‘frog’s-belly” design. This is similar to the 

Maidu “water-snake” design. Height, 13 cm.; diam., 
26cm, Cat. No. 78s. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXVI. | 

SHASTA BASKETS, 

Fic. 1.—Mortar-basket with design resembling one element in the 

Achoma’wi ‘‘mussel’s-tongue.” -Height, 14 cm.; diam., 

39 cm, Cat. No. ahts. tat : 

Fic. 2.—Mortar-basket with strengthening-rod. Height, 16 cm.; 

diam., 44 cm, Cat. No. sff 
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EXPLANATION -OF,; PLATE LXVII. 

SHASTA BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Basket with design of unknown significance. Height, 13 

cm.; diam., 46cm. Cat. No. 788. _ 

Fic. 2.—Basket finished with a band of closer twining, and with 

design of unknown significance. Height, 7_cm.; diam., 

39 cm. Cat. No. 75$z. % 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXVIII. 

SHASTA BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.— Open-work platter-basket with warp crossed just below the 

edge, as in baskets of Northwestern type. The orna- 

mentation is by means of dyed warps, but the significance 

of the design is unknown. Height, 7 cm.; diam., 37 cm. 

Cat. No. z$. 

Fic. 2.— Basket with design of unknown significance. Height, 9 cm.; 

diam., 40 cm. Cat. No. z§€x. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXIX. 

SHASTA BASKETS. 

Fic. 1.—Burden-basket of conical shape and open-work type. 
Height, 50 cm.; diam., s6 cm. Cat. No. $fz. 

Fic. 2.— Burden-basket of conical shape and open-work type. Height, 
48 cm.; diam., 53 cm. Cat. No. sffy-. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXX. 

SHASTA BASKETS, 

Fic. 1.—Open-work pack-basket with warp crossed just” below the 

edge, as in baskets of Northwestern type. “ The ornamenta- 

tion is by means of dyed warps. Height, 5 cm.; diam., 

23cm, Cat, No. sf. 

Fic. 2.—Platter-basket. Height, 5 cm.;diam., 23cm. Cat. No. s$?z. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXI. 

SHASTA MAT. 

This mat was made by twining, every three or four inches, woof- 
strands about reed warps, which were doubled at the sides. 

The ends of the mat are finished in a braid. Length, 166 cm.; 

width, 135 cm. Cat. No. y§f{j. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXII. 

PAINTED BUCKSKIN, 

Buckskin skirt ornamented with rude zigzags and dots of red paint. 

This skirt is worn by shamans in connection with a painted 

buckskin head-dress decorated with feathers, etc. Length, 119 

cm. Cat. No. $85. 
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